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"Seek ye first the kingdom of God and His righteousness,

and all these things shall be added unto you."

- Matthew vi. 3-3.
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G E X E S I S.

CHAPTER THE THIETY-SECOXD.

4229. In the Third I'art of this Avork we began to explain the

Lord's predictions in the twenty-fourth chapter of jMatthew,

concerning the Last Judgment : that explanation was prefixed

to the last chapters in that part, and was continued as far as

verse 31 of that chapter; see nos. 3353-3356, nos. 3486-3489,

nos. 3650-3655, 3751-3757, nos. 3897-3901, nos. 4056-4060.

What 'is the internal sense of all the contents of that chapter

in a summary, appears manifest from what has been there

explained, namely, that the successive vastation of the church,

and at length the establishment of a new church, are pre-

dicted in the following order:—I. They began not to know
what good and truth are, but disputed on the subject. 11.

They despised good and trutli. III. They did not acknowledge
them in heart. IV. They profaned them. V, And whereas
the truth of faith and the good of charity would yet remain

with some, who are called the elect, the state of faith then is

described. VI. And next the state of charity. VI I. And
finally, the beginning of a new church is treated of, wliich is

meant by the words which were last explained, " And He shall

send fortli His angels with a trumpet and a great voice, and
they shall gather together His elect from the four winds, from
the end of the heavens even to the end thereof " (Matt. xxiv. 31).

By these words, the beginning of a new church is meant, see

no. 4960 at the end.

4230. When the end of an old church and the beginning of

a new are at hand, then is a Last Judgment. That this time is

what is meant in the Word by the Last Judgment, see nos.

2117-2133, 3353, 4057; and also by the coming of the Son
of Man. The suljject now treated of is that coming, respecting

which the disciples inquired of the Lord, saying, " Tell us, when
shall these 'things come to pass ? especially what shall be the

sign of Thy coming, and of the consummation of the age ?

"

(Matt. xxiv. 3). Now, therefore, follows the explanation of

what the Lord predicted concerning the very time of His coming,

and of the consummation of the age, which is the Last Judg-
VOL. YI. A
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2 GENESIS. [Chap, xxxii.

merit ; but in the preface to this chapter we shall explain only

the things contained in verses 32-o5, which are these :
" But

learn the imrahlc from the Jiy-tree : When its branch is yet tender,

and its leaves hud forth, ye know that summer is nigh. So like-

ivise ye, ivhen ye shall see all these tilings, hioiv that it is near at

the doors. Verily, I say unto you, This generation shall not pass

a2vay, until cdl these things he done. Heaven and earth shall

pass away ; but My tvords shall not pass away." The internal

sense of these words is as follows.

423 1. But learn the jJarablo from the fig-tree : When its branch

is yet tender, and its leaves bud forth, ye know that summer is

nigh, signifies the first of a new church ; the fig-tree denotes the

good of the natural, its branch is the affection tliereof, and the

leaves are truths ; the parable which they should learn, is, that

those things are signified. He who does not know the internal

sense of the "Word, cannot possibly know what is involved in

the comparison of the Lord's coming with the fig-tree and its

branch and leaves ; but inasmuch as all comparatives in the

Word are also significatives (see no. 3579), it may hence be
known what those things mean. Wheresoever in the Word
a fig-tree is named, in the internal sense it signifies the good of

the natural (see no. 217) ; the reason why a branch denotes the

affection thereof, is, that affection springs and flourishes from
good as a branch from its trunk ; that leaves denote truths, see

no. 885. Hence, then, it is evident what this parable involves,

namely, that when a new church is created by the Lord, first of

all there appears good of the natural, that is, good in an ex-

ternal form with its affection and truths. By good of the

natural is not meant the good into which man is born, or which
he derives from his parents, but the good wdiich is spiritual as

to its origin. Into this good no one is born, but is led into it

liy the Lord through the Knowledges of good and truth ; where-
fore, until man is in this spiritual good, he is not a man of the

church, howsoever it may appear from connate good that he is

so. So likeivise ye, when ye shall sec all these things, knoiv that

it is near at the doors, signifies when those things appear, which
are signified in the internal sense by the words which immedi-
ately precede (verses 29-31) and by these words concerning

the fig-tree, that then is the consummation of the church, that

is, the last judgment, and the coming of the Lord ; con-

sequently, that then the old church is rejected, and a new one
established. It is said, at the doors, because the good of the

natural and its truths are the first things which are insinuated

into man, whilst he is regenerating and becoming a church.

Verily, I say unto you. This generation shall not ^;«ss away,
until all these things be done, signifies that the Jewish nation

shall not be extirpated as other nations ; the reason whereof
may be seen in no 3479. Heaven and earth sluill pass aivay,
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hut My words shall not pass away, signifies that the internals

and externals of the former church should perish, but that the

Word of the Lord should abide. That heaven is the internal

of the church, and earth its external, see nos. 82, 1411, 17-33,

1850, 2117, 2118, 3355. It is evident that the words of the

Lord are not only those which were here spoken concerning

His coming and the consummation of the age, but also all that

are contained in the Word. These words were spoken immedi-
ately after what was said concerning the Jewish nation, because

that nation was preserved for the sake of the Word, as may
appear from the passage cited, no. 3479. From these con-

siderations, then, it is manifest that the beginnings of the new
church are here predicted.

CHAPTER XXXIL

1. And Jacob went on his way ; and the angels of God met
him.

2. And Jacob said, as he saw them, This is the camp of

God : and he called the name of that place Machanaim.
3. And Jacob sent messengers before him to Esau his brother,

imto the land of Seir, the field of Edom.
4. And he commanded them, saying. Thus shall ye say unto

my lord Esau ; Thus saith thy servant Jacob, I have sojourned

M'ith Laban, and have tarried even until now

:

5. And I have ox and ass, flock, and man-servant and maid-

servant, and I send to tell my lord, to find grace in thine eyes.

6. And the messengers returned to Jacob, saying, We came
to thy brother, to Esau, and also he cometh to meet thee, and
four hundred men with him.

7. And Jacob feared exceedingly, and was distressed ; and
he halved the people that was with liim, and the flock, and the

lierd, and the camels, into two camps.

8. And said. If Esau come to one camp and smite it, and
there shall be a camp left for escape.

9. And Jacob said, God of my father Abraham, and God
of my father Isaac, Jehovah, Who saidst unto me, Return to

thy land, and to thy nativity, and I will do well with thee.

10. I am less than all the mercies, and than all the truth,

which Thou hast done with Thy servant ; because with my
staff I passed over this Jordan, and now I am become into two
camps.

11. Deliver me, I pray Thee, out of the hand of my brother,

out of the hand of Esau, because I fear him, lest he come and

smite me, the mother upon the sons.
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12. And Thou saidst, In doiw^ well I will do well with

thee, and will place thy seed as the sand of the sea, which is

not numbered for multitude.

13. And he passed the nij^lit there in that night ; and took

of that which came into his hand a present for Esau his brother.

14. Two hundred she-goats, and twenty he-goats, two hun-

dred ewes, and twenty rams.

15. Thirty milch camels and their sons, forty heifers, and ten

bullocks, twenty she-asses and ten foals.

IG. And he gave them into the hand of his servants, every

drove by itself ; and said unto his servants. Pass over before

me, and set a space between drove and between drove.

17. And he commanded the first, saying, When Esau my
brother meeteth thee, and asketh thee, saying, AVhose art thou ?

and whither goest thou ? and whose are these before thee ?

18. And thou shalt say, Thy servant Jacob's ; it is a present

sent unto my lord Esau ; and behold also he is behind us.

19. And he commanded the second, and the third, and all

that went after the droves, saying. According to this word ye

shall speak unto Esau, when ye find him.

20. And ye shall' say also. Behold, thy servant Jacob is be-

hind us. Eor he said, I will appease his faces with the present

that goeth before me, and afterwards I will see his faces
;
per-

adventure he will lift up my faces.

21. And the present passed over before him; and he passed

the night in that night in the camp.

22. And he arose in that night, and took his two wives

(fteminw), and his two handmaids, and his eleven children,

and passed over the passage of Jabbok.

23. And he took them, and made them pass over the river,

and made what he had pass over.

24. And Jacob remained alone ; and a man (?;//•) wrestled

with him, until the dawn went up.

25. And he saw that he did not prevail over him ; and he

touched the hollow of his thigh, and the hollow of Jacob's thigh

was out of joint as he wrestled with him.

26. And he said, Let me go, because the dawn goeth uj).

And he said, I will not let thee go, unless thou bless me.

27. And he said unto him. What is thy name ? And he said,

Jacob.

28. And he said, Thy name shall no longer be called Jacol),

but Israel ; because as a prince thou hast contended with Goi)

and with men (hojnincs), and hast ])revailed.

29. And Jacob asked and said, Tell me, I pray thee, thy name.
And he said. Wherefore is this, that thou dost ask for my name?
And he blessed him there.
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30. And Jacob called the name of the place Peniel ; because

I have seen God faces to faces, and my soul is delivered.

31. And the sun rose upon him as he passed over Penuel

;

and he halted upon his thigh.

32. Therefore the sons of Israel eat not the sinew of what is

put out, which is upon the hollow of the thigh, even to this

day ; because he touched in the hollow of Jacob's thigh the

sinew of what was put out.

THE CONTENTS.

4232. The subject here treated of, in the internal sense, is the

inversion of state in the natural, in order that good may l)e in

the first place, and truth in the second ; in the present case

it is the implantation of truth in good (verses 1-23). And
the wrestlings of temptations, which are then to be endured

(verses 24-32). At the same time, the Jewisli nation is

also treated of, that, although it could receive nothing of the

church, still it represented those things which are of the

church.

THE INTERNAL SENSE.

4233. Verses 1, 2. And Jacob ivent on his way; and the

angels of God met him. And Jacoh said, as he saiu them, This

is the camp of God: and he called the name of tlmt place

Machanaim. Jacoh went on his way, signifies the successive of

truth, in order that it might be conjoined with spiritual and
celestial good : a7id the angels of God met him, signifies illustra-

tion from good : a?id Jacob said, as he saw them, This is the

camp (•>/ (7w/, signifies heaven: and he called the name of that

place Machanaim, signifies the quality of the state.

4234. Jacob went on his way: that this signifies the

successive of truth, in order that it might be conjoined with

spiritual and celestial good, appears from the representation of

Jacob, as here denoting the truth of the natural. What Jacob

represented, has been shewn above, namely, the Lord's natural

;

and whereas the subject treated of in the internal sense, where

the historical relation treats of Jacob, is the Lord, and how He
made His natural Divine, therefore Jacob first represented

truth in the natural, and afterwards truth to which a collateral

good was adjoined, which was Laban ; and after He had
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adjoined this good, then Jacob represented such a good,

Avliich, however, is not Divine good in the natural, but a

middle good, whereby he could receive Divine good : such a

good Jacob represented when he departed from Laban, but
still that good in itself is truth, which thence has a faculty of

conjoining itself with Divine good in the natural. Such is the
2 truth which Jacob now represents. But the good wherewith

it was to be conjoined, is represented by Esau. That Esau is

the Divine good of the Lord's Divine natural, see nos. 3300,
;'.302, 3494, 3504, 3527, 3576, 3599, 3069, 3677. This con-

junction itself, namely, of Divine truth with the Divine good
of the Lord's Divine natural, is the subject now treated of in

the supreme sense ; for, after Jacob receded from Laban, and
came to Jordan, and thus to the first entrance into the land

of Canaan, he begins to represent that conjunction ; for the

land of Canaan, in the internal sense, signifies heaven, and in

the supremo sense the Lord's Divine Human, see nos. 3038,

3705. Hence it is that by these words, "And Jacob went on
his way," is signified the successive of truth, in order tliat it

3 might be conjoined with spiritual and celestial good. But
these are subjects which cannot be fully explained to the appre-

hension; the reason is, that the most general [principles] of

this subject are unknown in the learned world, even in the

Christian ; for it is scarcely known what the natural in man
is, and what the rational, and that they are altogether distinct

from each other; and it is scarcely known what spiritual

truth is, and what the good thereof, and that these likewise

are most distinct ; and still less is it known, that while man
is being regenerated, truth is conjoined with good, distinctly in

the natural, and distinctly in the rational, and this by innumer-
able means ; nay, it is not even known, that the Lord made
His Human Divine, according to the order in which He

4 also regenerates man. Since, therefore, these most general

[principles] are unknown, whatsoever is said on the subject

must necessarily appear obscure ; but still something must be
said, l)ecauRe otherwise the Word cannot be explained as to

the internal sense ; at least it may hence appear what is the

nature and quality of angelic wisdom, for the internal sense of

the Word is principally for the angels.

4235. And the angels of God met him: that this signifies

illustration from good, appears from the signification of the

angels of God, as denoting somewhat of the Lord; in the

present case they denote the Divine which is in the Lord, for

in the Lord was tlie Divine itself which is called the Father;
the very essence of life, Avhich with man is called the soul, was
hence, and was Himself; that Divine is what in common
discourse is called the Divine Nature, or rather the Divine

Essence of the Lord. That in the Word, by angels of God is
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sit^mified somewhat of the Lord's Divine, see nos. 1925, 2319,

2821, 3039, 4085 ; by the angels of God meeting him, is

signified in the proximate sense the influx of the Divine into the

natural ; hence comes illustration, for all illustration is from

the influx of tlie Divine. Inasmuch as the subject now treated

of is the inversion of state in the Lord's natural, in order that

good might be in the first phi.ce, and truth in the second, and

in the present passage the implantation of truth in good in the

natural (see no. 4232), and as this could not be effected

without illustration from the Divine, therefore illustration

from good, in which truth might be implanted, is here first

treated of.

4236. And Jacob said, as he saw them, This is the camp of

God : that this signifies heaven ; the reason of this significa-

tion is, that an army signifies truths and goods (see no. 3448),

and truths and goods are arranged by the Lord according to

heavenly order; hence arrangement according to order is

the encamping of an army, and the heavenly order itself,

which is heaven, is the camp. This camp, or this order, is

such, that it cannot possibly be broken by hell, although

hell is continually endeavoring to break it ; hence also that

order or heaven is called a camp, and the truths and goods,

that is, the angels, who are arranged according to that order,

are called armies. From these considerations, then, it is

evident whence the camp of God signifies heaven. This very

order is what was represented by the encampments of the sons

of Israel in the wilderness, thus heaven itself was represented
;

and the dwelling together therein according to tribes was called

a camp ; the tabernacle, which was in the midst, and about

which they encamped, represented the Lord Himself. That
the sons of Israel thus encamped, see Numb. i. 1 to the end,

and xxxiii. 2 to the end ; tliat they encamped about the

tabernacle according to the tribes, namely, towards the east,

Judah, Issachar and Zebulon ; towards the south, Eeuben,
Simeon, Gad ; towards the west, Ephraim, Manasseh, Ben-
jamin ; towards the north, Dan, Asher, and aSTaphtali ; and the

Levites in the midst nigh unto the tabernacle, see Numb. ii. 2,

and the hjllowing verses. That l)y the tribes are signified all ^

goods and truths in the complex, see nos. 3858, 3862, 3926,

3939, 4060. Hence it is that, when Balaam saw Israel dwell-

ing according to the tribes, and the Spirit of God came upon
him then, he uttered an enunciation, saying, " How good are

thy tabernacles, Jacob ! thy dicellinys, Israel ! as valleys are

they jAanted, as gardens near a river " (Numb, xxiv, 2, 3, 5, 6).

That by those prophetic enunciations was not meant the

people, which w^as named Jacob and Israel, is very manifest

;

but the heaven of the Lord was meant, which was represented.

Hence also in other places in the Word, their arrangements iu
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tlie wilderness, or their encampings according to tribes, -were

called a camp ; and by a camp in those passages in tlie internal

sense is signified heavenly order ; and by encamping, arrange-

ment according to that order, namely, according to tlie order in

which goods and truths are in heaven (Lev. iv. 12 ; viii. 17

;

xiii. 46; xiv. 8; xvi. 26, 28; xxiv. 14, 23. Numb. ii. 2-4;
v. 2-6;ix. ITtotheend; x. 1-11,25; xi. 31, 32; xii. 14, 15; xxxi.

19-24. Deut. xxxiii. 10-15). That the camp of God denotes

heaven, may also appear from these passages. In Joel :
" Before

Him the earth was moved, the heavens trembled, the sun and
the moon were blackened, and the stars withdrew their shining,

and Jehovah uttered His voice before His army, for His camp
was exceeding great; because he that doeth His Word is

numerous" (ii. 10, 11). In Zechariah : "/ will encamp about
mine house because of the army passing by and going away,
lest any oppressor pass over them " (ix. 8). In the Apocalypse :

" Gog and Magog went up upon the plain of the earth, and com-
passed the camp of the saints about, and the beloved city; but
fire came down from God, and consumed them" (xx. 9). Gog
and Magog denote those who are in external worship,

separated from internal and made idolatrous, see no. 1151.

The plain of the earth denotes the truth of the clmrch : that

a plain denotes the truth which is of doctrine {(loctrinale), see

no. 2450, and that the earth denotes the church, nos. 566,

662, 1066, 1068, 1850, 2117, 2118, 3355. The camp of the

saints denotes heaven, or the Lord's kingdom in the earths,

\ wliich is the clmrch. Since most expressions in the Word
have an opposite sense, so also has a camp, and in that sense it

signifies evils and falsities, consequently hell, as in David: " If

the evil shall encamp against me, my heart shall not fear
"

(Psalm xxvii. 3). Again : God hath scattered the bones of them
that encamped against me ; thou hast made ashamed, because

God hath rejected them" (liii. 6, [5]). Nothing else is meant
by the camp of Asshur, in which the angel of Jehovah smote
a hundred and eighty-five thousand (Isaiah xxxvii. 36) ; and
likewise by the camp of the Egyptians (Exod. xiv. 19, 20).

4237. And he called the name of that place Machcmaim :

that this signifies the quality of the state, appears from the

signification of calling a name, as denoting quality, see nos.

144, 145, 1754, 1896, 2009, 3421 ; and from the signification

of a place, as denoting a state, see nos. 2625, 2837, 3356,

3387. In the original language, Machanaim signifies two
camps ; and two camps signify both the heavens, or both the

kingdoms of the Lord, namely, tlie celestial and the spiritual

;

and in tlie supreme sense, the Divine celestial, and the Divine
spiritual of the Lord. Hence it is evident that the quality of

the Lord's state, when His natural was illustrated by spiritual

and celestial good, is signified by Machanaim, But the quality
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of this state cannot be described, because the Divine states, which
the Lord had when He made the Human in Himself Divine, do

not fall into any human, nor even into any angelic apprehen-

sion, except by means of appearances illustrated by the light of

heaven which is from the Lord, and by means of the states of

man's regeneration ; for the regeneration of man is an image

of the glorification of the Lord, see nos. oloS, 3212, 3296, 3490.

4238. Verses 3-5. And Jacob sent onesscngers lefore Mm to

Esau his brother, unto the land of Seir, the field of Edom. And
he commanded them, saying. Thus shall ye say ttnto my lord Esau,

Thus saith thy servant Jacob, I have sojourned with Lahan, and
have tarried even until noiu. And I have ox and ass,fioclc, and
ma7i-servant and maidservant, and I send to tell my lord, to find

grace in thine eyes. And Jacob sent mcssc7igers before him to

EsaiL his brother, signifies the first communication with celestial

good : unto the land of Seir, signifies celestial natural good

:

the field of Edom, signifies truth thence : and he commanded
them, saying. Thus shall ye say unto my lord Esau, signifies the

first aclvnowledgment of good, that it was in the higher place :

/ have sojourned icith Laban, and have tarried even until now,

signifies that he had imbibed the good signified by Laban : and
I have ox and ass, flock, and man-servant and maid-servant,

signifies acquisitions in tlieir order [during his sojourn] there

:

a7id I send to tell my lord, to find grace in thine eyes, signifies

instruction concerning that state, and also the condescension

and humihation of truth before good.

4239. Jacob sent messengers before him to Esau his brother:

that this signifies the first communication with celestial good,

appears from the signification of sending messengers, as denoting

communicating; and from the representation of Esau, as de-

noting celestial good in the natural, see nos. 3300, 3302, 3494,

3504, 3527, 3576, 3599, 3669. The subject here treated of, as

was said above, no. 4234, is the conjunction of the Divine truth

of the natural, which is Jacob, with the Divine good therein,

which is Esau ; wherefore the illustration of the natural by
the Divine was first treated of, no. 4235 ; the subject now treated

of is the first communication, which is signified by Jacob

sending messengers to Esau his brother. Tliat, in the Word,
good and truth are brothers, see nos. 367, 3303.

4240. Unto the land of Seir: that this signifies celestial

natural good, appears from the signification of the land of Seir,

as denoting in the supreme sense, the celestial natural good of

the Lord. The reason why tlie land of Seir has this significa-

tion, is that Mount Seir was the boundary of the land of Canaan
on one part (Joshua xi. 16, 17) ; and all boun(Uiries, as rivers,

mountains, and lands, represented those things which were

ultimates (see nos. 1585, 1866, 4116), for they put on represent-

ations from the land of Canaan which was in the midst, and
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\vliich represented the Lord's celestial kinj^'dom, and in the

supreme sense His Divine Human (see nos. 1G07, 3038, 3481,

r)705). The ultimates, which are boundaries, are those things

which are called natural things, for spiritual and celestial things

terminate in natural things. This is the case in the heavens, for

the inmost or third heaven is celestial, because in love to the

Lord ; the middle or second heaven is spiritual, because in love to-

wards the neighbor ; the ultimate or hrst heaven is celestial and
spiritual natural, because in simjde good, which is the ultimate.

of order therein : the case is similar with a regenerate man,
who is a little heaven. Hence, then, it may be evident whence
it comes that the land of Seir signifies celestial natural good.

Esau also, who dwelt there, represented that good, as has been
shewn al)ove, hence also the same good is signified by the land

wherein he dwelt, for lands assume the representations of those
2 who dwell therein (see no. 1675). From what has been said,

then, it may appear what is signified by Seir in the Word, as

in Moses : "Jehovah came from Sinai, and arose from Seir %Lnto

them ; He shone forth from Mount Paran, and He came out from
the myriads of holiness " (Deut. xxxiii. 2). And in the song of

Deborah and Barak :
" Jehovah, when Thou wentcst forth out of

Seir, when Thou wentest out of the field of Edom, the earth

trembled, and the heavens dropped ; the clouds also dropped
waters ; the mountains flowed down ; this Sinai before Jehovah
God of Israel" (Judges v. 4, 5). And in the prophecy of

Balaam: " I see Him, but not now ; I behold Him, but not nigh;

a star shall arise out of Jacob, and a sceptre shall rise up out of

Israel: and Edom shall he an inheritance, and Seir shall he an
inheritance, of his enemies, and Israel shall become strong"

(Numb. xxiv. 17, 18). Any one can see that in these passages

Seir signifies somewhat of the Lord, for it is said that Jehovah
arose from Seir, tliat He went forth out of Seir, and went out of

the field of Edom, and that Edom and Seir shall be an inherit-

ance ; but what [attriljute] of the Lord is signified, no one can
know except Irom the internal sense of the Word. That it is

the Lord's Divine Human, and specifically the Divine natural

therein as to good, may appear from what has been said above

;

arising and going forth out of Seir, denotes that He would
make the natural also Divine, that hence also He might become
liglit, that is, intelligence and wisdom, and tlius Jehovah, not

only as to the human rational, but also as to the human natural

;

wherefore it is said, Jehovah arose from Seir, and Jehovah
went forth out of Seir. That the Lord is Jehovah, see nos.

1343,1736,2004, 2005, 2018, 2025, 2156, 2329, 2921, 3023,
3035. The like is involved in the prophetic burden of Dumah
in Isaiah :

" He ccdlcth to me out of Seir, Watchman, what of

the night ? watchman, what of the niglit ? The watchman
said, The morning conieth, and also the night "(xxi. 11,12).
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By the land of Seir, in the respective sense, is properly sio-nificd 3

the Lord's kingdom with those who are outside the church, that

is, with the gentiles, when a church is being established

amongst them, and the former or old church is falling away
from charity and faith ; that at that time, they who are in dark-

ness have light, appears from several passages in the "Word,

This is properly signified by arising out of Seir, and going forth

out of Seir, and going out of the field of Edom, also by Seir

becoming an inheritance ; as likewise by these words in Isaiah

:

" He calleth to me out of Seir, Watchman, what of the night ?

The watchman said, The morning cometh, and also the night
;

"

tlie morning cometh, denotes the Lord's Advent (see nos. 2405,

2780), and hence illustration to those who are in the night, that

is, in ignorance ; that this illustration is from the Lord's Divine

natural, see no. 4211. Since most expressions in the Word
have also an opposite sense, so likewise has Seir, as in Ezekiel

XXV. 8, 9 ; XXXV. 2-15, and in different places in the historical

books of the Word.
4241. The field of Edom : that this signifies truth thence,

namely, from good, appears from the signification of the Held of

Edom, as denoting the Lord's Divine natural as to good, to

which are conjoined the doctrinals of truth, or truths (see nos.

3302, 3322) ; truths thence, or truths which are from good, are

distinct from truths from which good is. Truths from which
good is are those whicli man imbibes before regeneration, but the

truths which are from good are those which he indjibes after

regeneration ; for after regeneration truths proceed from good, for

man then perceives and knows from good that they are truths.

Such truth, thus the truth of good, is what is signified by the

field of Edom ; in like manner also in the passage above quoted,

from the book of Judges :
" Jehovah, when Tlioa vxntcst forth

out of Seir, when Thou vy.ntcst out of the field of Edom" (v. 4).

4242. And he eommanded them, saying, Thus shall ye say unto

my lord Esau : that this signifies the first acknowledgment of

good, that it was in the higher place, appears from the significa-

tion of commanding the messengers to say, as denoting reflec-

tion and thence perception tliat it is so (see nos. 36G1, 3682), and
consequently acknowledgment ; and from the representation of

Esau, as denoting good (see above, nos. 4234, 4239). That it

was in the higher place, is signified by Jacob calling Esau, not

his brother, but his lord, and himself his servant, and after-

wards in like manner. That while man is being regenerated,

truth is apparently in the first place, and good in the second,

but when man is ret^enerated, good is in the first place and
truth in the second, see nos. 1904,2003, 2189, 2G97, 2979, 328G,

3289, 3310, 3325, 3330, 3332, 3336, 3470, 3509, 3539, 3548,

3556, 3563, 3570, 3576, 3599, 3603, 3701. This also is what is

meant by the prophetic words of Isaac the father to Esau liis
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son :
" By thy sword thou shalt live, and shalt serve thy

brother; and it shall come to \^ass, when thou shalt liave the

dominion, and thou shalt break his yoke from off thy neck "

(Gen. xxvii. 40). The inversion of this state, as predicted

in these })rophetic words, is now treated of.

4243. / luine sojourned with Lahan, and have tarried ei^cn

until now : that this signifies that he imbibed the good signified

by Laban, appears from the representation of Laban, as

denoting a middle good, that is, good not genuine, but yet

serving to introduce genuine truths and goods, see nos. 3974,

3982, 3980, 4003 ; from the signification of sojourning, as

denoting being instructed (see nos. 1403, 2025) ; and from
the signification of tarrying, or abiding with, as being pre-

dicated of the life of truth with good, see no. 3013 : in the

present case it denotes imbibing. Hence it is manifest that

by these words, " I have sojourned with Laban, and have
tarried even until now," is signified that he imbibed the good
represented by Laban. The case is thus : truth cannot be im-

planted in good except by media ; which media were treated of

in the preceding chapters, which treat of Jacob's sojourning and
tarrying with Laban, and the flock he there acquired. The
subject now treated of is the process of conjunction, thus the

inversion of state, in that order in which it is effected when truth

is subordinated to good. Truth is apparently in the first place,

when man learns the truth from affection, but does not yet live

so much according to it ; but good is in the first place, wlien he
lives according to the truth which he has learned from affection,

for then truth becomes good, because man then believes that

good consists in acting according to the truth. They who are

regenerated are in this good, and also they who have conscience,

that is, wlio no longer reason whether it be the truth, but who
do it because it is the truth, and tlius have imbibed it in faith

and life.

4244. And I have ox and ass, fiock, and man-servant and
maid-servant : that this signifies acquisitions in their order

[during his sojourn] there, appears from the signification of an
ox and an ass, a flock, a man-servant and a maid-serv^ant, as

denoting subservient exterior and interior goods and truths,

thus ac([uisitions in their order. That an ox denotes exterior

natural good, and an ass exterior natural truth, see no. 2781
;

and that a Hock denotes interior natural good, a man-servant
the truth thereof, and a maid-servant the affection of that truth,

appears from the signification of each expression, as occasionally

exphiined above. Those goods and truths are the acquisitions

here treated of. It is evulent that they are named in their

order, for the exterior are the ox and the ass, but the interior

are the flock, the man-servant, and the maid-servant.

4245. And I send to tell my lord, to find grace in thine eyes

:
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that this signifies instruction concerning liis state, and also tlie

condescension and humiliation of truth before good, appears

from the signification of sending to tell, as denoting instructing

concerning his state ; that the condescension and humiliation of

truth before good is next denoted, is manifest, for he calls him
liis lord, and says, " to find grace in thine eyes," which are words
of condescension and humiliation. The quality of this state is

here described, when the inversion takes place, namely, when
truth is subordinated to good, that is, when they who have been
in the affection of truth, begin to be in the affection of good. But
that there is such an inversion and subordination appears to

those only who are regenerated, and not even to them, nnless

they refiect thereupon. At this day there are few who are

regenerated, and still fewer who reflect ; wherefore the things

here said concerning truth and good must needs be obscure,

and possibly of such a nature as not to be acknowledged,
especially by those who set the truths of faith in the first

place, and the good of charity in the second, and who thence
think much about doctrinals, but not about the goods of

charity, and think about eternal salvation from the former, not

from the latter. They who so think, cannot possibly know,
and still less perceive, that the truth which is of faith is

subordinated to the good which is of charity. The things

which a man thinks, and from which he thinks, affect him
;

if he were to think from the goods of charity, he would then
see manifestly, that the truths which are of faith are in the

second place ; he would then also see truths themselves as in

light ; for the good which is of charity is like a flame, which
affords light, and thereby illustrates all things in general and
particular which he had before imagined to be true; and he
would also perceive how falsities had intermixed themselves,

and assumed an appearance of being truths.

4246, Verses 6-8. A7id the messe^igcrs irtnrned to Jacob,

saying. We came to thy hrother, to Esau, and also he comcth to

meet thee, and four hutulred men with him. And Jacob feared
exceedingly, and was distressed ; and he halved the people that

VMS tvith him, and the Jloclc, and the herd, and the camels, into

two camps. And he said, If Esau come to one camp and smite

it, there slmll be a camiJ left for escape. The messengers returned

to Jacob, sayivg, We came to thy brother, to Esau, and also he

cometh to meet thee, signifies that good continually flows in,

that it may appropriate [truths] to itself : a7id four hundred
men tvith him, signifies the state of good now, that it may take
the first place : and Jacob feared exceedivghf, and was distressed,

signifies the state when it is being changed : a7id he halved the

2)eo2')le tvhieh v;as with him, a'lid the flock, and the herd, and the

eatnels, into two camps, signifies the preparation and arrange-

ment of truths and goods in the natural to receive the aood
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represented by Esau : and he said, If Esau shall come to one

camp, and smite it, there shall he a camp left for escajje, signifies

according to every event.

4247. And the messengers I'cturncd to Jacob, saying, We came
to thy brother, to Esau, and also lie cometh to meet thee: that

this signifies that good continually Hows in, that it may
appropriate truths to itself, appears from the signification of

a brother, in this case Esau, as denoting the good of the Lord's

Divine natural, concerning which see above; and from the
signification of coming to meet, as denoting flowing in, of

wiiich we shall speak presently: and as it denotes influx, so
- it denotes appropriation. From what has been occasionally

said above on this subject, it may appear how the case is with
good and truth, and with the influx of good into truth, and
concerning the appropriation of truth by good ; namely, that

good continually flows in, and truth receives, for truths are the

vessels of good. Divine good cannot be applied to any other

vessels than genuine truths, for they mutually correspond to

each other ; when man is in the affection of truth, in which he
is in the beginning before he is regenerated, then also good
continually flows in ; but as yet it has no vessels, that is,

truths, to which it may apply itself, that is, be appropriated.

For in the beginning of regeneration man is not as yet in

Knowledges ; but as at that time good continually flows in, it

produces the affection of truth, for the affection of truth is

from no other source than from the continual endeavor of

Divine good to flow in. Hence it may appear, that even at

that time good is in the first place, and the principal agent,

although truth appears to be so ; but when man is re-

generated, which takes place in adult age, when he is in

Knowledges, then good manifests itself; for then he is not so

much in the aflection of knowing truth, as in the affection of

doing it : for heretofore truth had been in the understanding,

but now it is in the will ; and when it is in the will, it is in

the man ; for the will constitutes the real man. Such is the

perpetual circle which takes place in man ; every scientific

and every matter of knowledge (cognitivnm) is insinuated

either through the sight or hearing into the thought, and
thence into the wull, and from the will through the thought

into the act. From the memory, which is like an internal eye,

or internal sight, there is a like circle, namely, from that

internal sight through the thought into the will, and from the

will through the thought into act ; or, if anything opposes the

endeavor to act, it comes forth into act as soon as that which
opposes is removed. From these considerations it may appear
how the case is witli influx, and the appropriation of truth by
good, namely, that first of all the trutlis which are of faith are

insinuated through the hearing or the sight, and then are
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stored up in the memory, whence they are successively

elevated into the thought, and at length How in into the will

;

and when they are in the will, they proceed thence through
the thought into act ; and if they cannot come into act, they
are in the endeavor thereto, the endeavor itself is an internal

act, for as often as faculty is granted, it becomes an external

act. Let it, however, be known that this is the circle : but
still it is good whicli produces that circle ; for the life which
is from the Lord, inflows only into good, thus through good,

and this from inmost [principles]. That the life which Hows
in through inmost [principles] produces that circle, may be

manifest to every one, for without life nothing is produced

;

and since the life which is from the Lord flows in only into

good, and through good, it follows that it is good which pro-

duces and flows in into truths, and appropriates them to itself,

in proportion as man is in the Knowledges of truth, and at the

same time in proportion as he is willing to receive [that good].

4248. And four hundred men loith him: that this signifies

the state of good now, that it may take the first place, apjjears

from the signification of four hundred, as denoting properly

temptations and their duration (see nos. 2959, 2966). This

is the state which is meant, as may appear from what follows,

namely, that he feared exceedingly, and was distressed, and
that on this account he divided his camp into two (verses

7, 8) ; also that from fear he prayed earnestly to Jehovah (verses

9-12) ; and finally that he wrestled with an angel, by which
wrestling is signified temptation, as will appear from the

explanation thereof in the remainder of tliis chapter. When
the state is inverted in the man who is being regenerated, that

is, when good takes the first place, then come temptations ; man
cannot undergo them before, because he is not as yet in

Knowledges whereby he may defend himself, and to which
he may have recourse for consolation ; wherefore also no
one undergoes temptations until he arrives at adult age

;

temptations are what unite truths to good (see nos. 2272,

3.318, 3696, 3928). Hence it is evident that by four hundred
men with him, is signified the state, that good may take the

first place.

4249. And Jacob feared cxeccdinr/h/, and v:as distressed : that

this signifies the state when it is being changed, appears from
this consideration, that fear and distress are the first thing of

temptations, and that they precede whilst the state is being

inverted or changed. The arcana which further lie concealed

in what is here said, that Esau went to meet Jacol) with four

hundred men, and that hence Jacol) had fear and distress,

carmot easily be explained to the api)rehension, because they
arc more interior. We shall only observe that wlien good
takes the prior place, and subordinates truths to itself, as
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happens when man undergoes sph'itnal temptations, the good
which tlows in from the interior, has with it many truths,

which were stored up with man in his interior man. These

truths cannot come to his intuition and apprehension until

good becomes the primary agent, for then the natural begins

to be illustrated by good, whence it appears what things

therein agree and what disagree ; hence come the fear and
distress which precede spiritual temptation ; for s])iritual

temptation acts upon the conscience, which is of the interior

man, wherefore also when man enters into that temptation,

he does not know whence he has this fear and distress, but

the angels who are with man know this well ; for temptation

is hence, that the angels keep man in goods and truths,

2 whereas evil spirits keep him in evils and falsities. The
things which exist with the spirits and angels who are M'ith

man, are perceived by man just as if they were in himself;

for the things which exist interiorly are thought by man,
while he lives in the body and does not believe that they all

How in, not to be produced by causes outside of him ; but he
supposes that all causes are within him, and his own, when yet

it is not so :—for whatsoever a man thinks and wills, that is,

all his thought and all his affection, is either from hell or from
heaven ; when he thinks and wills evils, and is delighted with

falsities thence, he may know that his thoughts and affections

are from hell : and whilst he thinks and wills goods, and is

delighted with truths thence, he may know that they are from

heaven, that is, through heaven from the Lord. But the

thoughts and affections which are M'ith man, present them-

selves for the most part under an appearance different [from

what they are in themselves] ; as the combat of evil spirits

with angels from those things which are with the man who
is about to be regenerated presents itself under an appearance

3 of fear and distress, and of temptation. These things must
needs appear paradoxes to man, because almost every man of

the church at this day believes, that all the truth which he

thinks, and the good which he wills and does, is from himself,

although he says otherwise v/hen he speaks from the doctrinal

of faith
;
yea, he is such, that if any one should tell him that

spirits from hell flow in into liis thought and will when he

thinks and wills evils, and that angels from heaven how in when
he thinks and wills goods, he would stand astonished that any
one could make such an assertion, for he would say that he

has a feeling of life in himself, and that he thinks and wills

from himself It is from tliis feeling that he believes, and not

from doctrine (dodrinale) ; when yet the doctrine {dodrinalc)

is true, and the feeling is fallacious. From the almost con-

tinual experience of now many years it has been given me
to know this, and so certainly, as to have no doubt remaining

about it.
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4250. And he halved the 2^6opJe which was vnth him, and, the

flock, and the herd, and the camels, into two camps: that this

signifies the preparation and arrangement of truths and goods in

the natural to receive the good represented by Esau, appears from

the signification of people, as denoting truths, also falsities (see

nos. 1259, 1260, 3581) ; from the signification of the flock, as

denoting interior goods, and also things not good ; from the

signification of the herd, as denoting exterior goods, and also

things not good (see nos. 25G6, 4244) ; from the signification of

camels, as denoting exterior or general truths, thus also things

not true (see nos. 3048, 3071, 3143, 3145); and from the signi-

fication of camps, as denoting order, in a good sense genuine

order, and in an opposite sense order not genuine (see no. 4236).

That halving denotes dividing into two, and thus disposing

himself to receive, is manifest. How these things are, may-

appear from what has been just now said above, namely, that

when good flows in, as happens when the order is inverted, and

good takes the first place, then the natural is illustrated, and

there is seen what truth and good therein is genuine, and what is

not genuine ; these are afterwards distinguished from each other,

so that some are retained, but others removed. Hence the order

becomes altogether changed from what it had been before ; for

Avhen good has the dominion, it is attended with this effect, for

truths are then only ministers and servants, and are arranged

according to heavenly order nearer and nearer, according to the

reception of goods by truths, and also according to the quality

of the good ; for good takes its quality from truths.

4251. And he said, If Esau shall come to one camp and smite

it, there shall he a camp left for escape : that this signifies accord-

ing to every event, appears from the signification of a camp,

as denoting order, see just above; from the signification of

smiting, as denoting destroying; and from the signification

of a camp being left for escape, as denoting lest order should

perish in the natural, but somewhat should remain over and

above ; thus denoting preparation and arrangement according

to every event. For the natural, so long as truth has dominion

therein, cannot see what truth is genuine and what is not

genuine, neither what good ; but when good, which is of love to

the Lord and of charity towards the neighbor, has dominion

therein, it then sees this. Hence it is that, when the time or

state is at hand, when good takes the dominion, man is almost

in ignorance of what is good and true, thus of what shall be

destroyed, and what shall be retained, as appears manifestly in

temptations. When a man is in such ignorance, then prepara-

tion and arrangement are made, not by man, but by the Lord

;

in the present case by the Lord in Himself, because the Lord

by His Own power arranged and reduced all things in Himself

into Divine order.

VOL. VI. B
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4252. Verses 9-12. And Jacob said, God of my fatlxtr

Ahraham, and God of my father Isaac, Jehovah, Who saidst unto

me, Eeturn to thy land, and to thy nativity, and I will do v:ell

icitli thee. I am less than all the mercies, and than all the truth,

ivhich Thou hast done with thy servant ; because with my staff I
passed over this Jordan, and 7ww I am become into tivo camps.

Deliver me, I 2')ray Thee, out of the hand of my brother, out of
the hand of Esau, because Ifear him, lest he come and smite me,

the mother upon the sons. And Thou saidst, In doing well

I loill do well with thee, and u:ill place thy seed as the sand

of the sea, ivhich is not numbered for multitude. Jacob said,

God of my father Abraham, and God of my father Isaac,

Jehovah, signifies the Holy of preparation and arrangement

:

Wlio saidst unto me. Return to thy land and to thy nativity, and
1 ivill do well with thee, signifies for conjunction with Divine

tiood and truth : / am less than all the mercies, and than all tltc

truth, which Thou hast done ivith thy servant, signifies humilia-

tion in that state as to good and truth : because with my staff I
passed over this Jordan, and noio I am become into two camps,

signifies that from a little there was much : deliver me, I pray
Thee, 07it of the hand of my brother, out of the liancl of Esau,

because I fear him, signifies the state respectively, because he

made himself prior: lest he come and smite me, the mother upon
the sons, signifies that he might perish : and Thou saidst, In
doiny well I will do well with thee, signifies that nevertheless

he should then gain life : and I ivill place thy seed as the sand

of the sea, which is not numbered for midtitude, signifies fructifi-

cation and multiplication then.

4252^. Jacob said, God of my father Abraham, and God of

my father Isaac, Jehovah : that this signifies the Holy of pre-

paration and arrangement, appears from the signification of the

God of his father Aljraham, as denoting the Lord's Divine

itself (see no. 3439) ; and from the signification of the God of

his father Isaac, as denoting His Divine Human (see nos. 3704,

4180) ; and inasmuch as each is Jehovah, it is said, God of

my father Abraham, God of my father Isaac, Jehovah ; but in

the present case it signifies the Holy, which proceeds from the

Divine, for everything holy is from thence. The reason why
the Holy is signified, is, that it was in the natural, represented

by Jacob, in wdiich the good, represented by Esau, was not as

yet conjoined with truth ; for the subject now treated of is the

state of the reception of good, and in the present passage the

state of preparation and arrangement, in order that it might be

received. Jacob's supplication involves nothing else ; where-

fore by the above words is signified the Holy [principle] of pre-

paration aiul arrangement.

4253. Who saidst u7ito me, Return to thy land, and to thy

nativity, and I will do ivell with thee : that this signifies for
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conjunction with Divine good and truth, appears from what was
said above, nos. 4069, 4070, where nearly the same words occur,

4254. lam less than all the mercies, and than all the truth, which

Thou hast done with thy servant : that this signifies Immiliation

in that state as to good and truth, appears from the predication

of mercy, as having relation to the good which is of love ; and
from the predication of truth {veritas), as having relation to the

truth iyerum) which is of faith (see no. 3122). That they are

words of humiliation, is evident ; hence it may appear that by
tliem is signified humiliation in that state as to good and truth.

4255. Because with my staff I passed over this Jordan, and
now I am become into two camps : that this signifies that fi'om a

little there was much, appears from the signification of a staff, as

denoting power, and as being predicated of truth (see nos. 4013,

4015) ; from the signification of the Jordan, as denoting initia-

tion into the Knowledges of good and truth, of which we shall

speak presently ; and from the signification of two camps, as

denoting goods and truths, as above, no. 4250, for the two camps
in this case are the people, flock, herd, and camels, which he

halved. Hence it is manifest that the above words, in the

proximate sense, signify that he had little of truth when he was
initiated into Knowledges, and that afterwards he had many
truths and goods ; or, what is the same thing, tliat from little

there was much. From what has been heretofore explained, it

is evident that the subject treated of in the internal sense is

the manner in which the Lord made the Human in Himself

Divine, and this successively, according to order; thus His
progress into intelligence and wisdom, and at length into Divine

[intelligence and wisdom] ; hence it is manifest what is meant
by from a little to much. The reason why the Jordan denotes 2

initiation into the Knowledges of good and truth, is, that it was
a boundary of the land of Canaan. That all the boundaries of

that land signified those things which are first and last of the

Djrd's kingdom, also of the church, and thus which are first

and last of the celestial and spiritual things which constitute

the Lord's kingdom and His church, see nos. 1585, 18G6, 4116,

4240. Hence the Jordan, because it was a boundary, signified

initiation into the Knowledges of good and truth, for these are

the first things, and at length, when man becomes a church or

kingdom of the Lord, they become the last. That the Jordan 3

has this signification, may also appear from other passages in

the Word, as in David: "0 my God, my soul boweth itself

over me ; therefore will I remember Thee//'o;?i the land ofJordan,

and of the Chermonites from the mount of littleness " (Psalm xlii.

7 [6]) ; remembering from the land of Jordan, denotes from

what is last, thus from what is low. Again :
" Judah became His

sanctuary, Israel His dominions : the sea saw and fled, the

Jordan turned itself ctway ladcward " (cxiv. 2, 3, 5) : Judah
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denotes the good of celestial love, and Israel the good of

spiritual love, see no. 3654 : the sea denotes the Knowledges of

truth, see no. 28 ; the Jordan denotes the Knowledges of good,

Avhich are said to turn themselves away backward, when the

good of love obtains the dominion, for then Knowledges are

viewed from that good, but not good from them, according to

4 what has been frequently shewn above. In the book of Judges :

" Gilead dwelleth m the passage of the Jordan : and wliy shall

Dan fear ships?" (v. 17). Gilead denotes sensual good or

l)leasure {rolnpc), by which man is first initiated when he is

regenerated, see nos. 4117, 4124 : dwelling in the passage of

the Jordan, denotes in those things which are initiaments, thus

which are the first and last of the Lord's church and kingdom.

These things were also represented by the Jordan, when the

sons of Israel entered into the land of Canaan (Joshua iii. 14 to

the end, iv. 1 to the end) ; for by the land of Canaan was repre-

sented tlie Lord's kingdom (see nos. 1413, 1437, 1GU7, 3038,

3481, 3G8G, 3705), and by the Jordan being divided, and their

passing over on dry ground, was signified the removal of evils

and falsities, and the admission of those who are in goods and
truths. The like was signified by the waters of the Jordan
being divided by Elijah, when he was taken up into heaven

(2 Kings ii. 8) ; and by Elislia, when he entered upon the pro-

phetic office in the place of Elijah (verse 14 of the same chapter).

5 Xaaman's being healed of his leprosy by washing himself seven

times in the Jordan, according to the command of Elisha (2 Kings
V. 1 to 14), represented baptism, for baptism signifies initiation

into the church, and into the things which are of the church ; thus

it signifies regeneration and the things whicli are of regenera-

tion ; not that any one is regenerated by baptism, but that it is

a sign thereof, which should be remembered. And as the things

which are of the church are signified by baptism, and the like by
the Jordan, as was said above, therefore the people Avere baptized

in the Jordan by John (Matt. iii. 6 ; Mark i. 5) ; and also the Lord
Himself willed to be baptized there by John (Matt. iii. 13-17;

^ Mark i. 9). As the Jordan signifies those things which are

the first and last things of the Lord's kingdom and church,

(such are the Knowledges of good and truth, for by these man
is introduced,) therefore also the Jordan is mentioned as a

])0undary of the new land, or the holy land (Ezekiel xlvii. 18).

That the new land or the holy land denotes the Lord's kingdom,
and also the new church, wliich is the Lord's kingdom in the

earths, see nos. 1733, 1850, 2117, 2118, 3355.

425G. Deliver me, Ipray Thee, out of the hand of my hrother,

out of the hand of Esau, because Ifear him : that this signifies

the state respectively, because he made himself prior, may
appear from what lias been fre(iuently said above, especially in

treating of the birthright which Jacob procured to himself by
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the pottage of lentiles, and of the blessing which lie took away
from Esau by cunning. What was represented and signified

by those circumstances, may be seen in the passages where
they are treated of, namely, that truth is apparently in the first

place while man is being regenerated, and good in the second

;

but that good is actually in the first place, and truth in the

second, and that it is manifestly so when he is regenerated,

see nos. 3539, 3548, 3556, 35G3, 3570, 357(5, 3603, 3701, 4243,

4244, 4247. When, therefore, the order is inverted, and good
takes its first place manifestly, that is, when it begins to have
dominion over truth, then the natural man is in fear and
distress (no. 4249), and also enters into temptations. The reason

is, that when truth was in the first place, that is, when it

seemed to itself to have dominion, then falsities intermixed

themselves. For truth of itself cannot see whether it be truth,

but must see it from good, and where falsities are, there is

fear when good approaches. All likewise who are in good,

begin to be afraid when falsities appear in the light derived

from good, for they fear falsities, and are desirous that they

may be extirpated, but this cannot be done, if they are inher-

ent, except by Divine means by the Lord : and hence it is, that

they who are about to be regenerated, after fear and distress

come into temptations also, for temptations are the Divine
means of removing those [falsities]. This is the most secret

cause why man, while he is being regenerated, undergoes

spiritual temptations ; but this cause in nowise appears to

man, for, like everything which moves, provokes, and torments

the conscience, it is above the sphere of his perception.

4257. Lest he come and smite me, the motltcr upon the sons:

that this signifies that he might perish, is evident without

explanation. Smiting the mother upon the sons, was a form
of speaking in use amongst the Ancients who were in re-

presentatives and significatives, signifying the destruction

of the church and of all things which are of the church,

either in general or in particular with the man who is a

church ; for by a mother they meant the church (see nos. 289,

2691, 2717), and by the sons the truths which are of the

church (see nos. 489, 491, 533, 1147, 2623, 3373) ; hence smiting

the motlier upon the sons denotes perishing utterly. Man also

perishes utterly, when the church, and what is of the church

with him, perishes, that is, when the affection of truth, which
is properly signified by the mother, and which constitutes the

church with man, is destroyed.

4258. And thou saidst, In doing ivell I vill do well with

thee: that this signifies, that still he should then gain life,

appears from the signification of doing well, as denoting gain-

ing life ; for by Jacob is represented truth, and truth has not

life from itself, but from the good which inflows into it, as has
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been frequently shewn above ; Iience doing good here signifies

gaining life. The life of truth from good is also here treated of.

4259. And I ivill place tky seed as the sand of the sea, vjhich

is 7iot numhercd for multitude: that this signifies fructification

and multiplication tlien, appears from the signification of seed,

as denoting the faith of charity, and also charity itself (see nos.

1025, 1447, 1610, 2848, 337:5) : that placing it as the sand of

the sea, which is not numbered for multitude, denotes multi-

plication, is evident. Fructification is predicated of good,

which is of charity, and multiplication is predicated of truth,

which is of faith (see nos. 913, 983, 2846, 2847).

4260. Verses 13-15. And he passed the night there in that

night ; and, took of that which came into his hand a fvescnt for
Esau his brother; two hundred she-goats, and twenty he-goats,

two hundred, ewes, and twenty rams. Thirty milch camels and,

their sons, forty heifers and ten htdlocJcs, twenty she-asses and ten

foals. He passed the night there in that night, signifies in that

obscure state : and took of that ivhich came into his hand a
jn-esent for Esau his hrothcr, signifies Divine things to be
initiated into celestial natural good : t^vo hundred she-goats,

and twenty he-goats, two hundred ewes, and twenty rams, signifies

Divine goods and truths thence : thirty mileh camels and their

sons, forty heifers and ten lidlocks, twenty she-asses and. ten foals,

signifies things which serve, general and special.

4261. He passed the night there in that 7iight : that this sig-

nifies in that obscure state, appears from the signification of

passing the night, and also of the night, as denoting an obscure

state (see nos. 1712, 3693).
4262. And took of that which came into his hand a piresent

for Esau Ms hrothcr: that this signifies Divine things to be
initiated into celestial natural good, appears from the signifi-

cation of taking of that which came into his hand, as denoting
of those things which happened of providence, thus which were
of the Divine Providence ; and whereas those things which
are of the Divine Providence are Divine, therefore in this

passage, by taking of that which came into his hand, Divine
things are signified ; from the signification of a present, as denot-

ing initiation, of which we shall speak presently ; and from the

representation of Esau, as denoting the Divine natural as to

good, see nos. 3302, 3322, 3504, 3599, in the present case as to

celestial good, because the natural was not as yet made Divine.
2 The reason why a present signifies initiation, is, that it was made
to secure good-will and favor. For the presents which in old

time were given and offered, had various significations. Those
which were given to kings and priests, on coming into their

presence, had one signification, and those wdiich were offered

up on tlie altar had another; the former signified initiation, but
the latter worship (see no. 349). All sacrifices in general, of
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whatsoever sort, were called presents, or gifts, and particularly

the off'erint^s consistino- of bread and Avine, or cakes with a

libation; for in the original language, an offering (mincha) signi^es

a present. That presents were given to kings and priests, on 3

coming into their presence, appears from several passages in

the "Word, as when Saul consulted Samuel (1 Sam. ix. 7, 8)

;

and when they, who despised Saul, did not offer him a present

(I Sam. X. 27); when the queen of Sheba came to Solomon

(1 Kings X. 2) ; and also when the rest came, of whom it is

written :
" All the earth sought the faces of Solomon to hear

his wisdom, . . . and they offered every one his present, vessels

of silver, and vessels of gold, and garments, and arms, and
spices, horses and mules" (x. 24, 25); and as that ritual was
holy, signifying initiation, therefore also the wise men from the

east, who came to Jesus at His birth, brought presents, gold,

frankincense, and myrrh (Matt. ii. 11). Gold signified celestial

love, frankincense spiritual love, and myrrh those loves in the

natural. That the above ritual was commanded, appears from 4

]Moses :
" The faces of Jehovah shall not be seen empty

"

(Exod. xxiii. 15; Dent. xvi. IG, 17); and that the presents

which were given to priests and kings should be as those

given to Jehovah, may appear from other passages in the

Word. That the presents, which were sent, signified initia-

tion, is evident from those which the twelve princes of

Israel sent to initiate the altar, after it had been anointed

(Numb. vii. 1 to the end), where their presents are called

initiation (verse 88).

4263. Ttoo Moulred she -goats, and twenty he -goats, two

hundred eives, and twenty rams : that hereby are signified Divuie

goods and truths thence, appears from the signification of slie-

.uoats and of ewes, as denoting goods (see nos. 3995, 4006, 4169) ;

and from the signification of he-goats and of rams, as denoting

truths (see nos. 4005, 4170), in the present case Divine goods

and truths. The reason why goods and truths are so frequently

mentioned, and signified by so many various tlwngs, is that all

things which are of heaven and tlie church have reference

thereto ; the things which are of love and charity have reference

to goods, and those which are of faith to truths : but still their

differences as to genera and species are innumerable, yea in-

definite, as may appear from this consideration, that all who
are in good are in the Lord's kingdom, and yet no society there,

nor even one individual in a society, is in the same good as

another. For one and tlie same good cannot exist with two
persons, still less with several, for in such case they would bo

one and the same, and not two, still less several. Every unit

consists of various things, and this through heavenly harmony
and concord.

4264. Thirty milch camels and their son^, forty lieifers and ten
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Indlocks, twenty she-asscs and ten foals: that this signifies things

wliich serve, general and special, appears from the signification

of milch camels and tlieir sons, of heifers and bullocks, and of

she-asses and their foals, as denoting those things which are of

the natural man, of which frequent mention has been made above

;

of camels in nos. 3048, 3071, 3143, 3145 ; of heifers and bullocks

in nos. 1824, 1825, 2180, 2781, 2830; of she-asses in no. 2781.

That those things which are of the natural man are respectively

things wliich serve, see nos. 1486, 3019,3020, 31G7 ; hence it

is that by the above things are signified things which serve,

general and special. As to their numbers, that of the she-goats

being two liundred, of the he-goats, twenty, of the sheep, two
hundred, of the rams, twenty, of the camels and their sons,

thirty, of the heifers, forty, of the bullocks, ten, of the she-asses,

twenty, and of their foals, ten, they are arcana which cannot be

opened without much exi)lanation and extensive quotation [of

passages from the Word] ; for all numbers in the Word signify

things (see nos. 482, 487, 575, 647, 648, 755, 813, 1988, 2075,

2252, .3252) ; and what they signify, was shewn where they
2 occur in the preceding chapters. I have also sometimes been
surprised, that when the speech of the angels comes down into

the world of spirits, it likewise falls into various numbers ; also

that where numbers are read in the Word, things are understood

by the angels ; for number does not in any w^ay penetrate into

heaven, because numbers are measures both of space and of

time, and these are of the world and of nature, to which in the

heavens states and changes of states correspond. The Most
Ancient people, who were celestial men, and had communica-
tion with the angels, knew what was signified by the single

numbers, and also by the compound ; hence the signification

thereof was derived to their descendants, and to the sons of the

Ancient church. These are things which will hardly be
credited by the man of the church at the present day, who
believes that nothing more holy is stored up in the Word, than
what appears in the letter.

4265. Verses 16-23. And. he gave, them into the hand of
his servants, every drove hy itself ; and said unto his servants,

Feiss over hefore me, and set a spaee between drove and between

drove. And he commanded the first, saying, When Esau my
brother meetcth thee, and asketh thee, saying. Whose art thou ?

and whither goest thou ? and whose are these before thee ?

And thou shcdt say. Thy servant Jaeob's; it is a 23resent sent

unto my lord Esau ; and behold also he is behind us. And he

commanded the second, and the third, and all that went after

the droves, saying. According to this word ye shall speak unto

Esau, when ye find him. And ye shall say also, Behold, thy

servant Jacob is behind us. For he said, I will appease his

faces with the present that goeth before me, and afterivards I will
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see his faces; pe^'advenhcre he ivill lift i(,p my faces. And the

'present passed over before him ; and he passed the night in that

night in the camp. And he arose in tluxt night, and took his

two wives (fmminai), and his two handmaids, and his eleven

children, and passed over the passage of Jahhok. And he took

them, and made them pass over the river, and made lohat he

had pass over. He gave them into the hand of his servants,

every drove hy itself ; and said tinto his servants, Pass over

before me, and set a space bettveen drove and betioecn drove,

signifies orderly arrangement in the manner in which they
should be initiated : and he commanded the first, saying,

When Esau my brother meeteth thee, and asketh thee, say-

ing, Whose art thou ? and ivhither goest thou l and 2vhose are

these before thee ? and thou shall say. Thy servant Jacob's

:

it is a present unto my lord Esau ; and behold also he is

behind ics, signifies submission : and he commanded the second,

and the third, and cdl that we7it after the droves, saying,

According to this word ye shall speak unto Esau, when ye

find him, signifies continuity : and ye shall say also. Behold,

thy servant Jacob is behind us. For he said, I will appease

his faces with the present that gocth before me, pcradvcjituix he

will lift up my faces, signifies preparation for what follows :

and the present passed over before him., signifies effect: and he

passed the night in that night in the camp, signifies the things

which follow : and he arose in that night, and took his two
wives {fcemince), and his two handmaids, and his eleven chil-

dren, and passed over the passage of Jabbok, signifies the first

insinuation of the affections of truth with the truths acquired
;

the ford of Jabbok denotes the first insinuation : and he took

them, and made them pass over the river, and made what he

had pass over, signifies further insinuation.

4266. A7id he gave them into the hand of his servants, every

drove by itself ; and said unto his servants. Pass over before

me, and set a space between drove and between drove : that this

signifies orderly arrangement in the manner in which they
should be initiated, appears from the signification of giving

into the hand, as denoting instructing with power ; that the
hand denotes power, see nos. 878, o091, 3387, 3563; from the
signification of servants, as denoting those things which are

of the natural man (see nos. 3019, 3020), for all things which
are of the natural or external man are subordinated to the

spiritual or internal man ; hence all things whicli are in the

natural man are respectively things which serve, and are

called servants ; from the signification of a drove, as denot-

ing scientifics, also Knowledges, and thus doctrinals (see nos.

3767, 3768) : so long as these things are in the natural or

external man, that is, in his memory, and not as yet im-
planted in the spiritual or internal man, they are signified
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by the droves given into tlie hand of the servants ; from the

signification of by themselves, as denoting to each according

to classes, or according to genera and species ; and from the

signification of passing over before me, and setting a space

between drove and drove, as denoting preparing the way to

good which was to be received ; for the subject here treated

of is the reception of good by truth, and their conjunction in

the natural man. From each of these particulars it is evident,

that by all of them in general is signified orderly arrangement
2 in the manner in which they should be initiated. As to the

initiation of truth into good in the natural man, it cannot

by any means be explained to the apprehension, for the man
of the church at this day does not even know what the

internal or spiritual man is, although he often speaks about

it; nor does he know that truth must be initiated in good

in the external or natural man, in order that he may become
a man of the church ; still less that there is any orderly

arrangement by the Lord in that man, to the end that his

conjunction with the internal man may be effected. These,

which are most general [truths], are at this day so hidden,

that it is not known that they are [so] ; wherefore, to explain

every particular which is here contained in the internal sense

concerning orderly arrangement and initiation, would be to

speak mere arcana, which could not be believed ; consequently

it would be in vain, or like casting seed upon the water or

sand. This is the reason why a particular explanation is

omitted, and only a general one given, both here and also

in the following part of this period.

4267. And he commanded the first, saying, When Esau
my hrother mcetcth thee, and askcth thee, saying, Whose art

thou, and v:hither goest thou ? and whose are these before

thee ? and thou shalt say. Thy servant Jacob's : it is a

present sent unto my lord JEsati ; and behold also he is

behind us: that this signifies submission, appears in like

manner from the internal sense of each word, from which

tliis general sense results. That submission, and the things

which are of submission, are signified, is evident ; for he

commanded the servants that they should call his brother

lord, and himself a servant, and that a present should be

sent as to a lord from a servant. That good is respectively

a lord, and truth a servant, and that still they are called

brethren, has been frequently shewn above ; they are called

brethren, because when good and truth are conjoined, good

is presented in truth as in an image, and afterwards they act

conjointly to produce the effect ; but good is called lord, and
truth servant, before they are conjoined, and still more whilst

there is any dispute about priority.

4268. And he commanded the second, and the third, and all
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that went after the droves, saying, According to this word shall

ye speah to Esau, v:hen ye find him : that this signifies continu-

ity of orderly arrangement and of submission, appears without

further explanation from what lias been said above, nos. 42GG,

4267.

4269. And ye shall say also, Behold thy servant Jacob is

hehind us. For he said, I ivill a2Jj)ease his faces with the present

that goeth before me, and aftericards I will see his faces

;

2)cradvcnture he will lift up my faces, signifies preparation for

what follows. And tlie present piasscd orer before him, signifies

effect ; and he passed the night in that night in the camj), signi-

fies those things w^hich follow. This may appear from the

respective words in the internal sense, which, it is evident,

denote preparation that he may be kindly received! Eut how
these things are, cannot be explained to the apprehension ; for

so long as the general [principles] of a subject are not known,
its particulars cannot rise into any light, but fall into mere
shade. General notions must precede, for unless this is the

case, the particulars have no place of abode wherein to enter

:

in an abode where there is mere shade, they do not appear,

and in an abode where there are falsities, they are either

rejected, suffocated, or perverted, and where evils are, they are

mocked at. It is enough that these general [principles] be
received, namely, that before man can enter into the Lord's

kingdom, he must be regenerated (John iii. 3) ; that before he
is regenerated, truth is apparently in the first place, and good
in the second ; but that when he is regenerated, the order

Ijecomes inverted, and good is in the first place, and truth in

the second ; also that, when the order is inverted, the Lord so

arranges and orders [things] in the natural or external man,
that truth is there received by good, and submits itself to good,

so that man no longer acts from truth, but from good, that is,

from charity ; also, that he acts from charity, when he lives

according to the truths of faith, and loves doctrine for the sake

of life. The process of the things here contained in the internal

sense concerning the orderly arrangement, initiation, and sub-

mission of truth before good, appears in clear light before the

angels, for such things are of angelic wisdom, although man
sees nothing of those things ; nevertheless, they who are in

simple good from a simple faith, are in the faculty of knowing-

such things, and if they do not comprehend them in the life of

the body, Ijy reason of worldly cares, and the gross ideas thence

derived, still they comprehend them in tlie other life, where
worldly and corporeal things are removed ; for then they are

illustrated, and come into angelic intelligence and wisdom.
4270. And he arose in that night, and took his two vnves

{foimincc), and his two handmaids, aiid his eleven children,

and passed over the passage of Jabbolc : that this signifies the
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first insinuation of the affections of truth with the trntlis

acquired, appears from the signification of the two wives

{foemince), liachel and Leah, as denoting the affections of truth

(see nos. 3758, 8782, 3793, 3819) ; from the signification of the

two handmaids, Bilhah and Silpah, as denoting the exterior

affections of truth serving as media (see nos. 3849, 3931) ; from
the signification of children or sons, as denoting truths (see

nos. 489, 491, 533, 1147, 2623, 3373) ; and from the significa-

tion of the ford of Jabbol-:, as denoting the first insinuation. The
reason why Jabbuk denotes the first insinuation, is, that it was
a boundary of the land of Canaan. That all the boundaries of

that land were significative of the celestial and spiritual things

of the Lord's kingdom, according to distance and situation, see

nos. 1585, 186G, 4116, 4240 ; so also the ford or passage of

Jabbok, which was, in respect to the land of Canaan, beyond
Jordan, and was the boundary of the inheritance of the sons of

Keuben and Gad (see Numb. xxi. 24 ; Deut. ii. 36, 37 ; iii. 16,

17; Joshua xiL 2 ; Judges xi. 13, 22). The reason why it was
ceded to them for an inheritance, was, that by Eeuben was
represented faith in the understanding, or doctrine, which is

the first thing of regeneration ; or, in the complex, the truth

of doctrine, by which the good of life is attained to (see nos,

3861, 3866) ; and by Gad were represented the works of faith

(see no. 3934) ; these, namely, the truths of faith or doctrinals,

and the works of faith which are first wrought, are the things

by which the man who is regenerated is insinuated into good.

Hence it is that by the passage of Jabbok is signified the first

insinuation.

4271. And lie toolc them, and made them ^?a,s5 ovc?' the

river, and made what he had pass over: that this signifies

further insinuation, appears from what has been just now said

above ; for he caused to pass over not only the wives, the

handmaids, and the children, but also the herd and flock, thus
all that he had, into the land of Canaan, in which lie met Esau

;

and as in tiie internal sense the conjunction of truth with good
in the natural is here treated of, by passing that river nothing

else is signified than the first insinuation, and here where the

same things are said, and it is also added, that he made all

that he had pass over, is signified further insinuation.
% * * *

4272. Verses 24, 25. And Jacob remained alone; and a
m^an (vir) wrestled with him, iintil the daum went up. And he

saw that he did not prevail over him ; and he touched the hollow

of his thigh, and the hollow of Jacoh's thigh was out of joint as

he ivrestled with him. Jacoh remained alone, signifies good of

truth procured, which then was the ultimate : and a man
wrestled ivith him, signifies temptation as to truth : until the

daivn went up, signifies before the conjunction of natural
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good, signified hy Jacob, with the celestial spiritual, or Divine

good of truth : and he saw that he did not 2>i'(^vail over him,

signifies that he overcame in temptations : and he totvched the

hollow of Ms thigh, signifies where celestial spiritual good is

conjoined with the natural good signified by Jacob : mid the

hollow of Jacob's thigh 7vas out of joint as he tvrcstled with liim,

signifies that as yet truth had not the power of conjoining

itself entirely with good.

4272|. The same words have also respect to Jacob himself

and his posterity, and then their quality is signified. In this

sense, by touching the hollow of his thigh, is signified where
conjiigial love is conjoined with natural good ; and by the

hollow of Jacob's thigh being out of joint as he wrestled with

him, is signified that that conjunction was altogether injured

and put out in the posterity of Jacob.

4273. Jacoh remained alone : that this signifies good of truth

procured, which then was the ultimate, appears from the

representation of Jacob in this passage, as denoting the good
of truth. What has been represented by Jacob, has been

shewn in the foregoing pages ; that he represented various

things in the natural, because the state of truth and good
varies in its beginning, in its progress, and in its end, see nos.

3775, 4234 ; in the present case he represents the good of truth.

The reason of this representation is, that his wrestling is pre-

sently treated of, by which, in the internal sense, is signified

temptation ; and that he was named Israel, whereby is signified

the celestial spiritual man ; also that, in what next follows,

his conjunction with Esau is treated of, by which is signified the

initiation of truth into good. These are the reasons why
Jacob now represents the ultimate good of truth in the natural.

4274. And a m.an (vir) ivrestled with him ; that this signi-

fies temptation as to truth, appears from the signification

of wrestling, as denoting temptation. Temptation itself is

nothing else than wrestling or combat, for truth is attacked

by evil spirits, and defended by the angels who are with the

man ; the apperception of this combat in man is temptation

(see nos. 741, 751, 757, 761, 1661, 3927, 4249, 4256). But
it is not possible for any temptation to exist, unless man be

in the good of truth, that is, in the love or affection thereof;

for he who does not love his own truth, or is not affected by
it, does not care about it ; Ijut he who loves it, is in anxiety

lest it should suffer hurt. Nothing but what man believes to

be true, constitutes his intellectual life, and nothing but what
he has impressed upon himself as being good, constitutes his

voluntary life ; wherefore, when that which he believes to be
true is attacked, the life of his intellect is attacked, and when
that which lie has impressed upon himself as being good i.s

attacked, the life of his will is attacked ; therefore, when man
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2 is tempted, his life is at stake. The reason why the first of

combat is as to truth, or about truth, is, that this is wliat man
chiefiy loves, and whatsoever is of any love, evil spirits assault

;

but when man loves good more than truth, as is the case when
the order is inverted, he is then tempted as to good. What
temptation is, however, few know, because few at this day
undergo any temptation ; for none can be tempted but they

who are in the good of faith, that is, in charity towards the

neighbor. They who are not in such charity, if they were
tempted, would instantly yield ; and they who yield, come into

a confirmation of evil, and into a persuasion of falsity, for then
the evil spirits with them conquer, and with these they are

thereby associated. This is the reason why few at this day
are admitted into any spiritual temptation, but only into some
natural anxieties, that thereby they may be withdrawn from
the loves of self and of the world, into which otherwise they

would rush headlong without restraint.

4275. Until the claim went up: that this signifies before

the conjunction of the natural good, signified by Jacob, with
the celestial spiritual, or the Divine good of truth, appears

from the signification of the dawn, as denoting in the supreme
sense the Lord, in the representative sense His kingdom, and
in the universal sense the celestial of love (see no. 2405), here,

the celestial spiritual ; for when the dawn went up, Jacob
was named Israel, by whom is signified the celestial spiritual

man ; before the going up of the dawn, therefore, denotes

before the conjunction of natural good, now signified by Jacob,

with the celestial spiritual. What the celestial spiritual is,

will be shewn in treating of Israel (verse 28).

4276. And he saw that he did not prevail over him : that

this signifies that he overcame in temptations, appears without
explanation.

4277. And he touched the hoUov: of his thigh: that this signi-

fies where celestial spiritual good is conjoined with the natural

good signified by Jacob, appears from the signification of the

thigh, as denoting conjugial love, and hence all celestial and
spiritual love, because these are derived from conjugial love, as

offspring from their parent, see no. 3021 ; and from the signi-

fication of the hollow of the thigh (wlcv sen acctalidi, aut cavi

femoris), as denoting where conjunction is ; in the present

case, therefore, where there is conjunction of celestial spiritual

good with the natural good signified by Jacob. But nothing
can be said concerning this conjunction, unless it be first

known what celestial spiritual good is, which is Israel ; and
what natural good is, which is Jacob ; this will be pointed out

in what follows (verse 28), where Jacob, then named Israel,

is treated of, and also afterwards, where the posterity of Jacob
are treated of.
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4278. A7ul the hollow of JacoVs tliigh was out ofjoint as he

icrcdled with him : that this signifies that as yet truth had not

the power to conjoin itself entirely with good, appears from the

signification of being out of joint, as denoting that truths were
not yet arranged into the order in which, together with good,

they could all enter celestial spiritual good (on which subject

more will be said in the explanation at verse 31) ; consequently

that truth had not yet the power to conjoin itself entirely witli

good ; for the hollow of the thigh is where goods are conjoined,

as was said above, no. 4277.

4279. The things which have been hitherto explained, are

circumstanced thus in the supreme sense and in the internal

sense ; but in a different manner in the lower sense, for in

the latter, Jacob and his posterity are treated of as to their

quality. As the Word is from the Lord, and descends from
Him through heaven to man, it is therefore such as to be

Divine as to every particular ; and as it has descended from the

Lord, so it ascends, that is, is elevated to Him, and this through

the heavens. That there are three heavens, is well known
;

and also that the inmost heaven is called the third heaven, the

middle heaven is called the second heaven, and the lowest is

called the first heaven : wherefore when the Word ascends or

descends in the Lord, it is Divine ; in the third heaven, it is

celestial, for that heaven is the celestial heaven : in the second
heaven, it is spiritual, for that heaven is the spiritual heaven

:

in the first heaven, it is celestial and spiritual natural, for that

lieaven is also so named : but in the church with man, the

Word as to the sense of the letter is natural, that is, worldly

and terrestrial. Hence it is evident what the quality of the

Word is, and how the case is with the Word whilst it is read

l)y man who is in a holy [state], that is, who is in good and
truth, for in such case with him it appears as worldly, or

as historical, in wliich, nevertheless, there is what is holy
;

whereas in the first heaven it appears as celestial and spiritual

natural, in which, nevertheless, there is the Divine ; but in the

second heaven it is spiritual ; in the third heaven it is celestial

;

and in the Lord it is Divine. The sense of the Word is

according to the heavens ; the supreme sense of the Word, in

which the Lord is treated of, is for the inmost or third heaven
;

its internal sense, in which the Lord's kingdom is treated of,

is for the middle or second heaven ; the lower sense of the

Word, in which the internal sense is determined to that nation

which is there named, is for the lowest or first heaven ; but the

lowest or literal sense is for man, whilst lie yet lives in the

world. Nevertheless, man is of such a nature, that the interior

sense, and also the internal and supreme, may be connnunicated
to liim ; for he communicates with the three heavens, being

created into tlie image of the three lieavens: insomuch that
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whilst he lives in love to the Lord, and in charity towards the

neighbor, he is a heaven in a least form ; hence it is that the

kingdom of heaven is within that man, as the Lord Himself
teaches in Luke, "Behold, the kinr/dovi of God is within you" (xvii.

3 21). These things are said in order that it may be known
that in the Word tliere is not only a supreme sense, and an in-

ternal sense, but also a lower sense ; and that in this, namely,
the lower sense, the internal sense is determined to that nation

which is there named ; and when this is the case, it appears mani-
festly from the series of things treated of : that in the present

instance, the man's wrestling with Jacob, and his thigh being

])ut out of joint, are predicated also of Jacob and his posterity,

is evident. Wherefore it is allowable to explain tiiese same
words according to that sense. This sense, in what follows, will

be called the internal historical sense, and this also because

it is sometimes wont to be represented to the life and in form
in the first heaven, which also at times it has been given me to

see. See the exposition premised, no. 4272, in the new period.

4280. That, in that sense, by touching the hollow of Jacob's

thigh is signitied where conjugial love is conjoined with natural

good, appears from the signification of the hollow of the

thigh, as denoting where there is the conjunction of conjugial

love, see above, no. 4277. The reason why conjunction there

with natural good is signified, is, that there the thigh is con-

joined to the feet; the feet in the internal sense signify natural

good; tliat the feet have this signification, see nos. 2162, 3147,
2 3761, 3986. The signification of the thigh as denoting con-

jugial love, and of the feet as denoting natural good, is among
the things which are obsolete and lost ; but the Ancient church,

which was in representatives and significatives, knew this full

well ; and the knowledge of such things constituted their

intelligence and wisdom
;
yea, not only tlie intelligence and wis-

dom of those who were of the church, but also of those who
were outside the church, as is evident from the oldest

books of the Gentiles, and from those whicli at this day
are called fabulous ; for significatives and representatives

were derived to them from tlie Ancient church : with these

also the thighs and the loins signified the conjugial, and the

feet natural things. Tliis signification of the thighs and feet

is from the correspondences of all the members, organs, and
viscera of man with the Grand Man, which correspondences are

treated of at the close of the chapters now being explained.

Concerning the correspondences with the thighs and feet, more
will be said in the following pages, where it will be confirmed

3 by living experience that this is their signification. These
tilings must needs appear paradoxes at the present day, because,

as was just now said, that science is altogether obsolete and
lost ; nevertheless, how much more excellent that science is than
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other sciences, may l)e evident from tliis consideration, that tlie

Word as to the internal sense cannot ]>e known without it ; and

that the angels, who are with man, perceive the Word according

to that sense ; also, that by that science communication with

lieaven is given to man ; and, what is incredible, the internal man
himself thinks no otherwise [than according to that science], for

when tlie external man apprehends the Word according to the

letter, the internal man apprehends it according to the internal

sense ; although the man, during his life in the body, is ignorant

of it. Tliis may appear especially from this circumstance, that

when man comes into the other life and becomes an angel, he

knows it as it were of himself and w^ithout instruction. What 4

conjugial love is, which is signified by the thighs, and also by
the loins, see nos. 995, 1123", 2727-2759; and that conjugial

love is the fundamental love of all loves, nos. 686, 3021 ; hence

it is that they who are in genuine conjugial love are also in

celestial love, that is, in love to the Lord, and in spiritual love,

that is, in charity towards the neighbor ; wherefore by con-

jugial love is not only meant that love itself, but also every

celestial and spiritual love. These loves are said to be con-

joined with natural good, when the internal man is conjoined

with the external, or the spiritual man with the natural ; this

conjunction is what is signified by the hollow of the thigh.

That with Jacob and his posterity in general there was no con-

junction, will appear manifest from what follows, for in the

internal historical sense this is the subject here treated of.

4281. That by the hollow of Jacob's thigh being out of

joint as he wrestled with him, is signified that that conjunction

in the posterity of Jacob was altogether injured and put out,

may appear from the signification of being out of joint in the

above sense, as denoting being put out, and thus being

injured. That the hollow of the thigh denotes conjunction,

is evident from what was said above, no. 4280 ; and that Jacob

in the Word not only denotes Jacob, but likewise all his pos-

terity, ap])ears from very many passages, as from Numlx xxiii. 7,

10, 21, 23 ; xxiv. 5, 17, 19 ; Deut. xxxiii. 10 ; Isaiah xl. 27
;

xliii. 1, 22 ; xliv. 1, 2, 21 ; xlviii. 12 ; lix. 20 ; Jer. x. 16, 25
;

XXX. 7, 10, 18; xxxi. 7, 11; xlvi. 27, 28; Hos. x. 11;

Amos vii. 2; Micah ii. 12; iii. 8 ; Psalm xiv. 7; xxiv. 6;

li.x. 14[13]; Ixxviii. 5; xcix. 4; and from other passages.

That Jacob and his posterity were such, that with them 2

celestial and spiritual love could not bo conjoined with natural

good, that is, the internal or spiritual man with the external or

natural, is evident from the particulars related in the Word
concerning that nation ; for they knew not, nor were they

willing to know, what the internal or spiritual man is, and
therefore it was not revealed to them. For they believed that

nothing but what is external and natural existed in man,

VOL. VI. C
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neither did they regard anything else in all their worship,

insomuch that Divine worship with them was no other than
idolatrous; for when external worship is separated from in-

ternal, it is merely idolatrous. The church, which was
instituted among them, was not a church, but only the

representative of a church ; wherefore that church is called a

representative church ; that the representative of a churcli may
5 exist among such men, see nos. 1361, 3670, 4208. Eor in

representations the person is not reflected upon, but only the

thing which is represented ; wherefore Divine, celestial, and
spiritual things were represented not only by persons, but also

by inanimate things, as by Aaron's garments, by the ark, the

altar, the oxen and sheep which were sacrificed, by the candle-

stick with the lights, by the shew-bread on the golden table,

by the anointing oil, the frankincense, and other similar things.

Hence it was that kings, both bad and good alike, represented

the Lord's kingship ; and the high priests, both bad and good
alike, when they performed their function in the external

form according to the statutes and commandments, represented

the things which are of the Lord's Divine priesthood. In
order, therefore, that the representative of a church might
exist among them, such statutes and laws as were altogether

representative were given them by manifest revelation; where-
fore so long as they were in these statutes and laws, and
observed tliem strictly, so long were they capable of represent-

ing; but when they turned aside from them, as to the statutes

and laws of other nations, and especially to the worship of

another God, they deprived themselves of the faculty of

representing, in consequence whereof they were driven by
external means, which were captivities, disasters, threats, and
miracles, to laws and statutes truly representative ; but not

by internal means, like those who have internal worship in

external. In the internal historical sense, which relates to

Jacob and his posterity, these things are signified by the

hollow of Jacob's thigh being out of joint.

4282. Verses 26-28. And he said, Let me go, hccause the

davm (jocth uj). And he said, I will not let thee go, unless

tliou bless me. And he said unto him, What is thy neime ? And
he said, Jacob. And he said, Thy name shall no longer be called

Jacob, but Israel ; because as a prince thou hast contended

vnth God and with men, and hast prevailed. He said, Let me go,

because the dawn goeth up, signifies that temptation ceased

when conjunction was at hand : and he said, I will not let thee

go, imless tJiou bless me, signifies that conjunction was about to

take place: and he said unto him, What is thy name] and he

said, Jacob, signifies the quality of good from truth : a7id he

said. Thy name shall no longer be called Jacob, but Israel,

signifies the Divine celestial spiritual at this time; Israel
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denotes the celestial spiritual man which is in the natural,

thus the natural [man] ; the celestial spiritual man himself,

which is of the rational, is Joseph : because as a priiire thou Imst

contended with God and with men, and hast 2^'>^6vailed, signifies

continual victories in combats as to truths and goods.

In the intei-nal historiccd sense, which treats of Jacob and his

posterity, by the above words is signified as follows. By Let

me go, because the daivn goeth ^ip, is signified that the repre-

sentative should depart from the posterity of Jacob, before

they came into the representatives of the land of Canaan. By
he said, I will not let thee go unless thou bless me, is signified

that they insisted on being representative. By he said to him,

What is thy name? and he said, Jacob, is signified that they

were the posterity of Jacob, with their quality. By he said,

Thy name shall no longer be called Jacob, hit Israel, is signified

that they could not represent as Jacob, but as from a new given

quality. By because as a prince thou ha.st contended toith God,

and with men, and hast j^rerailed, is signified by reason of the

stubbornness which was in their lusts and phantasies.

4283. And he said, Let me go, because the dawn goeth uj)

:

that this signifies that temptation ceased when conjunction

was at hand, appears from the signification of letting me go,

namely, from wrestling with me, as denoting that temptation

ceased ; that wrestling denotes temptation, see no. 4274 ; and
that it ceased is evident from what follows : and from the signifi-

cation of the dawn, as denoting the conjunction of the natural

good signified by Jacob with the celestial spiritual, or the Divine

good of truth, concerning which see also above, no. 4275. The
reason why the wrestling began before the dawn went up, and
was finished after it had ascended, and why mention is next

made of what was done when the sun arose, is tliat the times

of the day, like the times of the year, signify states, see

nos. 487, 488, 493, 893, 2788, 3785 ; here, states of conjunction

through temptations ; for when the conjunction of the internal

man with the external is effected, it is then dawn to him,

because he then enters into a spiritual or celestial state ; then

also, if he is in such a state as to be able to apperceive it, there

appears to him a light like that of the dawn ;
otherwise his intel-

lectual is illuminated, and his case is like that of one awaking
from sleep in the morning, when the dawn is first enlightening

and beginning the day.

4284. And he said, I will not let thee go, unless thou bless me:
that hereby is signified that conjunction was about to take

])lace, appears from the signification of not letting thee go, as

denoting that [temptation] would not cease, see no. 4283 ; and
from the signification of blessing, as denoting conjunction, see

nos. 3504, 3514, 3530, 3584. Hence it is evident that by
these words, " I will not let thee go, unless thou bless me," is
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signified that [temptation] would not cease until conjunction

Avas ejected ; that is, that conjunction was about to take place.

4285. And he said unto hivi, What is thy name? and he said,

Jacob : that tliis signifies the quality of good from truth,

appears from the signification of a name, as denoting quality,

see nos. 144, 145, 1754, 189G, 2009, 2724, 3()0G ; and from the

representation of Jacob, as denoting the good of truth, see

above, no. 4273.

4286. A7id he said, Thy name shall no longer he called Jacoh,

hut Israel : that tliis signifies the Divine celestial spiritual at this

time, and that Israel is the celestial spiritual man which is in

the natural, thus the natural [man] (the celestial man himself

which is of the rational is Joseph), may appear from what follows

concerning Jacob and Israel, and also concerning Joseph ; but

first we must say what is here meant by the celestial spiritual.

It is known, indeed, in the church at this day, that there is a

spiritual man, and that there is a natural man, or an internal

man and an external ; but what the sj)iritual or internal man
is, is not as yet so well known, still less what the celestial man
is, and that this is distinct from the spiritual ; and as this is

not known, it cannot be known what the celestial spiritual man
is, who here is Israel : we must therefore explain tlie matter in

2 a few words. It is known that there are three heavens, namely,

the inmost, middle, and ultimate heaven, or, what is the same
thing, the third, second, and first. The inmost or third heaven
is celestial, for the angels there are called celestial, because they

are in love to the Lord, and hence are most conjoined to the

Lord, and consequently they are in wisdom more than all

others ; they are innocent, and are hence called innocencies

and wisdoms : these augels are distinguished into internal and
external, the internal are more celestial than the external. The
middle or second heaven is spiritual, for the angels there are

called spiritual, because they are in charity towards the neigh-

bor, that is, in mutual love, which is such that one loves

another more than himself; and as they are such, they are in

intelligence, and are hence called intelligences : these angels

also are distinguished into internal and external, the internal

being more spiritual than the external. But the ultimate or

first heaven is also celestial and spiritual, yet not in the same
degree as the others, for what is natural adheres to the angels

in it, wherefore they are called celestial and spiritual natural

;

they are also in mutual love, but they do not love others more
than themselves, Imt as themselves ; they are in the affection

of good and in tlie Knowledge of trutli, and are also distin-

3 guished into internal and external. I>ut what the celestial

spiritual is, shall also be briefly explained : they who were just

above called spiritual, and are in the middle or second heaven,

are called celestial spiritual ; they are named celestial from
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mutual love, and spiritual from intelligence thence. The in-

ternal in that heaven are they who are represented by Joseph,

and also in the AYord are called Joseph; but the external

are they who are represented by Israel, and also in the Word
are called Israel ; the foi-mer, namely, the internal who are

called Joseph, partake of the rational, whereas the external,

who are called Israel, partake of the natural, for they are [in the]

middle between the rational and the natural. This is the reason

why it was said, that Israel is the celestial spiritual man which
is in the natural, thus the natural [man], and that Joseph is the

very celestial spiritual man which is of the rational ; for in the

universal sense, all good which is of love and charity is called

celestial ; and all truth which, by derivation thence, is of faith

and intelligence, is called spiritual. These observations are '

made in order that it may be known what is meant by Israel

;

but in the supreme sense, Israel signifies the Lord as to the

Divine celestial spiritual; but in the internal sense, he signifies

the Lord's spiritual kingdom in heaven and on earth : the Lord's

spiritual kingdom on eartli is the church, which is called the

spiritual church ; and as Israel is the Lord's spiritual kingdom,
lie is also the spiritual man, for in every such man there is the

Lord's kingdom, because man is a heaven in a least form, and
also a churcli (see no. 4279). By Jacob is represented in the

supreme sense the Lord as to the natural, both celestial and
spiritual ; and in the internal sense, the Lord's kingdom such

as it is in the ultimate or first heaven, consequently also that

[principle] of the church
;
good in the natural is what is here

called celestial, and truth in the natural is what is called

spiritual. From these considerations it may appear what is

signified in the Word by Israel and by Jacob, and also why
Jacob was named Israel. But what has been said cannot but .

appear obscure ; chiefly for this reason, that few know what the

spiritual man is, and scarcely any what the celestial man is;

consequently, that there is any distinction between the spiritual

man and the celestial man. The reason why this is not known,
is, that tliere is no distinct perception of the good which is of love

and charity, and of the truth which is of faith ; and these things

are not perceived, because there is no longer any genuine

charity, for where a thing is not, there cannot be any percep-

tion of it ; also because man is but little solicitous abuut those

things which relate to the life after death, and thus about those

which relate to heaven, but very solicitous aljout those things

wdiich concern the life in the body, and thus about the things

of the world. If man were solicitous about those things which
relate to the life after death, and consequently about the things

of heaven, he would easily apprehend all that has been said

above ; for what a man loves, he easily indnl)es and apprehends
;

whereas what he does not love, he imbibes and apprehends with
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6 difficulty. That Jacob and Israel liave different significations,

is very manifest from the Word ; for in its historical parts, as

also in the ]irophetical, mention is sometimes made of Jacob,

sometimes of Israel, and sometimes of both in one verse. Hence
it may be evident that there is an internal sense of the Word,

and that without this sense it cannot be at all known. That

Jacob is sometimes called Jacob, and sometimes Israel, appears

i'rom the following passages in Genesis: "Jacob dwelt in the

land of the sojournings of his father .... These are the nativ-

ities of Jacob; Joseph was a son of seventeen years: ....
and Israel loved Joseph more than all his sons" (xxxvii. 1-3)

;

wdiere Jacob is first called Jacob, and then Israel, and is called

Israel when Joseph is treated of. Again :
" When Jacob saw

that there was corn in Egypt, Jacob said to his sons .... And
the sons of Israel came to buy in the midst of those who came"
(xlii. 1, 5). And afterwards :

" They went up out of Egypt,

and came into the land of Canaan unto Jacob their father ; . . . .

and when they told him all the w^ords of Joseph which he spoke

unto them, .... the spirit of Jacob their father revived ; and

Israel said. It is mucii, Joseph my son is yet alive " (xlv. 25,

27, 28). Further :
" And Israel journeyed, and all that he had :

.... and God said unto Israel in the visions of the night,

and said, Jacob, Jacob. And he said. Behold me ... . And
Jacob arose from Beersheba, and the sons of Israel carried Jacob

their father" (xlvi. 1, 2, 5); and in the same chapter, "These

are the names of the sons of Israel that came into Egypt, of

Jacob and his sons" (verse 8). Again: "Joseph brought in

Jacob his father, and set him before Piiaraoh ; . . . and Pharaoh

said unto Jacob; .... ii\\(\ Jacob said unto Pharaoh " (xlvii.

7-10). And in the same chapter :
" And Israel dwelt in the

land of Goshen ; . . . . and Jacob lived in the land of Egypt

seventeen years ; . . . . and the days of Israel approached that

he must die ; and he called his son Joseph " (verses 27-29).

Again :
" And it was told Jacob, and he said, Behold, thy son

Joseph Cometh unto thee : and Israel strengthened himself, and

sat u[)on his bed ; and Jacob said unto Joseph, God Shaddai

appeared unto me in Luz " (xlviii, 2, 3) ; and Israel is named in

the same chapter, verses 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 20, 21. And lastly

:

"Jacob called his sons, and said, Gather yourselves together,

.... and hear, ye sons of Jacob, and hearken unto Israel your

father, .... And when Jacob had made an end of commanding
his sons " (xlix. 1,2,33). From these passages it manifestly

appears that Jacob is sometimes called Jacob, and sometimes

Israel, and thus that Jacob denotes one thing, and Israel an-

other; or that one thing is signitied when Jacob is named, and
another when Israel is named, also that this arcanum cannot be

7 known at all, except from the internal sense. The signification

of Jacob and of Israel has been shewn above ; in general by
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Jacob in the Word is signified the external of the churcli, and
by Israel the internal, for every churcli has an external and an
internal, or is internal and external ; and since that which is of

the church is signified by Jacob and by Israel, and all of the

church is from the Lord, therefore in the supreme sense, both

Jacob and Israel denote the Lord, Jacob as to the Divine natural,

Israel as to the Divine spirituah Hence the external which is

of the Lord's kingdom and church is Jacob, and the internal is

Israel, as may appear further from the following passages, in

which also each is named in his peculiar sense. In the pro-

phecy of Jacob, at that time Israel :
" By the hands of the

mighty one of Jacob ; hence the shepherd, the stone of Israel
"

(Gen. xlix. 24). In Isaiah :
" Hear, Jacoh my servant, and

Israel whom I have chosen ; . . . I will pour out my Spirit

upon thy seed, and my blessing upon thy children (nati) ....
This shall say, I am Jehovah's ; and this shall call himself by
the name of Jacoh; and he shall write with his hand unto

Jehovah, and shall surname himself by the name of Israel
"

(xliv. 1, 3, 5) ; in this passage Jacob and Israel manifestly

denote the Lord, and the seed and children of Jacob and
Israel denote those who are in faith in Him. In the prophecy
of Balaam :

" Wlio shall number the dust of Jacoh, and the

number of the fourth part of Israel ?" (Numb, xxiii. 10). And
again :

" No divination is against Jacoh, nor enchantment
against Israel : at this time it shall be said of Jacoh and of

Israel, What hath God done " (verse 23 of the same chap-

ter). Again :
" How good are thy tabernacles, Jacoh ! thy

dwellings, Israel!" (xxiv. 5). And again: "A star shall

arise out of Jacoh, and a Sceptre out of Israel " (verse 17
of the same chapter). In Isaiah :

" ]\Iy glory will I not give

to another. Attend unto me, Jacoh, and Israel called by Me
;

I am the same, I am the first, I also am the last" (xlviii. 11,

12). In the same prophet: " Jacoh shall cause them that come
to take root ; Israel shall blossom and flourish, and the faces of

the world shall be filled with increase " (xxvii. G). In Jeremiah

:

" Fear not, my servant Jacoh ; neither be terrified, Israel, for,

lo, I have kept thee from afar" (xxx. 10). In Micah : "In
gathering I will gather Jacoh all of thee ; in gathering together

I will gather together the remains of Israel ; I will put them
together as the sheep of Bozrah " (ii. 12). The reason why
Jacob was named Israel, appears from the words themselves,

wlien that name was given iiim, " Thy name shall no longer

be called -lacob, but Israel ; hecause as a prince fhou hast con-

tended with God and ivith men, and hast prevailed." For in

the original language, Israel signifies one contending as a prince

with God ; whereby, in the internal sense, is signified that he

conquered in the combats of temptations ; for tem])tations and
combats in temptations were the means whereby the Lord made
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His Human Divine (see nos. 1737, 1813, and elsewhere) ; and
temptations and victories in temptations are what make man
spiritual, wherefore Jacob was for the first time named Israel

after he had wrestled ; that wrestling denotes being tempted,
see no. 4274. It is known that the church, or the man of the

Christian churcli, calls himself Israel ; but still no one in the

church is Israel, unless he be made a spiritual man by tempta-
tions, as the name itself also implies. That it was afterwards

confirmed that Jacob should be called Israel, appears from
what follows, where these words occur :

" God appeared nnto
Jacoh again, as he came out of Padan Aram, and blessed him.

And God said unto liim. Thy name is Jacoh ; thy name shall

no longer be called Jacoh, but Israel shall be thy name ; and
He called his name Israel " (Gen. xxxv. 9, 10) ; the reason of

this confirmation will be shewn below.

4287. Because as a prmce thou hast contended vnth God and.

with 7nen, and hast prevailed: that this signifies continual

victories in combats as to truths and goods, appears from the

signification of contending as a prince, as denoting overcoming
in combats, wdiich are here the combats of temptations, since

these are treated of; and from the signification of with God and
with men, as denoting as to truths and goods, of which we shall

2 speak presently. Inasmuch as in the supreme sense the Lord
is treated of, in tliat sense it is He who is meant by contending
as a prince with God and with men ; for by His Own power He
sustained all temptations, and thereby overcame the hells, for

He admitted all the hells in their order into Himself, yea even
to the angels, of whom we shall speak presently ; and thus He
reduced into order all things which were in the heavens and in

the hells, and at length glorified Himself, that is, made the
Human in Himself Divine. Hence it is evident that the

Lord in the su])reme sense is Jacob and Israel, as was shewn just

above, no. 4286; and not only that He as a prince contended,
that is, sustained all the combats of temptations, and conquered

3 in them, but also that He sustains them with every man. But
see what has been frequently said above on this subject, namely,
that the Lord above all others sustained tlie most grievous

temptations, nos. 1663, 1668, 1787, 2776, 2786, 2795, 2816.
TJiat the Lord fouglit from Divine love, differently from all men,
nos. 1690, 1691, 1789, 1812, 1813, 1820. That although He
had no actual evil, the Lord fought against the hereditary evil

from the mother, so that at length he was not her son, nos.

1444, 1573, 2025, 2574, 2649, 3318. That the Lord through
the coml)ats of temptations, and continual victories, arranged
all things into the heavenly Ibrm, no. 1928. And that thi'ough

continual victories in the combats of temptations He united
the Divine Essence to the Human Essence, nos. 1661, 1737,

1813, 1921, 2025, 2026, 2500, 2523, 2632, 2776. And that the
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Lord M'ith man sustains temptations, and subdues evil and the

hells, nos. 987, 1661, 1692. That contending with God and 4

with men denotes being tempted as to truths and goods, is an
arcanum which does not appear from the letter. That it was
not God with whom Jacob contended, may be evident to every

one, and will also be made manifest from the explanation

below ; for it cannot be predicated of any man that he contends

with God, and prevails. But the internal sense teaches what
is here signified by God and by men, namely, that by God is

signified truth, and by men good ; and this, because God in the

internal sense signifies truth, and hence when truth is treated of,

the term God is used, nos. 2586, 2769, 2807, 2822 ; and when the

term man {homo) is used, good is meant. The reason why man
denotes good, is, that the Lord Alone is Man, and that from
Him man is called man, see nos. 49, 288, 565, 1894; also

that from Him heaven is man, and is called the Grand ]\Ian,

see nos. 684, 1276, 3624-3649, 3741-3751. Hence also the

Most Ancient church, which was in celestial good, was called

man, no. 478 ; wherefore also by man in the Word, where good 5

is treated of, is signified good, as in Isaiah :
" I will render a

man-man (vir homo) more rare than gold, and a man (homo)

than the gold of Ophir" (xiii. 12). Again: "The inhabitants

of the earth shall be burned, and few man-man (vir homo) shall be
left " (xxiv. 6) ; man-man (vir homo) denotes spiritual good or the

good of truth ; man (homo) denotes good. Again :
" The highways

are wasted, he that passeth in the way hath ceased, he hath made
vain the covenant, he hath disdained the cities, he regardeth

not a man-man (vir homo) " (xxxiii. 8). In Jeremiah :
" I

beheld the earth, and lo, it was empty and void ; and the

heavens, and their light was none ; . . . I behold, and lo, there

was 7iot a man (homo), and all the birds of the heavens had
flown away " (iv. 23, 25). Again :

" Behold the days are coming,

saith Jehovah, in which I will sow the house of Israel, and the

house of Judah, vjith the seed of man, and with the seed of

beast" (xxxi. 27). In Ezekiel : "Thy merchants with the soul

of man (homo) and vessels of brass gave thy trading " (xxvii. 13).

Again :
" Ye my flock, the flock of my pasture, ye are a man

(homo), I am your God " (xxxiv. 31). Again :
" The wasted

cities shall be full of the^ocZ; of man (homo)" (xxxvi. 38). In

these passages man (homo) denotes those who are in good, and
thus it denotes good, for man is man from good; but truth,

which is derived from good, is called in the Word man-man
(vir homo), and also the son of man (homo).

4288. These same words which have been hitherto explained,

refer also to the Jewish and Israelitish nation, which in the

Word is named Jacob, as has been said and shewn above, no.

4279; in that sense, which is called the internal historical

sense, by these words, Let mc go, because the dawn goeth up, is
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signified that the representative should depart from the posterity

of Jacob, before they came into the representatives of the laud

of Canaan. The quality of that nation has been shewn above,

namely, that there was no internal worship with it, but only

external, thus that the heavenly conjui;ial [principle] was
separated from it, and therefore that no church could be estab-

lished among it, but only the representative of a church, see no.

2 4281. But it is requisite to know what is meant by a repre-

sentative church, and what by the representative of a church.

A representativ^e church is, when internal worship is in external;

but the representative of a church is, when there is no internal

worship, yet nevertheless external. In both cases there are

nearly similar external rituals, namely, similar statutes, laws, and
precepts; but in a representative church, externals correspond

with internals, so as to make a one, whereas in the representative

of a church there is no such correspondence, because the ex-

ternals are either without internals, or at variance with them.

In a representative church, celestial and spiritual love is the

principal; whereas in the representative of a church, corporeal

and worldly love is the principal : celestial and spiritual love is

the very internal itself, but where this love does not exist, but
only corporeal and worldly love, the external is without an
internal. The Ancient church, which was after the flood, was a

representative church ; but that which was established amongst
the posterity of Jacob was merely the representative of a church.

3 But to render the distinction more evident, we will illustrate it

by examples. In the representative church, Divine worship
was celebrated on mountains, because mountains signified celes-

tial love, and in the supreme sense the Lord (see nos. 795, 1430,

2722, 4210), and whilst they were celebrating worship on moun-
tains, they were in their holy [state,] because at the same time
in celestial love. In the representative church. Divine worship
was also celebrated in groves, because groves signified spiritual

love, and in the supreme sense the Lord as to that love (see no.

2722), and whilst they were celebrating worship in the groves,

they were in their holy [state,] because at the same time in

spiritual love. In the representative church, when they cele-

brated Divine worship, they turned their faces to the rising sun,

because by the rising sun was also signified celestial love, see nos.

101, 1529, 1530, 2441, 2495, 3636, 3641; also when they
looked at the moon, they were filled in like manner with a

certain holy veneration, because the moon signified spiritual

love, see nos. 1529, 1530, 1531, 2495, 4060; in like manner
when they beheld the starry heaven, because this signified the

angelic heaven or the Lord's kingdom. In the representative

church they had tents or tabernacles, and Divine worship in

them
; and this [worship] was holy, because tents or tabernacles

signified the Holy of love and worslnp, see nos. 414, 1102, 2145,
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2152, 3312 ; and so in numberless other cases. In the repre-

sentative of a church, indeed, Divine worship was at first in

like manner celebrated on mountains and in groves ; they looked

likewise towards the rising sun, and to the moon and the stars

;

moreover, worship was celebrated in tents or tabernacles. But
whereas they were in external worship without internal, or in

corporeal and worldly love, but not in celestial and spiritual

love, and thus worshipped the very mountains and groves, and
the sun, moon, and stars, as likewise their tents or tabernacles,

and hence made those rituals idolatrous, which in the Ancient

church were holy, therefore they were restricted to what was
general, namely, to the mountain where Jerusalem was, and at

last where Zion was, to the rising of the sun as seen thence and
from the temple, to a general tent, which was called the tent of

the assembly, and finally to the ark in the temple ; and this in

order that the representative of a church might exist when they

were in a holy external, otherwise they would have profaned holy

things. Hence it may appear what a difference there is between

a representative church and the representative of a church. In

general, they who were of the representative church had com-
munication with the three heavens as to the interiors, to which
external things served as a plane; whereas they who were in

the representative of a church, did not communicate with

heaven as to the interiors, but still the externals, in which they

were held, could serve as a plane, and this miraculously of the

Lord's Providence, in order that some communication might
exist betweeji heaven and man through something like a

church ; for without the communication of heaven with man
through something of a church, the human race would perish.

AVhat the correspondence of internal things is, cannot be ex-

l)lained in a few words ; but by the Divine mercy of the Lord,

it shall be explained in the following pages.

4289. That by these words. Let me go, because the dmvn goeth

up, is signified that the representative should depart from the

posterity of Jacob, before they came into the representatives of

the land of Canaan, appears from the series of things in the

internal historical sense, in which the posterity of Jacob are

treated of. Their state as to the things which are of the

church, is also described in the Word by the evening, by the

night, and by the morning or the dawn ; the latter signifies

when they came into the land of Canaan, and consequently into

the representative of a church there. The case herein is thus

:

the representative of a church could not be established amongst
them, until they were altogether vastated, that is, until they

had no Knowledge of internal things ; for if they had had a

Knowledge of internal things, they might have been affected

with them, and thus might have prol'aned them, for holy

things, that is, internal truths and goods, can be profaned by
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those who know and acknowledge them, and still more by
those who are affected with them, but not by those who do not

acknowledge them. See what was said and shewn above
concerning profanation, namely, that they who know and
acknowledge holy things, can profane them, but not they who
do not know and acknowledge them, nos. 593, 1008, 1010,

1059, 3398, 3898. That they who are within the church can

profane holy things, but not they who are without, no. 2051.

That, consequently, they who cannot remain in the acknowledg-
ment and faith of good and truth, are withheld as far as

possible from them, nos. 3398, 3402. And that they are kept

in ignorance, lest they should profane, nos. 301-303. What
danger arises from the profanation of holy things, nos. 571, 582.

That worship is made external, to prevent the profanation of

internal, nos. 1327, 1328. That on this account internal truths

2 were not discovered to the Jews, no. 3398. Therefore it was
provided by the Lord, that the genuine or internal representative

of the church should depart from the posterity of Jacob, before

they came into the representatives of the land of Canaan, to

such an extent that they did not know anything concerning the

Lord. They knew, indeed, that the Messiah was to come into

the world, but to the intent that He might raise them to glory

and eminence above all the nations of the whole earth, not

that He might save their souls to eternity. Yea, neither did

they know anything of a heavenly kingdom, nor of a life after

death, nor even of charity and faith. In order that they miglit

be reduced to this ignorance, they were detained for some
hundred years in Egypt, and when they were called out thence,

they had lost all knowledge of the very name of Jehovah (see

Exod. iii. 12-14) ; and, moreover, they had lost all the worship

of the representative church, insomuch that after the promulga-

tion of the commandments of the Decalogue in their presence

from ]\Iount Sinai, within a month of days they relapsed to the

3 Egyptian worship of a golden calf (Exod. xxxii. 4). And as

the nation which was brought forth out of Egypt was of such

a quality, therefore they all perished in the wilderness ; for

nothing was any longer required of them but to keep the

statutes and commandments in their external form, inasmuch
as this was to perform the representative of the church : but to

this they who had grown up to mature age in Egypt, could not

be brought, but their children could, although with difficulty,

at first by miracles, and afterwards by fears and captivities, as

is evident from the books of Joshua and Judges. Hence it

may appear that every genuine or internal representative of

the church had departed from them before they came into the

land of Canaan, where an external representative of the church

was begun amongst them in a full form ; for the land of

Canaan was the very land itself, where representatives of the
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church could he set forth, hecause all the places and houndaries

in that land were representative from ancient times, see no.

3686.

4290. In the internal historical sense, by these words, he said,

I will not let thee go, unless thou bless me, is signified that they
insisted on being representative ; for insisting is signified by
the words, I will not let thee go, and the representative of the

church by being blessed. That the posterity of Jacob insisted

on being representative of the church, and that they w^ere not

chosen above other nations, cannot indeed appear from the

historicals of the Word in the sense of the letter, because in

this sense the historicals of the Word involve arcana of heaven,

and therefore so follow in a series ; and because the very names
signify things, yea, many names, as Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,

in the supreme sense signify the Lord Himself, as has been
abundantly shewn in the foregoing pages, see also nos. 1965,

1989, 2011, 3245, 3305, 3439. That "the posterity of Jacob 2

were not chosen, but insisted that the church should be amongst
them, may appear from the internal historical sense in several

passages of the Word, and plainly in the following :
" Jehovah

said unto Moses, Go up thence, thou and the people, «'/io«t than

liast made to go ti}) out of the land of Egypt, into the land which
I sware unto Abraham, Isaac, and Jacolj, saying. Unto thy seed

will I give it. ... I will not go up in the midst of thee, for

tliou art a people hard of neck ; lest I consume thee in the

way. When tlie people heard this evil word, they mourned,
and they laid aside every one his ornament from upon him.

. . . And Moses took the tent, and stretched it for himself
without the camp, and removed it far from the camp. , . .

And Moses said unto Jehovah, See, Thou sayest unto me, malcc

this people to go up), when Thou hast not made known to me
whom Thou wilt send with me ; . . . now, therefore, I pray
Thee, if I have found grace in Tliine eyes, make known to me,
I pray Thee, Thy way, that I may know concerning Tliee, that

I have found grace in Thine eyes ; see also, that this nation is

Thy people. He said, therefore, My faces shall go until I shall

give thee rest" (Exod. xxxiii. 1, 3, 4, 7, 12-14). It is here said

that Moses made the people go up out of the land of Egypt

;

also afterwards, that they laid aside their ornaments, and
mourned, and that Moses stretched his tent without the camp,
and hereby that Jehovah assented ; thus manifestly tliat they
themselves insisted. Again: "Jehovah said unto Moses, How long 3

will this people provoke IVIe ? and how long will they not believe

in INIe, for all the signs which I have done in the midst of them ?

I will smite tliem with the pestilence, and will extinguish them,
and will make thee into a nation greater and mightier than they.

lUit Moses supplicated, and Jehovah, being entreated, said, I will

be propitious according to thy word ; nevertheless, I live, and
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the whole earth shall he filled with the glory of Jehovah. For
as to all the men who liave seen My glory, and My signs which
I have done in Egypt and in the wilderness, yet have tempted
Me these ten times, neither have obeyed My voice, they shall

not see the land which I have sworn unto their fathers ; all

that have provoked Me shall not see it. ... In this wilderness

shall your carcases fall together; but your children I will bring

in" (Numb. xiv. ll-lo, 20-2o, 20, 31). From this passage,

also, it is evident that Jehovah wished to extinguish them,

consequently not to establish a church amongst them, but that

they insisted, and that therefore it was done. The same also

appears from several other passages, where it is said that

Jehovah wished to totally destroy that so often rebellious

nation, but as often suffered Himself to be entreated by their

4 supplications. The like also is involved in the circumstance of

Balaam not being permitted to curse that people (Numb,
xxii.-xxiv.) ; and likewise in other passages, where it is said

that it repented Jehovah that He had brought in that people
;

also that Jehovah was entreated ; and further, that He so often

entered into a new covenant with them. Such things are

signified in the internal historical sense by these words, " I

will not let thee go, unless thou bless me." The same also is

signified by Jacob fraudulently depriving Esau of his birthright,

and likewise of his blessing (Gen. xxv. and xxvii.).

4291. In the internal historical sense, by he said unto him,

What is thy name ? And he said, Jacob, is signified that they

were the posterity of Jacob, with their quality. This may
appear from the signification of a name, as denoting qualitv,

see nos. 144, 145, 1754, 189G, 2009, 2724, 3006 ; and'from the

signification of Jacob, as denoting his posterity, see no. 4281.

4292. That in the internal historical sense, by he said, Thy
name shall no longer he called Jacob, hut Israel, is signified, that

they could not represent as Jacob, but as from a new given

quality, may appear from the signification of Jacob in the

Word, as denoting his posterity, see above, no. 4281 ; and from

the signification of a name, as denoting quality, see just above,

no. 4291. The new quality itself is Israel in the internal sense :

for Israel is the celestial spiritual man, conse(]uently the

internal, see no. 4286 ; and since Israel is the celestial spiritual

man, thus the internal, Israel also is the internal spiritual

church ; for it is the same thing whether we say the spiritual

man, or the spiritual church, because the spiritual man individ-

ually is a chnrch, and many constitute the church in general.

If man individually were not a church, there would not be any
church in general ; a congregation in general is what is commonly
called a church, but in order that it may be a church, every

individual in the congregation must be a church ; for every

2 general thing implies parts similar to itself. As to the point
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in question, namely, that they could not represent as Jacob, but as

from a new given quality, which is Israel, the case is thus : those

who represented the church were the posterity of Jacob specific-

ally, but not of Isaac specifically, for the posterity of Isaac were
descended not only from Jacob, but also from Esau; still less were
they the posterity of Abraham specifically, for his posterity

were descended not only from Jacob, but also from Esau, and
likewise from Ishmael ; and also from his sons by his other wife

Keturah, as from Ziniran, Jokshan, Aledan, Midian, Jishbak,

Shuach, and from their sons (Gen. xxv. 1-4). Now, whereas the

posterity of Jacob insisted that they should be representative,

as was shewn just above, no. 4290, they could not represent as

Jacob, nor as Isaac, nor as Abraham : the reason why they

could not represent as Jacob, was, that Jacob represented the

external of the church, but not the internal ; and they could

not represent as Isaac together, nor as Abraham together,

owing to the reason just now adduced above. Therefore, in 3

order that they might represent a church, it was necessary that

a new name should be given to Jacob, and by that a new
quality, whicli should signify the internal spiritual man, or

what is the same thing, the internal spiritual church ; this new
quality is Israel. Every church of the Lord is internal and
external, as has been frequently shewn above ; the internal is

that which is represented, and the external that which re-

])resents. The internal church also is either spiritual or

celestial ; the internal spiritual church was represented by
Israel, but the internal celestial church was represented after-

wards by Judali :—on this account also a division was made, and
the Israelites by themselves were a kingdom, and the Jews
{Judcci) by themselves ; but on this subject, by the Divine mercy
of the Lord, more will be said in the following pages. Hence it is

evident that Jacob, that is, the posterity of Jacob, could not

represent a church as Jacob, for this would be only to represent

the external of a church ; but as Israel, because Israel is the

internal. That the internal is that which is represented, and 4

the external that which represents, has been shewn above
throughout this work, and may also appear from man himself.

The speech of man represents his thought, and the action of

man represents his will ; speech and action are the externals,

but thought and will are the internals of man. IMoreover, the

very face of man, by its various [changes of] countenance, repre-

sents both his thought and will, as is known to every one : for

with the sincere, their interior states may be seen from their

looks ; in a word, all things which are of the body represent

the things which are of the disposition {miimus) and the mind.
The case is similar with the externals of the church, for these 5

resemble the body, whereas the internals reseml)le the soul, as

the altars and the sacrifices offered on them, which, it is well
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known, were external tliinfrs, in like manner the shew-bread,

also the candlestick with its lights, and the perpetual tire,

which, as may be known to every one, represented internal

things ; and the case was the same in regard to the other rites.

That these external things could not represent external things,

but internal, may appear from what has been adduced above
;

thus that Jacob could not represent as Jacob, because Jacob is

the external of tlie church
;
but as Israel, because Israel is tlie

internal thereof. This is what is meant by the new given

quality which the posterity of Jacob should represent.

4293. That in the internal historical sense, by because as a
prhice thou hast contended with God and ivith men, and hast

prevailed, is signified by reason of the stubbornness which was
in their fantasies and lusts, may appear from the signification

of God, and from the signification of men, as denoting truths

and goods, see no. 4287. These same words have here an
opposite sense, because in this sense they are spoken of the

posterity of Jacob, with whom there were interiorly no truths

and goods, as was shewn above, but falsities and evils; falsities are

phantasies, because they are of phantasies, and evils are lusts,

?• because they are of lusts. That this nation insisted on being re-

presentative, that is, on being a church in preference to all nations

throughout the world, see no. 4290 : that this was also permitted,

owing to the stubbornnesswhich was in their phantasiesand lusts,

is here meant. What was the quality of their phantasies and lusts,

no one can know, unless he has had some conversation with them
in the other life ; and this was granted me in order that I miglit

know, for occasionally I have there spoken witli them. They
love themselves and the wealth of the world above all others

;

and, moreover, above all others they fear the loss of distinc-

tion, and also the loss of gain. Wherefore, even at this day, as

formerly, they despise others in comparison with themselves,

and by the most intense application acquire to themselves

wealth ; moreover, they are timid
; and as such has been from

ancient times the quality of this nation, therefore they were
capable above all other nations of being held in a holy external

without any holy internal, and thereby of representing in an
external form the things which are of the church : these phan-

3 tasies and lusts are what caused such stubbornness. This also

appears from several things which are recorded of tliem in the

liistoricals of the Wonl ; after they have been punished, they

could be in such external humiliation as no other nation couki

be in; for they couhl lie prostrate on the ground for whole
days, and roll themselves in the dust, not raising themselves up
till the third day ; they could also bewail themselves for several

days together, going in sackcloth, and in tattered garments with

ashes or dust sprinkled on their heads ; they could fast con-

tinuously for several days, and during the fast burst forthinto
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l)itter weeping. But this was merely the effect of bodily and
earthly love, and of the fear of losing pre-eminence and worldly

wealth : for it was not anything internal which affected them,
because they knew not, neither indeed were they willing to

know, anything internal, such as that there is a life after death,

and that there is eternal salvation. Hence it may appear, 4

tliat such being their quality, they could not but be deprived of

every holy internal, inasmuch as this in nowise agrees with
such a holy external, for they are altogether contrary to each
other: also, that they could act above all other nations as the

representative of a church, namely, that they could represent

holy things in an external form, without any holy internal ; and
thus that by this nation might be given somewhat of communi-
cation with the heavens, see no. 4288.

4294. Verses 29-32. And Jacob asked and said, Tell me, I
'pray thee, thy name. And he said. Wherefore is this, that thov,

dost ask for my name f and he blessed him there. And Jacob

called the navie of the jylace Peniel ; because I have seen G-od faces

to faces, and my soul is delivered. And the sun rose upon him as

he passed over Penuel ; and he halted ujjon his thigh. Therefore

the sons of Israel eat not the sinew of what is put out, ^vhich is

upon the hollow of the thigh, even to this day ; because he touched

in the hollow of Jacob's thigh tlie sineiv of tahat was p)ut out.

And Jacob ashed and. said, Tell me, I pray thee, thy name,
signities the angelic heaven and its quality : and he said.

Wherefore is this, that thou dost askfor my name 1 signifies that

heaven was not willing to reveal itself: and lie blessed him tlure,

signifies conjunction with the Divine celestial spiritual : and
Jacob called the name of the place Peniel, signifies a state of

temptations: because I have seen God faces to faces, and my soul

is delivered, signified that he sustained the most grievous

temptations as if they were from the Divine : and the sun rose

upon him, signifies conjunction of goods: as he jMssed over

Penuel, signifies a state of truth in good : and he Juilted upon his

thigh, signifies that truths were not yet arranged into that order,

that all, together with good, might enter celestial spiritual good:

tJiercfore the so7is of Israel eat not the sinew of what is put out,

ujhich is upon the hollouj of the thigh, signifies that those things

are not appropriated in which there are falsities : even to this day,

signifies for ever, that falsities were not adjoined : because he

touched in the hollow of Jacob's thigh the sinew of ivhat was ptd
out, signifies the cause, because there were falsities.

In tlie internal historical sense, in which the ])0sterity of Jacob 2

are treated of, by Jacob asked and said, Tell me, I pray thee, thy

name, are signified evil spirits : by lie said. Wherefore is this, that

thou dost askfor my name ? is signified that they did not acknow-
ledge [that temptation came] from evil spirits : by he blessed him
there, is signified that it was so done : hy Jacob called the name ofthe

VOL. VI. D
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place Peniel, is signified a state that they put on representations:

by hecause I have seen God faces to faces, aiul my soul is delivered,

is sigiiitied that he was representatively present : by the sun rose

upon him, is signified when they came into representations : by
ns he imsscd over Fennel, is signified when they came into the

land of Canaan : by he halted upon his thigh, is, signified that

goods and truths were altogether destroyed in that posterity : by

therefore the sons of Israel eat not the sinew of what is put out,

which is upon the hollou) of the thigh, is signified that posterity

ought to know this : by even to this day, is signified for ever

that they were such : by hecause he touched in the hollow of

Jacob's thigh the sinevj of v:hat was p)ut out, is signified because

they had a hereditary [element], which could not be eradicated

by regeneration, because they did not admit it.

4295. Aiid Jacob asked and said, Tell me, I pray thee, thy

name : that this signifies the angelic heaven and its quality, may
appear from the representation of Jacob, as denoting the Lord

as to the Divine natural, concerning which see above ; and

from the signification of God, whose name he asked, and also of

men, with whom as a prince he contended and prevailed, as

denoting truths and goods, thus those who are in truths and

goods (see above, no. 4287) ; and whereas the angelic heaven

is heaven by virtue of truths and goods, this is what is

specifically signified by God and men, with whom the Lord

prevailed. Also throughout tlie Word angels are called gods,

and this by virtue of truths and goods, as in David :
" God

stood in the assembly of God, in the midst of gods He hath

judged I said. Ye are gods ; and all of you are

the sons of the most High " (Psalm Ixxxii. 1, G) ; where it

evidently appears, that the assembly of God, and gods, denote

the angelic heaven. Again :
" Who in the sky shall be com-

pared with Jehovah ? who among the sons of the gods shall

be likened unto Jehovah ?" (Ixxxix. 7 [6]). Again: "Confess

ye to the God of gods ; . . . confess ye to the Lord of lords
"

(cxxxvi. 2, 3). Hence, and also from these considerations, that

no one can contend as a prince with God and prevail, and that

he who is called god was not willing to reveal his name, it is

evident that it was the angelic heaven with which tlie Lord

fought. That an arcanum lies concealed in this passage, is very

manifest from the words themselves :
" Wherefore is this, that

thou dost ask for my name ? " for if he had been Jehovah God,

he would not have concealed his name, nor would Jacob have

asked, " What is thy name ? " for asking a name, implies

2 another, or others, than God Himself. That the Lord in

temptations fought at last with the angels themselves,

yea, with the whole angelic heaven, is an arcanum wliich

has not heretofore been discovered. But the case is thus

:

the angels are indeed in the utmost wisdom and intelligence,
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hut they have all their wisdom and intelligence from the

Lord's Divine, and from themselves or from their proprium
they have nothing of either ; so far, therefore, as they are in

truths and goods from the Lord's Divine, so far they are wise

and intelligent. The angels themselves openly confess, that

they have no wisdom and intelligence from themselves, yea,

tliey are even indignant if any one attributes to them anything

of wisdom and intelligence ; for they know and perceive that

this would be to derogate from the Divine that which is Divine,

and to claim to themselves that which is not their own, thus to

incur tlie crime of spiritual theft. The angels also say, that all

their proprium is evil and false, both from heredity and from
actual life in the world when they were men (see nos. 1880,

4085), and that evil and falsity is not separated or wiped away
i'rom them, and themselves thereby justified ; but that it all

remains with them, yet that they are withheld by the Lord from
evil and falsity, and are kept in good and truth (see no, 1581).

These things all the angels confess, nor is any one admitted

into heaven, unless he knows and believes them ; for otherwise

they cannot be in the light of wisdom and intelligence which is

from the Lord, and consequently not in good and truth. Hence
also it may be known in what manner it is to be understood,

that heaven is not pure in the eyes of God (Job xv. 15). This

Ijcing the case, in order that the Lord might restore the universal

heaven to heavenly order. He even admitted into Himself
temptations from the angels, who, as far as they were in their

proprium, were so far not in good and truth : these temptations

are the inmost of all, for they act only into ends, and with

such subtlety as to escape all observation ; but as far as they

are not in their proprium, so far they are in good and truth,

and incapable of tempting. Aloreover, the angels are continu-

ally being perfected by the Lord, and yet cannot by any means
be perfected to eternity to such a degi'ee, that their wisdom and
intelligence may be compared with the Divine wisdom and
intelligence of the Lord ; for they are finite, and the Lord is

Lifinite, and there can be no comparison of the finite with the

infinite. From these considerations, then, it may appear what
is meant by the god with whom Jacob as a prince contended,

and also why he was not willing to reveal his name.

4296. Wherefore is this, that thou, dost ask for my name ? that

this signifies that heaven was not willing to reveal itself, is evident

from what has been just now said and shewn above, no. 4295.

4297. And he hiessed him there: that this signifies conjunc-

tion with the Divine celestial spiritual, appears from the

signification of blessing, as denoting conjunction, see nos. 3504,

8514, 3565, 3584. That the conjunction was with the Divine

celestial spiritual, is manifest from what precedes concerning

Jacob, in that he was named Israel, for by Israel is represented
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the Lord as to the Divine celestial spiritual, see no. 4286, where

also may be seen what is meant by the celestial spiritual.

4298. And Jacob called the name of the jjlctce Peniel: that

this signifies a state of temptations, appears from the series of

tiie things treated of ; for in olden times names were given to

])laces wliere anything peculiar happened, which names were

significative of the event which hai)pened there, and of its state,

see nos. 340, 264:^, 3422. To this place a name was given

which signified a state of temptations, for such a state is here

described by Jacob's wrestling and contending. Peniel in the

original language signifies the faces of God ; that seeing the

faces of God denotes sustaining the most grievous temptations,

will be explained in what now follows.

4299. Because I have seen God faces to faces, and my sold is

delivered : that this signifies that he sustained the most grievous

temptations, as if they were from the Divine, appears from the

signification of seeing God, as denoting approacliing near to

Him through interior things, that is, goods and truths, hence

denoting presence, see no. 4198 ; from the signification of faces,

as denoting interior things, see nos. 1999, 2434, 3527, 3573,

4066, consequently thouglits and affections, for both the latter

and the former are interior things, because they appertain to

the lower mind (aoiimiis), and to the mind, and manifest them-

selves in the face ;
and from the signification of my soul is

delivered, as denoting sustaining, namely, the Divine presence.

That by all these expressions is signified that he sustained the

most grievous temptations as if they were from the Divine, can

only appear from both the proximate and remote causes of

temptations. The proximate causes are the evils and falsities

with man, which lead him into temptations, consequently evil

spirits and genii who infuse them (see no. 4249) ; but still no

one can be tempted, that is, undergo any spiritual temptation,

unless he has conscience, for spiritual temjitation is nothing

else than torture of conscience ; consequently, none can be

tempted but those who are in celestial and spiritual good, for

these have conscience, and the rest have it not, and do not

2 even know what conscience is. Conscience is a new will and

a new understanding from the Lord ; thus it is the Lord's

presence with man, and is the nearer in proportion as man is

in the affection of good or of truth ; if the presence of the Lord

is nearer than is suitable to the degree in which man is in the

affection of good or truth, man comes into temptation. The
reason is, that the evils and falsities which are with man,
tempered with the goods and truths which are with him, cannot

endure a nearer presence ; this may appear from circumstances

existing in the other life, namely, that evil spirits cannot in

anywise approach to any heavenly society without beginning

to feel anguish and torment ; also that evil spirits cannot endure
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that angels should look at them, fur they are instantly tortured

and fall into a swoon ; and also from the fact that hell is removed
from heaven, because it cannot endure heaven, that is, tlie

Lord's presence which is in heaven. Hence it is said of them
in the Word :

" Then shall they begin to say to the mountains,

Fall upon us ; and to the hills, Conceal us " (Luke xxiii. 30) ;

and in another place :
" They shall say to the mountains and

to the rocks. Fall upon us, and hide ns from the face of Him
AVho sitteth on the throne " (Apoc. vi. 16). The misty and dark
sphere also, which exales from the evils and falsities of those

who are in hell, appears like a mountain or rock, under which
they are hidden, see nos. 1266, 1267, 1270. From these con- 3

siderations, then, it may be known that these words, " I have
seen God faces to faces, and my soul is delivered," signify

sustaining the most grievous temptations, as if they were from
the Divine. Temptations and torments appear as if they were
from the Divine, because they exist through the Divine presence

of the Lord, as stated above, but still they are not from the Divine
or from the Lord, but from the evils and falsities which are

with him who is tempted or tormented. For from the Lord
there proceeds none but what is holy, good, true, and merciful,

which cannot be endured by those who are in evils and
falsities, because these are opposite or contrary. Evils, falsities,

and [states of] unmercifulness are continually trying to violate

those holy [states], and in proportion as they attack them, so

far they are tortured, and when they attack, and are thus

tortured, they suppose that it is the Divine which is torturing

tliem ; this is what is meant by these words, " as if they were
from the Divine." That no one can see Jehovah face to face, 4

and live, was known to the Ancients, and hence this Knowledge
was derived to the posterity of Jacob ; and it was on tliis

account they so much rejoiced when they saw any angel, and
yet lived, as in the Book of Judges :

" Gideon saw that it was
the angel of Jehovah, wherefore Gideon said. Lord Jehovih,

since I have seen the angel of Jehovah face to face. And Jehovah
said unto him. Peace be unto thee ; fear not, for thou, shalt not

die " (vi. 22, 23). In the same book :
" Manoach said unto his

wife. Dying we sJiall die, because we have seen God " (xiii. 22).

And in Moses :
" Jehovah said unto Moses, Thou canst not see

My faces ; because a man {Jiomo) shall not see Me and live
"

(Exod. xxxiii. 20). The reason why it is said of Moses " that 5

he spoke with Jehovali/^ce toface" (Exod. xxxiii. 11), and that
" Jehovah knew himface to face" (Dent, xxxiv. 10), is that He
appeared to him in a human form adapted to his reception,

which was external, namely, as an aged and bearded man sitting

with him ; as I have been instructed by the angels. Hence also

the Jews had no other idea of Jehovali than as of a very old man
with along beard as white as snow, who could do miracles above
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other gods ; but not that He was most holy, because they knew
not what the holy was, still less could they in anywise see the

Holy proceeding from Him, because they were in corporeal and
terrestrial love, without a lioly internal, see nos. 4280, 4293.

4300. And the sun rut^e vpun him: that this signifies con-

junction of goods, appears from tlie signification of tlie sun

rising, as denoting conjunction of goods ; that by the dawn
going up is signified when conjunction is at hand or begins,

see no. 4283. Hence it follows that the sun rising denotes

conjunction itself; for, in the internal sense, the sun signifies

celestial love (see nos. 1529, 1530, 2441, 2495, 3G3G, 3043,4060),

and consequently goods, fur these are of that love. When
celestial h)VG manifests itself with man, that is, when it is

apperceived, the sun is said to rise upon him ; for then the

goods of that love are conjoined to him.

4301, As he jMsscd over Penud : that this signifies a state of

truth in good, appears from the signification of I'enuel, as

denoting a state of truth in good ; for it was Jabbok over which

Jacob first passed when he entered into the land of Canaan, and

by Jabbok is signified the first insinuation of the affections of

truth, see nos. 4270, 4271. He now passes over Penuel, and
hence by Penuel is signified a state of truth insinuated in good.

The conjunction of good is also treated of, and good is not good

unless there be truth in it, for good has its quality and also its

form from truth, insomuch that it cannot be called good in any

man unless truth be in it ; but truth takes its essence and con-

sequently its life from good ; and this being the case, and the

subject treated of being the conjunction of goods, the state of

2 truth in good is also treated of. The state of truth in good

may indeed be described, but still not apprehended, except by
those who have celestial perception ; others cannot even have

an idea of the conjunction of truth with good, because to them
truth is in obscuiity, for they call that truth which they have

learnt from doctrinals, and they call that good which is done

according to such truth. But those who have perception, are

in celestial light as to the understanding or intellectual sight,

and are affected with the truths which are conjoined to good, as

the eye or bodily sight is affected with the flowers in gardens

and meadows in spring-time ; and those who are in interior per-

ception, are affected with truths as with fragrance exhaling from

flowers. Such is the angelic state ; wherefore those angels per-

ceive all the differences and varieties of the insinuation and

conjunction of truth in good, thus indefinite things in comparison

with man ; for man does not even know that there is any in-

sinuation and conjunction, and that hence lie becomes spirituah

3 In order to give some notion of this subject, we will say a few

words on it. There are two things which constitute the internal

man, namely, the understanding and the will ; truths pertain to
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the understanding, and goods to the will ; for what a man knows
and understands to be so, he calls truth, and what he performs

from will, thus what he wills, he calls good ; these two faculties

ought to constitute a one. This may be illustrated by com-
parison with the sight of the eye, and with the pleasantness

and delight perceived by it ; when the eye sees objects, it

apperceives a pleasantness and delight thence according to the

forms, colours, and thus the beauties in the whole and in the

parts, in a word, according to the order or arrangements into

series ; this pleasantness and delight is not of the eye, but of

the lower nund (cmimiis) and its affection : and so far as man is

affected with those things, so far he sees them, and retains

them in the memory ; whereas those things which the eye sees

from no affection, pass away, neither are they inserted in the

memory, and thus are not conjoined to it. Hence it is evident, 4

both that objects of the external sight are implanted according

to the pleasantness and delight of the affections, and that they

are in that pleasantness and delight ; for when a similar

pleasantness or delight recurs, such objects will also recur, in

like manner when similar ohjects recur, such a pleasantness and
delight also recurs, with variety according to states. The case

is exactly similar with the understanding, which is the internal

sight : its objects are spiritual things, and are called truths, the

field of these objects is the memory, and the pleasantness and
delight of this sight is good ; thus it is in good that truths are

inseminated and implanted. Hence it may in some degree

appear what is meant by the insinuation of truth into good, and
by the conjunction of truth in good ; also what is meant by
good, which is here treated of; on which subjects the angels per-

ceive innumerable things when man perceives scarcely anything.

4302. And he halted npon his tldgh : that this signifies that

truths were not as yet arranged into that order, that all, together

with good, might enter into celestial spiritual good, appears from
the signification of halting, as denoting being in good, wherein

as yet are no genuine truths, but general truths into which
genuine truths may be insinuated, and such as do not disagree

witli genuine truths ; on which subject we shall speak presently.

In the suijreme sense, in which the Lord is treated of, by halting

upon the thigh is signified that truths were not as yet arranged

into that order, that all, together with good, might enter into

celestial spiritual good ; that the thigh denotes celestial spiritual

good, see nos. 4277, 4278. The order in which truths must be, 2

when they enter into good, here, celestial si)iritual good, cannot be

explained to the apprehension, for it must first be known what
order is, and then tlie quality of the order which truths have

;

also, what celestial spiritual good is, and next how truths

through good enter into celestial spiritual good; although these

particulars should be described, still they would not appear
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manifest except to those who are in celestial perception, and not

at all to those who are in natural perception alone. For they
who are in celestial perception, are in the light of heaven whicli

is from the Lord, in which light is intelligence and wisdom ; but
tliey who are in natural light, are not iu any intelligence and
wisdom, except so far as the light of heaven flows into this light,

and disposes it in such a manner, that the things which are of

heaven may appear in those things which are of natural light,

as in a mirror, or in a certain representative image ; for natural

light presents to the siglit nothing of spiritual truth without the

3 influx of the light of heaven. This only can be said concerning the

order in which truths must be in order that they may enter into

good ; all truths, like goods, both as to generals and particulars,

yea, as to the veriest singulars, are arranged in heaven in such
an order, that one has respect to another in such a form, as the

members, organs, and viscera of the human body, or their uses,

both in general and in particular, and likewise in the veriest

singulars, have mutual respect to each other, and constitute a

one. Hence, namely, from the order in which truths and goods
are arranged, heaven itself is called the Grand Man ; its very
life is from the Lord, Who from Himself arranges all things in

general and particular into such an order ; and hence heaven is

a likeness and image of the Lord. When, therefore, truths are

arranged into sucli an order as that into which heaven is

arranged, they are in heavenly order, and can enter into good

;

the truths and goods with every angel are in such an order, and
also the truths and goods with every man who is regenerated.

In a word, the order of heaven is the arrangement of the truths

which are of faith in the goods which are of charity towards
the neighbor, and the arrangement of these [goods] in the good

4 which is of love to the Lord. Halting denotes being in good, in

which as yet are no genuine truths, but still general truths into

which genuine truths may be insinuated, and such as do not dis-

agree with genuine truths ; thus the halt are those who are in

good, but not in genuine good, owing to their ignorance of truth,

as is the case with the Gentiles who live in mutual charity ; this

is evident from those passages of the Word where mention is

made in a good sense of the halt and halting, as in Isaiah

:

" The eyes of the blind shall be opened, and the ears of the deaf

shall be opened ; then the lialt shall leap as the hart, and the

tongue of the dumb shall sing " (xxxv. 5, 6). In Jeremiah

:

" Behold, I will bring them from the land of the north, and I

will gather them together from the sides of the earth, amongst
them the blind and the halt, she that is with child and she that

bringeth forth together" (xxxi. 8). In Micah :
" In that day,

saith Jehovah, I will gather ]ier that haltdh, and I will gather

together her that is driven out ; . . . . and I will make her that

haltdh a remnant, and her that was driven out a numerous
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nation : and Jehovah shall reign over them in IMount Zion, from
now and to eternity " (iv. 6, 7). In Zephaniali :

" In that time

I will save her that haltcth, and will gather together her that was
driven out, and will place them into praise and into a name "

(iii. 19). Every one may see that in these passages the halt and
the halting do not denote the halt and the lialting, for it is said

of them that they shall leap, that they shall be gathered to-

gether, that they shall be placed for a remnant, and that they

shall be saved; but it is evident that by them are signified

those who are in good, and not so much in truths, as is the case

with the well-disposed gentiles, and also with like persons

within the church. Such also are meant by the halt, of whom 5

the Lord spoke in Luke: "Jesus said, When thou makest a least,

call the poor, the maimed, the Jialt, and the blind ; then thou

shalt be blest" (xiv. 13, 14). And again: "The master of the

house .... said unto his servant. Go forth quickly into the

streets and lanes of the city, and bring in hither the poor, and
the maimed, and the halt, and the blind" (xiv. 21). The
Ancient church distinguished its neighbor or neighbors, to-

wards whom it was to exercise works of charity, into classes,

and some they called maimed, some halt, some blind, and
some deaf, and thereby they understood those who were
spiritually such ; as also they called some hungry, thirsty,

sojourners, naked, sick, prisoners (Matt. xxv. 33-39, 42-45)

;

in like manner widows, orphans, needy, poor, miserable, by
whom they meant no others than those who were such as to

truth and good, and who were to be suitably instructed, led

into the way, and thereby provided for as to their souls. But
as at this day it is not charity, but faith, which constitutes the

church, therefore it is altogether unknown what is meant in the

Word by the persons above described ; when yet it must be

evident to every one, that it is not meant that the maimed, the

halt, and the blind are to be invited to a feast, neither was it

commanded by the master of the house that such are to be

brought in, but those who are spiritually such ; also that in

everything which the Lord spoke, there is the L>ivine, aird con-

sequently a celestial and spiritual sense. In like manner by 6

the Lord's words in Mark :
" If thy foot cause thee to stumble,

cut it off: it is better for thee to enter into life halt, than
having two feet to be cast into the gehenna of fire, into the un-
quenchable fire " (ix. 45 ; Matt, xviii. 8) : by the foot, which was
to be cut off if it caused to stumble, is meant the natural, which
contiinially opposes itself to the spiritual, and which was to be
destroyed if it attempted to break down truths; and thus, that

by reason of the disagreement and opposition of the natural

man, it is better to be in simple good, although in the negation

of truth ; this is signified by entering halt into life ; that the

foot denotes the natural, sec nos. 21G2, 3147, 37G1, 3986,
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7 4280. In the Word, by the halt are also signified those who
are in no good, and consequently in no truth, as in Isaiah

:

" Then the spoil shall be divided ; thry that halt shall plunder

tlie spoil " (xxxiii. 23). In David :
" When I halt, they are

glad, and gather together ; the halt gather together against me,
M'honi I have not known" (Psalm xxxv. 15). And as by the

halt such were signified, therefore also it was forbidden to

sacrifice anything halt (Deut. xv. 21, 22; Malachi i. 8, 13);

and also for any one that w\as halt of the seed of Aaron
"to perform the office of priest" (Levit. xxi. 18). The case

is similar with the halt as with the blind ; lor in a good sense

the blind signify those who are in ignorance of the truth,

and in an opposite sense those who are in falsities, see no. 2383.
8 In the original language, the halt is expressed by one term,

and he that halteth by another ; and by the halt, in the proper

sense, are signified those who are in natural good, into which
spiritual truths cannot flow, owing to natural appearances and
the fallacies of the senses ; and in the opposite sense those v/ho

are in no natural good, but in evil, which altogether hinders

the influx of spiritual truth ; whereas by one that halteth, in the

proper sense, are signified those who are in natural good, into

which general truths are admitted, but not particular and
singular truths, owing to their ignorance ; but in the opposite

sense, those who are in evil, and thus who do not even admit
general truths.

4303. Therefore the sons of Israel cat not tlic sinew of what is

put out, v)hich is tipon the holloiv of the thigh : that this signifies

that those things are not appropriated in which there are falsities,

appears from the significance of eating, as denoting being con-

joined and appropriated, see nos. 2187, 2343, 3168, 3513, 3596,

3832 ; and from the signification of the sinew, as denoting

truth, for truths in good are like the sinews in the flesh,

and also truths in the spiritual sense are sinews, and good is

flesh, see nos. 3579, 3813. Similar things also are signified by
sinews and flesh in Ezekiel :

" Thus said the Lord Jehovih to

these bones, / u'ill give sinews tipon you, and will bring flesh

upon you, and will give spirit in you. . . . And I saw, when
lo, the sinews came upon them, and flesh came up" (xxxvii. 5,

6, 8). Tlie new creation of man, that is, his regeneration, is

here treated of ; but when truths are distorted, they no longer

become truths, but as they are distorted to what is opposite,

they accede to falsities ; hence it is, that by the sinew of what
is put out is signified falsity. That the hollow of the thigh is

where there is the conjunction of conjugial love with natural

good, consequently where there is the influx of spiritual truth

into natural good, see nos. 4277, 4280. Hence it is evident

that by these words, " Therefore the sons of Israel eat not the

sinew of what is put out, which is upon the hollow of the
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thigh," is signified that those things were not appropriated in

which there were falsities. The reason why these things are

said of the sons of Israel, is, that by Israel is signified the

Divine celestial spiritual (see no. 4286) ; and l)y sons, truths (see

nos. 489, 491, 2623) ; thus that the trutlis of the Divine celestial

spiritual did not appropriate to themselves any falsities.

4304. Eccn to this day : that this signifies for ever, that

falsities were not adjoined, appears from the signification of

the expression, even to this day, as denoting, wherever it occurs

in the AVord, what is perpetual and eternal, see no. 2838.

4305. Because he touched in the holloia of Jacob's thigh the

sinetu of what was ind oid : that this signifies the cause, because

there were falsities, appears from the signification of touching

in the hollow of Jacob's thigh, as here denoting tlie cause,

because there were falsities ; that this is signified by touching

in the hollow of Jacob's thigh, appears from what was said

above, nos. 4277, 4278, 4303.

4306. The same words which have been thus far explained,

treat also of the posterity of Jacob, and this sense is called

the lower sense, and also the internal historical sense, see nos.

4279, 4288. How the words are to be understood in this sense,

shall be now explained.

4307. That in the internal historical sense, by Jacob asked

and said, Tell me, I inay thee, thy name, are signified evil

spirits, may appear from several things in this sense, in which
tliese words, and what follow concerning the posterity of Jacob,

are predicated ; for the internal sense is always in application to

the subject treated of. That evil spirits, ancl not good ones, are

signified by him who wrestled with Jacob, may appear from this

consideration, that by wrestling is signified temptation (see nos.

3927, 3928, 4274), and no temptation ever comes through good
spirits, but through evil ; for temptation is an excitation of the

evil and falsity which are with man (see nos. 741, 751, 761,

1820, 4249, 4299). Good spirits and angels never excite evils

and falsities, but defend man against them, and bend them to

good ; for good spirits are led by the Lord, and nothing ever

])roceeds from the Lord but holy good and holy truth. That
tlie Lord tempts no one is known from a received doctrinal in

the church, see also nos. 1875, 2768 ; hence, and also from this

consideration, that the posterity of Jacob yielded in every

temptation, both in the wilderness and afterwards, it is evident

that evil spirits, and not good ones, are signified l)y him who
wrestled with Jacol). Moreover, that nntion, which is here

signified by Jacob, was not in any spiritual and celestial love,

but in corporeal and worldly love, see nos. 4281, 4288, 4289,

4290, 4293. The presence of spirits with men is according to

their loves, good spirits and angels are present with those who
are in spiritual and celestial love, and evil spirits with those
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who are only in corporeal and worldly love; and this is fo

much the case, tliat every one may know the quality of the

spirits present with him, if he only observes the quality of his

loves, or what is the same thinfj, the quality of his ends, I'or

every one has for an end tliat which he loves. The reason why
lie called himself God, was, that Jacob believed it; like his

posterity, who constantly believed that Jehovah was in their

holy external, when yet Jehovah was only representatively

present, as will appear from what follows. They believed also

that Jehovah led into temptations, that all evil was i'rom Him,
and that He was in anger and fury when they were punished

;

wherefore, according to their belief, it was so said in the Word,
when yet Jehovah never leads into temptations, neither is any
evil in any case from Him, neither is He ever in anger, still less

in fury, see nos. 223, 245, 592, 696, 1093, 1683, 1874, 1875, 2395,

3605, 3607, 3614; hence also it is, that he who wrestled with

Jacob was not willing to reveal his name. The reason why, in

the internal spiritual sense, by him who wrestled with Jacob is

meant the angelic heaven (no. 4295), is that the Lord, Who is

there represented by Jacob in the supreme sense, admitted even

the angels to tempt Him, and that the angels then were left to

their own proprium, as was shewn in the above passage.

4308. That in the internal historical sense, by he said,

Wherefore is this, that thou dost ask for my name ? is signified

that they did not acknowledge [that temptation came] from evil

spirits, appears from what was said just before, no. 4307.

4309. That in the internal historical sense, by he blessed him
there, is signified that it was so done, appears from the significa-

tion of blessing in this case, as denoting that they acted as a

representative of a cliurch (see no. 4290), therefore, in the jiresent

case, by he blessed him there, is signified that it was so done.

4310. That in the internal historical sense, by Jacob ccdled

the 7iamc of the place Feniel, is signified a state that they should

put on representations, appears from the signification of calling

a name, as denoting quality, of which frequent mention has

been made above ; from the signification of a place, as denoting

a state, see nos. 2625, 2837, 3356, 3387 ; and from the significa-

tion of Peniel, as denoting in this sense putting on representa-

tions, for these are treated of in the preceding pages and in

the following. What Peniel signifies is explained by these

words, " Because I have seen God faces to faces, and my soul is

delivered," by which is signified that the Lord was representat-

ively present, which subject is presently treated of; thus in

the present case that they put on representations. The names
of places, like the names of persons, and also the things them-

selves, have not a like signification in one sense as in another

:

thus, in the case of Jacob himself, in the sense of the letter he

signifies Jacob himself ; in the internal historical sense, he
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signifies his posterity (see no. 4281) ; in the internal spiritual

sense, he signifies the natural man with the regenerate ; but in

the supreme sense, he signifies the Lord as to the Divine
natural, as has been frequently shewn above. Such also is

the case with other names, and thus with Peniel.

4311. That in the internal historical sense, by because I
liave seen God faces to faces, and my soul is delivered, is signified

that He was representatively present, appears from the significa-

tion of seeing God faces to faces, when predicated of the state in

which the posterity of Jacob were, as denoting that the Lord
was representatively present ; for seeing God faces to faces in

an external form and with the bodily sight, is not seeing Him
present (no. 4299). That He was not present, as with those

who are regenerated, and thus in spiritual love and faith, is

evident from what was said concerning that nation, nos. 4281,

4288, 4290, 4293, namely, that they were in external worship,

and not at the same time in internal, or, what is the same thing,

that they were in corporeal and worldly love, and not in spiritual

and celestial ; with such the Lord cannot be present in any other

manner tlian representatively. It shall be briefly explained what 2

is meant by being present representatively ; a man who is in

corporeal and worldly love, and not at the same time in

spiritual or celestial love, has none but evil spirits present with
him, even when he is in a holy external ; for good spirits cannot
possibly be present with such a man, because they instantly

])erceive the quality of the man's love, since there is a sphere

which exhales from his interiors, which spirits y)erceive as mani-
festly as man perceives the fetid and filthy [odors] which float

around him in the air. That nation, which is here treated of,

was in such a state as to good and truth, or as to love and
faith ; nevertheless, to the intent that they might act as the

representative of a church, it was miraculously provided by
the Lord, that when they were in a holy external, and were
also at such times encompassed about by evil spirits, still the

holiness in which they were might be elevated into heaven
;

but this through good spirits and angels, not within them but
without them, for within them there was nothing but what
was empty or defiled : wherefore communication was not given

with the man himself, but with the holiness itself, in which
they were whilst doing the statutes and precepts, wliich were
all representative of the spiritual and celestial tilings of the

Lord's kingdom : this is what is signified by the Lord's being

representatively present with that nation. ]>ut the Lord is

present in a different manner with those within tlie church,

who are in spiritual love and thence in faith ; with such, good
spirits and angels are present, not only in external worsliip,

l)ut also at the same time in internal; wherefore in their case,

communication of heaven is given with themselves, for the
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Lord flows in through heaven through their internals into their

externals ; to these latter the holiness of worship is beneficial

3 in the other life, but not to the former. The case is the same
with priests and presbyters wlio preach what is holy, and yet

live ill and believe ill ; with such also there are no good spirits,

but evil, even whilst they are in worship which appears holy in

its external form ; for it is the love of self and of the world, or

the love of seeking honors and accpnring gain, and reputation

for the sake thereof, which inflames them, and presents an
affection of wdiat is holy, sometimes to such a degree, that

nothing of pretence is noticed, and at such times neither is it

believed by themselves, when yet they are in the midst of evil

spirits, who are at such times in a similar state, and aspire and
inspire. That evil spirits can be in such a state, and that they

are so whilst they are in externals, and held back from the love

of self and the love of the world, it has been given me to know
from manifold experience, of which I shall speak, by the Divine
mercy of the Lord, in the relations annexed to the following

chapters. These [priests] have no communication with heaven
in themselves ; but they who hear and apprehend the words
which they speak, provided they are in a pious and holy internal,

have communication ; for it is of no consequence from whom
the voice of good and truth flows forth, provided their lives be

4 not manifestly wicked, since this causes scandal. That the

nation descended from Jacob was such, namely, that it was
encompassed about by evil spirits, and yet that the Lord
w^as representatively present with them, may appear from
several passages in the Word; for they were very far from
worshiping Jehovah at heart, inasmuch as they turned them-
selves to other gods, and became idolatrous, as soon as ever

miracles ceased ; which was a manifest proof that at heart they
worshiped other gods and confessed Jehovah with the mouth
alone, and indeed only to the end, that they might be the

greatest, and have pre - eminence over all the surrounding

nations. That this people at heart, and Aaron himself among
them, worshiped an Egyptian idol, and with the mouth con-

fessed Jehovah mei-ely on account of the miracles, is very

evident from the golden calf which Aaron made for them, and
this within a month of days after they had seen such great

miracles on mount Sinai, besides those which they saw in

Egypt, concerning which see Exod. xxxii. ; that Aaron also was
sucli, is said manifestly in the same cha])ter, verses 2-5, and
especially verse 35 ; the same a]>pears also from many other

passages, as related in the books of Moses, of Judges, of Samuel,

5 and of the Kings. That they were only in external worship,

but not in any internal, is evident also from this consideration,

that they were prohibited from coming near mount Sinai, when
the law was being promulgated, and if they touched the mount,
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that dying they would die (Exod. xix. 11-13; xx. IG [19]);
tlie reason was, that their internal was unclean : again, " that

Jehovah dwelt with them in the midst of their uucleannesses"
(Levit. xvi. 16). The quality of that nation is evident also

from the song of Moses (Deut. xxxii. 15-43), and from several

passages in the prophets. Hence it may be known that

with that nation there was not any clmrch, but only the

representative of a church ; and that the Lord was present

with it only representatively. See also what was adduced
above on this subject, namely, that with the posterity of Jacob
there was the representative of a church, but not a church,

nos. 4281, 4288. That the representative of a church was not
instituted amongst them, until they were altogether vastated as

to a holy internal, and otherwise they would have profaned holy
things, nos. 3398, 4289. That whilst they continued in the

[observance of their] statutes, they were capable of representing,

but not when they turned away from them, n. 3881. That on
this account they were held strictly in rituals, and were driven

thereto by external means, nos. 3147, 4281. Tliat their worship
was made external, without internal, to the intent that they
might act as the representative of a churcli, no. 4281, That
on this account, also, the interiors of the church were not dis-

covered to them, nos. 301, 302, 303, 2520, 3398, 3479, 3769.
That they were such, that they were capable, above all other

nations, of being in a holy external without an internal, no. .

4293. And that on this account they have been preserved

to this day, no. 3479. That the holy external does not at all

affect them as to their souls, no. 3479.

4312. That in the internal historical sense, by the sun rose

upon him, is signified when they came into representations,

appears from the signification of the sun rising, in this sense in

which the posterity of Jacob are treated of, as denoting when
they came into representations ; by the going up of the dav/n

was signified the state before they come into representatives,

see no. 4289. The sun is also said to rise with everyone who be-

comes a church, thus also who becomes representative of a church
4313. That in the internal historical sense, by as he 2)((sscd

over Fennel, is signified when they came into the land of Canaan,
appears from this consideration, that Penuel was the first

station after Jacob passed the river Jabbok, and that all

boundaries were significative according to distance and situa-

tion, see nos. 1585, 1866, 4116, 4240: thus Penuel, as being

the first boundary, signifies when he came into the land of Canaan.
4314. That in the internal historical sense, by he halted upon

his thigh, is signified that goods and truths were entirely

destroyed among that posterity, appears from the representation

of Jacob, who in this case is Itc, as denoting his posterity, see

no. 4281 ; and from the signification of halting upon the thigh,
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as denoting those who are in no good, and thence in no truth,

see no. 4302 ; in the present case, therefore, by " he halted upon
his thigh " is signified that goods and truths were entirely

• destroyed among that posterity. The quality of that nation

appears manifestly from several things which the Lord Himself

spoke in parables, which in tlie internal historical sense were

spoken of that nation ; as from what He spoke in the parable

of a man, a king, who reckoned with the servant who had no
mercy towards another (Matt, xviii. 23 to the end) ; in the

parable of " the householder, who let out a vineyard to liusl)and-

men, and went abroad, and the husbandmen caught the servants

whom he sent, beat them with rods, killed them, and stoned

them ; lastly he sent his son, whom they cast out of the vine-

yard and killed : on hearing which parable, the Scribes and
Pharisees knew that He spoke of them " (Matt. xxi. 33-45

;

Mark xii. 1-9 ; Luke xx. 9); in the parable of "the man who
gave talents to his servants ; and he who received one talent

went and hid it in the earth" (Matt. xxv. 14-30; Luke xix.

1.3-16) ; in the parable of " those who came to him who was
wounded by thieves " (Luke x. 30-37) ; in the parable of those

who were called to a great supper, and they all excused them-

selves, ofwhom the Lord said, " I say unto you. That none of those

men (viri) who were called siiall taste of my supper " (Luke xiv.

16-24) ; in the parable of " the rich man and Lazarus" (Luke
xvi. 19 to the end) ; in the parable of " those who despise others

in comparison with themselves " (Luke xviii. 10-14) ; and in

the parable of " the two sons, one of whom said, I will go into

the vineyard, but went not. And Jesus said, Verily I say

unto you, That the publicans and harlots shall enter into the

kingdom of the heavens before you " (Matt. xxi. 28-32). The
quality of that nation is openly declared by the Lord, in

Matthew, chap, xxiii. 13, and following verses, where at the end

He says :
" Ye testify against yourselves, that ye are the sons of

those who killed the prophets, and ye fill up the measure of

your fathers" (verses 31-33). Li Mark: " Jesus said unto them,

J iightlv hath Isaiah prophesied concerning you, . . . This people

honoreth me with their lips, but their heart is altogether far

from me ; in vain do they worship me, teaching doctrines the

commandments of men, forsaking the commandment of God "

(vii. 6-13). In John :
" The Jews answered Jesus, We be

Abraham's seed, . . . but Jesus said unto them. Ye are of your

father the devil, and the desires of your father ye will do : he

was a murderer from the beginning, and stood not in the truth,

because the truth is not in him. When he speaketh a lie, he

speaketh from his own; because he speaketh a lie, and is the

father of it " (viii. 33, 44). Such being their quality, they are

also called a wicked and adulterous generation (Matt. xii. 39)

;

also an offspring of vipers (Matt. iii. 7 ; xxiii. 33 ; Luke iii. 7)

;
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and in Matthew :
" offspring of vipers, how can ye speak good

tilings, when ye are evil ? " (xii. 34). That with that nation 4

there was not even any natural good remaining, is signified by
the fig-tree, of which it is thus written in Matthew :

" Jesus

seeing one fig-tree in the way, came to it, but found nothing
on it but leaves only, therefore He said unto it. Henceforth let

no fruit be born of thee to eternity, whence presently the fig-

tree withered away" (xxi. 19). That the fig-tree denotes

natural good, see no. 217. From these considerations it may
appear that goods and truths were altogether destroyed with that

nation. Goods and truths are said to be destroyed, when there 5

are none interiorly; the goods and truths which appear out-

wardly, derive their esse and their life from those which are

internal; such, therefore, as the internal are, such are the

external, howsoever these latter may appear before the eyes of

man. There are some whom I knew in the life of their body,

and who then appeared as though in zeal for the Lord, the

church, their country and the common good, and for what is

just and fair, and yet the same in the other life are amongst the

infernals, and, what I wondered at, amongst the worst of them.

The reason was, that their interiors had been filthy and profane,

and they had feigned that zeal for the sake of reputation, in

order to acquire honours and wealth, thus for the sake of them-

selves, but not for the sake of what they professed with their

mouths. Wherefore, when those externals are put off, as takes

])lace at death, the internals are manifested, and appear as they

had been within, which while they lived they had concealed

from the world. This is what is meant by goods and truths

being utterly destroyed.

4315. That in the internal historical sense, by therefore the

sons of Israel eat not the sinew of ivhat is put out, which is upon
the hollow of the thigh, is signified that posterity ought to know
this, may appear from this consideration, that it was a memorial
whereby they were to remember that they were such ; thus that

hence they ought to know this.

4316. That in the internal historical sense, by even to this

day, is signified for ever, that they were such, appears from the

signification of even to this day, wlien the expression occurs

in the Word, as denoting for ever, see no. 2838. That that

posterity was such from the earliest times, may appear from the

sons of Jacob themselves ; from Reuben, in that " he lay with

Bilhah his father's concubine" (Gen. xxxv. 22); from Simeon
and Levi, in that " they slew Chamor and Shechem, and all the

men of their city, and that the rest of the sons came ujion those

who were thrust through, and spoiled the city" (xxxiv. 1,

27-29) ; therefore Jacob, at tliat time Israel, before he died,

spoke thus concerning tliem ; concerning lieuben: "Thou shalt

not be superior, because thou wentest up to thy father's bed

;

VOL. VI. E
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then thou madest thyself unworthy : he went up to my couch
"

(xlix. 3, 4) ; and concerninff Simeon and Levi :
" Let not my

soul come into their secret ; in their assembly let not my glory

be united : because in their anger they slew a man, and in their

good pleasure they hamstrung an ox. Cursed be their anger,

for it was vehement : and their fury, for it was grievous ; I will

divide them among Jacob, and scatter them among Israel"

(xlix. 5-7). The quality of Judali. appears also from this con-

sideration, that he married a Canaanitess (Gen. xxxviii. 1, 2)

;

which yet was contrary to the commandment, as may appear

from the words of Abraham to the servant who was sent to

betroth Kebekah to his son Isaac (Gen. xxiv. 3, 6), and from

several passages in the Word ; that a third part of that nation

was from this stock, namely, from the son Shelach who was of

the Canaanitish mother (Gen. xxxviii. 11 ; chap. xlvi. 12), see

Numb. xxvi. 20 ; 1 Chron. iv. 21, 22. The same is likewise

evident from the wicked deed which they and the rest of the

sons of Jacob did against Joseph (Gen. xxxvii. 18 to the end).

The quality of their posterity, who were in Egypt, is manifest

from the circumstances related of them when they were in

the wilderness, where they were so often rebellious, and after-

wards in the land of Canaan, where they so often became
idolaters. Lastly, their quality at the time of the Lord's

coming has been shewn just above, no. 4314. What their

quality is at this day, namely, in regard to their opposition to

the Lord, to the things of the church, and to charity towards the

neighbor and to each other, is known. Hence it may appear

that such has perpetually been the quality of that nation. Let

not any one, therefore, henceforth suppose that there was any
church amongst them, but only a representative of a church

;

still less that they were chosen in preference to others.

4317. That in the internal historical sense, by because he

touched in the holloio of Jacob's thigh the sineiu of what was put
out, is signified because they had a hereditary which could

not be eradicated by regeneration, because they did not admit
it, appears from the signification of the thigh, as denoting

conjugial love, and hence every celestial and spiritual love, see no.

4280 ; and from the signification of the hollow of the thigh, as

denoting where there is the conjunction of conjugial love, also

of every celestial and spiritual love, with natural good, see no.

4277, 4280. Hence, touching it, or hurting so as to occasion

halting, denotes destroying the good which is of those loves ; and
whereas this was done in Jacob, hereby is signified that from
him it was done with his posterity, thus that it was hereditary.

That the sinew of what is put out denotes falsity, see no. 4303
;

in the present case it denotes the falsity wliich is from heredit-

ary evil. Hence, and from tlie series, it follows that this

hereditary could not be rooted out of them by regeneration,
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because they did not admit it. That they had such a heredit- 2

ary, and that they couki not be regenerated, is very evident

from all those things which are related of them in the Word,
and still further from the following passages in Moses :

" Moses
called all Israel, and said unto them, Ye have seen all that

Jehovah hath done in your eyes in the land of Egypt unto

Pharaoh and unto all his servants, and unto all his land ; . . .

and Jehovah luith not given you a heart to knoiv, and eyes to see,

and ears to hear, even unto this day (Deut. xxix. 1, 3 [2, 4]).

Again :
" / know the device of the inojile, which they do this

day, before I bring it into the land which I have sworn

"

(xxxi. 21). And again: "I will hide my faces from them, I

will see what their latter end shall be; for they are 2i genera-

tion of 2^e7%'e7\sities, sons in whom is no truth. ... I would
exterminate them, I w^ould cause their memory to cease from
man, unless I feared the indignation of the -enemy. , . ,

Because they are a nation perishing in counsels, and there is

no intelligence in them ; . . . because their vine is of the vine

of Sodom, and their grapes of the fields of Gomorrah ; their

grapes are hemloeks, the clusters are bitter to them. Their

wine is the j?oison of dragons, and the cruel head of asjjs. Is

not this laid up in store with me, sealed up in my trea-

sures ? " (xxxii. 20, 26-34) ; and very frequently elsewhere,

especially in Jeremiah, That this was signified by touching 3

the hollow of Jacob's thigh, and his halting in consequence

thereof, is plain from Hosea :
" The controversy of Jehovah

with Judah, to visit upon Jacob ; according to his ways, and
according to his works He will render to him. In the womb he
supplanted his brother ; in his grief he contended with God

;

and contended against the angel, and prevailed ; he wept and
entreated him " (xii. 3-5 [2-4]) ; where, in the internal

historical sense, contending with God denotes insisting that

a representative of a church might be amongst them, see nos.

4290, 4293. That they had such a hereditary from Jacob, is

evident from the above considerations, and if time permitted,

might be shewn from several others. In regard to what 4

specifically concerns the hereditary, it is believed in the

church at this day, that all hereditary evil is derived from
the first parent, and that on this account all are damned as to

that evil. But this is not the case. Hereditary evil derives

its origin from the parents of each individual, and from the

parents' parents or grandfathers and great-grandfathers suc-

cessively. Every evil, which they have procured to themselves

by actual life, so as to render it as it were natural by frequent

use or habit, descends by derivation into their children, and
becomes in them hereditary, together with that Avhich was
implanted in the parents from their grandfathers and great-

grandfathers ; hereditary evil from the father is interior, and
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hereditary e^^il from the mother is exterior, the former can-

not easily be eradicated, but the latter can. When man is

being regenerated, the hereditary evil which had been rooted

in by derivation from the nearest parents, is extirpated ; but

it remains with those who are not regenerated, or cannot be

regenerated. This, then, is hereditary evil, see also nos. 313,

494, 2122, 2910, 3518, 3701. This is also evident to every

one who reflects, and likewise from this consideration, that

every family has some peculiar evil or good, by which it is dis-

tinguished from other families; and that this is from the

parents and grandfathers, is well known. The case is similar

in regard to the Jewisli nation which remains at this day, and
which, it is very manifest, is distinct and recognizable from
other nations, not only by their peculiar genius, but also by

5 their manners, speech, and countenance. But what hereditary

evil is, is known to few; it is believed to consist in doing evil,

but it consists in willing and tlience thinking evil, hereditary

evil being in the will itself and thence in the thought, and
being the very tendency [or endeavor] which is therein, and
which adjoins itself when man does good. It is known by the

delight which is felt when evil befalls another ; and that root

lies deeply hid, for the very interior form receptive of good
and truth from heaven, or through heaven from the Lord,

is depraved, and, so to speak, distorted, so that when good and
truth flows in from the Lord, it is either reflected, perverted, or

suffocated. Hence it is that no perception of good and truth

is given at this day, but instead thereof with the regenerate

there is conscience, which acknowledges that which is learnt

from parents and masters, as good and true. It is of heredit-

ary evil to love one's self more than another, to will evil to

another if one does not receive honor from him, to perceive

delight in revenge, also to love the world more than heaven,

and all the lusts or evil affections which are thence. Man is

ignorant that such things are in it, and still more that such
things are opposite to heavenly affections ; nevertheless, in the

other life it is manifestly shewn how much of evil from the

hereditary every one has attracted to himself by actual life,

also how much he has removed himself from heaven by the

6 evil affections thence derived. That in the posterity of Jacob,

hereditary evil could not be eradicated by regeneration, because

they did not admit it [namely, regeneration], is evident also

from the historicals of the Word, for they fell in all the

temptations in the wilderness, as recorded in Moses ; and also

afterwards in the land of Canaan, as often as they did not see

any miracles ; and yet those temptations were external, but
not internal or spiritual. As to spiritual things, they could

not be tempted, because they knew not internal truths, neither

had they internal goods, as has been shewn above ; and no one
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can be tempted except as to those things which he knows and.

possesses ; temptations are tlie very essential means of re-

generation. Tliis is what is signified by their not admitting
regeneration. Concerning their state and lot in the other

life, see nos. 939-941, 3481.

A CONTINUATION CONCERNING THE GRAND MAN, AND CONCERN-
ING CORRESPONDENCE, HERE CONCERNING CORRESPONDENCE
WITH THE SENSES IN GENERAL.

4318. The chief thing of the intelligence which the angels

possess is to knoto and perceive that all life is from the Lord, also

that the universal heaven corresponds to His Divine Human, and
consequently that all angels, spirits, and men corrcspo7id to

heaven; likewise to know and perceive in what tnanncr they

correspond. These are the jjrinciples of the intelligence in which
angels are more than men. Hence they know and ferceive innu-

m.erable things that are in the heavens, and hence also those things

that are in the world ; for the things ivhich exist in the world and
its nature, are causes and effects from the former as beginnings ;

for universcd nature is a theatre representative of the Lord's

kingdom.

4319. It has been shewn hy much experience, that both a man
and a spirit, and also an angel, does not think, speak, or do

anything from himself, but from others ; nor these others from
themselves, but again froin others, and so forth ; and thus all

and each from the First [pririciple^ of life, that is, from the Lord,

althotcgh it appears altogether as (f they did so from themselves.

This has been frequently shewn to spirits, who in the life of the

body believed, and confirmed themselves in the belief, that all

things were in themselves, or that they think, speak, and act

from themselves and their mvn soid, in which life a2)2^ears in-

nate. It was also shewn by living experiences (such as are

given in the other life, but cannot be given in the world), that

the evil think, will, and act from hell, and the good from
heaven, that is, through heaven from the Lord ; and that still

both evils and goods appear to be as from themselves. This is

known to Christians from the doctrinal which they derive from
the Word, namely, that evils are from the devil, and goods from
the Lord, but there are few who believe it ; and because they do

not believe, they appropriate to themselves the evils which they

think, will, and do, but the goods are not appropriated to them ;

for they who believe goods to be from themselves, claim and
attribute them to themselves, and thiis place merit in them. They
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Jcnoui also from a doctrinal in the church, that no one can do
anything good from himself, insomuch that whatsoever is from
himself and his oivn proprium, is evil, hoivsoever it may appear
as good; hut this also fetv believe, notiuithstanding it is trite.

' The evil who have confirmed themselves in the ojiinion that they

live from themselves, consequently that whatsoever they think,

vjill, and do, is from themselves, vjhen it was sheivn them that

tlie case is exactly according to the doctrinal, said that now they

believe ; but it was told them, that hnoiving is not believing, and
that believing is an ijiternal thing, and that this cannot be given

except in the affection of good and truth, consequently to none but

those who are in the good of charity towards the neighbor. As
these spirits ivere evil, they insisted that they now believed, because

they saw ; but examination vms mude by an experience familiar
in the other life, namely, their being inspected by the angels, and
when they were inspected, the dipper i^art of their head appeared

withdrawn, and the brain rough, hairy, and darkish ; hence it

was manifest ivhat is the imvard quality of those who Juive only

scientific faith, not true faith, and that knovjing is not believing.

For with those who know and believe, the head ajjpears like a
human head, and the brain orderly, snowy, and lucid, for
heavenly light is received by them ; but ivith such as only kno2v,

and suppose they thence believe, and yet do not believe, because

they live in evil, heavenly light is not received, consequently

neither are the intelligence and loisdom which are in that light,

received ; wherefore, tvhen they approach near to angelic societies,

that is, to heavenly light, it is changed ivith them into darkiiess

;

hence it is that their brain appeared darkish.

4320. The reason ivhy the life, ivhich is from the Lord alone,

aiJpears with every one as if it were in himself, is from the love or

mercy of the Lord toivards the universal human race, in that He
is ivilling to cq^propriate to every mie what is His ovjn, and to give

to every one eternal happiness. Tlcat love appropriates to another

what is its own, is knotvn, fur it p)resents itself in another, and
makes itself present in him ; how much more the Divine love !

In regard to the evil receiving the life which is from the Lord, the

case is the same as with the objects of the world, which all receive

light from the sun, and thence colon's, but according to their

forms : objects which suffocate the light, and pervert it, appear of
a black or filthy color, hit still they have their blackness and
filthiness from the sun's light ; so it is with the light or life from
the Lord with the evil ; hut such life is not life, but spiritual

death, as it is called.

4321. Although these things ajipear paradoxical and incredible

to man, still they are not to he denied, because experience itself

dictates the same. If all things whose causes are not knoivn, were

to be denied, innumerable things woidd be denied ivhich exist in

nature, the causes whereof are known scarcely as to a ten^
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thousandth part ; for so many and so great arcana are contained

therein, that lohat a man knows is scarcely anything in respect to

what he does not know

:

—how much more is this the case in regard

to the arcana existing in the sphere which is above nature, that is,

in the spiritual world ! As for instance, in regard to these arcana,

that there is only one life, and that all live from it, each differently

from the others ; that even the evil live from the same life, and
also the hells ; and that the life, which flows in, acts according to

reception ; that heaven is arranged in such order hy the Lord that

it resembles a man, ivhence it is ccdled the Grand Man, and that

hence every single thing in man corresjwnds thereto ; that man,
without influx thence into every single thing in him, coidd not

subsist even for a moment ; that all in the Grand Man keep their

situation constant, according to the quality and state of truth and
good in ivhich they are ; that situation in this case is not situa-

tion, but state, and hence that they constantly appear to the left

who are to the left, to the right %oho are to the right, in front who
are in front, behind who are at the back, at the plane of the

head, of the breast, of the back, of the loins, of the feet, above the

head, and beneath the soles of the feet, directly and obliquely, at a
lesser or greater distance, who are there, howsoever and to what-

soever quarter the spirit turns himself about ; that the Lord as a
sun constantly appears to the right, at a middle altitude there, a
little above the plane of the right eye, and that all things have

relation to the Lord there as a sun and a centre, thus to their only

\^2^rinciple\ from vjhich they exist and sid)sist : and inasmuch as

all appear before the Lord constantly in their own situation, ac-

cording to their states of good and truth, therefore they appear in

like manner to each other, because the Lord's life, consequently the

Lord, is in all who are in heaven ; not to mention innumerable

other arcana.

4322. Who does not believe at this day, that man exists

naturally from the seed and the egg, and that in the seed there is

a power from the first creation ofproducing itself into such forms,

first within the egg, next in the womb, and aftericards of itself,

and that it is not the Divine which causes further production ?

The reason why it is so believed, is that no one knows that there

is any influx from heaven, that is, through heaven from the Lord,

and this because they are not willing to know that there is any
heaven ; for the learned openly debate one amongst another in

their chambers, whether there be a hell, thus whether there be a
heaven; and since they doubt concerning heaven, therefore also

they cannot take it as a p)rinciple that there is an influx through

heaven from the Lord ; which influx nevertheless p)roduces all

things in the three kingdoms of the Earth, especially in the animal
kingdom, and specifically in man, and holds them together informs
according to their uses. Hence neither can they knoio that there

is any correspondence between heaven and man; still less that it
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is such, that everything, yea, the veriest singulars, exist thence

with man, and that they also subsist tlience, for suhsistence is

perpetual existence, consequently preservation in connexion and
form is perpetual creation.

482li. l^kat tliere is a correspondence of everything in man
with heaven, I have already endeavoured to shew at the close of
the preceding chapters, and this from living eoiperience from tJie

world of spirits and from heaven, in order that man may know
luhence he exists and whence he subsists, and tJmt hence there is

a- continual influx into him. Henceforth in like manner it shall

he shetvn from experience, that man rejects the influx from
heaven, that is, throttgh heaven from the Lord, and accepts the

infliuc from hell ; hut that still he is continually kept in cor-

respondence ivith lieaven hy the Lord, to the intent that he may,

if he choose it, be ledfrom hell to heaven, and through heaven to

the Lord.

4324. At the close of the preceding chapters, we have already

treated of the correspondence of the heart and lungs, and also of
the brain, with the Grand Man; we shall now, in accordance

tvith our plan, treat of the correspondence with his external sen-

sories, namely, with the sensory of sight or the eye, the sensory

of hearing or the car, the sensories of smell, taste, and touch;

but first concerniyig correspondence tvith sense in general.

4325. Sense in general, or general sense, is distinguished into

voluntary and involuntary ; voluntary sc7ise is proper to the cere-

brum^ but involuntary sense is p)rop)er to the cerebellum.. Ln man,
these two general sertses are conjoined, bid still distinct : the

fibres which issue forthfrom the cerebrum exhibit in general the

voluntary sense, and the fibres from the cerebellum exhibit in

genercd the involuntary sense ; the fibres of this doiible origin con-

join themselves in the two appendices which are called the Medulla
oblongata and the Medulla spinalis, and pass through them into

the body, and form together its members, viscera, and organs.

The parts tuhich surround the body, as the muscles and the skin,

and also the organs of the senses, receive for the most part fibres

from the cerebrum ; hence man has sense, and hence motion ac-

cording to his loill ; but the parts which are within that enclosure,

and are called the viscera of the body, receive fibres from the

cerebellum: hence man has no sense thereof, neither are those

parts under the control of his will. From these considerations it

may in some degree appear, rvhat sense in general is, or the general

voluntary sense, and the general involuntary sense. It should,

7noreover, be known that there must needs be a general in order

that there may be anything particular, and that the p)articidar

cannot p)ossibly exist and subsist without the general, and indeed

tJuit it subsists in the general ; and that every particidar is

circumstanced according to the quality and state of the general

;

this is the case also with sense in man, and likewise with motion.
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4326. There vms heard a loiv and gentle noise as of thunder,

which flotced down from on high above the hack part of the head,

and continued about tlie lohole region thereof ; I ivondered ivho

they were ; it 7nas told- me that they were those who had relation

to the general involuntary sense, and it teas further told me that

they could well perceive a mans thoughts, hut are not willing to

c.rpoicnd and letter them; like the cerebellum, which perceives all

that the cerebrum does, but does not publish it. When their

operation, which was inanifest in all the p)rovincc of the bach part

of the head, ceased, it ivas sheivn how far it extended itself ; it

was first determined to the whole face, afterwards it drew itself

towards the left part of the face, and lastly towards the car in

that part ; by which circumstances was signified the quality of
the operation of the general involuntary sense from the earliest

times luith men on this earth, and how it progressed. The influx •

from tlie cerebellum insinuates itself especially into the face, as is

evident from tlie fact that the disposition (animus) is inscribed

on the face, and the affections appear in it, for the most part

without the mans will, as in the case of fear, reverence, shame,

various kinds of gladness and sorroiv, besides many other affec-

tions, which are thereby made knoion to another person, so that he

knows from the face what affections and changes of the disposition

{animus) and mind take place ; these proceed from the cerebellum

by means of its fibres, when there is no dissimidation within,

llius it teas shewn that the genercd sense in the earliest times, or

with the Most Ancient pi^ople, occupied the tohole face, and that

successively after those times it occupied only the left part thereof,

and fincdly after these latter times it gradually vanished out of
the face, so that at this day there is scarcely any general involun-

tary sense remaining in the face. The right piart of the face with

the right eye corresponds to the affection of good, but the left to the

affection of truth ; the region where the ear is, corresponds to

obedience alone without affection. For with the Most Ancient 1

people, whose age was called the golden age, because they lived in a

certain state of integrity, in love to the Lord, and in mutual love,

like tlie angels, all the involuntary of the cerebellum tvas manifest

in the face ; and at that time they knew not how to exhibit any
other thing in the countenance, than as heaven fiowed into the

involuntary tendencies, and thence into the will. But with the

Ancients, Avhose age was called the silver age, because they were in

a state of tmdh, and thence in charity towards the neighbor, the

involuntary of the cerebellum was not manifest in the right side

of the face, but only in the left. Whereas with their posterity,

whose time was ccdled the iron age, because they lived not in the

affection of truth, but in tlie obedience of truth, the involuntary

was no longer manifest in the face, hut betook itself to the region

aboid the left ear. I have been instructed, that the fibres of the

cerebellum have thus changed their efflux into the face, and that
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fibres from the cerebrum have been translated thither in their

stead, ivhich in such case exercise command over those which are

from the cerebellum, and this from an endeavour to shape the

expression of the face according to the pleasure of ma7i's Own
will, which is from the cerchrum.. It does not appear to man
that these things are so, but it is very evident to the angelsfrom
the influx of heaven and from correspondence.

4327. The general involuntary sense at this day is such tvith

those ivho are in the good and truth offaith ; but with those who
are in evil, and thence in falsity, there is no longer any general

involuntary sense which manifests itself, either in the face, or in

the speech, or in the gesture, but there is a voluntary which assuvies

the semblance of the involuntary, or natiiral, as it is called, which
they have made such by frequent use or habit from infancy. The
quality of this sense with such persons was shewn by influx : it

VMS tacit and cold, into the whole face, both into the right side

thereof and into the left, and thence determining itself toioards

the eyes, and from the left eye extending itself into the face

;

lohereby was signified that the fibres of the cerebrum have intruded

themselves and exercise command over the fibres of the cerebellum,

and that hence what is counterfeit, jyretended, lying, and deceitful

inwardly reigns, and outwardly there appears what is sincere and
good : its being determined towards the left eye, and thence also

into the face, signified that they have evil as an end, and use

the intellectual part to obtain their end, for the left eye signifies

2 the intellectual. These at this day are they ^cho for the most part
constitute the general involuntary sense, who yet in old time were

the most celestial of all, but at this day they are the most wicked

of all, and this princip)ally from the Christian world. Their
numbers are great, and they appear beneath the occiput and at

the back, where they have been frcciuently seen and iKrceived. by

me. For they ivho have relation to that sense at this day, are

such as think deceitfully and contrive evils against the neighbor,

and put on a friendly countenance, yea, most friendly, and also

like gestures, and speak with stoeetness as if endowed with more
charity than others, when yet they are the most bitter enemies, not

only of him ivith tvhoni they hold commerce, but also of the human
race. Their thoughts ivere communicated to me, ivhich ivere wicked

and abominahle,full of cruelty and butchery.

4328. It ivas also shcivn me how the case is in general tvith

the voluntary and with the intellectual. The Most A7icient people,

who constituted the Lord's celestial church {concerning whom see

nos. 1114-1123), had a voluntary in ivhich was good, and an
intellectucd in ivhich was truth thence, which two [facidties] with
them made a one : but the Ancients, who formed the Lord's

spiritual church, had the voluntary utterly destroyed, but the

intellectual entire, in which the Lord by regeneration formed a
new voluntary, and through that a new intellectual also, see nos.
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863, 875, 895, 927, 928, 1023, 1043, 1044, 1555, 2256. How 2

it was with the good of the celestial church, was shewn by a
column descending out of heaven, of a sky-blue color ; on its left

side was a lucidity like the flaming lucidity of the sun : hereby

ivas re2)rcsented their first state, by the sky-blue color their volun-

tary good, and by the flaming lucidity their i7itellectual. And
afterwards the sky-blue of the column passed into a dull faminess,

whereby luas represented their second state, and that their two

lives, namely, of the will and of the understanding, still acted as

a one, but more obscurely as to good from the ivill ; for sky-blue

signifies good, and flaming lucidity truth from good. Afterwards
the column became altogether black, aiid around it there ivas a
lucidity, which was variegated by something shining ivhite, and,

presented colors, whereby was signified the state of the spiritual

church : the black colu^nn signified the voluntary, that it was
altogether destroyed and nothing but evil ; the lucidity variegated,

by something shi7iing luhite signified the intellcctiial in which was
a neu) voluntary from the Lord ; for in heaven the intellectual is

represented by lucidity.

4329. Certain sinrits came to some degree of height, and
from the noise they made they seemed to be mtmerous, and it

appeared, from the ideas of their thought and speech ivhich were

derived to me, as if they were in no distinct idea, but in the

general idea of many. Hence I conjectured that nothing distinct

could be perceived by them, but only some general indistinct and
thus obscure [principle], for I tvas in the opinion that what
is general must necessarily be obscure ; that their thought was
general, that is, of several things at the same time, I could mani-
festly ajyperceive from those things ivhich flowed in thence into my
own thought. But there urns given to them an iiitermediate spirit, 2

through vjhom they spoke with me, for such a general [jjrinciple]

could not fall into speech except through others ; and when I spoke

ivith litem through the intermediate, I said, as I had conjectured,

that general [principles] cannot present a distinct idea of anything,

but only one so obscure that it is as it were no idea : but after a
quarter of cm hour they shewed that they had a distiuct idea of
general [principles], and of severed things in general [principles],

especicdly by litis circumstance, that they observed accurately and
distinctly all the variations and changes of my thoughts and
affections with every particular therein, so that no other spii'its

could excel them in such observation. Hence I was enabled to

conclude that an obscure general idea, in which they are who have

little Knowledge, and are thence in obscui^ity concerning all things,

is one thing ; and that a clear general idea, in which they are

loho are instructed in truths and goods, vjhivh are insinuated in

their order and series into a general [principle], and are thus

arranged in order, so that from the general they may be seen

distinctly, is another thing. These are they vjho in the other life 3
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constitute the general voluntary sense, and who through the

Knowledges of good and truth have acquii-ed to themselves the

intuitive faculty of [sceing'\ things from a general, and thence

contemplate things at large, and discuss instantly whether a thing

be so or not

:

—they indeed see things as in ohscurity, beca2ise from
the gencrcd they see the things which are therein, hut as the things

are distinctly arranged in the general, therefore they still see thcui

in clearness ; this general voluntary sense belongs only to the ivise.

Their qncdity was also discovered from this circumstance, that

they looked into eveinjthing in me which was [serviceable for form-
ing^ a co'ticlusion, from which they concluded so dexterously con-

ceriiing the interiors of my thoughts and affections, that I began

to be afraid of thinking anything more, for tliey disclosed things

which I did not knew were in me, and yet I could not hut

acknowledge from the conchisions made by them. Hence in

speaking with them, I perceived in myself a torpor, which when
observed appeared as someioltat hairy, with something therein

speaking mutely, and it was said that thereby was signified the

gencrcd corporeal sensitive corresponding to them. On the follow-

ing day I again spoke with them, and again found tliat they had
a gencrcd perception, 'not obscure but clear ; and that as the generals

and their states varied, so the particulars and their states also

varied, because the latter had illation in order and scries to the

Aformer. It was said that general voluntary senses still more

perfect are given in the interior sphere of heaven, and that when
tlie angels are in a general or U7iiversal idea, they are at the same
time in singidars, which are distinctly arranged in the tiniversal

hy the Lord ; also that a general and a universcd are not any-

thing, unless there be in them particidars and singulars, from
which they are and are so called, and that they so far exist as

particulars and singidars are in them; and that hence it is

manifest that the Lord's universal Frovidence, without the veriest

singidars which are in it, and from which it exists, is altogether

nothing; and thctt it is stupid, to insist upon the existence of
anything universcd in the Divine, and to take cavay thenee tlte

singidars.

4330. Inasmuch as the three heavens together constitute tlie

Grand Man, and all the members, viscera, and organs of the

body, according to their functions and uses, correspond to that

Man, as was said above, therefore not ordy those things which

are external and perceptible to the sight correspond thereto, but

also those things which are internal and not ap-parent to the sight,

consequently both those things tvhich are of the external man, and
those ivhich are of tlie infeimal man. The societies of spirits and
angels, to which the things which are of the external man corre-

spond, are in great part from this Earth ; but those to which the

things which are of the internal man correspond, are for the most

part from elsewhere ; those societies in tlie heavens act as a one.
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like the external and internal man with a regenerate man. Never-

theless, few at this clay come from this Earth into the other life,

v)ith whom the external onan acts as a one with the internal ; for
the generality are sensual, insomuch that there are few vjho believe

any other than that the external of man is the all of man, and-

when this is put off, as takes place when man dies, that there is

scarcely anything remaining ivhich lives; still less that the

internal is that which lives in the exteryial, and that when this latter

is put off, the former lives more perfectly. It was shewn hy living 2

experience how these are against the internal man ; there 'were very

many spirits from this JEarth, who, d.uring their life in the world,

had been such : there ca.me into their view the spirits who have

relation to the internal sensual man, and instantly the former
began to infest the latter, almost as the irrational infest those

who are rational, by speaking and reasoning continually from the

fallacies of the senses, from the illusions thence derived, and from
mere hypotheses, believing nothing but what could be confirmed by

the external sensuals, and, moreover, treating the internal man
ivith contumely. Bat they who had relation to the internal sensual 3

man, made no account of such things, being surprised not only at

their insanity, but also at their stupidity ; and, what is vjonder-

ful, when the external sensual spirits approached near the internal

sensual, and came almost into the sphere of their thoughts, they

began to respire with difficulty {for spirits and angels respire

just as men do, but their resjriration is respectively internal, see

was. 3884, 3885-3893), thus to be nearly suffocated; wherefore

they retired, and the further they removed themselves from the

internal sensual sjririts, they came into a state of greater tran-

quillity and quiet, as they respired more easily ; and on again
approaching nearer, their state was more restless and unquiet.

The reason was, that when external sensual sp)irits are in their 4

fallacies, 2'^hantasies, and hypotheses, and thence in falsities, they

have tranquillity ; but, on the other hand, when such things are

taken aioay from them, as happiens %ohen the internal man flows
in with the light of truth, they are in a state of intranquillity ;

for spheres of thoughts and affections exist in the other life, and
are communicated mutually according to presence and near

approach, see nos. 1048, 1053, 1316, 1504-1512, 1695, 2401,
2489. This conflict continued for some hours ; and hereby it was
shewn how the men of this Earth at this day are in opposition to

the internal man, and that the external sensual constitutes almost

everything with them.

4331. A continuation concerning the Grand Man, and con-

cerning correspo7idence, will be given at the end of the following

chapter, where the correspondence with the senses in detail will

be treated of.
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GENESIS.
CHAPTEE THE TIIIETY-THIED.

4332. As a preface to the preceding chapter, an explanation

was given of the predictions of the Lord in Matthew xxiv.

32-35, concerning llis coming ; by which (as has been already-

shewn, both there and in many other places) is meant the last

time of the former church, and the first of the new church.

The last time or end of the former church, and tlie first time, or

beginning, of the new church, have been heretofore treated of,

see the Prefaces to Chapter xxxi., nos. 4056-4060, and to Chapter

xxxii., nos. 4229-4231. We now proceed to explain the

following words in the same chapter of that evangelist, from

verse 36—41 :

—

"But concerning that day and hourknoivcth no

one, not even the angels of the heavens, hut My Father alone. But
as the days of Noli, so shall the coming of the So7i of 7nan he. For
as they ivcre in the days hcfore the flood, eating and drinking,

marrying and givi7ig in marriage, until the day that Noe entered

into the ark. And they knew not until the flood came, and took

them all up ; so shall also the coming of the Son of man he. Then
shall two* he m afield; one shall he taken, and one shall he left.

Two shcdl he grinding in the mill ; 07ie shall he taken, and 07ie

shall he left.

4333. What is signified by the above words in the internal

sense, will appear from the following explanation, namely,

tliat they describe the quality of the state which will exist,

when the old church is rejected, and the new established.

That the rejection of the old church and the establishment of

the new is what is meant by the consummation of the age, and
by the coming of the Son of man, and in general by the Last

Judgment, has been abundantly shewn above ; also that that

Last Judgment has occasionally taken place in this earth,

namely, Firstly, when the celestial church of the Lord, which
was the Most Ancient, perished in the antediluvians, by an
inundation of evils and falsities, which in the internal sense is

, the fiood. Secondly, when the spiritual church, which was
after the flood, and is called the Ancient, being spread through

j
a great part of the Asiatic world, ceased of itself. Thirdly,

when the representative of the church amongst the jDosterity of

Jacob Avas destroyed : this happened when the ten tribes were
led away into perpetual captivity, and scattered amongst the

nations ; and finally, when Jerusalem was destroyed, and the

* In the original, tlie term tivo, here applied to those who are in the field, is

in the masculine gender ; whereas the term (71-0, when applied to those who are

at the mill, is in the feminine gender. The reason of the distinction of gender
is obvious from the internal sense. [Te. ]
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Jews were also dispersed. As in this case the consummation
of the a;4e was after the Lord's coming, therefore, also, many
things which were said by the Lord in the Evangelists concern-
ing the consummation of the age are also applicable to that

nation, and are likewise so applied by many at this day.

Nevertheless, the subject specifically and especially treated of

in those sayings of the Lord is the consummation of the age
whicli is now at hand, namely, the end of the Christian clnirch,

which is also treated of in the Apocalypse ; this will be the

FOURTH last judgment in tliis earth. What the words involve,

which are contained in verses 36-41, quoted above, will appear
from their internal sense, which is as follows.

4334. But concerning that day and. hour huowcth no one,

signifies that the state of the church at that time as to goods
and truths would not appear to any one either on earth or in

heaven ; for by a day and an hour in this passage are not meant a

day and an hour, or time, but a state as to good and truth. That
times in the Word signify states, see nos. 2625, 2788, 2837, 3254,

3356, and that days also signify states, nos. 23, 487, 488, 493,

893, 2788, 3462, 3785 ; hence, also, an hour signifies the same,

but a state in particular ; the reason why it denotes a state as to

good and truth, is, that the church is the subject treated of, for

good and truth constitute the church. Not even the angels of 2

the heavens, hut my Father alone, signifies that heaven does not
know the state of the church as to good and truth in particnlar,

but the Lord alone, and also when that state of the church will

come to pass : that it is the Lord Himself Who is meant by the

Father, see nos. 15, 1729, 2004, 2005, 3690 ; and that the Divine
good in the Lord is what is named Father, and the Divine truth

which is from Divine good what is named Son, nos. 2803, 3703,

3704, 3736. They, therefore, who believe that the Father is one,

and the Son another, and who distinguish them, do not under-

stand the Scriptures. But as they were in the days before the 3

flood, signifies the state of vastation of those who are of the church,

which is compared with the state of vastation of the First or Most
Ancient church, the consummation of whose age, or last judg-

ment, is described in the Word by the flood ; that by the flood is

signified an inundation of evils and falsities, and thence the

consummation of that age, see nos. 310, 660, 662, 705, 739, 790,

805, 1120 ; that days denote states, may be seen above. Bating 4

ajid drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, signifies their

state as to the appropriation of evil and falsity, and thus as to

conjunction therewith ; that eating denotes the appropriation of

good, and drinking the appropriation of truth, see nos. 3168,

3513, 3596, thus in the opposite sense the appropriation of evil

and falsity : that marrying denotes conjunction with evil, and
giving in marriage conjunction with falsity, may appear from
what was said and shewn concerning marriage and conjugial
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love, nos. GSG, 2173, 2618, 2728, 2729, 2737-2739, 2803, 3132,

3155, namely, that in the internal sense it is the conjunction of

good and truth, but here in the opposite sense it is the conjunc-

tion of evil and falsity. Whatsoever the Lord spoke, inasmuch
as it is Divine, is not such in the internal sense as it is in

the letter ; thus eating and drinking in tlie Holy Supper, does

not in the spiritual sense signify eating and drinking, but
appropriating the good of the Lord's Divine Love (nos. 2165,

2177, 2187, 2343, 2359, 3464, 3478, 3735, 4211, 4217); and as

the conjugial [principle], when predicated of the church and of

the Lord's kingdom, is the conjunction of the good which is of

love with the truth which is of faith, therefore from that con-

junction the Lord's kingdom in the Word is called the heavenly

5 marriage. Until the day that Koe entered into the ark, signifies

the end of the former church and the beginning of the new
;

for by Noach is signified the Ancient church in general, which
succeeded the Most Ancient after the flood (no. 773, and else-

where) ; and by the ark is signified the church itself (no. 639).

A day, which is occasionally mentioned in these verses, signi-

6 fies a state, as was shewn just above. And they Icncio not iintil

the flood came, and took them all tqj, signifies that the men of

the church at that time will not know that they are inundated
with evils and falsities, because of the evils and falsities in

which they are ; they will not know what the good of love to the

Lord is, and the good of charity towards the neighbor, nor what
the truth of faith is, and that this latter is from the former, and
can only be given with those who live in that love and in that

charity ; they will likewise not know that the internal is that

which saves and damns, but not the external separate from the

7 internal. So shall also the coyning of the Son of man he, signifies

that they will not accept Divine Truth ; that the coming of the

Son of man is the Divine Truth which will then be revealed,

was said above at verses 27 and 30, and in nos. 2803, 2813, 3704,
8 also nos. 3004-3006, 3008, 3009. Then two shall he in afield;
one shall he taken, and one shcdl he left, signifies those within the

church who are in good, and those within the church who are

in evil, that those who are in good will be saved, and those who
are in evil M'ill be damned ; that a field denotes the church as to

9 good, see nos. 2971, 3196, 3310, 3317, 3766. Two shall he grind-

ing in the mill ; one shall he taken, and one shall he left, signifies

that those within the church who are in truth, that is, in the

affection thereof, from good, will be saved, and that those within
the church who are in truth, that is, in the affection thereof,

from evil, v/ill be damned. That grinding and a mill have such
a signification in the Word, will appear from what now follows.

From these considerations, then, it is evident that by the above
words is described what would be the state as to good and truth

within the church, when it is rejected and a new one adopted.
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4335. That grinders, in the Word, are those who within the

church are in truth from the affection of good, and in the

opposite sense, who within the church are in truth from the

affection of evil, may appear from the following passages. In
Isaiah :

" Come down, and sit upon tlie dust, virgin daughter
of Babel ; sit on the earth, not a throne, daughter of the

Chaldeans: . . . take a mill , and grind fine jlour ; uncover thy
locks, make bare the foot, uncover the thigh, pass over the

rivers " (xlvii. 1, 2) : tlie daughter of Babel denotes those with
whom the externals appear holy and good, but the interiors are

profane and evil, see nos. 1182, 1326. The daughter of the

Chaldeans denotes those with whom the externals appear holy
and true, but the interiors are profane and false, nos. 1368,
1816. Taking a mill and grinding fine flour, denotes hatching

doctrinals from truths which they pervert, for as fine flour is

procured from wheat or barley, it signifies truths from good,

but in the opposite sense, truths whicli men pervert to lead

astray. In Jeremiah :
" I will destroy from them the voice of

joy and the voice of gladness, the voice of the bridegroom and
the voice of the bride, the voice of the mills, and the light of the

lamp; and this whole land sliall be for wasteness and desola-

tion " (XXV. 10, 11). And in John :
" Every artificer of every art 2

shall not be found in Babylon any longer ; . . . every voice of
the mill shall he heard no m.ore therein, and the light of a lamp
shall shine no more therein, and the voice of the bridegroom
and of the bride shall be heard no more therein" (Apoc. xviii.

22, 23). By the voice of the mill being no more heard in

Babylon, is denoted that there sliould be no truth ; and by the

light of a lamp not shining, is denoted that neither sliould

there be any intelligence of truth. In the Lamentations

:

" They have compressed the women in Zion, the virgins in the

cities of Judah
;
princes were hanged up by their hand, the

faces of the old men were not honored ; the youths were led

OAoay to rjrind, and the boys fall under the wood" (v. 11-13).

Youths being led away to grind, denotes to hatch falsities, by
applying truths, and thereby persuading. In Moses :

" Every 3

first-born in the land of Egypt shall die, from the first-born of

IMiaraoii sitting upon his throne, to the first-horn of the maid-
servant who is hehind the mills " (Exod. xi. 5). The first-born

of Egypt denote the truths of faith separated from the goods of

charity, which truths become falsities (no. 3325) ; the first-born

of the maid-servant who is behind the mills, denotes the

affection of such truth, whence come falsities ; these things

were represented by those historicals. Again :
" He shall not 4

take to pledge mills and the millstone, because they are the

soul of him who giveth the pledge" (Deut. xxiv. 6). This law
was enacted for the reason that by mills were signified

doctrinals, and by the millstone the truths of doctrinals, wliicli

VOL. VI. V
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are what are called the soul of him who giveth the pledge : it

is evident that without a spiritual signification of mills and the

millstone, the above law would not have been given ; neither

would it have been said that it was his soul. That grinding

derives its significative from the representatives which exist in

the world of spirits, lias been shewn to me ; for there were seen

in that world they who as it were ground, without an end of

use, merely for the sake of their own pleasure ; and whereas

truths thence are without their affection from good, they appear

indeed as truths in the external form, but as they have no
internal in tlieni, they are phantasms ; and if the internal be

evil, tliey are applied to conhrm evil, and thus by application

to evil become falsities.

CHAPTER XXXIII.

1. And Jacob lifted up his eyes, and saw, and lo ! Esau
came, and with him four hundred men (viri). And he divided

the children unto Leah, and unto Eachel, and unto the two
handmaids.

2. And he placed the handmaids and their children fore-

most, and Leah and her children after, and Ivachel and Joseph
hindermost.

3. And he himself passed over before them, and bowed him-

self to the earth seven times, until he drew near unto his

brother.

4. And Esau ran to meet him, and embraced him, and fell

upon his neck, and kissed him : and they wept.

5. And he lifted up his eyes, and saw the women and the

children, and said, Who are those of thine ? And he said, The
children which God hath graciously bestowed on thy servant.

6. And the handmaids drew near, they and their children,

and bowed themselves.

7. And Leah also and her children drew near,* and they

bowed themselves; and afterwards Joseph and liachel drew
near,* and they bowed themselves.

8. And he said, What are all those camps of thine which I

met ? And he said. To find grace in the eyes of my lord.

9. And Esau said, I have much, my brother ; be that thine

which is thine.

10. And Jacob said, Xay, I pray thee, if now I have found

grace in thine eyes, and thou shalt take my present out of my
band; for therefore I have seen thy faces, as I had seen tlie

faces of God, and thou hast accepted me.

* In tlie original, the exj)ression dreio near is, in these two instances, in the
tingnlar number. (Tr.

)
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11. Take, I pray thee, my blessing, which is brought to thee,

because God hath graciously bestowed upon me, and because I

have everything. And he urged him, and he took [it].

12. And he said, Let us journey, and let us go, and I will go
to near thee.

13. And he said unto him, My lord knoweth that the children

are tender, and the flocks and the herds giving suck, with me,
and if they should drive them forward in one day, and all the
flocks will die.

14. Let my lord, I pray thee, pass over before his servant

;

and I will proceed slowly to tlie foot of the work which is

before me, and to the foot of the children, until I come unto
my lord to Seir.

15. And Esau said. Let me set, I pray, with thee of the

people who are with me. And he said, AVherefore this ? let

me find grace in the eyes of my lord.

16. And Esau returned in that day to his way, to Seir.

17. And Jacob journeyed to Succoth, and built himself a
house, and made booths for his acquisition : therefore he called

the name of the place Succoth.

18. And Jacob came to Shalem, a city of Shechem, which is

in the land of Canaan, in coming thither from Padan-Aram
;

and he encamped at the faces of the city.

19. And he bought a portion of a field, wliere he had stretched

his tent, out of the hand of the sons of Charaor the father of

Shechem, for a hundred kesitas.

20. And he set there an altar, and called it El Elohe Israel.

THE CONTENTS.

4336. The subject here treated of, in the internal sense, is

the conjunction of Divine natural good, which is Esau, with

the good of truth, which is Jacob ; thus the submission of this

latter, and insinuation into Divine natural good. The process

by wdiich it is effected is described. Lastly, the acfjuisition of

interior truths is treated of.

THE INTERNAL SENSE.

4337. In the preceding chapters, where Jacob is treated of,

the acquisition of truth in the natural is treated of in the

internal sense, which acquisition is effected in order that it
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may be conjoined with good, for all truth is for the sake of tliis

end : in the internal sense, Jacob is that truth, and Esau is the

good to which the truth is to be conjoined. Before conjunction

is elfected, truth appears to be in the first place, but after con-

junction good is actually in the first place (see nos. 3539, 3548,

3550, 35G3, 3570, 3570, 3003, 3701, 3995) ; tliis also is what is

signified by the prophetic declaration of Isaac to Esau :
" By

tliy sword shalt thou live, and shalt serve thy brother ; and it

shall come to pass when thou shalt have dominion, and thou

shalt break his yoke from off thy neck" (Gen. xxvii. 40); the

subject here now treated of is concerning that state ; hence it

is that Jacob calls Esau his lord, and himself a servant, in this
' chapter, verses 5, 8, 13, 14. It must be known that Jacob

here represents the good of truth, but the good of truth viewed

in itself is only truth ; for so long as truth is in the memory
alone, it is called truth ; but when in the will and thence in

the act, it is called the good of truth ; for doing truth is nothing

else. Whatsoever proceeds from the will is called good, for the

essential of the will is love, and thence affection, and all that is

done from love and its affection is called good. Neither can

truth be conjoined to the good which flows in through the

internal man, and is Divine in its origin, which is here repre-

sented by Esau, until truth is truth in will and act ; this is the

good of truth : for the good which flows in through the internal

man, and is Divine in its origin, flows in into the will, and there

meets the ";ood of truth which was insinuated through the

external man.
4338. Verses 1-3. And Jacob lifted up his eyes, and savj,

aiid lo ! Esau came, and loitli him four hundred men. And he

divided the children unto Leah, and unto Rachel, and unto the

two handmaids. And he placed, the handmaids and their children

foremost, and Leah and her children after, and Rachel and Joseph

hindermost. And he himself passed over before them, and bowed

himself to the earth seven times, until he drew near unto his

brother. Arid Jacob lifted up his eyes and saw, signifies the

perception and intention of the good of truth, which is Jacob :

and lo ! Esau came, signifies Divine natural good : and unth

him four hundred men, signifies the state : and he divided the

children unto Leah, signifies the arrangement of external truths

under their own affection : and unto Rachel, signifies the

arrangement of interior truths under their own affection : arid

unto the two handmaids, signifies under the affection of things

which serve them : and he 'p^ficcd the handmaids and their

children foremost, and Jjcah and her children after, and Rachel
arid Josepli hindermost, signifies order from general [principles] in

which are the rest : a7id he himselfpiassed over before them, signifies

the universal, thus all : and he boived himself to the earth seven

times, signifies the submission of all : until he drew near unto
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his brother, signifies conjunction on the part of good from truth,

which is Jacob.

4339. And Jacob lifted up his eyes, and saiu : that this signi-

fies the perception and intention of the good of truth, which is

Jacob, appears from the signification of lifting up the eyes and
seeing, as denoting perception and intention : for lifting up the

eyes is an external [act] which corresponds to the elevation of

the mind, which is an internal [act], consequently to perception
;

hence seeing corresponds to intention. That Jacob here repre-

sents the good of truth, see just above, no. 4337.

4340. And lo ! Esau came : that this signifies Divine natural

good, appears from the representation of Esau, as denoting

Divine good in the natural, see no. 3576.

4341. A7id with him four hundred men: that this signifies

the state, in the present case the state of the conjunction of

Divine good with truth in the natural, for that conjunction is

here treated of, appears from the signification of four hundred.

In the Word, four hundred signify the state and duration of

temptation, see nos. 1847, 2959, 29GG ; and whereas all con-

junction of good with truth is effected through temptations,

therefore it is a state of temptations which is here meant.

That through temptations goods are conjoined to truths, see

nos. 2272, 3318 ; and that tem[)tations exist when good

begins to act as the primary, nos. 4248, 4249 ; also that the

union of the Lord's Divine essence with His Human essence

was effected through temptations, no. 1737. The good itself, 2

which is to be conjoined with truth, is not tempted, but the

truth ; and also truth is not tempted by good, but by falsities

and evils, likewise by fallacies and illusions, and the affection

thereof, which adhere to truths in the natural. For when good

flows in, as it does through an internal way, or through the

internal rational man, the ideas of the natural man formed

from the fallacies of the senses and the illusions thence, do not

endure its approach, because they are discordant ; hence come
anxieties in the natural, and temptation. These are the things

which are described in the internal sense in this chapter, when,

on the coming of Esau with four hundred men, Jacob came
into fear and thence into anxiety, and that hence he came into

a state of submission and humiliation ; for their conjunction is

never effected in any other way. Hence it may appear that by

four hundred men is signified a state of temptations, by four

hundred that state itself, but by men {viri) the rational truths

which are conjoined to good when it flows in into the natural.

That by men are signified intellectual and rational things, see

nos. 265, 749, 1007, 3134. liut these things fall into obscurity 3

with man, because, whilst he lives in tiie body, the distinction

between the rational and the natural does not a])pear
;

it does

not appear at all to those who are not regenerated, and but very
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little to tliose who are regenerated, for they do not reflect upon
it

;
yea, neither do they care about it, for the Knowledges of

the interior things of man are almost obliterated, which yet

formerly constituted the all of intelligence with men within

the church. These things, nevertheless, may in some measure

be manifest from what was shewn above concerning the

rational and its influx into the natural ; namely, that the

natural is regenerated through the rational, nos. 3286, 3288
;

and that the rational receives truths before the natural, nos.

33G8, 3G71. These truths, which flow in out of the rational

with good into the natural, are in the internal sense signified

by the four hundred men who were with Esau.

4342. And he divided the cliildrcn unto LeaJi: that this

signifies the arrangement of external truths under their own
affection, appears from the signification of dividing unto, as

denoting arrangement ; from the signification of children or

sons, as denoting truths, see nos. 489, 491, 533, 1147, 2623,

3373 ; and from the representation of Leah, as denoting the

affection of exterior truth, see nos. 3793, 3819: hence, in the

present case, children or sons are truths of an exterior affection,

consequently external truths. Those truths are said to be

external, which are called sensual truths, namely, which flow

in immediately from tlie world through the senses of the body

;

but interior truths, which are signified by the sons of Eachel,

are those which are more interiorly in the natural, nearer under

the intuition of the rational ; fallacies and consequent illusions

do not adhere so much to these as to the sensual truths ; for in

proportion as truths enter more interiorly, they are the more
purified from worldly and earthly things.

4343. And unto itackel : that this signifies the arrangement

of interior truths under their own affection, appears from the

representation of Eachel, as denoting the affection of interior

truth, see nos. 3758, 3782, 3793, 3819. Hence, in the present

case, her children or sons are interior truths ; see what was
said just above, no. 4342, concerning interior truths.

4344. And unto the two handmaids: tliat this signifies under
the affection of those things that serve them, appears from the

signification of handmaids, as denoting the aftections of sciences

and Knowledges, see nos. 1895, 2567, 3835, 3849; and as

denoting means serviceable to the conjunction of the external

and internal man, see nos. 3913, 3917 ; and from the repre-

sentation of Zilpah and Bilhah, who are here the handmaids, as

denoting exterior affections serving for means, see nos. 3849,

3931.

4345. A7id he placed the handmaids and their children fore-

most, and Leah and her children after, and Rachel and Joseph

hindermost : that this signifies order from more general [prin-

ciples], wherein the rest are contained, may appear from
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those things which have been said above concerning the sig-

nification of the handmaids, of Leah, of Kachel, and of their

children ; namely, that the handmaids denote the affections of

sciences and of Knowledges, Leah the affection of exterior

truth, and liachel the affection of interior truth. The affec-

tions of sciences and of Knowledges are the most external,

for sciences and Knowledges themselves are the things from
which and in which are truths : the affection of external truth

hence follows, and is more interior, and the affection of interior

truth is still more interior. The more exterior things are, the

more general they are ; and the more interior they are, the less

general they are, and are respectively called particulars and
singulars. The case with generals is thus : they are called ^

generals from the fact that they consist of particulars, conse-

quently that they contain particulars in them : generals without

particulars are not generals, but they are so called from par-

ticulars. The case herein is like that of a whole and the parts
;

a whole cannot be called a whole unless there are parts, inas-

much as a whole consists of parts. For there is notliing in the

nature of things which does not exist and subsist from other

things; and that which exists and subsists from other things is

called a general, and those things of which it consists and from
which it subsists are called particulars. External things are

those which consist of internal, wherefore they are respectively

generals ; this is the case with man and his faculties, the more
exterior they are, so much the more general they are, for they

consist of interior things, and these interior things of inmost
tilings in order. The body itself, and the things which are of 3

the body, such as the external senses and actions, are respectively

the most general ; the natural mind, and the things which are

of that mind, are less general, because they are more interior, and
are called respectively particulars ; but the rational mind, and
the things which are of that mind, are still more interior, and
are respectively singulars. These things are manifested to the

life, when man puts off the body and becomes a spirit ; for

then it is made evident to him that liis corporeal [principles]

were no other than the most general of those which are of his

spirit, and tliat the corporeal [principles] existed and subsisted

from those which are of his spirit, thus that the things of his

spirit were respectively particulars : and when the same spirit

becomes an angel, that is, when he is elevated into heaven, it

is then made evident to him that the things which he before

saw and felt in general, thus in obscurity, he now se(!S and
feels in particular and in clearness ; for he then sees and feels

innumerable things which lie had before seen and felt as one.

This is also evident from man himself during his life in the 4

world ; the things which he sees and feels in infancy are most

general, but the things which he sees and feels in childhood and
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youth arc the particulars of those generals, whereas what he

sees and feels in adult age are the singulars of those particulars.

For as man advances in age, he insinuates particulars into the

generals of infancy, and afterwards insinuates singulars into

the particulars ; for he successively advances towards interior

things, and tills generals with particulars, and particulars with
singulars. Hence now it may appear what is meant by order

from generals in which the rest are, which is signified by
Jacob's placing the handmaids and their children foremost,

Leah and her children after, and Eachel and her children

! hindermost. When man is being regenerated, or what is the

same thing, when the truths with him are being conjoined with
good, the case is similar with him, and this is the subject here

treated of; at that time, general affections with their truths,

which are here the handmaids and their children, are first

insinuated into good ; next, the less general things, that is, the

particulars respectively, which are here Leah and her children

;

lastly, the still less general things, that is, the singulars respect-

ively, which are here Rachel and Joseph ; for man then passes

in like manner as it were through ages, being first in infancy,

next in childhood and youth, and lastly in adult age.

434G. And he himself passed over hefore them : that this

signifies the universal, thus all, appears from the representation

of Jacob, who is here called he himself, as denoting the good of

truth, that is, truth in will and act, see no. 4337. The good of

truth is the universal of all things ; for the generals, particulars,

and singulars spoken of just above, belong to it, because they

are in it.

4347. And bowed himself to the earth seven times : that this

signifies submission of all things, appears from the signification

of bowing himself to the earth, as denoting the effect of humilia-

tion (see no. 2153), consequently submission ; the highest degree

of submission is signified by seven times, and the submission

of all things by Jacob bowing himself, for Jacob represents the

universal of all, as was said just above, no. 4346. Few know
why there must be humiliation and submission before the

Divine, when man is in worship, hence also neither do they
know what it effects. They who are not in the Knowledge of

interior things, cannot believe otherwise than that the Divine
wills the humiliation and submission of man, like a man who
is in the desire of glory, consequently that the Divine hence
wills glory, and is affected with the glory which man renders

to Ilim. But the case is altogether otherwise. The Divine is

not in any affection of glory, for what glory can the Divine
derive from man ? But He wills humiliation and submission,

not on His own, but on man's account ; for when man is in

humiliation, he is turned away from the evil and falsity in

himself (see nos. 2327, 2423, 3994), and therebv removes them •
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and when these are removed, the Divine can flow in with good
and truth. Every one may know this in himself; he who is

of a haughty mind, is in self-love, and not only places himself
before others, but even has no regard to the Divine, conse-

quently he rejects the influx of good, and tlience its conjunction
with trutlis. This is the genuine cause of man's liumiliation

before the Divine. Hence it is manifest that good cannot be .

conjoined with truths, thus man cannot be regenerated, unless

he humbles and submits himself. Humiliation and submission
is predicated of truths, because truths flow in through the
external man, but good through the internal; and those things

which flow in through the external man, have with them fal-

lacies, and hence falsities with their affections ; but not so those

things which flow in through the internal man, because the
Divine flows in through the latter man, and comes to meet
truths, in order that they may be conjoined. Hence now it is

manifest what is meant by the submission of all, which sub-

mission is signified by Jacob bowing himself to the earth seven
times, until he drew near unto his brother.

4348. Until lie drew near unto his brother : that this signifies

conjunction on the part of good from truth, which is Jacob,

appears from the signification of drawing near as denoting to

conjoin himself; from the representation of Esau, who is here

the brother, as denoting Divine good in the natural, see above,

no. 4337 ; and from tlie representation of Jacob, as denoting
the good of truth, concerning which see also above, no. 4337.
How these things are, was explained just above, no. 4347.

4349. Verse 4. And Esau ran to meet him, and embraced
him, and fell upon his neck, and kissed him ; and they vjept.

And Esau ran to meet him, signifies the influx of Divine natural

good: and embraxed him, signifies the first conjunction of love:

and fell upon his neck, signifies the second conjunction of all in

that universal: and kissed him, signifies interior conjunction

from love : and they wept, signifies the effect.

4350. And Esau ran to meet him : that this signifies the
influx of Divine natural good, appears from the signification of

running to meet, as denoting influx ; and from the representa-

tion of Esau, as denoting Divine natural good, see nos. 4337,
4340. Running to meet here denotes influx, because Divine
good flows in through the internal man, and comes to meet the

truth which is insinuated through the external, that they may
be conjoined. This also appears from the subsequent words,

for it follows that he embraced him, fell upon his neck, and
kissed liiin ; which words, as will be seen, signify conjunction
throufjh love.

4351. And embraced him: that this signifies the first con-

junction of love, appears from the signification of embracing,

us denoting affection, see no. 3807 ; and as affection is of love.
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and love looks to conjunction, hence the conjunction of love

is here signified. The reason why it is the first conjunction

of love, is, that it follows that he fell upon his neck, and
next that he kissed him, which signify closer and more
interior conjunctions from love. That embracing is an effect

which flows from the conjunction of love, is evident without

further explanation, conse([uently that in the internal sense

it denotes that conjunction ; for the things which are of the

internal sense, are expressed in the Word by external things.

4352. And fell upon his neck: that this signifies the second

conjunction of all things in that universal, appears from the

signification of falling upon the neck, as denoting closer con-

junction, for it is a closer embracing; by the neck also in the

internal sense is signified influx and the communication of

interior and exterior things, and thence conjunction, see nos.

3542, 3603. The reason why it denotes the conjunction of all

tilings, or with all things in that universal, is that Jacob, who in

this case is his, is the universal of all as to truths, see no. 4346.

2 The conjunction of good with truths in the natural is here

described, and the case in regard thereto is thus. Good flows

in through the internal man into the external, and there con-

joins itself with the truths which have been insinuated through

the external ; for the good which flows in through the internal,

is of love, inasmuch as there does not exist any spiritual and
celestial good which is not of love ; hence it is, and hence it

is called good with man. The love itself, which is in good and
with good, is wdiat conjoins: unless love was within and was
present, it would not be possible for any conjunction to exist,

for love is nothing else than spiritual conjunction, because

spiritual conjunction is effected through it. This love is from

no other source than from the Lord, for He Himself is the

fountain and origin of all celestial and spiritual love, conse-

quently of all good thence. This love is twofold, celestial and
spiritual ; celestial love is love to the Lord, and spiritual love

is love towards the neighbor, which is called charity ; these are

the loves from which is all celestial and spiritual good, and
they conjoin themselves with the truths wdiich are said to be

of faith ; for the truths of faith viewed without love are merely

expressions without life, but they receive life through love,

thus through conjunction with the good of love. Hence it

may appear that in no case is there anything of faith, except

with those who are in the good of love, and that faith is

3 according to love. And since there is never anything of

faith except with those who are in the good of love, therefore

neither is there any confidence or trust. With those who are

not in love and charity, trust or confidence, which is called

the trust or confidence of faith, is either spurious, or such as

may even exist with diabolical spirits, when they are in a state
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of fear or anguish, or in a state of persuasion from the love of

self and of the world. But whereas at this day men have

made faith saving without the goods of charity, and yet see

from afar that the truths of faith cannot save, because they

exist even with the evil, therefore they acknowledge confidence

and trust, and call this faith ; not knowing what confidence

is, and that it also may exist with the evil, and that there is no
spiritual confidence except that which flows in through the

good of love and charity, not at the time when man is in fear

and anguish, or in persuasion from the love of self and of the

world, hut when he is in a free state. Neither can it exist

in any others than those in whom good is conjoined with

truths, and inrooted by the previous course of life, thus not

in sickness, misfortunes, dangers, and at the approach of death.

If that confidence or trust, which appears in a state of com-
pulsion, could save men, all mortals would he saved, for every

one is easily reduced to it, and the Lord, Who wills the salva-

tion of all, would communicate it to all. But concerning the

confidence and trust wliich is called faith, what it is, what its

quality, and with whom it prevails, we shall, by the Divine

mercy of the Lord, speak elsewhere.

4353. And kissed Mm : that this signifies interior conjunc-

tion from love, appears from the signification of kissing, as

denoting conjunction from love, see nos. 3573, 3574, 4215, here

interior conjunction. The subject treated of in this verse in

general is the conjunction of Divine natural good, which is

Esau, with truth in the natural, which is Jacob ; but in the

following verses, that conjunction is treated of in detail. In

regard to the conjunction itself, it constitutes regeneration

with man ; for man is regenerated by the truths in him being

conjoined to good, that is to say, by the tilings which are of

faith being conjoined to those which are of charity ; this pro-

cess is fully described here and in what follows. The subject

relates indeed to the Lord, how He made His natural Divine,

consequently how He united Divine good to truth in the

natural ; but as the regeneration of man is an image of the

Lord's glorification (see nos. 3138, 3212, 3296, 3490), therefore

also the regeneration of man is at the same time treated of in

the internal sense ; and whereas regeneration may fall into

man's idea, but not so the Lord's Glorification, therefore it is

allowed to illustrate the latter by the former. From what

:

has been ex])lained, it is evident that the conjunction of good

with truths, through which regeneration is effected, progresses

more and more inwardly ; that is, truths are successively more
inwardly conjoined with good. For the end of regeneration is

that the internal man may be conjoined with the external, thus

the spiritual man through the rational with the natural, there

being no regeneration without the conjunction of both ; neither
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can that conjunction be effected, until good be first conjoined

with truths in the natural ; for the natural must be the plane,

and the things which are in the natural must correspond.

This is the reason why, when the natural is being regenerated,

the conjunction of good with truths becomes successively more
interior ; for the s])iritual conjoins itself first with those things

which are inmost in the natural, and next through these with
those which are more exterior. Neither can man's internal

conjoin itself with his external, unless the truth in this latter

be made the good of truth, that is, truth in will and act (no.

4337), for they are then first capable of being conjoined, inas-

much as the Lord flows in with man through the internal man,
and indeed through the good therein ; the good therein may
be conjoined with good in the external man, but not good witii

I truth immediately. Hence it may appear, that truth with
man ought to be made truth in will and act, that is, the good
of truth, before the conjunction of the rational with the

natural, or of the internal man with the external, can exist.

But the manner in which truth becomes the good of truth,

may be manifest to every one who attends. All Divine truth

has respect to these two precepts, namely, to love God above
all things, and the neighbor as one's self; it is from these pre-

cepts that truths are derived, and for the sake of which truths

are, and to which they tend, more nearly and more remotely
;

wherefore, when truths are put into act, they are insinuated

successively into their beginning and end, namely, into charity

towards the neighbor, and into love to the Lord, and thus

truth becomes good, which is called the good of truth: when
this is the case, it may be conjoined with tlie internal man,
which conjunction becomes successively more interior, as more
interior truths are implanted in that good. Act precedes, and
is succeeded by man's willing, for what man does from the

understanding, he at length does from the will, and finally by
habit puts it on ; and then it is insinuated into the rational or

internal man: when it is insinuated into that man, he no longer

does good from truth, but from good ; for he then begins to per-

ceive somewhat of blessedness, and as it were of heaven, therein.

This remains with him after death, and by it he is elevated

into heaven by the Lord.

4354. A7id they wept: that this signifies the effect, appears

from the signification of weeping, as denoting the effect of grief,

and also the effect of joy, see no. 3801, in the present case, the

effect of joy from the conjunction of good with truths through
love.

4355. Verses 5-7. And he lifted up his eyes, and saw the

women and the childyxn, and said, Who are those of thine ?

And he said, The children which God Jmth graciously bestowed

on thy servant. And the handmaids drew near, they and their
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children, and howcd themselves ; and Leah also and her children

drew near, and they boivcd themselves ; and afterwards Joseph and
Rachel drew near, and they bowed themselves. And he lifted up
his eyes, signifies perception : and saw tlie women and the chil-

dren, signifies [perception] of the affections of truth and of the
trutiis belonging thereto : and he said, Who are those of thine ?

signifies acknowledgment: and he said, The children ivluch God
luitJi graciously bestowed on thy servant, sionifies truths from
the Divine Providence : and the handmaids drexo near, they and
their children, and bowed themselves, signifies sensual scientifics

and their truths, and their submission : and Leah also a7id

her children drew near, and they boived themselves, signifies the
affection of the truth of faith as to exteriors, and their truths,

and their submissive introduction : a7id cfterwards Joseph and
Rachel drew near, and they bowed themselves, signifies the affec-

tions of the truth of faith as to interiors, and their submissive
introduction.

4356. And he lifted up his eyes : that this signifies perception,

appears from the signification of lifting up the eyes, as denoting
perception, see nos. 4083, 4339.

4357. And saw the women and the children : that this signi-

fies [perception] of the affections of truth, and of the truths

which belong to them, appears from the signification of the

women, who are here the handmaids, Leah and Eachel, as

denoting the affections of truth, see nos. 3758, 3782, 3793,
3819, 4344 ; and from the signification of the children or sons,

as denothig truths, see nos. 489, 491, 533, 1147, 2623, 3373, in

the present case the truths which belonged to them.

4358. And said, Who are those of thine ? that this signifies

acknowledgment, may appear from this consideration, that

interrogations in the sense of the letter are not interrogations

in the supreme sense ; for the Lord, Who is treated of in this

latter sense, has no need to interrogate man, for He knows
everything in general and particular. Hence tlie interrogation,
" Who are those of thine ? " signifies acknowledgment ; for by
Esau is represented the Lord as to Divine natural good, and
Divine good instantly acknowledges the truths which it will

conjoin to itself; and, moreover, all good does this, for good
cannot be without what it calls trutlis, nor truths without that

which they call good. They conjoin themselves of themselves

;

but such as tlie good is, such are the truths which it conjoins

to itself; it is good which acknowledges them, and couples
itself as a husband with a wife, for the conjunction of good
with truths is a marriage in the spiritual sense, see nos. 2508,
2618. That good acknowledges its truth, and truth its good,

and that they are conjoined, see nos. 3101, 3102, 3161, 3179,
3180.

4359. And he said. The children which God hath graciously
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hesfowcd upon thy servant : that this signifies truths from the

Divine Providence, appears from the signification of children,

or sons, as denoting truths, concerning which see just above,

no. 4357 ; and from the signification of which God hath

graciously bestowed, as denoting from tlie Divine Providence

;

for whatsoever God bestows is of His Providence.

43G0. And the handmaids drew near, they and their children,

and hoived themselves : that this signifies sensual scientifics and
their truths, and their submission, appears from the signification

of handmaids, as denoting affections of sciences and Knowledges,

whicli are of the external man (see above, no. 4344), consequently

sensual scientifics, of which below; from the signification of

children or sons, as denoting truths (see no. 4357) ; and from

tlie signitication of bowing themselves, as denoting submission.

The sensual scientifics which are signified by the handmaids,

are the scientifics of the external things wliich are of the world,

hence they are the most general of all (see no. 4345), and are

those which enter immediately through the external senses, and
are perceived by the sense itself. All infants are in sensual

scientifics, and they serve as planes for the Knowledges of

spiritual things ; for spiritual things are founded upon natural

things, and are represented in them. Inasmuch as trutlis are

conjoined to good according to order by more general [truths],

as was shewn above, no. 4345, therefore it is here mentioned
that the handmaids and their children bowed themselves first,

that is, submitted themselves.

4361. And Leah cdso and her children drew near, and they

homed themselves: that this signifies the affection of the truth of

faith as to exteriors, and theirtruths, and their submissive intro-

duction, appears from the representation of Leah, as denoting

the affection of exterior truth (see nos. 3793, 3819), consequently

the affection of the truth of faith as to exteriors ; from the

signification of children or sons, as denoting truths, spoken of

just above; and from the signification of bowing themselves, as

denoting submission, that is, submissive introduction into

Divine natural good, which is represented by Esau.

4362. And afterivards Joseph and Rachel drew near, and they

hoived themselves : that this signifies the affections of the truth

of faith as to interiors, and their submissive introduction,

appears from the representation of Joseph, as denoting the

celestial spiritual (see no. 4286) ; from the representation of

Rachel, as denoting the alfection of interior truth (see nos.

3758, 3782, 3793, 3819); and from the signification of bowing
themselves, as denoting submissive introduction (see above,

no. 4361). How these things are, was explained above at

verse 2.

4363. Verses 8-11. AtuI he said, What are cdl those camps of
thine which I met 1 And he said. To find grace in tlie eyes of
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m7j lord. And Esau said, I have much, my hrothcr ; he that

thine which is thine. And Jacob said. Nay, I idray thee, if noio

I have found grace in thine eyes, and thou shalt take my present

out of my hand ; for therefore I have seen thy faces, as I had seen

the faces of God, and thou hast accepted me. Take, Ipray thee,

my hh'ssiny, which is hroiiyht to thee, because God hath gracio^isly

hcstowcd upon me, and because I have every thing. And he urged

him, and he took [if]. And he said, What arc all those camps of
thine wliich I met '? signifies the special things whicli are thence :

ctnd he said, To find grace in the eyes of my lord, signifies pleasing

initiation : and Esau said, I have much, my brother ; be that thine

which is thine, signifies tacit acceptance, that he might thns
insinuate the affection of good from truth : and Jacob said.

Nay, Ipray tlice, signifies the origin of affection: if now I have

found grace in thine eyes, and thou shalt take my present out of
my hand, signifies the reciprocal of affection that it might be
insinuated : for therefore I had seen thy faces, as I had seen the

faces of Goci, and thou hast accepted me, signifies the affection

itself with the perception wherewith it was reciprocally in-

sinuated : take, Ipray thee, my blessing which is brougld to thee,

signifies the Divine things which were to be adjoined to Divine
natural good: because God hath graciously bestoived upon me,

signifies from Providence : and because I have everything, signi-

fies his spiritual riches : and he urged him, and he took [zY],

signifies that it [the affection itself] was insinuated by the good
of truth through an affection inspired by Divine good.

43 G4. And he said. What arc all those camps of thine which
I met ? That this signifies the special things which are thence,

appears from the signification of camps in this passage, as

denoting special things ; for they are the things mentioned in

the preceding chapter (verses 14, 15), namely, "two hundred
she-goats and twenty goats, two hundred ewes and twenty
rams, thirty milch camels and their sons, forty heifers and ten

bullocks, twenty she-asses and ten foals," and that these were
goods and truths with their things of service, whereby initiation

might be effected, see nos. 4263, 4264, consequently they are

special things. Special things in this case are nothing else than
things that confirm that truths arc truths and goods arc goods

;

they accede to the thoughts and affections of man, that is, to

those things which he knows and loves, on account of which he
favors and affirms that it is so ; the presents, Mdiicli were given
of old in the church to kings and priests, involved also such
things. It is a known thing, that a person is drawn to his

opinion, or to those things which he calls good and true, botli

by reasons and by affections ; the tilings themselves which con-

firm are what are meant by special things, and are here signified

by tlie camps, wherefore it is said, tliat those camps were "to find

grace in the eyes of my lord; " and afterwards, " If, I pray thee, I
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have found grace in thine eyes, and thou shalt take my present

2 out of my hand." The case is siinihir in regard to spiritual things,

or the tilings of faith, when they are conjoined with the good of

cliarity. Man believes that goods and truths tiow in immediately

out of heaven, thus witliout mediums in man, but he is much
deceived: the Lord leads every one through his affections, and
thereby bends him by a tacit Providence, for He leads through

freedom (nos. 1937, 10-47); that all freedom is of affection or love,

see nos. 2870, 2873 ; and hence tliat all conjunction of good with
truth is effected in freedom, but not under compulsion, nos.

2875-2878, 2881, 3145, 3146, 3158, 4031. When, therefore,

man in freedom has been led to good, then truths are accepted

and implanted ; then also he begins to be affected with them,

and thus by degrees he is introduced into heavenly freedom.

He who is regenerated, that is, who loves the neighbor, and
especially he who loves the Lord, if he reflects on his past life,

will then find that he has been led by many things of his

3 thought, and by many things of his affection. What is here

specifically meant by the special things which are thence, may
be better illustrated by examples. Let us suppose the truth,

which is to be insinuated into good, to be this, that man has

life after death. Unless this truth be confirmed by special

things, it is not accepted ; the special things by which it is to

be confirmed are such as these, that man can think not only of

those things which he sees and feels, but also of those which he

does not see and feel ; also that he can be affected by them
;

that by affection he can be conjoined with them, and conse-

quently with heaven, yea, with the Lord Himself; and that he
Avho can be conjoined with the Divine cannot die to eternity

;

these and very many like things are the special things which
first occur, before the above truth is insinuated into good,

that is. before it is fully believed. The above truth, indeed,

first submits itself, but still these special things cause it to be
4 accepted. Let us also take as an example this truth, that man

is a spirit, and that he is clothed with a body, whilst he lives in

the world. This also is a truth which must be insinuated into

good ; for unless it is insinuated, man has no concern about

heaven, for he then thinks of himself as of the brute animals
;

but this truth cannot be insinuated except by special things ; as

by these, that the body, which he carries about him, serves for

uses in the world, namely, that through the material eyes he

may see the things which are in the world, and may act by
material muscles, being furnished thereby with powers adapted

to the ponderable objects surrounding him ; that nevertheless

there is something interior which thinks and wills, whereof the

material body is the instrumental or organ ; and that his spirit is

himself, or the very man, who acts and feels through those organ-

ical parts ; and that he can confirm this by many experiences
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ill himself, if he be once in the faith that it is so ; all these are

the special things which are premised, and which cause that

very truth to be insinuated into good, and they are thence

derived. These and similar things are what are here signified

by the camps.

4365. And he said. To find, (jrace in the eyes of my lord : that

this signifies pleasing initiation, may appear without explana-

tion ; for finding grace denotes that they may be accepted, and
the things which are accepted are initiated pleasingly, that i.s,

they are insinuated.

4366. And Esau said, I have much, my hrotlier, he that thine

which is thine : that this signifies tacit acceptance, that he
might thus insinuate the affection of good from truth, may
appear from the refusal in this case implying assent, for he
nevertheless accepted : the end of refusal, when any one ac-

cepts, is occasionally that affection may be insinuated ; it i>f

hence also increased, and thereby passes from thinking well

into willing well. Man is led by the Lord in spiritual lil'e

nearly by means similar to those by which man leads others in

civil life ; it is a customary thing in civil life to refuse a favor

with the view that the favor may be done from affection, thus

not only from thinking, but also from willing ; for if the favor

was not accepted, the end intended by it would perish ; where-
fore the end is urgent, that the person who bestows the favor

may think more intensely about it, and may thereby from the

lieart will to bestow it. The reason why such a proceeding 2

does not appear in spiritual life as in civil life is, that there

are few in whom good is conjoined with truths, that is, who
are regenerated : and also because the few who are regenerated

do not reflect upon such things, neither can they reflect, for

they do not know what spiritual good is, since they do not

know what charity is, and what the neighbor is, in the genuine
sense ; and as they do not know what these things are, they can-

not have any interior idea concerning the truth which is of faitli.

Moreover, they separate spiritual life from civil to such a

degree, that they dare not draw any idea from the latter con-

cerning the former. That those two lives correspond, and that

the former is represented in the latter, is altogether unknown
to them, yea, some do not even admit any comparison between
them ; when yet the real case is, that no idea can be enter-

tained concerning spiritual life, except from those things which
are in civil life, wherefore when this latter is removed, the

former falls, insomuch tliat at length it is no longer believed.

This may appear manifest from this consideration, that it is no
longer believed that spirits and angels have intercourse with
each other as men, nor that they speak together, and reason
like men, but much more perfectly, about what is lionorabk^

and becoming, just and fair, and good and true ; still less is it

VOL. VI. G
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believed that they mutually see, hear, and explore each other,

that they join together in societies, dwell together, and the

like.

4oG7. And Jacob said, Kay, J i^ray tlice : that this signifi(^s

the origin of affection, may appear from what was just now
said above, namely, that refusal to accept a present insinuates

affection, which is here manifested by what he says, Nay,
I pray thee : hence it is evident that it denotes the origin of

affection.

43G8. If novj I have found grace in thine eyes, and thou shalt

take my I'ircscnt out of my hand: that this signifies the reciprocal

of affection that it might be insinuated, is evident from the things

which precede and from those which follow ; for the subject

treated of is the conjunction of good with truths in the natural,

consequently the insinuation of affection from good into truth.

That the refusal of the present sent by Jacob was with the

view that affection might be insinuated into truth, was shown
above, no. 4366, therefore by the words immediately preceding,

Nay, I 'pray thee, is signified the origin of affection, no. 4367
;

hence by these words, " If now I have found grace in thine eyes,

and thou shalt take my present out of my hand," is signified the

reciprocal of affection that it might be insinuated ; for he says

this from well-willing, that is, from this affection ; hence in what
2 follows it is said that he urged liim. By the reciprocal of affec-

tion, which is insinuated by the good which is Esau, into the

truth which is Jacob, is meant the affection of truth. For
there are two affections which are heavenly, namely, the affec-

tion of good and the affection of truth, whicli have been occa-

sionally treated of above. The affection of truth derives its

origin from no other source than from good ; the affection itself

is thence ; for truth has not life from itself, but receives life

from good ; wherefore when man is affected by truth, it is not

by truth, but by the good whicli inflows into the truth and
produces the atfection itself; this is here meant by the re-

ciprocal of affection that it might be insinuated. It is well

known tliat there are many within the church who are affected

by the Word of the Lord, and apply themselves closely to

reading it ; but still there are but few who have as their end
a desire of being instructed concerning truth ; for they mostly

remain in their own particular dogmas, which alone they

endeavor to confirm from the Word. These persons appear

as if they were in the affection of truth, but they are not

;

those only are in the affection of truth who love to be in-

structed concerning truths, that is, to know what is true, and
for this end to search the Scriptures. No one is in this

affection unless he is in good, that is, in charity towards the

neighbor, and more so he is who is in love to the Lord ; with

such persons good itself flows in into truth, and constitutes the
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affection, for the Lord is present in that good. This may 3

be illustrated by the following examples. When they, wlio

are in the good of genuine charity, read those words which the

Lord said to Peter :
" I say unto thee, that thou art Peter, and

upon this rock will I build my church, and the gates of hell

shall not prevail against it : and I will give unto thee the keys
of the kingdom of the heavens ; and whatsoever thou shalt bind
on earth, shall be bound in the heavens, and whatsoever thou
shalt loose on earth, shall be loosed in the heavens " (]\Iatt. xvi.

18, 19) ; those who are in the affection of truth from the good
of genuine charity love to be instructed as to tlieir meaning

;

and vv'hen they hear that by the rock spoken of, on which the

church shall be built, is signified the faith of charity, and
consequently that the same is signified by Peter, and that

thus the keys of opening and shutting heaven are given to

that faith (see Preface to Chapter xxii. of Genesis), they
rejoice, and are affected with that truth, because thus the

Lord alone, from whom faith is, has that Power. But they
who are not in the affection of truth from the good of genuine
charity, but in the affection of truth from some other good, and
especially if from the love of self and of the world, are not
affected with that truth, but are made sad, and also angry,

inasmuch as they wish to claim that power to the priestliood ;

they are angry because they are thereby deprived of dominion,
and they are made sad because they are deprived of deference.

Let us take another example : if they who are in the affec- 4
tion of truth from the good of genuine charity hear that charity

constitutes the church, but not faith separate from charity,

they receive this truth with joy ; but they who are in the

affection of truth from the love of self and of the world, do
not receive it. And also, when they who are in the affection

of truth from the good of genuine charity hear that love

towards the neighbor does not commence from self, but from
the Lord, they rejoice; whilst they who are in the affection of

trutli from the love of self and of the world, do not receive

that truth, but hotly insist that that love commences from self:

lience tliey do not know what it is to love one's neighbor as

one's self When they who are in the affection of truth
5

from the good of genuine charity hear that heavenly blessed-

ness consists in doing good to others from good-will, without
regard to any selfish end, they rejoice; but they who are in

the affection of trutli from the love of self and of the world
have no desire for it, nor indeed do they comprehend it.

When they who are in the affection of truth from the good of

genuine charity are instructed that the works of the external

man are nothing, unless they proceed from the internal man,
thus from good-will, they receive it with joy ; whereas they
who arc in the affection of truth from the love of self and of
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the world, praise the works of the external man, but have no
concern about the good-will of the internal man

;
yea, neither

do they know that the good-will of the internal man remains

after dcatli, and that the works of the external man separate

from tlie internal are dead, and perish. And so in all otlier

instances. From these considerations it is evident that the

truths of faith cannot in any case be conjoined to any one,

unless he be in the good of genuine charity, thus they cannot

be conjoined to anything but good ; also that all genuine

affection of truth is from that good. Every one may see this

confirmed by daily experience, in observing that they who are

in evil do not believe, but that they who are in good do

believe. Hence it is very evident that the truth of faith is

conjoined with good, but never with evil.

4369. For therefore, I have seen thy faces as I had seen the

faces of God, and thou hast accepted me : that this signifies

affection with the perception wherewith it was reciprocally

insinuated, appears from the signification of seeing faces as

the faces of God, as denoting affection with perception, for by
the faces are signified the interiors, see nos. 358, 1999, 2434,

3527, 3573, 4066 ; and by the faces of God, all good, see nos.

222, 223, which, when it flows in, gives affection with per-

ception : and from the signification of accepting me, as denoting

affection insinuated ; that these words have this signification,

is evident from what was said just above concerning the

insinuation of affection, thus from the series.

4370. Take, I p'ay thee, the blessing that is hrought to thee:

that this signifies the Divine things which were to be adjoined

to Divine natural good, appears from the signification of bless-

ing in this passage, as denoting those things which were men-
tioned in the preceding chapter (verses 14, 15), by which were

sitcnified Divine goods and truths, with their things of service

whereby initiation might be effected, see nos. 4263, 4264.

That these things were to be adjoined to Divine natural good,

was explained above, no. 4364.

4371. Because God hath gracionshj hestourd iqiori me: that

this signifies from Providence, appears from the signification

of these words in this passage, as denoting Providence, see

above, no. 4359.

4372. And because I have everything: that this signifies his

spiritual riches, appears from the signification of all that he

hath, as here denoting his spiritual riches ; for they were

flocks and herds, by which, as was before shown, are signified

goods and truths, which are called spiritual riches. Spiritual

riches are predicated of truth, and their uses are predicated of

good.

4373. And he urged him., and he took \it'\ : that this signifies

that it [the affection itself] was insinuated by the good of
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truth through affection inspired by Divine good, may appear
from the things which have been hitherto explained from no.

4364; the affection itself inspired into the good of truth by
Divine good is evidenced by his urging him, see above, no.

4366. As to the affection of truth, which has been treated of

in these verses, it should be known, that it appears to be from
truth, and thus in truth ; nevertheless it is not from truth, but
from good, for there is nothing of life in truth but what is

from good : its appearing as if it were from truth, is com-
paratively like the appearance of life in the body, which yet
is not of the body but of the soul ; neither is it of the soul,

but through the soul from the first [principle] of life, that is,

from the Lord, and yet it appears as of the body ; it is also

as an image in a mirror, which appears to be in the mirror,

when in fact it is the image of the inflowing effigy. That the '

internal sense of these and of the preceding words is such as

has been described, does not indeed appear to those who keep
the mind fixed in the historicals, for they think of Esau and
of Jacob, and of the present which was sent before ; not know-
ing that by Esau is represented Divine good in the natural,

and by Jacob the truth which was to be conjoined to Divine
good in the natural, and that in this passage by their friendly

conference is signified the affection inspired into truth by
good. Nevertheless, those historicals are not otherwise under-
stood by the angels when they are read by man ; for the angels

have no idea but what is spiritual, and the historical sense

with them is turned into a spiritual idea. Thus angelic

thoughts correspond with human ; such correspondences are

perpetual, and cause the Word to be holy and Divine, for

thus the literal sense by ascent becomes spiritual, and this

even to the Lord, where it is Divine. This is inspiration.

4374. Verses 12-16. And he said, Let us journey, and let

us go, and I tvill go to near thee. And lie said unto him. My
lord knoiueth that the children are tender, and the fiochs and the

herds giving suck, with me; and if they should drive them forvmrd,
in one day, and all the fiochs will die. Let my lord, L iway thcc,

pass over lefore his servant, and L will jjrocccd slowly to the foot

of the work which is before me, and to the foot of the children,

vAitil I come unto my lord to Seir. And Esau said. Let me set,

I pray, with thee of the peoiple who are with me. And he said.

Wherefore this ? let me find grace in the eyes of my lord. And
Esau ret'ii7'ned in that day to his way, to Seir. And he said. Let

us journey, and let us go, signifies successiveness : and I will

go to near 2'7icr, signifies tliat they were to be conjoined: and
he said unto him, My lord knoweth that the children are tender,

signifies truths which have not as yet gained Divine life : and
the fiocks and the herds giving suck, with me, signifies interior

and natural goods, which have not as yet gained Divine life

:
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and if they should drive them forward in one day, and all the flocks

will die, signities delay and successiveness, aud that otherwise

they would not live, thus that they were to be prepared for

conjunction : let my loi^d, I i)ray thee, 'pass over before his servant,

signifies more general presence : and I ivill proceed slowly,

signifies a successive state of preparation : to the foot of the

work which is before me, signifies according to general things or

principles : and to the foot of the children, signifies according to

the truths which are there: ^intil I come unto my lord to Seir, sig-

nifies until they could be conjoined: Seir is the conjunction of

spiritual things with celestial things in the natural : and Esau
said. Let me set, I pray, with thee of the peoyle v)ho are with mc,

signifies that some things of the truth of good might be con-

joined : and he said. Wherefore this ? let me find grace in the eyes

of my lord, signifies illustration from presence more interiorly :

and Esau returned in that day to his way, to Seir, signifies the

state of Divine natural good then to which the goods of truth

were adjoined ; the way denotes the good of truth respectively.

4375. And he said. Let us journey, and let us go : that this

signifies the successiveness, namely, of the conjunction of good

with truth, appears from the signification of journeying and
going, which expressions, it is evident, involve progression to

further things, for progression and successiveness are contained

in tlie internal sense of what now follows.

4o7G. And I will go to near thee: that this signifies that they

were to be conjoined, appears from the signification of going

[to] near thee, as denoting adjunction, in the present case, there-

fore, that they were to be conjoined, namely, good with truths.

4377. And he said unto him. My lord knoiveth that the chil-

dren are tender: that this signifies truths which have not as yet

gained Divine life, appears from the signification of children

or sons, as denoting truths, see nos. 489, 491, 533, 1147, 2623,

3373 ; and from the signification of tender, as denoting recent,

thus which have gained some life, but not as yet genuine, in

the present case Divine, because the subject treated of is the

glorification of the Lord as to the Divine natural. These things

may be illustrated by those which exist in the man who is being

regenerated; for the regeneration of man is an image of the Lord's

glorification. The man wlio is being regenerated, like the man
who is born, runs through a course of ages, namely, infancy,

childhood, adolescence or youth, and adult age, for the man who
is regenerated is born anew. When he is an iniant, the truths

appertaining to him have indeed life, but not as yet spiritual

life ; they are only general truths without particulars and
singulars, with which good at this time is conjoined, thus only

exteriorly, and not interiorly ; it is conjoined more interiorly

successively, as he advances into the subsequent ages. The
state of tliat infancy is what is here signified by the children
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being tender, and also by what presently follows, " And the

flocks and the herds giving suck, with nie ; and if they should
drive them forward in one day, and all the flocks will die."

4378. And the flocks and herds giving suck, with me: that

this signifies interior and natural goods, which have not as yet
gained Divine life, appears from the signification of flocks, as

denoting interior goods, see nos. 2566, 3783 ; from the signifi-

cation of herds, as denoting exterior or natural goods, see nos.

2180, 2566, 2781 ; and from the signification of giving suck, as

denoting also recent things, which here are spiritual things

nascent in the natural. For in the state of infancy, when man
is being regenerated, spiritual things are therein in potency, for

spiritual life successively conies forth as from an egg, from
whatsoever age ; the age of infancy is as it were an egg for the

age of childhood, and the age of cliildhood is as it were an egg
for the age of adolescence and youth, and this latter is as an egg
for adult age ; thus man is as it were continually being born.

Hence it is evident what is meant by the interior and natural

goods that have not as yet gained Divine life, which are here

signified by the flocks and the herds giving suck. See also what
was said just above, no. 4377, concerning the state of infancy.

4379. And if they should drive them forward in one day, and
all the fiochs tvill die: that this signifies delay and successiveness,

and that otherwise they would not live, thus that they were to

be prepared for conjunction, may appear from the series itself
;

for in the preceding part, the subject treated of is the con-

junction of good with truths in general, but here in particular.

The process itself of the insinuation of truth into good is here

described in the internal sense, the quality of which process

juay indeed in some measure appear from the explanation in

general, but not as to its arcana, which are innumerable ; these

arcana are manifest to those only who are in the light of heaven,

and like some indistinct image to those who are in the light of

the world, when the light of heaven is admitted into it. This

may appear sufiiciently plain from this consideration, that

man, in being re-born, runs through ages as when he is born
[naturally], and that the preceding state is always as an egg in

respect to the subsequent one, thus that he is continually being-

conceived and born ; and this, not only when he lives in the

world, but also when he comes into the other life to eternity;

and still he cannot be further perfected, than to be as an egg
to tliose things that remain, which are indefinite. From these

considerations it is evident how innumerable are the things

appertaining to the regeneration of man, whereof scarcely any
are yet known to man ; thus what important things are here

contained in the internal sense, treating of the successive state

and manner of the insinuation of good into truths.

4380. Let my lord, I pray thee, pass over before his servant:
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that this signifies more general presence, appears from the sig-

nification of passing over before any one, as denoting here,

where the conjunction of good with truths is treated of, more
general presence. For in the regeneration, which is effected

by the conjunction of good with truths, it is good which acts,

and truth which suffers itself to be acted upon, and when good

has applied itself tu truths, and has in a small degree conjoined

itself with them, then truth appears to re-act
;
yet it is not

truth, but the good conjoined or adjoined to it, which re-acts

through truth ; this adjunction is what is meant by more
general presence. It is said, the conjunction of good with

truths ; but thereby is meant the man in whom is good and
truth, for these things cannot be predicated without a subject,

which is man : in heaven they so think and speak by abstract

things, because they do not attribute good nor truth to them-

selves, but to the Lord, and because good and truth from the

Lord fills the whole heaven. This manner of speaking was
also familiar to the ancients.

4381. And I will proceed sloivhj : that this signifies a suc-

cessive state of preparation, may appear from the signification

of proceeding slowly, in this case where the insinuation of good

into truth, and the reception of the former by the latter, are

treated of, as denoting the successiveness of preparation.

4382. To the foot of the work which is before me: that this

signifies according to generals, may appear from the things

which precede ; by the foot of the work are meant those

things which were said above, namely, " that the children were

tender, and the flocks and the herds giving suck, with me ; and if

they should drive them forward in one day, and all the flocks will

die," whereby is signified that it is according to generals, as is

evident from what was there said. It is said the foot of the

work, and afterwards the foot of the children, because by the foot

is signified the natural, see nos. 2162, 3147, 3761, 3986, 4280,

and here the natural is treated of,

4383. A7id to the foot of the children : that this signifies

according to the truths which are there, appears from the sig-

nification of children or sons, as denoting truths, of which we
have occasionally spoken above. The truths which are there,

are the truths in generals ; for generals are those which were
above, no. 4378, compared to an egg, since in generals are con-

tained particulars, and in these singulars (nos. 4325,4329,4345).

In the first state, namely, in the state of infancy, there are par-

ticulars therein ; and in these there are singulars in potency, but

afterwards they come forth and express themselves in act, and
thus successively. They who are regenerated are thus led by
the Lord, for they are inil)ued with generals, wherein are those

things which follow, which also successively come forth, and
this in an order and series surpassing all comprehension; for all
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things in general and particular are foreseen by the Lord,

even as to what their quality will be to eternity ; wherefore

no other general truths are conjoined to good in the man who
is being regenerated, than those into which particular truths

can be fitted, and in these singular truths. Nevertheless 2

these particulars, yea, the singulars of particulars, are but

as general things respectively to those things which remain,

for in each there are still indefinite things. The angels

also, although resjiectively to man they are in wisdom so

great, that what they know and perceive is ineffable, con-

fess that they know only the most general things respect-

ively, and that the things which they do not know are

indefinite ; they dare not say infinite, because there is no com-
parison and ratio between the finite and the infinite. Hence
also it may be concluded what the quality of the Word is, and
that, being Divine from its first origin, it contains in itself

infinite things, and hence the ineffable things which are of

angelic wisdom, and finally only such things as are adapted to

liuman apprehension.

4384. JJntil I come unto my lord into Seir : that this signifies

until they could be conjoined, namely, the truth which is Jacob
with the good which is Esau, may appear from the signification

of Seir, as denoting the conjunction of spiritual things with

celestial things in the natural, that is, of the truth which is of

faith with the good which is of charity. The good to which
truth is conjoined in the natural, and in the supreme sense the

Lord's Divine natural as to good conjoined to truth therein, is

what is properly signified by Seir in these passages in the

Word :—In the prophecy of Moses concerning the sons of Israel

:

"Jehovah came from Sinai, and rose from Seir unto them ; He
shone forth from IMount Paran, and He came out from the

myriads of holiness " (Deut. xxxiii. 2). In the prophecy of

Balaam :
" I see Him, but not now ; I behold Him, but not nigh

;

a star shall arise out of Jacob, and a sceptre shall rise np out

of Israel : . . . and Edom shall be an inheritance, and Seir shall

be an inJuritanee, of his enemies, and Israel shall become
strong" (Numb. xxiv. 17, 18). In the song of Deborah and
Barak :

" JeJiovah, wlien Thou wentest forth out of Seir, when
Thou wentest out of the field of Edom, the earth trembled, . . .

the mountains flowed down ; this Sinai before Jehovah God of

Israel" (Judges v. 4, 5). In Isaiah: "He calleth to me out of
Seir, Watchman, what of the night ? Watchman, what of the

night ? The watchman said, The morning comcth, and also the

night" (xxi. 11, 12). See these passages concerning Seir, and
likewise those adduced in no. 4240.

4385. And Esau said, Let me set, I }Yray, with thee of the

peojjle ivho are with me : that this signifies that some
things of the truth of good might be conjoined, appears from
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the signification of setting with thee, as denoting conjoining
;

and from the signification of tlie people who arc with me, as

denoting some things of the truth of good ; that people denote

truths, see nos. 1259, 12G0, 2928, 3295, 3581, hence the people

who are with me denote truths of good. What is meant by
truths of good, has been occasionally shewn above ; they are

those truths which proceed from good, and which the good
flowing in through the internal man into the external has with

it ; that those truths were signified by the four hundred men
whom Esau had with him, may be seen above, no. 4341 ; here,

therefore, some of them are meant, for it is said. " of the people

who are with me."

4386. And he said, Whcrcfoi-e this? let me find grace in

the eyes of my lord : that this signifies illustration from presence

more interiorly, may appear from what is involved in this

formula of submission ; for by it proximate presence is refused,

but remote presence is assented to, which is the same with

presence more interiorly, from which comes illustration.

4387. And Esau returned in that day to his way, to Seir ;

tliat this signifies the state of Divine natural good then to

which the goods of truth were adjoined, appears from the

signification of a day, as denoting a state, see nos. 23, 487, 488,

493, 893, 2788, 3462 ; hence returning in that day denotes the

state which he had then put on ; from the representation of

Esau, as denoting Divine natural good, see above, no. 4340
;

from the signification of a w^ay, as denoting truth in will and
act, see nos. 4337, 4353 ; and from the signification of Seir, as

denoting the conjunction of truth wdth good, see alcove, no.

4384. From these significations, collated into one sense, it is

evident that by the above words is signified the state of Divine
natural good then to which the goods of truth were adjoined.

That these things arc signified by the above words, does not at

all appear from their historical sense, but still they are the

things which are involved in the spiritual or internal sense
;

for heaven, which is in man, that is, the angels who are wdth
him, are not at all concerned about the worldly historical facts,

nor do they know wdiat Esau is, nor what Seir, neither do they
think of the day in which Esau returned, nor of the way to

Seir, but they take their ideas from the spiritual things which
correspond thereto, and hence in the same instant they draw
out such a sense. This is the effect of correspondences, the

case with which is nearly like that of a person speaking in a

foreign language, the sense whereof the hearer understands in

an instant, as from his own language, nor is he impeded by the

expressions having a foreign sound and articulation ;
— so

it is with the internal sense of the "Word, which coincides in

every res])ect with the universal language in which the angels

are, or with the spiritual speech of their thought ; their speech
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is spiritual, because their thought is from the light of heaven,

which is from the Lord.

4388. Verses 17-20. And Jacob journeyed to Succoth, and
built himself a liouse, and made booths for his acquisition

:

therefore he called the name of the 'place Succoth. And Jacob

came to Shalem, a city of Shcchem, ivhich is in the land of
Canaan, in coming thitlier from Fadan-Aram, and he encamped
at the faces of the city. And he bought a jportion of a field,

where he had stretched his tent, out of the hand of the sons of
Chamor the father of Shcchem, for a hundred kesitas. And he

set there an cdtar, and called it El Elohe Israel. Jacob journeyed,

to Succoth, signifies the state of the life of good from truth at

this time : and. built himself a house, signifies the increase of

good from truth in that state : and made booths for his acquisi-

tion, signifies in like manner increase of the things which were

in general good from truth at that time : therefore he called the

name of the place Succoth, signifies the quality of his state : and
Jacob came to Shcdem, a- city of Shechon, signifies the interior

truths of faith which are of tranquillity : tohich is in the land

of Ca 7iaan, signiiies in the Lord's kingdom: in coining thither

from Fadan-Arccm, signifies after the former state : and he

encamped at the faces of the city, signifies application : and
bought a portion of a field, signifies the appropriation of good
from that truth : where he had stretched his tent, signifies what
is holy : out of the hand of the sons of Chamor the father of
Shcchem, signifies the origin of that truth from a Divine stock

from some other source : for a hundred, kesitas, signifies what is

full : and he set there an cdtar, signifies interior worship : a7id

called it El Elohe Israel, signifies from the Divine spiritual.

4389. And Jacob journeyed to Succoth: that this signifies the

state of the life of good from truth at this time, appears from

the representation of Jacob, as denoting the good of truth,

concerning which see above, here the good from truth at this

time from the things adjoined to it from the good which is

Esau, which things have been treated of above : from the

signification of journeying, as denoting the order and institutes

of life, see no. 1293, thus the state of life : and from the signi-

fication of Succoth, as denoting the quality of that state, see

what follows in nos. 4391, 4392.

4390. And built himself a house ; that this signifies the

increase of good from truth in that state, appears from the

signification of building a house, as denoting instructing the

external man in intelligence and wisdom, see no. 1488 ;
and as

intelligence is of truth, and wisdom is of good, by building a

house is here signified the increase of good from truth ;
that a

house denotes good, see nos. 2233, 3128, 3142, 3052, 3720. AVhat

the good of truth is, was said above, nos. 4337, 4353, namely,

that it is truth in will and act ; this truth is what is called
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^ood, and the conscience wliicli is from that good is called the

conscience of truth. Tliis good, which is from truth, increases

in proportion as a man exercises charity from good-will, thus

in proportion as he loves his neighbor : and its quality is

2 according to the quality of that love. The reason wliy such

frequent mention is made of good and truth in these explana-

tions, is that all things which are in heaven, and hence all

things which are in the Lord's church, have reference to truth

and good : these two include in general all things which are of

doctrine and of life, the truths which are of doctrine, and the

goods which are of life. The human mind, also, in the uni-

versal has no other objects than the things which are of truth and
good, its understanding having for objects the things which

are of truth, and its will the things which are of good. Hence
it is evident that truth and good are terms of most extensive

signification, and that their derivations are in number ineffable.

It is for this reason that good and truth are so frequently

mentioned.

4391. And made hoofJisfor his acqu{sitio7i : that this signifies

in like manner [increase] of those things which were in the

general good and truth at that time, appears from the significa-

tion of acquisition, as denoting goods and truths in general ; and
from the signification of making booths or tents, as denoting

the same as building a house, namely, receiving increase of

good from truth, but with this difference, that building a

house is less general, thus more interior, and making booths or

tents is more general, thus more exterior ; the former was for

themselves, namely, for Jacob, his women and children, but the

latter for the tilings which serve, the flocks and herds. In the

Word, booths or tents properly signify the Holy of truth, and
are distinguished from tabernacles, which are also called tents,

by this, that these latter signify the Holy of good, see nos. 414,

1102, 2145, 2152, 4128 ; in tlie original language, the former

are called Succoth, but the latter Ohalim, The Holy of truth

2 is the good which is from truth. That this is the signification

of the booths or tents which are called Succoth, is also evident

from the following passages in the Word :— In David

:

" Jehovah God rode upon a cherub, and did fly, and was carried

upon the wings of the wind ; He placed darkness His hiding,

and His circuits His tent, darkness of waters, and clouds of the

heavens" (Psalm xviii, 11, 12 [10, 11]) ; and in another place :

" He bowed the heavens when He came down, and thick dark-

ness was under His feet : and He rode upon a cherub, and did

fly, and was carried upon the wings of the wind : and He
placed darkness tents round about Him, bindings of the waters,

clouds of the heavens" (2 Sam. xxii. 10-12), speaking of Divine
revelation, or the Word. Bowing the heavens when He came
down, denotes hiding the interiors of tlie Word ; thick dark-
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ness under His feet, denotes that those things which appear to

man are respectively darkness, such is the literal sense of the

Word ; riding upon a cherub, denotes that it was so provided
;

placing darkness tents round about Him, or His circuits His
tent, denotes the Holy of truth hidden within the sense of the

letter; bindings of the waters and clouds of the heavens denote
the Word in the letter. That clouds of the heavens denote the

Word in the letter, see the Preface to the eighteenth chapter of

Genesis, and no. 40C0. The like is signified by these words in 3

Isaiah :
" Jehovah will create upon every dwelling-place of

Mount Zion, and upon her assemblies, a cloud hj clay, and a

smoke and shining of a flame of fire by night, for upon all the

(jlory shall be a covering ; and there shall be a tent for a shade

by day, and for a refuge and hiding against inundation and
rain " (iv. 5, 6) ; in this passage, also, a cloud denotes the literal

sense of the Word, and the glory the internal sense, as also in

Matthew xxiv. 30 ; Mark xiii. 26 ; Luke xxi. 27 : a tent also

in this passage denotes the Holy [princiiDle] of truth. It is said

that interior truths are hidden, because if they had then been
revealed they would have been profaned, see nos. 3398, 3399,

4289 ; which is also explained by these words in David :
" Thou

concealest them in the secret of Thy faces from the insidious

counsels of man {vir), thou hiclest them in a tent from the strife of

tongues " (Psalm xxxi. 21 [20]). That a tent denotes the Holy 4

of truth, is evident also in Amos :
" In that day / will set up

the fallen tent of David, and I will fence up the breaches, and
will set up the ruins, and will build according to the days of

eternity " (ix. 11). Setting up the fallen tent of David, denotes

restoring the Holy of truth after it has perished : David denotes

the Lord in respect to Divine truth, no. 1888, for a king
denotes Divine truth, nos. 2015, 20G9, 3009. Inasmuch as a

tent signified the Holy of truth, and inhabiting tents signified

worship thence, therefore the feast of tents, which is called

the feast of tabernacles, was instituted in the Jewish and
Israelitish church (Levit. xxiii. 34, 41-43 ; Deut. xvi. 13, 16),

where also that feast is called the fea&t of Succoth or of

tents.

4392. Tlicrrfore he ccdlcd the name of the jjl^ce Succoth: that

this signifies the quality of his state, appears from the significa-

tion of calKng a name, as denoting quality, see nos. 144, 145,

1754, 1896, 2009, 2724, 3006, 3421 ; and from the signification

of a place, as denoting a state, see nos. 2625, 2837, 3356, 3387,
4321. The quality of this state, namely, of the holy state of truth

from good at that time, is what is involved by Succoth ; for

Succoth signifies tents, and tents the Holy [principle] of trutii,

as was shewn just above, no. 4391. The like also is signified

by Succoth in David :
" I will divide Shechem, and mete out

tlie valley of /S'wct'o^A ; Gilead is mine, and Manasseh is mine,
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and Ephraim the strength of my head, Judah is ray lawgiver"

(Psalm Ix. 8, 9 [6, 7] ; cviii. 8, 9 [7, 8].

4393. A?id Jacob came to Shalcm, a citij of Shecliem : that

this signifies interior truths of faith -which are of tranquillity,

appears from the signification of Shalem, as denoting the tran-

quillity of peace, of which we shall speak presently
; and from

the signification of a city of Shechem, as denoting the interior

truths of faith, of which we shall speak in the next chapter,

where Shechem and his city are treated of. That a city denotes

truth hy faith, see nos. 402, 2268, 2449, 2451, 2712, 2943, 321G.

That Shalem signifies the tranquillity of peace, may appear from

David :
" In Judah is God known. His name is great in Israel

;

His tent is in Shalem, and His dwelling-place in Zion. There

brake He the burning coals of the bow, the buckler, and the

sword, and the war " (Psalm Ixxvi. 2-4 [1-3]) ; where it is evi-

dent that Shalem denotes the tranquillity of peace, for it is said,

that there He brake the burning coals of the bow, the buckler,

and the sword, and the war ; also from its signification in the

original language, for Shalem is tranquillity and perfection.

What the tranquillity of peace is, see nos. 172G, 3G96 ; in it are

interior truths, that is, they who by faith and life are in interior

truths ; but so long as they are in exterior truths, and especially

while they are coming from exterior truths into interior truths,

the state is restless, for then the combats of temptations have

place. This also is here represented by Jacob, for after having

been in fear and anxiety on account of Esau, he has now arrived

at a state of tranquillity.

4394. Which is in the land of Canaan : that this signifies

in the Lord's kingdom, appears from the signification of the

land of Canaan, as denoting the Lord's kingdom, see nos. 1413,

1437, 1007, 3038, 3481, 3705. When a man is in interior

truths by faith and life, he is in the Lord's kingdom, and in a

state of tranquillity ; and then he looks at exterior things as he

who, from a high hill, looks at a tempestuous sea,

4395. In coming thither from Padan-Aram : that this signi-

fies after the former state, appears from the signification of in

coming thither, as denoting after ; and from the signification

of Padan-Aram, as denoting the Knowledges of good and truth,

see nos. 3664, 4107, 4112, but the exterior Knowledges, which

serve for introducing genuine goods and truths ; for Laban

dwelt there, by whom is represented the affection of such good,

see nos. 3612, 3665, 3778, 3974, 3982, 3986, 4063, 4189, 4206
;

wherefore it is said, " in coming thither from Padan-Aram,"

because from external truths and goods he arrived at interior

ones, tlius from the former state at this one.

4396. And encamped at the faces of the citif : that this signi-

fies application, namely, to the goods of that truth, appears from

the si'mification of encamping, as properly denoting arrange-
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ment according to order, see no. 4236, but in the present case

application, for encamping here signifies fixing a habitation

with his herds and flocks, which were also called a camp above,

no. 4364 ; and from the signification of at the faces of the city,

as denoting to the goods of that truth, for the face signifies

interior things, see nos. 358, 1999, 2434, 3527, 3573, 4066,
consequently the affections of good and truth, which shine forth

from the face. That a city denotes truth, see nos. 402, 2268,

2449, 2451, 2712, 2943, 3216.

4397. Ajid he hought a portion of a field : that this signifies

the appropriation of good from that trutli, appears from the

signification of buying, as denoting appropriating to one's self
;

and from the signification of a portion of a field, as denoting

the good which was from that truth. That a field denotes the

church as to good, thus good, see nos. 2971, 3196, 3317, 3500,

3508, 3766.

4398. Wlicrc he had stretched his tent: that tliis denotes wliat

is holy, appears from the signification of a tent, as denotim:!;

what is holy, see nos. 414, 1102, 2145, 2152, 3210.

4399. From the hand of the sons of Chamor the father of
Shechem: that this signifies the origin of that truth from a

Divine stock from some other source, will appear from what
will be said in the following chapter, where Chamor and
Shechem are treated of.

4400. For a hundred kesitas : that tliis signifies wliat is full,

appears from the signification of a hundred, as denoting a full

state, see n. 2636, consequently what is full ; but properly by
a hundred is here signified much, for the subject treated of is

the appropriation of good from interior truths, which are signi-

fied by the sons of Chamor the father of Shechem, see no. 4399.

In the internal sense, by kesitas, which were pieces of money,
are signified such truths ; this expression is also derived from
an expression wdiich signifies truth (Psalm Ix. 6 [4]). The
conjunction of good with those truths will be spoken of below,

no. 4402.

4401. And he set there an altar: that this simifies interiorO
worship, appears from the signification of setting an altar, as

denoting worship ; for an altar was the principal representative

of the Lord, nos. 921, 2777, 2811, hence also the principal of

worship. By worship is here meant interior worship from the

Divine spiritual, which subject comes now to be treated of.

4402. And, called it El Flohe Israel : that this signifies from
the Divine spiritual, namely, interior worship, appears from the

signification of El Elohe, concerning Avliich we shall speak

presently : and from the signification of Israel, as denoting the

spiritual, see nos. 4286, 4292. In regard to what has been
said from verse 17 of this chapter to the present verse, the case

is thus :—The subject treated of in this chapter, in the supreme
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sense, is the Lord, how He made His natural Divine. But
whereas those things, which in the supreme sense rehate to the

Ix)rd, exceed the ideas of man's thought, because they are

Divine, it is allowed to illustrate them by such things as fall

nearer into the ideas, namely, by the manner in which the

Lord regenerates the natural of man. For the regeneration of

man as to his natural is here also treated of in the internal

sense, inasmuch as the regeneration of man is an image of the

Lord's gloriti cation, see nos. 3138, 3212, 3296, 3490. For the

Lord glorified Himself, that is, made Himself Divine, according

to Divine order ; and also according to such order He regener-

ates man, that is, makes him celestial and spiritual : here

[is described] how [man is made] spiritual, for Israel signifies

the spiritual man. The spiritual man is not the interior

rational man, but the interior natural ; the interior rational

man is what is called the celestial ; the difference between the

spiritual and celestial man has been often explained above

;

man is made spiritual by this, that with him truths are con-

joined with good, that is, the things which are of faith are

conjoined with those which are of charity, and this in his

natural ; exterior truths are there first conjoined with good, and

afterwards interior truths. The conjunction of exterior truths in

the natural was treated of in this cliapter from verse 1-17, and

the conjunction of interior truths with good, from verse 17 to

the end. Interior truths are conjoined with good in no other

way than through the illustration which fiows in through the

internal man into the external ; by this illustration Divine

truths are made manifest, but only in a general way, comparat-

ively as innumerable objects are manifested to the eye as one

obscure object without distinction. Tliis illustration, from

which truths appear, but only in a general way, was signified

by Esau's words to Jacob :
" Let me set, I pray, with thee

of the people who are with me," and by Jacob's answer,
" Wherefore this ? let me find grace in thine eyes," concern-

1 ing which see no. 4385, 4380. That the spiritual man is

respectively in obscurity, see nos. 2708, 2715, 2716, 2718,

2831, 2849", 2935, 2937, 3241, 3246, 3833 ; this spiritual man
is represented by Israel, no. 4286 ; he is called the spiritual man
from this circumstance, that the light of heaven, in which is in-

telligence and wisdom, inflows into those things with man which

are of the light of the world, and causes the things which are

of the light of heaven to be represented in the things which are

of the light of the world, and thereby to correspond. For the

spiritual, viewed in itself, is the Divine light itself which is from

the Lord, consequently it is the intelligence of truth, and the

wisdom thence. But with the spiritual man, that liglit falls

into those things which are of faith with him, and which he

believes to be true ; whereas with tlie celestial man it falls
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into the good of love. But although these things are clear

to those who are in the light of heaven, still they are obscure
to those who are in the light of the world, thus to the general-

ity at this day, and possibly so obscure as to be scarcely

intelligible. Nevertheless, as these things are treated of in the
internal sense, and are of such a nature, the opening of them
cannot be dispensed with ; a time is about to come when there

will be illustration. The altar was called El Eloiie Israel, 4

and thereby was signified interior worship from the Divine
spiritual ; because in the supreme sense, El Elohe is the same
as the Divine spiritual, and also Israel. That Israel is the

Lord as to the Divine spiritual, and in the representative

sense the Lord's spiritual church, or, what is the same thing,

the man who is such [a church], see nos. 4286, 4292. In the

original language. El Elohe signifies God God, and strictly

according to the words, God of gods. In the Word, Jehovah
or the Lord is in several places named El in the singular, also

Eloah, and is likewise named Elohim in the plural, sometimes
both in one verse or in one series ; he who does not know
the internal sense of the Word cannot know the reason why
this is so. That El involves one thing, Eloah another, and
Elohim another, every one may judge from this, that the Word
is Divine, that is, derives its origin from the Divine, and that it

is hence inspired as to all expressions, yea, as to the smallest

point. What is involved in El, when it is named, and what in 5

Elohim, may appear from what has been frequently shewn
above, namely, that El and Elohim or God is mentioned when
truth is treated of, see nos. 709, 2586, 2769, 2807, 2822, 3921,

4287. Hence it is that by El and Elohim in the supreme
sense is signified the Divine spiritual, for this is the same as the

Divine truth ; but with this difference, that by El is signified

truth in the will and act, which is the same thhm as the good of

truth, see nos. 4337, 4353, 4390. Elohim in the plural is used,

because by the Divine truth are meant all truths which are

from the Lord ; lience also the angels in the AVord are some-
times called Elohim, or gods (no. 4295), as will likewise appear
from the passages adduced below from the Word. As El and
Elohim in the supreme sense signify the Lord as to truth, they
also signify Him as to power, for it is truth of which power is

predicated, since good acts through truth when it exercises power,

see nos. 3091, 4015 ; wherefore, wheresoever power from trutli

is treated of in the Word, the Lord is called El and Elohim, or

God; hence also it is that in the original language El likewise

signifies one who is powerful. That the names El and Elohim, 6

or God, are used in the Word where the Divine spiritual is

treated of, or wliat is the same tiling, the Divine truth, and thus
the Divine power, may further appear from these passages :

—

In Moses :
" God said unto Israel in the visions of the night,

VOL. VL H
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I am the Cod of the gods (El Elohe) of thy fiither : fear not to

<^o down into Egypt ; for I will there make of thee a great

nation " (Gen. xlvi. 2, 3). As these words were spoken to

Israel, of whom He would make a great nation, and thereby

truth and its power are treated of, it is said El Elohe, which
in the proximate sense signifies God of gods. That Elohim,

in the proximate sense, are gods, because they are predicated

of truths and the power thence, is evident also from the fol-

lowing passages :
" There Jacob built an altar, and called the

place El-hctli-d, because there the EloJdm were revealed to him,

when he fled from the face of his brother " (Genesis xxxv. 7)

;

and in another place :
" Jehovah our God, Himself the God oj

gods, and the Lord of lords, the God (El) great, powerful, and
terrible" (Deut. x. 17); where God of gods is expressed by
Elohe Elohim, and afterwards God by El, to Whom is attributed

7 greatness and power. In David: "Jehovah is a great God
(El), and a great King over all gods (Elohim), in "Whose hand
are the searchings out of the earth ; the strengtlis of the

mountains are His also " (Psalm xcv. 3, 4) ; where the name
God or El is used, because the subject treated of is the Divine

truth and the power thence ; mention is also made of gods,

because truths which are thence are treated of ; for a king, in

the internal sense, signifies truth, see nos. 1672, 2015, 2069,

3009, 3670 ; hence it is evident what is involved in the

expression " a great King over all gods ;

" the searchings out of

the earth are also the truths of the church, which are called

the strengths of the mountains from power [derived] from

good. Again :
" Who in the heaven shall compare himself unto

Jehovah ? who among the sons of the gods (Elim) shall be

likened unto Jehovah ? God (El) is strong in the secret of the

saints. Jehovah God of Hosts, who is as Thou, the mighty
Jah ? " (Ixxxix. 7-9 [6-8]). In this passage the sons of the gods,

or Elim, denote Divine truths, of which it is evident that power
is predicated, for it is said, God (El) is strong, Jehovah God of

•^ armies, who is mighty as Thou ? In like manner in another

place :
" Give unto Jehovah, ye sons of the gods, give unto

Jehovah glory and strength" (xxix. 1). In Moses : "They fell

upon their faces, and said, God of the gods (El Elohe) of the

spirits of all llesh " (Numb. xvi. 22). In David :
" I have said,

Ye are gods (Elohim), and ye are all the sons of the Most
High" (Psalm Ixxxii, 6; John x. 34), where they are called

gods from truths, for sons are truths, see nos. 489, 491, 533,

1147, 2628, 3373, 3704. Again: "Confess ye to the God of
gods (Elohe Elohim), confess ye to the Lord of lords " (Psalm

cxxxvi. 2, 3). In Daniel :
" The king shall do according to his

pleasure, and he shall lift himself up, and shall exalt himself

above every God (Rl), and over the God of gods (El Eloliim) he

shall speak marvellous things" (xi. 36). Hence it is evident
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that, in the proximate sense, El Elohe is God of gods ; and that

in the internal sense, gods are predicated of trnths which are

from the Lord. The expression El or God in the singular is 9

used when treating of the power whicli is from the Divine

truth, or what is the same thing, from the Lord's Divine

spiritual, as is evident from the following passages :
" Let my

liand be to God (El) to do with thee evil" (Gen. xxxi. 29).

And in another place: "Nor a hand for God (El)" (Deut.

xxviii. 32). And in Micah :
" Nor a hand for God (El) " (ii. 1)

:

a hand for God signifies that there may be power; that the

hand denotes power, see nos. 878, 3387 ; and that the hand is

predicated of truth, no. 3091. In David :
" I will set His hand in

the sea, and His right hand in the rivers ; He shall call me,

Thou art my Father, my God (El), the rock of my salvation
"

(Psalm Ixxxix. 26, 27 [25, 26]), speaking of power from truths.

Again: "The wicked saith in his heart, God (El) hath for-

gotten. He hath hidden His faces. He will never see. Else u]»,

U Jehovah God (El), lift up Thy hand. . . . Wherefore doth

the wicked despise God (Elohim)?" (x. 11-13); where the

sense is the same. Again :
" Jehovah my rock (petra), and my lo

fortress, and my deliverer, my God (El), my rock {rupefi)

"

(Psalm xviii. 3 [2]) ; speaking of power. In Isaiah :
" The

remnant shall return, the remnant of Jacob unto the might
ij

God (El)" (x. 21). Again :
" Unto us a boy is born, unto us a

son is given, and the government shall be upon His shoulder

:

He shall call His name. Wonderful, Counsellor, God (El), Might

g

0}ie,t\\Q Father of eternity, the Prince of peace" (ix. 5 [6]).

Again :
" Behold the Gud (El) of my salvation ; I will trust,

and will not be afraid, because He is my strength" (xii. 2).

Again: "I am God (El) even from the day, I myself, and no

one snatcheth out of My hand : I do, and who shall retract

it?" (xliii. 12, 13); speaking of power. In Jeremiah: " Tlw.

Great, the Mighty God (El), whose name is Jehovah of armies
"

(xxxii. 18). In the second book of Samuel :
" With my God

(El) I will leap over the wall. God (El), His way is perfect, the

word of Jehovah is pure. . . . Who is God (El) but Jehovah ?

Avho is a rock except our God (Elohim) ? God (El) is the

strength of my refuge " (xxii. 30-33). In Moses :
" God (El) is "

not a man (vir), that He should lie ; nor the son of man (homo),

that He should repent : liath He said, and shall He not do ? or

hath He spoken, and shall He not establish ? . . . He brought

tliem forth out of Egypt, He hath as it were tlie strengths of an

unicorn ; ... in that time it shall be said to Jacob and Israel,

What hath God (El) done?" (Numb, xxiii. 19, 22, 23); speak-

ing, in the internal sense, concerning power and truth. And
again :

" God (El) AVho brought him forth out of Egypt, 1 f

e

liath as it were the strengths of an unicorn ; He shall consume

the nations liis enemies, and sliall break their bones, and shall
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bruise his weapons " (xxiv. 8). That the horns and strengths

of the unicorn signify tlie power of truth from good, see no.

2832, and in many other passages likewise. Inasmuch as most
expressions in the Word have also an opposite sense, so also

have God and gods, and these expressions are applied when
falsity and power from falsity are treated of, as in Ezekiel :

" The
(jods (EJim) of the mighty in the midst of hell shall speak to

him " (xxxii. 21). In Isaiah :
" Ye have heated yourselves in

the yuds (Elim) under every green tree " (Ivii. 5), where gods
are predicated of falsities. In like manner in other places.

A CONTINUATION CONCERNING THE GRAND MAN, AND CONCERN-
ING CORRESPONDENCE, HERE CONCERNING THE CORRESPOND-
ENCE WITH THE EYE AND LIGHT.

4403. What was the quality of spirits, and to what province

of the hody they belonged, it has been given me also to observe and
know from their situation and place with me, likewise from the

plane in which they were, and from their distance in that plane.

They xclio were seen near me were, for the most part, subjects of
entire societies ; for societies send from themselves spirits to others,

and through them perceive the thoughts and affections, and thus

communicate: but, by the Divine mercy of the Lord, we shall

speak in a separate article concerning the subjects, as they are

called, or emissary spirits. These thiiigs have been observed of
them:—They who appear above and near the head, are they who
teach, and also suffer themselves easily to be taught. They who
are beneath the hinder part of the head, are they who act tacitly

and prudently. They who are near the back, in like manner, but

with a di^erence. Those at the thorax or breast, are they who
are in charity. Those at the loins, are such as are in conjugial

love. Those at the feet, are such as are natural, and those at the

soles of the feet, are the grosser of that kind. But they who are

at the face, are of a different genius according to the correspond-

ence with the sensories ivhich are there. Thus, they who are at

the nostrils, are such as excel in perception. They who are at the

ears, are such as obey. They wlio are at the eyes, are such as are

intelligent and vnse ; and so forth.

4404. The externcd senses, ichich are five, namely, touch, taste,

smell, hearing, and sight, have each a correspondence with, the

internal senses; but correspondences at this day are known
to scarcely any one, because it is not known that there are any
correspondences, and still less that there is a correspondence of
spiritual with natural things, or what is the same, of those things
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which are of the internal man with tlwsc which arc of the

external man. As to the correspondences of the senses, the sense

of touch in general corresijoncls to the affection of good ; the sense

of taste to the affection of knowing ; the sense of smell to the

affection of perceiving ; the sense of hearing to the affection of
Icarrmig, also to ohedience ; and the sense of sigld to the affection

of understanding and of growing wise.

4405. TJie reason why the sense of sight corrcs'ponds to the

affection of understanding and of groiving wise, is that the sight

of the hodg altogether corresponds to the sight of its spirit, thus to

the understanding. For there are two lights : one, which is of
the tvorld, from the sun; the other, which is of heaven, from the

Lord. In the light of the world there is nothing of intelligence,

hut in the light of heaven there is intelligence. Hence, so far as

tvith man the things which are of the light of the world are

illuminated hy those tvhich are of the light of heaven, so far the

man understands and is wise ; thus so far as they correspond.

4406. As tlic sight of the eye corresp)onds to the understanding,

therefore also sight is attributed to the understanding, and is

called intellectual sight ; those things also which man apperceives,

are called the ohj'ccts of that sight ; and again, in coynmon discourse

it is usucd to say that things are seen when they are understood.

;

light and iUumination likewise, ctnd thus clearness, are predicated,

of the iLnderstanding ; and on the other hand shade and darkness,

and thus ohscurity. These and similar things have come to he

expressed in mans ordinary speech, hecctuse they corrcspiond ; for
his sjnrit is in the light of heaven, and his body in the light of
the world, arid it is his spirit which lives in the body, and also

thinks; hence many things, which are interior, have thus fallen

into expressions of outward speech.

4407. The eye is the most noble organ of the face, and com-

municates more immediately loith the understanding than the

rest of man's sensory organs ; it is also modified by a more subtle

atmosphere than the ear, on which account likeivise the sight

^lenetrates to the internal sensory, which is in the brain, by a

slwrter and more interior way than sp)cech perceived by the ear.

Hence also it is, that certain animals, inasmuch as they are devoid

of understanding, have two as it were succenturiate brains within

the orbits of their eyes; for their intellectiial depends on their

sight; whereas man is not so [formed], hit possesses a large

brain, in order that his intellectual mciy not depend iLpon his

sight, but his sight upon his intellectical. That the sight of man
depends upon his intellectual, is very evident from this considera-

tion, that his naturcd affections effigy themselves representatively

in the face; whereas the interior affections, which arc of tlte

thought, appear in the eyes from a certain flame of life, and con-

secjuent evibration of light, which sparkles forth according to the

affection in which the thought is. litis also man knows and
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observes, althougJi not instructed hyany science: the reason is, that

his spirit is in society with spirits and angels in the other life,

ii'ho know it from evident p>(^rccption. That every man as to his

spirit is in society vjith sjjiriis aiid angch, sec nos. 1277, 2379,

i;G14, 3G45.

4408. That there is a correspondence of the ocular sight with

the intellectual sight, appears manifestly to those who reflect.

For the objects of the vjorld, ivhich all derive something from the

light of the stcn, enter in through the eye, and store themselves up in

tlie memory: and this evidently under a lihe visual appearance,

for the things which are thence reproduced, arc seen within : hence

the imagination of man, the ideas of which are ccdled hy philo-

sophers material ideas. When these ohjects app)ear still more
interiorly, they produce thought, and this also under some visual

appearance, hut a purer one ; and the ideas of this latter are called

immaterial, cdso intellectucd. That there is an interior light, in

which is life, consequently intelligence and wisdom, which illumin-

ntes the interior sight, and meets those things wldch have entered

through the external sight, is clearly manifest; cdso that the

interior light operates according to the arrangement of the things

which are there from the light of the world. The things which
enter through the hearing, are also changed within into appicaranees

like those of the visual ohjects ivhich arefrom the light of the world.

4409. Inasmuch as ocular sight corresponds to intellectual

sight, it also corresponds to truths ; for all things ivhich are of
the intellect have relation to truth, and also to good, namely, that it

may not only hioio good, hut also may he affected hy good. All
things likewise of the external sight have relation to truth and
good, siyiee they have relation to the symmetries of ohjects, con-

sequently to their beauties and consequent p)lcasantnesses. Any
j^erson of discernment can see that all things in nature, in general

and in jmrtieidar, have relation to truth and good ; and by this

also he may knoto that universal nature is a theatre represent-

ative of the Lord's kingdom.
4410. By much experience it has bccii made manifest to mc,

that the sight of the left eye corresponds to the truths which are of
the understajiding, and the right eye to the affections of tridh

which are also of the understanding ; consequently that the left

eye corresponds to the truths of faith, and the right eye to the

goods of faith, llie reason why there is such a correspondence is,

that in the light which is from the Lord, there is not only light,

but cdso heat ; the light itself is the tridh which p7vcceds from the

Lord, and the heat is the good ; hence, and also from the influx

into the two hemispheres of the brain, there is such a co7'respond-

ence ; for they who are in good are to the right of the Lord, and
they who an in truth to the left.

4411. All the things in general and particular ivhich are in
the eye have their correspondences in the heavens, as the three
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humors, the watery, the vitreous, and the crysinlline ; a^ul not

only the humors, hut also the coats, yea, each individual ])arf.

The interior parts of the eye have more heautiful and 'pleasant

correspondences, hut differently in each heaven. When the light,

which proceeds from the Lord, flows into the imnost or third

heaven, it is received there as the good which is called charity ;

and when it flows into the middle or second heaven, mediately

and immediately, it is received as the truth which isfrom charity

;

hut %vhen this truth flows into the ultimate or first heaven,

'mediately and immediately, it is received suhstantially , and
appears there as a piaradise, and in some places as a city icherein

are j)alac€S ; thus the correspondences succeed each other even to

the external sight of the angels. In like manner in man, in his

ultimate, which is the eye, that \truth'\ is presented materially

through the sight, whose ohjects are the things tvhich are of the

visible world. The man who is in love and charity, and thence

in faith, has his inter'iors such, for they correspond to the three

heavens, and he is in effigy a little heaven.

4412. There was a certain person with ivhom I was acquainted,

in the life of the body, hut not as to his disposition (auimus)

and interior affections; he occasionally spoke wnth me in the

other life, hut for a little while at a distance. In general

he manifested himself hy pleasant representatives, for he coidd

p)resent things which delighted, such as colors of every kind,

arul heautiful colored forms : he could also introduce infants

heautifidly decorated like angels, and very many like things ichieh

were jjleasant and delightful: he acted hy a gentle and soft

influx into the coat of the left eye : hy such things he insinuated

hitnself into the affections of others, for the end of pleasing and
delighting their life. It was told me hy the angels, that such

are they who belong to the coats of the eye, and that they com-

municate with the p)aradisiacal heavens, where trutlts and goods

are represented in a suhstantial form, as was said above, no. 4411.

4413. That the light of heaven has in it intelligence and
unsdom, and that it is the intelligence of truth and the wisdom

of good from the Lord, which appears as light before the eyes of
the angels, it has been given me to know hy living experie7ice.

I have been elevated into the light, which glittered like the light

radiating froin diainonds ; and whilst I was kept in it, I seemed

to myself to be withdrawn from corporeal ideas, and to he led

into spiritual ideas, and thus into those things which are of the

intelligence of truth and good ; the ideas of thought, whicJi

derived their origin from the light of the world, appeared, at

that time removed from me, and as it were not belonging to

me, although, they were dimly present. Hence it teas given me
to know, that so far as man comes into that light, so far he comes

into intelligence. Hence it is that the more intelligent the angels

are, in so much the greater and brighter light they are.
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4414. TJie differences of light in heaven are as many as are

the angelic societies which constitute heaven, yea, as many as

(ire the angels in each society ; the reason is, that heaven is

arranged according to all the differences of good and truth,

thus according to all tlie states of intelligence and wisdom,
consequently according to the reception of the light which is

from the Lord. Hence it is that the light is not exactly similar

anywhere in the universal heaven, hut differs according as it is

tempered with the flaming and the shining white [^principles'],

and according to the degrees of its intenseness ; for intelligence

and loisdom is nothing else than an eminent modification of the

heavenly light ivhich is from the Lord.

4415. Hecent souls, or novitiate spirits, namely, those who some
days after the death of the body come into the other life, are

greatly surprised that there is light in the other life ; for they

bring ivith them the ignorance of supposing that light is from no
other source than from the sun, and from material fame : still

less do they Jcnovj that there is any light which illuminates the

understanding, for they have not perceived this in the life of the

body ; and still less tliat tliat light gives the faculty of thhiking,

and by influx, into the forms which are from the light of the

loorld, p)'>^oduces all things which are of the wonderstanding.

If they have been good, they are elevated to heavenly societies

tliat they may be instructed, and from society into society, that

they may perceive by living experience that in the other life

there is light far more intense than anywhere exists in the

world; and that at the same time they may perceive, that so

far as they are in the light there, so far they are in intelli-

gence. Some, who were taken up into spheres of heavenly light,

spoke tvith me thence, and confessed that they had never believed

anything of the kind, and that the light of the world is respect-

ively darkness ; they also looked thence througlt my eyes into the

light of the world, and had no other p)erception of it than as of a
dark mist ; and from co7nmiseration said, that man is in su^ch a
mist. From ivhat has been said above, it may also appear why
the celestial angels are called in the Word angels of light. That
the Lord is the light, and thence the life of men, see John i. 1-9

;

viii. 12.

4416. From the light in which spirits are in the other life,

their quality appears; for the light in which they see, corre-

sponds to the light from tvhich they perceive, as was said above,

lliey who have known truths, and have also confirmed them in
themselves, and yet have lived a life of evil, appear in a STwwy
light, but cold, like the light of winter ; but lohen they co7ne near
those who are in the light of heaven, their light is altogether

darkened, and becomes grossly dark ; and when they remove them-
selvesfrom the light of heaven, there succeeds a faint yellow lumen
as from sulphur, in which they appear as spectres, and their
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truths as phantasms ; for their truths were of persuasive faith,

which faith is such, tJmt they believed because they had obtained

lionor, gain, and reputation therehy, and it was the same thing to

them ivlmt was true,provided it was generally received. But they '

who are in evil and thence in fcdsities, appear in a lumen as of a

fire of coals; this lumen becomes altogether dusky at the light

of heaven ; but the kinds of lumen from which they see are varied

according to the falsity and the evil in vjhich they are. Hence

also it was evident why tlwy who live a life of evil can in no wise

have faith in Divine truths from a sincere heart ; for they are in

tliat smoky lumen which, when heavenly light falls into it, becomes

darksome to them, so that they neither see ivith their eyes nor ivitlo

their mind, and moreover they then fall into agonies, and some as

it were into swoons; hence it is that the evil cannot p)0ssibly

receive truth, but only the good. The man who leads a life of .

evil cannot believe that he is in such a lumen, because he cannot

see the lumen in which his spirit is, but only the lumen in which

his octdar sight is, and thus his natural mind ; but if he saiv the

lumen of his spirit, and knew by experience lohat its qucdity

would become if the light of truth and good from heaven flowed

in into it, he ivould know manifestly howfar he wasfrom receiving

the things which are of the ligld, that is, which are of faith, and.

still more from imbibing the tilings which are of charity ; thus

how far he was distantfrom heaven.

4417. / was once discoursing with spirits concer^iing life, that

no one has life from himself, but from the Lord, although he may
seem to live from himself {compare no. 4320) ; and on this

occasion the discourse was first concerning what life is, namely,

that it is understanding and willing, and because all under-

standing lias relation to truth, and all willing to good {no. 4409),

that therefore the understanding of truth and the will of good is

life. But the reasoning spirits observed {for there are spirits ivho

are to be called reasoning spirits, or reasoners, because they reason

about everything whether it be so, and for the most part are in

obscurity concerning every truth)

;

—they observed, I say, that

nevertheless those live who are in no intelligence of truth and will

of good, yea, they believe that they live more than others. But it

was given me to answer them, that the life of the evil appears

indeed to tJiem as life, but still it is the life which is called

spiritual death ; as they might knmv from this consideration,

that since understanding truth and tvilling good is life from the

Divine, in this case tinderstanding falsity and willing evil can-

not be life, because evils and falsities are contrary to life itself

To convince them bf this, the quality of their life was shewn ;

which, when seen, appeared like the lumen from a coal fire, with

which a smokiness was intermixed ; and when they are in this

lumen, they cannot suppose otherwise than that the life of tlieir

thought and of their will is the only life. They were still
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further convinced thereof from this circumstance, that the light

of tJic intelligence of truth, ivhich is the light of life itself, cannot

at all a2)pear to them ; for as soon as they come into that light,

their oivn lumen becomes darksome, so that they can see ahsohUely

nothing, thus neither ccm they perceive anything. The then

quality of tlie state of their life teas further shewn, by a removal

of their delight derived from falsity : this, in the other life, is

effected by a separation of the spirits in whose society they are

;

which being done, they appeared of a ghastly countenance like

corpses, so that they might be called effigies of death. But con-

cerning the life of animals, by the Divine 7nercy of the Lord, v:e

shall treat particularly elsewhere.

4418. They who are in the hells are said to be in darkness,

because they are in falsities ; for as light corresponds to truths,

so darkness corresponds to falsities ; for they are in a yellowish

lumen like tlmt of a fire of coal and brimstone, as vjas said above.

This lumen is what is meant by darkness, for their understand-

ing is according to the lumen, consequently according to the sight

thence derived, because they correspond. It is also called dark-

ness, because those lumens become darkness at [the approach of]
heavenly light.

4419. There was a spirit present nnth me, who, vjhilst he lived

in the world, kneio many things, and in consequence thereof

believed that he ivas loiser than all others; hence he had con-

tracted this evil, that ivhcresoever he teas, he was desirous to

rule all {things]. He tvas sent to me from a certain society, that

he weight serve them as a subject, or for communication {see no.

4403) ; and also that they inight alienate him from themselves, for
he was troid)lesovie to them on this account, that he wished to

rule them from his own intelligence. When he vxis with me,

it was given me to speak with him concerning intelligeiice from
the piroprium, which is so p)revaleiit in the Christian world as to

induce a belief that all intelligence is thence, and consequently

none from God ; although, when they speak from the doctrinals

of faith, they say that all truth and good is from heaven, thus

from the Divine, consequently all intelligence, for this is of truth

and good. But when that spirit was unicilling to attend to

these things, I said that he woidd do well if he would recede,

because the sphere of his intelligence infested 7ne; but whereas he

was in the persuasion that he was more intelligent than others,

2 he was not willing to do so. It was then shewn to him by the

angels, ivhat is the quality of intelligence from the projjriuyyi, and.

'ivhat the quality of intelligence from the Divine ; and this by

lights, for in the other life such things are woridcrfuUy presented,

to view by the variegations of light. Intelligence from the ^;ro-

prium vx(-s shewn by a lumen vjhich appeared like a will-o'-the-

wisp (lumen fatuum), around which was a dark border, and
moreover it extended, itself to a very little distance from tht
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focus; it was further shewn, that it is instantly extinguished

irlien looJced at h/ any angelic society, just as a will-o'-the-wisp

is extinguished at the light or day of the sun. The quality of
intelligenee from the Divine was next shncn, and this also hj a
light, ichich was brighter and more luminous than the noonday
light of the sun, extending to all distance, and terminating like

the light of the sun in the universe ; and it was said that intelli-

gence and ivisdom enter from all sides into the sphere of that

light, and cause truth and good to he perceived hy an intuition

almost houndless, hut this according to the qiiality of truth from
good.

4420. From these considerations it may appear that those

things which are of the light of the world ivith man, correspond

to those things vjhich are of the light of heaven; consequently,

that the sight of the external man, which is that of the eye,

corresponds to the sight of the internal man, which is that of the

understanding ; also that hy lights in the other life the quality of
intelligence appears.

4421. The suhjert concerning the correspondence wAth the eye

and loith light unll he continued at the close of the following

chapter.

GENESIS.
CHAPTER THE THIETY-FOUETH.

4422. As a preface to this chapter, the Lord's words in

Matthew xxiv. 42 to the end, come to be explained, which
words are the last in that chapter concerning the consummation
of the age or the Lord's coming ; in the letter, they are as

ibllows :
" Watch therefore, for ye know not in what hour your

Lm'd cometh. But hnoio this, that if the master of the house

Imew in vliat watch the thief vould come, he would, watch, and
V'Ould not suffer his house to he hrokcn through. Therefore he ye

also ready ; for in such an hour as ye think not, the Son of man
'U)ill come. Wlio then is the faithful and prudent servant, whom
his lord hath appointed over his household, to give them food, in

due season ? Blessed (is) that servant, whom his lord, wJieii he

cometh, shall find so doing. Verily I say unto you, that he will

appoint him over all his goods. But if that evil servant shall say

in his heart. My lord delayeth to come ; and shall hegin to smite

his fellow-servants, and to cat and drink ivith the drunken :
—the

lord of that servant shall come in a day in which he cocpecteth not,

and in an hour that he knov^eth not, and shall cut him off, avd
appoint him his p'ortion with the hypocrites: There shcdl ha
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wailing and gnashing of teeth." What these words involve, may
appear from the series of the thinj^s treated of ; for the subject

of tliat chapter throughout is the last time of the church, which
in the internal sense is the consummation of the age and the

Lord's advent. That this is the case, may be evident from the

explanation of all the contents of that chapter, which may be
seen in what has been premised before the chapters immediately
preceding, namely, before chapter xxvi., nos. 3353-3356 ; xxvii.,

nos. 3486-3489; xxviii., nos. 3650-3655; xxix., nos. 3751-3757;
XXX., nos. 3897-3901 ; xxxi., nos. 4056-4060 ; xxxii., nos. 4229-

2 4231 ; xxxiii., nos. 4332-4335. It was there also shewn what
the contents are in a series, namely, that when the Christian

church established after the Lord's coming began to vastate

itself, that is, to depart from good, that then— I. They began
not to know what is good and true, but disputed on the subject.

II. They despised good and truth. III. Next they did not

acknowledge them in their hearts. IV. Afterwards they pro-

faned them. V. And whereas the truth of faith and the good
of charity would yet remain with some, who are called the elect,

the state of faith then is described. VI. And next, the state

of charity. VII. Lastly, the commencement of a new church
is treated of : and, VIII. Tlie state as to good and truth within
the church so called, when it is rejected, and a new church is

adopted. Erom this series it may appear what those words,

which are above written, and are the last of that chapter, in-

volve : namely, they are words of exhortation to those who are

in the church, to be in the good of faith ; and that if they were
not, they would perish.

4423. How the case is with the rejection of an old church,

and the adoption of a new one, is known to scarcely any one.

He who is not acquainted with the interiors of man and the

states of these interiors, and thence with the states of man after

death, cannot conceive otherwise than that they who are of the

old church, with whom good and truth is vastated, that is, is

no longer acknowledged in heart, are about to perish, either

like the antediluvians by a flood, or like the Jews, by being
driven out from their own land, or otherwise. But when the

church is vastated, that is, when it is no longer in any good of

faith, it principally perishes as to the states of its interiors, thus

as to states in the other life ; heaven then removes itself from
them, and consequently the Lord, and transfers itself to others,

who are adopted in their place. For without a church some-
where or other on the Earth, there is not given any communica-
tion of heaven with man ; for the church is like the heart and
lungs of the Grand Man in the earth, see nos. 468, 637, 931,

2 2054, 2853. At that time, they who are of the old church, and
thus removed from heaven, are in a sort of inundation as to the

interiors, and indeed in an inundation above the head ; this
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inundation is not apperceived by the man himself whilst he
lives in the body, but he comes into it after death ; it appears
manifestly in the other life like a cloudy mist by which they
are encompassed, and thereby separated from heaven. The
state of those who are in that cloudy mist, is, that they cannot
possibly see what is the truth of faith, and still less what is its

good ; for the light of heaven, in which is intelligence and
wisdom, cannot penetrate into that mist. This is the state of

the vastated church.

4424. What the words of the Lord above adduced involve in

the internal sense, may appear without explanation; for in that

passage the Lord did not speak thus by representatives and sig-

nificatives, but by comparatives : we will merely point out the

signification of the words of the last verse, namely, " He shall

cut him off, and appoint him his portion with the hypocrites :

there shall be wailing and gnashing of teeth." He shall cut him
off, signifies separation and removal from goods and truths ; for

they who are in the Knowledges of good and truth, as are they
who are within the church, and yet in the life of evil, are said

to be cut off, [or divided,] when they are removed from those

Knowledges ; for the Knowledges of good and truth are

separated from them in the other life, and they are kept in

evils, and thus also in falsities, lest through the Knowledges
of good and truth they should communicate with heaven, and
through evils, and thence falsities, should communicate with

hell, and so hang between both ; also, lest they should profane

goods and truths, as happens when they are mingled with
falsities and evils. Something of this kind is also signified by
the Lord's words to him who hid the talent in the earth : "Take
away the talent from him, and give it unto him who hath ten

talents : For unto every one who hath shall be given, that he
may have abundance ; but from him who hath not shall be
taken away even that which he hath " (Matt. xxv. 28, 29) ; also

by what the Lord saith elsewhere in Matthew xiii. 12 ; likewise

in Mark iv. 25 ; and in Luke viii. 18. And apjyoint him his 2

portion with the hypocrites, signifies his lot, whicli is the portion

with those who outwardly appear in truth as to doctrine, and
in good as to life, but inwardly believe nothing of truth, and
will nothing of good, who are hypocrites ; they are thus divided.

AVherefore, when external things are taken away from them, as

happens with all in the other life, they appear such as they are

as to internals, namely, without faith and charity ; nevertheless

they have made a show of faith and charity, with a view of

deceiving others, and securing therel)y honors, gain, and reputa-

tion. Such is the quality of almost all those within the vastated

church ; for they have externals, but no internals ; hence the

inundation of their interiors spoken of above, no. 4423. There 3

ihall he vMiling and g^iashing of teeth, signifies their state in the
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other life, wailing denotes their state as to evils, and gnashing

of teeth, their state as to falsities ; for in the Word teeth signify

the lowest natural things, in the genuine sense the truths of

those things, and in the opposite sense their falsities ; teeth

also correspond thereto ; wherefore gnashing of teeth is the

collision of falsities with truths. They who are in mere natural

things from the fallacies of the senses, and believe nothing which
they do not thence see, are said to be in gnashing of teeth ; and
in the other life they appear to themselves to be so, when they

make conclusions concerning the truths of faith from their

own fallacies. Such persons abound in the church, when it

is vastated as to good and truth. The like is also signified else-

where by gnashing of teeth, as in Matthew :
" The sons of the

kingdom shall be cast into outer darkness : there shall be wail-

ing and gnasJiing of teeth " (viii. 12). The sons of the kingdom
denote those who are in the vastated church. Darkness denotes

falsities (no. 4418), for they are in darkness when they are in

the cloudy mist spoken of above. Gnashing of teeth denotes

the collision of falsities with truths in that mist. In like

manner in other passages, as in Matthew xiii. 42, 50; xxii. 13;

XXV. 30 ; and Luke xiii. 28.

CHAPTER XXXIV.

1. And Dinah w^ent forth, the daughter of Leah, whom she

bare unto Jacob, to see the daughters of the land.

2. And Shechem saw her, the son of Chamor the Chivite,

the prince of the land ; and he took her, and lay with her, and
compressed her.

3. And his soul clave unto Dinah the daughter of Jacob
;

and he loved the damsel, and spoke unto the heart of the

damsel.

4. And Shechem said unto Chamor his father, saying. Get me
this girl for a woman (mulier).

5. And Jacob heard that ho had polluted Dinah his daugliter
;

and his sons were with his acc^uisition in the field ; and Jacol^

was silent until they came.

6. And Chamor the father of Shechem went out unto Jacob,

to speak with him.

7. And the sons of Jacob came from the field: when they

heard it, and the men (viri) grieved, and they were very wroth,

because he had done f^lly in Israel, in lying with the daughter

of Jacob ; and thus it ought not to be done.

8. And Chamor spoke with them, saying, Shechem my son,

his soul longeth for your daughter
;
give her, I pray you, to him

for a woman {mulier).
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9. And join relationsliips with us
;
give your daugliters unto

us, and take our daughters unto you.

10. And ye shall dwell with us, and the land shall be before

you ; dwell ye, wander through it trading, and possess ye
in it.

11. And Shechem said unto her father, and unto her brethren.

Let me find grace in your eyes, and what ye sliall say unto me,
I will give.

12. Multiply upon me exceedingly dowry and gift, and Twill

give according as ye shall say unto me : and give me the damsel
for a woman {inulier).

lo. And the sons of Jacob answered Shechem and Cliamor
bis father in fraud, and spoke, because he polluted Dinah tbeir

sister,

14. And they said unto them, We cannot do this word, to

give our sister to a man (vi>) who hath a foreskin ; because this

is a reproach unto us.

15. Nevertheless, in this will we consent unto you ; If ye be

as we are, to circumcise to you every male

;

16. And we will give our daughters unto you, and will take

your daughters to us ; and we will dwell with you, and we will

become one people.

17. And if ye do not hearken unto us, to be circumcised, and
we will take our daughter, and will go.

18. And tlieir words were good in the eyes of Chamor, and
in the eyes of Shechem, Chamor's son.

19. And the young man (puer) deferred not to do the word,

because he had delight in the daughter of Jacob ; and he was
honored above all of his father's house.

20. And Chamor and Shechem his son came unto the gate of

their city, and spoke unto the men (rtri) of their city, saying,

21. These men (viri) are peaceable with us, and let them
dwell in the land, and let them wander trading through it ; and
the land, lo ! it is broad in spaces before them. Let us take

tlieir daughters to us for women {adfceminas), and let us give

them our daughters.

22. Nevertheless, in this will the men {ciri) consent unto us

to dwell with us, to become one people, that every male be cir-

cumcised to us, as they are circumcised.

23. Their acquisition and their purchase, and every beast of

theirs, shall they not be ours ? Only let us consent unto them,
and they will dwell with us.

24. And they hearkened unto Chamor, and unto Shechem
his son, all who went out of the gate of his city ; and they

circumcised every male, all who went out of the gate of his

city.__

25. And it came to pass on the third day, when they were
in pain, and two of the sons of Jacob, Simeon and Levi, the
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brethren of Dinali.took each one his sword, and came upon the

city confidently, and slew every male.

26. And they slew Chamor and Shechera his son with the

mouth of the sword, and took Dinah out of the house of Shechem,
and went out.

27. The sons of Jacob came upon those who were thrust

through, and spoiled the city, because they had polluted their

sister.

28. Their flocks, and their herds, and their asses, and what-
soever was in the city, and whatsoever was in the field, they

took;

29. And all their wealth, and every infant of theirs, and
their women {fixmincc), they took captive, and spoiled, and
everything that was in the house.

30. And Jacob said to Simeon and to Levi, Ye have troubled

me, to make me stink to the inhabitant of the land, to the

Canaanite and to the Perizzite; and I [am] mortals of number;
and they will gather together upon me and smite me ; and I

shall be destroyed, I and my house.

31. And they said, Shall he make our sister as a harlot ?

THE CONTENTS.

4425. The subject here treated of in the internal sense is

the posterity of Jacob, that they extinguished all the truth of

doctrine which Avas of the Ancient church. Chamor and
Shechem, with the people of their city, represent that truth.

For the representative of the church among the posterity of

Jacob consisted solely in externals without internals ; whereas
the representative church among the Ancients consisted in

externals with internals.

THE INTERNAL SENSE.

4426. Verses 1-4. And Dinah went forth, the daughter of
Leah, vihom she hare unto Jacoh, to see the daitghtei^s of the land.

And Shechem saiv her, the son of Chamor the Chivite, the prince

of the land ; and he took her, and lay with her, and compressed,

her. And his soxd clave unto Dinah the daughter of Jacoh ; and
he loved the damsel, and spohe unto the heart of the damsel. And
Shechem said unto Chamor his father, saying. Get me this girl

for a inoman. And Dinah went forth, signifies the affection of
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all things of faith, and the church thence: the daughter of Leah,

ivho77i she hare unto Jacob, signifies in externals : to see the

daughters of the land, signifies to know the affections of

truth, and the churches which are thence: and Sheehem saio

her, signifies truth : the son of Chamor the Chivite, signifies from
the Ancients : the 'prince of the land, signifies the primary
amongst the churches : and he tooh her, and lay loith her, and
compressed, her, signifies that he could not otherwise be con-

joined with the affection of the truth signified by the sons of

Jacob her brethren : and his soul clave unto Dinah, the daughter

of Jacob, signifies propensity to conjunction : and he loved the

damsel, and spoke unto the heart of the damsel, signifies love :

and Shcrhcni said unto Chamor his father, signifies thought from
tlie truth among the Ancients : saying, Get me this girl for a
woman, signifies that he was willing to be conjoined with the

affection of that truth.

4427. And Dinah went forth: that this signifies the affection

of all things of faith, and the churcli thence, appears from the

representation of Dinah, as denoting the affection of all truths,

and the church thence, see nos. 3963, 3964. For the twelve
sons of Jacob represented all the things of faith, thus all the

things of the church, see nos. 2129, 2130, 3858, 3926, 3939

;

hence Dinah, who was born after the ten sons of Jacob by
Leah and the handmaids, .signifies their affection, and thus the
church ; for the church is from the affection of truth, insomucli

that it is the same thing whether you say the affection of trutii,

or the church, for man is a church from the affection of truth.

4428. The daughter of Leah, whom she bare unto Jacob : that

this signifies in externals, appears from the representation of

Leah, as denoting the affection of external truth, see nos. 3793,
3819 ; and from the representation of Jacob, as denoting in the

supreme sense the Lord as to Divine truth of the natural, see

nos. 3305, 3509, 3525, 3546, 3576, 4234, 4273, 4337 ; and in

the respective sense denoting the external church, or, what is

the same thing, the external of the church, see nos. 3305, 4280.
Hence it is evident that the daughter of Leah, whom she bare

unto Jacob, signifies the affection of truth in externals.

4429. To see the daughters of the land: that this signifies U)

know the affections of truth and the churches which are tlience,

appears from the signification of seeing, as denoting knowing,
concerning which we have occasionally spoken above; from
the signification of daughters, as denoting affections, and thus

churches, see nos. 2302, 3024, 3963 ; and from the signification

of land, here the land of Canaan, as denoting the tract where
the church is, and thus also the church itself, see nos. 662,

1066, 1068, 1262, 1733, 1850, 2117, 2118, 2928, 3355, 3686,
3705. The signification of the things contained in this verse, 2

may appear from those which follow ; for the subject treated of

VOL. VI. I
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is the representative of a church, wliich was about to be

instituted among the posterity of Jacob. That this repre-

sentative couki not be instituted among tliem until they Avere

altogether vastated as to interior truths, that is, until they no

longer knew them, see no. 4289. Interior truths are all those

which are represented and signified by the rituals that were
commanded them. Eor all the rituals represented and signified

something in the Lord's kingdom in the heavens, and thence

something in the Lord's kingdom in the earths, that is, in the

church ; the things represented and signified are here interior

truths. It has been shewn throughout these explanations, that

when the representative of a church was instituted among
the posterity of Jacob, all the things in general and particular,

which were commanded them, and which are mentioned in the

books of Moses, especially in Exodus and Leviticus, were

representative and significative of the celestial and spiritual

things of the Lord's kingdom. All these things were unknown
to the posterity of Jacob, because they were such that, had they

known them, they would have profaned them, see nos. 301-303,

2520, 3398, 3479, 3769, 4281, 4293; therefore they did not

come into those representatives until they were altogether

vastated as to interior [truths]. It is on this account that those

truths and the extinction of those truths by them are treated

3 of in this chapter. The representatives commanded to the

posterity of Jacob were not new, but many of them were such

as had before been in use among the Ancients ; but the Ancients

did not worship external things, like the posterity of Jacob, or

the Jews and Israelites, but internal things, and through

internal things they acknowledged the Lord Himself. The
remains of a church from the Ancient time were still existing in

the land of Canaan, especially among those who were called

Chittites and Chivites : hence it is that ])y those nations the

truths which were of the church are represented. From these

considerations, then, it may in some measure aj^pear what is

signified by Dinah, the daughter of Jacob by Leah, going forth

to see the daughters of the land ; for by Dinah is represented

the external church, such as was instituted among the posterity

of Jacob ; and by the daughters of the land are signified the

churches among the Ancients. That daughters, throughout the

Word, in its internal sense, signify churches, see nos. 2362,

3024, where it is shewn ; and that the land signifies the tract

and nation where the church is, thus the church, nos. 662,

1066, 1008, 1733, 1850, 2117, 2118, 2928,3355, 3686, 3705.

4430. And Shcchem miv her : that this signifies truth, appears

from the representation of Shechem, as denoting truth, here the

trutli of the church from the Ancient time. Tlie reason of this

representation is, that there were still tlie remains of a church

among the nation where Sliechem was ; that it was among the
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well-disposed nations, is evident from tlie sincerity with wliieh

Charaor and Shecbem spoke to Jacob and his sons (verses

8-12), and from the condescension that Shechem should take
Dinah for a wife (verses 18-24); and this being the case, the
trutli of the church was represented by them. Moreover, the
city Shechem was Abram's first station when he came out of

Syria into the land of Canaan (Gen. xii. 6): and now also

Jacob's first station in coming out of Syria likewise, where
he stretched his tent, made booths, and set an altar (Gen.
xxxiii. 17-20). That by the journeys or sojournings of Abraham
and Jacob were represented progressions into the truths of

faith and the goods of love, which in the supreme sense relate

to the Lord, and in the respective sense to the man who is

regenerated by the Lord, has been frequently shewn above

;

hence by Shechem was signified the first of light, nos. 1440,
1441, consequently interior truth, for this is the first of light.

But the subject treated of in this chapter in the internal sense -

is the posterity of Jacob, how they extinguished in themselves
this first of light or interior truth ; in this sense, which is the
internal historical sense, the sons of Jacob signify all their

posterity ; for the internal sense of the Word treats solely of

the things which are of the Lord's kingdom, thus which are of

His church. The sons of Jacob themselves did not constitute

any church ; but their posterity did constitute a church, yet
not till after they had departed out of Egypt, and not actually
till they came into the land of Canaan. Moreover, as regards 3

this city, which was named after Shechem, it was called of old

Shalem, as appears from the preceding chapter :
" Jacob came

to Shalem, a city of Shechem, which is in the land of Canaan "

(Gen. xxxiii. 18). That by Shalem is signified tranquillity, and
that by the city of Shechem are signified interior truths of faitli,

and that man comes to a tranquil state when he comes to those
truths, see no. 4393. But afterwards the same city was called

Shechem, as is evident from Joshua :
" The bones of Josepli,

which the sous of Israel brought up out of Egypt, they buried in

Shechem, in a part of the field which Jacob bought of the sons
of Chamor the father of Shechem, for a hundred kesitas"
(xxiv. 32) ; and from the book of Judges :

" Gaal the son of
Ebed said to the citizens of Shechem, Who is Abimelech, and
who is Shechem, that we should serve him ? Is not he the son
of Jerubbaal ? and Zobul liis officer ? Serve ye the men {riri)

of Chamor the father of Shechem : and why sliould we serve
him ? " (ix. 28). The same city was afterwards called Sichar, 4

as is evident from John :
" Jesus came into a city of Samaria

called Sichar, near tlie field which Jacob gave to his son Josepli

;

Jacob's fountain was there " (iv. 5, 6) : that by that city is signi-

fied interior trutli, is evident from the above passages, and from
others where it is named ; and also from Ilosea :

" Gilead, a city
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of those who work iniquity, defiled by blood. And as troops wait-

ing for a man (vir), the company of priests commit murder in the

way to Shcchem; because they have done wickedness. I have seen

a filtliy thing in the house of Israel" (vi. 8-10), where by com-

mitting murder in the way to Shechem, is signified that they ex-

tinguisli truths even to interior [Irutlis], thus all external [truths].

The extinction of interior truth is also signified by Abimelech

destroying that city and sowing it with salt (Judges ix. 45).

4431. The son of Chamor the Chivite: that this signifies frota

the Ancients, appears from the signification of a son, who in this

case is Shechem, as denoting the interior truth spoken of just

above; that a son denotes truth, see nos. 489, 491, 533, 1147,

2G23, 3373, 4257 ; and from the representation of Chamor, as

denoting the father of that truth, thus denoting from the

Ancients ; for the truth which was interior in the rituals and

representatives, emanated from the church which was from the

Ancient time, and because this was so, Chamor is also called the

Chivite ; for the Chivite nation M'as that by which such truth

anions the Ancients was signified, because from Ancient time

they had been in such truth, and hence it is that Chamor is here

called the Chivite. By all the nations in the land of Canaan some
good or truth of the church in the Ancient time was signified, for

the Most Ancient church, which was celestial, was in that land

(no. 41 IG) ; but as those nations, like the rest among whom the

church was, turned away afterwards to idolatry, therefore also

idolatries are signified by them. Nevertheless, as interior

truth was signified by the Chivites from the Ancient time, and

they were among the better disposed nations in whom iniquity

was not so consummated, that is, the truth of the church

was not so extinguished, as in others, therefore the Chivite

Gibeonites were preserved by the Lord's Providence through

tlie covenant which Joshua and the pi'inces made with them
(Joshua ix. 15) ; that they were Chivites, see Joshua ix. 7

;

xi. 19. Erom these considerations, then, it is evident whence
it is that by Shechem the son of Chamor the Chivite is signified

interior truth from the Ancients.

4432. The 2}'>'ince of the land: that this signifies the primary
among the churches, appears from the signification of a prince,

as denoting what is primary, see nos. 1482, 2089 ; and from the

signification of the land, as denoting the Church, see nos. 662,

1066, 1068, 1262,1733, 1850, 2117, 2118, 2928, 3355, 3686, 3705.

4433. And he took her, and lay luith her, and compressed

her: that this signifies that he could not otherwise be con-

joined with the affection of the truth signified by the sons of

Jacob her brethren, appears from the signification of taking

her, lying with her, and compressing lier, as denoting being

conjoined, but not in the lawful manner which is effected

through betrotlial. But that by those words is signified that
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lie could not otherwise be conjoined, cannot appear unless it

be known how the case is. Interior trutli from the Ancients,

which is signified by Shechem the sou of Chamor the Chivite,

is that truth which had been the internal of the church with
the Ancients, and thus which had been the internal in their

statutes, judgments, and laws ; in short, in tlieir rituals and
the like. Those truths were their doctrinals, according to

which they lived, and indeed they were doctrinals of charity,

for in the Ancient time they who were of the genuine church
had no other doctrinals ; they may also be called interior truths

of faith respectively to doctrine, but goods respectively to life.

If any church were to be instituted among the nation descended
from Jacob, it was necessary that they should be initiated into

those truths and goods ; for unless internal things are in ex-

ternal, that is, unless internal things be thought of whilst the

men of the church are in external things, and unless at the

same time they are affected with internal things, or at least

with external things for the sake of internal, there is not
anything of the church ; for internal things make the church,

inasmuch as the Lord is in them, because in them are the

spiritual and celestial things which are from Him. But the ^

nation descended from Jacob, that is, the Israelitish and Jewish
nation, could not be initiated into those things in the lawful

manner, which is effected through betrothal, because their

external worship did not correspond ; for from their fathers,

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, they received the worship insti-

tuted by Eber, which differed in externals from the worship
of the Ancient church, see nos. 1238, 1241, 1343, 2180 ; and
whereas that worship was different, the interior truths which
were Avith the Ancients could not be conjoined with it in the

lawful manner which is effected through betrothal, but in the

manner which is here descrilied. Hence it may be understood

what is meant when it is said that he could not otherwise be

conjoined with the affection of the truth signified by the sons

of Jacob the brothers of Dinah, But although conjunction 3

might be effected in that manner, according to a law known
also to the Ancients, concerning which see Exod. xxii. 15 [16]

;

Deut. xxii. 28, 29 :—still that nation was such that it did not

in any wise admit any conjunction of the interior truth which
was from the Ancients with the externals of worship which
were among the posterity of Jacob, nos. 4281, 4290, 4293, 4311,

4314, 431G, 4317, therefore with that nation no church could

be instituted, but instead thereof only a representative of a

church, see nos. 4281, 4288, 4311. That tlie nation was sucli,

that tliey not only were incapable of receiving interior truths,

but also that they altogether extinguished those truths in

themselves, was here represented by this, that the sons of

Jacob answered Shechem and Chamor in fraud (verse 13), and
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that afterwards Simeon and Levi smote the city with the mouth
of the sword, and slew Shechem and Chamor (verses 25, 26), and
that the rest of the sons came upon the slain, and spoiled the

city, and took away the flocks, the herds, and whatsoever was in

the city, in the field, and in the house (verses 27-29). Hence
it is evident what is signified by the prophetic enunciations of

Jacob, at that time Israel :
" Simeon and Levi are brethren

;

instruments of violence are their swords. Let not my soul come
into their secret; in their congregation let not my glory be united

;

because in their anger they killed a man, and in their good

pleasure they hamstrung an ox. Cursed he their anger, for it

was vehement ; and their fury, for it was grievous ; I will divide

them into Jacob, and scatter them into Israel " (Gen. xlix. 5-7).

4434. And his soul clave unto Dinah: that this signifies

propensity to conjunction, appears from the signification of the

soul cleaving, as denoting propensity ; that it was a propensity

to conjunction, is evident, because the things which are of

conjugial love, in the internal sense involve spiritual con-

junction, which is that of truth with good, and of good wdth

truth. The things which are of conjugial love in the internal

sense involve that conjunction, because conjugial love derives

its origin from the marriage of truth and good, and of good

and truth, see nos. 2618, 2727-2729, 2737, 2803, 3132; hence

also in the Word, the adulterations of good are meant by
adulteries, and the falsifications of truth by whoredoms, nos.

2466, 2729, 2750, 3399. Erom these considerations it may
appear, that by all these things which are related of Shechem
and of Dinah in this chapter, nothing else is meant, in the

internal sense, than the conjunction of the truth represented

by Shechem, with the affection of truth represented by Uinah,

thus that by these words, " His soul clave unto Dinah," is

signified propensity to conjunction. AVhereas in this whole

chapter the subject treated of is conjugial love towards

Dinah, and that he asked her for a wife, and as spiritual

conjunction is signified by those things which are of con-

jugial love, it is allowed to confirm from the Word that

nothing else is involved in marriages and in the things which
are of marriages, whenever they are mentioned in the Word.
In the Apocalypse :

" Let us rejoice and exult, and let us give

glory to Him, for the time of the marriage of the Lamh is come,

and His vnfe hath made herself ready. . . .. Blessed are they

who are called unto the supper of the marriage of the Lamh "

(xix. 7, 9). Again :
" I saw the holy city, the new Jerusalem,

coming down from God out of heaven, prepared as a hride

adorned for her hushand. . . . One of the seven angels spoke

with me, saying. Come, I will shew thee the hride, the Zamh's

wife. And he carried me away in the spirit upon a great and
high mountain, and shewed me the great city, the holy Jeru-
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salem, descending out of heaven from God" (xxi. 2, 0, 10).

That in these passages by the states of betrothal and marriage

nothing else is signified than the Lord's conjunction with the

church through truth and good, is very manifest, for the holy
city and the new Jerusalem is nothing else than the church.

That a city is the truth of the church, see nos. 402, 2268,

2449, 2451, 2712, 2943, 3216. That Jerusalem is the spiritual

church, see nos. 402, 2117, 3654. In Malachi :
" Judah hath 3

acted treacherously, and an abomination hath been done in

Israel and in Jerusalem ; for Judah hath profaned the holiness

of Jehovah, because he liatli loved and hctrothcd to himself the

daughter of a strange god. . . . Jehovah hath been witness be-

tween thee and hetween the wife of thy youth, against whom
thou hast acted treacherously " (ii. 11,14); where loving and
betrothing the daughter of a strange god is conjoining oneself

M'ith falsity instead of truth, which is the wife of youth. In 4

Ezekiel :
" Thou hast taken thy sons and thy daughters, whom

thou hast brought forth unto me, and hast sacrificed to devour.

Is it a small thing concerning thy whoredoms ? . . . Thou art

the daughter of thy mother, who loathed her husband and her

sons; and thou art the sister of thy sisters, who loathed their

husbcLuds and their sons " (xvi. 20,45), speaking of the abomina-
tions of Jerusalem, which, as they were from evils and falsities,

are described in that chapter by such things as are contrary to

marriages, namely, by adulteries and whoredoms ; the husbands
whom they loathed are goods, the sons are truths, and the

daughters, affections thereof. In Isaiah :
" Sing, thou barren, 5

who hast not borne; break forth into singing and cry aloud,

thou that hast not travailed : because more are the sons of the

desolate than the so7is of the married woman. . . . Thou shalt

not remember any more the reproach of thy tvidoivhood, be-

cause thy maker is thy husband ; Jehovah Zebaoth is His name,
and thy Eedeemer the Holy One of Israel, The God of the

whole earth is He called : for Jehovah hath called thee like a

woman left and afflicted in spirit, and a wife of youth when
she is put away, said thy God. . . . All thy sons shall be

taught of Jehovah, and much shall be the peace of thy sons
"

(liv. 1, 4-6, 13). Inasmuch as by marriage is signified the

conjunction of truth and good, and of good and truth, it may
appear what is signified by husband and wife, by sons and
daughters, by widows, by the put away or divorced, and by
bringing forth, travailing, being desolate and barren, for these

expressions have relation to marriage : the particular significa-

tion of each expression, in the spiritual sense, has been fre-

quently shewn in the explanations above. In the same 6

prophet :
" For the sake of Zion I will not be silent, and for

the sake of Jerusalem I will not rest ; ... it shall not 1)0 said

to thee any longer (tliou art) forsaken, . . . but thy land shall
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be called married : for Jehovah shall be well pleased in thee,

and thy land shall he married ; because as a youth sJiall marry
(( viryin, thy sons shall marry thee, and there shall be the joy

of a hrideyroom over a hride : thy God shall rejoice over thee
"

(Ixii. 1, 4, 5). He who does not know the internal sense

of the Word, may suppose that such expressions in the Word
are merely comparative, like many which occur in common
discourse ; and hence, that the church is compared to a

daughter, to a virgin, and to a wife, and that thus the things

which are of faith and charity are compared to those things

which are of marriage. But in the Word, all things are re-

presentative of spiritual antl celestial things, and are real

correspondences ; for the Word descended from heaven, and
consequently in its origin it is Divine celestial and spiritual,

to which those things correspond which are of the sense of the

letter. Hence it is that the things which are of the heavenly

marriage, which is the conjunction of good and truth, fall into

correspondent things, and thus into those things which are of

7 marriages on earth. Hence also it is that tlie Lord likened

the kingdom of the heavens, that is, His kingdom in heaven,

and His kingdom in the earth, which is the church, to " a

man, a king, who made a marriage for his son, and invited

several thereto " (Matt. xxii. 2 and following verses) ; and
also to " ten virgins, who took their lamps, and went forth to

meet the hridegrooin " (Matt. xxv. 1 and following verses).

And again, the Lord called those who are of the church, sons of

the marriage :
" Jesus said. Can the sons of the marriage mourn,

so long as the hrideyroom is with them ; but the days shall

come when the hridegroom shall be taken away from them, and
8 then shall they fast " (Matt. ix. 15). Hence also the affection

of good and the affection of truth are called the joy and glad-

ness of the bridegroom and of the bride, because heavenly joy

is from those affections and in them ; as in Isaiah :
" Thy sons

shall marry thee, and there shall be the joy of a hridegroom

over a hride : Jehovah thy God shall rejoice over thee

"

(Ixii. 5). In Jeremiah :
" The voice of joy and the voice of

gladness, and the voice of tlte hridegroom and the voice of the

hride, the voice of them that say. Confess ye to Jehovah, for

Jehovah is good " (xxxiii. 11). In the same prophet :
" I will

cause to cease from the cities of Judah and from the streets of

Jerusalem, the voice of joy, and the voice of gladness, the voice

of the hridegroom and the voice of the hride ; for the land shall

go into wasteness " (vii. 34; xvi. 9; xxv. 10). And in the

Apocalypse :
" The light of a candle sliall not shine any more

in J)abylon, and the voice of the hridegroom and of the hride

9 shall not be heard any more therein " (xviii. 23). Inasmuch
as marriages on earth through love truly conjugial correspond

to the heavenly marriage, which is that of good and truth,
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therefore the laws recorded in the Word concerning betrothals

and marriages correspond altogether to the spiritual laws of

the heavenly marriage ; as that they should marry only one
wife (Mark x. 2-8

; Luke xvi. 18) ; for in the heavenly marriage

good cannot be conjoined except with its own truth, and truth

with its own good ; for supposing it to be conjoined with any
other truth than its own, the good would not subsist at all, but
would be torn asunder and thus perish. In the spiritual

church, the wife represents good, and tlie man (vir) represents

truth ; whereas in the celestial church the husband represents

good, and the wife truth ; and, what is an arcanum, they not

only represent those princi2:)les, but also actually correspond to

them. The laws also which are recorded in the Old Testament lo

concerning marriages, in like manner have a correspondence
witli the laws of the heavenly marriage, as those in Exod. xxi.

7-11 ; xxii. 15, 16 [16, 17] ; xxxiv. 16 ; Numb, xxxvi. 6 ; Deut.

vii. 3, 4 ; xxii. 28, 29 ; and also the laws concerning the for-

bidden degrees, Levit. xviii. 6-20, concerning each of which,

by the Divine mercy of the Lord, we shall speak elsewhere.

That the degrees and laws of marriages derive their origin

from the laws of truth and of good, which are the laws of the

heavenly marriage, and that they have relation to them, is

evident from the following passage in Ezekiel :
" The priests,

the Levites, shall not take to themselves for their wwcs a, widow,
or her that is put away, but virgins of the seed of the house
of Israel ; and they shall take a vndotu who hath been the

widow of a priest " (xliv. 22), speaking of the holy city, the

new Jerusalem, and of the heavenly Canaan, which, it is

manifest, are the Lord's kingdom and His church ; conse-

(piently by the Levites are not signified the Levites, nor by a

widow and her that is put away are there signified a widow and
her that is put away, but such things as they correspond to.

4435. And he loved the damsel, and spolx unto her heart

:

that this signifies love, is evident without explanation.

4436. And Sheehem said unto Chamor his father : that this

signifies thought from the truth which was with the Ancients,

appears from the signification of saying, in the historicals of

the Word, as denoting perception and thus thought, see no.

3395 ; and from the representation of Sheehem the son of

Chamor, as denoting the truth which was among the AnCients,

see nos. 4430, 4431. Hence it is evident that by Sheehem
said unto Chamor his father, is signified thought from the

truth which prevailed with tlie Ancients.

4437. Saying, Get me this girl for a woman : that this

signifies that he was willing to be conjoined witli the affection

of that truth, appears from the signification of the girl, here

Dinah, as denoting the affection of the trutli signified by the

sons of Jacob her brethren, see nos. 4427, 4433 ; and from the
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signification of getting or taking for a woman, as denoting being

conjoined, see above, no. 4434.

4438. Verses 5-7. And Jacob heard that he had polluted

Dinah his daughter ; and his sons icere ivith his acquisition in

the field ; and Jacob u:as silent until they came. And Chamor
the father of Shcchem tvent out unto Jacob, to speak with him.

And the sons of Jacob came from the field : when they heard it,

and tlie men grieved, and they were very wroth, because he had
done folly in Israel, in lying vnth the daughter of Jacob; and
thus it ought not to be done. And Jacob [heard that he had
'polluted Dinah his daughter, signifies conjunction not legitimate

;

Jacob liere is tlie external Ancient church : and his sons were

with his acquisition in the field, signifies that his posterity were
in their religiosity : and Jacob was silent until they came, signi-

fies consultation from the truths of faith which belonged to

him and his posterity : and Chamor the father of Shechon went

out unto Jacob to speak with him, signifies consultation about the

truth of that church : and the sons of Jacob came from the field,

signifies that they consulted from their religiosity
;
[ivhen they

heard it,] and the me7i grieved, and they were very wroth, signi-

fies that they were in evil against the truth of the church
among the Ancients : because he had done folly in Israel, in lying

with the daughter of Jacob ; and thus it ought not to be done,

signifies [that the] conjunction [was] illicit in their eyes, con-

trary to the trutli which they had.

4439. And Jacob heard that he had p>olluted Diiuth his

daughter: that this signifies conjunction not lawful, namely,
with the affection of truth, which was of the external church
here represented by Jacob, appears from the signification of

polluting, as denoting conjunction not lawful : for by marriages

is signified lawful conjunction, no. 4434, hence by their pollu-

tion is signified conjunction not lawful, concerning which see

no. 4433 ; from the representation of Dinah, as denoting the

affection of all things of faith, and the church thence, see no.

4427 ; and from the representation of Jacob, who here is the

external Ancient church. The external Ancient church is here

signified by Jacob, because that church was to have been
instituted among his posterity ; and it would have been
instituted, if his posterity had received the interior truths

which prevailed among the Ancients. That that church is here

represented by Jacob, is evident also from the series in this

chapter, for he was not in counsel with his sons that they
should smite the city, and kill Chamor and Shechem ; where-
fore, also, he said to Simeon and Levi :

" Ye have troubled me
to make me to stink to the inhabitant of the land " (verse 30)

;

and in the prophetic enunciation before his death :
" Let not

my soul come into their secret ; in their congregation let not

my glory be united ; because in their anger they killed a man^
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and in their good pleasure they hamstrung an ox " (Gen.
xlix. 6) ; and, moreover, in several passages in the Word, the

external Ancient church is represented by Jacob, see nos. 422,
4286. Jacob represents that church, because in the supreme
sense he represents the Lord's Divine natural, to which the

external cliurch corresponds ; but by his sons are signified the

posterity who extinguished in themselves the truth which pre-

vailed among the Ancients, and thus destroyed that which
was of the church ; thus nothing remained with them but a

representative of a church, nos. 4281, 4288, 4289, 4303.

4440. A7id his sons were tvith his acquisition in the field

:

that this signifies that his posterity were in their religiosity,

appears from the signification of his sons, as denoting his

posterity ; from the signification of acquisition, as denoting
external truths, see nos. 1435, 4391 ; and from the signification

of a field, as denoting the church, see nos. 2971, 3766. Hence,
by his sons being with his acquisition in the field, is signified

that they were in their religiosity ; for such [a principle] of

the church as prevailed among them is to be called a religiosity,

because it was external worship without internal.

4441. And Jacob was silent until they came : that this signi-

fies consultation from the truths of faith which belonged to him
and his posterity, appears from the signification of being silent,

as denoting thinking and consulting tacitly ; and from the

signification of until they came, namely, his sons, as denoting
from the truths of faith which belonged to him and to his

posterity. That sons denote truths, see nos. 489, 491, 533, 1147,
2623, 3373, 4257. Inasmuch as consultation was made with
his sons, thus with the truths signified by the sons of Jacob, it

was consequently made from the truths which belonged to him
and his posterity.

4442. And Chamor the father of Sliechcm went out unto
Jacob to speak with him : that this signifies consultation about
the truth of that church, appears from the representation of

Chamor the father of Shechem, as denoting the truth of the

Ancients, see nos. 4430, 4431 ; from the representation of

Jacob, as denoting the external Ancient church, see just above,

no. 4439 ; and from the signification of speaking with him, as

denoting consulting : hence by those words is signified con-

sultation about the truth of that church. He who does not 2

know that by names in the Word are signified things, will

wonder that by these words, " Chamor the father of Shechem
went out unto Jacob to speak with him," is signified the consult-

ation of the truth of the church among the Ancients with the

truth which was according to the Ancient church to be esta-

blished among the posterity of Jacob ; but he will not wonder
who knows that such is the internal sense of the Word ; nor
indeed will they wonder, who, by reading the books of the
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Ancients, have made themselves acquainted with their manner
of writing. Eor it was common with them to introduce things

as it were speaking together, as wisdom, intelligence, the

sciences, and the like ; and also to give them names, whereby-

such things were signified : this was the origin of the gods and

demigods of the old heathens, and also of the persons whom
tliey leigned in order that they might describe things in a

3 historical form. The old Sophi derived this custom from the

Ancient church, which was dispersed over a great part of the

Asiatic world, nos. 1238, 2385 ; for they who were of the

Ancient church described sacred things by representatives and

signiticatives : but the Ancient church derived it from the

mouth of the Most Ancient people who were before the Hood,

see nos. 920, 1409, 1977, 2896, 2897 ; and these from heaven,

for they had communication with heaven, nos. 784, 1114-1125
;

for the first heaven, which is the ultimate of the three, is in

such representatives and significatives ; hence it is that the

Word was written in such a style. But the AVord has this

peculiar characteristic above the writings of the old heathens,

that each of the things contained in it in a continuous series

represent the celestial and spiritual things of the Lord's king-

dom, and in the supreme sense, the Lord Himself ; and that

the historicals themselves are also such ; and, what is more,

that they are real correspondences, and these continuous through

the three heavens from the Lord.

4443. And the sons of Jacob came from the field : that this

signifies that they consulted from their religiosity, appears

from the signification of the sons of Jacob, as denoting the

nation which was from them, among which a representative of

the church was instituted ; and from the signification of a field,

as denoting a religiosity, see above, no. 4440 ; that coming

from it denotes consultation from it, follows from the series,

and also from this, that it is their religiosity of which coming

[from] is predicated.

4444. When they heard it, and the men grieved, and they

loere very wroth : that this signifies that they were in evil

against the truth of the church among the Ancients, appears

from the signification of grieving, and being very wrotli, as here

denoting being in evil ; that it was against the truth of the

church among the Ancients, follows of consequence, because it

was against Shechem the son of Chamor, by. whom the truth

among the Ancients is signified, as was said above in nos. 4430,

4431. That they were in evil, is evident from what follows,

f(;r they spoke in fraud (verse 13) ; and then, after Shechem
and Chamor had condescended to their words, they killed them
(verse 25-29): hence it is that by grieving and being very

wroth is here signified that they were in evil. It appears as if

it were zeal, because he lay with their sister, according to the
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words which immediately follow :
" Because he had wrought

folly in Israel in lying with the daughter of Jacob, and thus it

ought not to be done ;
" and in the end of the chapter :

" They
said. Shall he make our sister as a harlot ?" (verse 31) ; but it

was not zeal, for zeal cannot be given with any one who is in

evil, but only with him who is in good, for zeal has good in

itself, no. 4164. The religiosity, indeed, which existed among 2

their posterity, in itself had good, for all the things in general

and particular thereof represented the celestial and spiritual

things which are of the Lord's kingdom ; but as to those who
were in it, it had nothing of good, for they were only in ex-

ternals without internals, as was shewn above. The case herein

is like that of the religiosity of that nation, in which they are

at this day, for they acknowledge Moses and the prophets, and
thus the Word : this religiosity in itself is holy, but as to them
it is not holy, for in every single thing in tlie Word they look

to themselves, and thereby they make the Word worldly, yea,

earthly ; for they do not know that there is in it anything
heavenly, nor is this any matter of concern to them. They who
are in such a state, cannot be in good when in their religiosity,

but in evil, since nothing celestial flows in, for this they extin-

guish in themselves. According to the law, known also in the 3

Ancient church, it was ordained that he who compressed a
virgin should give a dowry and should take her to wife, according

to these words in Moses :
" If a man (vir) persuade a virgin who

is not betrothed, and lie with her, by dowry he shall endow her

to himself for a wife ; if her father refusing refuse to give her
unto him, he shall weigh silver according to the dowry of

virgins " (Exod. xxii. 15, 16 [16, 17]) ; and in another place :
" If

a man (t'lV) find a damsel, a virgin, who is not betrothed, and lay

hold of her, and lie with her, and they be found, the man (vir)

who lay with her shall give unto the father of the damsel fifty of

silver, and she shall be his wife, because he compressed her

;

and he shall not be able to put her away all his days " (Deut.

xxii. 28, 29). That this same law was known to the Ancients,

is very manifest from Shechem's words to the father and
brothers of the damsel :

" Shechem said unto her father, and
unto her brethren, Let me find grace in your eyes, and what ye
say unto me, I will give ; multiply upon me exceedingly dowry
and gift, and I will give according as ye shall say unto me ; and
give me the damsel for a woman " (Gen. xxxiv. 11, 12) ; and
because Shechem was willing to fulfil that law, and the brethren

of Dinah consented, if he would become like tliem, by circum-

cising every male, according to the words which follow

:

" Nevertheless, in this will we consent unto you, if ye be as we
are, to circumcise to you every male ; and we will give our
daughters unto you, and we will take your daughters to us, and
we will dwell with you, and we will become one people " (ver.
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in, 10). Hence it is evident that they did not act from the

law, thus not from good ; but contrary to the law, consequently

^ froni evil. By the law, indeed, it was required that they

should not enter into marriages with the nations ; concerning

which law it is written in Moses :
" Lest thou take of their

daughters to thy sons, and their daughters go a whoring after

their gods, and cause thy sons to go a whoring after their gods
"

(Exod. xxxiv. IG) ; and in another place :
" Thou shalt not con-

tract aftinity with the nations ; thy daughter thou shalt not give

unto his son, and his daughter thou shalt not take to thy son

;

because he will turn away thy son from following me, that they

may serve other gods " (Ueut. vii. 3, 4). But this law was
enacted concerning the idolatrous nations, lest by marriages

they should turn aside from worship truly representative to

idolatrous worship ; for when they became idolaters, tliey could

no longer represent the celestial and spiritual things of the Lord's

kingdom, but their opposites, such as infernal things, since in

this case they called forth from hell a certain devil whom they

worshipped, and to whom they applied Divine representatives
;

wherefore it is said, lest they should go a whoring after other

gods ;—also for this reason, that by the nations were signified

evils and falsities with which the goods and truths, which they

[the children of Israel] represented, were not to be mixed; con-

sequently, diabolical and infernal things were not to be mixed
; with celestial and spiritual, see no. 3024. But it was never

forbidden them to contract matrimony with the nations which
accepted their worship, and who, after they had been circum-

cised, acknowledged Jehovah ; those they called sojourners

sojourning with them, concerning whom it is thus written in

Moses :
" If a sojourner shall sojourn vjith thee, and will keep

the passover unto Jehovah, every male shall he circumcised to

him, and then he shall draw near to keep it, and shall be as a

native of the land ; . . . . one la7v shall be to the native and to

the sojourner who sojourncth in the midst of you" (Exod. xii. 48,

49) ; and in another place :
" When a sojourner shall have so-

journed with you, let him keep the passover unto Jehovali,

according to the statute of the passover, and according to the

statutes thereof, so sliall he do. One statute shall hefor you, both

for the sojourner and for the native of the land" (Numb. ix. 14).

Tlicy were called sojourners sojourning in the midst of them
and with them, because sojourning signified being instructed,

and thus a sojourner signified those who suffered themselves to

be instructed in statutes and doctrinals : that this is the signifi-

cation of sojourning and of a sojourner, see nos. 1463, 2025,

3672. Again :
" If a sojourner shall have sojourned with you,

who shall make a fire-offering of an odor of rest unto Jehovah,

as ye do, so shall he do. As to the congregation (concio), one

staiute shall he for you and for the sojourner that sojourncth, a
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statute of eternity into your generations ; as ye are, so shall the

sojourner he before Jehovah ; one laic and one judgvicvt shall he

for you and for the sojourner sojonrning vnth you" (Numb. xv.

14-16). Also in another place :
" The sojourner sojovrning with

you shall he to you as a nativefrom among you" (Levit. xix. 34) ;

" One judgment shall he to you, as it is to the sojourner, so shall it

he to the native " (xxiv. 22). That this statute was known not 6

only to Jacob and his sons, but also to Shechem and Chamor,
is evident from their words. Eor the statutes, judgments, and
laws, which were given to the Israelitish and Jewish nation,

were not new, but were such as had previously existed in the
Ancient church, and in the second Ancient church which was
called the Hebrew, from Eber, as has been shewn throughout.

That thence that law was known, is evident from the words of

the sons of Jacob :
" The sons of Jacob said unto Chamor and

Shechem, We cannot do this thing, to give our sister to a man
who hath a foreskin, because this is a reproach unto us ; never-

theless, in this will we consent unto you, if ye be as we are, to

circumcise to you every male ; and we will give our daughters
unto you, andwe will take youridaughters to us, and we will dwell
with you, and we will hecor^e one people " (verses 14-10) ; and
from the words of Chamor and Shechem, since they not only
consented, but also caused themselves and every male of their

city to be circumcised (verses 18-24). Hence it is evident that 7

Shechem was made such as the sojourner spoken of in the law,

and thus that he might have taken the daughter of Jacob for a

woman ; consequently, that the killing of them was a wicked
deed, as Jacob also testified before his deatli (Gen. xlix. 5-7).

That not only Judah, but also Moses, and likewise the kings
of the Jews and Israelites, besides many of the people, married
wives from the nations, is evident from the historicals of the
Word ; which wives, it is not to be doubted, received their

statutes, judgments, and laws, and were acknowledged as

sojourners.

4445. Because he had done folly in Israel, in lying with the

daughter of Jacoh, and thus it ought not to he done : that this

signifies [that the] conjunction [was] illicit in their eyes, contrary

to the truth which they had, appears from the signification of

doing folly in lying with the daughter of Jacob, as denoting
illicit conjunction. That lying with her and thereby polluting

her, is conjunction not lawi'ul, see above, no. 4439 ; it is said, in

Israel, because by Israel is signified the internal of the church
;

and afterwards it is said, the daughter of Jacob, because by
Jacob is signified the external of the church ; that Israel is the

internal of the church, and Jacob the external, see nos. 4286,
4292, 4439. That in their eyes it appeared illicit, although it

was allowable, may be manifest from what has been said and
shewn above, no. 4444, and in othei- places.
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4446. Verses 8-12. And Chamor spoke with them, saying,

Shechcm my son, his soul lonyethfor your daughter ; give her, I
pray you, to him for a woman. And join relationships loithus;

give your daughters unto ns, and take our daughters unto you.

And ye shall dwell ivith us; and the land shall he hefore you

;

dwell ye, wander through it trading, and possess ye in it. And
Sliechem said unto her father, and unto her brethren. Let me find
grace in your eyes ; and ivhat yc shall say unto me, I ivill give.

Multiply upon me exceedingly dowry and gift, and I tvill give

according as ye shall say unto me : and give me the damsel for a
woman. And Chamor spoke with them, saying, signifies the good
of the church among the Ancients : Shechcm my son, signifies

truth thence : his soul longeth for your daughter, give her, Ipray
you, to him for a iwma7i, signifies the desire of conjunction with

this new church which externally appears like the Ancient

:

and join relationships ivith us, give your daughters unto us, and.

take our daughters unto you, signifies the union of goods and
truths : and ye shall dwell ivith us, signifies life : and the land

shall be hefore you, dwell ye, signifies the church which is one :

ivander through it trading, and pf^sess ye in it, signifies dogmas
from a general [principle] which <',v9^^tl agree together : and
Shechcm said unto her father and unto her brethren, signifies the

consultation of truth from the Ancient Divine stock with the

good and truth of this religiosity : let me find grace in your eyes,

and what yc shall say unto me, I will give, signifies if they had
a like mind on their part, as he had on his part : midtiply upon
m.e exceedingly dowry and gift, and I loill give according as ye

shall say unto me, signifies that he will accept those things

which are with them, and will make them his own : and
give me the damsel for a uvman, signifies only let there he
conjunction.

4447. A7id Chamor spoke with them, saying : that this signi-

fies the good of the church among the Ancients, appears from
the representation of Chamor, as denoting from the Ancients,

see no. 4431, namely, the good of the church from them ; for

the good of the church is the father, and the truth thence,

which in this case is Shechem, is the son : hence, also, in the

Word, by a father is signified good, and by a son, truth. It

is here said the good of the church among the Ancients, but
not the good of the Ancient church, because by the church
amongst the Ancients is meant the church derived from the

Most Ancient church, which was before the flood ; and by the

Ancient church is meant the church which was after the flood.

Those two churches have been occasionally treated of in the

preceding explanations, and it has been shewn that the Most
Ancient church which was before the flood was celestial, but

the Ancient church which was after the flood was spiritual

;

2 the difference of each has also often been treated of. The
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remains of the Most Ancient church, which was celestial, were
still in the land of Canaan, especially among those who were
called Chittites and Chivites. The reason why they did not
exist elsewhere, was that the Most Ancient church, which
was called Man or Adam, nos. 478, 479, was in the land of

Canaan, consequently the garden of Eden was there, by which
there was signified the intelligence and wisdom of the men of

that church, nos. 100, 1588 ; and by the trees therein, their

perception, nos. 103, 2163, 2722, 2972; and whereas intelli-

gence and wisdom was signified by that garden or paradise, the

church itself is likewise meant thereby, and consequently

heaven also ; and since heaven is meant, in the supreme sense

the Lord is also meant. Hence it is that the land of Canaan
in the supreme sense signifies the Lord ; in the respective sense,

heaven and the church ; and in the singular sense, a man of

the church, nos. 1413, 1437, 1607, 3038, 3481, 3705. Hence,
also, it is that when the earth is simply named in the Word, it

has a like signification, nos. 566, 662, 1066, 1068, 1413, 1607,

3355 ; and that a new heaven and a new earth denote a new
church as to its internal and external, nos. 1733, 1850, 2117,

2118, 3355. That the Most Ancient church was in the land of

Canaan, see no. 567 ; that hence arose the representatives of

places, and that on this account Abram was ordered to go
thither ; that that land also was given to his posterity from
Jacob, in order that the representatives of places might be
retained, according to which the Word might be written, see

no. 3686. And that hence all the places there, both mountains
and rivers, and all the borders round about, were made repre-

sentative, nos. 1585, 1866, 4240. From these considerations it

,

is evident what is here meant by the churcli among the

Ancients, namely, the remains of the Most Ancient church

:

and as those remains existed among the Chittites and Chivites,

therefore also Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, with their wives,

gained a place of burial among the Chittites in their land (Gen.

xxiii. 1 to the end; xlix. 29-32 ; 1. 13) ; and Joseph with the

Chivites (Joshua xxiv. 32). Chamor the father of Shechem
represented the remains of that church ; wherefore by him is

signified the good of the church among the Ancients, conse-

quently, the origin of interior truth from a Divine stock, no.

4399. Concerning the difference between the Most Ancient
church which was before the flood, and the Ancient church

which was after the flood, see nos. 597, 607, 608, 640, 641, 765,

784, 895, 920, 1114-1128, 1238, 1327, 2896, 2897.

4448. Shechem my son : that this signifies the truth thence,

appears from the representation of Shechem as denoting

interior truth, see no. 4430, thus truth thence, namely, from
tbe good which is Chamor, no. 4447 ; for all the truth of the

church is from its good, and truth never exists from any other

VOL. VI. K
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source. This truth, which is represented by Shechem, is called

interior truth, and in its essence is no other than the good of

charity. For the Most Ancient church, being celestial, was
in the good of love to the Lord, and thence in the perception

cf all truth, because the men of that church were almost

as the angels, they also had communication with the angels,

and thence derived their perception ; wherefore, they never

reasoned concerning any truth of faith, but said, because they

perceived from heaven, that it is so ; and this to such an
extent, that they were not even willing to mention faith, but

charity in its stead, see nos. 202, 337, 2715, 2718, 324G.

Hence it is that by interior truth the good of charity is here

meant. That the remains of that church were with Chamor the

2 Chivite, and his son Shechem, see just above, no. 4447. The
case was otherwise with the Ancient Church, which was spirit-

ual : this churcli was not in love to the Lord, like the Most
Ancient church, but in charity towards the neighbor ; and since

they could not arrive at charity except through the truth of

faith, of which they had no perception, as the Most Ancient

had, therefore they then began to discuss concerning the truth,

whether it was so. Concerning the difference between the

celestial who had perception, and the spiritual who have not,

see nos. 2088, 2GG9, 2708, 2715, 3235, 3240, 3246, 3887.

4449. His soul longeth for your daughter, give her, I fray
you, to him for a u-oman : that this signifies a desire for con-

junction with this new church, which externally appears like

the Ancient, is manifest from the signification of the soul

longing for, as denoting desire ; from the representation of

Dinah, who in this case is the daughter, as denoting the affec-

tion of truth, consequently the church, for the church is the

church from the affection of truth ; this is here meant by that

new church ; and from the signification of giving her for a
2 woman (mulicr), as denoting conjunction, see no. 4434. As
regards this, that this new church, which was established among
the posterity of Jacob, appears externally like the Ancient, let

it be known, that the statutes, judgments, and laws, commanded
by Moses to the Israelitish and Jewish nation, did not differ

from those which existed in the Ancient church, as those

relating to betrothals and marriages, to servants, to the animals

which were fit or unfit for food, to the cleansings, to the feasts,

the tabernacles, the perpetual fire, and many other things
;

also to the altars, the burnt-offerings, the sacrifices, the liba-

tions, whicli were received in the second Ancient church, which
was from Eber ; which, it is very manifest from the historicals

of the Word, were known previous to their being commanded
3 to that nation. To shew only that altars, burnt-offerings, and
sacrifices were known, it is related concerning Balaam, that he
ordered seven altars to be built, and burnt -offerings and sacri-
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fices of bullocks and rams to be offered upon tlieni (Xumb.
xxiii. 1, 2, 14, 15, 29) ; and, moreover, it is said in many places,
concerning the nations, that their altars were destroyed ; and
also concerning the prophets of Baal, whom Elijah slew, that
they sacrificed. Hence it may clearly appear that the sacri-

fices which were commanded to the people of Jacob were not
new

; nor were the rest of the statutes, judgments, and laws ;

—

but as these things had been rendered idolatrous among the
nations, especially because by such things they worshipped
some profane god, and thereby turned aside to infernal things
those things which represented Divine things, besides that they
had added many others, therefore those things were revoked
in order that the representative worship, which was of the
Ancient church, might be restored. Hence it may appear
manifest that this new church, which was instituted among
the posterity of Jacol), appeared externally like the Ancient
church.

4450. And join rclationsMps with us ; give your daughters
unto us, and tahe our daughters unfo you : that this signifies

the union of goods and truths, appears from the signification of
joining relationships, as denoting union, see no. 4434 ; and
from the signification of daughters, as denoting affections, thus
goods, see nos. 489-491, 2362, 3963 ; that the union was with
truths, is signified by giving unto us and taking unto you, for

by Shechem and by the sons of Jacob are signified truths, as

was shewn above. Hence it is evident that by those words is

signified the union of goods and truths ; that is to say, that

through this union that new church would be like the Ancient,
not only in its external, but in its internal appearance.

4451. And ye shall divell with us : that this signifies life,

appears from the signification of dwelling, as denoting living,

see nos. 1293, 3384, 3613 ; thus dwelling with us denotes living

together, and making one church.

4452. Ayid the land shall he before you, dwell ye: tliat this

signifies the church, which is one, appears from the signification

of the land, as denoting the church, see nos. 566, 662, 1066,
1068, 1413, 1607, 3355, 4447 ; and from the signification of

dwelling with us, as denoting living together, see just above,
no. 4451, thus that the church should be one.

4453. Wander tlmnigli, it trading, and j^ossess ye in it : that

this signifies that dogmas from a general [principle] would
agree together, appears from the signification of trading, as

denoting procuring to oneself Knowledges, and also com-
municating, see no. 2967 ; hence, wandering through the land
trading, is entering into the Knowledges of good and truth,

signified by Shechem the son of Cliamor, and by his city ; and
from the signification of possessing in it, as denoting making a

one, thus agreeing together ; for they who possess the land
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together, make a one and agree together. The reason why
tradhig signifies procuring to oneself Knowledges, and also

communicating, is, that in heaven, where the AVord is perceived

according to the internal sense, there is not any trading, for

there is neither gold nor silver there, nor any such things as

are traded with in the world ; wherefore, when mention is

made of trading, in the Word, it is understood in a spiritual

sense, and such a thing is perceived as corresponds thereunto
;

in general, the procuring and conmumication of Knowledges,

and specifically that which is named ; as if gold is named, the

good of love and wisdom is understood, nos. 113, 1551, 1552
;

if silver, the truth which is of intelligence and faith is under-

stood, nos. 1551, 2048, 2954 ; if sheep, rams, kids, and lambs,

with which they used to trade in old time, are mentioned, the

things signified thereby are understood ; and so in other cases

;

2 as in Ezekiel :
" Say unto Tyre, thou that inhabitest upon

the entrances of the sea, the trader of the j)<-oplcs to many
islands : . . . . Tarshish is thy merchant by reason of the multi-

tude of all riches, in silver, in iron, in tin, and in lead, they

gave thy fairs. Javan, Tubal, and Meshech, these are thy

traders in the soul of man, and in vessels of brass, they gave thy

eommcrce The sons of Dedan were tliy traders ; many
isles were the merchandise of thy hand Syria was thy

merehant in the multitude of thy works Judah and the

land of Israel, these were thy trctders in wheat, minnith, and
pannag, and in honey, and oil, and balm, they gave thy

commerce. Damascus was thy merehant in the multitude of

thy works, by reason of the multitude of all riches, in the

wine of Chesbon and the wool of Zachar. Dan and Javan gave

thread in thy fairs. Dedan M'as thy trader in garments of

freedom for the chariot. The Arabian and all the princes of

Kedar, they were the merchants of thy hand, in lambs, and
rams, and he-goats, in these they were thy merchants. The
traders of Sheba and Eaamah, they were thy traders in the

chief of every spice, and by every precious stone and gold, they

gave thy tradings. Charau and Channeh and Eden, the traders

of Sheba, Asshur, Kilmad was thy trader. These were thy

traders with perfections, with mantles of purple, and needle-

work, and with treasures of precious garments, bound with

cords and made of cedar, in thy merehandise ; . . . whence thou

hast been filled, and made very glorious in the heart of the

3 seas " (xxvii. 3 to the end). Erom these and several other

passages in the "Word, it appears that tradings, commerces,

merchandises, and wares, are nothing else than such things as

are of the Knowledges of good and truth ; for wliat has the

prophetic Word to do with the tradings of Tyre, unless spirit-

ual and celestial things are signified by those tradings ? And
this being the case, it manifestly appears that not only are
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other things signified by wares, but also that by the nations there

mentioned are signified those with whom there are such things
;

neither can it be known what they signify except from the

internal sense, as what is signified by Tarshish, Javan, Tubal,

Meshecli, the sons of DeJan, Syria, Judah, Israel, Dan, Javan,

Dedan, the Arabian, Sheba, Kaamah, Charan, Channeh, Eden,

Asshur, Kilmad ; also what by their wares, as silver, iron, tin,

lead, vessels of brass, wheat, minnith, pannag, honey, oil, balm,

wine of Chesbon, wool of Zachar, thread, garments of freedom

for the chariot, lambs, rams, he-goats, spices, precious stones,

gold, mantles of purple, needle- work, cords tied, and work
of cedar. These and similar things signify the goods and
truths which are of the church, and of the Lord's kingdom, and

the Knowledges thereof; wherefore Tyre is there treated of,

because by it are signified Knowledges, no. 1201 ; and whereas

such wares, or goods and truths, are in the Lord's church and
kingdom, therefore also the land of Canaan, by which is signi-

fied the Lord's kingdom and church, was from the Most
Ancient time so named from wares or merchandises ; for in

the original language, Canaan has this signification. From
these considerations it is now evident what is signified by
wandering through the land trading.

4454. A7id Shcchem said unto her father and ttnto her

hrethren : that this signifies consultation of the truth derived

from the Ancient Divine stock with the good and truth of this

religiosity, appears from the signification of saying, as here

denoting consulting; from the representation of Shechem, as

denotins the truth from the Ancient Divine stock, concern-

ing wdiich see above, no. 4447 ; from the signification of the

father, who here is Jacob, as denoting the good of truth, nos.

4273, 4337 ; and from the signification of brethren, who here

are the sons of Jacob, as denoting truths, concerning which see

above. That Shechem is truth from the Ancient Divine stock,

is evident from what was adduced above, no. 4447 ; for Chamor
the Chittite, with his nation and family, had been among the

remains of the Most Ancient church, which was celestial.

That church, above all churches in the whole w^orld, was from

the Divine, for it was in the good of love to the Lord ; their

voluntary and intellectual made a one, thus one mind, where-

fore they had a perception of truth from good, for tlie Lord

flowed in through an internal way into the good of their will,

and through this into the good of the understanding, or truth

;

hence it is tliat that cliurch, in preference to the rest, was

called Man, nos. 477-479, and also the likeness of God, nos. 51,

473, 1013. Hence it is evident why Chamor and Shechem
are said to be from the Ancient Divine stock, as above, no. 4399.

That the Most Ancient church which was called Man, or by

the Hebrew term Adam, had been in the land of Canaan, as
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stated above, no. 4447, is very manifest from their posterity,

who were called Nephilini (Gen. vi. 4) ; and that these were in

the land of Canaan, is stated in Numb. xiii. 33, see no. 581.

But the land of Caanan,. as then called, was all the land from

the river of Egypt to the river Euphrates (Gen. xv. 18).

4455. Let me find grace in your eyes, and wlicd ye slicdl say

unto me, I ivill give : that this signifies if they had a like mind
on their part, as he had on his part, appears from the significa-

tion of finding grace in the eyes of any one, as being a form of

speech involving propensity, concerning which see no. 3980, in

the present case, a propensity to this, that he would give what-

soever they should say to him ; which words, as is evident from

the series in the internal sense, signify, that on his part there

was a mind, if there were a like mind on their part : for giving

what they say, in that sense, is making one with them as to

truth and good.

4456. Midtijjly upon me exceedingly doirry and gift, and I
icill give according as ye shall say unto me: that this signifies

that he will accept those things which are M'itli them, and will

make tliem his own, namely, the external things of the church

which were theirs, with tlie internal which were his, and thus

they together would constitute one church, appears from the

signification of giving according as ye shall say, as denoting

making one with them as to truth and good, see just above, no.

4455. The dowry itself and gift, which he said they should

multiply upon him, signifies agreement into one ; for the dowry,

Avhich was given to a virgin about to be betrothed, was a token

of agreement or consent on both sides. He says that they

should multiply upon him exceedingly dowry and gift, thus

beyond the statute, which ordained fifty of silver, because he lay

with her before he accepted their religiosity, and it was on the

part of Jacob to consent or refuse, according to the law known
also to the ancients, concerning which, see Exod. xxii. 15, 16

[16, 17], especially because conjunction was desired of interior

truth, which is Shechem, with the affection of exterior truth,

which is Dinah. The dowry was a token of agreement or con-

sent, and thus a confirmation of initiation, because weighing

out or giving silver was a sign that it was his, thus that the

virgin was his, and accepting it was reciprocal ; thus the bride

was the bridegroom's, and the bridegroom the bride's.

4457. And give me the damsel for a ivoman: that this signi-

fies only let there be conjunction, appears from the signification

of giving for a woman, as denoting conjunction, see no. 4434;
in the present case it denotes, only let there be conjunction,

because it was not as yet stipulated.

4458. Verses 13-17. Aiid the sons of Jacob answered Shechem
and CJtamor his father in, fraud, and spoke, because he had
polluted Dinah their sister ; and they said unto tlicm, We cannot
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do tlds 'icord,to give our sister to a man who hath cc foreskin;

because this is a i^eproacli unto us. Nevertheless, in this icill wc
consent unto you ; If ye he as we are, to circumcise to you every

male ; and ive will give our daughters unto you, and we will talce

your daughters to us ; and ive ivill dwell with you, and ive will

become one people. And if ye do not hearken unto us, to he cir-

cumcised, and we luill take our daughter, and ivill go. And the

S071S of Jacob ansivcrcd Shcchcm and Cliamor his father in fraud,
signifies evil opinion and intention concerning the truth and
good of the church among the Ancients : and si^oke, because he

had 2Jonutcd Di7iah their sister, signifies that initiation to con-

junction, which could be no other, was made by accession : and
they said, unto them. We cannot do this word, signifies that they

disapproved : to give our sister to a man who hath a foreskin,

signifies unless they would j)lace the truth and good of the

church in representatives, and recede from those things which
they signify : bccaiise this is a reproach unto us, signifies that it

was contrary to them : nevertheless, in this will ive coiisent unto

you, if ye be as ive are, signifies accession to their religiosity : to

circumcise to you, every mcde, signifies an external representative

alone, and thus that they would be pure to them : and we will

give our daughters unto you, and ive will take your daughters to

us, signifies conjunction thereby : and we will dwell with you,

signifies as to life : and we will become one people, signifies as to

doctrine : and if ye do not hearken unto us, to be circumcised,

signifies unless they departed from their truths, and acceded to

external representatives: and we will take our daughter, and
will go, signifies that there would be no conjunction.

4459. And the sons of Jacob answered Shechem and Chamor
his father in fraud : that this signifies evil opinion and in-

tention respecting the truth and good of the cliurch among
the Ancients, appears from the representation of Shechem, as

denoting the truth among the Ancients, or, what is the same
thing, truth from the Ancient Divine stock, concerning which
see nos. 4899, 4454; from the representation of Chamor, as

denoting the good from which that truth was, see nos. 4399,

4431, 4447, 4454; and from the signification of fraud, as

denoting evil opinion and intention ; for fraud in general

involves evil against another, and against those things which
he speaks and acts ; since he who is in fraud, thinks and
intends differently from another, which also appears from the

effect spoken of in this chapter. Hence it is evident that

l)y the sons of Jacob answering Shechem and Chamor his

father in fraud, is signified evil o])inion and intention respecting

the truth and good of the church among the Ancients. The 2

sons of Jacob, or his posterity, could have no other than an evil

opinion and intention concerning the truth and good of the

internal man, because they were in externals without internals,
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110s. 4281, 4203, 4307, 4420, 4433 ; and also made internal

things of no account, and therefore altogether despised them.

Such, also, is that nation at this day ; and such are all they
who are only in externals ; they who are in externals alone, do
not even know what it is to be in internals, for they do not

know what the internal is ; if any one makes mention before

them of the internal, they either affirm that it is so, because

they have known it from doctrine (but in such case they allirm

it IVom fraud), or they deny it witli the mouth, as well as with
the heart ; for they do not go beyond the sensuals which are of

the external man. Hence it is that they do not believe in any
life after death, and think resurrection impossible unless they
are to rise again as to the liody ; on which account it has been
permitted tliat they should have such an opinion of the resur-

rection, otherwise they would have no opinion at all, for they
place the all of life in the body, not knowing that the life of

their body is from the life of their spirit, which lives after death.

They who are in externals alone, cannot have any other belief,

for the externals witli them extinguish everything of tliought,

3 consequently everything of faith, concerning internals. Since

such ignorance prevails at this day, we will explain what it is

to be in externals without internals. All they who are with-

out conscience, are in externals alone, for the internal man
manifests himself through conscience ; and all they have no
conscience, who think and do what is true and good, not for the

sake of truth and good, but for the sake of themselves, on
account of their own honor and gain, and also because of the

fear of the law and of the loss of life; for if their reputation,

honor, gain, and life were not endangered, they would rush
headlong without conscience into every wickedness. This
appears manifest from the case of such persons in the other

life, where, as the interiors are opened, they are in a perpetual

endeavor to destroy others ; wherefore they are in hell, and are

4 kept bound there in a spiritual manner. In order that it may
l)e further known what it is to be in externals, and what in

internals, and that they who are in externals alone cannot
apprehend what internal things are, consequently cannot be
affected by them (for no one is affected by those things which
he does not apprehend), let us take this truth for an example,
that to be the least, is to be the greatest in heaven ; that to be

low, is to be high ; and that to be poor and needy, is to be rich

aiul abounding. Those who are in externals alone, cannot
apprehend these things, for they think that the least cannot
possibly be the greatest ; nor the low, high ; nor the poor, rich

;

nor the needy, abounding : when yet this is altogether the case

in heaven ; and as they cannot appi'chend, so they cannot be
affected by those things, and when they reilect upon them from
the corporeal and worldly things in which they are, they hold
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them in aversion. They are altogether ignorant that sucli is

the case in heaven ; and so long as they are in externals alone,

they are not willing, nor indeed are they able, to know it ; for

in heaven he who knows, acknowledges, and believes from the

heart, that is, from the affection, that no power is from himself,

but that all the power in him is from the Lord, is called

least, and yet is greatest, because he has power from the Lord.

The case is similar with him who is low (or humble), that he
is high. For he who is low, acknowledging and believing from
affection, that from himself he has no power, intelligence,

wisdom, or any good and truth, is gifted by the Lord with
power, with the intelligence of truth, and the wisdom of good,

above others. In like manner that the poor and needy is rich

and abounding. Eor he is called poor and needy, who believes

from the heart and affection that of himself he possesses nothing,

knows nothing, is not wise, and has no power ; and in heaven
he is rich and abounds, for the Lord gives him all wealth, and
inasraucli as he is wiser and richer than others, he dwells in

most magnificent palaces, nos. 1116, 1626, 1627, and is in the

treasures of all the riches of heaven. To take another example. 5

He who is in externals alone, cannot at all apprehend that

heavenly joy consists in loving his neighbor better than him-
self, and the Lord above all things, and that happiness is

according to the quantity and quality of this love : for he who
is in externals alone, loves himself better than his neiglibor

;

and if he loves others, it is because they favor himself, and
tlms he loves them for the sake of himself; consequently he

loves himself in them, and them in himself. He who is such,

cannot know what it is to love others better than himself;

yea, he is not willing to know it, neither is he able, wherefore,

when he is told that heaven consists in such love (no. 548), he

liolds it in aversion : hence they who have been such in the

life of the body, cannot come near any heavenly society ; and
when they are coming near, their aversion causes them to cast

themselves down headlong into hell. Since few know at this 6

day what it is to be in externals, and what in internals, and
as the generality believe that they who are in internals cannot

1)0 in externals, and contrariwise, we may for the sake of illus-

tration adduce one further example,—the nourishment of the

body and tlie nourishment of tlie soul. He who is in merely

external pleasures, takes care of his skin, pampers his appetite,

loves to live sumptuously, and places his chief pleasure in the

dainties of the tal)le ; but with him who is in internals, altliough

he also tnkes pleasure in such things, the ruling atfection is,

that the body may be nourished by foods with pleasure for

the sake of its health, to the end that there may be a sound

mind in a sound body, thus principally for the sake of the

health of the mind, to which the health of the body serves as
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a means. He wlio is a spiritual man does not rest here, but

regards the health of the mind or soul as a means of imbibing

intelHgence and wisdom, not for the sake of reputation, honors,

or gain, but for the sake of the life after death. He who is

spiritual in an interior degree, regards intelligence and wisdom
as a mediate end, that he may serve as a useful member in

the Lord's kingdom ; and he who is a celestial man, that he

may serve the Lord : to this latter, corporeal food is a means
to enjoy spiritual food, and spiritual food is a means to

enjoy celestial food; and because they ought so to serve,

therefore, also, those foods correspond : hence also they are

called foods. From these considerations it may appear what
it is to be in externals alone, and what in internals. The
Jewish and Israelitisli nation, which is treated of in this

chapter in the internal historical sense, are for the most part

such, with the exception of tliose who have died infants, for

tliey are in externals above all other nations, since they are in

avarice ; they who love lucre and gain, not for the sake of any
other use than for the sake of the mere gold and silver, and
place all the delight of tlieir lives in the possession thereof, are

in outermost or lowest things, for the things which they love

are altogether earthly ; but they who love gold and silver for

the sake of some use, elevate themselves out of earthly things

according to the use. The use itself which man lo\es, deter-

mines his life, and distinguishes him from others ; an evil use

makes him infernal, a good use makes him heavenly : not indeed

the use of itself, but the love of the use, for the life of every

one is in the love.

4460. Atid spoke, hecause he hml jJollufcd Dinah thrir sister:

that this signifies that initiation to conjunction, which could

be no other, was made by accession, may appear from the ex-

planation of the words, " He took her, and lay with her, and
compressed her," by which was signified, that he could not

otherwise be conjoined witli the affection of the truth signified

by the sons of Jacob her brethren, see no. 4433 ; the like is

here involved in his polluting her.

44G1. Aiid then -'^^'^^ unto them, We cannot do this word: that

this signifies that they disapproved, appears without explanation.

44G2. To (jive our sister to a man who hath a foreskin

:

that this signifies, unless they would place tlie truth and good
of the church in representatives, and recede from those things

which they signify, appears from the signification of the fore-

skin, as denoting an external representative, a sign that they

were of the church. Hence it was common to say, circumcision

and foreskin, when they distinguished between those who were
of the church, and those who were not ; for circumcision signi-

fies recession from filthy loves, namely, from the love of self

and of the world, and accession to heavenlv loves, wliich are
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love to the Lord and love towards the neighbor, thus accession

to the church. Hence by those words is signified accession to

their religiosity ; consequently, that like them they should
place the truth and good of the church in representatives, re-

ceding from the internal things which are signified ; for other-

wise they would not be like them, according to what follows

:

" In this we will consent unto you, if ye be as we are." That
circumcision is a sign of purification from filthy loves, see nos.

2039, 2632 ; and the uncircumcised, they wdio are in those

loves, nos. 2049, 3412, 3413. Scarcely any one knows at this 2

day what circumcision specifically signifies, wherefore we will

explain it. By the genitals in each sex, are signified the things

which are of the conjunction of good and truth ; nor do they
only signify, but also actually correspond to tliose things. At
the close of the chapters it has been shewn that all man's
organs and members have a correspondence with spiritual

things in heaven ; so also have the organs and members allotted

to generation ; these correspond to the marriage of good and
truth ; from this marriage also conjugial love descends, see

nos. 2618, 2727-2729, 2803, 3132, 4434. The foreskin, as it

covers the genital [organ], corresponded in the Most Ancient
church to the obscuration of good and truth ; but in the

Ancient church, to their defilement : for as the man of the

Most Ancient church was an internal man, good and truth

might be obscured with him, but not defiled ; whereas with

the man of the Ancient church, as he was respectively an ex-

ternal man, good and truth might be defiled, for external things,

namely, external loves, are what defile. Wherefore, they who
were of the Most Ancient church knew nothing of circumcision,

but only they who were of the Ancient church. From this 3

church also circumcision emanated to many nations ; and it

was enjoined on Abraham and his posterity, not as anything

new, but as something discontinued which w^as to be restored,

and it became to his posterity a sign that they were of the

church : but that nation did not know what it signified, neither

were they willing to know, for they placed their religiosity in

representatives alone, which are external things. Therefore

they generally condemned the uncircumcised, wlien yet cir-

cumcision was only a representative sign of purification from

the love of self and of the world ; from which love they who
are purified are spiritually circumcised, and are said to be

circumcised as to the heart, as in Moses :
" Jehovah God shall

circumcise thy heart, and the heart of thy seed, to love Jehovah
thy God in all thy heart, and in all thy soul " (Deut. xxx. 6).

Again :
" Circumcise the foreskin of your heart, and harden

your neck no more" (x. 10). And in Jeremiah: "Break
up» your fallow ground, . . . and talce an-ay the firesl-in

of your heart" (iv. 3,4). But they who are in tlie loves of 4
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self and of the world are called uncircumciscd, altliough tliey

were circumcised, as in Jeremiah: " Behold, the days come, in

which I will visit upon every one circumcised in the foreslcin,

upon Egypt, and upon Judah, and upon Edom, and upon the

sons of Amnion, and upon Moab, and upon all that are cut

off of the corner, dwelling in the wilderness ; because all

the nations are uncircumciscd, and all the house of Israel are

uncircumciscd in heart" (ix. 24, 25 [25, 26]). Hence, also, it is

evident that many nations were likewise circumcised, for it is

said, I will visit upon every one circumcised in the foreskin
;

thus that it was not anything new, and was only enjoined

on the posterity of Jacob as a mark of distinction, as was said

above. The Philistines were those wlio were not circumcised
;

wherefore, also, in general by the uncircumcised the Philistines

are meant (1 Sam. xiv. G ; xvii. 2G, 36 ;
xxxi. 4 ; 2 Sam. i. 20

;

and in other places).

4463. Because this is a repi'oach unto us : that this signifies

that it was contrary to them, appears from the signification

of a reproach, as being that which was contrary to their re-

ligiosity, and thus contrary to them,

4464. Nevertheless, in this will tvc consent unto you; Ifyche
as we are : that this signifies accession to their religiosity, ap-

pears from the signification of consenting, as denoting accession,

and from the signification of being as they are, as denoting

that they were to be in external things alone, but not in in-

ternal, for then they would have been as they, see just above,

no. 4459, where it was shewn what it is to be in external

things alone, and what in internal. It shall here be stated

why man ought to be in internal things ; it may be known to

every one who reflects, that man has communication with

heaven through internal things, for the whole heaven is in

internal things ; unless man, as to the thoughts and affections,

that is, as to the things which are of the understanding and the

will, be in heaven, he cannot come thither after death, for there

is nothing of communication. In the life of the body, man
procures to himself that communication through the truths

which are of the understanding and the goods which are of the

will: and unless he procures it to himself then, it is not effected

afterwards ; for if his mind has not been opened towards

interior things in the life of the body, it cannot be opened
2 after death. ]\Ian does not know that, according to the life

of his affections, a certain spiritual sphere encompasses him,

which is more perceptible to the angels, than a sphere of odor

is to the most exquisite sense in the world. If his life has been

in external things alone, as in pleasures from hatreds against the

neighl)or, from revenges and cruelty thence, from adulteries,

from self-eminence and consequent contempt for others, fit)m

clandestine rapines, avaiice, deceits, luxury, and the like, the
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spiritual sphere which encompasses him is as foul and offensive

as the sphere of odor in the world arising from dead bodies,

dunghills, stinking filth, and the like. The man who had led

such a life, carries this sphere with him after death ; and because

he is wholly and entirely in that sphere, he cannot be anywhere
but in hell, where such spheres are. Concerning spheres in

the other life, and whence they are, see nos. 1048, 1053, 1316,

1504-1519, 1695, 2401, 2489. But they who are in internal 3

things, they, namely, wlio have had delight in benevolence and
charity towards the neighbor, and especially who have found
blessedness in love to tlie Lord, are encompassed with a

grateful and pleasant sphere, which is the heavenly [sphere]

itself, wherefore they are in heaven. All the spheres which
are perceived in the other life arise from the loves and con-

sequent affections, in which the spirits had been, consequently

from the life, for the loves and consecpient affections make the

very life itself ; and since they arise from loves and consequent
affections, they arise from the intentions and ends for the sake

of wdiich man so wills and acts, for every one has for an end
what he loves ; therefore ends determine man's life, and con-

stitute its quality; hence especially is his sphere, which is

perceived most exquisitely in heaven, because the universal

heaven is in a sjDhere of ends. From these considerations the

quality of the man who is in internal things is evident, and
also the quality of him who is in external things ; and why
he ought not to be in external things alone, but in internal.

Nevertheless, whatsoever be the acuteness of genius which the 4

man who is in external things alone may possess respecting

things in civil life, and whatsoever reputation of learning he
may have acquired from scientifics, he has no concern [about

internal things], because he is such, that he believes nothing

exists, but what he sees with his eyes and feels with his touch,

consequently, that there is neither heaven nor hell ; and if he
should be told that immediately after death he would come
into the other life, and would there see, liear, speak, and enjoy

tlie sense of touch, more perfectly than in the bod}', he would
reject the information as a paradox or a pliantasy ; when never-

theless the case is actually so ; in like manner, if he were to be

told that the soul or spirit which lives after death is the man
himself, but not the body which he carries about with him in

the world. Hence it follows that they who are in external 5

things alone, have no concern about what is said concerning

internal things, when yet these latter things make them blessed

and happy in the kingdom into which tliey are about to come,
and in which they are to live to eternity. The majority of

Christians are in such incredulity ; as it has been given me to

know from those who have come into the other life from the

Christian world, with whom I have spoken ; for in the other
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life they cannot conceal what they have thought, because in

that life thoughts appear manifestly ; neither can they conceal

what tliey have had for ends, tliat is, what they have loved,

because tliis manifests itself by a sphere.

4-465. To circiuiicise to yoic every male: that this signifies an

external representative alone, and that thus they would be

pure to them, appears from the signification of circumcising

every male, as being an external representative, a sign that

they were of the church, that they were of their religiosity, see

above, no. 440 2. That thus they would be pure in their eyes,

follows, for the posterity from Jacob did not place purity and
holiness in internal things, but in external.

4466. And v:e ivill give our daughters unto you, and we will

talce your daughters to us : that this signifies conjunction, appears

from what was said above, no. 4434, concerning marriage, as

being in the spiritual sense the conjunction of good and truth

;

for " giving our da\ighters unto you, and taking your daughters

to us," is uniting mutually in marriages.

4467. And wc will dwell with you : that this signifies as to

life, namely, conjunction, appears from the signification of

dwelling with you, as denoting living together, see nos, 1293,

3384, 3613, 4451.

4468. And we unll become one j^cople: that this signifies conjunc-

tion as to doctrine also, appears from the signification of a people,

as denoting the truth of the church, consequently doctrine, see

nos. 1259, 1260, 3295, 3581 ; thus becoming one people denotes

conjunction by doctrine. There are two things which conjoin

the men of the church, namely, life and doctrine ; when life

conjoins, doctrine does not separate them ; but if doctrine only

conjoins them, as at this day is the case within the church, then

they mutually separate, and make as many churches as there

are doctrines ; when yet doctrine is for the sake of life, and life

is from doctrine. That they separate themselves, if doctrine

alone conjoins, is evident from this, that he who is of one

doctrine, condemns another, sometimes to hell ; but that if life

conjoins, doctrine does not separate, is evident from this, that

he who is in goodness of life, does not condemn another who is

of another opinion, but leaves it to his faith and conscience, and

extends this rule even to those who are outside of the church

;

for he says in his heart, that ignorance cannot condemn any, if

they live in innocence and mutual love, like infants, who also

are in ignorance when they die.

4469. But if ye do not hearken inito us, to he circumcised

:

that this signifies, unless they receded from their truths, and

acceded to external re]n-esentatives, appears from what was
explained above, no. 4462. The things said in these verses by
the sons of Jacob, involve a sense contrary to that which was
understood by Chamor and Shechem, consequently also con-
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traiy in the internal sense, as is evident from the explanations :

the reason is, that they spoke in fraud (verse 13); and he who
speaks in fraud, has a different meaning from him with wliom
he speaks, no. 4459.

4470. And ice will tahe our dawjMcr, and will go : tliat tliis

signifies tlmt there would be no conjunction, appears from the

signification of marriage, as denoting the conjunction of good
and truth, see above, no. 44G6 ; hence, taking a daughter and
going, denotes not giving lier in marriage, thus that tlrere would
be no conjunction. The sons of Jacob here speak as Jacob
their father ; for they do not say, " we will take our sister," but
" we will take our daughter

;

" the reason is evident from the

internal sense, namely, that it was the father's part to refuse

or affirm, according to the law (Exod. xxii. 15, 16 [16, 17]),

but as the subject here treated of is the posterity of Jacob
and their religiosity, that religiosity is represented by his sons,

who here answer in the place of their father ; Jacob himself

could not answer because by him is here represented the

Ancient church, no. 4439.

4471. Verses 18-24. And their ivords ivere good in the eyes of
Chamor, and in the eyes of Shechcm, Chamor's son. And the

young man deferred not to do the ivord, hecause he had delight in

the daughter of Jacoh ; and he was honored ahove all of his

fathers house. And Chamor and Shechcm his son came unto the

gate of their city, and spoke unto the men of their city, saying,

These men arc jJeccccahle ivith us, and let them divell iii the land,

and let them wander trading through it ; and the land, lo ! it is

hroad in spaces hcforc them. Let us take their daughters to us for
vnves (ad freminas), and let us give them our daughters. Never-

theless, in this will the men consent unto us to dwell ivith us, to he-

come one people, that every mcde he circumcised to us, as tliey are

rircumcised. Their acquisition and their purchase, cmd every

heast of tlieirs, shall they not he ours ? Only let us consent iinto

them, and they will divell loith us. And they hearkened unto

Chamor and unto Shechem Ids son, all who tucnt out of the gate

<f his city ; and they circumcised every male, all who went out of
the gate of his city. And their words were good in the eyes

of Chamor, signifies condescension as to life : and in the eyes of
Shechem, Chamor's son, signifies as to doctrine : and the young
man deferred not to do the word, signifies desire of acceptance

:

hecause he had delight in the daughter of Jacoh, signifies to the

religiosity of that church : ami he was lionored ahove all of his

fathers house, signifies the primary from the truths of the

church among the Ancients : and Chamor and Shechem his son

came unto the gate of their city, signifies the goods and truths

of the church among the Ancients which were in their doctrine:

, and spoke unto the men of their city, saying, signifies persuasion:

these men are peaceahle ivith us, signifies agreement : and let
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them dwell in the land, signifies as to life : and let them wander
trading through it, signifies as to doctrine : and the land, lo ! it

is h^oad in spaces before tJum, signifies extension : let us take

their daughters luito us for ivives, and let us give the'rn our

daughters, signifies conjunction : nevertheless, in this will the men
consent unto us to dwell tvith us, signifies that they should agree

as to life : to hecome one j^cople, signifies as to doctrine : that

every male be circumcised unto us, as they are circumcised,

signifies if they were initiated thereby into their represent-

atives and significatives, as to externals alone : their acquisition

and their purchase, signifies as to their truths : and every beast

of theirs, signifies as to their goods: shall they not be ours?

signifies that they were alike and of one form : on/y let us consent

unto them, and they will da-ell with us, signifies if we conde-

scend : and they hearkened unto Chamor and unto Sheclum his

son, signifies consent : all who went out of the gate of his city,

signifies that they receded from the doctrine of the church

among the Ancients : and they circumcised every male, all who
went out of the gate of his city, signifies accession to external

things.

4472. Ajid their words ivere good in the eyes of Chamor : that

this signifies condescension as to life, appears from the significa-

tion of the words being good, as denoting condescension ; and
from the representation of Chamor, as denoting the good of the

church among the Ancients, see no. 4447 ; here denoting life,

for life is of good, as doctrine is of truth, which is Shechera,

according to what follows. The reason why it is not good, but

life, which is here represented by Chamor, is, that he conde-

scended to the externals of the sons of Jacob.

4473. And in the eyes of Shechem, Chamor s son: that this

signifies as to doctrine, appears from the representation of

Shechem, as denoting the truth of the church among the

Ancients, which is from the good represented by Chamor, see

nos. 4454 ; but in the present case Shechem denotes doctrine,

for the reason mentioned above, no. 4472.

4474. Aiul the young man deferred rwt to do the word: that

this signifies desire of acceptance, appears from the signification

of not deferring to do that which is said, as denoting a desire of

condescending to it, thus of accepting.

4475. Because he had delight 171 the daughter of Jacob : that

this signifies, to the religiosity of that church, appears from the

representation of Dinah, who is here the daughter of Jacob, as

denoting the affection of truth of the Ancient church, for tliis

is represented by Jacob, no. 4439. There was a desire of con-

junction with the affection of the truth of this church, or what
is the same thing, with this church : but whereas amongst the

posterity of Jacob, that church (here represented by his sons,

who spoke in the place of the father, no. 4470), had become
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merely external, and Chamor and Shecliem consented to receive
these externals, therefore by the daughter of Jacob is now
signified the religiosity of that church.

4476. And he icas honored above all of his father s house: that
this signifies the primary from the truths of the church amono-
the Ancients, appears from the signification of being honored
above all, as denoting that which is primary. Honored above
all has nearly the same signification as a prince ; and that a
prince denotes the primary, see nos. 1482, 2089 ; but ne is

called " honored above all of his father's liouse," and not a
prince, because Chamor and Shechem were of the remains of
the Most Ancient church, nos. 4447, 4454, and in that church he
was called honoredwho in the Ancient church was called a prince.

The primary from the truths of the church among the Ancients
is signified, because this is said of Shechem, by whom is repre-
sented the truth of the church among the Ancients, see no. 4454.

4477. And Chamor and Shechem his son came unto the qate of
their city : that this signifies the goods and truths of the church
among the Ancients which were in their doctrine, appears from
the representation of Chamor, as denoting the good of the
church among the Ancients, see no. 4447 ; from the representa-
tion of Shechem, as denoting the truth thence, see no. 4454

;

and from the signification of the gate of the city, as denoting
the doctrine of truth, see no. 2943.

4478. And spoke unto the men of their eity, saying : that this

signifies persuasion, appears from the signification of speaking,
as denoting willing, and also inflowing, see nos. 2951, 3037,
here persuading, because he who wills is in persuasion, and he
who thence flows in, communicates persua.sion. The men of
the city are they who are in truths of doctrine, here in similar
truths with Shechem. For in ancient times a city was nothing
more than one family of a nation, the dwelling together of those
who were of one family, was called a city; and whereas in the
internal sense a family is not meant, but its quality as to life

and doctrine, truth of doctrine is signified by the city, and good
of doctrine by the inhabitants, see nos. 402, 2268, 2449, 2451,
2712, 2943, 3216. But when the inhabitants of a city are
called the men {viri) of the city, then the good of doctrine is

not signified, but the truths thereof; for in the Word men
{viri) denote truths, see no. 3134.

4479. These men are 'peaceable unth us: that this signifies

agreement as to doctrinals, appears from the signification of men
(viri), as denoting truths, see no. 3134, hence also doctrinals, for

the truths of the church collected into one and acknowledged,
are called doctrinals ; and from the signification of peaceable,
as denoting that they agree together ; for in the spiritual sense
they are called peaceable, who agree together as to the doctrinals

and dogmas of the cliurch.

VOL. VI. L
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4480. And let them dicell in the land : that this signifies as

to life, appears from the signification of dwelling, as denoting

life, concerning which see above, no. 44G7 ; by tlie land is here,

as elsewhere, signified the churcli, nos. G62, 10G6, 1008, 1262,

1733, 1850, 2117, 2118, 2928, 3355, 4447; thus, by dwelling

in the land is signified similitude of life according to those

things which are of the church. Whatsoever is written in the

Word is spiritual in itself and in its essence ; that the Word is

spiritual, is a known thing, but its spiritual does not appear in

the letter, for in the letter it is worldly, especially in the

historical parts : but when it is read by man, the worldly

which is therein becomes spiritual in the spiritual world, that

is, with the angels ; for they cannot but think spiritually of

each thing ; thus also they think spiritually of dwelling in

the land. Thinking spiritually, is thinking of those things

which are of the Lord's kingdom, consequently of those things

which are of the church.

4481. A)id let them wander trading throtifjh it: that this

signifies as to doctrine, appears from the signification of

wandering through the land trading, as denoting entering into

the Knowledges of good and truth (see no. 4453), thus into

doctrine, for this contains and teaches those Knowledges.
4482. And the land, lo ! it is broad in spaces before them : that

this signifies extension, namely, of the truth which is of doctrine,

appears from the signification of the land, as denoting the

church, see above, no. 4480 ; and from the signification of

broad in spaces, as denoting extension as to truths, thus as to

those things which are of doctrine. In the Word, the things

which are described according to measures, do not signify

measures in the internal sense, but qualities of state ; for

measures involve spaces, and in the other life there are not

spaces, nor are there times, but states correspond thereto, see

nos. 2625, 2837, 3356, 3387, 3404, 4321. Consequently,

lengths, breadths, and heights, which have relation to measured
space, signify such things as relate to state ; that length

signifies what is holy, height wdiat is good, and breadth what is

true, see nos. 650, 1613, 3433, 3434: hence, by the land being

broad in spaces, is signified the extension of the truth which is

2 of doctrine in the church. He who does not know that in

the Word there is a spiritual, different from that which appears

in the literal sense, cannot but wonder at hearing it said, that

by the land being broad in spaces is signified the extension of

the truth which is of doctrine in the church : nevertheless,

that this is really the case, may appear from passages in the

Word, where mention is made of breadth, as in Isaiah

:

" Asshur shall go through Judah ; he shall overflow and pass

over, he shall reach even to the neck, and the stretchings out

of his wings shall be the fulness of the breadth of the land

"
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(viii. 8). In David :
" Jehovah, thou hast not shut me up into

the hand of the enemy, thou hast made my feet stand in
IrcacWi" (Psahn xxxi. 9 [8]). Ag-a.in: "Out of distress I
called upon Jah, He answers me m breadth " (cxviii. 5). In
Haljakkuk :

" I raise up the Chaldteans, a bitter and swift
nation, walking into the hreadths of the land "

(i. 6) ; here by
]>readth nothing else is signified than the truth of the church.
The reason why breadth has this signification, is, that in the 3

spiritual world, or in heaven, the Lord is the centre of all

things, for He is the sun therein ; they who are in a state of
good, are more interior according to the quality and quantity
of the good in which they are ; hence height is predicated of

good : they who are in a like degree of good, are also in a like

degree of truth, and thus as it were in a like distance, or, so to

speak, in the same periphery ; hence breadth is predicated of
truths. Nothing else, therefore, is understood by breadth by
the angels who are \vith man whilst he reads the Word ; as in

its historical parts, which treat of the ark, of the altar, of the
temple, of spaces outside cities, states of good and truth are

perceived by the dimensions as to lengths, breadths, and
heights ; in like manner, speaking of the new earth, the new
Jerusalem, and the new temple (Ezekiel xl.-xlvii.), whereby is

signified a new heaven and a new church, as may appear from
every single thing contained therein. So also in John, where,
speaking of the new Jerusalem, it is said that it was four-

square, and its length as large as its breadth (Apoc. xxi. 16).

Those things in tlie spiritual world which are interior, are 4

described by higher things ; and those which are exterior, by
lower things, no. 2148; for whilst man is in the world, he
has no other apprehension of interior and exterior thinos,

because he is in space and in time, and the things which are

of space and time have entered the ideas of his thought,
and have imbued most of them. Hence also it is mani-
fest that those things which are of measures, which are the
limitations of space, as heights, lengths, and breadths,

are in the spiritual sense those things which determine
the states of the affections of good and the affections of

truth.

4483. Let us take their daughters to us for women {adfceminas),
atul let us give them our daughters : that this signifies con-
junction, appears from what was explained above, no. 4466,
where similar words occur.

4484. Nevertheless, in this will the men consent unto us to

dwell with us : that this signifies that they should agree as to

life, appears from the signification of consenting, as denoting
agreeing together; and from the signification of dwelling, as

denoting life, see above, nos. 4451, 4452.

4485. To become one people : that this signifies as to doctrine,
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appears from the signification of a people, as denoting doctrine,

see also above, no. 44G8.

4486. That every male he circumcised to us, as tlicij arc circum-

cised : that this signifies, if tliey were initiated thereby into

their representatives and significatives as to externals alone,

appears from the signification of being circumcised, as denoting

an external representative, a sign that they were of the church,

in the present case that they were of the religiosity in which
the posterity of Jacob were, see no. 4462 ; and whereas they

accepted their religiosity, which consisted in externals alone

(nos. 4281, 4293, 4307), therefore it is said, " as they were cir-

cumcised." Hence it is evident that by every male being

circumcised as they are circumcised, is signified if they were

initiated thereby into their representatives and significatives

as to externals alone. What these words farther involve, will

appear from the sequel.

4487. Their acquisition and their ijnrcliasc : that this signi-

fies as to their truths, appears from the signification of acquisi-

tion and purchase, as denoting truths ; but they are distinguished

in this, that acquisition, when it is also of cattle, is the good

of truth, for this is signified by cattle, and the good of truth is

truth in the will and in act, see nos. 4337, 4353, 4390 : but

purchase, which in other places is called purchase of silver, is

truth. The former, namely, the good of truth, is called celestial

truth, but the latter, spiritual truth, no. 2048 : the former, or

celestial truth, is truth which is made of the life : but the latter,

or spiritual truth, is the truth which is of doctrine.

4488. And every least of theirs : that this signifies as to

goods, appears from the signification of a beast, as denoting

goods, see nos. 45, 46, 142, 143, 246, 714, 715, 1823, 2179, 2180,

2781, 3218, 3519.

4489. Shall they not he ours ? that this signifies that they

were alil-ce and of one form, may appear from the series, which
is such, that the goods and truths of the Most Ancient church
(which still remained partially with Chamor and Shechem and
their families), agreed with the goods and truths, which from
the Ancient church were among the posterity of Jacob ; for

the rituals which were instituted among the posterity of Jacob,

were only external things representing and signifying the

internals, which were of the Most Ancient church. Hence by
the words, " Shall they not be ours ?

" or belonging to them, is

2 signified tliat they were alike and of one form. But to illus-

trate this by an e.xample. The altar, on which they offered

sacrifice, was the principal representative of the Lord, see nos.

921, 2777, 2811, hence also it was the fundamental of worship

in the Ancient churcli, which was called the Hebrew church

:

therefore all things in general and particular of which the

altar was constructed, were representative ; as its dimensions
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of height, breadth, and length, its stones, its network of brass,

its horns, and finally the fire which was constantly preserved
upon it, and likewise the sacrifices and burnt-offerings : the

things which they represented were the truths and goods that

are of the Lord and from the Lord, These were the internals

of worship ; and as they were represented in that external,

they were alike and of one form with the truths and goods of

the ]\Iost Ancient church ; the dimensions, namely, the height,

breadth, and length, signified in general good, truth, and the

holy thence, see nos. 650, 1613, 3433, 3434, 4482 ; the stones

signified specifically inferior truths, nos. 1298, 3720 ; the brass,

of which the network about the altar was made, signified

natural good, nos. 425, 1551 ; the horns signified the power of

truth from good, no. 2832 ; the fire upon the altar signified

love, no. 934 ; the sacrifices and burnt-offerings signified celes-

tial and spiritual things, according to their various kinds,

nos. 922, 1823, 2180, 2805, 2807, 2830, 3519. Hence it may
appear that in those external things were contained internal

things, and that as to internals they were alike : so also in the

rest. But they who were of the Most Ancient church were 3

not concerned about those external things, because they were
internal men : and the Lord flowed in with them through an
internal way, and taught them what was good ; the varieties

and differences of good were to them truths, and hence they

knew what all things in general and particular in the world

represented in the Lord's kingdom ; for the universal world, or

universal nature, is a theatre representative of the Lord's

kingdom, see no. 2758, 3483. But they who were of the

Ancient church were not internal, but external men ; where-
fcjre with them the Lord could not flow in, and teach what was
good, through an internal way, but through an external, and
this first tlirough such things as represented and signified

;—hence arose the representative church ; and afterwards

tlirough the doctrinals of good and truth, wliich were repre-

sented and signified ;—hence arose the Christian church. In

its essence, the Christian church as to the internal form is the

same with the representative church ; but the representatives

and significatives of that churcli were abrogated after the Lord
came into the world, because all things in general and parti-

cular represented Him, and consequently those things whicli

are of His kingdom, for these are from Him, and, so to speak,

are Himself. But the difference between the Most Ancient 4

church and the Christian, is like that between the light of the

sun l)y day, and the light {lumen) of the moon or stars by
night ; for seeing goods through an internal or prior way, is

like seeing in the day by the light of the sun ; wliereas seeing

by an external or posterior way, is like seeing in the night by
the light (luvieii) of the moon or stars. There was almost the
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same difference between the Most Ancient church and the

Ancient, only that they of the Christian church might have
been in a fuller light (lumen), if they had acknowledged in-

ternal things, or had believed and done the truths and goods

which the Lord taught. The good itself is the same to each,

but the difference consists in seeing it in clearness or in

obscurity : they who see in clearness, see innumerable arcana,

almost as the angels in heaven, and they are also afiected with

what they see ; but they who see in obscurity, see scarcely any-

thing without doubt, and the things which they see are mixed
with the shades of night, that is, with falsities, nor can they

be interiorly affected thereby. Now, as good is the same to

each, consequently truth also, it is hence that by the words,
" Shall they not be ours ? " is signified that the goods and truths

were alike and of one form ; for Chamor and Shechem, as was
said above, were of the remains of the Most Ancient church

;

and the posterity of Jacob were of the Ancient church,

which was called the Hebrew church, but only in its ex-

ternals. But Chamor and Shechem his son sinned enormously
in receiving circumcision, as Mill be seen in what follows,

no. 4493.

4490. Otili/ let us consent unto them, and tlicy will dwell

ivith us : that this signifies if we condescend, and that thus

they would consociate life, appears from the signification of

consenting as denoting condescending ; and from the signi-

fication of dwelling with us, as denoting living together, or

consociating life, see no. 4467.

4491. And tliey hearkened unto Chamor and unto Shechem
his son : that this signifies consent, appears without explanation.

4492. All ivho went out of the gate of his city : that this

signifies that they receded from the doctrine of the church
among the Ancients, appears from the signification of going

out, as here denoting receding ; and from the signification of

the gate of a city, as denoting doctrine, see nos. 2943, 4477,
here the doctrine of the church among the Ancients, because

it was the gate of his city, that is, of Shechem ; for by
Shechem is represented the truth of the church among the

Ancients, no. 4454. By the church among the Ancients is

mennt that which was from the ]\Iost Ancient, as was also

said above. How these things are, M'ill be manifest from what
now follows.

4493. And they circumcised every male, all who went out of
the gate of his city : that this signifies accession to externals,

appears from the signification of circumcising every male, as

denoting being initiated thereby into the representatives and
significatives of the posterity of Jacob, as to exteinals alone,

no. 4486 ; and from the signification of going out of the gate

of his city, as denoting receding from the doctrine of the
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church among the Ancients, see no. 4492 ; and whereas re-

cession from doctrine and accession to externals is signified,

therefore it is twice said, " Going ont of the gate of his city,"

but not also at the same time, as elsewhere, going into it ; for

by going in is signified accession to doctrine, and recession

from externals ; but here, the contrary. It shall be stated how 2

this is. The men (homines) of the Most Ancient church, of

the remains of which were Chamor and Shechem with their

families, were of a genius and disposition altogether different

from the men (vii^i) of the Ancient Church ; for the men
(homines) of the Most Ancient church had a voluntary in

which was integrity, but not so the men (viri) of the Ancient
church ; wherefore with the men (homines) of the Most Ancient
church the Lord could How in through the voluntary, con-

sequently through an internal way; but not with the men
(viri) of the Ancient church, for in these the voluntary was
destroyed, but the Lord flowed in into their intellectual, thus

not through an internal way, but through an external, as was
said above, no. 4489. Flowing in through the voluntary, is

flowing in through the good of love, for all good is of the

voluntary part ; but flowing in through the intellectual is

flowing in through the truth of faith, for all truth is of the

intellectual part ; in this part, namely, the intellectual, the

Lord formed a new will with the men (viri) of the Ancient
church, when He regenerated them. That goods and truths

were implanted in the voluntary part of the men (homines) of

the Most Ancient church, see nos. 895, 927 ; but that they

were implanted in the intellectual part of the men (vi^-i) of

the Ancient church, see nos. 8G3, 875, 895, 927, 2124, 2256,

4328 ; that a new will is formed in the intellectual part, nos.

928, 1023, 1043, 1044, 4328; that there is a parallelism be-

tween the Lord and the good with man, but not between the

truth, nos. 1831, 1832, 2718, 3514; and that thus the men of

the Ancient church were respectively in obscurity, nos. 2708,

2715, 2935, 2937, 3246, 3833. Erom these considerations it

may appear that the men (homines) of the Most Ancient cliurch

were of a genius and disposition altogether different fiom the

men (viri) of the Ancient church. Hence it was that they who 3

were of the Most Ancient church were internal men (homines),

and had no externals of worship; and that they who were of the

Ancient church were external men (homines), and had externals

of worship ; for the former saw externals through internals as

from the light of the sun by day, and the latter saw intcn-nals

through externals as in the light of the moon and stars by
night ; wherefore also the Lord appears in heaven to the former

as a sun, but to the latter as a moon, nos. 1521, 1529-1531,

2441, 2495, 4060 ; in these explanations, the former are

called celestial, but the latter spiritual. In order to illustrate 4
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the nature of the difference between them, let us take the follow-

ing example. If a man (homo) of the Most Ancient church had
read the historic or prophetic Word, he would have seen its

internal sense without any previous instruction or explanation
;

and this in such a manner, that the celestial and spiritual

things which are of the internal sense would instantly have
come to his notice, and scarcely anything which is in the sense of

the letter ; thus the internal sense would have been in clearness

to him, but the sense of the letter in obscurity, and he would
be as one who hears another speaking, and only imbibes the

sense, but does not attend to the expressions of the speaker.

AVliereas if a man {liomo) of the Ancient church had read the

"Word, he would not have been able to see its internal sense

without 2)reviuus instruction or explanation; so that the internal

sense would have been in obscurity to him, but the sense of the

letter in clearness, and he would be as a person who hears

another speaking, and in his thought is intent on the ex-

pressions, and in the meantime does not attend to the sense

;

in consequence whereof the sense is lost to him. But when
a man {homo) of the Jewish church reads the Word, he compre-
hends nothing but the sense of the letter ; he does not know
that there is any internal sense, and he also denies it. The case

is the same at this day with the man of the Christian church.

5 Erom these considerations it may appear what was the differ-

ence between those represented by Chanior and Shechem (who,

as being of the remains of the Most Ancient church, were in

internal things and not in external), and between those signi-

fied by the sons of Jacob, who were in external things and
not in internal ; and it may further appear that Chamor and
Shechem could not accede to external things, and accept those

which were among the sons of Jacob, without closing their

internals ; and if these had been closed, they would have
6 perished to eternity. This is the secret reason why Chamor
and Shechem with their families were slain, which would not

otherwise have been permitted. Nevertheless, this does not
exculpate the sons of Jacob, or lessen the enormity of the

crime which they committed ; they knew nothing of that

arcanum, nor did they regard it as their end, and every one is

judged according to his end or intention ; that their intention

was fraudulent, is said expressly (ver. 13) ; and when any such
thing is permitted by the Lord, it is effected by the evil and
by infernals who infuse it ; but all the evil, which the evil

intend and do to the good, the Lord turns into good ; as in the

present case, that Chamor and Shechem with their families

might be saved.

4494. Verses 25-29. And it came to 2mss on the third day,

when they ivere in pain, and two of the sons of Jacob, Simeon
and Levi, the brethren of Bi^iah, took each one his sword, and came
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upon the city confidently, and slew every male. And they slew

C'hamor and Shechem his son ivith the mouth of the sword, and
took Dinah out of tlie house of Shechem, and went out. The
sons of Jacob came ujyon those tcho were thrust through, and
spoiled the city, because they laid 2^oUuted their sister. Their

flocks, and their herds, and their asses, and whatsoever was in

the city, aiul loluttsoever loas in the field, they took, and all their

wealth, and every infant of theirs, and their women, tluy took

captive, and spoiled, and all that was in the house. And it

came to pass on the third day, signifies what is continuous even

to the end : ichen tlicy were in pain, signifies lusts : and two of
the sons of Jacob, Bimeon and Levi, signifies faith and love : the

brethren of Dinah, signifies the truths and goods of that church :

took each one his sword, signifies falsity and evil : and came upon
the city confidently, atid slew every male, signifies that they

extirpated the truths of the doctrine of the church among the

Ancients : and they slew C'hamor and Shechem his son with the

mouth of the sword, signifies the church itself: and took Dinah
out of the house of Shechem, and went out, signifies that they

took away the affection of truth : tlue sons of Jacob came upon
those ivho were thrust through, and spoiled the city, signifies

that all that posterity destroyed doctrine : because they had
polluted their sister, signifies that they defiled the truth of

faith : their flocks and tlieir herds, signifies that they destroyed

rational and natural good : and their asses, signifies trutlis

thence : and lohatsocver was in the city, and whatsoever was in

the field, they took, signifies all the truth and good of the church :

and all their weaWu, signifies all the scientifics which they

acquired to themselves : and every infant of theirs, signifies all

innocence : and tluir ivomcn, signifies charity : they took cap-

tive and spoiled, signifies that they deprived and perverted

them : and all that was in the house, signifies everything of

the church.

4495. Aoid it came to pass on the third day: that herehy

is signified what is continuous even to the end, appears from

the signification of the third day, as denoting what is complete

from beginning to end, see no. 2788, thus also what is con-

tinuous. That the third day has this signification, can scarcely

be believed by those who suppose the historicals of the Word
to be only worldly historicals, and to be holy for no other

reason tlian because they are contained in the sacred volume
;

but it has been shewn in the preceding explanations, that not

only the historicals of the Word themselves, but also all the

expressions, and, moreover, all the numbers, involve spiritual

and celestial things which are not apparent in the letter.

That this is really the case, will, by the Divine mercy of the

Lord, still better appear in the propheticals, which do not so

keep the mind in the sense of the letter as to the series, as the
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historicals do. But it cannot but be manifest to every one who
searches tlie AVord as to its interiors, that the number three,

as also the number seven, and likewise the number twelve,

involve arcana; and if tliose numbers involve arcana, it follows

that there is an arcanum also in the rest of the numbers which
2 occur in the Word, for the Word is holy throughout. Some-
times, when I have been speaking with the angels, numbers
have been seen, as it were written before the eyes, like those

seen on paper in clear day ; and it was perceived that the

things themselves, wliich were being spoken of, fall into such

numbers ; from which experience also it was given me to know
that every number in the Word contains some arcanum. This

may be seen evidently from the ibllowing passages in the

Apocalypse :
—

" He measured the wall of the holy Jerusalem a
hundred forty and four cubits, which is the measure of a man,
that is, of an angel" (xxi. 17); and in another place: "He
who hath intelligence, let him count the number of the

beast, for it is the number of a man ; and his numher is six

hundred threescore and six" (xiii. 18). That the former

number, 144, is from twelve multiplied into itself, and that

the number 666 is from the numbers three and six, is evi-

dent ; but what holy [principle] they involve, may appear

from the holy [principle] of the number twelve, see nos. 577,

2089, 2129, 2130, 3272, 3858, 3913, and from the holy [prin-

ciple] of the number three, see nos. 720, 901, 1825, 2788, 4010.

3 As the number tliree signified what is complete even to the end,

thus one period, great or small, it was therefore received in the

representative church, and was applied as often as such a thing

w^as signified ; also in the Word, in which all things in general

and particular have a signification, as may appear from the

following passages: "They should go three days' journey and
sacrifice" (Exod. iii. 18; v. 3) ; "They should be ready against

the third day, because on the third day Jehovah would come
down upon Mount Sinai" (Exod. xix. 11, 15, 16); "Nothing
should be left of the flesh of the sacrifice to the third day"
(Levit. vii. 16-18

; xix. 6, 7) ;
" The water of separation should

be sprinkled on the unclean on the third day, and on the seventh

day " (Numb. xix. 19 to the end) ; and " Tliey who touched one
that was killed in war, should be cleansed on the third day and

4 on the seventh day" (Numb. xxxi. 19-24) ;
" Joshua commanded

the people, that within three days they should pass over Jordan
"

(.Toshua i. 11 ; iii. 2); "Jehovah called Samuel three times, and
Samuel ran three times to Eli ; and at the third time Eli under-

stood that Jehovah had called Samuel " (1 Sam. iii. 1-8) ;
" Jona-

than said unto David, that he should hide himself in a field

unto the third evening ; and that Jonathan should send to him
on the third morrov\ and reveal the mind of his father : and
Jonathan then shot tlirce arrows to the side of the stone

:
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and after that David bowed himself three times to the earth be-

fore Jonathan" (1 Sam. xx. 5, 12, 19, 20, 35, 3G, 41) ;
" Three

things were proposed to David, that he should choose one of

them, either that seven years of famine should come, or that lie

shoukl flee three months before his enemies, or that there should

be three days' pestilence in the laud" (2 Sam. xxiv. 11-13);
" Eehoboam said unto the assembly of Israel, who sought to be 5

eased of his father's yoke, that they shoukl depart three days

and return ; and they came to Eehoboam on the third day, as

the king had appointed, saying, Return to me on the tliird day"
(1 Kings xii. 5, 12); " Elijah measured himself upon the widow's

son tliree times" (1 Kings xvii. 21); "Elijah said, that they

should pour water upon the burnt-ofi'eriug and the woods a third

time ; and they did it a third time " (1 Kings xviii. 34) ;
" Jonah

was three days and three nights in the whale's belly " (Jonah ii.

1; i. 17]; Matt. xii. 40); "The Lord spoke of the man who
planted a vine3'ard, that he sent servants three times, and after-

wards his son" (Mark xii. 2-6 ; Luke xx. 12, 13); "He spoke

of Peter, that he should deny Him thrice " (Matt. xxvi. 34

;

John xiii. 38); "He said unto Peter three times, Lovest thou

me?" (John xxi. 15-17). Erom these and many other 6

passages in the Word, it may appear manifestly that there was
an arcanum in the number three, and that hence this number
was received amongst the significatives in the Ancient churches;

that it signifies an entire period of the church and of the things

in the cliurch, thus a great or small period, is evident, conse-

quently it signifies what is complete and also continuous even

to the end ; as is manifest from these words in Hosea

:

" Jehovah will revive us after two days, and on the third day
He will raise us up, and we shall live before Him " (vi. 2).

4496. When they were in pain : that this signifies lusts,

appears from the signification of pain after circumcision, as

denoting lust. Pain ai'ter circumcision denotes lust, because

circumcision signifies purification from the love of self and of

the world, nos. 2039, 2044, 2049, 2632, 3412, 3413, 44G2, and
all lust of the flesh is from those loves, hence pain signifies this

lust; for whilst man is being purified of those loves, as is the case

whilst he is being regenerated, he is in pain and anxiety ; the

lusts, which are at that time being M'ipcd away, are what grieve

and suffer. When any arcanum is rejiresented by a ritual, each

single thing of that ritual, until it is completed, involves some-

thing in that arcanum ; as the little daggers or knives, with

which circumcision was performed, being of stone, nos. 2039,

2046, 2799, the blood on the occasion, the manner, and so also

the state. This may further appear from the processes of the

cleansings, inaugurations, sanctifications, and other ceremonies.

Here, by pain alter circumcision is signified tlie lust of Chamor,

of Shechem, and of the men of his city, in their desire towards
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the externals in which the posterity of Jacob were, see above,

no. 4493.

4497. And two of th^e sans of Jacob, Simeon and Levi: that

this signifies faith and love, appears from the representation of

fSinieon, as denoting faith in the will, see nos. 38G9-3872 ; and
from the representation of Levi, as denoting spiritual love or

charity, see nos. 3875, 3877. In the genuine sense, those

things are signified by Simeon and Levi, and also by the tribes

named after them ; but in the opposite sense, falsity and evil

are signified, fur falsity is opposite to the truth of faith, and
evil to the good of charity ; these latter are represented by
Simeon and Levi in respect to the Jewish nation, which had
extinguished in itself everything of faith and charity, which
were the internals of worship ; as may better appear fi'om what
follows, where it is said that they slew Chamor, Shechem, and
the men of the city, and that the sons of Jacob came upon
those who were thrust thi'ough, and despoiled them of every-

thing. The reason why Simeon and Levi did this, was, that it

might be represented that the truth of faith, and the good of

charity, became falsity and evil ; for when the truth becomes
falsity, and the good becomes evil in the church, the church is

at an end.

4498. The hrethrcn of Dinah : that this signifies the truths

and goods of that church, appears from the signihcation of

brethren, as denoting truths and goods, or faith and charity,

see nos. 367, 3303, 3803, 3815, 4121, 4191, 4267 ; and from the

representation of Dinah, as denoting the affection of truth, con-

sequently the church, see nos. 3963, 3964, 4427.

4499. Took each one his sivord : that this signifies falsity and

evil, appears from the signification of a sword, as denoting

truth combating, and hence the defence of truth ; and in the

opposite sense, falsity combating, and hence the vastation of

truth, see no. 2799. The reason why a sword likewise

denotes evil, is, that it was also the sword of Levi, by whom
was represented charity, thus good ; and wdien tliis becomes

evil, it combats through falsity from e\i\, and what it then does

is evil.

4500. And came upon the city eonftdenily, and. sleio every male:

that this signifies that they extirpated the truths of doctrine of

the church among the Ancients, appears from the signification

of a city, as denoting the doctrine of the church, see nos. 402,

2449, 2943, 3216, 4478, here, of the church among the

Ancients, because that church is represented by Chamor and
Shechem, whose the city was ; from the signification of confi-

dently, as denoting from confidence, in the present case from

the confidence of falsity and evil ; and from the signification of

a male, as denoting truth, see nos. 749, 2046, 4005. Hence it

is evident that by their coming upon the city confidently, and
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slaying every iTiale, is signified that from the confidence of

falsity and evil they extirpated the truths of the doctrine of

the church among the Ancients. It was the church among
the Ancients, derived from the Most Ancient church, which

was to have been established anew amongst the posterity de-

scended from Jacob, because the Ancient church began to

perish ; but, as is here described in the internal sense, tliey ex-

tinguished among themselves all the truth of faith and good of

charity, thus all the internal of worship, and in consequence

thereof no church could be instituted with that posterity :

whence it came to pass that, because they obstinately insisted,

only the representative of a church was instituted among them,

see nos. 4281, 4288-4290, 4293, 4307, 4314, 4316, 4317, 4429,

4433, 4444.

4501. And [they slnc^ Cham or and Shcchem his son with the,

mouth of the stvord : that this signifies the church itself, appears

from the representation of Chamor, as denoting the church

among the Ancients as to good, see no. 4447 ; from the repre-

sentation of Shechem, as denoting the church among the

Ancients as to truth, see nos. 4454, 4472, 4473 ; and from the

signification of the mouth of the sword, as denoting falsity

and evil combating, see no. 4499, thus denoting those things

whereby they extinguished the church among themselves.

4502. And took Dinah out of the house of Shechem, and loent

out : that this signifies that they took away the affection

of trutli, appears from the representation of Dinah, as denoting

the affection of truth, see above, no. 4498. It is according to

the proximate internal sense, that they took away the affection

of truth from those who were of the remains of the Most
Ancient church, because it is said, " out of the house of

Shechem," for by the house of Shechem is signified the good of

truth of that church ; but whereas the subject treated of is the

extirpation of truth and good among the posterity of Jacob,

wlio are here signified by his sons, and as all things are to be

considered in application to the subject treated of, therefore by
the house of Shechem is here signified simply the good of truth,

such as it had been with the man of the Most Ancient church,

thus that this was extinguished in the nation descended from

Jacob ; for in the internal sense of the Word, expressions and
names signify things, according as they are predicated of their

subject. At the same time also is signified the breaking up of

good and truth with Chamor and Shechem, and his family, be-

cause they acceded to external things, as was shewn, no. 4493.

That the case is such in regard to what has been hitherto ex-

plained concerning Simeon and Levi, may appear from these

words in the prophetics of Jacob before his death :
" Simeon

and Levi are brethren; instruments of violence are their daggers.

Let not my soul come into their secret ; in their congregation let not
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tny (flory le iinltcd ; because in their anger they sJeiv a man, and
in their good pleasure they hamstrung an ox. Cursed he their

anger, for it uxis vehement ; and tlieir fury, for it was grievous :

I 'will divide them in Jacob, and scatter them in Israel " (Gen.

xlix. 5-7). By Simeon and Levi is signified the truth of faith,

which amongst the posterity of Jacob was changed into falsity,

and the good of charity into evil, as mentioned above, nos. 4499,

4500 ; they are called brethren, because good is the brother of

truth, or charity of faith, no. 4498 : instruments of violence

beinir their dau'uers or swords, signifies falsities and evils, as

offering violence to truths and goods, no. 4499 : let not my soul

come into their secret, and in their congregation let not my
glory be united, signifies disjunction as to life and doctrine, for

in the Word the soul is predicated of life, nos. 1000, 1040,

1742, 3299, and glory of doctrine : because in their anger they

slew a man (riV), and in their good pleasure they hamstrung an

ox, signifies that in purposed evil they extinguished the truth

and good of the church ; a man (vir) is the truth of the church,

no. 3134, and an ox is its good, nos. 2180, 2566, 2781 : cursed

be their anger, for it was vehement, and their fury, for it was
grievous, signifies the punishment of turning away from truth

and good ; cursing is averting oneself, and also being punished

on that account, nos. 245, 379, 1423, 3530, 3584 ; anger is reces-

sion from truth, and fury, from good, nos. 357, 3614 : I will

divide them in Jacob, and scatter them in Israel, signifies that

goods and truths will no longer be in the external and internal

of their church ; dividing and scattering, is separating and
extirpating from them, no. 4424 ; Jacob denotes the external

3 of the church, and Israel the internal, no. 4286. These things

were said in that prophetical enunciation concerning Simeon
and Levi, because by them is signified in general the truth and
good of the church ; and when these become extinct, and still

more wdien falsities and evils succeed in their place, then the

church is extinct. That nothing else is involved in the above

pi'opheticals, may appear manifest from this consideration, that

the tribes of Simeon and Levi were not cursed more than the

rest of the tribes ; for the tribe of Levi was taken into the

priesthood, and the tribe of Simeon was among the rest of the

tribes of Israel, as one of them.

4503. The sons of Jacob came ujjon those who were thnist

through, and sjwUed the city: that this signifies that all that

posterity destroyed doctrine, appears from the signification of

the sons of Jacob, as denoting the posterity from Jacob, con-

cerning which see above ; from the signification of spoiling, as

denoting destroying ; and from the signification of a city, as

denoting the doctrine which is of the church, see no. 4500.

That atler Simeon and Levi had slain every male in the city,

and Chamor and Shechem, they went out, and that afterwards
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the sons of Jacob came upon those who were thrust through,

and spoiled the city, is an arcanum which does not appear except

from the internal sense. The arcanum is this : after the truth 2

and good of the church, which are represented by Simeon and
Levi, were extinct, and falsity and evil w^ere in their place,

there were next superadded falsities and evils, which in the

opposite sense are signified by the rest of the sons of Jacob.

That by each son of Jacob some general [principle] of faith

and charity was represented, was shewn in nos. 2129, 3858,

3913, 3926, 3939, 4060; what was represented by Eeuben,
see nos. 3861, 3866, 3870 ; what by Judah, no. 3881 ; what by
Dan, nos. 3921-3923; what by Naphtali, nos. 3927, 3928;
what by Gad, nos. 3934, 3935 ; what by Asher, nos. 3938,

3939 ; what by Issachar, nos. 3956, 3957 ; what by Zebulun,

nos. 3960, 3961. These generals of faith and charity, which
were represented by them, become falsities and evils of that

genus, when once the truth and good of the church are ex-

tinguished, and then those [falsities and evils] are superadded;

for falsities and evils have a continual growth in the church
once perverted and extinct. These things are signified by the

sons of Jacob coming upon those who were thrust through, and
spoiling the city, after Simeon and Levi had slain every male
in the city, and Chamor and Shechem, and had taken away
Dinah, and departed. That by those who are thrust through, 3

extinct truths and goods are signified in the Word, may appear

from the following passages :—In Isaiah :
" Thou art cast out of

thy grave, like an abominable branch, the raiment of those

that are slain, thrust through ivith the sword, going down to the

stones of the pit, as a carcase trodden under foot " (xiv. 19)

;

speaking of Babel : they who are thrust through with the

sword, denote those who have profaned the truths of the

church. In the same prophet :
" The tlvrust through of them also

shall be cast out, and the stink of their carcases shall come
up " (xxxiv. 3) ; speaking of the falsities and evils which infest

the church, and which are denoted by those who are thrust

through. In Ezekiel :
" The violent of the nations shall draw 4

the sword against the beauty of thy wisdom, and they shall

profane thy beauty (decus) ; they shall bring thee down into the

pit, and thou shalt die hi/ the deaths of the thrust through in the

midst of the seas" (xxviii. 7, 8); speaking of the prince of

Tyre, by whom are signified the primaries of the Knowledges
of truth and good : dying by the deaths of the thrust through
in the midst of the seas, denotes those who through scientifics

hatch falsities, and thus defile the truths of the church. In 5

the same prophet :
" These also shall go down with them into

hell unto those who are thrust through with the sword; . . .

when thou shalt be brought down with the trees of Eden into

the lower earth {terra inferiorum), thou shalt lie in the midst of
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the uncircurncised with those iclio arc thrust through v.nth the

sword" (xxxi. 17, 18). In the same prophet: "Go down and
lie with the uncircunicised, they shall fall in the midst of those

who are thrust through tcith the sivord ; the chief of the power-
ful ones in the midst of hell shall speak to him " (xxxii. 19-21)

;

speakinc^ of Pharaoh and Egypt : the thrust through with the

sword denote those who by sciences grow insane, and who by
sciences extinguish in themselves the faith of tlie truth which is

6 of the church. In David :
" I am counted with them that go

down into the pit, I am become as a man (mr), that hath no
strength ; neglected amongst the dead, as they who are thrust

through lyiug in the grave, whom thou rememberest no more,

and who are cut off from thy hand " (Psalm Ixxxviii. 5, 6 [4, 5]):

they who are thrust through in hell, in the pit, and in the

grave, denote those who have destroyed truths and goods in

themselves by falsities and evils : every one may know that

they are not in hell merely on account of being tln'ust through

7 with a sword. In Isaiah :
" The city of tumults, the exulting

city, they are not thrust through with the sivord, nor slain in

war ; ... all who are found in thee are bound together, they

are tied from far " (xxii. 2, 3) ; speaking of fallacies from the

sensuals, whereby the truths of the church cannot be seen,

concerning which, therefore, they are in a doubtful negative

[state], and are said to be thrust through, but not with the
8 sword. In Ezekiel :

" I bring the sivord upon thee, and will

cause your high places to perish ; and your altars shall be

destroyed, and your statues shall be broken, and I will make
those ivho are thrust through of you to lie down before your
idols ; when they who are thrust through shall fall in the midst

of you, ye shall know that I am Jehovah : then ye shall

acknowledge, when they who are thrust through shall be in the

midst of their idols, round about their altars " (vi. 3, 4, 7, 13).

They who are thrust through denote those who are in falsities

9 of doctrine. In the same prophet :
" Pollute the house, and

fill the courts with those that are thrust through. They have

gone forth, and have smitten in the city " (ix. 7) : this was a

prophetic vision. Polluting the house, and filling the courts

with those that are thrust through, denotes profaning goods

and truths. In tlie same prophet :
" Ye have multiplied those

of yours who are thrust through in this city, and ye have filled

its streets with hiiii that is thrust through. Wherefore saith

the Lord Jehovih, They of yours who are thrust through, whom
ye have placed in the midst thereof, they are the flesh, and
this city is the cauldron ; and he will lead you out of the midst

10 of it" (xi. 6, 7). Inasmuch as by the thrust through were

signified those who have extinguislied in themselves the truths

of the church by falsities and evils, therefore also in the re-

presentative church, they who touched one who was thrust
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through, were unclean ; concerning whom it is thus written in

Moses ;
" Every oue who hath touched on the surface of a field

one thrust through ivith a sword, or a dead body, or the bone of

a man, or a grave, shall be unclean seven days " (Numb,
xix. 16, 18); and on this account inquisition and expiation was
made by a heifer, as it is thus written :

" If one thrust through
be found lying in a field, and it be not known who smote him,
then the elders of the city and the judges shall go forth, and
shall measure towards the cities which are round about hi77i

who is thrust through; it shall be, at the city nearest unto him
who is thrust through, the elders of that city shall take a heifer

of an ox, by which no labor hath been done, which hath not

drawn in the yoke, and shall lead it down to a river or valley,

and shall there strike off the heifer's neck ; . . . and they shall

wash their hands over the heifer whose neck is stricken off,

and shall say, Our hands have not shed blood, and our eyes have
not seen ; expiate thy people Israel, Jehovah, neither give

innocent blood in the midst of thy people. And the blood

shall be expiated from them " (Deut. xxi. 1-8). That these laws
were enacted, because by one that is thrust through is signified

the perversion, destruction, and profanation of the truth of the

church by falsity and evil, is manifest from every single thing

contained therein in the internal sense ; mention is made of

him that is thrust through lying in a field, because by a field

is signified the church, see nos. 2971, 3310, 3766; by the

heifer, whereby no labor has been done, is signified the

innocence of the external man, which consists in ignorance.

If these things were not made known from the internal sense,

it must needs be a matter of surprise to every one, that such
an expiatory process should have been commanded.

4504. Because, they had 2^ollutcd their sister : that this signi-

fies that they defiled the truth of faith, appears from the

signification of polluting, as denoting defiling ; and from the
signification of a sister, as denoting truth, see nos. 1495, 2508,
2524, 2556, 3386, here the truth of faith, because by Dinah,
who is here tlie sister, is signified the affection of all things of

faith, no. 4427. The reason why by Shechem polluting their

sister, is signified that they defiled the truth of faith, is, that

by her is represented the afl'ection of all truths, thus the church
it.self, nos. 3963, 3964; and whereas she was not given by her
brethren to Shechem for a woman, but remained polluted among
them, therefore afterwards the opposite [principle] was repre-

sented by her, as by her In'ethren, namely, the alTectiun of all

falsities, thus the corrupted church. Hence it is that by
polluting their sister is signified that they defiled the truth of

faith.

4505. Their fiochs and their herds : that this signifies that

they destroyed rational and natural good, appears from the

VOL. VI. M
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signification of flocks, as denoting rational good, and from the

signification of herds, as denoting natural good, see no. 2566.

4506. And their asses: that this signifies truths thence,

namely, from natural and rational good, appears from the

signification of asses, also of the sons of a she-ass, and likewise

of mules, as denoting truths of the natural and of tlie rational,

see no. 2781.

4507. And ivJiatsoevcr was in the city, and ichatsocver ivas in

the Jield, they took : that this signifies every truth and good of

the church, appears from the signification of a city, as denoting

a doctrinal, thus the truth of the church, see nos. 402, 2268,

2449, 2712, 2943, 3216, 4492,4493; and from the signification

of a field, as denoting tlie church as to good, thus the good of

the church, see nos. 2971, 3310, 3766, 4440, 4443. Hence,

whatsoever was in the city, and whatsoever w^as in the field,

denotes every truth and good of the church.

4508. And all their ivealth: that this signifies all the

scientifics which they acquired to themselves, appears from

the signification of wealth, as denoting scientifics, as may be

manifest from many passages in the Word. Spiritual wealth,

or wealth understood in a spiritual sense, is nothing else ; it

consists of scientifics, so far as they are known, which, in the

Lord's kingdom, consequently in the church, are instead of

wealth ; as will be elsewliere confirmed from the Word, by the

Divine mercy of the Lord.

4509. And every infant of theirs: that this signifies all

innocence, is evident from the signification of an infant, as

denoting innocence, see nos. 430, 2126, 3183.

4510. And their women: that this signifies charity, appears

from the signification of women or females (fcemi7icc), of women
{muliercs), and of wives, as denoting the affections of truth and
the affections of good ; the affections of truth when mention is

made of a married partner and of a husband ; and the affections

of good when no mention is made of a married partner, but of

a man {vir), see nos. 915, 1468, 2517, 3236. In the present

case the affections of good, because the women (foemince) were

those of the men {viri) of tlie city, by whom were signified truths,

no. 4478 ; and the city is everywhere called Shechem's, by
whom was represented the truth of the church among the

Ancients, no. 4454. The affection of spiritual good is the same
as charity, therefore charity is here signified by the women
(^foimince).

4511. Tliey took captive and spoiled: that this signifies that

they deprived and perverted them, appears from the series of

the things in the internal sense.

4512. And everythiny that was in the house: that this signifies

everything of the church, appears from the signification of a

house, as denoting the church as to good, see nos. 1795, 3720,
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thus everything of the church ; it is by reason of this signi-

fication, that it is named last.

4518. Verses 30, 31. A7id Jacob said to Simeon and to Levi
Ye have troubled me, to make me stink to the inhabitant of
the land, to the Canaanite and to the Perizzite ; and I [ami
mortals of number; and they will gather together upon me
and smite me, and I shall be destroyed, I and my house. And
they said. Shall he make our sister as a harlot ? And Jacob
said, signifies the external Ancient church : to Simeon and Levi,

signifies the representative of spiritual and celestial things

:

Ye have troubled me, to make me stink to the inhabitant of the

land, signifies that they who were of the Ancient church would
abominate : to the Canaanite and to the Perizzite, signifies

who were in good and truth : and L [am^ mortals of number,
signifies easily : and they vnll gather together u;pon me and
smite me, and L shall be destroyed, signifies that thereby the
Ancient church would perish : / and my house, signifies as to

truth and good : aiid they said, signifies reply : shall he make
our sister as a harlot, signifies that they had no affection.

4514. And Jacob said : that this signifies the external Ancient
church, appears from the representation of Jacob, as denoting
the Ancient church, see no. 4439; and whereas the Ancient
church, like every other church, is external and internal, the
external church is represented in the Word by Jacob, and the
internal by Israel.

4515. To Simeon and- Levi : that this signifies the represent-
ative of spiritual and celestial things, appears from the repre-

sentation of Simeon, as denoting faith, but in the opposite
sense falsity ; and from the representation of Levi, as denoting
love, but in the opposite sense evil, see nos. 4497, 4502, 4503

;

here, therefore, the representative of spiritual and celestial

things, because the tilings which are of faith are called spirit-

ual, and the things which are of love celestial. It is said that
Simeon and Levi signify the representative of those things,

because representing them is not being them ; for representa-
tions do not regard the person, but the thing, nos. 665, 1097

;

thus it was unimportant what was the quality of the person
who represented, no. 3670. That the representative of a church
might have been instituted among the posterity of Jacob, of

whatsoever quality they were, provided they had strictly

observed the statutes in the external form, see nos. 3147, 4208,
4281, 4293, 4311, 4444 ; hence it is that by Simeon and Levi
is here signified the representative of spiritual and celestial

things.

4516. Ye have troubled me, to make me stink to the inhabit-

ant of the land : that tliis signifies that they who were of the
Ancient church would abominate, appears from the significa-

tion of troubling me to make me stink, as denoting causin*^
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them to aliominate ; and from the signification of the inhabit-

ant of the hind, as here denoting those who were of the

Ancient church ; for by tlie hmd is signified the church, nos.

5G6, 6G2, 106G, 10G8, 12G2, 1733, 1850;2117, 2118, 2928, 3355,

4447 ; thus by the inhabitant of the land are signified those

who were of the church, in the present case of the Ancient

church, because this yet remained among some nations in the

land of Canaan. The representative of a church was not

instituted amongst the people descended from Jacob, until

this Ancient church had altogether perished : which is also

signified by this circumstance, that the posterity descended

from Jacob were not admitted into the land of Canaan, until

the iniquity of the inhabitants of the land was consummated

(Gen. XV. IG); for no new church is established, until the

former has been vastated.

4517. To the Ccuiaanite and to the Pcrizzite : that this signi-

fies they who are in good and truth, appears from the significa-

tion of the Canaanite, as here denoting those wdio are in the

good of tlie church ; and of the Perizzite, as denoting those

who are in the truth of the church. The Canaanite and

Perizzite have this signification, because as yet the Ancient

church was there among them, as was said above, no. 4516
;

for there were in that land they who were of the j\Iost Ancient

church, see nos. 4447, 4454 ; and there were they who were of

the Ancient church, especially of that which was called the

Hebrew church, wherefore they who were from the land of

Canaan were in general called Hebrews (Gen. xl. 15), and they

also had altars and sacrificed; on which account, after they

became idolaters, it was so often commanded that their altars

should be destroyed. So long, therefore, as the church or any-

thing of the church remained among them, the good of the

church is signified by the Canaanite, and the truth of the

church by the Perizzite ; but when everything of the church

was consummated among them, then by the Canaanite was
signified evil, and by the Perizzite falsity, nos. 1573, 1574.

4518. And I [am'\ mortcds of niimhcr : that this signifies

easily, appears from the signification of mortals of number, as

denoting few ; but when quality instead of quantity is meant
in the internal sense according to the series, there is signified

easily ; for a few are easily destroyed, when many are gathered

together against them, as now follows.

4519. And they will gather torjetliev niion me and, smite

me, and I shall he destroyed: that this signifies that thus the

Ancient church would perish, appears from the signification of

gathering together, being smitten and destroyed, as denoting

perishing. The reason why the Ancient church is meant, is,

that Jacob says these things of himself and of his house
;

that Jacob here is the Ancient church, sec above, no. 4514.
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4520. land my house: that this signifies as to truth and

good, appears from the representation of Jacob, who here is /,

as denoting the church, in particular the church as to truth, as

may be concluded from what has been shewn concerning the

representation of Jacob, nos. 3305, 3509, 3525, 3546, 3576,

3599, 3775, 4234, 4337, namely, that he represents the Lord

as to Divine natural truth. With representations the case is

thus :—he who in the supreme sense represents the Lord as to

Divine truth of the natural, also represents the kingdom of the

Lord as to Divine truth therein, consequently the church as to

truth, for they correspond ; for all truth is the Lord's in His

kingdom and in His church. It appears also from the signi-

fication of a house, as denoting the church as to good, see nos.

2233, 3720.

4521. And they said : that this signifies answer, appears

without explanation.

4522. Shall he make oiir sister as a harlot ? that this signifies

that they had no affection, may appear from the representa-

tion of Dinah, after she was polluted or made a harlot, as

denoting the affection of falsities, thus the corrupted church

;

consequently they had no longer any affection of truth ; see

no. 4540, in which passage also may be seen how the case is.

A CONTINUATIOX COXCEKXIXG THE COERESPONDEXCE OF THE EYE
AND OF LIGHT WITH THE GRAND MAN.

4523. Every one who hnoirs anything of the air and of
sound, may Jcnotv that the ear is entirely formed to the nature

of their m,odifications, and thits, as to its corporeal and material

[principle], corresponds thereto : he also, who has imhihed any-

thing of science respecting the ether and light, knows that the eye,

as to its corporeal and material \_2)rinciple\, is formed correspond-

cntly to their modifications ; and. this to such an extent, that

whatsoever secret p)roperties are hidden in the nature of air and
sound, and in that of ether and light, are inscribed on the

organism of the car and of the eye respectively. Conseq^icntly, he 2

tvho is skilled in anatomy and at the same time in physics, may
knoio by diligent search, that not only the sensory organs, but

also the organs of motion, and likciaise all the viscera, as to their

corporeal and mateynal \_p)arts\ correspond to those things luhich

are in the 7iature of the world ; and thus that the whole body is

an organ composed of the most hidden things of all that are in

the nature of the world, and according to their secret powers of
acting and tvonderful modes of flowing. Hence it is that man
tvas called by the Ancients a little world or microcosm. He wlio 3
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knows these things may also hnoio, that whatsoever is in the world

and its nature, does not exist from itself, hut from something

prior to itself ; and that this prior thing cannot exist from itself,

hut from that whieh is jirior to itself, and so on even to the First,

from Whom the things ivhich follow exist in order ; and heeause

they exist thence, they also subsist thence, for subsistence is per-

petual existence. Hence it folloivs that all things in general and
particular, even to the ultimates of nature, not ordy existed from
the First, bid also subsistfrom thence ; for unless they jJerpetually

existed, and unless there teas a continual connexion from, and
thus with, the First, tliey would in a moment fall to ineces and
perish.

4524. Now, 'whereas all thirigs in general and part ieular ivhich

are in the ivorld and its nature, exist and perpetucdly exist, that

is, subsist, from things prior to themselves, it folloivs that they

exist and subsist from a world which is above nature, and whieh
is called the Spiritucd Woiid ; and since there must be a con-

tinual connexion with that world, in order that they may subsist

or perpetually exist, it follows that the purer or interior things in

nature, and consequently the purer or interior things in man, are

from thence ; cdso, thcd the purer or interior things arc such forms
as can receive influx. And u'hereas there can only be one single

fountain of life, as in nature there is bid one single fountain of
light and heat, it is evident that all life is from the Lord, Who
is the First of life : and this being the case, that all things in

genercd and particular in the spiritual world, consequently all

things in general and particular in man, correspond to Him, for
man is a little spiritual world in its least ejigy. Hence also the

spiritual man is an image of the Lord.

4525. From these considerations it is evident that there is a
correspondence of all things with the spiritual ivorld, especially in

onan, and that without such a correspondence he cannot subsist a
onoment ; for ivithout correspondence nothing would be continued

from the very Fsse of life, that is, from the Lord ; thus it would
he unconnected, and what is unconnected is dissip)ated as a thing

of naught. The reason why correspondence is more immediate
and thus closer in man, is that he was created to apply to

himself life from the Lord, and hence into the power of being

elevated by the Lord as to his thoughts and affections above

the natural world, and thus of thinking about God, and being

affected with the Divine, and, thereby being conjoined ivith Him

;

whieh is not the case with the animals of the earth ; and they

who are capcdde of thus being conjoined with the Divine, do not die

when corporeal things, which are of the world, are separated

;

for the interiors remain conjoined.

45 2 G. As to the correspondence of the sight of the eye, which
ive began to treat of at the close of the preceding chapter, let it

he known that its correspondence is with the things which are of
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the understanding ; for the iinderstanding is internal sight, and
this internal sight is in a light which is above the light of the

world. The reason why man can 'procure to himself intelligence

throvgh those things which aj)pcar to him in the light of the

world, is, that a superior light, or the light of heaven, inflows into

the oljjects that arefroin the light of the irorld, and causes them to

appear representatively and corrcspondently. For the light, which

is above the light of the ivorld, is the light which proceedsfrom the

Lord, Who illuminates the universal heaven ; the intelligence and
ivisdom itself which is from the Lord, appears there as light

:

this light it is v-hieh constitutes the understanding or internal

sight of man ; when it infloivs through the understandi7ig into

the objects which are from the light of the world, it causes them to

appear representatively and corrcspondently, and thus iiitellect-

ually. And whereas the sight of the eye in the natural world

corresponds to the sight of the understanding in the spiritual

world, therefore the former sight corresponds to the truths of

faith, these being {constituent'] of genuine understanding, for

truths constitute all the understanding of man, inasmuch as

all thought is employed in determining whether a thing be so

or not ; thcd is, whether it be true or not true. That the sight of

the eye corresponds to the truths and goods of faith, see above,

no. 4410.

4527. / have spolcen with some ivithin a few days after their

decease, and because they were at that time but recently come into

the world of spirits, they were in a degree of light therein, which

differed but little in their sight from the light of the world;

and whereas the light had appeared such to them, they doubted

whether they had light from any other source. They were there-

fore taken up into the first threshold of heaven, where the light

teas still brighter, and from thence they spohe with me, saying

that they had never before seen such a light ; and this was

done when the sun was already set. They then expressed their

surprise, tluit spirits had eyes through which they saiv, tvJien yet

in the life of the body they had believed that the life of spirits was

merely thought, and this abstractedly without a sidjjeet, because

they had not been able to think of any stcbj'ect of thought, as they

had not seen any. This being the case, they had perceived no

otherwise at that time, than that it was dissipated, together with

the body in which it luas, as being mere thought alone, in the

same way as any air or fire woidcl be dissipated, unless it was

miraculously to be kept together and subsist from the Lord ; and

they saw then how easily the learned may fall into error con-

cerning the life after death, and have less belief than the rest of

mankind in things which they do not see. They wei'c therefore

surprised now to find that they had not only thought, but also

sight, and the rest of the senses ; and still more so that they

appear to themselves altogether as men, that they midually see
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and hear each other, spcaJc together, feel their own viemhers hy

the touch, and this more exquisitely than in the life of the body.

Hence they were amazed that man is altogether ignorant of this,

during his life in the ivorld ; and they pitied the human race,

hecause they know nothing of such things, inasmuch as they

helieve nothing, and more especially they tvho are in light beyond

others, namely, they who are within the church, and have the

2 Word. Some of them had believed no otherwise, than that

men after death ivoidd be like phantoms; in ivhich opinion

they had confirmed themselves from the spectres of which they

had heard; but they had drawn no other conclusion thence,

than that [a spectre^ was some gross vital 'principle, which at

first is ei'haled from the life of the body, but falls back again

into the corpse, and is thus extinguished. But some had believed

that they were first to rise again at the time of the last judgment,

vjJien the ivorld ivas to perish, and that they ivoidcl then rise again

with the body, vjhich, though fcdlen into dust, ivoidd be collected

together, and that thus they vjoidd rise again with bone and
flesh; and whereas mankind have for many ages in vain expected

that last judgment or destruction of the ivorld, they have fallen

into the error thcd they should never rise again ; thinking

nothing of that which they have learnt from the Word, and
from vjhich they have also sometimes expressed themselves in dis-

course thus ;
—that luhen man dies, his soid is in the hand of God,

amongst the happy or unhappy, according to the life to which he

had accustomed himself : neither thinking at all of xvhat the

Lord said concerning Dives and Lazarus. But they were in-

structed that every ones last judgment is when he dies, and that

then he appears to himself to be endowed with a body as in the

world, and to enjoy the exercise of every sense as in the world,

but more pure and exquisite, inasmuch as no hindrance arises

from corporeal things, and the tilings tvhich are of the light of
the world do not overshadow those which are of the light of
heaven ; thus that they are in a body as it were purified ; and
that after death, the body cannot possibly partake of bony and
fleshy substances, such as it had in the world, because this

3 would be to be again encomjyasscd with terrestrial dust. I spoke

on this subject tuifh some on the same day that their bodies were

entombed, and they saw through my eyes their own corpse,

the bier, and the ceremony of burial ; and they said, that they

reject that corpse, it having served them for uses in the ivorld in

which they had been, and that they now live in a body which

serves them for uses in the world in which they noio are. They
were also desirous that L shoidd tell this fact to their relations

who were in mourning ; but it was given me to reply, that if I
told them, they would mock at it, because what they cannot them-

selves see with their own eyes, they believe to be nothing ; and
thus they ivoidd reckon the information amongst illusory visions.
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For they cannot he hroiight to helicve, that as men see each other

vjith their eyes, so spirits see each other with theirs ; and that

man cannot see spirits except with the eyes of his sjnrit, and that

he sees them when the Lord ojjens the internal sight, as was the

case vAth the prophets, who savj sinrits and angels, and many
things of heaven also. Whether they v:ho live at this day would
have believed those things, if they had lived at that time, there is

room to doubt.

4528. The eye, or rather its sight, corresponds especicdly to

those societies in the other life, which are amid paradisiacal

objects ; these appear ahove in front, a little to the right, ivhere

gardens are presented vividly before the sight, with trees and
flowers of so many genera and species, that those which grow
throughout the whole Earth are very feio in proportion to them.

In each single object there, there is something of intelligence and
vnsdom which shines forth ; so that you tvoidd say, that they

[ivho are there] divell together in paradises of intelligence and
wisdom ; these things are what affect the inhahitants from the

interiors, and thereby not only gladden the sight, but the under-
standing also at the same time. These paradisiacal objects are '

in the first heaven, in the very entrance to the interiors of that

heaven ; they consist of representatives which descend from the

higher heaven, when the angels of the higher heaven speak in-

tellectually with each other abotd the truths of faith. The
speech of the angels in that heaven is effected by spiritual and.

celesticd ideas, which to them are forms of expressions, and
continually by scries of representations of such beauty and.

pleasantness, as it is impossible to express ; these beauties and
p)leasantnesses of their conversation are ivhat are represented as

paradisiacal tilings in the lower heaven. This heaven is distin- '.

yuished into many heavens, to which cdl the tilings in the various

compartments [liumors'] of the eye correspond ; there is a heaven

in lohich are the paradisiacal gardens spoken of above ; there is a
heaven in which are atmospheres of different colors, where the

universal aura glitters as %f it consisted of gold, silver, pearls,

precious stones, fioivers in their least forms, and of innumcraUe
other things; there is a rainbouj-heaven, tohere are most beautiful

rainbows, large and small, variegated tvith most splendid colors.

Each of these things exists through the light from the Lord, in

which is intelligence and wisdom : hence there is in every single

object in that heaven someiohat of the intelligence of truth and
of the %oisdoni of good, which is thus representatively exhibited.

They who have not had. any idea conceriiing heaven, nor concern- •

ing the light therein, can hardly be brought to believe that such

things are there ; wherefore if they who bring this incredulity

with them into the other life, have been in the truth and good of
faith, they are conveyed by the angels into those things, and ivhen

they see them, they are amazed. Coiicerning paradisiacal objects,
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atmospheres, and rainhoivs, see vjhat was said above fi'om experi-

ence, nos. 1619-1626, 2296, 3220 ; and that in the heavens there

are continual representations, nos. 1807, 1808, 1971, 1980, 1981,

2299, 2763, 3213, 3216-3218, 3222, 3350, 3-175, 3485.

4529. A certain person, ivho had hcen distinguished in the

learned icorld, and celebrated for his skill in the science of
botany, after his decease heard in the otlier life, that floioers and
trees are there also pi'csented to tlie view ; at this he was amazed,

and as it had been the delight of his life, he icas inflamed ivith a
desire of seeing ivhcther it was so. He was tlicrefore taken up
into 2^aradisiacal scenes, wlicre lie saw most beautiful shrubberies

and most pleasant fioxcer-gardens of immense extent ; and as he

then came into the ardor of his delight from affection, it was
allou'cd him to icander through the plain, atul not only to see

them singly, but also to gather them and bt-ing them close to

2 his eye, and to examine whether the case was so. He spoke

vnth me from thence, and said that heretofore he had not at all

believed this, and th/it if in the world they had heard of such

things, they should have accounted them paradoxes ; and he

further related, thai in those plcLccs there are vegetable flmoers in

immense abundance, such as vxre never seen in the icorld, and
scarcely comprehensible by any perception there, and tlud each

glitters by reason of an incompjrehcnsible splendor, because tliey

arcfrom tlie light of heaven. He coidd not as yet p)crceive that

the glittering ivas from a spiiritual origin, namely, that in each

tlure was something of intelligence and wisdotn, relativg to truth

a/nd good,from which the glitter was derived. He said further,

tliat the men of the Earth would in nowise believe this, because

there are but fcxo who believe tJiat there is any heaven and hell

:

axul they who believe only know tJiat hi Jieaven there is joy, and
few among them know that tliere are in Jieaven such things as the

eye Jms never seen, nor the ear Jieard, ami of which tlie mind has

Qiever been able to think; and this, not ivithstanding they know
from the Word, that stupendous things were seen by the prophets,

and many were seen by John, as related in the Apocaly2)se

;

which, however, locre nothing but representatives which continually

exist in heaven, and which appeared when the internal sight loas

3 opened to him. But these things are respectively of small accownt

;

they who are in the intelligence and wisdom, itself from v'hich

those things are, are in such a state of liappiness, that the things

mentioned above are esteemed by tJiem as of but little importance.

Some also, who, whilst in the paradisiacal scenery, had said that

it eoieeedcd every degree of happhiess, were on that account talcen

up into a heaven more towards the right, which shone with still

greater brightness, and at length to that heaven in which the

blessedness of intelligence and wisdom contained in such things

ivas likeivise perceived ; and when tltey were in that heaven, they

also spoke ivith me, and said that what they had before seen was
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respectively as nothing. At length they were taken uf to that

heaven where, on accotint of the satisfaction of interior affection,

they could scarcely subsist ; for the satisfaction 2ic,nctrated into

the rnedullaries, which being as it ivere melted thereby, they began

to fall into a holy swoon.

4530. Colors are also seen in the other life, which in sjjlendor

and refulgence so far exceed the brightness of colors in the world,

that they scarcely admit of any com-parison. They are from the

variegation of light and shade there ; and as it is intelligence

and ivisdom from the Lord, which appea7's there as light before

the eyes of angels and spirits, and at the same time imcardly

illuminates their understanding, therefore, colors there arc in

their essence variations, or, so to speak, modifications of intelli-

gence and wisdom. The colors there, not only those with which

the flowers are adorned, the atmospheres enlightened, and the

rainbows varied, but those cdso ivhich are exhibited discrete in

other forms, have been so often seen by me, that it woidd be

scarcely possible to enumerate cdl the different times: they derive

their splendor from the truth which is of intelligence, and their

refulgence from the good ivhich is of ivisdom, and the colors

themselves are from their brightness and dimness; thus they

are from light and shade, as are colorings in the world.

Hence it is that the colors ivhich are mentioned in the Word,
as the colors of the precious stones in Aaron s breastplate, upon
his garments of holiness, in the curtains of the tent where the ark

was, and those in the stones of the foundation of the New Jeru-

salem described by John in the Apoecdypse, and elseivhere,

represented such things as are of intelligence and wisdom. But
what each of them 7rprcscnts, by the Divine mercy of the Lord,

will be sheivn in the explanations. In general, so far as colors

there possess splendor, ami are derived from bright ivhitencss, so

far they are from the truth which is of intelligence ; and so far
as they p'ossess refidgence and are derived from crimson, so far
they are from the good which is of wisdom. Those which

lunce derive their origin, belong also to the provinces of the

eyes.

4531. Inasmuch as it is intelligence and wisdomfrom the Lord,

which appears as light in heaven, and the angels are hence called

angels of light, so stupidity aiid insanity, which are from the pro-

prium, reign in hell, and hence those who are there take their name
from darkness. In hell, indeed, there is not darkness, but a dim
lumen, like that which proceedsfrom, a charcoed fire, in which they

see each other, othenvise they would not be able to live. This lumen
has its rise with them from the light of heaven, ivhich undergoes

such a change, when it falls into their wild notions, that is,

into falsities and lusts. The Lord is everywhere present with

light, even in the hells, otherwise they would 7iot have any
faculty of thinking and thence of speaking ; but it is made
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light according to reception. Tliis Inmen is what is called in

the Word the shadow of death, ctnd is compared to dai^lcness ; it

is also tiirned luith them into darkness, ivhen they ap2)roach the

light of heaven, and when they are in darkness they are in folly

and stupidity. Hence it may he manifest, that as light corre-

sponds to truth, so darkness corresponds to fedsity ; and that they

who are in falsities, are said to he in hlindness.

4532. They who helieve that of themselves they understand
good and truth, and thus trust to themselves alone, and therehy

suppose themselves wiser than all others, when yet they are in

ignorance of good and truth, especially they who are not willing

to understand good and truth, and thence are in falsities, are

sometimes in the other life let into a state of darkness; and
ivhen they are in it, they speak foolishly, for they are in

stupidity. It has heen told me that there are many such, and
among them those who had helieved themselves to he cstahlished in

the grccdtst light, and likewise had ajypearcd so to others.

4533. Amongst the wonderfid things which exist in the other

life, this cdso is one, that when the angels of heaven look i7do

evil spirits, these latter have altogether another apipearance than
when seen amongst themselves. When evil spirits and genii are

amongst themselves, and in their fatuous lumen, such as is

derived from a charcoal fire, as ivas said ahove, they appear to

themselves in a human form, and, cdso, according to their p)han-

tasies, not withoiU hcauty ; hut when the same sjnrits are looked

into hy the angels of heaven, thcd lumen is instantly dissipated,

and they appear with entirely different faces, each according to

his genius ; some dusky and hlack as devils, some with gliastly

faces like corpses, some almost ivithout a face, and in its place

something hairy, some like gratings of teeth, some like skeletons ;

and what is more xuonderful, some like monsters, the deceitful

like serpents, and the most deceitful like vip)ers, and others other-

ivise. Bid as soon as the angels remove their sight from them,

they appear in their former form, which they have in their own
lumen. The angels look into the wicked, as often as they ohserve

that they struggle to rise oid of their hells into the world of
spirits, and intend evil to others ; hence they are detected and cast

hack again. Angelic sight has in it such efficacy, hecause there

is a correspondence hetiveen intcllectucd and ocular sight ; hence

there is in the sight of the angels a perspicacity, wherehy the

infernal lumen is dissijMted, and the infernals appear in such a
form and genius as they really are.

4534. The suhject of the Grand Man and correspondence tvill

he continued at the close of tlie following chapter.
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GENESIS.
CHAPTEE THE THIETY-FIETH.

4535. As a preface to the preceding chapters (from chapter

xxvi. to the present one), an explanation has been given of

what the Lord had foretold concerning His coming, or concern-

ing the CONSUMMATION OF THE AGE, and it was therein frequently

shewn, that by His coming, or the consummation of the age, is

signified the last time of tlie church, which in the Word is also

called the Last Judgment. They who do not see beyond the

literal sense, cannot know any other than that the Last Judg-
ment is the destruction of the world ; and this especially from
the Apocalypse, where it is said that " John saw a new heaven

and a new earth, for the former heaven anel the former earth

were passed aivay ; and there was no more a sea." Moreover,
that " he saw the holy city, the new Jerusalem, coming down
from God out of heaven " (xxi. 1, 2). And also from the pro-

phecies of Isaiah, where similar words occur :
" Behold, I

create neiv heavens and a new earth ; therefore the former shall

not be mentioned, nor come up upon the heart. Be ye glad and
exult to eternity, ye things that I create. Behold, I am about to

create Jerusalem an exultation, and her people a gladness " (Ixv.

17, 18 ; Ixvi. 22). Those who do not see beyond the literal sense, 2

have no other conception than that the universal heaven with
this Earth is to fall into nothing, and that then first the dead
will rise again, and will dwell in the new heaven and upon the

new earth ; but that in these passages the Word is not so to be
understood, may appear from several other passages therein,

where mention is made of heavens and earths. They who have
any faith respecting the internal sense, can see manifestly, that

by a new heaven and a new earth is meant a new church, which
succeeds when the former passes away, see nos. 1733, 1850,

3355, and that the heaven is its internal, and the earth its

external. This last time of a former church, and first of a new 3

church, is what is also called the consummation of the age, of

which the Lord spoke in Matthew, chap, xxiv., and His coming,
for then the Lord departs from the former church, and comes
to the new. That the consummation of the age has this mean-
ing, may appear also from other passages in the Word, as in

Isaiah :
" In that day the remains shall return, the remains of

Jacob unto the powerful God ; for although thy people Israel

be as the sand of the sea, remains shall return out of them
;

the consummation is defined, justice is inundated ; for the Lord
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Jehovih Zebaoth maketli a consummation and a definition in the

whole land" (x. 21-23). Iii the same prophet: " Now there-

fore be ye not mockers, lest perhaps your punishments prevail,

because I have heard a consummation and decision from with
the Lord Jehovih Zebaoth upon the whole earth" (xxviii. 22).

In Jeremiah :
" Thus hath Jehovah said, The whole land shall

be wasteness, yet will I not make a consummation " (iv, 27).

In Zephaniali :
" I will reduce men to distress, and they shall

walk like blind men, because they have sinned against Jehovah,

and their blood shall be poured out as dust, and their tiesh as

dung ; . . . because Jehovah will make a consummation and
indeed a speedy one with all the inhabitants of the land "

(i. 17,

18). In these passages, a consummation is the last time of the

church, and the land is the church, as is evident from each of

4 the things contained therein. The reason why the land denotes

the church, is, that the land of Canaan was the country wherein

the church was from the jNIost Ancient times, and afterwards

the representative of a church among the posterity of Jacob

:

when this land or earth is said to be consummated, it is not

the nation therein which is meant, but tlie holy [principle] of

worship prevailing among the nation where the church is ; for

the Word is spiritual, and the earth itself is not spiritual,

neither the nation dwelling in it, but that which is of the

church. That the land of Canaan was the place where the

church was from the Most Ancient times, see nos. 567, 3686,

4447, 4454, 4516, 4517 ; and this being the case, by land or

earth in the "Word is signified the church, nos. 566, 662, 1066,

1068, 1262, 3355, 4447. Hence it is evident what is meant
in Isaiah by making a consummation in the whole land ; and
in Zephauiah, by a speedy consummation with all the inhabit-

ants of the land : that the Jewish nation, which was the

inhabitant of that land, was not consummated, but that the

holy [principle] of worship among them was consummated, is

5 a known thing. That this is the meaning of consummation, is

still more evident in Daniel :
" Seventy weeks are decided

upon thy people, and upon thy city of holiness, to con-

summate transgression, and to seal up sins, and to expiate

iniquity, and to bring the justice of the age, and to seal up
the vision and the prophet, and to anoint the holy of holies.

... In the midst of the week he shall cause the sacrifice

and the oblation to cease. At length upon the bird of desola-

tions shall be desolation, and even to the consummation and
decision, it shall drop upon the devastation " (ix. 24, 27).

6 Hence now it may be seen, that by the consummation of the

age, concerning which the disciples said to the Lord, " What
is tlie sign of Thy coming, and of the consummation of the age

"

(Matt. xxiv. 3), nothing else is signified tlian the last time of

the church ; and also by these words of the Lord, which are the
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last in the same evangelist :
" Jesus said to the disciples,

Teaching keep ye all tilings whatsoever I have commanded
you ; and lo ! I am with you all the days, even unto the

consummation of the age " (xxviii. 20). It is said by the

Lord that He would be with His disciples even unto the con-

summation of the age, because similar things are signified by
the Lord's twelve disciples as by the twelve tribes of Israel,

namely, all things of love and faith, consequently all things of

the church, see nos. 3354, 3488, 3858 ; that these things are

signified by the twelve tribes, see nos. 3858, 3926, 3939, 4060.

That the consummation of the church is when there is no
longer any charity therein, and consequently no longer any
faith, has been occasionally shewn before. That in this cluirch,

which is called Christian, there is scarcely anything of charity,

and consequently of faith, remaining, thus that the con-

summation of its age is now at hand, will, by the Divine

mercy of the Lord, be shewn in the following pages.

CHAPTER XXXV.

1. And God said unto Jacob, Arise, go up to Bethel, and
tarry there ; and make there an altar unto the God Who ap-

peared unto thee, when thou lleddest from before Esau thy

brother.

2. And Jacob said unto his house, and to all who were with

him, Put away the gods of the stranger, which are in the midst

of you, and be ye purified, and change your garments :

3. And let us arise, and go up to Bethel ; and I will make
there an altar unto God Who answered me in the day of my
distress, and was with me in the way which I walked.

4. And they gave unto Jacob all the gods of the stranger,

which were in their hand, and the ear-rings which were in

their ears ; and Jacob hid them under the oak which is near

Shechem.
5. And they journeyed : and the terror of God was upon

the cities which were round al)0ut them, and they did not

pursue after the sons of Jacob.

6. And Jacob came to Luz, which is in the land of Canaan,

this is Bethel, he and all the people which were with him.

7. And he built there an altar, and called the place El-bethel;

because there the gods were revealed unto him, when he fled

from before his brother.

8. And Deborah the nurse of Picbekah died, and was buried

from beneath Bethel under the oak : and he called the name
thereof Allon-bachuth.
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9. And God appeared unto Jacob again, when he came out
of Padan-Aram, and blessed him.

10. And God said unto him, Thy name is Jacob : thy name
shall no longer be called Jacob, but Israel shall be thy name

;

and He called his name Israel.

11. And God said unto him, I am God Shaddai ; be fruitful

and multiply : a nation and a company of nations shall be out
of thee, and kings shall come forth out of thy loins :

12. And the land which I gave to Abraham and to Isaac, to

thee will I give it, and to thy seed after thee will I give the land.

13. And God went up from above him in the place in which
He spoke with him.

14. And Jacob set a statue in the place in which He spoke
with him, a statue of stone ; and he poured out upon it a drink-

offering, and poured oil upon it.

15. And Jacob called the name of the place where God spoke
with him, Bethel.

16. And they journeyed from Bethel: and there was yet a

tract of land to come to Ephratah : and Eachel l>rought forth,

and she suffered hard things in her bringing forth.

17. And it came to pass, in her suffering hard things in her

bringing forth, and the midwife said unto her, Fear not, for thou
hast this son also.

18. And it came to pass, in her soul going out, that she was
about to die ; and she called his name Benoni ; and his father

called him Benjamin.

19. And Ilachel died, and was buried in the way of Ephratah,

this is Bethlehem.

20. And Jacob set a statue over her grave : this is the statue

of Piachel's grave even to this day.

21. And Israel journeyed, and stretched his tent from beyond
the tower Eder.

22. And it came to pass, when Israel dwelt in this land, and

Reuben went, and lay with Bilhah his father's concubine : and
Israel heard it. And the sons of Jacob were twelve.

23. The sons of Leah ; Jacob's first born Eeuben, and Simeon,

and Levi, and Judah, and Issachar, and Zebulun.

24. The sons of Eachel ; Joseph and Benjamin.

25. And the sons of Bilhah, liachers handmaid ; Dan and
Naphtali.

26. And the sons of Zilpah, Leah's handmaid ; Gad and

Ashcr. These are the sous of Jacob, who were born to him in

Padan-Aram.
27. And Jacob came unto Isaac his father, unto Mamre

Kiriath Arba, this is Hebron, where Abraham and Isaac

sojourned.

28. And the days of Isaac were a hundred years and eighty

years.
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29, And Isaac expired and died, and was gathered unto his

people, old and full of days ; and his sons Esau and Jacob
buried him.

THE CONTENTS.

4536. The subject treated of in this chapter in the internal
sense is, that the remainder in the Lord's natural was made
Divine. The interior things of the natural, which were made
Divine, are here Israel. The progress towards things still more
interior, where the rational is, is described by the birth of Ben-
jamin ; and next by the coming of the sons of Jacob to Isaac.

THE INTEENAL SENSE.

4537. Verses 1-4. A^w God said unto Jacob, Arise, go vp to

Bethel, and tarry there ; and make there an altar unto the God
Who appeared unto thee, lohen thou fieddest from before Esau
thy brother. And Jaeob said unto his house, and to all who were

with him, Put away the gods of the stranger, which are in the

midst of you, and be ye purified, and change your garments : and
let us arise, and go up to Bethel : and I will make there an altar

unto God Who answered me in the day of my distress, and icas

with me in the ivay which I lualked. And they gave unto

Jacob all the gods of the stranger which were in their hand, and
the ear-rings which were in their ears ; and Jacob hid them under
the oak which is near Shecliem. And God said unto Jacob, signi-

lies the natural's perception of good, such as Jacob now is, from
the Divine : Arise, go up to Bethel, signifies respecting the

Divine natural : and tarry there, signifies life: and make there

an cdtar unto the God Who appeared unto thee, signifies a holy

[state] there : when thou fieddest from before Esau thy brother,

signifies when truth was preferred to good : And Jacob said unto

his house, and to all who were with him,, signifies arrangement
in natural good, such as it then was : J-'ut aivay the gods of the

stranger which are in the midst of you, signifies that falsities

should be rejected : and be ye purified, and change your garments,

signifies holiness to be put on : and let us arise, ami go up to

Bethel, signifies the Divine natural : and I ivill make there an
altar unto God, signifies the Holy in which interior things

terminate : Who answered me in the day of my distress, signifies

in the state of the preference of truth above good : and ivas with

VOL. VI. N
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one in the way v-liich I vmlkcd, signifies His Divine Providence :

And they yave unto Jacob all the yods of the stranycr which were

in their hand, signifies that lie rejected all falsities as much as

possible : and the ear-rinys which were in their ears, signifies

things actual : a'nd Jacoh hid them uiuler the oak which is near

Shechcni, signifies eternal rejection ; the oak near Shechem
denotes the fallacious natural.

4538. And God said unto Jacoh : that this signifies the

natural's perception of good, such as Jacob now is, from the

Divine, appears from the signification of saying, in the histor-

icals of the Word, as denoting perceiving, see nos, 1G02, 1791,

1815, 1822, 1898, 1919, 2061, 2080, 2238, 2260, 2619, 2862,

3395, 3509 ; hence it is that by " God said " is denoted percep-

tion from the Divine ; and from the representation of Jacob, as

here denoting, in the supreme sense, the Lord as to natiiral

good. In the preceding pages it has been shewn what Jacob

represents in the Word ; and as he represents various things,

2 we will briefly shew how the case is. In the supreme sense,

Jacob in general represents the Lord's Divine natural ; but

whereas when the Lord glorified His natural, it was otherwise

in the beginning, than in the progress and end, therefore Jacob

represented various things, namely, in the beginning, the

Lord's natural as to truth ; in the progress, the Lord's natural

as to the good of truth ; and in the end, as to good. For the

Lord's glorification proceeded from truth to the good of truth,

and finally to good, which has been frequently shewn in the

foregoing pages. Now, inasmuch as it is in the end, Jacob

represents the Lord as to natural good : see what has been

shewn above on this subject, namely, that Jacob, in the supreme

sense, represents the Lord's Divine natural ; in the beginning

as to truth, nos. 3305, 3509, 3525, 3546, 3576, 3599 ; in the

progress, the Lord's Divine natural as to the good of truth, nos.

3059, 3669, 3677, 4234, 4273, 4337 ; the reason why he now
represents the Lord's Divine natural as to good, is, that now it

3 is in the end, as was said. The above process took place when
the Lord made His natural Divine ; a similar process also takes

place when the Lord regenerates man ; for it pleased the Lord

to make His Human Divine in the order in which He makes
man new ; hence it has occasionally been said, that the regener-

ation of man is an image of the glorification of the Lord, nos.

3138, 3212, 3296, 3490, 4402. When the Lord makes man
new, He first instructs him in the truths of faith ; for without

these truths he does not know what the Lord is, what heaven
is, and what hell, nor even that they exist ; still less does he

know the innumerable things which are of the Lord, of His
kingdom in heaven, and of His kingdom on earth, that is, in

the church ; also what and of what quality are the things of

4 hell, which are opposite to these. Before he knows these
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things, he cannot know what good is. By good is not meant
civil and moral good, for these are learnt in the world by laws
and statutes, and by reflections on the manners of men ; whence
it is, that the nations, which are outside of the church, also

know such things : but by good is meant spiritual good, which
in the Word is called charity, and in general consists in willincr

and doing good to another, from no selfish reason, but from the
delight of affection. This good is spiritual good ; which it is

impossible for any man to attain except through the truths of

faith, which are taught by the Lord through the Word and the
preaching of the Word. AVhen man has been instructed in .

the truths of faith, he is next gradually led by the Lord to will

truth, and from willing, to do it ; this truth is called the good
of truth; for the good of truth is truth in the will and act,

and it is called the good of truth, because truth, which was of
doctrine, becomes in this case truth of the life. At length,

when the man apperceives a delight in willing good, and
thence in doing it, it is no longer called the good of truth, but
good ; for then the man is regenerated, and no more wills and
does good from truth, but truth from good, and the truth which
he then does is also as it were good : for it takes its essence
from its origin, which is good. From these considerations it is

evident how and whence it is, that Jacob, in the supreme sense,

represents the Lord's natural as to good. The reason why
Jacob here represents this good, is, that now in the internal

sense a further progression is treated of, namely, towards the
interior things of the natural, which are Israel, see no. 4536.
No one, who is regenerated by the Lord, can be brought to

interior things, until truth with him has become good.

4539. Arise, go v^i to Bethel: that this signifies respecting
the Divine natural (namely, perception), appears from the
signification of arising, as invohdng elevation, see nos. 2401,
2785, 2912, 2927, 3171, 4103, in the present case elevation of

the natural to the Divine ; from the signification of going up,
as denoting towards still more interior things, of which we
shall speak presently ; and from the signification of Bethel, as

denoting the Divine in the natural, or in the ultimate of order,

see no. 4089. In the original language, Bethel signifies the
house of God, and as the house of God is where the Know-
ledges of good and truth are, therefore, by Bethel, in the
proximate sense, are signified those Knowledges, as was shewn
above, no. 1453. But as interior things terminate and are
bounded in the ultimates of order, and are together there, and
dwell together as in one house, and as the natural with man is

the ultimate with him, in which interior things terminate,

therefore by Bethel or the house of God is properly signified

the natural, nos. 3729, 4089, and indeed the good therein, for a
house in the internal sense denotes good, see nos. 2233, 3720,
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3729 ; Knowledges also are in the natural, or in the ultimate
2 of order. The reason why going up denotes towards interior

things, is, because interior things are what are called higher,

no. 2148 ; therefore, when progress towards interior things is

treated of in the internal sense, mention is made of going up,

as from Egypt to the land of Canaan, and in the land of

Canaan itself to the interiors of the land, and in the interiors

from all sides to Jerusalem, and in Jerusalem to the house of

God therein. From Egypt to the land of Canaan, in Moses

:

" Pharaoh said unto Joseph, Go up and bury thy father ; . . .

and Joseph ivciit up . . . and with him went up all the servants

of Pharaoh, and there icent up with him chariots and horse-

men " (Gen. 1. 6-9) ; and in the book of Judges :
" The angel

of Jehovah tveiit up from Gilgal to Bochim, and said, " / viake

you to go up out of Egypt " (ii. 1) ; for by Egypt, in the internal

sense, is signified the scientific, which is to serve for receiving

the things of the Lord's kingdom ; and by the land of Canaan
is signified the Lord's kingdom ; and whereas scientifics are

lower things, or, what is the same, exterior things, and the

things of the Lord's kingdom are higher things, or, what is the

same, interior things, therefore it is said to go up from Egypt to

the land of Canaan ; and, on the other hand, to go down from the

land of Canaan to Egypt, as in Gen. xlii. 2, 3 ; xliii. 4, 0, 15, and

3 in other places. In the land of Canaan itself, to its interiors,

in Joshua :
" Joshua said, Go ye up and explore the land.

And the men ivcnt up and explored Ai ; and they returned to

Joshua, and said unto him. Let not all the people go up ; let

there go up about two thousand men, or about three thousand

men. Wherefore there went up of the people about three

thousand men " (vii. 2-^) ; inasmuch as the land of Canaan
signifies the Lord's kingdom, therefore those places, which were
more remote from the ultimate boundaries, signified interior

things : hence mention is here made of going up. In like

manner from the places around about in all directions to

Jerusalem ; and in Jerusalem to the house of God, 1 Kings
xii. 27, 28 ; 2 Kings xx. 5, 8 ; Matt. xx. 18 ; Mark x. 33 ; Luke
xviii. 31, and in many other places ; for Jerusalem was the in-

most of the land, because by it was signified the Lord's spiritual

kingdom ; and the house of God was the inmost of Jerusalem,

because by it was signified the Lord's celestial kingdom, and in

the supreme sense the Lord Himself : hence mention is made
of going up to them. From these considerations it is evident

what is signified by arising and going up to Bethel, namely,
that by going up is signified progression towards interior things,

whicli progression is treated of in this chapter, no. 4536.

4540. And tarry there : that this signifies life, appears from
the signification of tarrying, or dwelling, as denoting life, see

nos. 1293, 3384, 3613, 4451.
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4541. And make there an altar unto the God Who aj^peared

unto thee: that this signifies the Holy there, appears from the

signification of an altar, as being the principal representative of

the Lord, see nos. 921, 2777, 2811, 4489 ; and this being the case,

the Holy of worship is signified by making an altar unto God.
4542. When thou Jleddest from lefore Esau thy brother : that

this signifies when truth was preferred to good, appears from
the representation of Esau, as denoting the Divine good of the
Divine natural of the Lord, see nos. 3322, 3494, 3504, 3576,
3599. That it denotes when truth was preferred to good, may
appear from what was explained concerning Jacob, when he
fled before Esau (Gen. xxvii.) ; for the cause of the flight was,

because Jacob took away the birthright from Esau ; by which
is signified, that truth preferred itself to good, for Jacob there

represents the truth of the Lord's natural, and Esau the good
thereof. The reason why truth preferred itself to good, was, that

whilst man is being regenerated truth is apparently in the first

place, but when man is regenerated, good is in the prior place,

and truth in the posterior, concerning which see nos. 3324,

3539, 3548, 3556, 3563, 3570, 3576, 3603, 3610, 3701, 4243,
4244, 4247, 4337. Hence it is that by " when thou tieddest

from before Esau thy brother," is signified when truth was
preferred to good.

4543. And Jacoh said unto his house, and to all who were

with him: that this signifies arrangement by natural good,

such as it was at that time, appears from the signification of

saying unto his house, and to all who were with him, as denot-

ing arrangement ; and from the representation of Jacob, as here

denoting natural good, see above, no. 4538. The reason why
arrangement is denoted by saying to his house and to all who
were with him, is, because in what follows in the internal

sense the arrangement of truths by good is treated of; for

when spiritual good, spoken of above, no. 4538, begins to act

as the principal in the natural mind, it arranges into order

the truths which are there.

4544. Put axvay the gods of the stranger which are in the

midst of you: that this signifies that falsities should be
rejected, appears from the signification of putting away, as

denoting rejecting ; and from the signification of the gods of the

stranger, as denoting falsities : for by gods, in the Word, are

signified truths, and in the opposite sense, falsities, no. 4402.

They were called strangers, who were outside of the church,

consequently who were in falsities and evils, see nos. 2049,

2115 ; hence the gods of the stranger denote falsities.

4545. And he ye purified, and change your garments: that

this signifies holiness to be put on, appears from the significa-

tion of being purified, or cleansed, as denoting being sanctified,

of which we shall speak presently ; and from the signification
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of changing garments, as denoting putting on, iu the present

case putting on holy truths ; for by garments, in the internal

sense of the AVord, are signified trutlis. That changing the

garments was a representative received in the church, is very
manifest ; but what it represented no one can know, unless he
knows what garments signify in the internal sense ; that they

signify truths, see no. 2576, Inasmuch as the subject here

treated of in the internal sense is the rejection of falsities, and
the arrangement of truths iu the natural by good, therefore it is

mentioned that Jacob commanded that they should change
2 their garments. That changing the garments was a represent-

ative that holy truths were to be put on, may also appear

from other passages in the Word, as iu Isaiah :
" Awake, awake,

Jerusalem, put on thy strength, Zion, put on the garments

of thy heauty, Jerusalem, the holy city, for henceforth there

shall not add to come into thee the uncircumcised and unclean
"

(lii. 1). As Zion is the celestial church, and Jerusalem the

spiritual church, and the celestial church is that which is in

good from love to the Lord, and the spiritual church is in

truth from faith and charity, therefore strength is predicated

of Zion, and garments of Jerusalem ; and that thereby they

3 should be clean. In Zechariah :
" Joshua was clothed in

polluted garments, and thus stood before the angel; and he
answered and said unto those that stood before him, saying,

Take atvay the p)olluted garments from upon him ; and he said

to him. See, I have caused thine iniquity to pass from upon thee,

in clothing thee ivith change of garments " (iii. 3, 4). Hence
also it is manifest that removing the garments and putting

on change of garments, represented purification from falsities,

for it is said, " I have caused thine iniquity to pass from
upon thee." It was also on this account that they had change
of garments, whereof mention is made in the Word throughout,

and they were called changes, because by them representations

4 were presented. Inasmuch as such things were represented by
changes of garments, therefore where the new temple is treated

of in tlie internal sense in Ezekiel, by which a new church is

signified, it is said :
" When the priests enter in, they shall not

go out of the holy place into the outer court, but they shall there

lay aside their garments in which they ministered, because they

are holiness ; and shall put on other garments, and shall

approach to those things which are for the people " (xlii. 14).

And again :
" When they shall go forth unto the outer court to

the people, they shall pid off their garments iu which they

ministered, and shall lay them aside in the chambers of holi-

ness, and they shall put on other garments, and shall sanctify

5 the people iu other garments" (xliv. 19). Every one may see

that by the new temple, and by the city and the holy land,

spoken of by the prophet in tliis and in the preceding and
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following chapters, is not meant any new temple, nor a new
city or a new land ; for mention is made of sacrifices and
rituals to be established anew, which yet were abrogated;

mention is also made by name of the tribes of Israel, which
were to portion out the land into inheritances among them-
selves, which tribes, however, were dispersed, and never
returned. Hence it is manifest that by the rituals there men-
tioned, the spiritual and celestial things which are of the

church are signified ; in like manner as by the change of

garments when Aaron ministered, thus described in Moses

:

" When he is about to make a burnt-offering, he shall lyut on
his clothing, the breeches of linen, the ashes he shall place

near the altar. Aftcnvards he shall put off his garments, and
piit on other garments, and shall carry forth the ashes into a

clean place outside of the camp, and thus shall make a burnt-

offering" (Levit. vi. 2-5 [9-12]). That being cleansed denotes ^

being sanctified, is evident from the cleansings which were
commanded, as that they should wash their flesh and their

garments, and be sprinkled with the waters of separation.

Every one who knows anything about the spiritual man, may
know that no one is sanctified by such things ; for what have
iniquity and sin in common with the garments with which
man is clothed ? And yet it is sometimes said, that after they

have cleansed themselves, they would be holy. Hence also it

is evident that the rituals commanded to the Israelites had no
other source of holiness than this, that they represented holy

things ; consequently that they who represented were not

thence made holy as to their persons, but that the holiness

represented abstractedly from them affected the spirits who
were with them, and thence the angels in heaven, see no.

4307. For there must necessarily be a communication of 7

heaven with man, in order that the human race may subsist,

and this through the church ; otherwise they would become as

beasts without internal and external bonds, and thus would
rush headlong without restraint to the destruction of each other,

and would mutually extinguish each other ; and as at that time

no communication could be given through any church, it was
provided by the Lord, that it should be miraculously effected

through representatives. That sanctification was represented

by the ritual of washing and cleansing, is manifest from several

passages in the "Word ; as, when Jehovah came down upon
Mount Sinai, He said to Moses :

" Sanctify them to-day and
to-morrow, and let them icash their garments, and be ready

against the third day" (Exod. xix. 10, 11). In Ezekiel :
"/

loill sj^rinklc ui^on you clean ivatcrs, and ye shall he cleansed from

all your uncleannesses, and / will cleanse you from all your idols,

and I will give you a new lieart, and I will give you a new
spirit in the midst of you" (xx.xvi. 25, 2G) ; where it is manifest
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that sprinkling clean waters represented the purification of the

heart, thus that cleansing denotes being sanctified.

4546. And let ns arise, and go uip to Bethel: that this signifies

the Divine natural, appears from what was said above, no.

4539, where the same words occur.

4547. And I v:ill make there an altar unto God : that this

signifies the Holy in wliicli interior things terminate, appears

from the signification of making an altar unto God, as denoting

the Holy of worship, see above, no. 4541. The reason why it

is said that interior things terminate therein, is, because he

was to make it in Bethel, which is here denoted by there, and
because by Bethel is signified the natural in which interior

things terminate, see above, no. 4539.

4548. Who ansivered me in the day of my distress: that

this signifies in a state when he preferred truth to good, appears

from the signification of a day, as denoting a state, see nos. 23,

487, 488, 493, 893, 2788, 34G2, 3785 ; that by the day of my
distress is signified the state when he preferred truth to good,

may appear from what was said above, no. 4542 ; for the day
of distress here involves the same thing as the words in the

former passage, " When thou fleddest from before Esau thy

brother."

4549. And was vjith me in the way which I walJccd : that

this signifies His Divine Providence, appears from the signifi-

cation of being with any one in the way which he walks, when
predicated of the Di\-ine or the Lord, as denoting His Divine

Providence ; for providing is properly being at hand to any one,

and defending from evils.

4550. And they gave unto Jacob all the gods of the stranger

which wc7-e in their hands : that this signifies that he rejected

all falsities as much as possible, appears from the signification

of the gods of the stranger, as denoting falsities, see no. 4544

;

and from the signification of which were in their hand, as

denoting as much as possible, for the hand signifies power, nos.

878, 3387 ; hence, what is in the hand denotes what is in the

power, or as much as possible. By their giving them to Jacob,

is denoted that good rejected them ; for in this chapter by
Jacob is represented the good of the natural, no. 4538.

4551. And the ear-rings which were in their ears: that this

signifies actual things, appears from the signification of ear-

rings, as being ornaments representative of obedience ; because

the ears signify obedience, nos. 2542, 3869, and the things

which are of obedience are actual things, for obeying involves

doing in act ; actual things are here predicated of the falsities

which were to be rejected. We will briefly explain the

rejection of falsities even actual, which is here treated of in the

internal sense. Before man comes to good through regeneration

by the Lord, and from good does truth, he has very many
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falsities mixed with truths, for he is introduced through the

truths of faith, concerning which he had in his first age no

otlier ideas than those of infancy and childhood ; and as these

ideas exist from the external things which are of the world,

and from the sensuals which are of the body, they must needs

be among fallacies, and consequently among falsities: these

also become actual, for the things which a man believes, he

likewise does. These falsities are what are here meant, and

they remain with man until he is regenerated, that is, until he

acts from good ; in which case good, that is, the Lord through

good, reduces to order the truths which he had heretofore

imbibed ; when this is the case, falsities are separated from

truths, and removed. Man is altogether ignorant of these 2

things, but still there is such a removal and rejection of

falsities from his first childhood even to his last age ; and this

with every man, but especially with him who is regenerated

:

yet with him who is not regenerated, there is a similar process,

for when he becomes an adult, and his judgment arrives at

maturity, he regards the judgments of his childhood as empty
and ludicrous, and thereby as further removed from him. But
the difference in this case between the regenerate man and the

unrefjenerate is, that the refrenerate man reirards those things as

removed from him, which do not agi-ee with the good of faitli

and charity, whereas the unregenerate man regards those things

as removed from him, which do not agree with the delight of

the love in which he is ; the latter therefore for the most part

regards truths as falsities, and falsities as truths. As to the

ear-rings, they were of two sorts, the one kind were applied

above the nose to the forehead, and the other to the ears ; the

former were ornaments representative of good, and are called

nose-rings {monilia), concerning which see no. 3103 ; but the

latter were ornaments representative of obedience, and are ear-

rings ; but in the original language they are expressed by the

same term.

4552. And Jacob hid them wider the oak which is near

Shechem : that this signifies eternal rejection, appears from the

signification of hiding, as denoting rejecting and burying as

dead things ; and from the signification of under an oak, as

denoting to eternity ; for as the oak is a tree which grows to

the greatest age, therefore when anytliing was hid under it, it

signified perpetuity ; and it also signified what was entangled,

and moreover fallacious and false, since the lowest of the

natural is respectively entangled and fallacious, so far as it

derives its scientific and pleasure (vobqjc) from the sensuals

which are of the body, and thus from fallacies : for by the oak

is specifically signified the lowest of the natural, consequently

in the good sense the truths and goods therein, and in tlie

opposite sense the evils and falsities therein. When falsities 2
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are removed in tlie regenerate man, they are rejected to the

lowest of the natural ; wherefore, when seen by interior sight,

as is the case when man becomes of mature and clear judgment,
and especially when he becomes intelligent and wise, they
appear further removed ; for truths in the regenerate man are

in the inmost of his natural near good, which is there like a

little sun ; the truths dependent on those truths, are distant

thence according to the degrees of their consanguinity and
affinity with tlic good, fallacious truths are towards the more
outward peripheries, and falsities are rejected to the outermost.

These things remain for ever with man, but they are in the

above order when man suffers himself to be led by the Lord, for

that order is heavenly order, inasmuch as heaveu itself is in

such order. But when man does not suffer himself to be led

by the Lord, but by evil, he is then in the opposite order ; evil

with falsities is then in the midst, truths are rejected to the

peripheries, and the veriest Divine truths to the ultimate

peripheries ; this order is infernal, for in such order hell is. The
outermost peripheries are the lowest things of the natural.

3 The oak denotes the lowest falsities of the natural, because

in the Ancient church, when external worship was representative

of the Lord's kingdom, all trees of whatsoever kind signified

something spiritual or celestial ; tlius the olive and thence oil

signified those things which are of celestial love, the vine and
thence wine those things which are of charity and of faith from
charity, and so on of the rest of the trees, as the cedar, the fig-

tree, the poplar, the beech, and the oak, the significations of which
have been shewn in the above explanations throughout. Hence
it is that in the Word such frequent mention is made of them,
and also in general of gardens, groves, and forests, and that

worship was celebrated therein under certain trees; but inasmuch
as that worship became idolatrous, and the posterity of Jacob,

among whom the representative of a church was established,

was prone to idolatry, and in consequence thereof placed so

many idols therein, therefore they were forbidden to perform
worship in gardens and groves, and under the trees therein

;

yet still the trees retained their signification. Hence now it

is, that not only the more noble trees, as olives, vines, and
cedars, but also the poplar, beech, and oak, are significative,

when mentioned in the Word, each as in the Ancient church.

4 That in the good sense, oaks signify the lowest truths and
goods of the natural, and in the opposite sense falsities and
evils, appears from those passages in the Word when under-

stood in the internal sense, where mention is made of them, as

in Isaiah :
" They who forsake Jehovah shall be consumed, for

they shall be ashamed of the oaks which ye have desired. . . .

And ye shall be like an oah which casteth off its leaves, and
like a garden which hath no waters " (i. 28-30). In the same
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prophet :
" The day of Jehovah Zebaoth is upon every one,

proud and low ; and upon all tlie cedars of Lebanon, and upon
all the oaks of Bashan" (ii. 12, 13). Every one may know
that the day of Jehovah shall not be upon cedars and oaks,

but upon those who are signified by them. In the same
prophet :

" He who formeth a god, heweth him down cedars,

and taketh the hccch and the oak, and strengtheneth to himself

in the trees of the forest " (xliv. 14). In Ezekiel :
" Ye shall

acknowledge that I am Jehovah, when they who are thrust

through of them shall be in the midst of their idols round
about their altars, upon every high hill, in all the heads of the

mountains, and under every green tree, and under every entangled

oak, in the place where they have given an odour of rest to all

their idols " (vi. 13) ; for the Ancients worshipped upon hills

and mountains, because hills and mountains signified celestial

love ; but when worship was performed by idolaters, as in the

present case, they signify the love of self and of the world,

nos. 795, 796, 1430, 2722, 4210 ; and under trees, because they

were significative according to their kinds, as was said above

;

under the entangled oak here denotes from falsities, which are

the lowest of the natural, for they are in what is entangled, see

no, 2831. In Hosea :
" They sacrifice upon the heads of the

mountains, they burn incense upon the hills, under tlic oak,

the poplar, and the knotted oak, because the shade thereof is

good; therefore your daughters commit whoredom, and your
daughters in law commit adultery " (iv. 13). Committing
whoredom is falsifying truths, and committing adultery is

perverting goods, see nos. 2466, 2729, 3399. In Zechariah :

" Open thy gates, Lebanon, and let the fire eat the

cedars, because the magnificent are laid waste; howl,

ye oaks of Bashan, for the forest of Bazar is come dow^n

"

(xi. 1, 2).

4553. Verses 5-7. And they journeyed : and the terror of God
was upon the cities U'hich luere rou7id about them, and they did

not pursue after the sons of Jacob. And Jacob came to Lvz,

which is in the land of Canaan, this is Bethel, he and all the

people which were, with him. And he built there an altar, and
called the place El-Bethel ; because there the gods were revealed

unto him, when he fled from before his brother. They journeyed,

signifies continuity : and the terror of God tvas upon the cities

tvhich were round cthout them, and they 'pursued not after the

sons of Jacob, signifies that falsities and evils could not accede :

and Jacob came to Luz, v:hich is in the land of Canaan, signifies

the natural in a prior state : this is Bethel, signifies the Divine

natural : he and all the people which ivere with him, signifies

with all things therein : and built there an altar, signifies by
sanctification : a7id called the place El-Bethel, signifies the lioly

natural : because there the gods were revealed unto him, signifies
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holy truths: when he iied from before his Irother, signifies when
truths were preferred to good.

4554. And they journeyed: that this signifies continuity,

appears from the signification of journeying, as denoting the

successive, see no. 4375, thus the continuity, namely, of

progression towards interior things.

4555. And the terror of God wees upon the cities which vjere

round about them, and they did not pia-sue after the sojis of
Jacob: that this signifies that falsities and evils could not

accede, appears from the signification of the terror of God, as

denoting protection, of which we shall speak presently ; from
the signification of the cities which were round about them, as

denoting falsities and evils ; for cities, in the genuine sense, are

truths of doctrine, and in the opposite sense falsities of doctrine,

nos. 402, 2449, 2943, 3216, 4478, 4492, 4493 ; evils also are

here signified by cities, because the inhabitants also are under-

stood, which in the genuine sense are goods, thus in the opposite

sense evils, nos. 2268, 2451, 2712; and from the signification

of not pursuing after them, as denoting not being able to accede.

That the terror of God denotes protection, may be illus-

trated from those things which happen in the other life ; there

the hells cannot possibly accede to heaven, nor evil spirits to

any heavenly society, because they are in the terror of God

;

for when evil spirits approach any heavenly society, they
suddenly fall into anxieties and tortures, and they who have
sometimes fallen thereinto, dare not approach. Their not

daring is what is meant in the internal sense by the terror of

God; not that God or the Lord terrifies them, but because

they are in falsities and evils, thus in the opposite to goods and
truths, and the falsities and evils themselves cause them to feel

agony and torture, when they approach near goods and truths.

4556. And Jacob came to Luz, which is in the land of
Canaan : that this signifies the natural in a former state ; this

is Bethel ; that this signifies the Divine natural, appears from
the signification of Luz, as denoting the natural in a former

state, or that very natural which was human ; that this was
made Divine, is signified by this is Bethel ; Bethel denotes the

Divine natural, see nos. 4089, 4539. Hence likewise, in other

parts of the AVord, where mention is made of Bethel, it is also

said, Luz, this is Bethel, and Bethel formerly Luz, as in Joshua:
" The boundary of the lot of the sons of Benjamin between the

sons of Judah and between the sons of Joseph . . . went forth

to Luz, to the side of Luz towards the south, this is Bethel"

(xviii. 11, 13). And in the book of Judges: " The house of

Joseph went up to Bethel, and explored Bethel, and the name
of the city formerly u?as Luz" (i. 22, 23).

4557. ITe and all the 2'>eople which were with him : that this

signifies with all things therein, namely, which were in the
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natural, appears from the representation of Jacob, who here is

he, as denoting the good therein, see no. 4538 ; and from the
signification of people, as denoting truths, see nos. 1259, 1260,
2928, 3295, 3581 ; thus " the people which were with him," denote
the truths of that good ; and whereas all things in the natural
have relation to goods and truths, by the above words is signi-

fied with all things therein.

4558. And he built there an altar: that this signifies by
sanctification, appears from the signification of an altar, as

denoting the principal representative of the Lord, and thus the
Holy of worship, see no. 4541, and when predicated of the Lord,
it denotes His Divine Human, and the Holy thence proceeding,

no. 2811; for that which in the church is a principal repre-

sentative of the Lord, is, in the supreme sense, the Lord Him-
self as to the Divine Human ; for that which represents is, in

the supreme sense, the Divine Human. That the natural was
sanctiiied, is signified by he built there, that is, in Bethel, an altar,

for by Bethel is signified the Divine natural, see above, no. 4556.
4559. And called the plaee El- Bethel : that this signifies the

holy natural, appears from the signification of Bethel, as denot-
ing the Divine natural, see nos. 4089, 4539, 4556; but when
it is called El-Bethel, it is not the Divine, but the holy natural

;

for when the Lord made His Human Divine, He first made it

holy. The difference between making Divine and making holy
is this : the Divine is Jehovah Himself, whereas the Holy is

what is from Jehovah ; the former is the Divine Esse, but the
latter is what thence exists. When the Lord glorified Himself,
He also made His Human the Divine Esse, or Jehovah, see

nos. 2156, 2329, 2921, 3023, 3035, but previous to this, He
made His Human holy ; such was the process of the glorifi-

cation of the Lord's Human. Hence also Bethel is now called

El-Bethel, implying what is signified by El which is added,
namely, because there the gods loere revealed unto him; for in

the original language, El signifies God, but in the present
case gods in the plural, because in the internal sense gods
are holy truths (no. 4402) ; but in the sequel it is called

Bethel, for it is said, Jacob called the name of the place Bethel

(verse 15), and it is added, where God spoke with him, in which
passage God is in the singular ; for Bethel, in the original

language, is the house of God, but El-Bethel is God the house
of God. Hence it is that El-Bethel is the holy natural, and
Bethel the Divine natural.

4500. Because there the gods were revealed unto him : that

this signifies holy truths, appears from the signification of gods,

as denoting holy truths, see no. 4402 ; that these were adjoined

to the good represented by Jacob, is signified by the gods there

revealed unto him. This place was called El-Bethel, neverthe-

less, before, in chap, xxviii. 19, and also afterwards, verse 15 of
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this chapter, it is called Bethel ; likewise here, when it is called

P^l-Betliel, it is said that the gods (in the plural), were revealed

to him there, and afterwards, in verse 15, it is said where God
(in the singular), spoke with him : it is evident that this is an
arcanum, which can only be known from the internal sense.

There are, besides, many arcana which lie stored up and con-

cealed herein, but these cannot be unfolded.

45G1. When he fled from heforehis hrother : that this signifies

when truths were preferred to good, appears from what was
explained above in no. 4542, where the same words occur.

4562. Verse 8. And Deborah the nurse of Hehekah died, and
was buried from beneath Bethel under the oak : and he called the

name thereof AUon-bachuth. Deborah the nurse of Eebekah died,

signifies that hereditary evil was expelled : and was buried from
beneath Bethel under the oak, signifies rejected for ever : and he

called the name thereof AUon-bachuth, signifies the quality of the

natural in that it was expelled.

4563. And Deborah the nurse of Bebekah died: that this sig-

nifies that hereditary evil was expelled, appears from the

signification of dying, as denoting an end, or that such a thing

ceases to be, see nos. 494, 3253, 3259, 3276 : in the present

case, therefore, it denotes what is expelled, because the sub-

ject treated of is hereditary evil ; and from the representation

of Deborah the nurse of Kebekah, as denoting hereditary

evil. A nurse, so far as she nourishes and suckles an infant,

properly signifies the insinuation of innocence through the

celestial spiritual, for milk denotes the celestial spiritual, no.

2184, and the infant whom she suckles is innocence, nos.

430, 1616, 2126, 2305, 2306. But here, by Deborah the

nurse of Eebekah, is signified that which was taken from the

mother and nourished from infancy ; this was the hereditary

evil from the mother, against which the Lord fought, as

may appear from what has been shewn concerning that

hereditary, in nos. 1414, 1444, 1573 ; and that He expelled it,

so that at length He was not the son of Mary, see nos. 2159,

2574, 2649, 3036. It is known that man derives evil from each

parent, and that this evil is called hereditary evil ; therefore he
is born into it, but still it does not manifest itself until the man
becomes adult, and acts from understanding and thence from
will ; meanwhile it lies stored up and concealed, especially in

infancy ; and whereas, by the mercy of the Lord, no one comes
into blame on account of what is hereditary, but on account of

what is actual (nos. 966, 2308), and as what is hereditary can-

not become actual, until man acts from his Own understanding

and from his Own will, therefore infants are led by the Lord
through infants and angels from Him ; hence, although they

appear in a state of innocence, hereditary evil still lies concealed

in whatsoever tliey do, nos. 2300, 2307, 2308. This hereditary
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evil yields them nourishment, or is as a nurse until they are
able to judge for themselves (no. 4063), and then, if they are

regenerated, they are led by the Lord into a state of new infancy,

and at length into heavenly wisdom, thus into genuine infancy,

that is, into innocence ; for genuine infancy or innocence dwells
in wisdom (nos. 2305, 3183) ; the difference is, that the inno-
cence of infancy is without, and hereditary evil within, but the
innocence of wisdom is within, and actual and hereditary evil

without. From these and many other things said above, it is

evident that hereditary evil is as it were a nurse from the first

infancy even to the age of new infancy ; hence it is that by a
nurse is signified hereditary evil, and also the insinuation of

innocence through the celestial spiritual. Inasmuch as the 3

subject treated of in the internal sense in this chapter is the
arrangement and ordination of truths by good in the Lord's
natural, and the consequent progression to interior things (no.

4536), therefore also the expulsion of hereditary evil is treated

of. This is the reason why in this verse mention is made of

Deborah the nurse of Eebekah, that she died and was buried
beneath the oak ; which event would not have been of sufficient

importance to break into the series, unless such things had
been involved in it. The arcanum itself, specifically signified by 4

the nurse of Eebekah, cannot as yet be unfolded ; the quality
of the influx of the rational into the natural must first be
known, namely, that it is from the good of the rational immedi-
ately into the good of the natural, and from the good of the
rational mediately through the truth therein into the good of

natural truth. Eebekah is the truth of the rational, see nos.

3012, 3013, 3077, but Isaac is the good of the rational, nos.

3012, 3194, 3210 ; Esau is the good of the natural by immediate
influx from the good of the rational or Isaac ; and Jacob is the
good, or the good of truth, of the natural by mediate influx

through the truth of the rational or Eebekah ; concerning this

mediate and immediate influx, see nos. 3314, 3573. This must
first be known, before the specific arcanum can be known, why
by the nurse of Eebekah hereditary evil is here signified and
described ; for hence the quality of this evil may appear.

4564. And was buried from hcneath Bethel under the oaJc:

that this signifies rejected for ever, appears from the significa-

tion of burying, as denoting being rejected, for M'hat is buried
is rejected : and from the signification of under the oak, as

denoting for ever, see above, no. 4552. Erom beneath Bethel,

signifies outside of the natural, for that which is said to be
underneath or below, in the internal sense is outside, see no.

2148 ; Bethel is the Divine natural, nos. 4089, 4539. The case 2

herein is thus :—in the man who is being regenerated, evil, both
the hereditary and the actual, is not exterminated so as to

vanish away or become notliiug, but is only separated, and by
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arrangement hy the Lord is rejected to the circumferences,

see nos. 4551, 4552 : thus it remains with him, and this to

eternity, but he is withheld by the Lord from evil, and is kept
in good ; when this is tlie case, it appears as if evils were
rejected, and thus as if man were purified from them, or, as

they say, justified. All the angels of heaven confess, that so

far as they derive .what they have from themselves, there is

nothing but evil and thus falsity with them, but so far as they
derive what they have from the Lord, there is good and thus

3 truth. Those who have conceived any other opinion on this

subject, and from their doctrinal while they lived in the world
have confirmed in themselves [the persuasion] that they are

justified, and then without sins, and thus holy, are sent back
into a state of evils derived both from the actual and the here-

ditary, and are kept in it until they know by living experience,

that of themselves they are nothing but evil, and that the good,

in which they had seemed to themselves to be, was from the

Lord, consequently that it was not theirs, but His. Thus it is

with the angels, and thus also with the regenerate among men.
\ But with the Lord it is otherwise. He entirely removed from
Himself, expelled, and cast out all hereditary evil from the

mother ; for He had no hereditary evil from the Father, because

he was conceived of Jehovah,' but from the mother. This is the

difference. This is meant by the Lord's becoming Justice, the

Holy Itself, and the Divine.

4565. And he called the name thereof Allon-hachuth : that

this signifies the quality of the natural, in that it was expelled,

appears from the signification of calling a name, as denoting

the quality, see nos. 144, 145, 1754, 1896, 2009, 2724, 3006,

3421. In the original language, Allon-bachuth signifies the

oak of weeping ; and the place was so called, because the oak
denotes the lowest of the natural, into which, and at last out

of which, hereditary evil is cast. That an oak denotes the

lowest of the natural, and also for ever, see no. 4552 ; but

weeping signifies the last farewell, hence it was customary to

weep for the dead when they were buried, although it was
known that the corpse only was rejected by burial, and that

they who had been in the corpse were living as to their

interiors. Hence is manifested the quality which is signified

by Allon-bachuth, or the oak of weeping.

4566. Verses 9-13. And God appealed unto Jacob again,

when he came aid of Padan-Aram, and blessed him. And God
said unto him, Thy luime is Jacob : thy name shall 710 longer be

called Jacob, but Israel shall be thy name, and He called his name
Israel. And God said unto him, Iam God Shaddai ; be fruitful

and midtiply : a nation and a company of nations shall be out of
thee, and kings shall come forth out of thy loins: and the land

which I gave to Abraham and to Isaac, to thcc will I give it, and
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to thy seed after thee will I (jivc the land. And God we7it up
from above him in the place in which He spoke ivith him. God
appeared unto Jaeoh again, ivlien he came out of Padan-Aram,
ami Messed him, signifies interior natural perception : ami God
said unto him. Thy name is Jacob, signifies the Lord's external

Divine natural quality : thy name shall no longer be ccdled Jacob,

signifies that it would not any longer be external alone : but

Israel shall be thy name, signifies the internal natural quality,

or his spiritual quality, which is Israel : and He called his name
Israel, signifies the internal natural, or celestial spiritual of

the natural : and God said unto him, signifies perception from
the Divine : I am God Shaddai, signifies a state of temptaticn

past, and now Divine comfort: be fruitful and midtip)ly, signi-

fies good and thence truth Divine : a riation and a company of
nations shcdl be out of thee, signifies good and the Divine forms

of good: and kings shcdl come forth out of thy Zow?s, signifies

truths from the Divine marriage: and the land v-hich I gave to

Abraham and to Isaac, to thee will I give it, signifies Divine
natural good appropriated : a7id to thy seed after thee will I give

the land, signifies Divine natural truth appropriated : and God
went up from above him in the pjlace in which He spoke with

him, signifies the Divine in that state.

4567. And God appeared unto Jacob again, ivhen he came out

of Padan-Aram, and blessed him : that this signifies interior

natural perception, appears from the signification of God being-

seen, as denoting interior perception. That seeing is under-

standing and perceiving, see nos. 2150, 2807, 3764, 3863, 4403-
4421, hence God being seen, when predicated of the Lord,

denotes perception from the Divine, which is the same as

interior perception : that the natural had this perception, is

signified by God appearing to Jacob, for Jacob represents the

Lord's Natural, as has been repeatedly shewn. When he came
out of Padan-Aram, signifies after he had imbibed the know-
ledges of good and truth, which are signified by Padan-Aram,
see nos. 3664, 3680, 4112. He blessed him, signifies pro-

gression to the interior things of the natural, and the con-

junction of good and truth therein; for blessing is predicated

of every good with which any one is gifted by the Divine, see

nos. 1420, 1422, 2846, 3017, 3406, especially of the conjunction

of good and truth, nos. 3504, 3514, 3530, 3565, 3584.

4568. And God said unto him. Thy name is Jacob: that this

signifies the Lord's external Divine natural quality, appears

from the signification of a name, as denoting quality, see nos.

144, 145, 1754, 1896, 2009, 2724, 3006, 3421 ; and from the

representation of Jacob, as denoting the Lord's Divine natural,

of which we have spoken very frequently above : it is said to

be external, because Israel is the Lord's internal Divine natural,

of which we shall speak presently.

VOL. VI.
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45G9. TJiy name shall no longer he called Jacob : that this

signifies that it would not any longer be external alone, appears

from what has been said just above, and from what now follows

concerning Israel.

4570. Jjut Israel shall he thy name: that this signifies the

internal natural quality, or his spiritual quality, which is

Israel ; and that by " he called his name Israel," is signified

the internal niitural, or the celestial spiritual of the natural,

appears from the signification of a name, as denoting quality,

see just above, no. 4568 ; and from the signification of Israel,

as denoting the internal of the Lord's natural. No one can

know why Jacob was called Israel, unless he knows what the

internal natural is, and what the external natural, and also

what the celestial spiritual of the natural is. These things,

indeed, have been explained above, wdien Jacob was called

Israel by the angel ; but as they are such, that little or no
Knowledge exists concerning them, we will again explain what

2 they are. There are two [principles] with man, most distinct

from each other, namely, the rational and the natural. The
rational constitutes the internal man, and the natural the

external ; but the natural, like the rational, has also its

external and internal. The external of the natural is from
the sensuals of the body, and from those things which flow in

immediately from the world through the sensuals ; by these

man has communication with worldly and corporeal things

;

they who are only in this natural, are called sensual men, for

they scarcely go further with their thought. But the internal

of the natural is constituted of those things which are thence

analytically and analogically concluded, but still it derives and
deduces its constituents from the sensuals. Thus the natural

communicates with worldly and corporeal things through the

sensuals, and with the rational through analogical and analyt-

ical things, thus with those things which are of the spiritual

world. Such is the natural. Tliere is also an intermediate,

which conmiunicates with both, namely, with the external and
with the internal, thus through the external with the things

which are in the natural world, and through the internal with
those which are in the spiritual world; this latter natural

is what Jacob specifically represents, and the internal natural

is what Israel specifically represents. The case is the same
with the rational, for it lias an external and internal, and also

a middle. But concerning the rational, by the Divine Pro-

vidence of the Lord, we shall speak more particularly when we
come to treat of Joseph, because Joseph represents the external

3 of the rational. But what is meant by the celestial spiritual,

has been occasionally shewn above, namely, that the celestial

is that which is of good, and the spiritual that which is of

truth, thus the celestial spiritual is that which is of good from
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truth. Now, as the church of the Lord is external and internal,

and it was expedient that the internals of the church should be
represented by the posterity of Jacob througli externals, tliere-

fore Jacob could no longer be called Jacob, but Israel; see

what was adduced above on this subject, nos. 4286, 4292. It

should, moreover, be known that both the rational and the

natural are called celestial and spiritual ; celestial when they
receive good, and spiritual when they receive truth from the

Lord ; for the good which flows in from the Lord into heaven,

is called celestial, and tlie truth is called spiritual. Jacob's

being called Israel, in the supreme sense signifies that the

Lord, advancing to interior things, made the natural in Him-
self Divine, both as to its external and internal ; for that which
is represented, in the supreme sense has relation to Him.

4571. A7id God said unto him : that this signifies perception

from the Divine, appears from the signification of saying, in the

historicals of the Word, as denoting perceiving, see nos. 1791,

1815, 1819, 1822, 1898, 1919, 2080, 2619, 2862, 3395, 3509.

That it was from the Divine, is signified by " God said," for

the Divine was in the Lord from conception ; this was His
Esse, inasmuch as He was conceived of Jehovah : hence His
perception was from the Divine, but according to the state of

reception by the Human, because He made the Human in

Himself successively Divine. Hence, since the Divine or God
was in Him, it is manifest that by " God said unto him," is

signified perception from the Divine.

4572. / am God Shaddai : that this signifies a state of

temptation past, and now Divine comfort, appears from the

signification of God Shaddai, as denoting temptation and after-

wards comfort; for Jehovah, or the Lord, was called God
Shaddai by the Ancients, in respect to temptations and comfort

after them, see nos. 1992, 3667. Hence it is that "God Shad-
dai " signifies a state of temptation past, and now Divine com-
fort ; the reason of its being past is, that by Jacob heretofore,

especially when he wrestled with the angel (chap, xxxii. 24 to

the end), and when he met Esau (chap, xxxiii.) were repre-

sented temptations. The reason why there was now comfort, is,

that the conjunction of good and truth in the natural was
effected by temptations. Conjunction itself causes comfort,

because it is the end of temptations ; for every one, when he

comes to the end, has comfort according to the hard things

which he suffered in the means. In general it must be known, '

that every conjunction of good with truth is effected through

temptations ; the reason is, that evils and falsities resist, and
as it were rebel, and by every method strive to hinder the

conjunction of good with truth, and of truth with good. This

combat exists lictween the spirits who are with man, namely,

between the spirits who are in evils and falsities, and the
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spirits who are in goods and truths ; tliis is perceived by man
like a temptation, as in himself : when, therefore, the spirits,

who are in evils and falsities, are conquered by the spirits who
are in goods and truths, and are compelled to depart, the latter

have joy through Heaven from the Lord ; this joy is also per-

ceived by man as comfort, as in himself: but the joy and
comfort are not on account of the victory, but on account of

the conjunction of good and truth ; for every conjunction of

good and truth has joy in it, since it is the heavenly marriage,

wherein is the Divine.

4573. Be fruiffid and midtijoly : that this signifies good and
thence truth Divine, appears from this, tliat being fruitful is

predicated of good, and being multiplied of truth, nos. 43, 55,

913, 983, 2846, 2847.

4574. A nation and a company of nations shall he oid of thee :

that this signifies good and the Divine forms of good, appears

from the signification of a nation, as denoting the good of the

church, see nos. 1259, 1260, 1362, 1416, 1849; and from the

signification of a company of nations, as denoting the truths

which are from good, or, what is the same thing, the forms of

good, and in the supreme sense, in which the Lord is treated of,

the Divine truths which are from the Divine good, or the
2 Divine forms of good. AVe must first shew what is meant by
the forms of good, and afterwards that companies of nations

signify those forms. Truths which are from good are said to be

the forms of good, because they are nothing else than goods

formed ; he who conceives otherwise of truths, and still more
he who separates them from good, does not know what truths

are : truths indeed appear as if separate from good, thus as a

form by themselves, but they appear so only to those who are

not in good, or who think and speak otherwise than they will

and thence act. For man has been so created, that the under-

standing and the will may constitute one mind ; and they

constitute one mind when the understanding acts in unity with

the will, that is, when man thinks and speaks as he wills and
thence acts ; in this case also his intellectual things are

forms of his will. Intellectual things are what are called

truths, for truths are properly of the intellect ; whereas tlie

things of the will are what are called goods, for goods are

properly of the will ; hence it follows that the intellectual

viewed in itself is nothing else than the voluntary formed.

3 But inasmuch as the term form savours of human philosophy,

we will illustrate it by an example, whence it will be evident

that truths are the forms of good. In civil and moral life there

is honesty and decorum. Honesty consists in willing well to

any one from the heart in those things which are of civil life
;

but decorum consists in testifying the same through the

speech and behaviour; thus decorum regarded in itself is
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nothing else than the form of honesty, for hence is the origin

of decorum. Wherefore, when honesty manifests itself through
decorum, or decorously through the speech and behaviour,

honesty appears in every detail of decorum ; so that whatso-

ever is delivered through the speech, and displayed through the

behaviour, appears honest, and is the form or image through

which honesty shines forth ; thus they make one, as do the

essence and its form, or the essential and the formal. But if

any one separates honesty from decorum, that is, if any one

bears ill-will to his companion, and yet speaks him fair, and
behaves well towards him, there is then no longer anything
of honesty in his speech and behaviour, howsoever he may
study by decorum to assume a form as of honesty, but there is

dishonesty, and he who is clear-sighted also calls it dishonesty,

because it is pretended, fraudulent, or treacherous. From these 4

considerations it may appear how the case is with truths and
goods, for in the spiritual life, truths are like decorum in civil

life. Hence it is evident what is the quality of truths when
they are the forms of good, and what when they are separated

from good; for when they are not from good, they are from
some evil, and are the forms thereof, howsoever they may have
the semblance of the forms of good. That a company of nations

denotes the forms of good, may appear from the signification of

nations, as denoting goods, concerning which see just above

;

hence a company or congregation of them is a collection of

them, which is nothing else than a form, which form is truth,

as has been already shewn ; and inasmuch as truths are what
are signified, and by a nation is signified good, therefore it is

not only said that a nation should be out of him, but also a

company of nations ; otherwise one expression would have been

sufficient. Moreover, in the Word, a company, a congregation,

and a multitude are j)redicated of truths ; that a multitude and
being multiplied are so predicated, see nos. 43, 55, 913, 983,

2846, 2847.

4575. And Icings shall come forth out of thy loins : that this

signifies truths from the Divine Marriage, appears from the

signification of kings, as denoting truths, see nos. 1G72, 1728,

2015, 20G9, 3009, 3G70 ; and from the signification of the

loins, as denoting those things which are of conjugial love, see

nos. 3021, 4277, 4280, consequently which are of the heavenly

marriage, and in tlie supreme sense, of the Divine marriage.

Trutlis from the Divine marriage proceed from the Lord's

Divine Human, and are called holy; for the Lord's Divine

Human is the Divine marriage itself; tlie things whicli

proceed thence are holy, and are called celestial and spiritual,

and constitute the heavenly marriage, which is truth conjoined

with good, and good conjoined with truth. Tliis marriage is in

heaven, and in every one who is in heaven ; also in every one
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who is in the church, if he be in good and at the same time in

truth.

4576. And the land which I gave to Abraham and to Isaac, to

thcc will I give it : that this signifies Divine [natural] good

appropriated, appears from the signification of the hind, as

denoting good ; for in the internal sense, the land of Canaan,

which is here signified by the land, is the Lord's kingdom, and
hence the church, which is the Lord's kingdom in the earths,

nos. 1607, 3481, 3705, 4447, 4517; and inasmuch as it is the

Lord's kingdom and church, it is good, for this is the very essen-

tial of the Lord's kingdom and church : but in the supreme

sense, the land of Canaan is the Lord's Divine good, for the

jjood which is in the Lord's kingdom in the lieavens and in tlie

earths, is from the Lord : from the representation of Abraham
and Isaac, as denoting the Lord's Divine, Abraham the Divine

itself, and Isaac the Divine Human, specifically the Lord's Divine

rational; concerning Abraham, see nos. 1989, 2011, 3245,

3251, 3439, 3703, 4206, 4207 ; concerning Isaac, see nos. 1893,

2066, 2072, 2083, 2630, 2774, 3012, 3194, 3210, 4180: and
from the signification of giving the land to thee, as denoting

appropriating to the natural ; for by Jacob, who here is thee,

is represented the Lord's Divine natural, as has been fre-

quently shewn. From these considerations it is evident that

by " the land, which I gave to Abraham and Isaac, to thee will

I give it," is signified Divine good appropriated.

4577. And to thy seed after thee will I gice the latid: that

this signifies Divine [natural] truth appropriated, appears from

the signification of seed, as denoting the truth of faith, see

nos. 1025, 1447, 1610, 1940, but in the supreme sense the

Divine truth, no. 3038 ; and from the signification of giving

the land, as denoting appropriating good, see just above, no.

4576 ; thus by giving the land to thy seed, in the supreme
sense, is signified appropriating Divine good to Divine truth.

The reason why it is the Divine truth appropriated, is, that the

Lord, before He was glorified as to His Human, was Divine
truth ; whence the Lord saith of Himself, that He is the Truth
(John xiv. 6), and hence also He is called the seed of the

woman (Gen. iii. 15); but after the Lord was glorified as to

His Human, He became Divine good, and then there proceeded

and does proceed from Him, as from the Divine good, the

Divine truth, which is the spirit of truth whom the Lord
promised to send (John xiv. 16, 17; xv. 26, 27; xvi. 13-15,

see no. 3704). Hence it may appear that in the supreme
sense, by " thy seed after thee," is signified Divine truth ap-

propriated to Him, and also that Divine truth proceeds from
Divine good, which is Himself, and is appropriated to those

who are in good and thence in truth.

4578. And God icent up from above him in the 2)lace in ivMch
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He spoke loith him : that this signifies the Divine in tliat state,

appears from the signification of God going up from above him,
as denoting the Divine, for going up involves elevation to the
interiors, and when predicated of the Lord, who liere is God,
it signifies elevation to the Divine, see no. 4539 ; and from
the signification of the place in which He spoke with him, as

denoting that state. That place denotes state, see nos. 2625,
2837, 3356, 3387, 4321 ; hence "the place in which He spoke
with him," denotes the state in which he was.

4579. Verses 14, 15. And Jacob set up a statue in the place

in ivhich He spoke with him, a statue of stone ; and he poured
out icjjon it a drink-offering, a7id poured oil upon it. And Jacoh
ccdled the name of tlie place where God spoke with him, Bethel.

Jacoh set up a statue in the place in which He spoke with him, a
statue of sto7ie, signifies the Holy of truth in that Divine state

:

and he poured out upon it a drink-offering, signifies the Divine
good of truth : and poured oil upon it, signifies the Divine good
of love : and Jacoh ccdled the name of the place where God spoke

with him, Bethel, signifies the Divine natural and its state.

4580. And Jacob set up a statue in the place in which He spoke

with him, a statue of stone: that this signifies the Holy of truth

in that Divine state, appears from the signification of a statue,

as denoting the Holy of truth, of which we shall speak pre-

sently ; and from the signification of in the place in which
He spoke with him, as denoting in that state, see just above,

no. 4578. We must first say something concerning the origin

of the setting up of statues, and of pouring out a drink-offering

upon them, and pouring oil upon them. The statues which :

were set up in ancient times, were either for a sign, for a

witness, or for worship : those which were for worship were
anointed, and then they were holy; M'orship also was per-

formed there, thus in temples, in groves, in forests under the

trees, and in other places. This ritual derived its representat-

ive from this circumstance, that in the most ancient times

stones were set up in the boundaries between families of

nations, lest they should transgress those boundaries to do evil

to each other, as in the case of Laban and Jacob (Gen, xxxi.

52). Not to transgress those boundaries for the purpose of

doing evil, was the law of nations among them ; and whereas
those stones were in the boundaries, wlien the most ancient

jjcople, who saw a corresponding spiritual and celestial in every

single thing in the P^avth, saw these stones as boundaries, they

tliought of the truths which are the ultimates of order. But
their descendants, who beheld less of what is spiritual and
celestial, and more of what is worldly, in objects, began to think

holily of them merely from a veneration derived from olden

time ; and at length the posterity of the Most Ancient people,

who lived immediately before the flood, and no longer saw
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anything spiritual and celestial in earthly and worldly objects,

began to sanctify those stones, by pouring drink-offerings upon
them, and anointing them with oil ; they were then called

statues, and were applied to worsliip. This remained after the

flood in the Ancient church, which was representative ; but

with this difference, that statues served them as means of

arriving at internal worship, for the children and youths were

instructed by the parents what they represented, and thus they

were led to know holy things, and to be affected with what
they represented ; hence it is that with the ancients, statues

were for worship in temples, groves, and forests, and also upon
3 hills and mountains. But when the internal of worship in the

Ancient church altogether perished, and they began to account

external things as holy ancl Divine, and thus to worship them
idolatrously, then they erected statues for each god ; and
whereas the posterity of Jacob was most prone to idolatry,

they were forbidden to set up statues, or to have groves, and
even to perform any worship on mountains and hills ; but they

were gathered together into one place, where was the Ark, and
afterwards the Temple, thus to Jerusalem ; otherwise each

family would have had its external things and idols, M'hich it

would have worshipped, and thereby the representative of a

church could not have been established among that nation.

See what was shewn above concerning statues, no. 3727.

From these considerations it may appear whence statues are

derived, and what they signified ; and that when they were
applied to worship, holy truth was represented by them : there-

fore also it is said, that it was a statue of stone, for stone

signifies truth in the ultimate of order, nos. 1298, 3720, 3769,

3771, 3773, 3789, 3798. Moreover, it must be known that

the Holy is especially predicated of Divine truth, for the

Divine is in the Lord, and Divine truth proceeds from Him
(nos. 3704, 4577), and is called the Holy.

4581. And he j^ourcd out a drink-offering vi^on it : that this

signifies the Divine good of truth, appears from the significa-

tion of a drink-offering, as denoting the Divine good of truth,

of which we shall speak presently : but it must first be said

what the good of truth is. The good of truth is that which
was elsewhere called the good of faith, and is love towards the

neighbor, or charity. There are two universal genera of good,

the one is called the good of faith, and the other the good of

love ; the good of faith is signified by the drink-offering, and
the good of love by oil. They who are led by the Lord to good
tln-ough an internal way, are in the good of love ; but they who
are led through an external way, are in the good of faith. The
men of the celestial church, like the angels of the inmost or

third heaven, are in the good of love ; but the men of the

spiritual church, like the angels of the middle or second heaven,
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are in the good of faith. Hence the former is called celestial

good, but the latter spiritual good. The difference is the same
as between willing well from good-will, and willing well from
good understanding. The latter, therefore, namely, spiritual

good, the good of faith, or the good of truth, is what is signified

by a drink-offering, but the former, namely, celestial good, or

the good of love, is what is meant by the oil, in the internal

sense. That such things are signified by the oil and the drink- 2

offering, cannot indeed be seen except from the internal sense

;

but still every one may see that holy things were represented

thereby, for unless this had been the case, offering a drink-

offering and pouring oil upon a statue of stone would be mere
ludicrous and idolatrous ceremonies. In like manner as in the

creation of a king, setting a crown upon his head, anointing

him on the forehead and wrists with oil out of a horn, putting

into his hand a sceptre, a sword and keys, clothing him with a

crimson robe, setting him on a silver throne, and next on horse-

back in his kingly pomp, and also afterwards having him waited
upon at table by the great men of his court,—unless these

ceremonies represented holy things, and were themselves holy
through correspondence with the things of heaven and thus of

the church, they would be nothing else than sports like those

of little children, but in a greater form, or like plays on the

stage. Howbeit, all those rituals derived their origin from the 3

Most Ancient times, when rituals were holy in consequence of

their representing and corres})onding to the holy things which
are in heaven and thence in the church ; at this day also tliey

are accounted holy, not in consequence of its being known what
they represent, or to what they correspond, but by interpreta-

tion as of emblems which are in use. But if it were known
what a crown, oil, a horn, a sceptre, a sword, keys, riding on a

white horse, being waited upon at table by the great ones of

the court, represented, and to what holy thing they each corre-

sponded, mankind would think of them much more holily ; but
this is not known, and, what is wonderful, mankind are not

willing to know it ; to such a degree are the representatives and
significatives, which are contained in such things, and through-

out the Word, destroyed at this day in men's minds. That a 4

drink-offering signifies the good of truth or spiritual good, may
appear from the sacrifices in which it was employed. Sacrifices

were made either i'rom tlie herd or from the fiock, and were
representative of the internal worship of the Lord, see nos. 922,

923, 1823, 2180, 2805, 2807, 2830, 3519 ; to them were added
the meat-offering and the drink-offering; the meat -offering,

which consisted of fine flour mixed with oil, signified celestial

good, or, what is the same thing, the good of love ; oil signifying

love to the Lord, and fine flour charity towards the neiglibour

:

but the drink - offering, which consisted of wine, signified
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spiritual good, or, what is the same thing, the good of faitli
;

both the lueat-oiferiug and drink-ollering, therefore, signify the

same as the bread and wine in the Holy Supper. That they

were added to the burnt-offerings and sacrifices, apjDears from

Moses :
" Thou shaft make two lambs the sons of a year for the

day continually ; the one lamb thou shalt make in the morning,

and the other lamb thou shalt make between the evenings, and
witli the first lamb a tenth offine flour mixed tvith the fourth of a
hill of heaien oil ; and a clrinh-ofj'ering of the fourth of a hin of

wine; so likewise with the other lamb" (Exod. xxix. 38-41).

Again :
" Ye shall offer in the day in which ye wave the sheaf of

the first-fruits of the harvest, an entire lamb the son of his year,

for a burnt-offering to Jehovah, the meat-offering lohereof shall

he two-tenths offine fiour mingled with oil, and the drink-offering

thereof, wine, the fourth of a hin " (Levit. xxiii. 12, 13, 18).

Again :
" In the day in which the days of the ISTazariteship are

fulfilled, ... he shall offer his offering unto Jehovah, . . .

sacrifices, and a basket of unleavened [cakes] of fine flour, cakes

mixed with oil, and wafers of unleavened [cakes] anointed with

oil, with their meat-offering and their drink-offerings " (Numb,
vi. 13-15, 17). Again :

" Upon the burnt-offering they shall

make a meat-offering of a tenth of fine flour, mingled tvith a

fourth of a hin of oil ; and a fourth of a hin of ivine for a drink-

offering ; in one manner upon the burnt-offering of a ram, and

in another manner of an ox " (Numb. xv. 3-5, 11). Again

:

" For the daily burnt-offering thou shalt make a drink-offering,

the fourth of a hin for a lamb ; in the holy plaee shalt thou pour
out a drink-offering of wine unto Jehovah" (Numb, xxviii. 6, 7).

Moreover, concerning the meat-offerings and drink-off'erings in

the various kinds of sacrifices, see Numb, xxviii. 7 to the end
;

5 xxix. 1 to the end. That the meat-offering and drink-offering

have the above signification, may also appear from this, that

love and faith constitute the all of worship ; and that in the

Holy Supper, the bread, which is there fine flour mixed with

oil, and the wine, signify love and faith, thus the all of worship,

see nos. 1798, 2165, 2177, 2187, 2343, 3464, 3735, 3813, 4211,

7 4217. But when they receded from the genuine representative

of the worship of the Lord, and turned themselves to other

gods, and poured out drink-offerings to them, then by drink-

offerings were signified those things which are opposite to

charity and faith, namely, the evils of the love of the world,

and falsities ; as in Isaiah :
" Ye have waxed hot with the gods

under every green tree; . . . also tlcou hast 'poured out to them

a drink-offering, thou hast offered a meat-offering " (Ivii. 5, 6) ;

where waxing hot with the gods, denotes the concupiscences of

falsity ; that gods denote falsities, see nos. 4402, 4544 ; under

every green tree, denotes from a belief of all falsities, nos.

2722, 4552
;
pouring out to them a drink-offering and offering
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a meat-offering, denotes the worsliip of them. Again :
" Ye

who forsake Jehovah, who forget the mountain of my lioliness,

who prepare a table for Gad, and fill a drink-offering to Meni

"

(Ixv. 11). In Jeremiah: "The sons gather wood, and the

fathers kindle a fire, and the women knead dough, to make
cakes for the queen of the heavens, and to four out a drink-

offering unto other gods" (vii. 18). Again: "Doing we Avill do ^

every word, which hath gone out of our own mouth, in burning
incense to the queen of the heavens, and in pouring out drink-

offerings unto her, as we have done, we and our fathers, and our

princes, in the cities of Judah, and in the streets of Jerusalem
"

(xliv. 17-19). The queen of the heavens denotes all falsities,

for the armies of the heavens in the genuine . sense denote

truths, but in the opposite sense falsities ; in like manner the

king and queen; thus the queen denotes all, and pouring

out drink-offerings unto her denotes worshiping. Again :
" The 9

Chaldeans shall burn the city, and the houses on the roofs of

which they have offered incense unto Baal, and poured out

drink-offerings unto other gods " (xxxii. 29). The Chaldeans

denote those who are in worship in which is falsity ; burning

the city denotes destroying and vastating those who are in the

doctrinals of falsity ; offering incense unto Baal on the roofs of

the houses, denotes the worship of evil
;
pouring out drink-

offerings to other gods, denotes the worship of falsity. In lo

Hosea: "They shall not dwell in the land of Jehovah, but

Ephraim shall return into Egypt, and in Assyria they shall eat

Avliat is unclean ; they shall not 'pour out wine to Jehovah
"

(ix. 3, 4). Not dwelling in the land of Jehovah, denotes not

being in the good of love; "Ephraim shall return into Egypt,"

denotes that the intellectual of the church shall become
scientific and sensual ;

" they shall eat what is unclean in

Assyria," denotes impure and profane things from ratiocina-

tion ;
" they shall not pour out wine to Jehovah," denotes no

worship from truth. In Moses : "It shall be said, Where are "
their gods, the rock in which they trusted, who ate the fat of

their sacrifices, and drank the wine of their drink-offering, let

them rise up and help you " (Deut. xxxii. 37, 38). Gods
denote falsities, as above ; who ate the fat of their sacrifices,

denotes that they destroyed the good of worship ; and drank
the wine of their drink-offering, denotes that they destroyed

the truth of worship. Drink-olferings are also predicated of

blood, in David :
" They shall multiply their griefs, they have

hastened to another, tlieir drink-offerings of Hood will I not pour
out, nor take up their names upon my lips " (Psalm xvi. 4),

and thereby are signified profanations of truth, for in that sense

blood denotes violence offered to charity, nos. 374, 1005, and
profanation, no. 1003.

4582. And poured oil upon it : that this signifies the Divine
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good of love, appears from the signification of oil, as denoting
the Divine good of love, see nos. 886, 3728. In the internal

sense, l)y setting up a statue of stone, pouring out upon it

a drink-oftering, and pouring oil upon it, is described the

process of the progression from truth in the ultimate to more
interior truth and good, and at length to the good of love ; for

the statue of stone is truth in the ultimate of order, see no.

4580 ; the drink-offering is interior truth and good, no. 4581

;

but oil is the good of love. Such also was the Lord's process of

progression in making His Human Divine, and such also is

man's process of progression, when the Lord makes him celestial

through regeneration.

4583. And Jacob called the name of the place where God spoke

with him, Bethel: that this signifies the Divine natural and its

state, appears from the signification of calling a name, as

denoting quality, see nos. 144, 145, 1754, 2009, 2724, 3006,

3421 ; and from the signification of Bethel, as denoting the

Divine natural, see nos. 4559, 4560. That it is the state

thereof, is signified by the place where God spoke with him,

as above, no. 4578.

4584. Verses 16-20. And they journeyed from Bethel: and
there was yet a tract of land to come to Ephratah : and Rachel

hronght forth, and she suffered hard things in her hringing forth.

And it came to piass in Iter suffering hard things in her hringing

forth, and the midwife said unto her, Fear not, for thou hast this

son also. And it came to p)ass, in her soul going out, that she was
about to die ; and she called his name Benoni ; and his father
called him Benjamin. And Bachcl died, aiid was buried in the

ivay to Epihratah, this is Bethlehem. And Jacob set a statue over

her grave ; this is the statue of Bachel's grave even to this day.

They journeyed from Bethel, and there was yet a tract of land to

come to Ephratah, signifies that now was the spiritual of the

celestial ; Joseph is the celestial of the spiritual : and Rachel
brought forth, and she suffered hard things in her bringing forth,

signifies the temptations of interior truth: and it came to p)ass

in her svffering hard things in her bringing forth, signifies after

temptations : and the midwife said unto her. Fear not, signifies

perception from the natural : for thou hast this son also, signifies

spiritual truth : and it came to pass, in her soid going out, that

she teas about to die, signifies a state of temptations : and she

called his name Benoni, signifies the quality of that state : and
his father called him Benjamin, signifies the quality of the

spiritual of the celestial: and Rachel died, and was buried in

the way to Ephratah, signifies the end of the former affection of

interior truth : this is Bethlehem, signifies in the place thereof

[the resurrection] of a new spiritual of the celestial : and Jacob

set a statue over her grave, signifies the Holy of spiritual

truth about to rise again there : this is the statue of Rachel's
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grave even to this day, signifies the state of the Holy for

ever.

4585. And they journeyed from Bethel, and there was yet a
tract of land to come to Bpltratali : that this signifies that now
was the spiritual of the celestial, appears from the signification

of journepng from Bethel, as denoting the continuity of the
progression of the Divine from the Divine natural : journeying
denotes continuity, see no. 4554, here, in the supreme sense,

the continuity of the progression of the Divine ; and Bethlehem
is the Divine natural, see nos. 4559, 4560 ; from the significa-

tion of a tract of land to come, as denoting an intermediate,

of which we shall speak presently ; and from the signification

of Ephratah, as denoting the spiritual of the celestial in a

former state, of which we shall speak below when we treat of

Bethlehem, which is the spiritual of the celestial in a new
state ; hence it is said, Ephrath this is Bethlehem (verse 19).

The subject treated of in these verses is the progression of the 2

Lord's Divine towards interior things ; for when the Lord
made His Human Divine, He advanced in a similar order to

that in which He makes man new through regeneration,

namely, from the external to interiors, thus from truth, which
is in the ultimate of order, to the good which is interior and is

called spiritual good, and thence to celestial good. But these
things cannot fall into the understanding of any one, unless it

be known what the external man is, and what the internal

;

and that the former is distinct from the latter, although they
appear as one whilst man lives in the body; also that the
natural constitutes the external man, and the rational the

internal man ; moreover, unless it likewise be known what the
spiritual is, and what the celestial. These things, indeed, have 3

been occasionally explained already; nevertheless, they who
had no idea concerning them previously, because they were
not in any desire of knowing the things which are of eternal

life, cannot have any idea concerning them. These persons

say. What is the internal man ? Is it possible that he can be
distinct from the external ? Also, what are the natural and
the rational ? Are they not one ? Moreover, what are the
spiritual and the celestial ? Is not this a new distinction ?

We have heard of the spiritual ; but Ave have not heard that

the celestial is another. Howbeit, the case is thus :—they who
have not heretofore procured to themselves any idea on those

subjects, because the cares of the world and of the body possess

all their thought, and take away all desire of such knowledge,
or because they suppose it enough to know doctrinals as the
common people know tliem, and that it is not worth while to

think further, urging that they see the world, but do not see

the other life, and that perhaps there is another life, and
perhaps there is not,—such persons remove these subjects from
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themselves, for even at the first glance they reject them in

heart. Nevertheless, since the subjects contained in the

internal sense of the Word are such, and cannot be explained

without adequate terms, and as we have no more adequate

terms to express exterior things than by the natural, interior

things by the rational, the things which are of truth

by the spiritual, and the things which are of good by
the celestial, it is therefore necessary to employ those expres-

sions; for without expressions adequate to the subject it

is impossible for anything to be described. To the intent,

then, that they who are in the desire of knowing, may
receive some idea of what the spiritual of the celestial is,

which Benjamin represents, and which Bethlehem signifies,

we will say a few words on the subject. The subject above

treated of, in the supreme sense, is the glorification of the

Lord's natural ; and in the respective sense, the regeneration

of man as to his natural. That Jacob represented the man of

the church as to his external, and Israel as to his internal,

thus Jacob as to his exterior natural, and Israel as to his

interior, was shewn above in no. 4286 ; for the spiritual man is

from the natural, but the celestial man from the rational. It

was also shewn that the Lord's glorification proceeded from

external things to interior, in like manner as the regeneration

of man proceeds, and that for the sake of this representation

Jacob was called Israel. But the subject now treated of is the

further progression towards interior things, namely, towards

the rational ; for, as we just now said, the rational constitutes

the internal man. The intermediate between the internal of the

natural and the external of the rational is what is meant
by the spiritual of the celestial, signified by Ephratah and
Bethlehem, and represented by Benjamin. This intermediate

derives something from the internal of the natural, which is

Israel, and from the external of the rational, which is Joseph

;

for that which is intermediate must needs derive something

from each, otherwise it cannot serve for an intermediate. In
order that any one from spiritual may become celestial, he

must needs advance through this intermediate, inasmuch as

without an intermediate it is not possible to climb up to higher

things. The quality, therefore, of the progress made through

this intermediate is here described in the internal sense by
Jacob's coming to Ephratah, and by Eachel there bringing

forth Benjamin. Hence it is evident that by their journeying

from Bethel, and there being yet a tract of land to come to

Ephratah, is signified the continuity of the progression of the

Lord's Divine from the Divine natural to the spiritual of the

celestial, signified by Ephratah and Bethlehem, and represented

by Benjamin. The spiritual of the celestial is the intermediate

spoken of al)Ove ; it is called spiritual from the spiritual man,
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who, viewed in himself, is the interior of the natural, and
celestial from the celestial man, who, viewed in himself, is

[the interior of] the rational ; Joseph is the exterior of the
rational, wherefore of it is predicated the celestial of the

spiritual from the rational.

4586. And Eachel hrouglit forth, and she suffered hard things

in her bringing forth : that this signifies the temptations of

interior truth, appears from the signification of bringing fortli,

as denoting the existence of the spiritual things of truth, and
of the celestial things of good: for in the internal sense,

nothing else is meant by bringing forth, than such things as

relate to spiritual birth, see nos. 1145, 1255, 2584, 3860, 3868,

3905, 3915, 3919, 4070; from the representation of Rachel, as

denoting the affection of interior truth, see nos. 3758, 3782,

3793, 3819 ; and from the signification of suffering hard
things, as denoting undergoing temptations ; for when predi-

cated of truths and goods, or of spiritual and celestial things,

this expression can have no other signification, since no one
can attain to those things except through temptations ; for in

this case interior goods and truths combat with the evils and
falsities that are from a hereditary and actual [life], man being

kept on such occasions by the Lord in goods and truths from
within, and being assaulted by evils and falsities which burst

forth from the hereditary, and are present from the actual

;

that is, the spirits and genii who are in those evils and falsities,

and with the man, so assail him. Hence come temptations,

whereby not only evils and falsities, when conquered, are

rejected and removed, but also goods and truths are confirmed.

These are the things signified by Rachel bringing forth, and
suffering hard things in her bringing forth.

4587. And it came to jjccss in her suffering hard things in her

bringing forth : that this signifies after temptations, appears

from what has been said just above, no. 4586, thus without
furtlier explanation.

4588. And the midwife said unto her, Fear not: that this

signifies perception from the natural, appears from the signifi-

cation of saying in the historicals of the Word, as denoting

perception, see nos. 1791, 1815, 1819, 1822, 1898, 1919, 2080,

2619, 2862, 3395, 3509 ; and from the signification of a mid-
wife, as denoting the natural. The midwife here denotes the

natural, because when interior temptations are undergone, that

is, when the interior man undergoes temptations, the natural is

like a midwife ; for unless the natural gives aid, it is impos-
sible for any birth of interior truth to exist, since it is the

natural which receives into its bosom interior truths when they
are born, for it gives them facilities for being born. Such is

the case with the things whicli are of spiritual lurth, that

reception must be altogether in the natural. This is the reason
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why, while man is being regenerated, the natural is first

prepared to receive, and so far as it is rendered capable

of receiving, so far interior truths and goods can be brought

forth and multiplied. For this reason also, if the natural

man be not prepared to receive the truths and goods of

faith in the life of the body, he cannot receive them in

the other life, and thus he cannot be saved ; this is what is

meant by the saying so generally in use, that as the tree falls,

so it lies, or, as the man dies, so is liis state. For man has with

him in the other life all the natural memory, or the memory of

the external man, but in that life it is not allowed to use it (see

nos. 2469-2494), wherefore it is there as a fundamental plane,

into which interior truths and goods fall, and if that plane is

not capable of receiving the goods and truths which flow in

from tlie interior, the interior goods and truths are either

extinguished, or perverted, or rejected. From these considera-

2 tions it may appear that the natural is like a midwife. That

the natural, so far as it is recipient w^hen the interior man
brings forth, is like a midwife, may also appear from the

internal sense of the things related of the midwives, who kept

alive the sons of the Hebrew women, contrary to the command
of Pharaoh, as thus related in j\Ioses :

" The king of Egypt
spoke to the midwives of the Hebrew women, and he said,

When ye do the office of a midwife to the Hebrew women, and
see them upon the stools, if he be a son, ye shall kill him, and if

she be a daughter, she shall be kept alive. And the midwives

feared God, and did not as the king of Egypt spoke unto them,

they kept alive the sons. And the king of Egypt called the

midicives and said unto them, Wherefore have ye done this

word, and have kept alive the sons ? And the midivives said

unto Pharaoh, Because the Hebrew women are not as the

Egyptian women, for they are lively, and they have brought

forth before the midunfe cometh unto them. And God did

well with the midicives, and the people multiplied, and became
very numerous. And it came to pass, because the midwives

feared God, and he made them houses " (Exod. i. 15-21). By
the daughters and sons whom the Hebrew women brought

forth, are represented the goods and truths of the JSTew Church;

by the midwives, the natural so far as it is recipient of goods

and truths ; by the king of Egypt, the scientific in general, see

nos. 1104, 11G5, 118G, which extinguishes truths, as happens

when the scientific enters into the things of faith through

a perverted way, believing nothing but what the sensual and
scientific dictates. That midwives here denote the receptions

of truth in the natural, will be confirmed, by the Divine mercy
of tlie Lord, when the things contained in that chapter come to

be explained.

4589. For thou sludt have tJiis son also: that this signifies
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spiritual truth, appears from the signification of a son, as

denoting truth, see nos. 489, 491, 533, 1147, 2623, 3373;
in the present case spiritual truth, because it is Benjamin,

who here is the son, by wliom is represented the spiritual of

the celestial.

4590. And it came to pass, in her soul going out, that she

was about to die : that this signifies a state of temptations,

appears from the signification of the going forth of the soul,

and of dying, as denoting the ultimate of temptation, which
takes place when the old man dies, and the new receives life.

That this is the signification, is evident from what precedes, that

she suffered hard things in her bringing forth, denotes the

temptation of interior truth, nos. 4586, 4587, and from what
follows at verse 19, that Eachel died.

4591. And she called his name Benoni: that this signifies

the quality of that state, appears from the signification of

calling a name, as denoting quality, of which much has been

said heretofore. The state here described is, in the internal

sense, a state of temptations ; the quality of this state is signi-

fied by Benoni, for in the original language Benoni signifies a

son of my grief or mourning. That names significative of state

were given to infants in old time, see nos. 1946, 2643, 3422,

4298.

4592. And his father called him Beiijamin : that this signi-

fies the quality of the spiritual of the celestial, appears from
the representation of Benjamin, as denoting the spiritual of the

celestial. What this is, was explained above, no. 4585, namely,

that it is the intermediate between the spiritual and the

.

celestial, or between the spiritual man and the celestial.

Benjamin, in the original language, signifies a son of the right

hand, by which is signified spiritual truth which is from
celestial good, and thus power, for good has power through

truth, see no. 3563; a son denotes truth, nos. 489,491, 533,

1147, 2623, 3373 ; and the hand denotes power, nos. 878,

3091, 3563, hence the right hand denotes the highest power.

Hence it is evident what is signified by sitting at the right

hand of God, namely, a state of power through the truth which
is from good, no. 3387, which, when predicated of the Lord, is

omnipotence, and also the Divine truth which proceeds from
the Divine good of the Lord, as in Psalm ex. 1 ; Matt. xxii.

42 ; xxvi. 63, 64 ; Mark xiv. 61, 62 ; xvi. 19 ; Luke xxii. 69
;

and whereas it is Divine power, tliat is, onniipotence, it is there

said, at the right hand of the power or might of God. Hence 2

it is manifest what Benjamin signifies in the genuine sense,

namely, spiritual truth which is from the celestial good, which
is Joseph ; both together, therefore, are that intermediate which
is between the spiritual man and the celestial man, as was said

above, no. 4585 ; but this good and truth are distinct from the

VOL. VI. p
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celestial represented by Judah, and from the spiritual repre-

sented by Israel, for the former is higher or interior, and the

latter is lower or exterior ; for they are, as was said, an inter-

mediate. But an idea of the good represented by Joseph,

and of the trutli represented by Benjamin, cannot be had

by any one, unless he be illustrated by the light of heaven
;

the angels have a clear idea concerning them, because all their

ideas of thought are from the light of heaven, which is from the

Lord, in which they see and perceive indefinite things that man
3 cannot in any wise comprehend, still less utter. This may be

illustrated by the following case. All men whatsoever are born

natural, with the powder of becoming either celestial or spiritual

;

but the Lord alone was born spiritual celestial, and in conse-

quence thereof He was born in Bethlehem, where is the

boundary of the land of Benjamin, for by Bethlehem is signi-

fied the spiritual of the celestial, and by Benjamin is represented

the spiritual of the celestial ; the reason why He alone was born

spiritual celestial, is, that the Divine was in Him. These things

cannot possibly be comprehended by any one who is not in the

light of heaven ; for he who is in the light of the world, and
has perception from that light, scarcely knows what truth and
good are, still less what it is to ascend to the interior things of

truth and good by degrees ; thus he knows nothing whatever of

the innumerable things thereof in each degree, which are mani-

fest before the angels in a light as of noonday ; hence it is evident

what the quality of the wisdom of the angels is in respect to

4 that of men. There are six names which frequently occur in

the propheticals, where the church is treated of, namely, Judah,

Joseph, Benjamin, Ephraim, Israel, and Jacob. He who does

not know what of good and truth of the church is meant by
each name in the internal sense, cannot possibly know anything

of the Divine arcana of the Word where those names occur

;

nor can he know what of the church is meant, unless he knows
what the celestial is, which is Judah ; what the celestial of the

spiritual is, which is Joseph ; what the spiritual of the celestial,

which is Benjamin ; what the intellectual of tlie church, which
is Ephraim ; what the internal spiritual, which is Israel ; and

5 what the external spiritual, which is Jacob. As to what speci-

fically concerns Benjamin, inasmuch as he represents the

spiritual of the celestial, and Joseph the celestial of the

spiritual, and thus both together represent the intermediate

between the celestial and spiritual man, and hence are most

conjoined, therefore also their conjunction is described in the

historicals concerning Joseph as follows :
" Joseph said unto

his brethren, that they should hring their youngest hrother, lest

they die " (Gen. xlii. 20). When they returned with Benjamin,

and Joseph " saw Benjamin his hrother, he said. Is this your

}'Oungest brother ? And he said, Gocl he gracious unto thee, my
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son. And Joseph made haste, for his bowels were moved towards
his hrothcr, and he sovght to ivee}:), and therefore he entered into

his hcd-chaynlier, and wept there " (Gen. xliii. 29, 30). " And he
multiplied Benjamin's po7'tio7i fivefold above the portion of them
all " (verse 34). After he had opened himself to his brethren,
" he fell upon his hrother Benjamins neck and wept, and Benjam in

wept uiwn his neck " (xlv. 14). " And he gave to all changes of

garments, hut to Benjamin he gave three hundred of silver, and
five changes of garments (verse 22). From these considerations 6

it is evident that Joseph and Benjamin were most conjoined,

not because they were of one mother, but because by them is

represented the spiritual conjunction which tliere is between
the good, which is Joseph, and the truth, which is Benjamin,
and because each is an intermediate between the celestial and
the spiritual man : therefore Joseph could not be conjoined
with his brethren, nor with his father, except through Ben-
jamin ; for without an intermediate, conjunction cannot have
place, and this was the reason why Joseph did not reveal him-
self sooner. Moreover also in other parts of the Word, especially 7

the prophetical, by Benjamin is signified the spiritual truth

which is of the church ; as in the prophetic enunciation of

Moses concerning the sous of Israel :
" To Benjamin he said.

The beloved of Jehovah, he shall dwell confidently upon him,
covering over him all the day, and he shall dwell between his

shoulders " (Deut. xxxiii. 12). The beloved of Jehovah is

spiritual truth which is from celestial good ; this good is said to

dwell confidently with that truth, to cover it the whole day,

and also to dwell between its shoulders ; for shoulders, in the

internal sense, are the all of power, see no. 1085, and the all of

power belongs to good through truth, no. 3563. In Jeremiah : 8

" ye sons of Benjamin, flee out of the midst of Jerusalem, and
sounding sound with the trumpet (huccina), and upon the house
of the vineyard lift up a prophecy, because evil looks out from
the north, and a great breaking" (vi. 1). The sons of Benjamin
denote spiritual truth from the celestial, Jerusalem denotes

the spiritual church, also the house of the vineyard or Beth-
hakkerem, evil from the north denotes man's sensual and
the scientific thence. In the same prophet: "It sliall come
to pass, ... if ye sanctify the day of the sabbath, . . . they
shall enter fromi the cities of Judah, and from the places round
about Jerusalem, and from the land of Benjamin, and from the

plain, and from the mountains, and from the south, offering

burnt-offering and sacrifice, and meat-offering, and frankincense,

and oftering thanksgiving, unto the house of Jehovah " (xvii.

24, 20). And again, in the same prophet :
" In tlie cities of 9

the mountain, in the cities of the plain, in the cities of the

soutli, and in the land of Benjamin, and in the places round
about Jerusalem, and in the cities of Judah, flocks shall yet
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pass near the hands of him that numbereth " (xxxiii. 13); where
the land of l>enjaniin also denotes the spmtual truth which is

of the church ; for all the things vvhicli are of the church, from
the first degree to the last, are signified by the cities of Judah,

the places round about Jerusalem,the land of Benjamin, the plain,

^° the mountain, and the south. In Hosea :
" Sound ye the trumpet

(bi'ccina) in Giheah, the trumpet (tuba) in Bamah, cry aloud in

Bdhaven, after thee, Benjamin, E}jhraim shall be desolate in the

day ol' reproof " (v. 8, 9). Gibeali, llamah, and Bethaven denote

the things of spiritual truth from the celestial, which is Benjamin,

for Gibeah was Benjamin's (Judges xix. 14) ; also Eamah
(Joshua xviii. 25); as likewise Bethaven (verse 12). Sound-

ing with the trumpet (buccina) and trumpet (tuba) and crying

aloud, denote announcing that the intellectual of the church,

"which is Ephraim, is desolate. In Obadiah : "The house of

Jacob shall become a fire, and the house of Joseph a flame, the

house of Esau for stubble; . . . and they of the south shall

inherit the mountain of Esau, and they in the plain, the Phili-

stines, and they shall inherit the field of Ephraim, and the

field of Samaria, and Benjamin [shall inherit] Gilead " (verses

18, 19). That names signify things, is very manifest in this

as well as in other passages ; for unless it be known what is

signified by the house of Jacob, the house of Joseph, the house

of Esau, the mountain of Esau, the Philistines, the field of

Ephraim, the field of Samaria, Benjamin, and Gilead, and also

what by they of the south, by a house, a plain, a mountain, a

field, nothing in this passage can be comprehended ; neither

were the things done, which are there said historically ; but he

who knows wdiat each expression involves, will find therein

heavenly arcana ; Benjamin also in this passage is the spiritual

12 from the celestial. In like manner in Zechariah : "Jehovah
shall be for a king over the whole earth ; in that day there

shall be one Jehovah, and His name one : the whole earth shall

encompass as a plain from Gibea even to Eimmon, . . . and
shall dwell beneath itself, hence from the gate of Benjamin
even to the place of the first gate, unto the gate of the corners,

and the tower Chananeel, unto the king's wine-presses " (xiv.

9, 10). In like manner in David: "Give ear, Shepherd,

Who leadest Joseph like a flock. Who sittest upon the cherubim
;

before Ephraim, and Benjamin, and Manasseh. stir up thy power,

and come and save us" (Psalm Ixxx. 2, 3 [1, 2]). In like

manner in the prophetic enunciation of Deborah and Barak

:

"Jehovah shall bear rule for me among the mighty: out

of Ephraim whose root is in Amalek; after thee, Benjamin,

among thy peojjle, from Machir shall descend lawgivers, and
from Zebulun they who bear the sceptre of the scribe

"

ij (Judges V. 13,14). In John: "I heard the number of the

sealed, an hundred and forty-four thousand were sealed of all
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the tribes of Israel ; of the tribe of Zebulun were sealed

twelve thousand; of the tribe of Joseph were sealed twelve

thousand ; of the tribe of Benjamin were sealed twelve thou-

sand " (Apoc. vii. 4, 8) : where by the tribes of Israel are

signified those who are in goods and truths, and thence in the

Lord's kingdom; for tribes and twelve, or, what is the same
thing, twelve thousand, are all things of love and faith, or of

good and truth, see nos, 577, 2089*' 2129, 2130, 3272, 3858,

3913, 3926, 3939, 4060; these things are there distributed into

four classes, the last of which consists of the twelve thousand

sealed out of Zebulun, Joseph, and Benjamin, because by the

tribe of Zebulun is signified the heavenly marriage, see nos.

3960, 3961, in which is heaven, thus in which are all things

;

Joseph there is the celestial of the spiritual, or the good of

truth ; and Benjamin is the truth of tliat good, or tlie spiritual

of the celestial, this is the conjugial [principle] in heaven ; hence

it is that they are named last. Inasmuch as by Benjamin was H
represented the spiritual of the celestial of the church, or the

truth of good, which is intermediate between celestial good and
spiritual truth, therefore Jerusalem fell to the sons of Benjamin
for an inheritance ; for Jerusalem, before Zion was built there,

signified the church in general. That Jerusalem fell to the lot

of Benjamin, see Joshua xviii. 28 and Judges i. 21.

4593. And Rachel died, and was buried in the ivay to Ejihrath

:

that this signifies the end of the former affection of interior

truth, appears from the signification of dying, as denoting

ceasing to be such, see no. 494, thus denoting an end ; from the

re{iresentation of Rachel, as denoting- the affection of interior

truth, see nos. 3758, 3782, 3793, 3819; from the signification

of burying, as denoting the rejection of a former state, and the

resuscitation of a new one, see nos. 2916, 2917, 3256 ; and from
the signification of Ephrath, as denoting the spiritual of the

celestial in a former state, see no. 4585. Hence it is evident

that by Rachel dying and being buried in the way to Ephrath,

is signified the end of the state of the former affection of

interior truth, and the resuscitation of a new state, which is

Bethlehem, of which we shall speak presently. In the genuine 2

sense, by Rachel dying and being buried in the way to Ephrath,

is signified that the hereditary was expelled for ever through

temptations ; the hereditary was the human affection of interior

truth, which the Divine affection expelled: hence also, that son

was called by the mother, Benoni, or a son of grief; but by the

father, Benjamin, or a son of the right hand. In the human
affection which is from the mother, there is an hereditary in

which is evil, but in the Divine affection there is nothing but

good ; for in the human affection there is the glory of self

and of the world as an end for the sake of self, but in the Divine

affection there is an end for the sake of self that it may be
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from self to save the liumaii race, according to the Lord's

Avords ill John :
" I pray for those wliom Thou hast given Me

;

for all Mine are Thine, and Thine are Mine, hut I am (jlorified

in them. That they all may he one ; as Thou, Father, art in

Me, and I in Thee, that they also may be one in us ; . . .

/ have given them the glory which Thou hast given me, that they

may be one, as We are one ; I in them, and Thou in Me

"

(xvii. 9, 10, 21-23).

4594. This is Bethlehem : that tliis signifies in the place

thereof the resurrection of a new spiritual of the celestial,

appears from the signification of Bethlehem, as denoting the

spiritual of the celestial in a new state : for Ephrath is the

spiritual of the celestial in a former state, see no. 4585 ; by
being buried there, is signified the resurrection of a new state,

no. 4593. That Eachel brought forth her other son, or

Benjamin, in Bethlehem, and died in bringing forth, also that

David was born in Betlilehem, and was there anointed to be
king, and finally that the Lord was born there, is an arcanum
which has not heretofore been revealed ; nor could it be
revealed to any one who did not know what was signified by
Ephrath and by Bethlehem, and what was represented by
Benjamin, and by David ; especially who did not know what
the spiritual of the celestial is, for this was signified by those

' places, and rej)resented by those persons. The Lord was born
there, and not elsewhere, because He alone was born a

spiritual celestial man ; but all others are born natural, with
the faculty, or power, of becoming either celestial or spiritual

through regeneration by the Lord. The reason why the Lord
was V»oni a spiritual celestial man, was, that He might make
His Human Divine, according to order from the lowest degree

to the highest, and might thereby arrange into order all things

in tlie heavens and in the hells ; for the spiritual celestial is

an intermediate between the natural or external man, and
between the rational or internal, see above, nos. 4585, 4592,

thus the natural or external was below it, and the rational or

) internal above it. He who cannot apprehend these things,

cannot comprehend, by any revelation whatsoever, why the

Lord was born in Bethlehem ; for from the Most Ancient time,

Ephrath signified the spiritual of the celestial, hence after-

wards Bethlehem ; hence it is that it is said in David :
" He

sware unto Jehovah, he vowed to the Mighty One of Jacob, If

I shall enter into the tent of my house, if I shall go up upon
the couch of ray bed, if I shall give sleep to mine eyes, or

slumber to mine eyelids, until I shall find a place for Jehovah,

dwellings for the Mighty One of Jacob ; lo, loe heard, of Him,
in Ephratah, we found Him in the fields of the forest ; we will

enter into His dwellings, we will bow down ourselves at the

footstool of His feet" (Psalm cxxxii. 2-7). That this was
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spoken of the Lord, is very manifest ; we heard of Him, and
we found Him, is there expressed in the end in the original

language by the letter H taken out of the name of Jehovali.

And in Micah :
" Thou Bethleluiii Epliraiah, it is a little tiling 4

that thou be among the thousands of Judah, out of thee shall

He go forth unto me who shall be ruler in Israel, and His going
forth from of old, from the days of eternity " (v. 1 [2] ; Matt,

ii. 6). From these prophecies it was known to the Jewish
people that tlie Messiah or Christ would be born in Bethlehem,
as is evident from this passage in Llatthew :

" Herod gathered

together all the chief priests and scribes of the people, and
inquired of them where Christ (the Messiah) should be born

;

they said unto him. In Bdlilchem of Judea (ii. 4, 5) ; and in

John :
" The Jews said, Doth not the scripture say, that Christ

(the Messiah) should come of the seed of David, and out of
Bethlehem, the city where David was ? " (vii. 42). That He was
also born there, see Matt. ii. 1 ; Luke ii. 4-7. Hence also, and
because He was of David, the Lord is called a rod from the

stem of Jesse, and the root of Jesse (Isaiah xi. 1, 10) ; for Jesse

the father of David was a Bethlehemite, and David was born
there, and was also anointed king (1 Sam. xvi. 1-14; xvii.

12) ; hence Bethlehem was called the city of David (Luke ii.

4, 11 ; John vii. 42). By David is especially represented the

Lord as to the kingship, or the Divine Truth, no. 1888.

4595. And Jacob set a statue over her grave : that this signi-

fies the Holy of spiritual truth about to rise again there,

appears from the signification of a statue, as denoting the Holy
of truth, see no. 4580, here, of spiritual truth from the celestial,

because that truth is treated of ; and from the signification of

a grave, as denoting resurrection, see nos. 2916, 2917, 3256.

4596. This is the statue of RacheVs grave even to this day

:

that this signifies a state of the Holy for ever, appears from
the signification of a statue, as denoting the Holy of truth

;

from the signification of a grave, as denoting resurrection, con-

cerning which, see just above ; and from the signification of

even to this day, as denoting for ever, see nos. 2838, 3998.

4597. Verses 21, 22. And Israel journeyed, and stretched his

tent from heyond the toioer Edcr. And it came to pass, when
Israel dwelt in this land, and Ttciiben went, and, lay with Bilhah

his father's concubine: and Israel heard it. And Israel journeyed,

signifies the celestial spiritual of the natural at tliis time : and
strctclied his tentfrom beyond the tower Eder, signifies the interior

things thereof: and it came to jmss when Israel dvjelt in this

land, signifies when in this state : a.nd Reuhcn loent, and lay

with Bilhah his father's concubine, signifies profanation of good
by faith separate : and Israel heard it, signifies that tliis faitli

was rejected.

4598. And Israel jourwyrd : that this signifies the celestial
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spiritual of the natural at this time, appears from the significa-

tion of journeying, as denoting that which is successive or

continuous, see nos. 4375, 4554, in the present case towards

more interior things ; and from the representation of Israel, in

this passage, as denoting the celestial spiritual of the natural,

see no. 4286 ; what the celestial spiritual of the natural is,

has been above explained, namely, that it is the good of truth,

or the good of charity })rocured by the truth of faith. What
progression towards interior things is, is but little known in the

world. It is not progression into scientifics, for this often takes

place without any progression towards interior things, and
frequently with retrogression ; neither is its progression into

manly judgment, for this also sometimes takes place with

retrogression from interior things ; neither is its progression

into the Knowledges of interior truth, for Knowledges effect

nothing unless man is affected by them. Progression towards

interior things is progression towards heaven and the Lord,

through the Knowledges of truth implanted in the affection

2 thereof, tlius through the affections. The quality of progression

towards interior things does not appear to any one in the

world ; but it is manifest in the otlier life, being there a pro-

gression from a sort of mist into the light ; for they who are

in exterior things alone, are respectively in a mist, and they

are also seen by the angels in a mist ; but they who are in

interior things, are in light, consequently in wisdom, for light

in the other life is wisdom ; and, wliat is wonderful, they who
are in a mist, cannot see those who are in light that they are

in light ; but they who are in light, can see those who are in a

mist that they are in a mist. As the progression of the Lord's

Divine towards interior things is treated of, Jacob is here called

Israel ; but where that progression is not treated of, he is called

Jacob, as in verse 20 of this chapter, and in the last verse.

4599. And sinichcd his tent from heyond the tower Eder : that

this signifies the interior things thereof, appears from the

signification of stretching a tent, as denoting the progression of

what is holy, in the present case towards interior things; that

a tent denotes what is holy, see nos. 414, 1102, 2145, 2152,

3312, 4391 ; from the signification of from beyond the tower,

as denoting into interior things, of which we shall speak

presently ; and from the signification of Eder, as denoting the

quality of the state of the progression of what is holy to

interior things. The tower Eder had that signification of old,

but as it does not occur in any other passage of the Word,
except in Joshua, chap. xv. 21, it cannot be confirmed, as other

names, from parallel passages. " From beyond the tower

"

denotes to interior things, because the things which are interior

are expressed by those which are elevated and high, thus by

mountains, hills, towers, the roofs of houses, and the like ; the
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reason is, because interior things appear as higher before minds
which derive their ideas from the natural things of the world
through the external sensuals, see no. 2148. That towers 2

signify interior things, may also appear from other passages in

the Word, as in Isaiah :
" My beloved had a vineyard in the

horn of a sou of oil, which he encompassed about, and gathered

out the stones thereof, and planted it with a noble vine, and
hiiilt a tower in the midst thereof" (Isaiah v. 1, 2), where a vine-

yard denotes the spiritual church ; the noble vine, spiritual

good ; the tower built in the midst thereof, the interiors of

truth. In like manner also in the Lord's parable in Matthew

:

" A man, a householder, planted a vineyard, and made a hedge

about it, and digged a wine-press in it, and huilt a toiver, and
let it out to husbandmen " (xxi. 33 ; Mark xii. 1). In Ezekiel : 3

"The sons of Arvad and thine army upon thy walls round

about, and the Gamniadim were in thi/ toivers, they hanged
their shields upon thy walls round about ; these have perfected

thy beauty " (xxvii. 11) ; speaking of Tyre, whereby are signified

the Knowledges of good and truth, or they who are therein

;

the Gammadim in the towers thereof, denote the Knowledges
of interior truth. In Micali :

" Jehovah shall reign over them 4

in the mountain of Zion, from now and to eternity; and thou,

tower of the flock, the hill of the daughter of Zion, unto thee

shall come and return the former kingdom, the kingdom of the

daughter of Jerusalem " (iv. 7, 8). In this passage the Lord's

celestial kingdom is described ; its inmost, which is love to the

Lord, by the mountain of Zion ; its derivative, which is mutual
love, which in the spiritual sense is called charity towards the

neighbor, by the hill of the daughter of Zion ; its interior

truths of good, by the tower of the Hock ; that hence comes the

spiritual kingdom of the celestial, is signified by the kingdom
of the daughter of Jerusalem. In David :

" The mountain of

Zion shall rejoice, the daughters of Judah shall exult, because

of thy judgments ; walk about Zion, and go round about her,

numher the towers thereof" (Psalm xlviii. 12, 13 [11, 12]);

where towers denote the interior truths which defend the

things of love and charity. In Luke :
" Whosoever doth not 5

bear his cross, and come after Me, cannot be My disciple ; for

whicli of you, wishiwj to build a tower, doth not first sit down
and count the cost whether he hath wherewithal to finish it ?

... Or what kino;, ffoins? to make war against another king,

does not first sit down and consult, whether he be able with

ten thousand to meet him who cometh against him with twenty
thousand?" (xiv. 27, 28, 31). He who does not know the

internal sense of the Word, cannot suppose otherwise than that

the Lord here spoke comparatively; and that by l)uiltling a

tower and making war, nothing else is understood : not know-
ing that all comparisons in the Word are significative and
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representative ; and that building a tower, is procuring interior

truths ; and making war, is righting from those truths ; for the

subject there treated of is the temptations which they undergo

who are of the church, and are there called the Lord's disciples.

Those temptations are signified by their cross which they shall

bear ; and that they never conquer of themselves and by their

own power, but from the Lord, is signified by what follows

:

" He who doth not deny all liis faculties, cannot be my disciple
"

(Luke xiv. 33). Thus these things cohere ; whereas if the

things mentioned concerning a tower and war be understood

only comparatively without an interior sense, they do not

cohere. Hence it is evident what light is obtained from the

6 internal sense. The interiors of those who are in the love of

self and of the world, thus the falsities from which they

combat, and by which they confirm their religiosity, are also

expressed by towers in the opposite sense, as in Isaiah :
" The

height of men (viri) shall be bowed down, and Jehovah Zebaoth

shall be exalted above every one proud and high, and above

every one lifted up, and he shall be humbled ; and above all the

cedars of Lebanon high and lifted up, and above all the oaks of

Bashan, and above ail the high mountains, and above all the

hills that are lifted up, and above every lofty tower, and above

every fortified wall" (ii. 11-17), where the interior and exterior

things of those loves are described by cedars, oaks, mountains,

hills, a tower, and a wall ; interior falsities by a tower : so also

interior things are described by those which are high, but with

this difference, that they who are in evils and falsities believe

themselves high and above others, but they who are in goods

and truths believe themselves less than and below others

(Matt. XX. 26, 27 ; INIark x. 44) ; nevertheless, goods and truths

are described by high things, because in heaven they are nearer

to the Highest, that is, to the Lord. Moreover, in the Word,
towers are predicated of truths, but mountains of goods.

4G00. And it came to jxiss, when Israel dwelt in this land:

that this signifies wdien in this state, namely, of good from
truth, appears from the signification of dwelling, as denoting

living, for dwelling has a like signification with inhabiting, but

with this difference, that dwelling is predicated of truth, but

inhabiting of good ; that inhabiting is being and living, thus a

state, see no. 3384 : and from the signification of the land, as

denoting the church as to good, see nos. 56G, 662, 1066, 1068.

1262, 1413, 1607, 1733, 1850, 2117, 2118, 2571, 2928, 3355,

4447, 4535, in the present case as to the good of truth ; the

state hereof, in which Israel now was, is here signified.

4601. And Beuhen went, and lay with Bilhah his fathers

conciibine : that this signifies the profanation of good by faith

separate ; and that by " Israel heard it," is signified that that

faith was rejected, appears from the representation of Eeuben,
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as denoting faith in doctrine and intellect, which is the first of

the church, see nos. 3861, 3866, in the present case this faith

separate from charity, of whicli we shall speak presently ; from

the signification of lying with Bilhah his father's concubine,

as denoting the profanation of good ; for committing adultery

signifies perverting or adulterating goods, nos. 2466, 2729, 3399;

but lying with a father's concubine denotes profaning them

;

and from the signification of Israel heard it, as denoting that

this faith was rejected. In the proper sense, by Israel hearing,

is signified that the spiritual church knew this and assented,

for by hearing is signified hearkening, and by Israel the

spiritual church ; but that the true church does not assent,

will appear from what will be said concerning Eeuben : but in

the internal sense it signifies that that faith was rejected; for

it is not said what Jacob felt and thought concerning that

wicked crime : but that he was altogether averse to it and

abhorred it, is evident I'rom liis prophetic enunciation concern-

ing Eeuben: "Eeuben, my first-born, thou art my strength,

and the beginning of my might, excellent in honor, and

excellent in power ; light as water, tliou shalt not excel, because

thou we litest up to thy father s led, then thou profaneilst it ; he

went wp to my couch " (Gen. xlix. 3, 4) ; and Eeuben on this

account was deprived of the birthright (1 Chron. v. 1). Hence
it is evident that by Israel hearing, is signified that this faith

was rejected. That the birthright denotes the faith of the

church, see nos. 352, 2435, 3325. The profanation of good by 2

faith separate, is effected when the truth of the church and its

good is acknowledged and believed, and yet men live contrary

thereto ; for with those who separate the things which are of

faith from those which are of charity in understanding and

thence in life, evil is conjoined with truth, and falsity with

good, and it is this conjunction itself which is called profana-

tion : it is otherwise with those who, although they know what

the truth and good of faith are, still do not in heart believe

:

see what was said and shewn above concerning profanation, nos.

301-303, 571, 582, 593, 1001, 1003, 1008, 1010, 1059, 1327,

1328, 2051, 2426, 3398, 3399, 3402, 3489,3898,4050,4289:
and that the profanation of good by faith separate was repre-

sented by Cain slaying Abel; by Ham being cursed of his

father ; and by the Egyptians being drowned in tlie Eed Sea,

no. 3325 ; and that it is here represented by Eeuben, see nos.

3325, 3870. To the intent that they might be saved who are 3

of the spiritual church, the Lord miraculously separated their

intellectual part from the voluntary part, and gave to the

intellectual part the power of receiving a new voluntary, see

nos. 863, 875, 895, 927, 928, 1023, 1043, 1044, 2256, 4328,

4493 ; when therefore the intellectual apprehends and per-

ceives the good of faith, and appropriates it to itself, and the
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voluntary of man, that is, an evil will, still reigns and rules, in

this case conjunction is effected of truth and evil, and of good
and falsity. This conjunction is profanation, and is meant by
eating and drinking unworthily in the Holy Supper ; from
such persons, good, which is there signified by the body, and
truth, signified by the blood, cannot be separated ; for things

so conjoined cannot be separated to eternity, wherefore the

deepest hell awaits such persons. But they who know what
the truth and good of faith is, and yet do not in heart believe,

as is the case with the generality at this day, cannot profane

it, because the intellectual does not receive it, and imbue
4 itself therewith. The subject here treated of is the rejection of

this i'aith, bt^cause in what immediately follows, the subjects

treated of are truths and goods in their genuine order, and then

their conjuction with the rational or intellectual ; the sons of

Jacob, who are presently named, are trutlis and goods in that

order, and Isaac is the rational or intellectual ; the coming of

Jacob with his sons to Isaac, in the internal sense, denotes

that conjunction with the intellectual.

4602. Verses 22-26. And the sons of Jacob laere twelve.

The sons of Leah ; Jacob's first-born Reuben, and Simeon, and
Levi, and Judah, and Issachar, and Zcbidun. The sons of
Rachel ; Joseph and Benjamin. And the sons of Bilhah, Rachel's

handmaid ; Dan and Naphtali. And the sons of Zilpah, LjCciIis

handmaid; Gad and Asher. These are the so7is of Jacob, who
tvere born to him in Padan-Aram. And the sons of Jacob were

twelve, signifies the state of all things now in the Divine natural

:

the sons of Leah, signifies external Divine goods and truths in

their order: Jacob's frst-born Reubeii, siguiiies the good of faith :

a7ul Simeon, and Levi, and Judah, and Lssachar, and Zcbulun,

signify the essentials of them : the sons of Rachel ; Joseph and
Benjamin, signify interior goods and truths : and the sons of
Bilhah, Rachel's handmaid ; Dan and Naphtali, signify subse-

quent things serviceable to interior things : and the sons of Zilpah,

Leah's handmaid ; Gad and Asher, signify things serviceable to

exterior things : these are the sons of Jacob, tvho were born to him
in Padan-Aram., signifies their origin and state at this time.

4603. And the sons of Jacob were twelve : that this signifies

the state of all things now in the Divine natural, appears from
the representation of Jacob, as denoting the Divine natural, of

which frequent mention has been made above ; and from the

signification of twelve, as denoting all things, and when pre-

dicated of the sons of Jacob, or of the tribes named from them,
as denoting all things of truth and good, see nos. 20(S9, 2129,

2130, 3272, 3858, 3913, 3939. It has been said of the Lord's

natural, how He made it in Himself Divine, for Jacob repre-

sented it ; but now the conjunction of the Divine natural with

the rational is treated of, which conjunction is represented by
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the coining of Jacob with Isaac, for Isaac represents the Lord's
Divine rational ; hence it is that all the sons of Jacob are again
recounted, for all the things of truth and good ought to be in

the natural, before it can be fully conjoined with the rational,

inasuiuch as the natural serves the rational for a rece|)tacle

;

therefore they are recounted. But it is to be noted, that the
sons of Jacob are now named in another order than before, for

the sons of Bilhah and Zilpah, namely, Dan, Naphtali, Gad, and
Asher, are named in the last place, although they were born
before Issachar, Zebulun, Joseph, and Benjamin ; tlie reason is

that the subject now treated of is the order in which the truths
and goods in the natural are, when this was made Divine ; for

according to the state of the thing treated of is the order in

which they are named, see nos. 3862, 3928, 3939.

4604. The sons of Leah : that this signifies external Divine
goods and truths in their order, appears from the representation

of Leah, as denoting the affection of external truth, see nos.

3793, 3819 ; hence her sons are those things which are repre-

sented by Eeuben, Simeon, Levi, Judah, Issachar, and Zebulun,
of which we proceed to speak.

4605. The first-born of Jacob, Rcuhcn: that this signifies the
good of faith, appears from the signification of the first-born, as

denoting faith, see nos. 352, 367, 2435, 3325 ; I'rom the repre-

sentation of Jacob, as denoting the good of natural truth, see

no, 4538 ; and from the representation of Reuben, as denoting
the quality of faith. Reuben, in the genuine sense, signifies the
truth of faith, nos. 3861, 3866 ; but after the truth of faith was
made good, he signifies the good of faith ; faith also regarded
in itself is charity, thus the truth of faitli regarded in itself is

the good of faith, inasmucli as faith cannot possibly exist except
from charity, nor truth except from good ; wherefore, when
man is regenerated, good is in the first place, or the first-born,

see nos. 3325, 3494. Hence it is that by Jacob's first-born,

Reuben, is here signified the good of faith ; the like is also signi-

fied in Moses :
" Let Reuben live, and not die, and it shall be,

his numbers mortal" (Deut. xxxiii. 6). Reuben here is the
good of faith, because he is set in the first place, and Judah
in the second, thus in a different order in this prophetic
enunciation of Moses concerning the sons of Israel, than in the
prophetic enunciation of Jacob (Gen. xlix.); for, as was said above,
no. 4603, the order of their naming is according to the state of

the subject treated of. In like manner in John :
" I lieard the

number of the sealed, a hundred forty and four thousand
were sealed of all the tribes. Of the tribe of Judah were
sealed twelve thousand, of the tribe of Eeuben were sealed twelve
thousand, of the tribe of Gad were sealed twelve thousand"
(Apoc. vii. 4, 5). In this passage, Judah is named in the first

place, Reuben in the second, and Gad in the third ; these three
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there constitute the first class, and as the Lord's kingdom is the

subject there treated of, Judah signifies celestial good, such as is

in the inmost or tliird heaven, lieuben spiritual good, which is the

same as the good of faith, such as is in the second or middle

heaven, and Gad the good of the natural, such as is in the first

heaven. But it is otherwise in the prophetic enunciation of

Deborah and Barak: "The princes in Issachar were with

Deborah, and Issachar was as Barak ; in the valley he shall

be sent under his feet ; for the classes of Ecuhen were great

statutes of the heart : why dost thou dwell between two bur-

dens, to hear the hissings of tlie flocks, for the classes of Eeuben
were great searchings of the heart" (Judges v. 15, 16). Unless

it be known what is represented by Issachar, Deborah, Barak,

and Reuben, and what is signified by princes, a valley, classes,

statutes of the heart, two burdens, and hissings of the flocks, no

one can possibly know what is meant by those words ; that

Eeuben in this passage denotes faith, is evident.

4606. And Simeon, and Levi, and Judah, and Issachar, and
Zclulun : that this signifies the essentials of external Divine

goods and truths, appears from the representation of each

;

namely, of Simeon, as denoting, in the supreme sense. Pro-

vidence ; in the internal sense, faith in the will ; and in the

external, obedience, see nos. 3869-3872: of Levi, as denoting, in

the supreme sense, love and mercy ; in the internal, charity or

spiritual love ; and in the external, conjunction, see nos. 3875,

3877: of Judah, as denoting, in the supreme sense, the Divine

of the Lord's love ; in the internal, the Lord's celestial kingdom
;

in the exterior, that doctrine from the AVord, which is of the

celestial church, see no, 3881 : of Issachar, as denoting, in the

supreme sense, the Divine good of truth and truth of good ; in

the internal, heavenly conjugial love ; in the external, mutual

love, see nos. 3956, 3957 : and of Zelulun, as denoting, in the

supreme sense, the Divine itself of the Lord and His Divine

Human ; in the internal, the heavenly marriage ; and in the

external, conjugial love, see nos. 3960, 3961. These are the

essentials in the external Divine goods and truths of the Lord

;

but to explain how each of them is therein, is impossible for

any one to do unless he be in heavenly light ; for in heaven

those essentials appear as the answers in the Urim and Thum-
mim by evibrations of light and flame, and thence perception

from the Lord ; for in the Urim and Thummim were twelve

precious stones according to the twelve tribes of Israel.

4607. The sons of Rachel ; Josei'ih and Benjamin : that this

signifies interior goods and truths, appears from the repre-

sentation of Rachel, as denoting the affection of interior truth,

see nos. 3758, 3782, 3793, 3819; hence the sons of Rachel

are interior goods and truths ; their essentials are represented

by Joseph and Benjamin : by Joscjoh, in the supreme sense, the
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Divine spiritual ; in the internal, the spiritual kingdom ; in the

external, the good thereof, see no. 3969 : and by Benjamin,
the Divine spiritual of the celestial, see nos. 3969, 4592. These
are in interior goods and truths.

4608. And the sons of Bilhah, Rachel's handmaid ; Dan and
Najphtali : that this signifies subsequent things serviceable to

interior things, appears from the representation of Bilhah,

Eachel's handmaid, as denoting subsequent affection service-

able to tlie affection of interior truth as a medium, see no.

3849 ; a handmaid also is a medium serviceable to conjunction,

see nos. 3913, 3917, 3931 ; her sons are such mediums ; by
subsequent goods and truths are meant those goods and truths

which do not immediately enter, but which are thence derived

and adjoined as servants, and act as media and auxiliaries.

Their essentials are represented by Dan and ISTaphtali : by Ban,
in the supreme sense, justice and mercy ; in the internal, the

holy [principle] of faith ; and in the external, the good of life,

see nos. 3921, 3923 : and by Naphtali, in the supreme sense,

proper power ; in the internal, temptation in which man
conquers ; and in the external, resistance by the natural man,
nos. 3927, 3928. These are the essentials of the means, or

media, serviceable to interior goods and truths.

4609. And the sons of Zil2)ah, Leah's handmaid ; Gad and
Asher: that this signifies things serviceable to exterior things,

appears from the representation of Zilpah, Leah's handmaid, as

denoting subsequent affection serviceable to the affection of

exterior truth as a medium, see no. 3835 : a handmaid is the

medium serviceable to conjunction, as immediately above, no.

4608 ; her sons are such media : tlie essentials whereof are

represented by Gad and Asher : by Gad, in the supreme sense,

onmipotence and omniscience ; in the internal, the good of

faith ; and in the external, works, no. 3934 : by Asher, in the

supreme sense, eternity ; in the internal, the happiness of eternal

life ; in the external, the delight of affection, see nos. 3938, 3939.

These are the things wdiich the recounting of the sons of Jacob
now involves ; but how they cohere, and how one follows and is

contained in another, cannot be seen in the light of the world,

unless it be illustrated by the light of heaven ; but the things

which then appear, are such as do not fall into expressions ; for

human expressions are derived from ideas formed from those

things which are in the liglit of tlie world, whicli ideas are

transcended by ideas from the light of heaven, to such a degree

that the latter cannot be expressed, but only in part be a

subject of tliought with tliose to whom it is given to withdraw
the mind from sensuals.

4610. These are the sons of Jacob, ivhich toere horn to him in

Padan-Aram : that this signifies their origin and state at this

time, appears from what has been already said concerning the
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sons of Jacob, both generally and specifically, namely, that by
them are signified in general all the things in the Lord's Divine

natural, no. 4G03 ; so that those things taken collectively, now
are Jacob. Their origin is signified by their being born in

Padan-Aram, or from the Knowledges of truth and good, for

these are signified by Padan-Aram, see nos. 36G4, 3680 ; as all

these things collectively now are Jacob, therefore in the original

language it is said, wlto was born to him, in the singular. In

what now follows, the conjunction of the Divine natural with

the Divine rational is treated of; this conjunction is represented

by Jacob's coming to Isaac his father.

4611. Verses 27-29. And Jacob came unto Isaac Ms father,

unto Mamre Kiriath Arba, this is Hebron, where Abraham and
Isaac sojourned. And the days of Isaac were a hundred years

and eighty years. And Isaac expired and died, and xoas gathered

unto his people, old and. full of dxiys ; and his sons Esau and
Jacob buried hhn. Jacob came unto Isaac his father, signifies

that now was the Divine rational to which it was conjoined

:

unto Mamre Kiriath Arba, signifies the state thereof : this is

Hebron, signifies the state when they were conjoined : lohere

Abraham and Isaac sojourned, signifies Divine life together

:

and the days of Isaac were, signifies the state of the Divine

rational at this time : a hundred years and eighty years, signi-

fies the quality of the state : and Isaac expired and died, signifies

exuscitation in the Divine natural : and was gathered unto his

jjcojjle, signifies that now he was among those things which are

of the Divine natural : old and fidl of days, signifies a new
[state] of life : and his sons Esau and. Jacob buried him, signi-

fies that he rose again in good, and in the good of truth of the

natural.

4612. And Jacob came unto Isaac his father : that this signi-

fies that now was the Divine rational to which it was conjoined,

appears from the representation of Jacob, as denoting the

Divine natural in the state spoken of above, nos. 4604-4610

;

and from the representation of Isaac, as denoting the Divine

rational, see nos. 1893, 2066, 2072, 2083, 2630, 3012, 3194,

3210 ; conjunction is signified by coming to him. In what
follows, to the end of the chapter, the conjunction of the

natural with the rational is treated of ; and this being the case,

in what just precedes, the quality of the natural has been
described, namely, that in it were all things of good and truth

;

its quality was signified by the twelve sons of Jacob, for, as

was shewn, each of them represents some general of good and
2 truth. As to the conjunction of the natural and the rational,

which is treated of in what follows, it must be known that the

rational receives truths and goods sooner and more easily than

the natural, see nos. 3286,^3288, 3321, 3368, 3498, 3513; for

the rational is more pure and perfect than the natural, because
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it is interior or higher, and regarded in itself is in the light of

heaven, to which it is adapted. Hence it is that the rational

receives the things of that light, namely, truths aud goods, or

what is the same thing, the things which are of intelligence and
wisdom, sooner and more easily than the natural ; for the

natural is grosser and more imperfect, because it is exterior or

lower, and regarded in itself is in the light of the world ; which
light has in it nothing of intelligence and wisdom, except so

far as it receives it through the rational from the light of

heaven ; the influx of wliich the learned at this day speak, is

no other than this. But with the natural the case is thus :— 5

from first infancy and childhood it receives its quality from
those things which flow in from the world through the external

sensuals ; through and from those things man acquires to him-
self an intellectual : but as at this time he is in the delights of

the love of self and of the world, and thus in lusts, derived both
from hereditary and actual [life], therefore clie intellectual which
he now acquires, is overcharged with such things, and he re-

gards those things which favour his delights as goods and
truths. Hence the order of goods and truths in the natural is

inverted, or opposite to heavenly order ; and when he is in this

state, the light of heaven indeed flows in through the rational,

for hence he has the faculty of thinking, reasoning, speaking,

and acting with j^ropriety and civility in the external form

;

but still the things which are of light, which conduce to his

eternal happiness, are not in the natural, because the delights

which have rule therein offer resistance to those things ; for the

delights of the love of self and of the world are altogether

opposite to the delights of the love of the neighbor, and thus

of love to the Lord. He may indeed know the things which
are of light or of heaven, but he cannot be affected by them,

only so far as they conduce to favour his pursuit of honours

and gain, thus so far as they favour the delights of the love of

self and of the world. Hence it may appear manifest, that the 4-

order in the natural is altogether inverted or opposite to heavenly

order ; wherefore, when the light of heaven flows through the

rational into the natural, it must necessarily be either reflected,

or suffocated, or perverted. This, then, is the reason \\'hy the

natural must first be regenerated, before it can be conjoined

with the rational ; for when the natural is regenerated, the

things which flow in from the Lord through heaven, and thus

through the rational into the natural, are received, because

they agree ; for the natural is nothing but a receptacle of good

and truth from the rational, or through the rational from the

Lord. By the natural is meant the external man, who is also

called the natural man; and by the rational, the internal

man. These things are premised in order that it may be

known how the case is with what follows ; for the subject

VOL. Yi. Q
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there treated of is the conjunction of tlie natural with the

rational.

4G13. Unto Mamre Kiriath Arba : that this signifies the

state thereof, appc.'ars from the signification of Mamre, as

denoting the quality and quantity of that to which it is ad-

joined, see no. 2970 ; and from the signification of Kiriath

Arba, as denoting the church as to truth, see no. 2909, thus

denoting truth. Hence, by Mamre Kiriath Arba is signified

the state of the natural as to truth; and by Hebron, the state

as to good, which is next treated of.

4614. This is Hebron: that this signifies the state when
they are conjoined, appears from tlie signification of Hebron,

as denoting the good of the church, see no. 2909, here the

Divine good of the Lord's Divine natural, for those things

which in the internal sense signify something of the church,

in the supreme sense signify something of the Divine of the

Lord, because whatever constitutes the church is from the

Lord. Hebron signifies the state when the rational and the

natural are conjoined, because Isaac was there, by whom is

represented the Lord's Divine rational ; and Jacob came
thither, by whom is represented His Divine natural ; and by
his coming thither is signified conjunction, no. 4612. It is

said, Mamre Kiriath Arba, this is Hebron, because the Divine

natural is conjoined through good to the good of the rational

;

for Isaac represents the Lord's Divine rational as to good,

nos. 3012, 3194, 3210 ; but Kebekah as to truth, nos. 3012,

3013, 3077, and Kebekah is not here mentioned.

4615. JVliere Abraham and Isaac sojourned : that this signi-

fies Divine life together, appears from the signification of

sojourning, as denoting life, see nos. 1463, 2025 ; from the

representation of Abraham, as denoting the Lord's Divine

itself, nos. 1989, 2011, 3245, 3251, 3439, 3703, 4206, 4207;
and from the representation of Isaac, as denoting His Divine

rational, nos. 1893, 2066, 2072, 2083, 2630, 2772, 3012, 3194,

3210, 4180. Inasmuch as the conjunction of the Lord's Divine

natural with the Divine rational is here treated of, therefore

Abraham and Isaac are here named ; and it is said that they

sojourned there, in order that there may be signified Divine life

together, namely, together with the Divine natural, which is

Jacob ; and whereas the Divine itself, the Divine rational, and
the Divine natural, are one in the Lord, therefore it is said,

" where also Abraham and Isaac [he] sojourned," in the singular,

not in the plural.

4616. And the days of Isaac were : that this signifies the

state of the Divine rational at this time, appears from the

signification of days, as denoting states, see nos. 23, 487, 488,

493, 893, 2788, 3462, 3785; and from the representation of

Isaac, as denoting the Divine rational, see just above, no. 4615.
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4617. A hunched years and eighty years: that this signifies

the quality of the state, may appear from this consideration,

that all numbers in the Word signify things, see uos. 482, 487,

575, 647, 648, 755, 813, 1963, 1988, 2075, 2252, 3252, 4264,

4495, thus a hundred years and eighty years signify the quality

of the thing, or the quality of the state, which is the subject

treated of. That a hundred denotes a full state, see no. 2636
;

and eighty denotes temptations, see no. 1963 ; in the present

case through temptations ; with several things besides, which
cannot be known ; for numbers have their signification from
the more simple numbers, out of which, when multiplied into

themselves, they arise ; as this number from twelve and fifteen,

and also from others still more simple.

4618. And Isaac expired and died: that this signifies ex-

suscitation in the Divine natural, appears from the signification

of expiring and dying, as denoting exsuscitation, see nos. 3326,

3498, 3505 ; for when in the Word it is mentioned of any one,

that he is dead, in the internal sense is signified the last of

him and what is new in another, thus continuation ; as when
it is mentioned of the kings of Judah and Israel, or of the high

priests, that they died, in the internal sense it is the end of

the representation which was by them, and continuation in

another, thus exsuscitation. They, too, who are in the other life,

and are present with man when those things are read, do not

conceive of any death, because in that life they are utterly

ignorant of what dying is, and hence in the place thereof they

perceive the continuity in another. Moreover, when a man
dies, he dies only as to the corporeal part which had served

him for uses on earth, but he continues life as to his spirit in a

world where corporeal things are no longer of any use. The
reason why by Isaac expiring and dying, is signified exsuscitation

in the Divine natural, is, that the rational has not life unless the

natural corresponds, see nos. 3493, 3620, 3623. The case herein

is like that of the sight of the eye, which perishes, unless it has

objects outside of itself which it may see ; and so also the rest of

the senses ; in like manner if the objects are altogether con-

trary, for these occasion death. The case also is like that of a

spring whose waters have no outflow, in consequence whereof it

is choked up. The case of the rational is similar ; unless there

be a reception of its light in the natural, its sight perislies, for

the scientifics in the natural are the objects of the sight of

the rational ; and if these objects be contrary to the light, that

is, to the intelligence of truth and the wisdom of good, the

sight of the rational also perishes, for it cannot inflow into

things contrary to itself. Hence it is that, with those who are

in evils and falsities, the rational is closed, so that no com-
munication with heaven is open through it, except only as it

were through chinks, that there may be a faculty of thinking,
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reasoning, and speaking. This is the reason why the natural

must be prepared for reception, in order that it may be con-

joined with the rational, which preparation is effected by the

Lord through regeneration ; and when it is conjoined, the

rational lives in the natural, for it sees its objects in the

natural, as was said, just as the sight of the eye in the objects

i of the world. The rational, indeed, has a life in itself distinct

from the life of the natural ; but still the rational is in the

natural, as a man in his house, or the soul in its body. The
case is so with the heavens likewise; the inmost or third

heaven lives indeed distinct from the heavens beneath it, but

still, unless there was reception in the second or middle heaven,

the wisdom there would be dissipated ; in like manner, unless

there was a reception of the light and intelligence of this latter

heaven in the ultimate or first heaven, and of this heaven
finally in the natural of man, the intelligence of those heavens

would also be dissipated, unless it was provided of the Lord
that there should be reception elsewhere. The heavens, there-

fore, are so formed by the Lord, that one may serve another

for reception ; and at length that man, as to his natural and
sensual, may serve for ultimate reception, for there the Divine

is in the ultimate of order, and passes into the world : there-

fore, if the ultimate agree or correspond with prior things, the

prior things are together in the ultimate, for the ultimates are

receptacles of things prior to them, and successive things are

together in them. Hence it is evident what is meant by
exsuscitation in the Divine natural.

4619. And was gathered unto his people: that this signifies

that now he was among those things which are of the Divine

natural, appears from the signification of being gathered unto

his people, as denoting, when representatives are treated of,

that he [who is so gathered] is no longer treated of, see nos.

3255, 3276 ; thus, in the present case, that he is among the

things which are of the Divine natural, as also follows from
what was said just above, no. 4618. When any one died, the

Ancients said that he was gathered to his people ; and then in

the proximate sense, they meant that he was among his own
in the other life ; for every man is in society with spirits and
angels as to his spirit, whilst he lives in the body, and he also

comes among the same after death, nos. 1277, 2379 ; this is

meant by the people to whom he is gathered. But in the

internal sense of the Word, in which sense the goods and
truths of the Lord's church or kingdom are treated of, by being

gathered to the people is signified being gathered among the

truths and goods which agree or correspond ; all the heavenly

societies are in truths and goods, but with every difference,

because truths and goods in heaven are circumstanced like

consanguinities and affinities on earth, see nos. 685, 917, 3815,
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4121 ; thus his people are the truths in which concordant

societies are, or the societies which are in those truths ; tliat

people are truths, see nos. 1259, 1260, 2928, 3295, 3581.

4620. Old and full of days: that this signifies a new [state]

of life, appears from the signification of old, as denoting the

putting off" of a former state, and putting on of a new one, see

nos. 2198, 3016, 3254, 3492 ; here, therefore, it denotes a new
[state] of life ; and from the signification of full of days, as

denoting a full state.

4621. And his sons Esau and Jacob huricd him: that this

signifies that he rose again in good and in the good of truth

of the natural, appears from the signification of burying, as

denoting resurrection, see nos. 2916, 2917, and as denoting a

state of the representation raised up in another, see no. 3256
;

from the representation of Esau, as denoting the Lord's Divine

natural as to ejood, see nos. 3302, 3576, 4241 ; and from the

representation of Jacob, as denoting the Lord's Divine natural

as to the good of truth, see nos. 4273, 4337, 4538. From these

considerations, and from what was said above, no. 4618, it is

evident, that by his sons Esau and Jacob burying him, is

signified that he rose again in good and in the good of truth of

the natural. The reason why by being buried, in the internal

sense, is signified rising again, is, that when the body is dead,

the soul rises again ; hence, when burial is mentioned in the

Word, the angels do not think of the body which is rejected,

but of the soul which rises again; for they are in spiritual

ideas, thus in those things which are of life ; hence all things

which are of death in the natural world signify such things as

are of life in the spiritual world.

A CONTINUATION CONCERNING CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE GRAND
man; here CONCERNING THE CORRESPONDENCE OF SMELL

AND OF THE NOSTRILS THEREWITH.

4622. The habitations of the blessed in the other life are

various, constructed with such art, that they are as it were in

the architectonic art itself, or immediately from the art itself

;

concerning the habitations of the blessed, see lohat loas said, above

from experience, nos. 1116, 1626-1630. These habitations

appear to them not only before the sight, but before the touch

also ; for all things in the other life are adapted to the sensations

of spirits and angels ; hence they are such as do not fall under

the corporeal sense proper to man, but under that sense which is

proper to those vjho arc there. I am aware that this is incredihle
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to many, hid the reason why it is incredible, is, that nothing is

helieved ivhich cannot be seen with the bodily eyes, and felt with
the fleshy hands ; hence it is that man at this day, whose interiors

are closed, knoivs nothing of tliose things ivhich exist in the

spiritual laorld or heaven ; he says, indeed, from the Word and
from dodriiie, that there is a heaven, and that the angels, who
are there, are in Joy and in glory ; and he knoivs nothing besides.

He vnshes, indeed, to know how the case is there, but when he

is told, lie still believes nothing, because in heart he denies the

existence of such things; when he ivishes to knoiv, it is only

because he is inflicenccd by curiosity from doctrine, 7iot by delight

from faith ; and they who are not in faith, deny also in heart

;

but they who believe, procure to themselves ideas concerning heaven,

its joy and glory, from various things, every one front such things

as appertain to his partindar science and intelligence ; and the

2 simp)le from the sensitive things ivhich are of the body. Never-

theless, the generality do not apprehend that S])irits and angels

have sensations much more exquisite than men in the world,

namely, sight, hearing, S7nell, something analogous to taste, and
touch, and especially the delights of the affections ; yet if they had
only believed that their intei'ior essence was a spirit, and that the

body, together with its sensations and members, is only adapted to

uses in the world, and that the sp)irit and its sensations and
organs are adapted to uses in the other life, in this case they

woidd come of themselves and almost spontaneously into ideas

concerning the state of their sjnrit after death. For in such a
case, they woidd think with themselves that the spirit of each is

that very man himself who thinks and lusts, who desires and is

affected; and further that all the sensitive [pyi'incijyW] which
appears in the body, is iiroperly of the spirit, and is of the body

only by influx; and afterwards they would confirm these things

with themselves by many considerations, and thereby at length

would be delighted ivith the things which are of their spirit, more
3 than with the things which are of their body. In reality also

it is the ease, that it is not the body which sees, hears, smells,

and feels, but its spirit ; wherefore, when the spirit is stripped of
the body, it is then in its own sensations, in ivhich it had been

when in the body, and indeed in more exquisite ones ; for cor-

poreal things, as being respectively gross, rendered the sensations

obtuse, and still more obtuse, in consequence of immersing them in

earthly and worldly things. This I can affirm positively, that a
spirit has more exquisite sight, and also more exquisite hearing,

than a man in the body ; and what will seem surijrising, a more
exquisite sense of smelling, and especially of touch, for they see,

hear, and touch each other. He who believes in a life after death,

might also conclude this from, the consideration, that no life can
be given without sense, and that the qucdity of the life is according

to the quality of the sense, yea, that the intellectual is nothing but
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an exquisite sense of interior things ; and the higher intellectual,

of spiritiud things: hence also the things tohich are of the

intellectual and of its perceptions are called the internal senses.

With the sensitive \_princip)le'\ of man immediately after death, 4

the case is this : as soon as man dies, and the corporecd parts

grow cold, he is raised up into life, and then into the state of all

sensations, insomuch that at first he scarcely knoivs any other than

tliat he is still in the hody ; for the sensations in which he is,

lead him so to believe ; hut when he apperceives that he has mo7'e

exquisite sensations, esjjecially when he begins to sp)eah with other

spirits, he takes notice that he is in another life, and that the

death of his body was the continuation of the life of his spirit.

I have discoursed- with tivo, with whom I was acquainted, on the

same day that they were buried, and with one who through my
eyes saw his oivn cofUn and bier, and inasmuch as he was in every

sensation which he had in the luorld, he spoke ivith me about the

funeral obsequies, whilst I was following his funeral, and also

about his bocly, saying, that they reject it because he himself lives.

It should, hoivever, be knoivn, thai they who are in the other life 5

cannot see anything in this world through the eyes of any man

;

the reason why they coidd see through my eyes, ivas, that I am
in the spirit with them, and at the same time in the body with

those who are in the world, see also no. 1880. And it should

further be knoiun, that I did not see those loith whom I sp>oke in

the other life, with the eyes of my body, but with the eyes of my
spirit, and still as clearly, and sometimes more clearly, than with

the eyes of my body ; for, by the Divine mercy of the Lord, the

things which are of my spirit are opened. But I know that the 6

things which have been heretofore said, will not be believed by

those who are immersed in corporeal, terrestrial, and worldly

things, that is, by such of them as have those things for an end,

for these have no conception of anything but of what is dissipated

by death. I know also, that neither will they believe, who have

thought a7id inquired much about the soul, and have not at the

same time comprehended that the soul is man's spirit, and that

his spirit is his very man lohich lives in the body ; for these

cannot conceive any other notion about the soul, than that it is

something thiyiking, flamy, or ethereal, %vhieh only acts into the

organical forms of the body, and not into the purer forms which

are of the spirit in the body, and thereby they conceive it to be

such a principle as is dissij)ated with the body : this is especially

the case with those who have confirmed themselves in such things

by views of the subject p)uffed tcjJ by the persiMsion of their own
superior wisdom.

4623. But let it be knoivn, that the sensitive life of spirits is

tioo-fold, namely, real and not real ; the one is distinct from the

other in this, that all that which appears to those ivho are in

heaven, is real, but all that which appears to those who are in
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hell, is not real. For vjhatsoever comes from the Divine, tJiai is,

from, the Lord, is real, inasmuch as it comes from the very Esse of
things andfrom life in Himself ; hut ivhatsoever comes from the

propri^im of a sjnrit, is not real, because it does not come from the

esse of things, norfrom life in itself; they ivho are in the affection

of good and truth are in the Lord's life, thus in real life, for the

Lord is present in good and truth through affection; hut theyioho

are in evil and falsity through affection, are in the life of the

proprium, thus in life not real, for the Lord is not present in evil

and falsity. The real is distinguished from the non-real in this,

that the real actually is such as it appears, and that the non-real

2 actually is not such as it ap)pears. They who are in hell have

sensations also, and hnoiu no other than that it is really or

actually as they feel ; hut still, when they are inspected hy the

angels, the same things then appear as phantasms, and vanish,

and themselves appear not as men, hut as monsters. Lt has also

heen given me to speak with them on this suhject, and some of them
have said that they believe the things to be real, because they see

and touch tltem, adding, that sense cannot deccicc : but it was
given me to answer, that, however those things apjwar to them as

real, still they are not real, because they are in things that are

contrary or opposite to the Divine, namely, in evils and falsities ;

and, moreover, that they themselves, so far as they are in the lusts

of evil and in the persuasions offalsity, are mere phantasies as to

the thoughts ; and that seeing anythingfrom phantasies, is seeing

real things as not real, and those which are not real as real ; and
that iLulcss, by the Divine mercy of the Lord, it had heen given

them to have such scjisation, they loould not have had any sensitive

life, consequently not any life, for the sensitive constitutes the all

of life. To adduce all the experience lohich T have had on this

3 subject, would be to fill very many pages. Let every one then take

heed to himself, when he comes into the other life, lest he be deluded ;

for evil spirits know hoio to present various illusions before those

who come fresh from the world, and if they cannot deceive, still

they try thereby to persuade that nothing is real, hut that all

things are ideal, even those xvhich are in heaven.

4624. As to the correspondence of the sense of smell and
thence of the nostrils vAth the Grand Man, they who are in

general perception belong to that province, so that they may be

called perceptions ; to them corresponds tlic sjnell, consequently its

organ. Hence also it is, that to smell, to scent, to he keen-scented,

and also the nostrils, are predicated in common talk of those who
hy divination come nearest the pohit in question, and likewise who
perceive ; for the interior things of the expressions of mans speech

derive much from correspondence with the Grand Man, because

man as to his spirit is in society with spirits, and as to his body

with men.

4625. But the societies whereof the ichole heaven, which is the
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Grand Man, consists, a7'e many, and are more and less universal

;

the more universal are those to vjhich an entire member or organ,

or viscus, corresponds ; the less utiiversal, those to ivhich the parts

thereof, and the parts of p)arts, correspond. Each society is an
image of the whole, for what is unanimous is compiosed of so many
images of itself As those more tmiversal societies are images of
the Grand Man, they have particidar societies within themselves,

which corresp)ond in like manner. I have somethnes sjwken with

those loho, in the society into which I was sent, belonged to the pro-

vince of the lungs, the heart, the face, the tongue, the car, the eye, and
with those ivho belong to the province of the nostrils, from which

latter cdso it was given me to know their ([uality, namely, that they

a7'e perceptions ; for they perceived whatever happens in the society

in general, but not so much in particidar as they who are in the

province of the eye, for these latter discern and take a view of

those things ivhich are of perception. A7id it ivas also given me
to observe that their perceptive [^faculty'] varies according to the

genercd changes of state of the society in which they are.

4626. When any spirit is coining toioards others, although as

yet he is at a distance and not manifest to the sight, his presence

is perceived, as often as the Lord grants, from a certain spiritual

sphere, from which the quality of his life, affection, and faith is

known; angelic spirits, tvho are in more exquisite perception,

hence know injiumcrable things about the state of his life and

faith. This has been shewn to me on many occasions. These

spheres, when it pleases the Lord, are also changed into odours

;

the odour itself is manifestly felt. The reason why those spheres

are changed into odours, is, that odour corresponds to percep-

tion ; and inasmuch as perception is as it were spiritual odour,

hence cdso the odour descends; but see what has been adduced

above from experience on these subjects. Concerning spheres, uos.

1048, 1053, 1316, 1504-1520, 1695, 2401, 2489, 4464. Con-

cerninq perception, nos. 483, 495, 503, 521, 536, 1383, 1384,

1388,^1391, 1397, 1398, 1504, 1640. Concerning odours thence,

nos. 1514, 1517-1519, 1631, 3577.

4627. But they who have relation to the interiors of the nos-

trils, are in a more perfect state as to perception than they who
have relation to the exteriors thereof, of whom ive have spoken

above. Concerning the former I am at liberty to relate as fol-

lows: There ajjpeared to me a bath with long seats or benches,

and heat issued forth thence ; a woman appeared there who
presently vanished into a blackish cloud ; and infants were also

heard, saying that they did not ivant to be there. After a little

ivhilc, some angelic choirs were perceived, loho ivere sent to me for

the purpose of averting the attempts of certain evil spirits ; and
then suddenly above the front there appeared small holes, greater

and less, through which a beautiful yellowish light sJwne, and in

that lucidity within the smcdl holes were seen certain females
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in a snow-white [light] ; next tJiere appeared again small holes

in another arrangement, through which they toho were within

looked ; and again other small holes, through which the lucidity

did not so freely pass ; lastly, there was perceived a brightening

2 light. It was told me, that the abodes of those vjho constitute

the province of the internal nostrils were there, for they ivere

of the fe77iale sex, and that the clearness of perception of those

who dwell there, is represented in the ivorld of spirits by such

holes; for the spiritual things in heaven are represented, in

the world of spirits, by natural things, or rather, by such things

as are like natural. Afterwards it was given me to speak

with them, and they said, that through those representative

holes they eoidd see exactly those things which were happening
beneath, and that those holes appear turned to those societies

which they were desirous to observe, and as on this occasion

they ivere turned to me, they said that they could apperceive all

the ideas ofmy thought, and likcivise of those %cho were around me.

They said, moreover, that they not only aiyperceived the ideas,

hut also saw them variously represented to them ; as for instance,

the things which are of the affection of good they saio repre-

sented by suitable small flames, and the things ivhich are of
the affection of truth by variations of light; they added, that

they savj certain angelic societies attendant upon me, and their

thoughts by things variously coloured, by purple colours, such as

are seen in painted curtains, and also by the colours of the rainboio

in a more obscure pla7ie, and that hence they perceived that

3 those angelic societies %oere from the province of the eye. Other

spirits v}ere next seen who \oere cast doion thence, and toere

dispersed here and there, of whom they said that they were

such as had insinuated themselves among them for the sake of
perceiving somewhat, and of seeing wluit was Jiappening below, but

with a view of ensnaring them ; this easting down was observed

as often as the angelic choirs approached, loith whom also I
^oke ; they said that those who were cast down had reference

to the mucus of the nostrils, and that they were didl and
stupid, and also without conscience ; thus altogetJier void of
interior perception. The wovum who was seen, as above described,

signified such ensnarers ; with these also it was given me to

speak, and they loondered at any one having conscience, and ivere

in total ignorance what conscience is ; and wlien I said that

it is an interior apperception of good and truth, and that to act

against that appcjxeption causes ancciety, this they did not

understand. Such are they who coi^respond to the mucus which

infests the nostrils, and v:hich is on that account cast out.

Afterwards the lucidity was shewn me, in which they live ivho

have reference to the internals of the nostrils ; it was beaidifuUy

varied with veins of golden flame and of silver light, the

affections of good being there represented by the veins of golden
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flame, and the affections of truth hy the veins of silver light. It

was also sheivn, that they have holes opening on the side,

through which they see as it were the heaven with stars in

sky-hlue ; and it ivas said that in their inner rooms the light

is so great, that the mid-day light of the world is not to be

compared with it ; and further, that the warmth in which they

live is like the vernal summer-lihe heat on the earth; and that

there are cdso little children among them, hut of some years old,

and that they are not ivilling to he there when those ensnarers,

or mucuses, approach. Numherless such representatives aj^jjear

i7i the world of spirits ; hut the above were representatives of the

perceptions in which they are, who correspond to the smell of the

internal nostrils.

4628. The odours, into which the spheres of perceptions are

turned, are made as sensible as odours on earth, hut they do not

come to the sense of a man whose interiors are closed, for they

flow in through an internal way, hut not through an external.

Those odours are from a twofold origin, namely, from the jjercep-

tion of good, and from the perception of evil. Those from the

perception of good are most gratefid, exhcdi7ig as it were from the

fragrant flowers of a garden, and from other fragrances, ivith

such pleasantness and also variety, as is ineffable. TJiey who are

in heaven are in the spheres of such odours. But the odours from
the perception of evil are most ungrateful, being fetid and stinking

like those xcliich arise from stinking waters, from excrements, and

from dead, bodies, and having a filthy smell like mice and vermin.

They who are in hell are in the spheres of such stenches ; and,

what is wonderfid, they are not sensible of the horrid smell,

yea, those stenches are delightful to tliein, and lohen they are in

them, they are in the sphere (f their delights and deliciousnesses.

But when hell is opened, and the exhalation thence reaches to

good spirits, they are seized unth horror and anxiety, like persons

in the world who fall into the sphere of such stinks.

4629. To adduce all the experience which I have had concern-

ing the spheres of perceptions turned into odours, would he to

write a volume; see what has been related above concerning thc7n,

nos. 1514, 1517-1519, 1631, 3577; to ivhich the follovnng may
he added. On a time I perceived the general [principle] of the

thought of many spirits rcspectirig the Lord as being born a man,

and it ivas appeixeived, that it consisted of mere scandals ; for

that which spirits thhik in general and in particidar, is mani-

festly perceived by others ; the odour of that sp)here was perceived

like stinking wetter, and of water corrupted with fetid refuse.

4630. A certain spirit ivas jjresent unseen above the head;

his presence was noticed from a stench like that of the teeth

which is excrementitious ; and afterwards a smell as fi'om burnt

horn or bone was perceived ; next came a great crowd of such,

rising as a mist from beneath not far from the hack, and as they
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also were unseen, I suspected that they were subtle, and yet evil ; hut

it was said that they are unseen ichcre there is a spiritual sphere,

hut xohcre there is a natiiral sphere they are seen ; for they who
are so cultural as to think nothing of spiritual things, nor to be-

lieve that there is a hell and a heaven, and still are subtle in their

business, are of the above quality, and are called unseen natural

[spirits] ; and at times they are manifested to others by the stench

above described.

4631. Twice or thrice also a cadaverous odour breathed upon
me, and vjhen enquiry was 'tnade from whom it came, it was said

that it wasfrom the hell containing filthy robbers, ruurderers, and
such as have committed great crimes from deep deceit. At times

also an excrementitious odour was manifested, and on enquiry

whence it was, it ivas said that it wasfrom the hell ivhere there were

adulterers. And when the excrementitious odour was mixed ivith

a cadaverous odour, it was said that it was from a hell where

there were adulterers who ivere also cruel. And so in other cases.

4632. Whilst I was once thinking about the ride of the soul

in the body, and the influx of the 'will into the actions, it was
noticed that they who ivere in the cxcremc7ititious hell, at that

time only a little open, thought only of the government of the soul

into the anus, and the influx of the will into the discharges of the

excrements : whence it was evident in what a sphere of perception

and consequent stench they ivere. The like happened whilst I
was thinking about conjugial love ; on which occasion they ivho

were in the hell containing adulterers, had no thought but of

criminal acts such as are those of adultery and of the defilements

thereof And ivhilst I was thinking co7icerning sincerity, they loho

were in deceit thought of nothing bid ivhat was wickedfrom deceit.

4633. From what has been said above concerning perceptions

and odours, it is evident that every one's life, consequently every

one's affection, is ^manifested in the other life. Whosoever, there-

fore, believes that in that life it is not known what sort of 2^erso7i

the man had been, and what sort of life he had consequently con-

tracted, and that he can there conceal his mind [animus] as in

the world, is much deceived. In the other life, also, not only the

things which a man knew concerning himself are manifested, but

also the things coricerning himself which he did not knovj, namely,

those things ivhich by frequent use he has at leiigth immersed in

the delights of life, for in this case they disappearfrom his sight

and reflection. The very ends themselves of his thought, speech,

and actions, whichfrom a similar cause had become hidden to

Mm, are most manifestly perceived in heaven ; for heaven is in

the sphere and pierception of ends.

4634. The sitbject of correspondeiice with the Grand Man loill

be continued at the end of the following chapter, cohere the corre-

spondence of hearing and of the ears with that Man will be

treated of
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GENESIS.
CHAPTER THE THIETY-SIXTH.

4635. Having already (in the Prefaces to some of the
preceding chapters) explained the things which the Lord had
predicted in Matthew, chapter xxiv., concerning the last time
of the church ; and as these predictions are continued in the

same evangelist, in chapter xxv., it is allowed also to explain
in due order, as to the internal sense, those things which in

the letter are as follow : Then shall the kingdom of the heavens
he likened unto ten virgins, who took their lamps, and went forth
to meet the hridcgroom. And five of them were 'prudent, hut five

were foolish ; they who were foolish took their lamps, hut took no
oil with them ; hut the jyrudent took oil in their vessels with their

lamps. Whilst the hridegroom tarrieel, they all slumbered and
slept. But at midnight a cry luas made, Behold ! the hridegroom
Cometh, go ye oict to meet him. Then all those virgins arose, and
trimmed tlieir lamps ; and the foolish said unto the prudent.
Give us of your oil, for our lamps are gone out ; hut the prudent
answered, saying, Not so, lest there he not sufficient for us and
you; hut go ye rather to them that sell, and huy for yourselves.

But ivhile they ivere gone to huy, the hridegroom came ; and they

who tvere ready went in with him to the wedding ; and the door
was shut. Afterwards came also the other virgins, saying, Lord,

Lord, open to us. But he answered and said, Verily I say unto
you, L know you not. Watch, therefore, for ye knoiv neither the

day, nor the hour, in which the Son of Ma7i will come (verses

1-13).

4636. That by this parable the Lord described His coming,
is evident from each thing contained in it, and from the end,

where He saith, "Watch, therefore, for ye know neither the

day, nor the hour, in which the Son of Man will come ;

" as

also in Matt. xxiv. 42, where He speaks expressly concerning

His coming, " Watch, therefore, for ye Icnow not in what hour
your Lord conieth." That His coming is the consummation of

the age, or the last time of the church, was shewn above.

4637. That all things in general and particular which the

Lord spoke in parables, are representative and significative of

the spiritual and celestial things of His kingdom, and in the

supreme sense, of the Divine things in Himself, is very mani-
fest: wherefore he who does not know this, cannot conceive

anything else concerning the Lord's parables, than tliat they
are like common similitudes, and contain nothing more in their
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bosom ; as in regard to what is here said concerning the ten

virgins, unless it be known what is signified in the internal

sense by virgins, also M'hat by ten, by five, by lamps, vessels,

and oil, what by those who sell, what by the wedding, and
the rest of the expressions ; and so likewise in all the other

parables. The things which the Lord spoke in those parables,

appear in the external form like common similitudes, as was
observed ; but in the internal form they are such as to fill the

universal heaven, for in every single thing there is an internal

sense, which is such, that its spiritual and celestial diffuses

itself through the heavens in every direction like light and
fiame. This sense is altogether elevated from the sense of the

letter, and flows from every single expression and word, yea,

from every iota. But what this parable involves in the internal

sense, is evident from what follows.

4638. Then shall the kingdovi of the heavens he likened unto

ten virgins, signifies the last time of the old church, and the

first of the new ; the church is the Lord's kingdom on earth

;

the ten virgins are all who are in the church, both they who
are in good and truth, and they who are in evil and falsity

;

ten in the internal sense are remains, and also that which is

full, thus all ; and virgins are they who are in the church ; so

2 also in other parts of the Word. Who took their lamias, signifies

spiritual things in which is the celestial, or truths in which is

good, or, what is the same thing, faith in which is charity

towards the neighbor, and charity in which is love to the Lord,

for oil is the good of love, of which we shall speak presently

;

but lamps in which is no oil, are the same things in which is

3 no good. And went forth to meet the hridegroom, signifies their

reception. And five of them were prudent, hut five were foolish,

signifies a part of them who were in truths in which is good,

and a part who were in truths in which is no good ; the former

are prudent, but the latter foolish ; in the internal sense, five

are some, here, therefore, a part of them. They who were

foolish took their lamps, hut took no oil with them, signifies that

they had not the good of chanty in their truths ; oil, in the

internal sense, is the good of charity and love. But the prudent
took oil in their vessels with their lamps, signifies that they had
the good of charity and of love in their truths ; vessels are the

4 doctriuals of faith. Whilst the hridegroom tarried, they all

slumhered and slep)t, signifies delay and thence doubt ; slumber-

ing, in the internal sense, is growing slothful by delay in the

things which are of the church, and sleeping is cherishing

doubt ; the prudent cherish doubt in which is the affirmative,

and the foolish cherish doubt in which is the negative. But at

midnight a cry ivas made, signifies the time which is the last of

the old church and the first of the new ; in the Word, this

time is called night, when the state of the church is treated of

;
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a cry is a change. Behold ! the Iridcgroom comcth, go ye out to

meet Mm, signifies that which is judgment, namely, acceptance

and rejection. Then all those virgins arose, and trimmed their 5

lamps, signifies a preparation of all, for they who are in truths

in which is no good, believe they are as equally accepted as

those who are in truths in which is good ; for they suppose that

faith alone is saving, not knowing that there is no faith where
there is no charity. And the foolish said unto the prudent. Give

us of your oil, for our lamps are gone out, signifies that they are

willing that good should be communicated by others to their

truths which were void of it, or to their empty faith ; for in

the other life, all spiritual and celestial things are mutually
communicated, but only through good. But the prudent 6

answered, saying, Not so, lest there he not enoiigh for us and you,

signifies that it cannot be communicated, because the little of

truth which they had would be taken away ; for so the case

is with the communication of good with those who are in

truths without good in the other life, they as it were take

away good from them, and appropriate it to themselves, and do
not communicate with others, but defile it, wherefore no com-
munication of good is effected with them : on this subject more
will be seen from experience at the close of chapter xxxvii. But 7

go ye rather to them that sell, and buy for yourselves, signifies the

good of merit ; they who boast of that good, are they who sell

;

they also who are in truth in which is no good, are particularly

forward in the other life to make all that meritorious which they
have apparently done as good in the external form, although it

was evil in the internal, according to what the Lord saith in

Matthew :
" Many will say to me in that day. Lord, Lord, have we

not prophesied through Thy name ? and through Thy name cast

out demons ? and in Thy name done many powers ? But then
will I avow unto them, I never knew you ; depart from me, ye
workers of iniquity " (vii. 22, 23) ; and in Luke :

" When once

the householder hath risen, and hath shut the door, then shall

ye begin to stand without, and knock at the door, saying. Lord,

Lord, open unto us ; but he shall answer and say unto you, I

know you not whence ye are ; then shall ye begin to say, We
have eaten and drunk before thee, and thou hast taught in our
streets ; but he shall say, I tell you, I know you not whence ye
are : depart from me, all ye workers of iniquity " (xiii. 25-27).

Such are they who are here meant by the foolish virgins,

wherefore it is said of them in like manner in these words

:

"They also came, saying, Lord, Lord, open to us; but he
answered and said. Verily I say unto you, I know you not."

But while they vjere gone to l)uy, the hridcgroom came, signifies 8

unseasonable application. And they wlio were ready went in
with him to the wedding, signifies that they who were in good,

and thence in truth, were received into heaven ; heaven is
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likened to a wedding from the heavenly marriage, which is the

marriage of good and truth ; and the Lord is likened to a

bridegroom, because they are then conjoined to Him, whence
the church is called a bride. A7id the door was shut, signifies

9 that others cannot enter. Aftertvards came also the other virgins,

saying, Lord, Lord, oi^n to us, signifies that they wish to enter

from faith alone without charity, and from works in which
there is not the Lord's life, but the life of self. But he

ansvjered and said, Verily I say tmto you, I know you not,

signifies rejection ; not knowing them, in the internal sense, is

not being in any charity towards the neighbor, and thereby in

conjunction with tlic Lord ; they who are not in conjunction,

10 are said not to be known. Watch, therefore, for ye know
neither the day, nor the hour, in which the Son of Man will come,

signifies the ordering of the life according to the precepts of

faith, which is watching; the time of acceptance, which is

unknown to man, and the state, are signified by not knowing
the day nor the hour in which the Son of Man will come. He
who is in good, that is, who acts according to the command-
ments, is called prudent ; but he who is in the Knowledges of

the truth, and does them not, is called foolish, by the Lord also,

in another passage in Matthew :
" Every one who heareth My

words, and doeth them, I will liken him unto a prudent man

;

, . . and every one that heareth My words, but doeth them not,

shall be likened unto a foolish man " (vii. 24, 26).

CHAPTER XXXVL

1. And these are the nativities of Esau ; himself is Edom.
2. Esau took his wives {fmninae) from the daughters of

Canaan, Adah the daughter of Elon the Chittite, and Aholibamah
the daughter of Anah, the daughter of Zibeon the Chivite.

3. And Basemath the daughter of Ishmael, the sister of

Nebajoth.

4. And Adah bare to Esau Elipliaz ; and Basemath bare

Eeuel

;

5. And Aliolibamali bare Jeush, and Jaelam, and Korach.

These are the sons of Esau, wlio were born unto him in the

land of Canaan.

6. And Esau took his wives {fceminae), and his sons, and his

daughters, and all the souls of his house, and his acquisition, and

every beast of his, and all his purchase, which he had acquired

in the land of Canaan, and went to the land from before Jacob

his brother.

7. For their acquisition was more than that they might
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dwell together; and the land of their sojonmings could not
bear them because of their acquisitions.

8. And Esau dwelt in Mount Seir. Esau liimself is Edom.
9. And these are the nativities of Esau, the father of Edom,

in Mount Seir.

10. These are the names of the sons of Esau ; Eliphaz the
son of Adah the wife of Esau ; Eeuel the son of Basemath the
wife of Esau.

11. And the sons of Eliphaz were Teman, Omar, Zepho, and
Gatam, and Kenaz.

12. And Timna was concubine to Eliphaz the son of Esau

;

and she bare to Eliphaz Amalek: these are the sons of Adah,
the wife of Esau.

13. And these are the sons of Eeuel; ISTachath and Zerach,

Shammah, and Mizzah ; these were the sons of Basemath the

wife of Esau.

14. And these were the sons of Aholibamah the daughter of

Anah, the daughter of Zibeon, the wife of Esau ; and she bare
to Esau Jeush, and Jalam, and Korach.

15. These were the dukes of the sons of Esau; the sons of

Eliphaz Esau's first-born; duke Teman, duke Omar, duke
Zepho, duke Kenaz,

16. Duke Korach, duke Gatham, duke Amalek. These were
the dukes of Eliphaz in the land of Edom : these were the sons

of Adah.
17. And these were the sons of Eeuel the son of Esau; duke

Nachath, duke Zerach, duke Shammah, duke Mizzah. These
were the dukes of Eeuel in the land of Edom : these were the

sons of Basemath the wife of Esau.

18. And these were the sons of Aholibamah, the wife of

Esau ; duke Jeush, duke Jalam, duke Korach. These were
the dukes of Aholibamah, the daughter of Anah, the wife of

Esau.

19. These were the sons of Esau, and these their dukes

;

himself is Edom.
20. These were the sons of Seir the Chorite, the inhabitants

of the land ; Lotan, and Shobal, and Zibeon, and Anah,
21. And Dishon, and Ezer, and Dishan. These were the

dukes of the Chorite, the sons of Seir in the land of Edom.
22. And the sons of Lotan were Chori and Heman; and

Timna was the sister of Lotan.

23. And these were the sons of Shobal ; Alvan, and Mana-
chath, and Ebal, Shepho, and Onam.

24. And these were the sons of Zibeon ; both Ajah, and
Anah : this was that Anah who found the mules in the wilder-

ness, as he was feeding the asses of Zibeon his father.

25. And these were the sons of Anah ; Dishan, and Aholi-
bamah the daughter of Anah.

VOL. VI. R
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26. And these were the sons of Dishan ; Chemdan, and
Eshban, and Jithran, and Cheran.

27. These were the sons of Ezer ; Bilhan, and Zaavan, and
Akan.

28. These were the sons of Dishan ; Uz, and Aran.

29. These were the dukes of the Chorite ; duke Lotan, duke
Shobal, duke Zibeon, duke Anah,

30. Duke Dishon, duke Ezer, duke Dishan. These were the

diikes of the Chorite, as to their dukes in the land of Seir.

31. And these were the kings who reigned in the land of

Edom, before a king reigned over the sons of Israel.

32. And Bela the son of Beor reigned in Edom : and the

name of his city was Dinhabah.

33. And Bela died, and Jobab the son of Zerach from Bozrah
reigned in his stead.

34. And Jobab died, and Chusham from the land of the

Temanites reigned in his stead.

35. And Chusham died, and Hadad the son of Bedad, who
smote Midian in the field of Moab, reigned in his stead : and
the name of his city was Avith.

36. And Hadad died, and Samlah from Masrekah reigned in

his stead.

37. And Samlah died, and Shaul from Eechoboth of the river

reigned in his stead.

38. And Shaul died, and Baal-Chanan the son of Achbor
reigned in his stead.

39. And Baal-Chanan the son of Achbor died, and Hadar
reigned in his stead : and the name of his city was Pau, and
the name of his wife Mehetabel, the daughter of Matred, the

daughter of Mezahab.
40. And these are the names of the dukes of Esaii, accord-

ing to their families, as to their places, in their names ; duke
Timnah, duke Alvah, duke Jetheth,

41. Duke Aholibamah, duke Elah, duke Pinon,

42. Duke Kenaz, duke Teman, duke Mibzar,

43. Duke IMagdiel, duke Iram. These are the dukes of

Edom, according to their habitations, in the land of their pos-

sessions : Esau himself is the father of Edom.

THE CONTENTS.

4639. The subject here treated of in the internal sense, is

the Lord's Divine natural good, and every order of that good is

described by names ; the Lord's Divine natural good is Esau.
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THE INTERNAL SENSE.

4640. Verse 1. And these are the nativities of Esau ; hivi-

self is Edom. These are the nativities of Esau, signifies de-
rivations in the Lord's Divine natural good : himself is Edom,
signifies the Lord's Divine Human as to the natural and
corporeal.

4641. These are the nativities of Esau: that this signifies

'derivations in the Lord's Divine natural good, appears from
the signification of nativities, as denoting derivations, namely,
of good and truth, see nos. 1330, 3263, 3279, 3860, 3868, 4070

;

and from the representation of Esau, as denoting the Lord's
Divine natural good, see nos. 3302, 3322, 3494, 3504, 3576,
3599 : this good is now treated of in this chapter ; but as it is

such a good as does not fall into the understanding of any man,
and scarcely of any angel, it is described by mere names. For
the Lord's Divine natural good, represented by Esau, is what
was Divine to Him from nativity, for He was conceived from
Jehovah ; hence He had a Divine esse from nativity, which was
to Him for a soul, and consequently the inmost of His life.

This Divine esse was exteriorly clothed with what He assumed 2

from the mother, which latter, as it was not good, but in itself

evil. He expelled by His own proper power, chiefly through
the combats of temptations ; and afterwards He conjoined this

human, which He made new in Himself, with the Divine good
which He had from nativity. Jacob represented that good
which He procured to Himself by His own proper power, and
which is treated of in the foregoing chapters, and this is the
good which He conjoined to the Divine good : thus He made
the Human in Himself all Divine. The good which Esau
represents, flowed in through an internal way, and through
rational good into natural, immediately ; but the good repre-

sented by Jacob and Israel, flowed in through an external way^
and the Divine met it through rational good, but mediately
through the truth of the rational into the natural. Isaac
represents that rational good, and Rebekali that truth, see

what was said above concerning these latter, nos. 3314, 3573,
4563.

4642. Himself is Edom : that this signifies the Lord's Divine
Human as to the natural and corj)oreal, appears from the
representation of Edom, as denoting the Lord's Divine Human
as to natural good to which the doctrinals of truth are

adjoined, see nos. 3302, 3322, 4241, thus as to the natural

and corporeal ; for doctrinals are like a body to truth, or in the
spiritual sense they are the corporeal things of natural truth.

Hence it is that by Edom is represented the Lord's Divine
Human as to the natural and corporeal ; the reason why
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docti'ine is as it were the embodiment of truth, is, that

doctrine is not in itself truth, but truth is in doctrine, as the
2 soul in its body. The subject treated of in what now follows

is the Divine natural good of the Lord, but its derivations are

described by names, because, as was said above, the deriva-

tions of that good exceed the understanding of any man, and
even of any angel ; for the angels are finite, and the finite does

not comprehend the Infinite. Nevertheless, when this chapter

is read, the derivations contained in the names are repre-

sented to the angels in a general manner through an influx of

Divine love from the Lord, and the influx through a celestial

3 flame which affects them with Divine good. He who believes

that the Word is not inspired as to the smallest iota, or that it

is otherwise inspired, than that each series contained in it repre-

sents Divine things, and thence celestial and spiritual things,

and that every single expression signifies those things, cannot

suppose otherwise than that these names involve nothing more
than the genealogies of Esau ; but what have such genealogies

to do with the Word, and what Divine is there in them ? That
all names in the Word signify things, see nos. 1224, 1264,

1876, 1888, 4442, and in other places throughout, where the

significations of names have been explained.

4643. Verses 2-5. Esau took his ivives {fceminae) from the

daughters of Canaan, Adah the doAighter of Elon the Chittite,

and Aholihamah the daughter of Anah, the daughter of Ziheon

the Chivite. And Basemath the daughter of Ishmael, the sister of
Nebajoth. And Adah hare to Esau Eliphaz ; and Basemath
hare Reuel. And Aholihamah hare Jeush, and Jalam, and
Korach. These are the sons of Esau, ivho were horn unto him in

the land of Canaan. Esau took his ivives (fceminae) from the

daughters of Canaan, signifies the first conjunction of natural

good with the affection of apparent truth : Adah the daughter

of Elon the Chittite, and Aholihamah the daughter of Anah, the

daughter of Ziheon the Chivite, signifies the quality which was
from the Ancient church : and Basemath the daughter of
Ishmael, the sister of Nehajoth, signifies another conjunction

with the affection of truth from a Divine stock : and Adah hare

to Esau, Eliphaz ; and Basemath hare Beuel, signifies the first

derivations thence : aiul Aholihamah hare Jeush, and Jalam,
and Korach, signifies the second derivation : these are the sons of
Esau, who tvere horn unto him in the land of Canaan, signifies

from the good of the Lord's kingdom.
4644. Inasmuch as the subject here treated of is the good

which was Divine in the Lord from nativity, and the conjunc-

tion of that good with the truth and good which He acquired

to Himself as a man born, and also the derivations thence

;

and as these things are such as do not fall into the under-

standing, not even of the angels, as was said above, therefore
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they cannot be explained as to their singulars. IMoreover,

they are mere names, by which that Divine with its derivation

is described ; and to explain mere names, without any preced-

ing and subsequent historical sense to give confirming light,

would be to induce doubt, for few can believe that things

are signified by names in the Word, howsoever it is pointed out

to them. For these reasons it is allowed only to transcribe what
is written in this chapter, and to adjoin some general explana-

tion by such things as may be adequate to the apprehension,

which are only shadowings ; for the things in the Divine never
appear to any one ; but the things from the Divine appear
in a most general way according to the understanding into

which they fall, and this only as shadows. It must moreover
be known, that no man is born into any good, but every one
into evil, into interior evil from the father, and into exterior

evil from the mother, for evil is hereditary to every one. But
the Lord alone was born into good and into the Divine good
itself, so far as [He was born] from the Father. This Divine
good, into which the Lord was born, is the subject here

treated of ; its derivations are what were in the Lord's Human
when He made it Divine, and through which He glorified it

;

hence it is that some general explanation may be adjoined.

4645. Verses 6-8. And Esau took Ms ivives {fceminae), and his

sons, and his daughters, and all the sotols of his house, and his ac-

quisition, and every beast of his, and all his purchase, which he Jiad

acquired in the land of Canaan, and went to the land from before

Jacob his brother. For their acquisition ivas imore than that they

might dwell together ; and the land of their sojournings could not

hear them because of their acquisitions. And JEsau dtvelt in

Mount Seir. Esau himself is Edom. Esau took his wives

{fceminae), and his sons, and his daughters, and all the souls of

Ms house, and his acquisition, and every beast of his, and all his

purchase, which he had acquired in the land of Canaan, and
went to the land from before Jacob Ms brother, signifies all

things of Divine good and of truth thence, which ever

appertained to him, with which there is correspondence in

heaven, and thence heaven, receding from Jacob by reason

of the representation : for their acquisition 2vas more, signifies

on account of infinity : than that they could dwell together, signi-

fies representatives : and the land of their sojournings could not

hear them because of their acquisitions, signifies that all things

cannot be described : and Esau dwelt in 3fount Seir, signifies

the truth of natural good : Esau himself is Edom,, signifies the

Lord's Divine Human.
4646. Verses 9-14. And these are the nativities of Esau, the

father of Edom, in Mount Seir. These are the names of the sons

of Esau ; Eliphaz the son of Adah the luife of Esau ; Reuel the

son of Basemath the wife of Esau. And the sons of Eliphaz were
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Teman, Omar, Zejiho, and Gatam, and Kcnaz. And Timna was
concuhine to Uliphaz the son of Esau ; and she hare to UlipJiaz

Amalck : these are the sons of Adah, the wife of Esau. And
these are the sons of Reuel ; Nachath and Zerach, Shammah, and
Mizzah : these were the sons of Basemath, the wife of Esau. And
these were the so7is of Aholibamah, the daughter of Anah, tJie

daiighter of Zihcon, the wife of Esau ; and she hare to Esau
Jeush, and Jalam, and Korach. These are the nativities of Esau,

tlie father ofEdom, signifies derivations in Divine natural good
;

the father of Edom is the Divine good from which others were
derived : in Mount Seir, signifies as to the truths of good : these

are the names of the sons of Esau, signifies the quality of the

derivations: Eliphaz the son of Adah the wife of Esau; Beuel

the son of Basemath the wife of Esau, signifies the states of those

derivations from the marriage of good and truth : and the sons

of Eliphaz were Teman, Omar, Zepho, and Gatam, and Kenaz,

signifies the first derivation of good : and Tirana was concuhine

to Eliphaz the sou of Esau. , signifies things subservient to them:
and she hare to Eliphaz Amalek, signifies the sensual : these are

tJie sons of Adah, the wife of Esau, signifies the second deriva-

tion : and these are the sons of Reuel ; Nachath, and Zerach,

Shcnnmah, and Mizzah ; these were the sons of Basemath, the wife

of Esau, signifies the third derivation : and these were the sons

of Aholihamah the daiighter of Aruih, the daughter of Ziheon, the

wife of Esau ; and she hare to Esau Jeush, and Jcdani, and
Korach, signifies a following derivation.

4647. Verses 15-19. These were thedulzes of the sons of Esau,:

the sons of Eliphaz, Esau's first-horn ; duJce Teman, duke Omar,
duke Zepho, duke Kenaz, duke Korach, duke Gatham, duke

Amalek. These were the dukes of Eliphaz in the land, of Edom ;

these ivere the sons of Adah. And these vjere the sons of Reuel

the son of Esau ; duke Naelmth, duke Zerach, duke Shammah,
duke Mizzah. These were the dukes of Reuel in the land of
Edom ; these were the sons of Bascmcdh the wife of Esau. And
these were the sons of Aholibamah the wife of Esau ; duke Jeush,

duke Jalam, dicke Korach. These were the dukes ofAholihamah,
the daughter of Anah, the wife of Esau. These were the sons of
Esau, and these their dukes ; himself is Edo7n. These loere the

dukes of the sons of Esau, signifies the chief truths of good : the

sons of Eliphaz, Esau's first-horn ; duke Teman, duke Omar, duke
Zepho, duke Kenaz, duke Korach, duke GcUam, duke Amalek, sig-

nifies the first classification, and their quality, and what their

qualities are also in the Lord's kingdom : these loere the dukes of
Eliphaz in the land of Edom; these were the sons of Adah,
signifies the chief [truths of good] of the first class : and these

were the sons of Reuel the son of Esau ; duke Nachath, duke Zerach,

duke Shaynmah, duke Mizzah, signifies the second class, and their

quality, as in heaven : these ivcre the dukes of Reuel in the land
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of Edom, signifies the second classification : these were the sons

of Bascmath the loife of Esau, signifies from the marriage of

good and truth : and these were the sons of Aholibamah, the tvife,

of Esau, signifies the chief [truths of goods] of the third classi-

fication : duke Jeush, dulce Jalam, duhe Korach, signifies their

quality, thence [their quality] in the Lord's kingdom : these

were the dukes of Aholibamah, the daughter of Anah, the loife of
Esau, signifies the chief [truths of good] from the conjunction

of good and truth ; these twelve dukes are as the twelve tribes,

according to arrangement from good : these were the sons of Esau,

and these their dukes, signifies that these are the chief of the

truths of good : himself is Edam, signifies in the Lord's Divine

Human.
4648. Verses 20-28. These were the sons of Seir the Chorite,

the inhabitants of the land : Lotan, a^ul Shohal, and Zibeon, and
Anah, and Dishon, and Ezer, and Dishon. These were the duhes

of the Chorite, the so7is of Seir in the land of Edom. And the

sons of Lotan were Chori and Heman ; and Timna ivas the

sister of Lotan. And these were the sons of Shobal ; Alvan, and
Manachath, and Ebal, Shepho, aAid Onam. And these ivere the

sons of Zibeon ; both Ajah, and Anah. Tliis was that Anah who
found the mules in the wilderness, as he luas feeding the asses of

Zibeon his father. And these were the sons of Anah ; Dishan,

and Aholibamah the daughter of Anah. And these were the sons

of Dishan ; Ghemdan, and Eshban, and Jithran, and Cheran.

TJiese xoere the sons of Ezer ; Bilhan, and Zaavan, and Akan.

These were the sons of Dishan ; Uz, and Aran. TJiese locre the 2

sons of Seir the Cliorite, the inhabitants of the land, signifies

truths thence in order : Lotan, and Shobal, and Zibeon, and
Anah, and Dishon, and Ezer, and Dishan, signifies their quality :

these luere the dukes of the Chorite, the sons of Seir, signifies the

chief truths of good from the foregoing : in the land of Edom,
signifies in the Lord's Divine Human : and the sons of Lotan

were Chori and Heman ; and Tirana was the sister of Lotan,

signifies another class of truths : and these were the sons of
Shobal ; Alvan, and Manachath, and Ebal, Shepho, and Onain,

signifies a third class and their quality. And these were the 3

50715 of Zibeon ; both Ajah, and Anah, signifies a third class and

quality : this is that Anah who found the mules in the luilderness,

signifies truths from scientifics : as he was feeding the asses of
Zibeon his father, signifies when he was in scientifics: and
iJiese were the sons of Anah ; Dishan, ami Aholibamah the

daughter of Anah, signifies a third class and quality : and these

were the sons of Dishan ; Chemdan, and Eshban, and Jithran,

and Cheran, signifies a fourth class and quality : these were the

sons of Ezer ; Bilhan, and Zaavan, and Akan, signifies a fourth

class and quality : these were the sons of Dishan ; Uz, and Aran,
signifies a fifth class and quality.
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4649. Verses 29, 30. These ivere the dukes of the Chorite;

duhc Lotan, duke Shobcd, dicke Ziheon, duke Anah, duke Dishon,

duke Ezer, duke Dishan. These ivere the dukes of the Chorite,

as to their diikes in the land of Seir. These were the dukes of the

Chorite, signifies the chief of those which follow : duke Lotan,

duke Sholal, duke Ziheon, duke Anah, duke Dishon, duke Ezer,

duke Dishan, signifies their quality : these were the dukes of the

Chorite, as to their dukes in the land of Seir, signifies the chief

in the successive [principles].

4650. Verses 31-39. And these were the kings who reigned

in the land of Edom, hefore a king reigned over the sons of
Israel. And Bda the son of Beor reigned in Edom; and the

name of his city was Dinhahah. And Bcla died, and Johah the

son of Zcrach from Bozrah reigned in his stead. And Johah

died, and Chusham from the land of the Temanites reigned in

his stead. And Chusham died, and Hadad the son of Bedad,

who smote Midian in the field of Moal), ixigned in his stead ; and
the name of his city was Avith. And Hadad died, and Samlah
from Masrckah reigned in his stead. And Samlah died, and
Shttulfrom Rcchohoth of the river reigned in his stead. And Shaid
died, and Bacd-Chanan the son of Achhor reigned in his stead.

And Baal-Chanan the son of Achhor died, and Kadar reigned in

his stead : and the name of his city was Pau, and the name of
his wife Mehetahcl, the daughter of Hatred, the daughter of
Mezahcd). Tliese were the kings who reigned in the land of Edom,
signifies the j)rincipal truths in the Lord's Divine Human:
hefore a king reigned over the sons of Israel, signifies when
interior natural truth spiritual was not as yet risen : and Beta

the son of Beor reigned in Edom, signifies the first truth : and
the name of his city was Dinhahah, signifies doctrine thence

:

and Beta died, and Johah the son of Zerach from Bozrah reigned

in his stead, signifies what was thence as from its essential, and
its quality : aiid Johah died, and Chusham reigned in his stead,

signifies what was thence : from the land of the Temanites,

signifies whence : and Chusham died, and Hadad the son of
Bedad reigned in his stead, signifies what was thence : who
smote Midian in the field of Moah, signifies purification from
falsity : and the name of his city was Avith, signifies doctrinals

thence: and Hadad died, and Samlah from Masrekah reigned

in his stead, signifies what was thence, and its quality : and
Samlah died, and Shaul reigned in his stead, signifies what was
thence : from Rcchohoth of the river, signifies quality : and Shaid
died, and Bacd-Chanan the son of Achhor reigned in his stead,

signifies what was thence, and its quality : and Bacd-Chanan
the son of Achhor died, and Hadar reigned in his stead, signifies

what was thence : and the name of his city was Pau, signifies

doctrine : and the name of his %oife was Mehctahel, the daughter

of Mcdred, the daughter of Mezahab, signifies the good thereof.
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4651. Verses 40-43. And these are the names of the dukes of
EsaUy according to their families, as to their places, in their

names; duke Timnah, duke Ahah, duhe Jetheth, duke Aholi-

hamah, duke Elah, duke Pinon, duke Kenaz, duke Tetnan, duke

Mihzar, duke Magdicl, duke Irani. These are the dukes of Edom,
according to their hahitations, in the land of their possessions;

Esau himself is the father of Edom. These are the names of the

dukes of Esau, according to their families, as to their places, in

their names, signifies the doctrinal s of good from them, and
their rise, state, and quality : duke Timnah, duke Alvah, duke

Jetheth, duke Aholihamah, duke Elah, duke Pinon, duke Kenaz,

duke Teman, duke Mihzar, duke Magdiel, duke Irani, signifies

the quality of those doctrinals : these were the dukes of Edom,
signifies chief doctrinals : according to their hahitations, in the

land of their possession, signifies as to truths and goods : Esau
himself is the father of Edom, signifies the Lord's Divine

natural good in His Divine Human.

A CONTINUATION CONCERNING CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE GRAND
MAN, OR WITH HEAVEN; HERE CONCERNING THE CORRE-

SPONDENCE OF HEARING AND OF THE EARS WITH THAT MAN.

4652. The quality of the correspondence hetiveen the soul

and the hody, or hetween the things which are of the spirit

which is within man, and those which are of the hody, which are

otitside of him, may appear manifest from the correspondence,

influx, and communicatio7i of the thought and apperception which
are of the spirit, with the speech and hearing which are of the

hody. The thotight of a man while he is speaking, is nothing hut

the speech of his spirit, and the apperception of speech is nothing

hut the hearing of his spirit. When man speaks, thoitght does

not indeed appear to him as speech, hecause it conjoins itself with

the speech of the hody, and is in it ; and vjhen man hears, apper-

ception does not appear otherwise than as hearing in the ear.

Hence it is that the generality of people, who have not reflected,

know no other than that all sense is in the organs of the hody, and
consequently that when those orgaiis fall into decay hy death,

nothing of sense survives ; when yet man, that is, his sjnrit, then

comes into his veriest sensitive life. That it is the spirit which

speaks and hears, was made manifest to me from conversations

with spirits ; when their speech was communicated to my spirit,

it fell into my interior speech, and thence into the corresponding

organs, and there closed in an effort, which occasionally I have

manifestly perceived. Hence their speech was heard hy me as

sonorously as the speech of man. At times, when spirits liave
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spoken with mc in the midst of the company of men, some of them
have supposed, because their speech v:as heard so so7wrousIi/, that

they would he heard also by those ivho were there present ; but

reply was made, that it is not so, inasmuch as their speech flowed
in into my ear through an internal ivay, and human speech

through an external way. Hence it is evident hoiv the spirits

spoke with the prophets, not as man with man, hut as a spirit

with a man, namely, in him (Zechariah i. 9, 13 ; ii. 2, V [i. 19

;

ii. 3] ; iv. 1, 4, 5 ; v, 5, 10 ; vi. 4, a7id in other places). But I
know that these things cannot he compreheiuled by those who do
not believe that man is a spirit, and that the body serves him for
uses in the world ; they v:ho have confirmed themselves in such

disbelief, are indeed unwilling to hear of any correspondence, aiid

if they hear it, they reject it, because they are in a negative; yea,

they are also made sad at the thought that anything should he

taken awayfrom the body.

4653. TJie spirits who correspond to the hearing, or constitute

the province of the car, are such as are in simple obedience,

namely, who do not reason tvhether a thing he so, hut vjho believe

it to be so, because it is said to be so by others : hence they may be

called obediences. They are of such a quality, because hearing is

to speech, as the passive is to the active, or as he wJw hears a
person speaking and acquiesces ; hence also in common discoiirse

giving ear to any one denotes being obedient, and hearkening to

the voice denotes obeying ; for the interior things of man's dis-

course for the most part have derived their origin from corre-

spondence, because the spirit of viaii is among spirits in the other

life, and thinks there ; of tvhich circumstance inan is altogether

ignorant, neither is the corporecd man ivilling to know it.

4653^. There are many differences of the spirits who corre-

spond to the ear, that is, to its functions and offix.es ; some have

reference to each of its little organs, to the external ear, to the

membrane thereof, which is called the drum of the ear, to the

interior membranes called the windoivs, to the hammer, the

stirriLp, the anvil, the cylinders, the cochlea; and some have

reference to parts still nfiore interior, even to those substantiated

parts which are nearer to the spirit, and which at length are in

the spirit, and at last are intimately conjoined with those who
appertain to the interned sight, from lohom they are distinguished

by their not having so much discernment, but assenting to them as

passive.

4654. There were spirits with me, who fiowed in very strongly

into the thought, when things relating to Providence were treated

of, especially ichcn I thought that those things tvo^dd not come to

pass which I expected and desired ; the angels said that they were

spirits, who, whilst they lived in the body, and prayed for any-

thing, and did not obtain it, were indignant, and on that account

they were led to entertain doubt concerning Providence ; but still
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that, when they were out of that state, they exercised j^iety accord-

ing to what others told them; thus that they were in simple

obedience. It was said that such belong to the province of the

external ear or auricle ; they also appeared there when they spoke

with me.

4655. Moreover, on many occasions I have observed sjnrits near
about the ear, and also as it were within it ; the reason of their

being observed ivithin, is, because it so appears, state in the other

life being the cause of appearance. They were all simple and
obedient.

4656. There was a spirit who spoke with me at the left

auricle, at its hinder part where are the elevator muscles of the

auricle; he said to me, that he icas sent to me to say that he

reflected nothing upon what others speak, provided he takes it in

with his ears. When he spoke, he as it were belched out his

words, and he said also that this was his manner of speaking.

Hence it was given me to knoio that interior things were not in

Ids speech, thus there was little of life in it, and that hence came
such eructation. It was said, that such as attend but little to the

sense of a thing, belong to the cartilaginous and bony part of the

external car.

4657. There are spirits who have occasionally spoken with
one, but in a kind of mutter, and this nearer to the left ear, as if
they wished to speak in the ear so that no one might hear : but it

was given me to tell them, that this is not proper in the other life,

because it manifests that they were whisperers, and that hence

also they have noiv contracted the habit of whispering ; and that

many of them are of such a nature, that they observe the faults

and blemislies of others, and tell them to their associates, out of
the hearing of any one ; or, whilst those others are present, by

lohispering into the ear; and that they see and interpret all

things unfavourably, and prefer themselves to others ; and that on
this account they can in noivise be ccdmittcd into the company of
good sjnrits, who are such tJiat they do not conceal their thoughts.

It was said, that such speech in the other life is heard more
loudly than open speech.

4658. To the interiors of the ear belong those who have a sight

of the inteinor hearing, obey what its spirit dictates there, and
give fitting idterance to his dictates ; their cpudity was also shewn
me. Something sonorous was appeixeived penetrating from
beneath, near the left side even to the left ear. I observed that

they who thus endeavoured to burst forth, were spirits, but of
what quality they were, I could not know ; but when they Jmd
burst forth, they spoke with me, saying, That they were logicians

and onetaiihysicians, and that they immersed their thoughts in

such things ivithout any other end than to be noted for their

learning, and titereby to attain honours and riches; lamenting

that now they spend a miserable life, because they had imbued
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mch things without a view to any use, and. thus had not perfected

their rational hy means of them ; their speech ivas slow and in a
2 low tone of voice. In the meanwhile, there were two above the

head speaking to each other, and when inquiry was made who
they were, it ivas said, that one of them loas a iierson of the

highest reputation in the learned v:orld, and it was given me to

believe that he was Aristotle ; who the other was, %vas not said.

TJie former ivas then sent into the state, in which he was ivhen

he lived in the world, for every one can easily be sent into the

state of his life vjhich he had in the world, inasmuch as he has

every state of his life with him. But what surprised me, he

applied himself to the right ear, and there spoke hoarsely, but still

sanely ; from the sense of his speech I apperceired that he was of a
genius altogether different from those scholastics who first emerged,

in that he produced from his own thought the things which he

had written, and thence produced his philosophy ; so that the

terms ivhich he invented and fixed on the things of thought

ivere formulae by which he described interior things, also that he

was excited to such things by the delight of affection and the

desire of knowing the things tohich are of thought, and that

he folloiced obediently what his spirit had dictated ; on which
account he applied himself to the right ear, contrary to the

manner of his followers, who are called scholastics, who do not

go from thought to terms, but from terms to thoughts, thus in a
contrary way ; and many of them do not even go to thoughts,

but dwell in the terms only, vjhich if they apply, it is to confirm

whatsoever they will, and to impiosc on falsities an appearance of
truth according to the desire of persuading

;

—hence the things of
philosophy are to them the means of becoming insane, rather than

of gro'wing wise, and hence they have darkness instead of light.

3 I spoke with him afterwards about analytical science, and it was
given me to say, that a little child speaks more philosophically,

analytically, and logically in the space of half an hour, than he

could describe by volumes, because all things of human thought

and thence of human speech are analytic, the laws of wJdch are

from the spiritual world; and that he, who wishes to think

artificially from terms, is not unlike a dancer, who wants to

learn to dance froin, a knouiedge of the motor fibres and muscles,

in which if his mind were to dwell while he is dancing, he would
scarce be able to stir a foot ; and yet without that knowledge he

moves all the motor fibres throughout the whole body, and, as

occasion requires, the lungs, the diaphragm, the sides, the arms,

the neck, and the rest of the members, for describing ivhich

volumes would not suffice; and that the case is similar with

those who want to think from terms. These observations he

approved, saying, that if they are taught in that vmy, they

proceed in inverted order ; and he added, if any one luants to

be foolish, let him so proceed; but let him think continually
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coTicerning use, and from the intcriw. He, next showed me lohat 4
idea he liad had concerning the Supreme Deity, namely, that

he had rejnxsented Him to himself as having a human face,

and ejicompassed about the head with a radiant circle; and
that he noio knoios thcd the Lord is that very Man, and that the

radiant circle is the Divine from Him, which not only inflows
into Heaven, hut also into the universe, and arranges and rules

them. He added, He who arranges and rules heaven, also

arranges and rides the universe, because the one cannot be separ-

ated from the other ; and he also said, that he believed in only
one God, ivhose attributes and qucdities had been marked bv
as many names as there were gods worshijjped by others. A 5

woman ivas seen by me, wJw stretched out her hand,. being desirous

to stroke his cheek; at which, when I wondered, he said, that

tvhilst he was in the world, such a woman often appeared to

him, %vho as it were stroked his cheek, and that her hand was
beautiful. The cmgclic spirits said, that such women were some-
times seen by the ancients, and were called by them Pallases, and
that such a one appeared to Mm from those spirits, who, when
they lived men in ancient times, were delighted with ideas and
indulged in thoughts, but without philosopliy ; and because such
spirits were %vith Idm, and were delighted with him becatise he
thought from the interior, therefore they representatively exhibited

such a woman. He lastly told rue what kind of an idea he had 6

entertained concerning the soul or spirit of man, which he called

pneuma, namely, that it was an unseen vital principle, like some-
thing ethereal; and he said that he knew his spirit woxdd live

after death, because it was his interior csserice, which cannot die,

because it can think ; and further, that he could not think dis-

tinctly concerning it, but only obscurely, because he had not had
any Knoxoledge concerning it from any other source than from
himself, and very little even from the Ancients. Moreover,
Aristotle is among sane spirits in the other life, and many of his

followers are among the foolish.

4659. It tvas said in no. 4652, that man is a spirit, and that

the body serves him for xises in the world ; and in other p)lcLces

throughout this work, that the spirit is the internal of man, and
the body his external. They who do not apprehend, how the case

is in regard to the spirit of man and his body, may hence suppose,

that thus the spirit dwells within the body, and that the body as it

were encompasses and clothes it ; but let it be k7iown, that the spirit

of man is in the body, in the ivhole and in every part thereof, and
that it is the p)urer substance thereof, both in its motory organs
and in its sensory organs, and everywhere else, and that the body
is a material {^principle'] cverytvhcre annexed to it, adapted to the

world in ivhich it then is : this is what is meant by man being a
spirit, and the body serving him for uses in the world ; and by
the spirit being the internal of man, and the body his external.
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Hence also it is evident, that man after death is in like manner
in active and sensitive life ; and also in a human form, as in the

world, but in a more perfect one.

4660. The subject concerning correspondence with the Grand
Man, or heaven, will be continued at the close of the following

chapter, xohere the correspondence of the taste and of the tongue

thcreiuith will be treated of

GENESIS.
CHAPTER THE THIRTY-SEVENTH.

4661. As a preface to the preceding chapter, a continuation

was given of the explanation of what the Lord foretold concern-

ing the last time of the church ; and in that preface was
explained what He had foretold in the parable of the ten

virgins, in Matthew xxv. 1-13. Next follows another parable,

namely, that of the servants, to whom a man, on going abroad,

gave talents, to one five, to another two, and to a third one,

that they might trade therewith ; of which servants, he who
had received five talents, gained by them other five, he who had
received two, gained by them also two, and he who had received

one, hid it in the earth. But as this parable involves nearly

the same meaning as the parable of the ten virgins, we shall

pass on to the concluding part of the same chapter, and explain

that part, which, from verse 31 to the end, is in the letter as

follows :

4662. When the Son of Man shall come in His glory, and all

the holy angels ivith Him, then shall He sit upon the throne of His
glory ; and before Him shall be gathered together all the nations ;

and He shall separate thcwj from each other, as a shepherd separ-

cdeth the sheep from the goats ; and He shall set the sheep) on His
right hand, and the goats on the left. Then shall the King say

unto those on His right hand, Come, ye blessed of my Father,

possess the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the

world : for I vxis hungry, and ye gave Me to eat ; I ivas thirsty,

and ye gave Me to drink ; I was a sojourner, and ye gathered Me;
naked, and ye clothed Me ; I was sick, and ye visited Me ; I was
in prison, and ye came tonto Me. Then will the just answer, say-

ing, Lord, uihen saw we Thee hungry, and fed Thee ? or thirsty,

and gave Thee to drink ? when saw we Thee a sojourner, and
gathered Thee ? or naked, and clothed Thee ? when saw we Thee

sick, or in prison, and came unto Thee ? But the King shall
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answer- and say unto them, Verily I say unto you, Inasmuch as
ye have done it to one of the least of these My hrethren, ye have
done it unto 3fe. Then shall He say also unto those on the left

hand, Depart from^ Me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire, prepared

for the devil and his angels ; for I was hiingry, and ye did not

give Me to eat ; I was thirsty, and ye did not give Me to drink ;

I was a sojourner, and ye did not gather Me ; naked, and ye did
not clothe Me. Then will they also answer Him, saying. Lord,

when saw we Thee hungry, or thirsty, or a sojourner, or naked, or

sick, or in prison, and did not minister unto Tliee ? Then shall

He ansiver them, saying, Verily I say unto you, Inasmuch as ye

did it not to one of the least of these, ye did it 7iot unto Me. And
these shall go away into everlasting punishment, hut the just into

life everlasting.

4663. He who does not know the internal sense, cannot
suppose otherwise than that these words were spoken by the
Lord concerning some last day, in which all in the universal

orb of earths shall be gathered together before the Lord, and
shall then be judged ; and also that the process of the judg-

ment will be altogether such as is described in the letter,

namely, that He shall set them on the right hand and on the

left, and shall so speak to them. But he who does not know
the internal sense, and who has learnt from other passages in

the Word, that the Lord never judges any one to eternal fire,

but that every one judges himself, that is, casts himself into it,

and who has also learnt that every one's last judgment takes

place when he dies, may in some measure know what the

above words in general involve ; and he who knows the

interiors of the expressions from the internal sense, and from
correspondence, may know what the words specifically signify,

namely, that every one, according to his life in the world,

receives reward in the other life. They who vaunt the salva-

tion of man by faith alone, cannot explain the above words in

any other sense than this, that the works of which the Lord
speaks are the fruits of faith, and that He mentioned these

fruits only for the sake of the simple, who do not know mys-
teries ;—but, granting it to be according to their sentiments,

still it is evident that the fruits of faith are what make man
blessed and happy after death. The fruits of faith are nothing
else than a life according to the precepts of faith; conse-

quently a life according to those precepts is saving, but not
faith without the life ; for after death man carries with him
all the states of his life, so that he is such as he had been in

the body ; as, for instance, he who in the life of the body had
despised others in comparison with himself, in the other life also

despises others in comparison with himself; he who in the life

of the body had hated liis neighl)our, in the other life also hates

his neighbour ; he who in the life of the body had practised
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deceits against his companions, in the other life also practises

deceits against his companions ; and so in other cases. In the

other life, every one retains that nature which he had put on in

the life of the body ; and it is well known that the nature can-

not be expelled, and if it be expelled, that notliing of life remains.

3 Hence, then, it is that works of charity alone are mentioned
by the Lord ; for he who is in the works of charity, or, what
is the same thing, in the life of faith, is in the faculty of

receiving faith, if not in the body, yet in the other life ; but
he who is not in the works of charity, or in the life of faith, is

in no wise in any faculty of receiving faith, neither in the body
nor in the other life ; for evil never agrees with truth, but one
rejects the other; and if they who are in evil speak truths,

they speak them from the mouth, and not from the heart, and
thus evil and truths are at the utmost distance from each other.

4664. But what those things, which the Lord here speaks
concerning the last judgment, that is, concerning the last judg-

ment of every one after death, involve in tlie internal sense, is

too prolix to be explained before this chapter ; w^herefore, by
the Divine mercy of the Lord, it shall be explained in order

before the chapters which follow.

CHAPTEE XXXVII.

1. And Jacob dwelt in the land of the sojournings of his

father, in the land of Canaan.

2. These are the nativities of Jacob. Josepli, a son of

seventeen years, was feeding the flock with his brethren, and
he was a boy ; with the sons of Bilhah, and with the sons of

Zilpah, his father's women: and Joseph brought their evil

report unto their father.

3. And Israel loved Joseph more than all his sons, because

he was the son of his old age ; and he made him a coat of

various colours.

4. And his brethren saw that their father loved him more
than all his brethren ; and they hated him, and could not

speak peaceably unto him.

5. And Joseph dreamed a dream, and told his brethren : and

they added still to hate him.

6. And he said unto them, Hear, I pray you, this dream
which I have dreamed.

7. And, behold ! we were binding sheaves in the midst of a

field, and, lo ! my sheaf arose, and also stood upright; and, be-

hold ! your sheaves stood round about, and bowed themselves

to my sheaf.
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8. And his brethren said unto him, Eeigning shalt thou reign

over us ? if having dominion shalt thou have dominion into

us ? And they added yet to hate him for his dreams, and for

his words.

9. And he dreamed yet anotlier dream, and related it to his

brethren, and said, Lo ! I dreamed yet a dream ; and, behold !

the sun, and the moon, and the eleven stars, bowed themselves
to me.

10. And he related it to his father, and to his brethren; and
his father rebuked him, and said unto him. What is this dream
whicli thou hast dreamed ? Shall I, and thy mother, and
thy brethren, coming come to bow ourselves to thee to tlie

earth ?

11. And his brethren envied him ; and his father kept the

word.

12. And his brethren went to feed their father's flock in

Shechem.
13. And Israel said unto Joseph, Are not thy brethren feed-

ing in Shechem ? Go, and I will send thee to them. And he
said unto him. Behold me.

14. And he said unto him. Go, I pray thee, see the peace of

thy brethren, and the peace of the flock ; and bring me word
again. And he sent him from the valley of Hebron, and he
came to Shechem.

15. And a man (vir) found him, and, behold ! he was wan-
dering iu the field ; and the man asked him, saying, What
seekest thou ?

16. And he said, I am seeking my brethren : tell me, I pray,

where they are feeding.

17. And the man said. They are departed hence ; for I heard

them saying, Let us go to Dothan. And Joseph went after his

brethren, and found them in Dothan.

18. And they saw him from afar, and before he came near

unto them, and they plotted against him, to cause him to die.

19. And they said, a man (vi?') to his brother. Behold ! that

lord of dreams cometh.

20. And now come, and let us slay him, and let us cast him
into one of the pits, and we will say, An evil wild beast

hath devoured him : and we will see what his dreams will be.

21. And Eeuben heard, and rescued him out of their hand

;

and said, Let us not smite his soul.

22. And Eeuben said unto them. Shed not blood ; cast him
into that pit wliich is in the wilderness, and lay no hand upon
him: that he might rescue him out of their hand, to restore him
to his father.

23. And it came to pass, as Joseph came to his brethren, and
they stripped Joseph of his coat, the coat of various colours

which was upon him
;

VOL. VI. s
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24. And they took him, and cast him into the pit : and the

pit was empty, there was no water in it.

25. And they sat down to eat bread ; and they lifted up their

eyes, and looked, and, behold ! a company of Ishmaelites came
from Gilead, and their camels bearing spices, and resin, and
stacte, going to carry down to Egypt.

26. And Judah said unto his bretliren. What gain is it that

we slay our brother, and cover his blood ?

27. Come, and let us sell him to the Ishmaelites, and let not

our hand be upon him ; for he is our brother, our flesh : and his

brethren hearkened.

28. And there passed by men (viri), Midianites, traders ; and
they drew out, and made Joseph come up out of the pit, and
they sold Joseph to the Ishmaelites for twenty of silver : and
they brought Joseph to Egypt.

29. And Eeuben returned to the pit : and, behold ! Joseph
was not in the pit : and he rent his garments.

30. And he returned unto his brethren, and said, The child

is no more ; and I, whither do I come ?

31. And they took Joseph's coat, and they killed a goat of

the she-goats, and dipped the coat in the blood.

32. And they sent the coat of various colours, and they

brought it to their father, and said, This have we found : know,
I pray, whether this be thy son's coat, or not.

33. And he knew it, and said, It is my son's coat: an evil

wild beast hath devoured him : Joseph being torn to pieces is

torn to pieces.

34. And Jacob rent his garments, and put sackcloth upon
his loins, and mourned for his son many days.

35. And all his sons rose up, and all his daughters, to com-
fort him ; and he refused to be comforted, and said, Eor I will

go down to the grave unto my son, mourning. And his father

wept for him.

36. And the Midianites sold him unto Egypt, to Potiphar,

Pharaoh's chamberlain, prince of the body-guards.

THE CONTENTS.

4665. The subject treated of in this chapter in the internal

sense is that the Divine truths which were from the Lord's

Divine Human, were in process of time rejected in the church,

and at length falsities were received in their place. The sub-

ject specifically treated of is those who are in faith separate

from charity, that they are against the Lord's Divine Human.
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THE INTERNAL SENSE.

4666. Verses 1-3. And Jacob dicelt in the land of the

sojoiirnings of his father, in the land of Canaan. These are the

nativities of Jacob. Joseph, a son of seventeen years, ivas feeding:

the flock with his brethren, and- he was a boy, with the sons of
Bilkah, and with the sons of Zilpah, his father's women : and
Joseph brought their evil report unto their father. And Israel

loved Joseph moi'e than all his sons, because he was the son

of his old age; and he made him a coat of various colours.

Jacob dv:elt in the land, of the sojoiirnings of his father, in

the land, of Canaan, signifies the Lord's Divine natural, that

it was in agreement beneath Divine rational good: these are the

nativities of Jacob, signifies those things which follow : Joseph

signifies the Lord's Divine Human Spiritual : a son of seventeen

years, signifies the state thereof: was feeding the flock with his

brethren, signifies that he was present amongst those who were
in faith, who taught : and he was a boy, signifies what is

first : ivith the sons of BUhah and ivith the sons of Zilpah, his

fathers women, signifies that he was rejected by them : and
Joseph brought their evil report unto their father, signifies that

from him it appeared what was their cpiality : and Israel loved

Joseph more than all his sons, signifies the conjunction of the

Divine spiritual of the rational with the Divine spiritual of the

natural : because he was the son of his old age, signifies his own
life in him : and he made him a coat of various colours, signifies

the appearances of truth thence derived, whereby the spiritual

of the natural is known and distinguished.

4667. And Jacob dwelt in the land of the sojournings of his

father, in the land of Canaan : that ihis signifies the Lord's

Divine natural, that it was in agreement beneath Divine rational

good, appears from the signification of dwelling, as denoting

living, see nos. 1293, 3384, 3613, 4451 ; from the representa-

tion of Jacob, as denoting in the supreme sense the Lord's-

Divine natural, see nos. 3305, 3509, 3525, 3546, 3576, 3599,

3775, 4009, 4234, [4239,] 4286, 4538, 4570 ; from the repre-

sentation of Isaac, who is here the father, as denoting the

Lord's Divine rational as to good, sec nos. 1893, 2066, 2630,

3012, 3194, 3210 ; and from the signification of the land of

Canaan, as denoting in the supreme sense the Lord's Divine

Human, see nos. 3038, 3705. Hence now it is, that by Jacob
dwelling in the land of the sojournings of his father, in the

land of Canaan, is [signified] the Lord's Divine natural living

together or being in agreement henea'li Divine rational good,

in the Divine Human. The subject treated of above, in chapter

XXXV., verses 22-26, was the Lord's natural, in that all things

therein were now Divine, see nos. 4602-4610; and in the
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following verses of the same chapter, 27-29, the subject treated

of was the conjunction of the Lord's Divine natural with His
Divine rational, see nos. 4G11-4619; here now is the con-

clusion, namely, that the Divine natural acted in agreement of
• life beneath Divine rational good. It is said beneath Divine
rational good, because the natural lives beneath it. For the

rational is higher or interior, or, according to a customary form
of speaking, is prior, whereas the natural is lower or exterior,

consequently posterior, thus the latter is subordinate to the

former
;
yea, when they agree, the natural is nothing else than

the general of the rational ; for whatsoever the natural has, is

not then its own, but belongs to the rational : the only diher-

ence is such as exists between particulars and their general, or

between singulars and their form, in which the singulars appear

as a one. It is known to the learned, that the end is the all in

the cause, and the cause is the all in tlie effect ; thus that the

cause is a formed end, and the effect a formed cause ; and that

hence the ehect altogether perishes if you take away the cause,

and the cause altogether perishes if you take away the end,

and moreover, that the cause is beneath the end, and the

effect beneath the cause. The case is similar in regard to the

natural and the rational.

4668. These arc the nativities of Jacob : that this signifies

those things which follow, appears from the signification of

nativities, as denoting the derivations of those things which
are of the church, namely, of truth from good, or of faith from
love ; for no other nativities are meant in the internal sense of

the "Word ; these also are treated of in what follows, wherefore

it is said that the nativities of Jacob are those things which
follow. That such things are signified by nativities, appears

also from this consideration, that in what follows thei'e is

no mention made of any genealogical nativities, for the sub-

ject treated of is Joseph, his dreams, the machinations of his

brethren against him, and at length his being carried away
into Egypt. That nativities are the derivations of such
things, see nos. 1145, 1255, 1330, 3263, 3279, 3860, 3868, 4070.

4669. Joseph : that this signifies the Lord's Divine Human
Spiritual, ap])ears from the representation of Joseph, as denot-

ing in the supreme sense the Lord as to the Divine Spiritual,

see no. 3969. That the Lord is represented by Joseph, is a

thing known in the church, for when the heavenly Joseph is

mentioned, no other is meant ; but what [attribute] of the

Lord is represented by Joseph, is not so known, for it is the

Divine Spiritual which proceeds from His Divine Human, and
this is the Divine truth, which is from Him in heaven and iu

the church ; the Spiritual in its essence is nothing else. The
Divine Spiritual or Divine truth is also what is called the

Lord's kingship, and is likewise signified by Christ or the
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Messiah, see nos. 2015, 3009, 3670; and tins being so, Joseph
was made as a king in Egypt, in order that he might then
represent those things which are of the Lord's kingship.

4670. A son of seventeen years : that this signifies the state

thereof, appears from the years of the ages of those who are

mentioned in the Word, as signifying things and states in like

manner as other numbers. That all numbers in the Word
signify things and states, see nos. 575, 647, 648, 1988, 2075,

2252, 3252, 4264, 4495 ; and that years also, see nos. 487, 488,

493, 893. It appears, indeed, as if numbers of years, or years

of ages, signify nothing else, because there is in them something
more historical than in other numbers ; but still they also

involve things and states, as is evident from what has been
explained in the fifth chapter of Genesis, and concerning the age

of Abraham (Gen. xvii. 1 ; xxv. 7) ; and of Isaac (xxxv. 28)

;

and moreover from this consideration, tliat there is not any
historical in the Word, which does not involve that which is

celestial, into which it is also changed when it passes from the

thought of the man who reads, to the angels who are with

him, and through the angels to lieaven, where a spiritual sense

is obtained from every historical of the Word. But what
Joseph's age of seventeen years signifies, may appear from the

signification of this number in other places, namely, as denoting

a beginning, in the present case the beginning of the represent-

ation by Joseph. That it denotes a beginning, and what is

new, see nos. 755, 853. And besides, this number involves in

general, and as it were in potency, all the things which are

represented by Joseph ; for seven signify what is holy, and ten

remains: that seven in the Word add a holiness, see no. 881,

and that ten denote remains, see nos. 576, 1906, 2284; that the

remains in the Lord were Divine and His own, by which He
united the Human essence to the Divine, see no. 1906.

4671. Was feeding the fiock loith his brethren: that this

signifies that he was present among those who were in faith,

who taught, appears from the signification of feeding the flock,

as denoting teaching those who are in the church, specifically

from doctrinals ; that he who feeds a flock, or a shepherd, is

one who teaches, see nos. 343, 3772, 3795 ; here it denotes

that he was present among those who taught, because it is said,

" feeding with his brethren ;" for in this chapter his brethren

represent tlie churcli which turned away from charity to faith,

and at length to faith separate, and thereby to falsities, as will

be evident from what follows.

4672. And he was a hoi/: that this signifies what is first,

appears from the signification of a boy, when predicated of a new
churcli, as denoting what is first or its first state, for the church

is circumstanced as an infant, as a l)oy, as a man (vir), and at

length as an old man, inasmuch as it runs through its ages like
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man (Jiomo) ; the church also is like man (homo) in general, and
it is also so called. In the church also, whicli from its age is

called a boy, and which is such as quickly to turn away, the

Lord at first is present, both with those who teach and with

those who learn ; but afterwards He is alienated from them,
which is also represented by Joseph being cast by his brethren

2 into a pit, and sold. Every church is such which commences
from faith, but it is otherwise with the church which com-
mences from charity. The church which commences from
faith, has no other regulator than the understanding, and the

understanding has no other regulator than that which is

hereditary to man, namely, the love of self and of the world

;

these persuade the understanding to procure from the Word
things to confirm [their interests], and to interpret [in their

favour] those which do not confirm. It is otherwise with the

church which commences from charity, it has good for its

regulator, and in good the Lord; for the good which is of

charity and love intervenes between the Lord and faith, and
without this intervening good no spiritual communication is

given, as no influx takes place without an intermediate ; if

evil be in the place of good, it drives away the Lord, and
rejects or perverts all things which are of the Lord, thus all

the things which are of faith, for faith is from Him through
good.

4673. With the sons of Bilhah, and with the sons of Zilpah,

his father's woman: that this signifies that he was rejected by
them, appears from the signification of the sons of Bilhah, and
of the sons of Zilpah, as denoting exterior or lower affections

of truth serving for media, see nos. 3849, 3931, thus " with

the sons of Bilhah and with the sons of Zilpah," signifies that

Divine truth, which is Joseph, was rejected to lower things,

which respectively are things that serve. Divine truth is said

to be rejected to lower things, when faith is set above charity,

or when it is made antecedent in the heart, and charity is set

after, and is made consequent in the heart. For all Divine
truth is from Divine good, proceeding thence ; and if it does

not proceed in like manner with man, he is not in the Lord.

This Divine truth is tlie very Holy itself of the Spirit which
proceeds from the Lord, and is called the Paraclete and Spirit

of truth (John xiv. 16, 17).

4674. And Joseph hronrtht their evil report unto their father

:

that this signifies that from him it appeared what was their

quality, appears from the representation of Joseph, as denoting

the Divine Spiritual or Divine truth from the Lord, see nos. 4286,

4675 ; from the signification of a father, as denoting good, see

nos. 3703, 3704, here the good of the Ancient church, which is

represented by Jacob, as will be seen at the end of this chapter

;

and from the signification of an evil report, as denoting the
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blemishes and faults in those signified by Joseph's brethren,

who are they of the church that turn away from good and
truth, as was said above, no. 4671. Hence it is evident what
is signified by the above words in the proximate internal sense,

namely, that the blemishes and faults signified by the brethren
of Joseph were exposed to view or rendered apparent by
Divine truth, in looking at them from the good of the Ancient
church ; or, what is the same thing, that it appeared from that

good what was their quality. In regard to these things, the

case is thus :—the falsities and evils of the church, that is, of

those who are in the church, do not appear to those who are

therein ; for falsities are not viewed from falsities, nor evils

from evils, inasmuch as the principles of falsity entirely over-

shadow truths, and the life of evil extinguishes them : both
the principles of falsity and the life of evil induce appearances

as if falsities were truths, and truths falsities, and as if good
were evil, and evil good ; that this is the case, is evident from
manifold experience. But the church, or they who are in the

church, appear altogether otherwise in heaven ; for in heaven
there is Divine truth from the Lord, which in heaven is light,

and in this light they appear according to their quality ; for

every man, as to his soul or spirit, is in some society either

angelical or diabolical, his thought is there, but his speech and
actions are among men in their associations. How the case :

further is in this respect, namely, that they who are in the

church appear from the Divine truth, or in the Divine light,

according to their quality, may be manifest from the following

particulars :—Before those evil spirits, who are recently arrived,

cast themselves into hell, they conceive more than other spirits

that they may be received into heaven, as they believe that it

consists in reception only, and that every one may be admitted

into heaven by grace, without regard to his quality ; but some-
times they are told that heaven is not denied by the Lord to

any one, and that they may be admitted if they can abide

there. Some of them also are elevated into the first societies

which are in the entrance to heaven : but when they come
thither, they begin to be tormented, and almost to be suffo-

cated, the life of their thought and will being thereby in

distress, the life of the thought from principles of falsity, and
the life of the will from the life of evil in the world ; and
when they view themselves in the light therein, they appear to

themselves as devils, some as corpses, and others as monsters

:

wherefore they cast themselves down headlong from that

society, and from the light there into some infernal mist, where
they receive their former respiration, and appear to themselves

from phantasy as spirits not evil; thus they know of what quality

they are. Hence now it is clear how it is meant, that from it,

namely,from Divine truth, they appear according to their quality.
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4675. And Israel loved Joseph more than all his sons: that

this signifies the conjunction of the Divine Spiritual of the

rational with the Divine Spiritual of the natural, appears from
the representation of Jacob as Israel, as denoting the Divine
Spiritual of the natural, or the celestial of the spiritual from
the natural, see nos. 428G, 4598 ; from the representation of

Josepli, as denoting the Divine spiritual of the rational, or the

celestial of the spiritual from the rational, see nos. 4286, 4592

;

and from the signification of loving, as denoting being con-

joined, for love is spiritual conjunction. Hence it is evident

that by Israel loving Joseph is signified the conjunction of the

Divine Spiritual of the rational with the Divine Spiritual of

the natural. Inasmuch as this conjunction is here treated of,

therefore Jacob is not here called Jacob, as above, in verses

1 and 2, but Israel ; it may also be concluded from the change

of the name, that there is some arcanum here contained in the

internal sense. But how the case is with this conjunction of

the Divine Spiritual of the rational with the Divine Spiritual

of the natural, cannot as yet be explained, because it is not

treated of in this chapter, but in the following chapters, in

which that arcanum will come to be explained as far as

possible. We shall here only observe, that the Spiritual is

predicated both of the rational and of the natural, for the

Spiritual is the Divine truth which is from the Lord, which,

when it shines in the rational, or in the internal man, is called

the Spiritual of the rational ; and when it shines in the natural,

or in the external man, it is called the Spiritual of the natural.

4676. Because he tvas the son of his old age : that this signifies

his own life in him, appears from the signification of old age,

as denoting the putting off of a former state and the putting

on of a new one, also as denoting a new [state] of life, see nos.

3492, 4620. For old age in the internal sense does not signify

old age, because the internal man, or the spirit of man, does

not know what old age is ; but as the body or external man
grows old, he passes into a new [state] of life, the spirit of

man being perfected by age as his corporeal decays ; and still

more so in the other life, they who are in heaven being con-

tinually brought by the Lord into more perfect life, and at

length into the flower of youth ; this is the case also with those

who have died in a good old age : hence it may appear manifest,

that by old age, in the internal sense, is signified life. What
is meant by his own life in him, was explained above, no. 4667.

; It was said that the spirit of man, or the internal man, does

not know what old age is; and yet it was said above, that it is

this man who thinks in the body, also that the body has life

from him : the reason why this his thought cannot be com-
municated to the body, and man thereby know that he lives

after death, is, that so long as his spirit remains in the body,
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it cannot think otherwise than from principles which his natural

man had imbibed ; and when the principle and persuasion is,

that only the body lives, and that when it dies, every thing of

man dies also, in this case the influx of the above thing is

not received. Nevertheless, the influx manifests itself by this,

that the generality are solicitous about their funeral rites, about

encomiums after death, and some about their future reputation
;

on which account also they erect for themselves magnificent

monuments, to the intent that their memory may not perish.

Into such things is the influx from heaven respecting the per-

manence of life changed, with those who in other respects

believe nothing about it; for without that influx they would be

altogether indifferent to whatever might regard their memory
after they were dead.

4677. Ami he made him a coat of various colours: that this

signifies the apj)earances of truth thence, whereby the spiritual

of the natural is known and distinguished, appears from the

signification of a coat, as denoting the truth, of the natural, of

which we shall speak presently ; and from the signification of

various colours, as denoting the appearances of truth, whereby

the spiritual of the natural is known and distinguished. That

these things are signified by various colours, cannot be known
by any one, unless he know that colours in the other life

appear as in this world, and indeed colours that in l^eauty and

variety much exceed colours in the world, and unless he knows
also whence those colours are derived. The colours which

appear in the other life are from the variegation of light there,

and are, so to speak, modifications of intelligence and wisdom ; for

the light which appears there is from the Divine truth which

is from the Lord, or it is the Divine Spiritual from Him ; or,

what is the same thing, Divine intelligence and wisdom ; this

appears as light before the eyes of angels and spirits. Hence
it is evident \\ hat is signified by colours from that light, namely,

that they signify the qualities and thus the appearances of truth,

and that they appear from the affections of good and truth.

Concerning colours in the other life, see nos. 1042, 1U43, 1053,

1624, 3993, 4530. That a coat denotes the truth of the natural, 2

was said above in no. 3301 : but as it was not there shewn to

have such a signification, we may here confirm it from other

passages in the Word. As in the Jewish church kings repre-

sented the Lord as to the Divine Spiritual or the Divine truth

(nos. 2015, 2069, 3009, 3670), therefore their daughters were

clad in coats of various colours ; for by daughters were signified

the affections of good and truth, and thence of the church, nos.

2362, 3963 ; concerning whom it is thus written in the second

book of Samuel : "There was upon Tamar, David's daughter, a

coat of various colours ; because with such robes were tlie king's

daughters who were virgins apparelled " (xiii. 18). And as the 3
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chief priest represented the Lord as to the Divine Celestial, or

Divine good, therefore Aaron was clad with garments which
represented the Divine truth which is from the Divine good of

the Lord, for Divine good is in the Lord, but Divine truth pro-

ceeds from Him ; this was what was represented by garments.

In like manner, when the Lord was transformed before Peter,

James, and John, the Divine good appeared as a sun, and the

Divine truth was exhibited by the garments, which appeared

4 as light (Matt. xvii. 2). Concerning the garments with which
Aaron and his sons were clad, it is thus written in Moses :

" Tliou

shalt make for Aaron a coat of fine linen, a mitre of fine linen,

and thou shalt make a girdle of needlework. And for the sons

of Aaron thou shalt make coats, and thou shalt make for them
girdles, and turbans shalt thou make for them, for glory and
for beauty " (Exod. xxviii. 39, 40). Each of these things sig-

nified those things which are of the Divine truth from the

Divine good of the Lord ; the coat of fine linen specifically

signified the Divine Spiritual. In like manner in another

place :
" Thou shalt take the garments, and shalt 'put upon Aaron

the coat, and the robe of the ephod, and the ephod, and the

breastplate, and shalt gird him witli the girdle of tlie ephod : . . .

afterwards tliou shalt make his sons to approach, and shalt put
coats upon them" (Exod. xxix. 5, 8; xl. 14). What each of these

things signifies, will be shewn, by the Divine mercy of the Lord,

when we come to treat of them. That garments in general

5 denote truths, see nos. 297, 1073, 2576, 4545. The prophets also

were clad with coats, but with coats of hair, because the prophets

represented the Lord as to truths of doctrine ; and as these are

of the natural or external man, therefore they had coats of hair

;

6 for hair signifies the natural, see no. 3301. That a coat signifies

Divine truth from the Lord, appears yet more manifestly from
those passages where mention is made of a coat in the New
Testament, as in John :

" The soldiers took His garments, and
made four parts, to each soldier a part ; and His coat : but the

coat was without seam, woven from the top tliroughout. They
said therefore among themselves. Let us not divide it : that the

Scripture might be fulfilled, which saith. They divided My gar-

ments to themselves, and upon My coat they did cast lots

"

(xix. 23, 24). He who reads these words, may suppose that

they involve nothing more concealed than that the garments
were divided among the soldiers, and that lots were cast

upon the coat ; wlien yet they were each representative and
significative of Divine things, both the division of the gar-

ments into four parts, and the coat not being divided, but lots

being cast upon it, and especially the coat being without seam,

and woven from the top throughout ; for by the coat was sig-

nified the Lord's Divine truth ; as this Divine truth is one

only \iinicum'\, and from good, it was represented by the coat
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being without seam, and woven from the top throughout. The 7

like was signified by Aaron's coat, which was woven, or the

work of the weaver, as is evident from Moses :
" They made

coats offine, linen, the loork of the tvcaver, for Aaron and for liis

sons" (Exod. xxxix. 27). It was also represented, that the

Lord did not suffer Divine truth to be torn asunder into parts,

as was done with the inferior truths of the church by the Jews.

Inasmuch as Divine truth is one only [iinicum], namely, that 8

which is derived from Divine good, it was also commanded the

twelve disciples, when they were sent to preach the gospel of

the kingdom, that they should not have two coats ; as it is thus

written in Luke :
" Jesus sent the twelve disciples to preach

the kingdom of God, . . . and said unto them, Take nothing

for the way, neither staves, nor scrip, nor bread, nor silver:

neither hare two coats cqnece" (ix. 2,3); and in Mark: "He
commanded them that they should take nothing for the way,

save a staff only; no scrip, nor bread, nor brass in their

girdles; but be shod with sandals, and put not on tivo coats"

(vi. 8, 9) ; and in Matthew :
" Possess not gold, neither silver,

nor brass in your girdles ; nor a scrip for the way, ncitlier two

coats, nor shoes, nor staves" (x. 9, 10). Every single thing 9

contained in these passages is representative of the celestial

and spiritual things of the Lord's kingdom, which they were

sent to preach ; the reason why they were not to take gold,

silver, brass, scrip, or bread with them, was, that those things

signified goods and truths, which are from the Lord alo? e

;

namely, gold signifies good, nos. 113, 15.51, 1552 ;
silver, truth

thence, nos. 1551,2954; bra.ss, natural good, nos. 425, 1551

;

bread, the good of love, or the celestial, nos. 276, 68U, 2165,

2177, 3478, 3735, 4211, 4217 ; but a coat, and a sandal or shoe,

signified the truths with which they were clad, and a staff the

power of truth from good ; that a staff denotes that power, see

nos. 4013, 4015 ; that a shoe denotes the lowest natural, see no.

1748, in the above passages as to truth. But the coat denotes

interior natural truth ; and as these latter things ought not to

be double, but single [unica], it was forbidden them to have two

staves, two pairs of shoes, and two coats. These are the arcana

contained in the above command of the Lord, which cannot

possibly be known, except from the internal sense. All and lo

each of the things which the Lord spoke, were representative

of Divine things, consequently of the celestial and spiritual

things of His kingdom, and thereby adapted to the ap])rehen-

sion of men, and at the same time to the understanding of

spirits and of angels ; wherefore those things which the Lord

spoke, filled and yet fill the universal heaven. Hence also it

is evident of what advantage and importance it is to know the

internal sense of the Word ; without that sense also it is in

the power of any one to confirm from the Word whatsoever
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dogma he pleases, and as it appears to be confirmed to those

who are in evil, they ridicule the Word on that account, and
are disposed to believe anything rather than that it is Divine.

4678. Verses 4-11. And his hrethrcn satv that their father

loved him more than all his brethren ; and they hated him, and
could not speak iKcieeahhj unto him. And JosepJc dreamed a
dream, and told his brethren : and they added still to hate him.

And he said itnto them. Hear, I pray you, this dream which I
have dreamed. And, hehold ! loe were hindiny sheaves in the

midst of a field, and to ! my sheaf arose, and also stood upright

;

and behold! your sheaves stood round about, and bowed them-

selves to my sheaf And his brethren said unto him. Reigning

shall thou reign over us? if having dominion shall thou have

dominion over us ? And they added yet to hate him for his

dreams, and for his words. And he dreamed yet another dream,

and related it to his brethren, and, said, Lo ! I dreamed yet a
dream ; and behold ! the sun, and the moon, and the eleven stars,

boived themselves to me. And he related it to his father, and to

his brethren ; and his father rebuked him, and said unto him.

What is this dream which thou hast dreamed ? Shall I, and
thy mother, and thy brethren, coming come to boiv ourselves to

thee to the earth ? And his brethren envied him ; and his father

kept the word. And his brethren saw, signifies those things

which are of faith ; in the proximate sense, the posterity of

Jacob : that their father loved him more than cdl his brethren,

signifies that he was conjoined with the Divine natural ; in the

proximate sense, with the Ancient church, which is the father :

and they hated him, and could not speak jjeaceably unto him,

signifies contempt and aversion : and Joseph dreamed a dream,

signifies preaching concerning Himself : and told his brethren,

signifies before those who are of faith separate : and they added

yet to hate him, signifies still greater contempt and aversion :

and he said unto them, Hear, I pray you, this dream ivhich I
have dreamed, signifies the contents of the preaching : and
hehold ! we were binding sheaves in the midst of a field, signifies

those who teach from doctrine : and lo ! my sheaf arose and
also stood upright, signifies the doctrinal concerning the Lord's

Divine Human: and. behold! your sheaves stood round about,

signifies those who were in faith : and boived themselves to

my shecf, signifies adoration : and his brethren said unto him,

signifies those who are of faith separate : reigning shall thou

reign over 2(s ? if having dominion shall thou have dominion

over us ? signifies were they to be subject as to intellectual

things and voluntary things : and they added, yet to hate him
for his dreams and for his words, signifies still greater con-

tempt and aversion by reason of the preaching of the Word

:

and he dreamed yet another dream, signifies further preaching

:

and related it to his brethren, and said, signifies in the presence
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of those who are of faith separate : Lo ! I dreamed yet a dream,
signifies the contents : and heluold ! the sun and moon, signifies

natural good and natural truth : and the eleven stars, signifies

the Knowledges of good and truth: hoived themselves to ine,

signifies adoration : and he related it to his father, and to his
hrethren, signifies that it was given to know it : and his father
rebuked him, and said unto him, JVhat is this dreajn which thou,

hast dreamed ? signifies indignation ; the father, in this passage,
is the Jewish religion derived from the Ancient : shall I, and
thy mother, and thy hrethren, coming come to botv ourselves to

thee to the earth ? signifies must tlie church adore : and his
hrethren envied him, signifies their aversion : cmd his father kept
the ivord, signifies that truth remained in their religiosity.

4679. And his brethren saiv : that this signifies the things
which are of faith, and in the proximate sense the posterity of

Jacob, appears from the signification of seeing, as denoting ap-
perceiving and understanding, see nos. 2150, 2325, 2807, 3764,
3863 : and Ironi the representation of the brethren of Joseph,
as denoting the things which are of faith : for Joseph in this

chapter represents the Divine Spiritual or Divine truth of the
Lord ; and his brethren represent the church which turns aside

from charity to faith, next to faith separate from charity, and
finally to falsities, see above, nos. 4665, 4671. Hence it is that
l)y the brethren of Joseph ai'e here signified the things which
are of faith ; and as the posterity of Jacob was such, therefore

in the proximate sense that posterity is signified.

4680. That their father loved him more than all his hrethren:
that this signifies that he was conjoined with the Divine natural,

in the proximate sense, with the Ancient church, which is the
father, appears from what was explained above, no. 4675, where
the like words occur. The reason why in the proximate sense
it denotes that he was conjoined with the Ancient church, and
that that church is in that sense meant by the father, is, that

(as was said above, no. 4679), by the brethren of Jose^Ji, in the
proximate sense, are signified the posterity of Jacob, conse-
quently the church which was represented among them. How
this case is, has been occasionally shewn above, but for the sake
of the series of the things which follow, we will briefly recapitu-

late it. The Ancient church, which was established by the 2

Lord after the flood, was a representative church ; and was of

such a nature, tliat its externals of worship in general and par-
ticular rei)resented the celestial and spiritual things which are
of the Lord's kingdom, and in the supreme sense the Divine
things themselves of the Lord ; but its internals of worship in

general and particular had reference to charity. That church
was spread through a great part of the Asiatic world, and
through many kingdoms therein ; and although they differed

as to doctrinals of faith, still the church was one, because all in
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every part of it made charity the essential of the church. They
who at that time separated faith from charity, and made faith

the essential of the church, were called Ham. But in process

of time this church turned aside to idolatrous practices, and in

Egypt, Babel, and other places, to things of magic ; fur they
liegan to worship external things witliout internal, and as

thereby they receded from charity, heaven also receded from
them, and in its place came spirits from hell, who led them.

3 When this church was desolated, a certain new church com-
menced from Eber, whicli was called the Hebrew church, and
prevailed in Syria and Mesopotamia, and also among some
nations in the land of Canaan, but this church ditl'ered from
the Ancient, for it placed the essential of external worship in

sacrifices ; it acknowledged indeed the internal of worship to be
charity, but not so much in heart as the Ancient church

;

4 nevertheless, this church also became idolatrous. At length it

pleased the Lord to establish a new [state] of a church among
the posterity of Abraham descended from Jacob, and to intro-

duce the externals of the worsiiip of the Ancient church among
them ; but that nation was such, that it could not receive any
internal of a church, because their hearts were altogether against

charity ; wherefore the representative of a church only was in-

stituted among that nation. Hence now it is that, in the

proximate sense, the sons of Jacob or the brethren of Joseph
signify such a church, and that Jacob their father signifies the

Ancient church ; in several other parts of the Word, also, espe-

cially the prophetic, by Jacob is meant the Ancient church
;

and that church, namely, the Ancient, is also occasionally

called father and mother, father as to its good, and mother as

to its truth. Hence, now, it is evident that by their father

loving Joseph more than all his brethren, is signified that the

Divine truth of the Lord was conjoined with the Ancient
church.

4681. A7id they hated Mm, and coidd not speak peaceahlT/ unta

him: that this signifies contempt and aversion, namely, con-

tempt for the Divine truth represented by Joseph, and aversion

from it, appears from the signification of hating, as denoting

despising ; for hatred in the internal sense does not signify

such hatred as prevails among men who are in hatred, for the

signification of that expression grows mild as it ascends into

heaven, because in lieaven they do not know what hatred is,

wherefore it is contempt which is signified ; and from the

signification of not being able to speak peaceably unto him
as denoting averting oneself. Speaking peaceably, denotes

willing well to any one : for by peace, the Ancients meant in

the supreme sense tlie Lord Himself ; in the internal sense. His
kingdom, and life in Him or salvation ; but in the external

sense, safety in the world, or health : the contrary thereof is.
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not being able to speak peaceably unto him, that is, not willing-

well to any one ; thus averting oneself, in the present case from
Divine truth.

4682. And Joseph dreamed cc dream: that this signifies

preaching concerning Himself, appears from the signification of

dreaming a dream, as denoting preaclung: and as the dream
treats of Joseph, it denotes preaching concerning the Lord's

Divine Human. The dream here signifies preaching, because

Joseph's two dreams contain in a summary all those things

which were foreseen and provided concerning Joseph ; or, in the

internal sense, concerning Divine truth within such a church
as is represented by Joseph's brethren, or commences from
faith. Moreover, in old time Divine truths were manifested

either by speech, by visions, or by dreams, and from them
were preachings ; hence in the Word, by the prophets, to

whom Divine truth was manifested either by speech, or by
visions, or by dreams, are signified they who teach truths ; and,

in the abstract sense, truths of doctrine, no. 2534; and so in 2

like manner by seeing visions and dreaming dreams, as in Joel

:

" I will pour out my Spirit upon all flesh, and your sons and
your daughters shall prophesy, your old men shall dream dreams,

your young men shall see visions : also upon the servants and
the handmaids in those days will I pour out my Spirit

"

(iii. 1, 2 [ii. 28, 29]). Pouring out the Spirit upon them,

denotes instructing concerning truths; prophesying denotes

teaching and preaching those truths, so likewise dreaming
dreams ; old men denote the wise

;
young men, the intelligent ; 3

servants, those who know. In Jeremiah :
" Thus saith Jehovah

Zebaoth, Hearken not unto the words of the prophets who
prophesy unto yon ; they make you vain : they speak a vision

of their own heart, not from the mouth of Jehovah. ... I have
heard what the prophets said, who prophesied a lie in My name,
SQ.ymg, I have dreamed, I have dreamed. . . . The jjvojihet ivith

whom is a dream, shall relate a dream ; but with whom is My
Word, shall relate My Word in truth. . . . Behold ! I am
against those who prophesy dreams of a lie, saith Jehovah ; they

relate them, and seduce My people by their lies" (xxiii. 16, 25,

28, 32). In this passage, also, prophesying denotes teaching

and preaching, but from dreams of a lie, from which is their

preaching ; in like manner in other places, as in Jeremiah 4

xxix. 8, 9 ; Zech. x, 2. In Moses :
" When there ariseth in the

midst of thee a, proploet, or a dreamer of a dream, who shall give

thee a sign or a wonder, and the sign or wonder shall come to

pass, which he spoke to thee, saying. Let us go to other gods,

whom thou hast not known, and let us serve them ; thou shalt

not obey the words of that profhet, or that dreamer of a dream.

. . And that prophet, and that dreamer of a dream, shall be

slain, because he hath spoken revolt against Jehovah your God "
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(Deut. xiii. 2-6 [1-5]). Both the prophet and the dreamer of

a dream, denote one who teaches and preaches, in this case

falsities.

4683. And told his brethren : that this signifies, before tliose

who are of faith separate, appears from the representation of

Joseph's brethren, as denoting tlie church which turns away
from cliarity to faith, or, in the alistract sense, the things which
are of faith, see nos. 4665, 4671, 4679. They here denote

those who are of faith separate from charity, because it follows,

that they added yet to hate him, by which words is signified

still greater contempt and aversion. For the case with such a

church is thus :—at its first commencement charity is preached,

l)ut only from doctrine {doctrinalc'), thus from the scientific, but

not from charity itself, tlms not from affection or from the

heart: in process of time, as charity and its affection are

obliterated in the heart, faith is preached ; and at length, when
there is no longer any charity, faith alone is preached, and this

latter is said to be saving without works ; then, also, works are

no longer called works of charity, but of faith, and are named
' fruits of faith ; they are indeed thus conjoined, but only from
doctrine, not from life. As they thus place nothing of salva-

tion in the life of faith, or in good, but only in faith, and
yet they know plainly from the Word, and also from their

intellectual, that doctrine is nothing without life, or that faith

is nothing without fruits, they place the saving [quality] of

faith in confidence, that thereby also they may recede from
fruits, not knowing that all confidence derives its esse from the

end of life, and that genuine confidence cannot possibly exist

except in good, whereas spurious and false confidence may
have place in evil likewise. And, that they may separate faith

still more from charity, they also persuade that the confidence

of a single moment, even in the last moment of life, is saving,

without any regard for the past life ; although they are aware
that every one's own life remains after death, and that every

one will be judged according to the works of his life. From
these few observations it may appear what is the quality of

faith separate from charity, consequently what is the qualitJy of

the church which makes faith the essential, but not the life of

faith. Concerning the falsities which flow hence, as from their

source, we shall, by the Divine mercy of the Lord, speak in

what follows.

4684. And they added still to hate him : that this signifies

still greater contempt and aversion, appears from what was
said above, no. 4681, where similar words occur.

4685. And he said unto thou, Hear, I pray you, this dream
which I have dreamed : that this signifies the contents of the

preaching, appears from the signification of dreaming a dream,

as denoting preaching, see above, no. 4682, in the present case
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tlie contents of the preaching, because it now goes on to say

what kind of a dream he had.

4686. And, hchold ! we were binding sheaves in the midst of a

field : that this signifies those who teach from doctrine, appears
from the signification of a sheaf, as denoting doctrine, and
hence of binding sheaves, as denoting teaching from doctrine

;

of which signification we shall speak presently; and from the

signification of a field, as denoting the church, see nos. 2971,
3766, 4440, 4443 ; the midst of a field denotes interiorly in

the church, as are they who are in the faith of any charity

;

for the midst, in the internal sense, denotes that which is

interior and inmost, see nos. 1074, 2940, 2973 ; for in every

church there are those wlio are in the midst thereof, or who
are inmost, and they are those who are in charity, in the present

case, those who are in the faith of any charity. With these

the Lord is present, because He is in charity, and through
charity in faith, no. 4672 ; that these are signified, is evident
also from what follows, that Joseph's sheaf arose, and the rest

of tlie sheaves stood round about it ; for by Joseph's sheaf is

signified doctrine from the Lord's Divine Truth. A sheaf 2

denotes doctrine, because a field denotes the church, as was
just now said, and standing corn in a field denotes truth in the

church ; thus a sheaf, in which there is corn, denotes doctrine

in which there is truth. The like is signified by sheaves in

David: "They who sow in tears, shall reap with singing.

Going he shall go, and weeping, bearing a handful of the seed ;

but coming he shall come with singing, bearing his sheaves
"

(Psalm cxxvi. 5, 6) ; speaking of those who have been in

spiritual captivity, and are set at liberty ; bearing a handful of

the seed, denotes instruction in truths ; coming with singing,

denotes the gladness of the affection of truth ; bearing sheaves,

denotes the doctrinals of that truth.

4687. Audio! my sheaf arose and also stood upright: that

this signifies the doctrinal concerning the Lord's Divine
Human, appears from the signification of a sheaf, as denoting
a doctrinal, see just above ; and from the signification of

arising and standing upright, as denoting the supreme which
should reign, and which they should adore. That this

[supreme] is the Lord's Divine Human, is evident from what
follows, namely, that the eleven sheaves bowed themselves to

that sheaf ; and in the other dream, that the sun and moon
and eleven stars bowed themselves to Joseph ; by which is

signified that the supreme should reign, and that they should

adore it ; wherefore also Jacob saith, " Shall I, and thy mother,
and thy brethren, come to bow ourselves to thee to the earth ?

"

(ver. 10). The Divine Truth of the Lord is what is repre-

sented by Joseph, as was said above ; its supreme is the Loid
Himself, and the supreme among doctrinals is, that His Human

VOL. VI. T
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2 is Divine. "With this supreme of doctrinals the case is thus:

—

the Most Aneieut church, which was celestial, and in prefer-

ence to the rest was called Man, adored the Infinite Esse, and
hence the Infinite Existing : and whereas they could not have

any perception of the Infinite Esse, but could have some of the

Infinite thence existin,^', from what was perceptible in their

internal man, and sensible in their external, and likewise from
the visible things which were in the world, therefore they

adored the Infinite Existing in which is the Infinite Esse.

The Infinite Existing in which is the Infinite Esse, they

perceived as a Divine Man, because they knew that the

Infinite Existing was produced from the Infinite Esse through

heaven; and as heaven is the Grand Man corresponding to all

things in general and particular in man (as has been sliewn

at the close of the preceding chapters, and will be shewn at

the close of some of the following ones), therefore they could

not have any otlier idea of perception concerning the Infinite

Existing from the Infinite Esse, than as of a Divine Man;
for whatever passes through heaven as through the Grand Man
from the Infinite Esse, has with it an image thereof, in all

things in general and particular. When that celestial church

began to fall away, they foresaw that this Infinite Existing

could no longer have an influx into the minds of men, and
consequently that the human race would perish ; therefore they

were informed from revelation, that One would be born AVho
would make the Human in Himself Divine, and thus would
become the very Infinite Existing, such as had been before

;

and at length should become one with the Infinite Esse, as also

had been before ; hence their prophetic enunciation concerning

3 the Lord (Genesis iii. 15). This is thus described in John :
" In

the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and
God was the Word. This was in the beginning with God. All

things w"ere made through Him ; and without Him was not any-

thing made that was made. In Him was the life ; and the life

was the light of men. . . . And the Word was made flesh, and
dwelt in us, and we saw His glory, as of the only-begotten of

the Father, full of grace and truth " (i. 1-4, 14). The Word is

the Divine Truth, which in its essence is the Infinite Existing

from the Infinite Esse, and is the Lord Himself as to His
Human ; this is the very [principle] itself from which Divine
truth now proceeds and flows in into heaven, and through heaven
into human minds ; consequently it is that [principle] which
rules and governs the universe, as it has ruled and governed it

from eternity, since it is the same and one with the Infinite

Esse, for it conjoined the Human with the Divine, which it

effected by making the Human in Itself also Divine. Hence
now it may appear that the supreme of Divine Truth is the

Lord's Divine Human ; and hence that it is the supreme
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among the doctrinals of the church, that His Human is

Divine.

4688. And, hcJwhl ! your sheaves stood round about: that

this signifies those who were in faith, namely, in the faith of

some charity, appears from the signification of standing round
about, as denoting here access to adore, for it goes on to say
that they bowed themselves to his sheaf, by which is signified

adoration ; and from the signification of a sheaf, as denoting
doctrine, see just above, no. 4686, in the present case all

things of doctrine or all things of faith. The sheaves here
signify such things, because in the genuine sense by all the
sons of Jacob are represented all things of faith, see nos. 3858,

3926 ; so likewise by the sheaves, because they were in the
place of the sons of Jacob in the dream ; and as this was seen
in the midst of a field, and by the midst of a field is signified

what is interior, or those who are interior in the church, which
is treated of in no. 4686, thus those who are in the faith of any
charity, therefore these are the sheaves which stood round
about, and bowed themselves to the sheaf of Joseph. That
they who are exterior or more remote from tlie midst, who
in the proper sense are here the brethren of Joseph, are not

meant, is evident from what precedes and from what follows,

that they hated him more and more, that is, that they despised

him and averted themselves ; for by hating, not speaking
jjeaceably, and envying, which are said of his brethren, are

signified contempt and aversion.

4689. A7id bowed themselves to my sheaf: that this signifies

adoration, appears from the signification of bowing oneself,

as denoting the effect of humiliation, see no. 2153, conse-

quently adoration ; and from the signification of Joseph's

sheaf, as here denoting the doctrinal concerning the Lord's

Divine Human, see no. 4687, thiis denoting the Divine
Human which they who are in the interior of the church
adored. But they who are exterior, that is, they who are of

faith separate, are the furthest possible from adoring, which
is a characteristic of faith separate from charity, because, as

was said above, the Lord is present in charity, and in faith

only through charity, for charity is the conjoining medium.
What is truth without good, and what is the intellectual

without the voluntary ? thus what is faith without cliarity,

or what is confidence without its essence ? That tliey wlio 2

are in faith separate from charity, do not in the least adore

the Lord's Divine Human, was manifested to me by spirits of

this character who come into the other life from the Christian

world, with many of whom I have spoken. For in that life

the heart speaks, and not the mouth as in the world. The
thoughts of every one are there communicated much more
openly than by any speech in the world, nor is it there allowed
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to speak otherwise than as they think, thus as they believe.

Many of those wlio have even preached the Lord in the worhl,

there altogether deny Him ; and when it is inquired from what
end or from what cause they preached Him, and paid Him holy

adoration in the external form, it was found that they did so

because it was enjoined tliem from their office, and because they

gained honours and wealth thereby ; those also who did not

preach, but yet confessed Him, did so because they were born

in the church, and because they would have lost their reputation

if they had spoken against religion. Not even one from the

Christian world knew that His Human is Divine ; and scarcely

any one that He alone rules heaven and the universe, still

less that His Divine Human is the all in heaven ; that this is

the case, could not openly be revealed, because it was foreseen

by the Lord that the Christian church would turn away from

charity to faith, consequently would separate itself from Him,
and thereby would not only reject but also profane the holy

[principle] which is from His Divine Human ; for faith

; separate from charity cannot do otherwise. That failh is

at this day separated from charity, is evident ; for cliurches

separate themselves according to their dogmas, and he who
believes otherwise than as the dogma teaches, is cast out

from their communion, and is also defamed ; but he who
is guilty of robbery, who without mercy deprives others

of their goods, if only he does not do so openly, who
plots deceitfully against his neighbour, who brings disgrace

upon works of charity, and who is guilty of adultery, such a

one is still called a Christian, provided only he frequents

sacred [worship] and speaks from doctrine. Hence it is evi-

dent that at this day it is doctrine which constitutes the

church, but not life ; and that the fruits which they adjoin

to faith, ai'e only in their doctrine, and nothing in their

minds.

4G90. And his hrdhren said iinto him: that this signifies they

who are of faith separate, appears from the representation of

Joseph's brethren, as denoting a church which turns away
from charity to faith, and at length separates faith from

charity, see nos. 4665, 4671, 4G79 ; but they who are interior

in that cliurch are signified by the sheaves in the dream, nos.

4686, 4688. The reason why the brethren of Joseph represent

that church, is, because in the proximate sense they signify

the representative of a church, or the religiosity, which was
instituted among the posterity of Jacob ; to those, indeed, who
did not know anything concerning the faith spoken of in the

Christian church, but concerning truth, truth was the same as

Christian faitli, and in the original language also both are ex-

l)ressed by the same term. But by truth, the Jewish church

understood the precepts of the Decalogue, and also the laws,
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judgments, testimonies, and statutes which were delivered

through Moses ; the interior things of truth they neither knew,
nor were willing to know. But the Christian church gives :

the name of faith to those doctrinals which are the interiors of

the church, and are said to be necessary to be believed ; for by
faith the common people mean no other than the faith of the

creed, or that which the books of creeds teach ; but they who
think that the doctrinals of faith, or the knowledge thereof,

can save no one, and that few are in the life of faith, call faith

confidence ; these, however, are above the common people, and
are more learned than others. From these considerations it

may appear that, in the internal sense, the subject here treated

of is not only the representative of a church, which was insti-

tuted among the posterity of Jacob, but also the Christian

church which succeeded : for the Word of the Lord is universal,

and comprehends in general every church ; for it was alike

foreseen by the Lord, how the case would be with the Christian

church, and with the Jewish church, but proximately with the

Jewish ; wherefore tliat sense is called the proximate sense,

or the internal historical sense, and the other the internal

sense.

4691. Eeigning shalt thoic reiyn over us ? if having dominion
shall thou have^dominion into us .? that this signifies, were they

to be subject as to the things of the intellectual and the things

of the voluntary, appears from the signification of reigning, as

denoting being subject as to the things of the intellectual ; and
from the signification of having dominion, as denoting being

subject as to those of the voluntary. That reigning over them,

and having dominion into them, denotes being made subject, is

evident ; l3ut the reason why mention is made both of reigning

and of having dominion, is, because one expression has respect

to the things of the intellectual, and the other to those of the

voluntary. It is common in the Word, especially the prophetic,

to express one thing by two expressions. He who does not

know the arcanum contained in this circumstance, cannot

suppose otherwise than that it is merely a repetition for the

sake of emphasis. This, however, is not the case. In each

single thing of the Word there is a heavenly marriage, namely,

a marriage of truth with good and of good with truth, as there

is a marriage of the understanding and the will in man ; one

expression relates to truth, and the otiier to good, thus one to

the intellectual, for truth is of this, and the other to the volun-

tary, good being of this ; the expressions also in the Word
consist of those terms, which constantly signify such things.

This is the arcanum which lies concealed in this circumstance,

that one thing is expn-ssed by two expressions, see nos. G83,

793, 801, 2173, 2516, 2712, 4138; so also in this passage,

reigning over them, and having dominion into them ; reigning
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also lias respect to Irutli which is of the understanding ; Init

dominion to good which is of the will ; kingdom likewise is

predicated of truth, see nos. 1072, 2547, and dominion of good
;

as also in Daniel, where the Lord's Divine Human is likewise

treated of :
" To Him was given dominion, and glory, and a

kingdom, that all people, nations, and tongues should worship

Him. His dominion is an cfcrnal dominion which shall not

pass away, and His hinrjdom that whicli shall not perish

"

(vii. 14) ; and in David :
" Thy kingdom is the kingdom of all

eternities, and T]\y dominion to every generation and genera-

tion " (Psalm cxlv. 13).

4692. And they added yet to hate him for his dreams and for
his ivords : that this signifies still greater contempt and aver-

sion by reason of the preaching of truth, namely, in the present

case, concerning the Lord's Divine Human, appears from the

signification of adding, as denoting what is greater; from the

signification of hating, as denoting despising and averting

oneself, see no. 4681 ; from the signification of a dream,

as denoting preaching, see nos. 4682, 4685 ; and from the

signification of words, as denoting truths ; the reason why
words denote truths, is, that all the Word in heaven is from
the Lord, therefore words in the internal sense signify truths,

2 and the Word in general all Divine truth. In regard to the

subject itself here treated of, the case is thus :—it is the supreme
among truths, which the church that has separated faith from
charity chiefly despises, and from which it averts itself,

namely, that the Human of the Lord is Divine. All who
were of the Ancient church, and did not separate charity from
faith, believed that the God of the universe was a Divine
Man, and that He was the Divine Esse ; hence also they
named Him Jehovah : this they knew from the Most Ancient
people, and also from this circumstance, that He had ap-

peared to many of their brethren as a Man : they knew
also that all the rituals and externals of their church re-

presented Him. But they who were of faith separate from
charity could not believe this, because they could not compre-
hend how the Human could be Divine, and that the Divine
love effected this; for whatsoever they did not comprehend
from some idea received through the external sensuals of the

body, they conceived to be of no account. This [is a persuasion

which] ever attends faith separate from charity ; for the internal

of perception is closed with those [who are in that faith],

inasmuch as there is no intermediate through which there

3 might be influx. The Jewish church, which succeeded,

believed, indeed, that Jehovah was Man, and also God, because

He had appeared to Moses and the prophets as a man, where-
fore they named every angel who appeared, Jehovah ; but still

they had no other idea of Him, than the Gentiles had of their
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gods, to whom they preferred Jehovah God, because He could

do miracles (no. 4299), not knowing that Jehovah was the

Lord in the Word (nos. 2921, 3035), and that it was His Divine

Human that all their rituals represented. Of the Messiah or

Christ they had no other thought, than that He was to be the

greatest prophet, greater than Moses, and the greatest king,

greater than David, who would introduce them into the land of

Canaan with stupendous miracles ; they were not willing t(j

hear anything concerning His heavenly kingdom, because

they had no apprehension of any but worldly things, for they

were separated from charity. But the Christian churcli adores 4

indeed the Lord's Human as Divine in external worship,

especially in the Holy Supper, because He had said that the

bread in that supper is His body, and the wine His blood

;

but they do not make His Human Divine in doctrine, for they

distinguish between the Divine nature and the Human nature

;

this also is because the church has turned away from charity

to faith, and at length to faith separate ; and whereas they do

not acknowledge the Lord's Human as Divine, many stumble

thereat and deny Him in heart, no. 4689 ; when yet the case

is this, that the Lord's Divine Human is the Divine Existing

from the Divine Esse, spoken of above, no. 4687, and that He
is the Divine Esse ; for the Divine Esse and the Divine

Existing are one, as the Lord also manifestly teaches in John :

" Jesus said to Philip, Have I been so long a time with you, and

hast thou not known Me ? He that hath seen Me, hath seen

the Father ; . . . believest thou not that I am in the Father,

and the Father in Me ? . . . Believe me that I am in the

Father, and the Father in Me" (xiv. 9-11), and also in other

places. For the Divine Existing is the Divine itself proceed-

ing from the Divine Esse, and in image is a man, because

heaven, of which it is the all, represents a Grand Man, as was

said above, no. 4687, and has been shewn at the close of the

chapters, where the correspondence therewith of all things

in man was treated of. The Lord, indeed, was born like another 5

man, and had an infirm human from the mother, but He
totally expelled this human, so that He was no longer the

son of Mary, and made the Human in Himself Divine, which is

meant by His being glorified ; and He also shewed to Peter,

James, and John, that He was a Divine Man, when He was

transformed.

4693. Aoid he dreamed yet another dream : that this signifies

further preaching, appears from the signification of a dream, as

denoting preaching, see above, no. 4682.

4694. And related it to his brethren, and said : that this signi-

fies in the presence of those who were of faith separate, appears

from the representation of Joseph's brethren, as denoting those

who are of faith separate, see above, nos. 4665,4671,4079,4690.
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4695. Lo ! I dreamed yet a dream : that this signifies the
contents of the preaching, appears from what was said above,

no. 4685.

4G9G, And, behold ! the sun and the moon: that this signifies

natural good and natural truth, appears from the signification

of the sun, as denoting celestial good, see nos. 1529, 1530,

2120, 2441, 2495, 3636,'3643, 4060; and from the signification

of the moon, as denoting spiritual good, or truth, see nos.

1529, 1530, 2495. In the supreme sense, the sun signifies the

Lord, because He appears as a sun to those in heaven who are

in celestial love; and in the supreme sense, the moon also

signifies the Lord, because He appears as a moon to those in

lieaven who are in spiritual love. The all of light in heaven
is also thence ; the light, therefore, from the sun in heaven is

the celestial of love, or good, and the light from the moon in

heaven is the spiritual of love, or truth. In the present case,

therefore, the sun denotes natural good, and the moon natural

truth, because they are predicated of Jacob and Leah ; as is

evident from verse 10, where Jacob says :
" Shall I and thy

mother, and thy brethren, coming come to bow ourselves to

thee to the earth ? " for by Jacob is represented natural good,

and by Leah natural truth, as has been shewn above through-

out. The Divine which comes from the Lord, is, in the

supreme sense, the Divine in Himself ; but in the respective

sense, it is the Divine from Him ; the Divine good which is

from Him is called the celestial, and the Divine truth which
is from Him is called the spiritual. When the rational receives

those [principles], the good and truth of the rational are signi-

fied ; but when the natural receives them, the good and truth

of the natural are signified ; in the present case they are the

good and truth of the natural, because they are piredicated

of Jacob and Leah.

4697. And the eleven stars : that this signifies the Know-
ledges of good and truth, appears from the signification of

stars, as denoting the Knowledges of good and truth. Stars

have this signification in the Word, because they are small

luminaries which shine in the night, and emit sparks of light

from themselves into our atmosphere, in like manner as Know-
ledges emit those things which are of good and truth. That by
stars are signified those Knowledges, may appear from several

passages in the Word, as in Jeremiah :
" Thus saith Jehovah,

Who giveth the sun for the light of the day, the stcdutes of the

moon and of the stars fur the light of the night. Who moveth
the sea together, that the waves thereof are tumultuous " (xxxi.

35) ; speaking of a new church, where by giving the sun for the

light of the day, is signified the good of love and of charity

;

and by the statutes of the moon and of the stars for the light

2 of the night, are signified truth and Knowledges. In like
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manner in David: "Jehovah Who made r/o-eat Ivinivarics ; the

sun for dominion in the day ; the moon and stars for dominion
in the night" (Ps. cxxxvi. 7-9). He who does not know the

internal sense of the Word, will believe that by the sun is here

meant the sun of the world ; and by the moon and stars, the

moon and stars; but no spiritual and celestial sense arises

thence, when yet the Word in every part is celestial ; whence
also it is evident, that the goods of love and charity, and the

truths of faith, with tlie Knowledges thereof, are the things

signified. In like manner in the first chapter of Genesis, 3

where the new creation of the celestial man is treated of

:

" God said, Let there be luminaries in the expanse of the

heavens, to distinguish between the day and between the

night ; and they shall be for signs and for stated times, and
for days and for years ; and they shall be for luminaries in the

expanse of the heavens, to give light upon the earth ; and it

was so. And God made the two great luminaries, tlic greater

luminary to have dominion over the day, and the smaller

luminary to have dominion over the night, and the stars ; and
God set them in the expanse of the heavens to give light upon
the earth, and to have dominion over the day and over the

night, and to distinguish between the light and between the

darkness " (verses 14-18), see nos. 30-38. In Matthew :
" Im- 4

mediately after the affliction of those days, the sun shall he

darkened, and the moon shall not give her light, and the stars

shall fall from .heaven, and the j)owers of the heavens shall be
shaken " (xxiv. 29). That by the sun and moon are here sig-

nified love and charity, or good and truth, and by the stars

Knowledges, see no. 4060 ; and as the subject there treated of

is the last day, or the last state of the church, by the sun being

obscured, and the moon not giving her light, is signified that

at that time the good of love and charity will perish ; and by
the stars falling from heaven, is signified that the Knowledges
of good and of truth also will perish. That such things are 5

signified, is evident from the prophetic parts of the Word,
where similar things are said of the last state of the church, as

in Isaiah :
" Behold, the day of Jehovah shall come, cruel, . . .

to lay the land into wasteness, and it shall destroy sinners out

of it
; for the stars of the heavens and the eonstcllations thereof

shall not shine with their light, the sun shall he darke-ned in his

rising, and the onoon shall not cause her light to shine " (xiii. 9,

10). In Joel :
" The day of Jehovah is near, . . . the sun and

the moon are blackened, and the stars have withdrawn their

shining " (iv. [iii.] 14, 15). In Ezekiel :
" When I shall ex-

tinguish thee, I will cover the heavens, and hlaehcn the stars

thereof ; I will cover the sun with a cloud, and the moon shall

not cause her light to shine ; all the lumivaries of light in the

heaven will I blacken over thee, and I will give darkness upon
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thy land " (xxxii. 7, 8). And in the Apocalypse :
" The fourtli

angel sounded, and the third part of the sun was smitten, and
the third 'part of the moon, and the third part of the stars, so

that the third part of them was darkened; and the day shone

not for a third part of it, and the night likewise" (viii. 12).

6 Moreover, that stars denote the Knowledges of good and truth,

is evident from these passages ; in Daniel :
" Out of one horn of

the goat of the she-goats grew one horn from a little one, and
it grew exceedingly towards the south, and towards the rising,

and towards the Ijeauty (decus) ; and it grew even to the host of

the heavens, and cast down to the earth some of the host, and of

the stag's, and stamped upon them" (viii. 9, 10). And in the

Apocalypse :
" The great dragon with his tail drew the thirdpart

of the stars of the licaven, and cast them down to the earth"

(xii. 4). That in these passages stars are not meant, is mani-

fest, for in Daniel and in the Apocalypse the state of the

7 church in the last times is treated of. In like manner in

David :
" Jehovah numbereth the number of the stars, he

calleth them all by their names " (Psalm cxlvii. 4). Again

:

" Praise Jehovah, ye sun and moon ; praise Him, all ye stars of
light " (cxlviii. 3). In the Apocalypse :

" A great wonder was
seen in the heaven, a woman encompassed with the sun, and the

moon under her feet, and upon her head a crown of twelve

8 stars" (xii. 1). Inasmuch as by stars are signified the Know-
ledges of good and truth, by them are signified the doctrinals

of the church, for these are Knowledges. The doctrinal re-

specting faith separate from charity in the last times, is thus

described by a star in the Apocalypse :
" The tliird angel

sounded, and there fell from heaven a great star burning like a

lamp ; and it fell upon the third part of the rivers, and upon
the fountains of the waters ; the name of the star is called

wormwood, . . . and many men died in the waters, because

they were made bitter" (viii. 10, 11). The waters which were

made bitter by that star, are truths, and the rivers and foun-

tains of waters are intelligence thence and wisdom from the

Word. That waters denote truths, see nos. 2702, 3058, 3424
;

that rivers denote intelligence, no. 3051 ; and that fountains

denote wisdom from the Word, nos. 2702, 3424.

4698. Bowed themselves to me : that this signifies adoration,

appears from the signification of bowing oneself, as denoting

adoration, see above, no. 4689.

4699. And he related it to his father, and to his brethren

:

that this signifies that it was given to know it, may appear

without explanation.

4700. A7ul his father rebuked hUn, and said unto him, JV7iat

is this dream that thou hast dreamed ? that this signifies indigna-

tion, appears from the signification of rebuking, as denoting

being indignant, and this on account of the preaching of the
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truth concerning the Lord's Divine Human, which is signified

by dreaming a dream, see nos. 4682, 4693, 4695. The father

and brethren of Joseph here denote the Jewish religion derived

from the Ancient. The external of that religion was for the

most part like the external of the Ancient church ; but with
those who were of the Ancient church, there was an internal

in their externals, whereas this was not the case with those

who were of the Jewish religiosity; because the Jews did not

acknowledge any internal, neither do they acknowledge any at

this day. Nevertheless there was still an internal witTiin [their

externals]. This external with its internal is what is here called

the father, and the external without the internal is what is

called the brethren ; hence it goes on to say, that his brethren

envied him, and his father kept the word ; by the former

expression is signified the aversion of those who are in what is

external without an internal ; and by the latter, that truth still

remained in their religiosity. The case is similar in the Chris-

tian church, where they who are in what is external without

an internal, eat the bread and drink the wine in the Holy
SupjDcr, and think no further than that this is to be done
because it was commanded, and has been received by the

church ; some of them believe that the bread and the wine are

holy, but not that there is anything holy in the bread and
wine, in consequence of bread denoting the Holy of love and
charity in heaven, and of wine denoting the Holy of charity

and faith there, see nos. 3464, 3735 ; whereas they who are in

external worship, and at the same time in internal, do not

adore the bread and the wine, but the Lord, AVhom they repre-

sent, from Whom is the Holy of love, of charity, and of faith

;

and this, not from doctrine, but from love, charity, and faith,

appropriated to the life.

4701. Shall /, and thy mother, and thy hrcthrcn, coming come

to hovj ourselves to thee to the earth ? that this signifies, must the

the church adore, appears from the signification of coming to

bow, as denoting being about to adore, see nos. 4689, 4698 ; and
from the signification of the father, who is here I, of the mother
and of the brethren, as denoting the church, in the present case

the Jewish church, as was just now shewn.

4702. And his hrcthrcn envied him : that this signifies their

aversion, appears from the signification of envying, as denot-

ing aversion, like hating and not speaking to him peaceably,

as above, no. 4681 ; for in the original language envying

also signifies emulating and quarrelling ; and as emulation

and quarrelling are effects of hatred, by the same expression

aversion also is signified.

4703. And his father kept the word : that this signifies tliat

truth remained in their religiosity, appears from the significa-

tion of a father, in this passage, as denoting the Jewish religion
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derived from the Ancient, see no. 4V00 ; from the signification

of keeping, as denoting preserving within, tlius remaining;

and from the signification of the word, as denoting trutli, see

above, no. 4G92. What is further meant l)y trutli remaining

in their religiosity, see above, no. 4700.

4704. Verses 12-17. And his hrdhrcn vjcnt to feed the fioch

of their father in Shcchem. And Israel said unto Joseph, Are
not thy hrcthrcn feeding in Shcchem ? Go, and I will send thee

to them. And he said unto him. Behold me. And he said unto

him, Go, I 'pray thee, see the peace of thy brethren, and the peace

of the flock ; and bring me word again. And he sent him from
the valley of Hebron, and he came to Shcchem. And a man (vir)

found him, and, behold! he ivas ivandcring in the field ; and the

man asked him, saying. What seckest thou ? And he said, I am
seeking my brethren ; tell me, I pray, where they are feeding.

And the man said, They are departed hence ; for I heard them
saying. Let us go to Dotlian. And Joseph ivent after his brethren,

and. found them in Dothan. His brethren went to feed the flock,

signifies those who teach from faith : of their father, signifies of

the Ancient and Primitive church : in Shcchem, signifies the first

rudiments : and Israel said unto Joseph, signifies perception from
the Divine Spiritual: Are not thy brethren fcccVmg in Shcchem?
signifies that they are teaching : Go, and I vnll send thee unto

them, signifies that he should teach Divine spiritual goods : and
he said unto him, Behold me, signifies affirmation : and he said

unto him. Go, Ipray thee, sec the peace of thy brethren, signifies

every coming of the Lord, and perception how the case was
with those who taught : and the peace of the flock, signifies how
the case was with those who learnt, or the church : cuul bring

me word again, signifies Knowledge : and he sent him from the

valley of Hebron, signifies from the Divine natural and sensual

:

and he came to Shcchem, signifies the Knowledge of the generals

of doctrinals : and a man found him, and, behold! he was
wandering in the field, signifies that they were fallen from the

general truth of the church : and the man asJced him, saying.

What seckest thou .? signifies foresight : and he said, I am seek-

ing my brethren ; tell me, Ipray, where they are feeding, signifies

Knowledge how the case was, and in what state they were

:

and tlie man said, They are departed hence ; for I heard them
saying. Let us go to Dothan, signifies that they betook
themselves from the generals to the specials of doctrine

:

and Joseph went after his brethren, and found them in

Dothan, signifies that they were in the specials of false prin-

ciples.

4705. And his brethren ivent to feed the fiock : that this

signifies those who teach from faith, appears from the significa-

tion of Joseph's brethren, as denoting those in the church who
are of faith, see above, nos. 4665, 4671, 4679, 4690 ; and from
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the sisTiiification of feeding the Hock, as denoting teaching, see

nos. 343, 3767, 3768, 3772, 3783.

4706. Of their father : that this signifies of tlie Ancient and
Primitive church, appears from the signification in this passage

of the father or Jacob, as denoting the Ancient church, see above,

no. 4680 : that the primitive Christian church is also signified,

see no. 4090. By the Primitive church is meant the Christian

in its beginning. In general, four churches, distinct from each
other, are treated of in the Word. The first is that which was
before the flood, and was called Man, this is what is called the

Most Ancient church ; the next is that which was after the

flood, this is called the Ancient church ; then succeeded that

which was among the posterity of Jacob, which was not a
church, but a representative of a church, which representative

also is called a religiosity ; and the fourth is that which was
established after the Lord's coming, and is called the Christian

church ; this, in its beginning, is called the Primitive church.

4707. In Shechem : that this signifies the first rudiments,

appears from the signification of Shechem, as denoting truth

from the Ancient Divine stock, see nos. 4399, 4454, and as

denoting doctrine, nos. 4472, 4473 ; in the present case, it

denotes the first rudiments of the doctrine concerning faith
;

for the predication of a name is according to the subject treated

of in its series. First rudiments are also the generals of

doctrinals
;
generals are wliat are first received, and the specials

follow afterw^ards.

4708. And Israel said iinto Joseph : that this signifies per-

ception from the Divine spiritual, appears from the signification

of saying in the historicals of the Word, as denoting perception,

see nos.' 1791, 1815, 1819, 1822, 1898, 1919, 2080,' 2619, 2862,
3395, 3509 ; and from the representation of Joseph, as denoting
the Divine spiritual, see no. 4669.

4709. Are not thy hrethren feeding in Shechem. ? that this

signifies that they are teaching, appears from the signification

of feeding, as denoting teaching, see just above, no. 4705
;

and from the signification of Shechem, as denoting the first

rudiments of the doctrine concerning faith, see just above, no.

4707.

4710. Go, and I will send thee unto them: that this signifies

that he should teach Divine spiritual goods, appears from the
representation of Joseph, as denoting the Lord's Divine Spirit-

ual, see nos. 4669, 4708. When this is said to be sent, it

denotes teaching Divine spiritual goods ; for, in the internal

sense, being sent is going forth and proceeding, no. 2397, and
also at the same time teaching; in the present case, therefore,

teaching the Divine spiritual goods which proceed from the
Lord's Divine Spiritual. Divine spiritual goods are those things

which are of love and charity, but Divine spiritual truths are
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those things whicli are of faith thence ; he who teaches the

former, teaches the latter also, for the latter are from the

former and treat of them. That being sent, in the internal

sense, denotes proceeding and teaching, may appear from

many passages in the Word, where it is frequently said that

the Lord was sent by the Father, whereby is signified that He
proceeded from Him, that is, from Divine good ; and also that

the Lord sends the Comforter or the Spirit of truth, whereby is

signified tliat holy truth proceeds from Him. The prophets

likewise were sent ; and thereby is signified that they taught

what ]^roceeds from the Lord. Every one may confirm these

things from the Word, for they frequently occur therein.

471L And he said unto Mm, Behold me: that this signifies

affirmation, may appear without explanation.

4712. And he said unto him, Go, I j^^'njj thee, see the peace of

thy brethren : that this signifies every coming of the Lord, and
perception how the case was with those who taught, appears

from the signification of saying, as denoting perception, see just

above, no. 4708 ; from the signification of peace, as denoting

safety, no. 4681, thus how the case was; and from the re-

presentation of brethren, as here denoting those who teach

from faith, see above, no. 4705. Hence it is evident, that by
the above words is signified perception how the case was with

them who taught. The reason why every coming of the Lord

is also signified, is, because by Joseph is represented the Lord

as to the Divine Spiritual, nos. 46G9, 4708, 4710 ; wherefore,

when it is said that Joseph should go and see the peace of his

brethren, His coming is signified. It is said, every coming,

when truth from the Word flows into the thought.

4713. And the peace of the flock: that this signifies how the

case was with those who learnt, or the church, appears from the

signification of peace, as denoting how the case was, see above,

no. 4712 ; and from the signification of the flock, as denoting

those who learn : for the shepherd, or he who feeds, is one who
teaches and leads to the good of charity ; and the flock is he

who learns and is led, see no. 343, thus it is the church
likewise.

4714. And Iring mc word again : that this signifies know-
ledge, appears from the signification of bringing word again,

as denoting relating how the case was, thus as denoting

Knowledge.
4715. And he sent him from the valley of Hebron: that

hereby is signified from the Divine natural and sensual,

appears from the signification of being sent, as denoting

proceeding and teaching, see above, no. 4710; from the signi-

fication of a valley, as denoting those things which are beneath,

see nos. 1723, 3417 ; and from the signification of Hebron,

as denoting the Lord's church as to good, see no. 2909. Thus
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by the above words is signified that he taught those things of

the church which are lower, and this because they did not
apprehend higher things; for he who teaches faith and not
charity, cannot possibly apperceive the higher or interior things

of the church, since he lias not anything wliich leads and
dictates, whether this be of faith, or true ; but if he teaches

charity, he then has good, which is to him a dictate, and leads

him, for all truth is from good and treats of good, or, what is

the same thing, the all of faith is from charity and treats of

charity ; every one may know from mere natural lumen, that

the all of doctrine looks to life. That by the above words is 2

signified from the Divine natural and sensual, is a higher

sense ; for the lower things of the church are said to be from
the Lord's Divine natural and sensual ; not that these things

are lower in the Lord (for in Him and in His Divine Human
all is infinite, inasmuch as He is Jehovah as to both essences,

nos. 2156, 2329, 2921, 3023), but because it is so with man.
Eor they who are sensual men, have a sensual apprehension
of those things which are in the Lord and from the Lord,

and they who are natural have a natural apprehension; the

above form of expression is used, owing to the quality of those

who receive [the Word]. But they who are celestial men, and
thence truly rational, have a perception of interior things : and
it is said of them, that they are taught from the Lord's Divine
rational ; this is the higher sense, as was said, whicli is signi-

fied by the above words. That a valley denotes the lower 3

things of the church, may appear from other passages in the

Word, as in Isaiah : " The 'projihccy of the valley of vision,

What aileth thee here, that thou hast wholly gone up to the

roofs ? . . . A day of tumult, and of treading under foot, and
of perplexity to the Lord Jehovili Zebaoth, in the valley of
vision" (xxii. 1, 5). The valley of vision denotes phantasies

concerning spiritual things arising from sensuals, thus from
lower things. Again : " The choice of thy valleys have been
filled with chariots, and horsemen have set themselves in array

at the gate" (xxii. 7). The choice of valleys denotes goods
and truths in the natural or external man. Again : " The
voice of him that crieth in the wilderness. Prepare ye the way
of Jehovah, make jDlain in the solitude a highway for our God

;

every valley shall be exalted " (xl. 3, 4) ; where the valley

denotes the lowly. In Jeremiah :
" How canst thou say, I am 4

not polluted, I have not gone after Baalim ? See thy way in

the valley, acknowledge what thou hast done " (ii. 23). The
valley denotes scientifics and sensuals, which are the lower
things by which they perverted truths. Again :

" I am against

thee, inhabitant of the valley, rock of the plain, saith Jehovah;
ye who say. Who shall come down against us ? " (xxi. 13).

The inhabitant of the valley and the rock of the plain, denote
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faitli wherein is no charity. Again :
" The waster shall come

upon every city, and no city shall escape ; but the valley shall

perish, and the plain shall be destroyed " (xlviii. 8), where the
like is signified. Again :

" Thou shalt not glory in the valleys,

thy valley hath flowed down, perverse daughter " (xlix. 4).

The valley denotes the externals in worship, which are also the

) lowest things. In Ezekiel :
" I will give unto Gog a place for

a sepulchre in Israel, the valley of them that 2)ass by . . . There
they shall bury Gog, and all his multitude ; whence they shall

call it the valley of the multitude of Gog" (xxxix. 11, 15).

Gog denotes those who are in external worship without internal,

no. 1151, hence his sepulchre is called the valley of them that

pass by, and the valley of his multitude. In David: "Also
when I walk in the valley of shade, I will fear no evil to myself"
(Psalm xxiii. 4) ; where the valley of shade denotes lower

> things, whicli respectively are in a shade. As valleys were
among mountains and hills, and beneath them, therefore the

lower or exterior things of the church are signified by valleys,

because its higher or interior things are signified by hills and
mountains; by hills the things which are of charity, and by
mountains the things which are of love to the Lord, nos. 795,

1430, 2722, 4210 ; and as by the land of Canaan, the Lord's

kingdom and church is signified, therefore that land is called

"a land of mountains and vedleys, drinking in waters at the

rain of heaven " (Deut. xi. 11). The reason why Joseph is

here said to l;)e sent forth from the valley of Hebron, is, that he
was sent to those who taught concerning faith, see no. 4705

;

for they who are in faith, and not in charity, are in lower

things, since with them faith is only in the memory and thence

in the mouth, but not in the heart and thence in the work.

4716. And he came to Sheeliem: that this signifies the

Knowledge of the generals of doctrinals, appears from the

signification of Shechem, as denoting the first rudiments, or

what is the same thing, the generals of doctrinals, see no. 4707.

4717. And a man (vir) found him, and, behold ! he was
wandering in the field : that this signifies that they were fallen

away from the general truth of the church, appears from the

signification of wandering in a field, as denoting falling away
from the general truth ol the church ; for a field denotes the

church as to good, nos. 2971, 3196, 3766, and a man {vir) of

the field denotes the good of life from doctrinals, no. 3310

;

it is said a man, because by a man {vir) is signified the truth

which is of the church, no. 3134. They are said to fall away
from the general truth of the church, who acknowledge the

Lord, but not His Divine Human ; and also they who acknow-
ledge faith as essential, but not charity. Each is a general

truth of the church, from which when the man of the church

recedes, he falls away from general truth ; and he who falls
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away from this, falls away also afterwards from the specific

truths, which are treated of in what follows ; as where any
one commences from a false principle, and deduces consequent
principles from it, they become false, because the beginning or

first principle rules in those which follow : and by these the
first false principle is also corroborated.

4718. And the man asked him, saying, What scehest thou?
that this signifies foresight, may appear from the series : for the

series involves foresight.

4719. And he said, I am seeking my brethren : tell me, Ipray,
where they are feeding : that this signifies Knowledge how the

case was, and in what state they were ; or, proximately accord-

ing to the words, how the case was with those who taught

from faith, and that he knew their state ; appears from the

signification of each expression. For by brethren are signified

those who teach from faith, no. 4712 ; by seeking, or seeing

their peace, is signified how the case was with them, nos. 4712,
4713 ; by where is signified state, for everything of place, in

the internal sense, is state, nos. 2625, 2837, 3356, 3387, 4321

;

and by those who feed are signified those who teach, nos. 343,

3767, 3768, 3772, 3783.

4720. And the man said. They have journeyed hence : for I
heard them saying. Let us go to Dothan: that this signifies

that they betook themselves from the generals to the specials

of doctrine, appears from the signification of journeying, as

denoting betaking oneself; from the signification of from
Shechem, which in this case is from hence, as denoting from
the generals of doctrine, nos. 4707, 4716 ; and from the signi-

fication of Dothan, as denoting the specials of doctrine. That
Dothan has this signification, cannot so well be confirmed from
other passages in the Word, because it is mentioned only in

the second book of the Kings, vi. 13, where it is related, that

the king of Syria sent chariots and horsemen and a great army to

Dothan, to take Elisha, and that they were smitten with blind-

nesses, and were led by Elisha to Samaria. As all the histor- 2

icals of the Word are representative of the celestial and spiritual

things of the Lord's kingdom, so it is in this case ; and by the

king of Syria are represented those who are in the Knowledges
of truth, nos. 1232, 1234, 3249, 3664, 3680, 4112, and in the

opposite sense those who are in the Knowledges of what is not

true. By Elisha is represented the Word of the Lord, no.

2762 ; by Dothan, doctrinals from the Word ; by the chariots

and horsemen, and the great army which the king of Syria

sent, are signified the falsities of doctrine ; by the mountain
full of horses and chariots of fire round about Elisha, seen by
his boy, are signified the goods and truths of doctrine from the

Word, no. 2762 ; and by the blindnesses, with which those

who were sent thither by the king of Syria were smitten, are

VOL. VI. u
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signified the falsities themselves, no. 2383 ; and by their being

led by Elisha to Samaria, where tlieir eyes were opened, is

signified instruction through the Word. Such are the things

involved in the above historical relation ; and by Dothan,
where Elisha was, are signified the doctrinals of good and
truth from the AVord ; in like manner in the present passage,

for the specials of doctrine are nothing else ; but here it denotes

the specials of false principles, because the subject treated of

is the church which connuences from faith, which it thus

separates from charity immediately from the beginning. The
doctrinals, which are afterwards formed, savour of all the

things of the general first principle, thus of faith without
charity ; whence come the falsities, which are the specials of

false principles. Every church in its beginning knows only

the generals of doctrine, for it is then in its simplicity, and as

it were in its childhood ; in process of time it adds particulars,

which are partly confirmative of the generals, partly additions,

which, however, are not repugnant to the general, and also

explanatory in order that open contradictions may be recon-

ciled, and no outrage be committed against the dictates of

common sense. Yet all these are the specials of false principles

;

for all things of every doctrine have a mutual respect to each
other as in a kind of society, and are conjoined as in con-

sanguinity and affinity, which acknowledge the general prin-

ciple as a father ; hence it is evident that, when the general

principle is false, all things savour of the falsity.

4721. And Joseph taent unto his hrdhren, and found them in

Dothan : that this signifies that they were in the specials of

false principles, appears from the representation of Joseph,

as denoting the Lord as to Divine truth, see no. 4669 ; from
the representation of his brethren, as denoting the church which
turns away from charity to faitli, and at length to faith separ-

ate, see nos. 4665, 4671, 4679, 4680, 4690 ; and from the

signification of Dothan, as denoting the specials of false prin-

ciples, see just above, no. 4720. Hence it is evident that by
those words is signified, that he found them in the specials of

false principles. In order that it may be known what is meant
by the specials of false principles, let us take for the sake of

illustration some doctrinals of a church whicli acknowledges
faith alone for a principle, namel}', that man is justified by faith

alone ; that in this case all his sins are wiped away ; that he
may be saved by faith alone, even in the last hour of his life

;

that salvation is merely admission into heaven from grace; that

infants also are saved by faith ; that the gentiles are not saved,

because they have not faith ; besides many other things ; these

and similar doctrinals are the specials of the principle concerning
faith alone. But if the church would acknowledge the life of

faith for a principle, it would acknowledge charity towards the
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neighbour and love to the Lord, and hence the works of charity

and love : and then all those specials would fall to the ground,
and instead of justification it would acknowledge regeneration

;

concerning which the Lord saith in John :
" Except a man be

born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God " (iii. 3) ; and
that regeneration is effected by the life of faith, but not by faith

separate. Neither would man acknowledge that all his sins are

then wiped away, but that he is withheld from them by the
Lord's mercy, and is kept in good and thence in truth ; and
thus that all good is from the Lord, and all evil from himself.

Neither would he acknowledge that he may be saved by faith

in the last hour of his life, but by the life of faith which abides

with him. Neither would he acknowledge that salvation con-

sists merely in admission into heaven from grace ; for heaven
is not denied by the Lord to any one, but if a man's life is not
such that he can be with the angels, he flees thence of his own
accord, no. 4674. Neither would he acknowledge that infants

are saved by faith ; but that in the other life they are instructed

in the goods of charity and truths of faith by the Lord, and are

thereby received into heaven, nos. 2289-2308, Nor would he
acknowledge that the gentiles, because they have not faith, are

not saved, but that their life equally remains with them, and
that they who have lived in mutual charity, are instructed in

the goods of faith, and are alike received into heaven. They
who are in the good of life, are also willing that it should be
so, and they believe that it is the case, see nos. 2589-2604

;

so likewise in several other cases. The church which acknow-
ledges faith alone for a principle, cannot possibly know what
charity is, nor even what the neighbour is, thus not what heaven
is ; and will wonder that any one should ever assert that the

happiness of the life after death, and the joy in heaven, is the

Divine which flows into benevolence and beneficence towards
others, and that the happiness and blessedness thence exceed
all perception, and that the reception of this influx cannot pos-

sibly have place with any one who had not lived the life of

faith, that is, who had not been in the good of charity. That
the life of faith saves, the Lord also plaitdy teaches in Matthew
XXV. 31 to the end, and also in many other places ; and hence
also the creed, which is called the Athanasian, teaches at the

end :
" Everyone shall render an account of his works: he who

had done well shall enter into life eternal ; but he who had done
evil, into eternal fire."

4722. Verses 18-22. Ajid they saw him from afar, and before

he came near unto them, and they plotted against him to cause him,

to die. And they said, a man (yir) to his brother, Behold ! tJmt

lord of dreams eometh. And now come, and let us slay him, and
let us cast him into one of the pits, and loe ivill say, An evil luild

beast hath devoured him : and ive will see luhat his dreams will
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he. And Rciihen heard, and rescued him out of their hand, and
said. Let ns not smite his sold. And JReuhen said unto them,

Shed not blood ; cast him into that pit ivhich is in the wilderness,

and lay no hand upon him; that he might rescue him out of their

hand, to restore him to his father. They saw him from afar,

signifies a perception of tlie Lord's Divine Human remotely: and
hefore he came near unto them, and they 'plotted against him to cause

him to die, signifies that they willed to extinguish the Divine

Spiritual which is from the Lord's Divine Human : and. they said,

a man to his brother, signifies their mutual thoughts : Behold !

that lord of dreams cometh, signifies that those tilings were vain :

and. now come, and let us slay him, signifies the extinction of^the

essential of doctrine concerning the Lord's Divine Human : and
let us cast him into one of the 2nts, signifies among falsities : and
we will say, An evil wild beast hath devoured him, signifies a lie

from the life of lusts : and we shall see what his dreams ivill be,

signifies that the preachings concerning Him would thereby be

false, and would be seen : and Reuben heard, signifies confession

of the faith of the church in general : and. rescued him out of
their hand, signifies deliverance : and he said, Let us not smite

his sold, signifies that it ought not to be extinguished, because

it is the life of religion : and Reuben said unto them, signifies ex-

hortation : Shed not blood, signifies that they should not violate

what is holy : cast him into that j^it which is in the wilderness,

signifies that they should hide it in the meanwhile among their

falsities : and lay no hand upon him, signifies that they should

not violate it : timt he might rescue him out of their hand, to

restore him to his father, signifies that he might claim it for the

church.

4723. And they saia him from afar : that this signifies a

perception of the Lord's Divine Human remotely, appears

from the signification of seeing, as denoting perception, nos.

2150, 3764 ; from the signification of from afar, as denoting

remotely ; and from the representation of Joseph, whom they

saw from afar, as denoting the Lord as to Divine truth, see

no. 4669. The reason why it is the Lord's Divine Human
which is here meant by Joseph, is, that that is the supreme of

Divine truth. There are two essentials which constitute the

church, and hence two principals of doctrine; the one, that the

Lord's Human is Divine ; the other, that love to the Lord and
charity towards the neighbour constitute the church, but not

faith separate from love and charity ; as these are the primaries

of Divine truth, they are represented by Joseph. He who
represents Divine Truth in general, represents also the things

of Divine truth specifically ; but what is specifically represented,

appears from the series.

4724. AtuI before he came near unto them, and they plotted

against him to cause him to die : that this signifies that they
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willed to extinguish the Divine Spiritual which is from the

Lord's Divine Human, appears from the signification of plotting,

as denoting willing from a depraved mind, for what any one
wills from a depraved mind, that he plots ; from the significa-

tion of causing to die, as denoting extinguishing ; and from the
representation of Joseph, as denoting the Divine Spiritual

or the Divine truth, spoken of occasionally above ; as the

Divine truth proceeds from the Lord's Divine Human, there-

fore it is said the Divine Spiritual which is from His Divine
Human, The case herein is thus :—all the Divine truth, which 2

is in the universal heaven, proceeds from no other source than
from the Lord's Divine Human ; what is from the Divine
itself, cannot in any way inflow immediately with any angel,

for it is infinite, but mediately through the Lord's Divine
Human ; which is also meant by these words of the Lord

:

" No one hath seen God at any time ; the only-begotten Son
Who is in the bosom of the Father, He hath revealed Him "

(John i. 18) ; hence also the Lord as to the Divine Human
is called the Mediator. This [Divine Human] also was from 3

eternity ; for the Divine Esse, without influx through heaven,

and thence being made the Divine Existing, could not be com-
municated to any angel, still less to any spirit, and least of all

to any man. That the Lord, as to the Divine itself, is the

Divine Esse, and, as to the Divine Human, the Divine
Existing, see no. 4G87. Neither could the Lord's Human
itself have received any influx from the Divine Esse, unless

it had been made in Him the Divine Human, for that which
receives the Divine Esse must be Divine. From these few
considerations it may appear, that Divine truth does not

proceed immediately from the Divine itself, but from the

Lord's Divine Human. This [Divine Human] also they 4

extinguish within themselves, who contend in favour of faith

alone, and do not live the life of faith ; for they believe that

the Lord's Human is purely human, not unlike the human of

another man ; whence also many of them deny the Lord's

Divine, howsoever they profess it with the mouth. But
they who live the life of faith, adore the Lord with bended
knees and humble hearts as God the Saviour, thinking nothing

at the time from doctrine concerninsr the distinction between
the Divine and the Human natures ; they do likewise in the

Holy Supper. Hence it is evident that with these the Lord's

Divine Human is in their hearts.

4725. And they said, a man to his brother : that this

signifies their mutual thoughts, appears from the signification

of saying, as denoting perceiving and thinking, sec no. 3395
;

and from the signification of " a man to his brother," as

denoting mutually. It was a customary form of speech with

the Ancients to say, " a man to a brother," when what is
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mutual was signified, because a man {vir) signified truth, nos.

3134, 3459, and a brother good, no. 4121, between which there

exists a relation of the veriest reciprocity, for the conjunction

of truth with good and of good with truth is effected mutually
and reciprocally, no. 2731.

4726. Behold ! that lord of dreams comcth: that this signifies

that those things were vain, appears from the signification of

dreams, as denoting preachings, see no. 4682, in the present

case preachings of the Divine truth, because it is said of

Joseph ; but whereas Divine truth, as to its essentials, is

rejected by those who are in faith alone, as was shewn concern-

ing the Lord's Divine Human and concerning charity, therefore

by dreams are here signified vain things ; for to such persons

falsities appear as truths and truths as falsities, and if not as

falsities, yet as vain things. The lord of dreams denotes the

preacher of them. That Divine truths appear to such persons

as vain things, may be manifest from several cases. As, for

example, it is a Divine truth, that the Word is holy, and
Divinely inspired as to every tittle, and that its holiness and
Divine inspiration is. in consequence of every part of it being

representative and significative of the celestial and spiritual

things of the Lord's kingdom ; but when the Word is opened
as to the internal sense, and the representation and signification

of its every single particular are taught, then such as are in

faith alone reject those things as vain, saying that they are not

of any use : although celestial and spiritual things themselves

are what affect the internal man pleasantly, far more than
worldly things affect the external man. In like manner in many
other cases.

4727. And noiu come, and let us slay him : that this signifies

the extinction of the essential of doctrine concerning the Lord's

Divine Human, appears from the signification of slaying, as

denoting extinguishing ; and from the representation of Joseph,

whom they willed to slay, as denoting the Divine truth of the

Lord, and specifically the doctrinal concerning His Di\dne

Human, no. 4723 ; that this is the essential of doctrine, see

the same number. That the church which acknowledges faith

alone, has extinguished that essential truth, is a known thing

:

for who among them believes the Lord's Human to be Divine ?

Do not they hold in aversion the very mention of such a

doctrine ? When yet in the Ancient churches it was believed

that the Lord Who was to come into the world, was a Divine

Man ; and also when He was seen by them. He was called

Jehovah, as is evident from many passages in the Word ; but

let it suffice for the present to adduce this passage in Isaiah

:

" The voice of him that crieth in the wilderness, Prepare ye the

way of Jehovah, and make plain in the solitude a highway for

our God " (xl. 3). That these words were spoken of the Lord,
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and that the way was prepared and a highway made plain for

Him by John the Baptist, is evident from the evangelists

(Matt. iii. 3 ; Mark i. 3 ; Luke iii. 4 ; John i. 23), and more-
over from the Lord's own words, that He was one with the

Father, and the Father in Him, and He in the Father; also

that all Power was given unto Him in the heavens and in the

earths : and likewise that judgment belonged to Him. He
Avho has the smallest knowledge concerning Power in heaven
and on earth, and concerning judgment, may know that they
are nothing, unless He was Divine even as to the Human. Nor 2

can they who are in faith alone, know what makes man new,
or sanctifies him, still less what made the Lord's Human
Divine ; for they know nothing about love and charity ; for

love to the Lord and charity towards the neighbour make man
new and sanctify him ; but the Divine Love itself made the

Lord Divine. For love is the very esse of man, and hence his

life {viverc); it forms man according to an image of itself, just

as the soul of man, which is his interior essence, creates, as it

were, or effigies, the body into an image of itself; and indeed

in such a manner, that through the body it acts and feels

altogether as it wills and thinks ; thus the body is as the effect,

and the soul as the cause in which is the end, consequently

the soul is the all in the body, as the cause of the end is the

all in the effect. He who had Jehovah Himself for a soul,

as the Lord had (for He was conceived of Jehovah), could not

have any other Human, when it was glorified. From these

considerations it is evident how much they are mistaken,

who make the Lord's Human, after it was glorified, like the

human of man : when yet it is Divine, and from His Divine

Human proceeds all wisdom, all intelligence, and also all light,

in heaven ; whatsoever proceeds from It is holy ; the holy,

which is not from the Divine, is not holy.

4728. And let us cast him into one of the jnts: that this sig-

nifies among falsities, appears from the signification of pits, as

denoting falsities. The reason why pits denote falsities, is,

that men, who have been in principles of falsity, after death

are kept for some time in the lower earth, until falsities are

removed from them, and as it were cast to the sides ; the

places there are called pits ; they who come thither are those

who must be in vastation, see nos. 1106-1113, 2699, 2711,

2714 ; hence it is, that by pits, in the abstract sense, are

signified falsities. The lower earth is proximately beneath

the feet, and the region round about to a small distance ; in

that earth are many after death, before they are elevated into

heaven ; mention is made also of this earth in the Word
throughout ; beneath it are the places of vastation, which are

called pits ; below those places, and round about to a great

extent, are the hells. Hence it is in some measure evident, what 2
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is meant by hell, what by the lower earth, and what by the pit,

when they are mentioned in the Word ; as in Isaiah :
" Thou

wast let down to hell, to the sides of the jnt ; . . . thou wast

cast forth out of thy grave, like an abominable branch ; the

garment of the slain, of him that is thrust through with the

sword, ivho go doion to the stones of the pit" (xiv. 15, 19);
speaking of the king of Babel, by whom is represented the

profanation of truth, for a king is truth, nos. 1672, 2015, 2069,

3009, 4581, and Babel profanation, nos. 1182, 1326: hell is

where the damned are, their damnation is compared to an
abominable branch, and to the garment of the slain and of

those that are thrust through with the sword, that go down
to the stones of the pit : the garment of the slain is truth

profaned : those that are thrust through with the sword are

those in whom truth is extinguished : the pit is the falsity

which is to be vastated : the stones are borders, hence also

they are called sides, for round about the pits are the hells.

That a garment denotes truth, see no. 2576, the garment of

the slain is truth profaned, for the blood with which the

garment is tinged denotes that which is profane, no. 1003.

Those that are thrust through with the sword are those with
whom truth is extinguished, no. 4503. From these con-

siderations it is evident that, without the internal sense, it

3 cannot possibly be known what these things mean. In
Ezekiel: "When I shall cause thee to go down with them
that go down into the pit, to the people of an age, and shall

cause thee to dwell in the lower earth {terra inferiorum), in

desolations from an age, ivith them, that go doivn to the 2nt, that

inhabit not, then I will give beauty in the land of the living
"

(xxvi. 20). They who go down into the pit, denote those who
are sent into vastation : not dwelling with them who go down

4 to the pit, denotes being delivered from falsities. Again

:

" To the end that none of all the trees of waters may lift up
themselves by reason of their height, nor put forth their branch
among the tliick boughs, neither stand upon them by reason

of their height, all that drink waters ; they all shall be delivered

unto death to the lotver earth in the midst of the sons of man,
to them loho go down to the pit. ... I will make the nations to

tremble at the sound of his mm, when I shall cause him to go

doivn into hell loith them who go dorm to the pit ; and all the

trees of Eden, the choice and chief of Lebanon, all that drink

the waters, shall comfort themselves in the lower earth " (xxxi.

14, 16) ; speaking of Egypt, by which is signified science which
of itself enters into the mysteries of faith, that is, they who do
so, see nos. 1164, 1165, 1186. From what has been said above,

it is plain what is signified by hell, the pit, and the lower
earth which are here mentioned by the proj)het; nor does it

appear from any other source than from the internal sense,
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what is signified by the trees of waters, by tlie trees of Eden,

by the branch put forth among the thick boughs, by the choice

and chief of Lebanon, and by those who drink waters. Again : 5
" Son of man, wail over the multitude of Egypt, and cause her,

and the daughters of the mighty nations, to go doivn to the lovjer

earth (terra, inferiorum), with them luho go down to the 2nt. . . .

Asshur is there, ... to whom were given graves in the sides of

the 2^it, • • all that are thrust through with the sword " (xxxii.

18, 22, 23) ; what is here meant, may appear from what has

been explained above. In David :
" Jehovah, Thou hast

caused my soul to come up out of hell, Thou hast made me alive

from them ivho go down to the pit " (Psalm xxx. 4 [3]). Again

:

" I am counted with them tuho go doivn to the pit ; I am counted

as a man {vir) who hath no strength ; . . . Thou hast set me in

the pit of lower things, in darkness, in depths " (Ixxxviii. 5, 7

[4, 6]). In Jonah :
" I went down to the cuttings off of the

mountains, the bars of the earth were over me for ever, never-

theless Thou madest life to ascend out of the pit" (ii. 7 [6]),

speaking of the Lord's temptations, and deliverance from them

:

the cuttings off of the mountains denote where are the most
damned, for the dark thick mists which appear around them
are the mountains. That the pit denotes the vastation of 6

falsity, and in the abstract sense falsity, further appears from

Isaiah :
" They shall be gathered with the gathering of the

bound to the pit, and they shall be shut up in prison, yet after

a multitude of days they shall be visited " (xxiv. 22). Again :

" Where is the anger of the oppressor ? he shall hasten leading

forth to open, and he shall not die at the p)it, neither shall

bread fail" (Isaiah li. 13, 14). In Ezekiel: "Behold, I bring

strangers upon thee, the violent of the nations ; and they shall

draw their swords upon the beauty of thy wisdom, and they

shall profane thy briglitness ; they shall let thee down into the

pit, and tliou shalt die by the deaths of those who are thrust

through in the heart of the seas " (xxviii. 7, 8) ; speaking of the

prince of Tyre, by whom are signified those who are in principles

of falsity. In Zechariah :
" Exult exceedingly, daughter of 7

Zion; shout, daughter of Jerusalem: behold, thy King
cometh unto thee, just, . . . lowly, and riding upon an ass,

and upon a colt, the son of an ass. ... By the blood of the

covenant I will send forth tliy hound ones out of the jjit in which

is no water" (ix. 9, 11). The pit in which is no water, denotes

the falsity in which is nothing true ; as it is also said in what
follows, that they cast Joseph into a pit, and the pit was
empty, there was no water in it (verse 24). In David :

" Unto
Thee do I cry, Jehovah, my rock, be not silent from me ; lest

if Thou be silent from nie, and I ajypear like them tvlio go down
into the pit" (Psalm xxviii. 1). Again: " Jcliovah hath caused

mc to come up out of the pit of vastation, out of the mire of the
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clay, and hath set my feet upon a rock " (xl. 3 [2]). Again

:

" Let not the waves of waters overwhehri me, let not the depth

swallow me up, neither let the pit shut her mouth upon me"
(Ixix. 16 [15]). Again: " He sent His Word and healed them,

and rescued them out of their ints " (cvii. 20). Out of the pits

denotes out of falsities. Again :
" Make haste, answer me,

Jehovah, my spirit is consumed ; hide not Thy faces from me,

that I am become like unto them, who go down into the pit

"

(cxliii. 7). Inasmuch as the pit signifies falsity, and the blind

those who are in falsities (no. 2383), therefore the Lord saith:

" Suffer them, they are blind leaders of the blind ; for if the

blind lead the blind, thei/ shall hoth fall into the ptit " (Matt.

XV. 14 ; Luke vi. 39). Something similar to what was re-

presented by Joseph, was also represented by Jeremiah the

prophet ; on which subject he thus writes :
" They took

Jeremiah, and cast him into the pit, which was in the court of

the guard, and let down Jeremiah by ropes into the pnt where

there was no ivater " (xxxviii. 6) ; that is, they rejected Divine

truths among falsities in which there is nothing of truth.

4729. A7id we will say, An evil ivild least hath devoured him:
that this signifies a lie from the life of lusts, appears from the

signification of a wild beast, as denoting affection and lust, see

nos. 45, 46 ; for in the genuine sense, a wild Ijeast denotes what
is alive, nos. 774, 841, 908 ; hence by an evil wild beast is here

signified the life of lusts ; that it denotes a lie, is evident. This has

relation to what goes before, namely, that they rejected Divine

truth among falsities, which was a lie from the life of lusts ; for

there are three origins of falsity, one from the doctrine of the

church, another from the fallacy of the senses, a third from the

life of lusts. The origin from the doctrine of the church affects

only the intellectual part of the man, for he is persuaded from

infancy that it is so, and confirming arguments afterwards

corroborate it. But that which is from the fallacy of the senses

does not so affect the intellectual part, for they who from the

fallacy of the senses are in falsity, have but little intuition from

the intellect, since they think from the lower and sensual

[faculties]. But the falsity derived from the life of lusts,

springs from the will itself, or, what is the same thing, from

the heart ; for what man wills from the heart, this he desires

:

this falsity is the worst of all, because it inheres, and is not

2 eradicated except by new life from the Lord. There are, as is

well known, two interior faculties of man, namely, the under-

standing and the will ; that which the understanding draws in

and imbibes, does not on that account pass into the will ; but

that which the will draws in and imbibes, passes into the

understanding, for what a man wills, he thinks ; wherefore,

when he wills evil from lust, he then thinks and confirms it.

The things which confirm evil by the thought are what are
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called falsities from the life of lusts. These falsities appear to

him as truths ; and when he has confirmed them in himself,

truths appear to him as falsities, for then he has precluded the

influx of light through heaven from the Lord ; but if he has not

confirmed those falsities in himself, in this case the truths

which his understanding had before indDibed, oppose, and do not

permit them to be confirmed.

4730. A7id vje shall see vjJiat his dreams will be : that this

signifies that the preachings concerning Him would be thereby-

false, and would be seen, appears from the signification of

dreams, as denoting preachings, see no. 4682, and since these

in their eyes appeared as falsities, see nos. 4726, 4729, there-

fore by dreams are here signified preachings concerning Divine

truth, especially that the Lord's Human is Divine ; which

were false according to their opinion ; that they were also

seen by them as falsities, is signified by their saying, " We
shall see what they will be." That preachings concerning

the Lord's Divine Human appeared, and still appear, as fals-

ities to those who are in faith alone, may be manifest from

what was said above, no. 4729, at the end; for the things

which are confirmed from the life of lusts have no other

appearance. A further reason why falsities are confirmed 2

from the life of lusts, is, because it is not known what heaven

and hell are, nor what love towards the neighbour is, nor

what the love of self and of the world ; if those things were

known, yea, if men were only willing to know them, they

would think quite otherwise. Who at this day knows other

than that love towards the neighbour consists in a man's giving

what he has to the poor, in enriching every one out of his own
means, and in doing good to his neighbour by every possible

method, without distinction whether he be good or evil ? And
as by these means he would be deprived of his wealth, and

would himself become poor and wretched, he therefore rejects

the doctrinal concerning charity, and embraces the doctrinal

concerning faith : and he afterwards confirms himself against

charity by several considerations, namely, by thinking that

he was born in sins, and hence cannot do any good of himself,

and that if he does works of charity or piety, he must needs

place merit in them. When he thinks thus on the one part,

and from the life of lusts on the other, he betakes himself to

the part of those who say that faith alone saves ; when he is in

this faith, he confirms himself still more, until he believes that

works of charity are not necessary to salvation ; and when
these works are excluded, he falls into this new opinion, that

in consequence of man's being such there has l)een provided

by the Lord a means of salvation, which is called faith : and

at length into this, that he might be saved, if from confidence

or trust he says (even in the last hour of death), that God
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has mercy upon him in consideration of what the Son suffered

for liim ; not considering what the Lord has said in John i.

12, 13, and in a thousand other places. Hence now it is that

faith alone has been acknowledged as the essential in the

churches ; but the reason why it has not been everywhere
acknowledged in like manner, is, because church rulers can
gain nothing by faith alone, but by the preaching of works.

But if these persons had known what charity towards the

neiglibour is, they would never have fallen into the above
falsity of doctrine. The fundamental of charity is to act

rightly and justly in everything relating to any duty or office

:

as, for example ; if he who is a judge punishes a malefactor

according to the laws, and from zeal, he is then in charity

towards the neighbour, for he wills his amendment, thus his

good, and also wills well to society and to his country, by
preventing the maleftictor from doing any further evil ; thus

he can love him if he amends, as the father the son whom he

chastises ; and thus he loves societies and his country, which
are his neighbour in general. The case is similar in all other

instances. But of these, by the Divine mercy of the Lord, we
shall treat more fully elsewhere.

4731. And Eeuhcn lieard : that this signifies the confession

of the faith of the church in general, appears from the repre-

sentation of Eeuben, as denoting faith in the understanding, or

doctrine, which is the first of regeneration, in the complex the

truth of doctrine by which the good of life may be attained

to, see nos. 3861, 3866 ; in the present case, therefore, the

confession of the faith of the church in general. The reason

why Eeuben here interposes, is, that the church which com-
mences from faith, would cease to be a church, unless this

Divine truth remained in it, namely, that the Lord's Human is

Divine, for this is the supreme or inmost truth of the church.

Wherefore, Eeuben willed to rescue Joseph, by whom that

truth is here represented, out of the hand of his brethren, to

restore him to his father ; by which is signified that he willed

to claim that truth for the church : and further, wdien Eeuben
returned to the pit, and saw that Joseph was not there, he rent

his garments, and said to his brethren, " The child is no more

;

and I, whither do I come ? " (verses 29, 30), by which is

signified that there was no longer any faith in the Lord, and
2 thus no church. This supreme or inmost truth, that the Lord's

Human is Divine, is denied by those in the church who are in

faith alone ; but still, as they know from the Word that the

Divine belongs to the Lord, and do not apprehend how His
Human can be Divine, therefore they attribute both to the

Lord, distinguishing between His Divine and Human nature.

But they who are in the life of faith or charity, adore the Lord

as their God and Saviour; and when they are in adoration,
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they think of the Lord's Divine, not separating it from the

Human, and thus in heart they acknowledge all in the Lord to

be Divine ; but when they think from doctrine, inasmuch as

they likewise cannot comprehend how the Human can be
Divine, they speak from what is doctrinal.

4732. And rescued him out of their hand : that this signifies

deliverance, appears without explanation.

4733. And he said, Let us not smite his soul : that this signi-

fies that it ought not to be extinguished, because it is the life

of religion, appears from the signification of smiting, as denoting

extinguishing ; and from the signification of the soul, as denot-

ing life, see nos. 1000, 1005, 1436, 1742, in the present case,

the life of religion. That the acknowledgment and adoration

of the Lord's Divine Human is the life of religion, is evident

from what was said just above, no. 4731 ; and also from this

consideration, that men are such, that they are willing to wor-
ship that of which they can have some perception and thought;

yea, the sensual worship that of wliich tliey can have some
sense, nor are they willing to worship unless the Divine be
therein. This [feeling] is common to the human race ; hence
the Gentiles worship idols, in which they believe there is the

Divine ; but others, men deceased, whom they believe to be
either gods or saints ; for nothing can be excited with man, unless

there be something to affect his sense. They who say that they 2

acknowledge a Supreme Being, of whom they have no idea of

perception, for the most part acknowledge no God, but nature

in His stead ; and they acknowledge nature, because they ap-

prehend her ; very many of the learned among Christians are

such, and this also because they do not believe the Lord's

Human to be Divine. Lest, therefore, men, who have removed
themselves so far from the Divine, and are become in so great

a degree corporeal, should worship wood and stones, or any
deceased man, and thereby under him some devil, and not God
Himself, because they were not able in any manner to perceive

Him, and lest tliereby all of the church should perisli, and with
the church the human race,—the Divine itself willed to assume
the Human, and to make it Divine. Let the learned therefore

take heed to themselves, lest they think of the Lord's Human,
and do not at the same time believe it to be Divine ; for in so

doing they put stumbling-blocks before themselves, and at

length believe nothing.

4734. And l-teid)cn said unto them : that^this signifies exhort-

ation, in the proximate sense a confession of the faith of the
church in general, which is Eeuben, see no. 4731, exhorting
or dictating that they should not violate, appears from the
sequel.

4735. Slird, not hlood : tliat this signifies that they should not
violate what is holy, appears from the signification of blood, as
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denoting what is holy, of which we shall speak presently; hence
shedding blood is violating what is holy. All that is holy in

heaven, proceeds from the Lord's Divine Human, and hence all

that is holy in the church ; wherefore to prevent its violation,

the Holy Supper was instituted by the Lord ; and there it is

said in express words, that the bread therein is His flesh, and
the wine therein is His blood, thus that it is His Divine Human
from which what is holy is then derived. With the Ancients,

flesh and blood signified the Human proprium, because the

Human consists of flesh and blood ; hence the Lord said to

Simon : "Blessed art thou, i'orjiesh and hlood hath not revealed

unto thee, but My Father Who is in the heavens " (Matt. xvi.

17). The flesh, therefore, and the blood, signified by the bread
and the wine in the Holy Supper, is the Lord's Human pro-

prium. The Lord's proprium itself, which He acquired to Him-
self by His own proper power, is Divine. His proprium from
conception was that which He had from Jehovah, His Father,

and was Jehovah Himself; hence the proprium which He ac-

quired to Himself in the Human, was Divine. This Divine
proprium in the Human is what is called the flesh and the

blood ; the flesh is its Divine good, no. 3813, the blood is the

2 Divine truth of Divine good. The Lord's Human, after it was
glorified or made Divine, cannot be conceived as human, but as

the Divine Love in a human form ; and this more than the

angels, who, when they appear, as they have been seen by me,
appear as forms of love and charity under a human shape, and
this from the Lord. For from the Divine love the Lord made
His Human Divine, as through celestial love man becomes an
angel after death, so that he appears as a form of love and
charity under a human shape, as has been said above. Hence
it is evident that by the Lord's Divine Human, in the celestial

sense, is signified the Divine Love itself, w^hich is love towards

the universal human race, in that it wills to save them, and
make tliem blessed and happy to eternity, and appropriate to

them its own Divine, so far as they are capable of receiving it.

In the present case, love, and the reciprocal love of man to the

Lord, and also love towards the neighbour, are what are signi-

fied and represented in the Holy Supper, tlie Divine celestial

love by the flesh, or the bread, and the Divine spiritual love by
3 the blood, or the wine. From these considerations now it

may be manifest what is meant in John, by eating the Lord's

flesh, and by drinking His blood, as expressed in these w^ords •

" I am the living bread whicli came down from heaven : if any
one eat of this bread, he shall live to eternity. But tlic bread,

which I will give, is My flesh. . . . Verily, verily, I say unto

you, Except ye eat the flesh of the Son of Man, and drink His
blood, ye shall have no life in you. He who cateth My flesh,

and drinketh My blood, hath eternal life ; and I will raise him
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up in the last day. For My flesh is meat indeed, and My Uood
is drink indeed. He who eatcth My flesh and drinhdh My
Uood, abideth in j\Ie, and I in him. . . . This is that hread
which came down from Heaven" (vi. 51-58). As by the flesh

and the blood are signified the Divine celestial and the Divine
spiritual from the Lord's Divine Human, as was said, or, what
is the same thiug, the Divine good and Divine truth of His
love, by eating and drinking is signified appropriating those
[principles] to oneself: appropriation is effected by the life of

love and charity, which also is the life of faith. That eating
denotes appropriating good to oneself, and drinking appro-
priating truth to oneself, see nos. 2187, 3069, 3168, 3513, 3596,
3734, 3832, 4017, 4018. As blood, in the celestial sense, sig- 4

nifies the Divine spiritual or the Divine truth, proceeding from
the Lord's Divine Human, therefore it signifies the Holy ; for

the Divine truth proceeding from the Lord's Divine Human is

the Holy itself ; there is no other Holy, nor does that which is

holy come from any other source. That blood is this Holy, S

may be manifest from many passages in the Word, of which we
will adduce the following. In Ezekiel :

" Son of man, thus
saith the Lord Jehovih, Say unto every bird of the heaven,
to every wild beast of the field, Gather yourselves together and
come, gather yourselves together from every side unto My
sacrifice, which I sacrifice for you, a great sacrifice upon the

mountains of Israel, that ye may cat flesh, and drink Uood. Ye
shall eat the flesh of the mighty, and ye shall drink the Uood of
the 2Jfinccs of the earth, rams, lambs, and he-goats, all fat-

lings of Bashan. And ye shall eat fat to the full, and ye shall

drink Uood, even to drunkenness, of my sacrifice which I will

sacrifice for you. Ye shall be filled at my table with the horse,

and the chariot, the mighty one, and every man (vir) of war.

Thus will I give my glory among the nations" (xxxix. 17-21);
speaking of the calling together of all [people] to the Lord's

kingdom, and specifically of the establishment of the church
among the gentiles : by eating flesh, and drinking blood, is sig-

nified appropriating to oneself the Divine good and the Divine
truth, thus the Holy which proceeds from the Lord's Divine
Human. Who cannot see that by flesh in this passage is not
meant flesh, nor by blood, blood; as where it is said, that they
should eat the flesh of the mighty, and drink tlie blood of the

princes of the earth, and that they should be filled with the horse,

the chariot, the mighty one, and every man of war. In like 6

manner in John :
" I saw one angel standing in the sun, who

cried with a great voice, saying to all the birds that fly in

mid - heaven, Come, gather yourselves together unto the

supper of the great God ; that ye may eat the flesh of kings,

and the flesh of captains of thousands, and the flesh of the

mighty, and the flesh of horses, and of them who sit on them,
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and the fle^h of all, free and bond, small and great " (Apoc.

xix. 17, 18). Who can at all understand these words, unless

he knows what is signified in the internal sense by flesh, and
what by kings, captains of thousands, the mighty, horses,

7 those who sit on them, the free, and the bond ? So in

Zechariah: " lie shall speak peace to the nations; his dominion
shall be from sea even to sea, and from the river even to

the ends of the earth. Also thou, by the blood of thy covenaiit,

I will send forth thy bound ones out of the pit"(ix. 10, 11),

speaking of the Lord; the blood of the covenant is the Divine
truth proceeding from His Divine Human, and is the Holy itself,

wliicli, after He was glorified, came forth from Him ; this Holy
is M'hat is also called the Holy Spirit, as is evident from John :

" Jesus said, If any one thirst, let him come unto ]\Ie and (h'inJc ;

whosoever belicveth on Me, as the Scripture hath said, out of

his belly shall flow rivers of living water. This He said of

the Spirit, which they who believed on Him should receive
;

for the Holy Spirit was not yet, because Jesus was not yet

glorified " (vii. 37-39) ; that the Holy proceeding from the
8 Lord is the Spirit, see John vi. 63. Moreover, that blood

denotes the Holy proceeding from the Lord's Divine Human, is

plain from David :
" He shall redeem their soul from deceit and

violence, and precious shall their blood be in His eyes " (Psalm

Ixxii. 14) : precious blood denotes the Holy which they should

receive. In the Apocalypse :
" These are they who came out of

great affliction, and have washed their robes, and made them
white in the blood of the Laiiib " (vii. 14). Again :

" They over-

came the dragon by the blood of the Lamb, and by the Word of

His testimony ; and they loved not their soul even to death
"

9 (xii. 11). The church at this day knows no otherwise than that

the blood of the Lamb here signifies the Lord's passion, because

it is believed that they are saved solely by what the Lord
suffered, and that for this purpose He was sent into the world;
but let this be for the simple who cannot apprehend interior

arcana. The Lord's passion was the last of His temptation, by
which He fully glorified His Human (Luke xxiv. 26 ; John xii.

23, 27, 28; xiii. 31, 32; xvii. 1, 4, 5); but in the above
passages, the blood of the Lamb is the same thing as the Divine
truth, or the Holy proceeding from His Divine Human ; thus

the same thing as the Ijlood of the covenant spoken of above.
10 Concerning this it is also written in Moses :

" Moses took the

book of the covenant and read in the ears of the people ; and
they said. All that Jehovah hath spoken, we will do and hear.

Then ]\Ioses took the blood, and sprinkled it upon the people,

and said. Behold the blood of the covenant which Jehovah hath
established with you upon all these words " (Exod. xxiv. 7, 8).

The book of the covenant was the Divine truth which they

had at that time ; which was confirmed by blood, testifying that
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it was from His Divine Human. In the rituals of the Jewish i

'

church, nothing else was signified by blood, than the Holy
proceeding from the Lord's Divine Human ; M'herefore " when
they were sanctified, this was effected by blood ; as when
Aaron was sanctified and his sons, Mood was sprinkled upon
the horns of the altar, the remainder at the foundation of the
altar, also upon the tips of their right ears, the thumbs of

their right hands, and the great toes of their right feet, and
upon their garments" (Exod. xxix. 12, 16, 20 ; Levit. viii. 15,

19, 23, 30). And " when Aaron entered within the vail to the
propitiatory, hlood was also to be sprinkled with the finger to

the propitiatory seven times towards the east" (Levit. xvi. 12-

15); in like manner in the rest of the sanctifications, as well

as in the expiations and cleansings (concerning which see

Exod. xii. 7, 13, 22, 23; xxx. 10; Levit. i. 5, 11, 15; iii. 2, 8,

13 ; iv. 6, 7, 17, 18, 25, 30, 34; v. 9 ; vi. 20, 21 [27, 28] ; xiv.

14-19, 25-29 ; xvi. 12-15, 18, 19 ; Deut. xii. 27). As by blood, 12

in the genuine sense, is signified the Holy, so in the opposite

sense by blood and bloods are signified those things which
occasion violence to it ; and this, because by shedding innocent
blood is signified violating what is holy ; on which account also

wicked things of life and profane things of worship were called

blood. That blood and bloods denote such things, is evident

from the following passages :—In Isaiah :
" When the Lord shall

have washed away the filth of the daughters of Zion, and shall

have purged the bloods of Jerusalem from the midst thereof,

by the spirit of judgment, and by the spirit of expurgation
"

(iv. 4). Again :
" The waters of Dimon are full of hlood

"

(xv. 9). Again :
" Your hands are polluted ivith hlood, and your

fingers with iniquity ; . . . their feet run to evil, and hasten to

shed innocent hlood ; their thoughts are thoughts of iniquity
"

(lix. 3, 7). In Jeremiah :
" Also in thy wings u-ere found the

hlood of the souls of the poor innocents" (ii. 34). Again: '3.

" For the sins of the prophets, the iniquities of the priests,

shedding the hlood of the just in the midst of Jerusalem ; they
wandered blind in the streets, they loere polluted with hlood,

those things which they cannot, they touch with garments

"

(Lam. iv. 13, 14). In Ezekiel :
" I passed by thee, and saw thee

trodden under foot in thy hloods, and I said unto thee, Live in
thy hloods; and I said unto thee. Live in thy hloods. ... I

washed thee with waters, and I washed away thy hloods from
upon thee ; and I anointed thee with oil " (xvi. 6, 9). Again :

" Thou son of man, wilt thou dispute with the city of hloods ?

Make known to her all her abominations. . . . Thou art made
guilty hy thy hlood which thou hast jpoured out ; and thou art

polluted by the idols which thou hast made. . . . Behold, the

princes of Israel, every one according to his arm have been in

thee, and have shed hlood : . . . men (viri) of slanders have been
VOL. VI. X
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in thee to shed Wood, and in thee they have eaten upon the

mountains " (xxii. 2, 4, 6, 9). In Moses :
" If any man shall

sacrifice elsewhere than upon the altar at the tent, there shall

*4 he hlood, and as if he had shed hlood " (Levit. xvii. 1-9). Falsi-

fied and profaned truth is signified by the following passages

concerning blood ; In Joel :
" I will give prodigies in the heavens

and in tlie earth, Uood, and fire, and pillars of smoke ; the sun
shall be turned into thick darkness, and the moon into hlood,

before the great and terrible day cometli " (Joel iii. 3, 4 [ii. 30,

31]). In the Apocalj^se :
" The sun became black as sack-

cloth of hair, and all the moon became as blood" (vi. 12).

Again :
" The second angel sounded, and as it were a great

mountain burning with fire was cast into the sea, and the third

part of the sea became hlood " (viii. 8). Again :
" The second

angel poured out his vial upon the sea, and it became as the

Uood of a dead man, whence every living soul died in the sea.

The third angel poured out his vial upon the rivers and the

15 fountains of waters, and it became blood" (xvi. 3, 4). In like

manner where it is written "that the rivers, the gatherings

together and lakes of waters, were turned into blood in Egypt

"

(Exod. vii. 15-22); for by Egypt is signified the science which
from itself enters into heavenly arcana, and hence perverts,

denies, and profanes Divine truths, nos. 1164, 1165, 1186 ; all

the miracles in Egypt, being Divine, involved such things.

That the rivers, which were turned into blood, denote the truths

which are of intelligence and wisdom, see nos. 108, 109, 3051 :

that waters denote the same, see nos. 680, 2702, 3058 : that

fountains also, see nos. 2702, 3096, 3424 : that seas denote

scientific truths in the complex, see no. 28 ; that the moon, of

which also it is said that it should be turned into blood, denotes

Divine truth, see nos. 1529-1531, 2495, 4060. Hence it is

evident, that by the moon, the sea, the fountains, the waters,

and the rivers being turned into blood, is signified truth

falsified and profaned.

4736. Cast him into that 2nt which is in the wilderness : that

this signifies that they should hide it in the meanwhile among
their falsities, that is, that they would consider it as false, but
would still retain it as being of advantage to the church, is

evident from the signification of a pit, as denoting falsities, see

above, no. 4728 ; and from the signification of a wilderness, as

denoting where there is not truth. Eor wilderness is a term of

wide signification, denoting what is uninhabited, thus what is

not cultivated, which, when predicated of the church, denotes

where there is no good, and consequently no truth, nos. 2708,

3900 ; thus by the pit in the wilderness are here meant falsities

in which there is no truth because no good. It is said in

which there is no truth, because no good ; for when faith is

believed to save without works, truth indeed may be given, but
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still with him who so believes, it is not truth, because it does
not look to good, neither is it from good; this truth is not
vital, because it has in it a principle of falsity ; consequently
with him in whom there is sucli truth, it is no other than
falsity from the principle which dominates therein : the
[ruling] principle is like the soul, from which the rest derive
life. On the other hand, there are falsities which are received
as truths, when good is in them, especially if it be the good of

innocence, as among the Gentiles, and also among many within
the church.

4737. And lay no hand npon Mm : that this signifies lest

they should violate it, may appear without explanation.

4738. That he might rescue him out of their hand, to restore

him to his father : that this signifies that he might claim it

for the church, appears from the signification of rescuing out
of their hand, as denoting delivering, as above, no. 4732 ; aud
from the signification of restoring to his father, as denoting
claiming for the church ; for by Jacob, who here is the father,

is represented the Jewish religion derived from the Ancient
church, as mentioned above, nos. 4700, 4701. That which he
would claim for the church, is the Divine truth concerning the
Lord's Divine Human, for by Joseph that truth is specifically

signified, as was said above. As to what further concerns this '

truth, it must be known that the Ancient church, and also the
primitive Christian church, acknowledged it; but after the
papal chair had grown even to establishing domination over
all human souls, and had exalted itself as is said of the king of

Babel in Isaiah :
" Thou hast said in thy heart, I will ascend into

the heavens, I will exalt my throne above the stars of heaven,
and I will sit in the mountain of the assembly ; . . . I will

ascend above the heights of the cloud, and I will become like

the Most High" (Isaiah xiv. 13, 14), then the Divine was taken
away from the Lord's Human ; or a distinction was drawn
between His Divine and His Human. How this was decreed ;

in a certain Council, has also been revealed to me. There
appeared to me certain spirits in front towards the left at the

plane of the sole of the foot, at some distance from me ; they
spoke with each other, but I did not hear on what subject : it

was told me, that they were some of those who were together

iu the council, when the decree was made concerning the Lord's

two natures, the Divine and the Human. Presently it

was also given me to speak with them : they said, that they
who had the greatest influence in the council, and who pre-

vailed over the rest in dignity and authority, assembled to-

gether on this occasion in a dark room, and concluded that

both the Divine and the Human should be attributed to the

Lord, principally because otherwise the papal chair would nut

subsist. Eor if they had acknowledged the Lord as being one
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with the Father, as He Himself saith, it would have been
impossible that any vicar of His should be acknowledged on
earth ; for at that time there existed schisms, whereby the

papal Power might have been brought to decay and dissipated,

unless they had drawn this distinction : to corroborate the

above decree, they sought confirming proofs from the AVord,

4 and persuaded the rest [of the Council]. They added, that

thereby they could have dominion in heaven and on earth,

because they knew from the Word, that to the Lord was given

all Power in the heavens and in the earths ; which Power
could not be attributed to any vicar, if the Human was also

acknowledged to be Divine : for they knew that no one was
allowed to make himself equal to God, and that the Divine had
the above Power of itself, but not the Human, unless it was
given to it, as it was also afterwards given to Peter. They
said, that the schismatics at that time were men of much
discernment and ingenuity, and that thus they could keep
them quiet ; and that thereby also the papal Power was con-

firmed. Hence it is evident that the above distinction was
invented only for the sake of domination ; and that therefore

they were not willing to know that the Power given to the

Lord's Human in the heavens and in the earths, manifestly

shews that it also is Divine. And that by Peter, to whom the

keys of the heavens were given by the Lord, is not meant
Peter, but the faith of charity, which, as being from the Lord

alone, is the Power of the Lord alone, see the preface to the

twenty-second chapter of Genesis,

4739. Yerses 23-30. And it came to j^f^ss, as Joseph came to

his brethren, and they stripped Joseph of his coat, the coat of
various colours which was upon him ; and they took him, and cast

him into the p)it : and the pit ivas empty, there was no water

in it. And. they sat down to eat bread ; and they lifted up their

eyes, and looked, and behold, a company of Ishmaelitcs camefrom
Uilead, and their camels bearing spices, and resin, and stacte,

going to carry doivn to Egypt. And Judah said unto his

brethren, What gain is it that we slay our brother, and cover his

blood 1 Gome, and let us sell hint to the Ishmaelitcs, and let not

our hand be icpon him ; for he is our brother, our flesh : and his

brethren hearkened. And there passed by men, Midianites,

traders ; and they dreio out, and made Joseph come up out

of the p)it, and they sold Joseph to the Ishmaelitcs for twenty

of silver ; and they brought Joseph into Egypt. And Beuben
returned to the j)it, and, behold ! Joseph was not in tlie pit : and
he rent his garments. And he returned unto his brethren, and
said, The child is no more ; and I, xohitlier do I come ? And
it came to piass, as Joseph came unto his brethren, signifies when
it was preached concerning Him : and they stripped Joseph of

his coat, signifies that they shook off the appearances of truth
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and annihilated them : the coat of various colours, ichich loas

upon him, signifies the quality of appearances as to truths

from good : and they took him, and cast him into the pit, sig-

nifies among falsities : and the pit was empty, there was 7io luater

in it, signifies that there was then nothing true : and they sat

down to eat bread, signifies the appropriation of e\dl from
falsity : ajid they lifted tip their eyes and looked, signifies

further thought : and, behold ! a company of Ishinaelites came

from Gilead, signifies those who are in simple good, such as

prevails amongst the gentiles : and their camels bearing spices,

and resin, and stacte, signifies interior natural truths : going to

carry doivn to Egypt, signifies instruction from scientifics : and
Judah said unto his brethren, signifies the depraved in the

church, who are against all good whatsoever : what gain is it

that we slay our brother, and cover his blood ? signifies that

hence would he nothing profitable, and no height, if this were

entirely extinguished : come, and let us sell him to the Ishmaelites,

signifies that they who are in simple good acknowledge Him

:

a7id let not our hand be upon him, signifies that they may be

without blame : for he is our brother, oiir flesh, signifies because

what is from them is accepted : and his brethren hearkened,

signifies condescension : and there passed by men, Ifidianites,

traders, signifies those who are in the truth of that good : and
they drew out, and made Joseph come up out of the pit, signifies

aid from them that he might not be among falsities : and they

sold Joseph to the Ishmaelites, signifies reception by those who
are in simple good, and alienation by those who are in faith

separate : for twenty of silver, signifies valuation : and they

brought Joseph into Egypt, signifies consultation from scientifics :

and Beuhen returned to the pit, signifies the faith of the church

in general : and, behold ! Joseph was not in the pit, signifies

that there was no longer any faith : and he rent his garments,

signifies mourning : and he returned to his brethren, signifies

those who teach : mul said, The child is no more, signifies that

there was no faith in Him : and I, whither do I come ? signifies

where now is the church.

4740. And it came to p)ass, as Joseph came unto his brethren

:

that this signifies when it was preached concerning Him,
appears from the representation of Joseph, as denoting Divine

truth, especially concerning the Lord's Divine Human. When
this is said to come to them, it denotes that it is preached to

them ; for his brethren represent the church which is in faith

separate, to whom it is preached.

4741. And they stripped Joseph of his coat : this signifies

that they shook off the appearances of truth, and annihilated

them, appears from the signification of stripping, when pre-

dicated of Divine truth, wliich here is Joseph, as denoting

shaking off, and also annihilating ; and from the signification
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of the coat, because it was of various colours, as denoting the

appearances of truth, see no. 4677. The shaking off' and
aunihihiting the appearances of truth is effected, after the truth

itself has been rejected ; Ibr the truth itself I'roni itself shines

forth in the minds ; and howsoever it is extinguished, appears,

especially with those who are in good. This also is clearly

seen by those who have annihilated truth in themselves,

wherefore also they endeavour to shake off and annihilate those

appearances. The case may be illustrated by the following

example. "Who does not see that willing well and doing well

constitutes the veriest Christian life ? And if any one be
told that this is charity, he cannot but affirm it

;
yea, they

who affirm [it to be charity] will say that they know what it

is, because it is of the life : but thinking that this or that is

truth, even from confidence, as they are willing to do who are

in faith separate,—of this they will say that they do not know
what it is, for they can have no other perception concerning it,

than as of smoke which vanishes away. As faith alone, and
consequent confidence, appears such to all persons whomso-
ever who think seriously about it, and especially to the good,

therefore they labour to shake off and annihilate those appear-

ances also, by thus removing whatsoever touches nearer, and
whatsoever is in the circuit; this is signified by stripping

Joseph of the coat which was upon him. The same persons

also believe that those are wiser than the rest, wlio by various

arguments can confirm a dogma once received, whatsoever be
its quality, and by various reasonings make it appear like the

truth : but this is very far from being the part of a wise man,
as it is in the power of any one to do so who possesses any
ingenuity

;
yea, the evil can do it more skilfully than the

well-disposed. For it is not of a rational man to do this, because

he can see, as from a higher [principle], whether that which is

confirmed be true or false ; and as he sees this, he makes no
account of the things which confirm falsity, and regards them
in himself as no otherwise than ludicrous and vain things,

howsoever another person believes them to be taken out of the

school of wisdom itself. In a word, nothing is less the part of

a wise man, yea, nothing is less rational, than being able to

confirm falsities ; for it is the part of a wise man, and it is

rational, first to see that a thing is true, and next to confirm it

;

because to see truth, is to see from tlie light, of heaven, which
is from the Lord ; whereas to see falsity as truth, is to see

from a fatuous lumen which is from hell.

4742. TJic coat of various colours, which was iqjon him: that

this signifies the quality of appearances as to truths from good,

appears from the signification of the coat of various colours, as

denoting the appearances of truth, whereby the spiritual of the

natural is known and distinguished, see no. 4677 ; in the
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present case, therefore, it denotes the quality of appearances

;

wherefore also mention is twice made of the coat, " They
stripped Joseph of his coat, the coat of various colours." That

the quality of appearances is according to truths from good,

may be manifest from the appearances of truth, when presented

to view in the light of heaven, that is, in the other life ; where

there is no other light than that which comes through heaven

from the Lord, and which exists from His Divine truth ; for

before the eyes of the angels this appears as light, see nos.

2776, 3190, 3195, 3222, 3339, 3340, 3636, 3643, 3993, 4302,

4413, 4415. This light is varied with every one according to

reception ; all the thought of the angels is effected by the

variation of that light, as also is the thought of man, although

man does not know this ; because with man that light falls

into material images or ideas, which are in his natural or

external man from the light of the world. Hence that light

is obscured in man to such a degree, that he hardly knows that

his intellectual light and sight is thence ; but in the other life,

when the sight of the eye is no longer in the light of the world,

but in the light of heaven, it then manifests itself that his

thought is from thence. When this light passes from heaven

into the \vorld of spirits, it is there presented under the appear-

ances of various colours, which in beauty, variety and pleasant-

ness, immensely exceed the colours which are from the light of

the world: see what was adduced above from experience

concerning colours, nos. 1053, 1624, 3993, 4530, 4677. As
colours in the other life exist from this source, they are in

their origin nothing else than the appearances of truth from

good ; for truth does not shine from itself, because in it singly

there is nothing flaming ; but it shines from good, for good is

like flame from which is light : such, therefore, as the good is,

such does the truth thence appear ; and such as the truth is, in

such manner does it shine from good. Hence it is evident what

is signified in the internal sense by a coat of various colours,

namely, the quality of appearances as to truths from good

:

for by Joseph, to whom the coat belonged, is represented the

Divine truth, as has been shewn above.

4743. And they took him, and cast him into the pit: that

this signifies among falsities, appears from what was said above,

nos. 4728, 4736, where similar words occur.

4744. And the jnt was emi^ty, there was no water in it : that

this signifies that there was then nothing true, appears from

the signification of a pit, as denoting falsities, see no. 4728
;

from the signification of empty, as denoting where there is

nothing true, because nothing good, of which we shall speak

presently ; and from the signification of water, as denoting

truth, sec nos. 080, 739, 2702, 3058, 3424. That empty denotes

where there is nothing true, because nothing good, appears also
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from other passages in the Word ; as from Jeremiah :
" Their

nobles have sent their little ones for the waters : they came to the

pits, and did not find waters; they returned with emyty vessels;

they were affected with shame and ignominy, and they covered

their head" (xiv. 3). Empty vessels denote truths in which
there is not trutli from good. Again :

" He hath devoured me,

Nebuchadnezzar the king of Babel hath disturbed me, he hath

made me an empty vessel, he hath swallowed me up " (li. 34).

An empty vessel denotes where there is no truth : Babel

denotes those who vastate, that is, deprive others of truths,

no. 1327. Again :
" I beheld the eartli, and, lo, it was empty

and void ; and the heavens, and they had no light " (iv. 23).

In Isaiah :
" The spoonbill and the bittern shall possess it

;

and the owl and the raven shall dwell therein : and they shall

stretch over it the line of emptiness, and the plunibline of void-

2ness" (xxxiv. 11). Again: "The city of emptiness shall be

broken ; every house shall be shut up, that no man may come
in. There shall be a cry over the wine in the streets ; the joy

of the earth shall be banished, what is left in the city shall be

wasteness " (xxiv. 10-12). In this passage empty is expressed

by another term in the original language, which yet involves

a like signification : that empty denotes where there is no
truth because no good, is evident from each of the things

mentioned in the internal sense, namely, from the significa-

tion of a city, of a house, of a cry, of wine, and of streets.

In Ezekiel :
" The Lord Jehovih saith, Woe to the city of

bloods ! even I will make a great fire, . . . placing the pot empty
upon the coals, that the brass of it may grow hot and glow, and
the uncleanness of it melt in it, the scum of it be consumed "

(xxiv. 9, 11). In this passage it is evident what is meant by
empty ; an empty pot is that in which is uncleanness and

3 scum, that is, evil and falsity. In like manner in Matthew

:

" When the unclean spirit is gone out of a man, he walketh
through dry places, seeking rest, but findeth none. Then he
saith, I will return into my house from whence I came out ; and
when he cometh, and findeth it empty, swept, and prepared

for him, then lie goeth, and taketh to himself seven other

spirits more wicked than himself, and they enter in and dwell

there " (xii. 43-45). The unclean spirit denotes uncleanness of

life in man, and also the unclean spirits who are with him, for

unclean spirits dwell in the uncleanness of man's life; dry

places, or where are no waters, denote where are no truths

;

the house being empty, denotes the interiors of man again

replete with uncleannesses, that is, with falsities from evil. In

Luke: " God hath filled the hungry with good things, and the

rich he hath sent empty away " (i. 53). The rich denote those

who know many things, for riches in the spiritual sense are

scientifics, doctrinals, and the Knowledges of good and truth
;
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they are called the empty rich, who know those things, and do

not do them ; for truths are not truths to them, because without

good, no. 4736.

4745. And they sat doivn to cat bread : That this signifies

the appropriation of evil from falsity, appears from the signi-

fication of eating, as denoting appropriation, see nos. 3168, 3513,

3596, 3832 ; and from the signification of bread, as denoting

the good of love, see nos. 276, 680, 2165, 2177, 3464, 3478, 3735,

3813,4211,4217, 4735; and also as denoting in general all

food, no. 2165 : but here bread denotes the contrary, namely,

evil ; for it is a known thing, that they who eat bread in the

Holy Supper unworthily, do not appropriate to themselves good,

but evil, hence it is evident that by eating bread, in the con-

trary sense, is signified the appropriation of evil. Among the

Ancients, when they made any remarkable decree, which was
confirmed by the rest, it was customary on such occasions'to eat

together; by which was signified that they approved, and
thereby that they appropriated it to themselves ; as in Ezekiel

:

" Behold, the princes of Israel, every one according to his arm,

have been in thee, and have shed blood. . . . Men of slanders

have been in thee to shed blood ; and in thee they have eaten

upon the viountains" (xxii. 6, 9). Moreover, it should be known
that there are in general two origins of evil, one from life, the

other from doctrine ; that which is derived from the doctrine

of falsity, is called evil from falsity ; this is the evil which is

here meant.

4746. And they lifted up their eyes and loolced : that this

signifies further thought, appears from the signification of lifting

up the eyes and looking, as denoting intention and thought, or

intense thought, see nos. 2789, 2829, 3198, 3202, 4339 ; that it

here denotes further thought, is evident from the series.

4747. And, behold ! a company of Ishmaelites came from
Gilead : that this signifies those who are in simple good, such

as the gentiles are in, appears from the representation of the

Ishmaelites, as denoting those who are in simple good as to life,

and thence in natural truth as to doctrine, see no. 3263 ; and
from the signification of Gilead, as denoting exterior good, by
which man is first initiated when he is being regenerated, see

nos. 4117, 4124. Hence it is evident that by a company of

Ishmaelites from Gilead, is signified such good as prevails among
the gentiles ; that is, those who are in such simple good. How
this is, may appear from what has been already said, and from

what follows. This only sliall be premised, that those within the

church, who have confirmed themselves against Divine truths,

especially against these, that the Lord's Human is Divine, and

that works of cliarity contribute to salvation, if they have con-

firmed themselves against these tenets, not only in doctrine but

also in life, have reduced themselves to such a state as to the
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interiors, that afterwards they cannot by any means be brought

to receive those truths ; for the things which are once confirmed

in doctrine, and at the same time in life, remain to eternity.

They who do not know the interior state of man, may suppose

that every one, howsoever he had confirmed himself against the

above truths, might yet afterwards easily receive them, if he were
only convinced ; but that this is impossible, it has been given

me to know from such in the other life by nmch experience.

For that which is confirmed in doctrine, imbues the intellectual

;

and that which is confirmed in life, imbues the voluntary ; and
that which is inrooted into each life of man, namely, the life of

his understanding, and the life of his w^ill, cannot be rooted

out, since the very soul of man, which lives after death, is

formed thereof, and is such that it never recedes from them.

This also is the reason why the lot of those within the

church, with whom this is the case, is worse than the lot of

those who are outside of the church ; for the latter, who are

called gentiles, have not confirmed themselves against those

truths, because they have not known them ; wherefore such

of them as have lived in mutual charity, easily receive Divine
truths, if not in the world, yet in the other life ; see what
was adduced from experience concerning the state and lot

of the gentiles and peoples in the other life, nos. 2589-2604.

3 Hence it is that, when any new church is established by the

Lord, it is not established among those w^ho are within the

church, but among those who are without ; that is, among
iJhe gentiles, who therefore are frequently treated of in the

Word. These things are premised, in order that it may be

known what is involved by Joseph being cast into a pit by his

brethren, and drawn out from thence by the ]\Iidianites, and
sold to the Ishmaelites ; for Joseph's brethren represent those

within the church who have confirmed themselves against the

Divine truth, especially against these two truths, that the

Lord's Human is Divine, and that works of charity contribute

to salvation ; and this not only in doctrine, but also in life
;

but the Ishmaelites represent those who are in simple good,

and the Midianites those who are in the truth of that good

;

it is related, that the latter drew Joseph out of the pit, and that

the former bouglit him. But what is signified by their bringing

him down into Egypt, and there selling him to Potiphar,

Pharaoh's chamberlain, will be shewn in what follows.

4748. And their camels hearing spices, and resin, and stacte :

that this signifies interior natural truths, appears from the

signification of camels, as denoting in general those things

of the natural man which serve the spiritual, and specifically

general scientifics in the natural man, see nos. 3048, 3071,

3114, 3143, 3145, 4156 ; and from the signification of spices,

resin, and stacte, as denoting interior natural truths conjoined
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to good there, of which we shall speak presently. Among the

Ancients, sweet-smelling and fragrant tilings were used in

their sacred worship ; whence came their incenses and per-

fumes ; similar things were also mixed in the oils with which
they were anointed ; but at this day it is not known whence this

originated ; because it is not known that the things used in

worship among the Ancients derived their origin from spiritual

and celestial things, which are in the heavens, and that tliey

correspond thereto : man has removed himself so far from
those things, and immersed himself so much in natural,

worldly, and corporeal things, that he is in obscurity, and
many are in a negative [state] respecting the existence of

anything spiritual and celestial. Incenses and perfumes were 2

applied by the Ancients to sacred purposes, because odour

corresponds to perception, a fragrant odour, as of spices of

various kinds, to a grateful and agreeable perception, such as is

that of truth from good, or of faith from charity
;
yea, such is

the correspondence, that perceptions themselves in the other

life, as often as it pleases the Lord, are changed into odours

;

see what was shewn before from experience on this subject,

nos. 925, 1514, 1517-1519, 3577, 4624-4634. What is here

specifically signified by spices, resin, and stacte, may appear

from other passages where they are mentioned ; in general, they

signify interior truths in the natural, but which are from good

there ; for truths by themselves do not constitute that [natural],

but good through truths ; hence its varieties are according to

the quality of truth conjoined with good, consequently accord-

ing to the quality of good, for good has its quality from truths.

As by Gilead is signified exterior good, such as is that of the 3

sensuals, and what is called pleasure (volupe) (nos. 4117, 4124),

and as by Egypt in a good sense are signified scientifics, which
are the external truths of the natural man corresponding to

that good, or agreeing with it (no. 1462), therefore by the

Ishmaelites from Gilead carrying those spices down to Egypt
upon camels, is signified that they carried their interior truths,

from their scientifics, to the scientifics which are signified by
Egypt, of which we shall speak presently. Interior truths are

conclusions from exterior truths or scientifics, for the scientifics

of tlie natural man are means which serve for forming con-

clusions upon, and thereby viewing, interior things ; in the

same way as any one views the mind [animus] of another in

his countenance, in the vibration of the light of his eyes, in the

life of his tone in speaking, and of his gestures in acting. As 4

such truths are the means whereby man's natural is perfected

and also amended, therefore healing is ascribed to spices of this

sort, as to resin, in Jeremiah :
" Is there no halm {rcsina halsaviica)

in Gilead ? Is there no physican there ? Why then doth not

the health of [the daughter of] my people go up ? " (viii. 22).
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Agaiu :
" Go up to Gilcail, and take resin, virgin daughter'

of Egypt : in vain hast thou multiplied medicines ; there is no
healing for thee" (xlvi. 11). Again: " IJabel fell suddenly,

and was broken to pieces : howl over her ; take resin for her

pain, perchance she may be healed" (li. 8). That similar

things have a spiritual signification, is very manifest in the

Apocalypse :
" The merchants of the earth shall weep and

wail over Babylon, for no man buyeth their merchandise any
more ; merchandise of gold, and silver, and precious stones, and
2)earls, and Jine linen, and crimson, and silh, and scarlet, and all

thyine wood, and every vessel of ivory, and every vessel of most

precious wood, and of hrass, and iron, and onarble, and cinnamon,
and perfumes, and ointments, and frankincense, and wine, and
oil, a.nd fine flour, and vjJieat, and leasts of lurdcn, and sheep, and
horses, and chariots, and the bodies and souls of men" (xviii.

11-13). These things would never have been enumerated so

specitically unless they had each of them signified such things

as are in the Lord's kingdom and in His church ; for without

such a signification, they would have been unmeaning expres-

sions. It is known that by Babylon are signified those who
have turned aside from all worship of the Lord to the worship
of self, and who in consequence thereof are in a profane

internal whilst they are in a ; holy external ; wlieretbre by
their merchandise are signified those things which they have
studiously and artfully invented, for the sake of the worship

of self, also the doctrinals and Knowledges of good and truth

from the Word, which they have perverted in favour of them-
selves : thus by each of the things enumerated above, such

things are specifically signified ; and by cinnamon, perfumes,

ointments, and frankincense, are signified truths which are

from good, but with them truths perverted and falsities from
' evil. In like manner as to what is said of the merchandise
of Tyre in Ezekiel :

" Judah and the land of Israel were thy

traders in wheat of Minnith, and Pannag, in honey, and oil,

and resin, they gave thy trading" (xxvii. 17). In this passage,

also, by resin is signified truth from good. To him who does

not believe in the internal sense of the "Word, all the above
things will be bare expressions, thus vessels containing nothing

within ; when yet Divine, celestial, and spiritual things are in

them.

4749. Going to carry clown to Egypt : that this signifies in-

struction in scientifics, appears from the signification of Egypt,

as denoting scientifics, see nos. 1164, 11G5, 1462; and as by
spices, resin, and stacte, are signified interior truths from the

scientifics of those who are in simple good, such as the gentiles

are in, therefore by going to carry down thither is signified

being instructed. The case herein is thus :—the scientifics

which are signified by Egypt, are scientifics which conduce to
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spiritual life, and correspond to spiritual truths ; for formerly
the Ancient church was in Egypt, but after it was there turned
into magic, the scientifics which pervert spiritual things were
signified by Egypt. Hence it is that scientifics in a good
sense, and in the opposite, are signified in the Word by Egypt,
see nos. 1164, 1165, 1462 ; in the present case, in a good sense.

The scientifics from which are interior truths, which are signi-

fied by the Ishmaelites carrying spices, resin, and stacte, on
their camels, are such [scientifics] as are not of the church, but
such as prevail among the gentiles ; these truths from these
scientifics are improved and healed no otherwise than by the
scientifics of the genuine church, thus by instruction therein.

These are the things which are here signified.

4750. And Judali said unto his hrethren : that this signifies

the depraved in the church who are against all good whatso-
ever, appears from the representation of Judah, as denoting, in

a good sense, the good of celestial love, see nos. 3654, 3881,
but in the opposite sense denoting [that which is] contrary to

all good whatsoever, of which we shall speak presently ; and
from the signification of his brethren, as denoting those in the
church who are in faith separate. The reason why those who
are against all good whatsoever, are here represented by Judah,
is that, in a good sense, by Judali in the Word are represented
those who are in the good of celestial love : celestial love is

love to the Lord, and hence love towards the neighbour.
Those who are in this love are most conjoined to the Lord, and
thus in the inmost heaven, where they are in a state of inno-
cence, in consequence of which they appear to the rest as

infants, and altogether as loves in Ibrm. No others can ap-
proach near them, wherefore when they are sent to others,

they are surrounded by other angels, by whom the sphere of

their love is tempered ; otherwise this sphere would cause
those to whom they are sent, to fall into a swoon, for the
sphere of their love pervades even to the marrows. As this 2

love, or this good of love, which is called celestial, is here
represented by Judah in a good sense, therefore in the opposite
sense by him is represented such [a principle] as is contrary to

celestial good, thus contrary to all good whatsoever. Most
expressions in the Word have a twofold sense, namely, a good
sense and a sense opposite thereto; from their good sense it is

known what is their opposite sense, for the things in the
opposite sense are diametrically contrary to those in the good.

The goods of love are in general two, namely, the good of 3

celestial love, and the good of spiritual love ; against the good
of celestial love in the opposite is the evil of the love of self,

and against the good of spiritual love in the opposite is the
evil of the love of the world ; they who are in the evil of the
love of self, are against all good whatsoever, but not so they
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who are in the evil of the love of the world. In the Word,
those who are in the love of self are represented by Judah
in the opposite sense ; and those who are in the love of the

world, by Israel in the opposite sense ; the reason is, that the

Lord's celestial kingdom was represented by Judah, and His
4 spiritual kingdom by Israel. The hells also are distinct

according to those two loves ; as those who are in the love of

self are against all good whatsoever, they are in the deepest

and hence in the most grievous hells ; but they who are in the

love of the world, are in hells not so deep, and hence in hells

less grievous, because they are not so contrary to all good

5 whatsoever. The evil of the love of self is not, as it commonly
appears, the external elation called pride, but it is hatred against

the neighbour, and hence a burning desire of revenge, and the

delight of cruelty ; these are the interiors of the love of self: its

exteriors are contempt of others in comparison with oneself, and
aversion towards those who are in spiritual good, and this some-

times with a manifest elation or pride, and sometimes witliout

it : for he who holds his neighbour in such hatred, interiorly

loves himself alone, and only those others whom he regards

as one with himself, thus them in himself, and himself in them,
6 with a view to himself alone as the end. Such are they who
are represented by Judah in the opposite sense ; the Jewish
nation also has been in such love from the earliest times, for

they have regarded all in the wliole world as the vilest slaves,

and as of no account in respect to themselves ; they have also

held them in hatred, and what is more, when the love of self

and the love of the world have not conjoined them mutually,

they have persecuted even their companions and brethren with

similar hatred. This disposition still continues in that nation,

but as they now live a precarious life in strange lands, they

conceal it deeply within themselves.

4751. What gain is it that we slay our hrother, and cover his

Mood ? that this signifies that hence there would be nothing

profitable and hence no height, if this should be entirely

extinguished, appears from the signification of what gain, as

denoting that hence there would be nothing profitable, and
also that there would be no height, of which we shall speak

presently ; from the signification of slaying, as denoting ex-

tinguishing, in the present case extinguishing Divine trutli,

specifically the Divine truth concerning the Lord's Divine

Human, which is meant by the brother, namely, Joseph ; and
from the signification of covering blood, as denoting hiding

holy truth entirely ; that lilood denotes holy truth, see no. 4735.

2 How this is, is evident from what follows. The reason why
gain here signifies not only what is profitable, but also height,

or that by the expression, what gain is it, is signified, that

hence there would be nothing profitable and no height, is,
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that it was said from lust and avarice ; for the lust of gain

and avarice is of such a nature, that it wishes not only to

possess the whole world, but also for the sake of gain to

plunder every one whomsoever, yea, even to commit murder

;

and it likewise would commit murder for a tritle, if the laws

did not oppose it. Moreover, in the gold and silver which
such a man possesses, he regards himself as the greatest in

power, howsoever he may appear otherwise in the external

form. Hence it is evident, that in avarice there is not only the

love of the world, but also the love of self, and indeed the most
filthy love of self; for with the sordidly avaricious, haughtiness

of disposition or pride is not so conspicuous outwardly, since

in some cases they are not concerned about wealth for the sake

of ostentation, neither is it that kind of the love of self which
is usually connected with pleasures, for they have little con-

cern about the body, and its food and clothing ; but it is a love

altogether earthly, having nothing for its end but money,
wherein it believes itself to be above all others, not in act but

in power. Hence it may be evident that in avarice there is

the lowest and the vilest of all self-love ; wherefore, in the

other life, the avaricious appear to themselves to be among
swine, see no. 939 ; and they are, above all others, contrary to

all good whatsoever. Hence they are in such thick darkness

that they cannot in any way see what is good and true ; they

do not at all apprehend that man has any internal wdiich

lives after death, and in heart they deride those who say that

lie has. The Jewish nation had been such from the beginning ; .

wherefore it was impossible for any internal thing to be dis-

covered manifestly to them, as is evident from the Word of the

Old Testament ; and whereas they are rooted in that worst kind

of the love of self, they would defile interior truths and goods,

and would thereby profane them more than all other people,

unless by avarice they were so far removed from internal

things, and were thence kept in thick darkness, for tliey cannot

profane so long as they do not acknowledge, see nos. 1008,

1010, 1059, 2051, 3398, 3402, 3489, 3898, 4289, 4601. Hence
it is that the Lord saith of them in John :

" Ye are of your
father the devil, and the desires of your father ye will to do

:

he was a murderer from the beginning " (viii. 44) ; and of

Judas Iscariot, who represented the Jewish church :
" Have

not I chosen you twelve, but one of you is a devil " (vi. 70)

:

by him also, in that he sold the Lord, the same was represented

as here by Judah, who said, Come, and let us sell Joseph.

4752. Come, and let us sell him to the Ishmaelitcs : that this

signified that they who are in simple good acknowledge Him,
appears from the signification of selling, as denoting alienating

from themselves, thus being received by others, see no. 4098,

which, when predicated of truth, as in the present case, denotes
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being acknowledged by them ; and from the representation of

the Ishmaelites, as denoting those who are in simple good, see

above, no. 4747. That they who are in simple good acknow-
ledge the Divine truth, especially concerning the Lord's Divine
Human, has been shewn above.

4753. And let not our hand he upon him : that this signifies

tliat they may be without blame, appears from the signification

of not letting a hand be upon any one, as denoting that violence

should not be done, as above, no. 4737 ; and as the preventing

of violence denotes the preventing of blame, this also is signi-

fied by the above words.

4754. For he is our brother, our flesh : that this signifies be-

cause what is from them is accepted, appears from the signi-

fication of a brother, as denoting consanguinity from good, see

no. 3815 ; and from the signification of flesh, as denoting the

proprium in each sense, no. 3813 ; thus that it was accepted,

because it was accepted by those who are of the church, in

consequence of its being accepted by those who are in simple

good ; for the Ishmaelites represent those who are in simple

good, and Joseph's brethren represent the church which is in

faith separate from charity. They who are in simple good,

acknowledge that the Lord's Human is Divine, and also that

works of charity ought to be done, in order that man may be

saved. They who are in faith separate know this, wherefore

they do not eagerly insist on this faith before every one, and
scarcely at all before those who are in simple good, principally

because they dare not oppose common sense, and because they

would thereby derogate from their own dignity and gain.

For if they denied such truths, those who are in simple good

would say that they were foolish ; for they know what love is,

and what the works of love, but they do not know^ what faith

separate therefrom is ; argumentations in favour of faith

against works, and concerning the distinction between the

Lord's Human and His Divine, they would call sophisms

which they do not comprehend. Wherefore they willingly

concede, that they and what is from them may be accepted

;

for if those truths were extinguished, they would have no profit

and no height, see no. 4751.

4755. And his brethren hearkened: that this signifies con-

descension, appears without explanation.

4756. And there p)asse(l hy men, Midianites, traders: that this

signifies those who are in the truth of that good, appears from

the representation of the Midianites, as denoting those who are

in the truth of simple good, see no. 3242 ; and from the signi-

fication of traders, as denoting those who have the Knowledges

of good and truth, for these in the spiritual sense are riches,

wealth, and merchandise ; hence trading denotes procuring and

communicating those Knowledges, nos. 2967, 4453. In the
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present case the Knowledges of good are not signified, but the

Knowledges of truth, for the Midianites are they who are in

the truth of simple good, as was said above ; hence they are

also called men (viri), for they are so called who are in truth,

see nos. 3134, 3309. From the historical series it is here

evident, that Joseph was sold to the Ishmaelites, but that he
was drawn out of the pit by the Midianites, and was also sold

by the Midianites in Egypt to Potiphar ; for in the last verse

of this chapter it is said, " And the Midianites sold him into

Egypt, to Potiphar, Pharaoh's chamberlain." It may be con-

jectured, inasmuch as Joseph was sold to the Ishmaelites, that

he was sold in Egypt by them, and not by the Midianites ; but

still it was so done for the sake of the representation of those

things which are in the internal sense : for Joseph, that is,

Divine truth, cannot be sold by those who are in good, but by
those who are in the truth of that good :—the reason will be

seen in the explanation of the last verse of this chapter.

4757. And they drew out and made Joseph come up out of the

pit : that this signifies aid from them, that he may not be among
falsities, appears from the signification of drawing out and
making to come up, as denoting delivering, consequently bring-

ing aid, of which we shall speak presently : and from the sig-

nification of the pit, as denoting falsities, see no. 4728, thus

that he may not be among falsities. The reason why drawing
out and making to come up, here denotes bringing aid, is, that

it is truth which brings aid to good ; for power is ascribed to

truth, because good exercises power through truth, see nos.

3091, 3563 ; and, moreover, it is truth whereby falsity is known^
thus whereby aid is brought to prevent [man] being among
falsities. Hence it is that it was the Midianites who drew out

and made Joseph come up out of the pit, and the Ishmaelites

who bought him.

4758. Aiid they sold Joseph to the Ishmaelites: that this

signifies reception by those who are in simple good, and aliena-

tion by those who are in faith separate, appears from the sig-

nification of selling, as denoting alienating, respectively to

those who are in faith separate, who here are Joseph's brethren,

for these sold him ; and as denoting being received, respectively

to those who are in simple good, who are here the Ishmaelites,

for these bought him ; that the Ishmaelites are they who are

in simple good, was shewn above, nos. 3263, 4747. Concerning
these, see what was said above, no. 4756.

4759. For twenty of silver: that this signifies valuation,

appears from the signification of twenty, as denoting good and
truth stored up in the interior man by the Lord, which are

called remains, see no. 2280, thus denoting holy good or truth

;

in the present case holy truth, because it is said twenty of

silver, for silver denotes truth, see nos. 1551, 2951: : the same
VOL. VI. T
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number also signifies what is not holy, since most expressions

in the Word have an opposite sense also. In the present case,

twenty denotes what is not holy, respectively to those who
alienated Divine truth, or sold Joseph (no. 4758), but what is

holy, respectively to those who received, or bought it ; thus

what is not holy respectively to Joseph's brethren, that is, those

in the church who are in faith separate ; but what is holy in

respect to the Ishmaelites, that is, those who are in simple

good ; these are tlie things which are understood by valuation,

2 Twenty also signifies what is not holy, because this number
denotes remains, as was said above ; with those who have no
remains of good and truth in their interior man, but instead

thereof evil and falsity, what is holy is not holy, but is either

defiled or profaned, according to the kind of evil and falsity.

That twenty also denotes what is not holy, is evident in

Zechariah :
" I saw, and behold, a flying roll. And he said

unto me, What seest thou ? And I said, I see a flyiug roll

;

the length thereof twenty cubits, the breadth thereof ten cubits.

And he said unto me. This is the curse going forth over the

faces of the whole earth" (v. 1-3). In Haggai: "When he

came to the wine-press to draw fifty from the wine-press, it

was twenty. I have smitten you with blasting, and all the

3 work of your hands with mildew" (ii. 16, 17). In Ezeldel:
" Thy food which thou shalt eat by weight, ttuenty shekels a day

;

from time to time shalt thou eat it. . . . And as a cake of

barley shalt thou eat it ; thou shalt make it before their eyes,

with dung of the ordure of man. For thus, saith Jehovah,

shall the children of Israel eat their unclean bread among the

nations " (iv. 10, 12, 13). In the above passages twenty denotes

that which is unholy, unclean, and profane. That all who
were above twenty years of age, should die in the wilder-

ness (Numb. xiv. 29 ; xxxii. 11), represented also what was
holy in respect to those who were beneath those years, and
what was not holy in respect to those who were above. That
all numbers in the Word signify things, see nos. 482, 487, 575,

647, 648, 755, 813, 1963, 1988, 2075, 2252, 4264, 4495, 4670.

That remains are good and truth stored up in the interior man
by the Lord, see nos. 468, 530, 560, 561, 576, 660, 798, 1050,

1738, 1906, 2284.

4760. And they brought Joseph into Egypt : that this signifies

consultation from scientifics, appears from the signification of

Egypt, as denoting scientifics, see nos. 1164, 1165, 1186, 1462
;

when Divine truth is brought to these scientifics, it denotes

consulting them, for by Joseph, as was shewn above, is repre-

sented Divine truth. We will briefly explain how the case is

with consultation about Divine truth from scientifics : consult-

ing scientifics concerning Divine truth, is seeing from them
whether it be so ; but this is done in one way by those who are
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in the affirmative that truth is truth, and in another way by
those who are in the negative ; wlien tlie former consult

scientifics, they confirm the truth by them, and thereby
strengthen faith ; but when the latter consult scientifics, they
cast themselves the more into falsities, for with the latter the

negative rules ; but wdth the former, the affirmative. Moreover,
the case herein is according to every man's intellectual faculty

;

if they who have not higher, that is, interior intuition, consult

scientifics, they do not see any confirmation of truth in them,
wherefore they are carried away by scientifics into the negative

:

but they who have higher, that is, interior intuition, see con-

firmations, by correspondences at least, if not otherwise. As, 2

for example, in the case of this truth, that man lives after

death:— when they who are in the negative that this is true,

consult scientifics, they confirm tliemselves against it by
numberless considerations, such as these, that the brute

animals live in like manner, have like senses, act in like

manner, and in many cases more skilfully than man, and that

thought, with which man is gifted above the brutes, is such as

he procures by coming later to mature age, and that man is an
animal of such a kind ; and they confirm this from a thousand
other considerations. Hence it is evident that if they who are

in the negative consult scientifics, they cast themselves the

more into falsities, and at length to such a degree that they

believe nothing at all concerning eternal life. But when they 3

who are in the affirmative, that it is true that man lives after

death, consult scientifics, they confirm themselves thereby,

and this also by innumerable considerations ; for they see that

every single thing in nature is beneath man, and that the brute

animals act from instinct, and man from reason ; and that the

brutes cannot do otherwise than look downwards, but that man
can look upwards, and by thought comprehend those things

which are of the spiritual world, and also be affected with them
;

yea, he may by love be conjoined with God Himself, and thereby

appropriate to himself life from the Divine ; and that he may
be led and elevated thither, is the reason why he is so late in

coming to maturity ; and, besides, he sees confirmations in

everything else which is of nature ; and at length in universal

nature he sees a representative of tlie heavenly kingdom. It 4

is a common and known thing, tliat the learned have less belief

in a life after death than the simple, and that in general they

see Divine truths less than the simple : the reason is, that they

consult scientifics, which they possess in greater abundance
than others, from the negative, and thereby destroy in them-

selves the intuition from wliat is higher or ini erior ; and when
this is destroyed, they no longer see anytliing from the light of

heaven, but from the light of the world, for scientifics are in

the light of the world, and if not illuminated by the light of
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heaven, they induce darkness, howsoever it appears otherwise

to themselves. Hence it was that the simple believed in the

Lord, but not the Scribes and IMiarisees, who were tlie learned

in the Jewish nation ; as is evident i'roni these words in John

:

" Many of the people heard the Word, and said. Of a trutli this

is the Prophet. Others said. This is the Christ (Messiah). . . .

The Pharisees answered them, Have any of the princes or of

the Pharisees believed in him ?
" (vii. 40, 41, 47, 48). And in

Luke :
" Jesus said, I thank thee, Father, Lord of heaven

and earth, that Thou hast hid these things from the wise and
intelligent, but hast revealed them unto infants" (x. 21);
infants denote the simple. Also in Matthew :

" Therefore

speak I to them by parables ; because seeing they see not, and
hearing they hear not, neither do they understand " (xiii. 13).

4761. And Reuhen returned unto the pit : that this signifies

the faith of the church in general, appears from the representa-

tion of Reuben, as denoting a confession of the faith of the

church in general, see nos. 4731, 4734 ; and from the significa-

tion of a pit, as denoting falsities, see no. 4728. Hence, by
Ileuben returning to the pit, is signified that the faith of the

church in general came to regard the falsities which were of

faith separate.

4762. Afid behold, Joseph was not in the p>it : that this

signifies that there was no longer any faith, appears from the

representation of Josepli, as denoting the Divine truth, and
when this appeared [not] among falsities, signified by the pit,

no. 4728, there is no longer any faith.

4763. And he rent his garments : that this signifies mourning,

appears from the signification of rending the garments, as denot-

ing mourning, namely, on account of truth destroyed, or because

there was no faith. In the Word, especially in the historical,

mention is frequently made of rending the garments ; but it is

not known at this day whence the expression comes, and it is

also unknown that rending the garments was a representative

of grief on account of truth being lost. This was made a repre-

sentative because garments signiiied truths, as was shewn in no.

4545 ; in the latter part of this chapter it is also said, that when
Jacob recognised his son's coat, lie rent his garments (verse 34),

by which is signified mourning on account of truth destroyed.

In like manner in other parts of the Word, as when Rabshakeh
was sent by Sennacherib king of Assyria, and spoke insultingly

against Jerusalem, "then Eliakim wlio was over the king's

house, and Shibna the scribe, and Joach the recorder, having
rent their garmeyits, related those things to king Hezekiah ; and
when he liad lieard, the king also rent his garments, and covered

himself with sackcloth " (Isaiah xxxvi. 22 ; xxxvii. 1 ; 2 Kings
xviii. 37 ; xix. 1) ; the insults which he spoke were against God,

the king, and Jerusalem, thus against Divine truth, as more
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clearly appears from the internal sense of tlie passage ; hence
the garments were rent through mourning. When Jehudi had 2

read the roll of the book before the king, which Jeremiah wrote,

it is said " that he cast it into the fire, and the king and his

servants who heard all those words, did not rend their garments
"

(Jer. xxxvi. 23, 24) : the reason why they did not rend their

garments, was, that they did not mourn on account of Divine
truth not being received. When the spies spoke evil concerning

the land of Canaan, " then Joshua the son of Nun, and Caleb
the son of Jephunneh, rent their garments, and spoke against

them " (Numb. xiv. 6), the like is involved ; for the land of

Canaan signifies the Lord's kingdom, to speak against which, is

to speak falsity against Divine truth. When " the ark of God
was taken by the Philistines, and both the sons of Eli were
dead, and when a man (vir) ran from the army to Shiloh with

his garments rent and dust upon his head " (1 Sam. iv. 11, 12), it

signified mourning over the lost Divine truth and Divine good
;

for as the ark represented the Lord's kingdom, and in the

supreme sense the Lord Himself, and hence the holy [principle]

of the church, rent garments signified mourning over lost Divine

truth, and dust upon the head, over Divine good. It is written 3

concerning Samuel and Saul :
" When Samuel turned himself

to go away, Saul laid hold of the skirt of his coat, which rent

;

wherefore Samuel said unto him, Jehovah hath rent the king-

dom of Israel from upon thee to-day, and hath given it to thy

companion. ... I will not return with thee ; because tliou

hast rejected the Word of Jehovah, and Jehovah hath rejected

thee from being king over Israel " (1 Sam. xv. 26-28). Saul's

rending the skirt of Samuel's coat, represented what Samuel
said, namely, that the kingdom should be cut off from him, and
that he should no longer be king of Israel ; for, in the internal

sense, a kingdom signifies Divine truth, nos. 1672, 2547, 4691

:

the like is signified also by a king and the kingship, nos. 1672,

1728, 2015, 2009, 3009, 3670,4575,4581 ; and by the kingdom
and the king of Israel specifically, because by Israel was repre-

sented the Lord's kingship. In like manner what is related of

Jeroboam and the prophet Achijah: "When Jeroboam went forth

out of Jerusalem, the prophet Achijah found him in the way,

when he was covered with a new garment : and they two were

alone in the field. And Achijah laid hold of the new garment

which was upon him, and rent it into tivclve jneces, a.nd said unto

Jeroboam, Take to thee ton pieces ; for thus saith Jehovah, the

God of Israel, Behold, I will rend the kingdom out of the hand
of Solomon, and will give ten tribes to thee " (1 Kings xi. 29-31).

In like manner the rending of garments when Saul was slain in 4

battle, of which it is thus written in the Second I'ook of

Samuel :
" When Saul was slain in battle, a man came out of

the cam^Y) on the third d^j, ivhose garments ivrre torn. . . . And
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when David heard of the death of Saul, David laid hold of his

garments, and rent them ; and all the servants who were with

him" (i. 2, 10, 11): whereby also was represented mourning on
account of Divine truth being lost, and cast away by those who
were in faith separate ; for by the kingship was signified Divine

truth, as was said above ; and by the Philistines, by whom Saul

was slain, were represented they who were in faith separate,

see nos. 1197, 1198, 3412, 3413 ; which is also evident from

David's lamentation over him in the same chapter, verse 17-27.

5 AVlien Absalom had smitten his brother Amnion, and the report

came to David that Absalom had smitten all the king's sons, "he

rent Ms garments, and lay on the earth ; and all his servants were

standing with their garments rent" (2 Sam. xiii. 28-31); this

also was done for the sake of representing that the truths from

the Divine were destroyed ; tlie king's sons, in the internal

sense, signify those truths. In like manner, when David, flying

on account of Absalom, " was met by Hushai the Archite ivith

his coat rent" (2 Sam. xv. 32), for by a king, especially by
David, in the Word is represented Divine truth. In like

manner, also, " when Elijah spoke to Ahab king of Israel the

words of Jehovah, that he should be extirpated on account of

the evil which he had done, then Ahah rent his garments, and
6 put sackcloth upon his flesh " (1 Kings xxi. 27-29). That
rending or tearing garments represented mourning on account

of lost truth, is further manifest from the following passages

:

" Hilkiah the priest found the book of the law in the house

of Jehovah ; when Shaphan read it before King Josiah. And
when the king heard the words of tlie book of the law, he rent

his garments" (2 Kings xxii. 8, 10, 11), manifestly on account of

the Word, that is. Divine truth, being so long lust, and obliter-

ated in heart and life. When the Lord confessed that He was
the Christ the Son of God, " and the high priest rent his gar-

ments, saying, that he had spoken blasphemy " (Matt. xxvi.

63-65 ; Mark xiv. 63, 64), it signified that the high priest

believed no other than that the Lord spoke against the Word,
7 and thereby against Divine truth. In like manner :

" When
Elijah went up in a whirlwind. And Elisha seeing, . . . laid

hold of his garments, and rent them into tico i^cces. And he took

up the coat of Elijah, which had fallen from upon him, and
smote the waters, . . . and they were divided hither and thither,

and Elisha passed over" (2 Kings ii. 11-14). Elisha rending

his garments into two pieces, was on account of mourning that

the Word, that is. Divine truth, was lost ; for by Elijah is re-

presented the Lord as to the Word, that is. Divine truth, no.

2762 ; the coat falling from Elijah, and being taken up by Elisha,

represented that Elisha continued the representation : that a

coat denotes Divine truth, see no. 4677 : wherefore also the

garment which was torn in such mourning was the coat, as is
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evident from some of the passages above cited. Inasmuch as a

garment signified the truth of the church, and in the supreme
sense the Divine truth, therefore it was disgraceful to go with
torn garments, except in such mourning; as is evident from
what was done to the servants of David by Hanun the king of

tlie sons of Amnion, in that " he cut off half of their beards,

and theii' garments in the midst even to their huttochs, where-
fore they were not admitted to David " (2 Sam. x. 4, 5).

4764. And he returned unto his hrethren : that this signifies

those who teach, appears from the representation of Joseph's

l)rethren, as denoting those who are in faith separate ; and as

they were shepherds, they also denote those who teach from
faith, as above, no. 4705.

4765. And said, The child is no more : that this signifies that

there was no faith in Him, appears from the signification of a

child, as denoting the truth of faith, for by a son is signified

truth, nos. 489, 491, 533, 1147, 2623, 2803, 2813, 3373, 3704,

so also by the child, who here is Josepli, and who represents

the Divine truth, as hath Ijeen already shewn : and whereas all

truth is of faith, for what in the Ancient churches was called

true or truth, in the New is called faith, no. 4690 ; hence by the

child being no more, is signified that there was no faith in Him.
4766. And I, whither do I come .? that this signifies where

now is the churcli, appears from the representation of Eeuben,

as denoting the faith of the church in general, see nos. 4731,

4734, 4761; and whereas Eeuben says of himself, "And I,

whither do I come ? " thereby is signified, where is now the

faith of the church ? or, what is the same thing, where is now
the church ? That the church is not, where the heavenly

Joseph is not, that is, the Lord as to Divine truth, specifically

as to the Divine truth that the Lord's Human is Divine, and
that charity is the essential of the church, consequently the

works of charity, may appear from what has been shewn in this

chapter concerning both. If this Divine truth is not received, 2

that the Lord's Human is Divine, it necessarily hence follows

that tliere is a Trine which is to be adored, but not a one ; and
also that half of the Lord is to be adored, namely. His Divine,

]jut not His Human ; for who adores that which is not Divine ?

And is the church anything, where a Trine is adored, one

separately from the other; or what is the same thing, where
three are equally worshipped ? For although the three are

called one, still the thought distinguishes and makes three, and
only tlie speech of tlie month says one. Let every one weigh

this with himself, when ho says that he acknowledges and
believes one God, whether he does not think of three; and
when he says that the Father is God, the Son is God, and the

Holy Spirit is God, and that they are also distinguished into

persons, and distinct as to offices, whether he can think that
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there is one God, except so that throe distinct anion*:!; eacli other

make a one by agreeing together, and also by condescension

so far as one proceeds from another. When, therefore, three

3 gods are adored, where is the church ? But if the Lord alone

be adored, in Whom there is a perfect Trine, in Whom is the

Father and the Father in Him, as He Himself saitli :
" If ye

believe Me not, believe the works, that ye may know and

believe tliat the Father is in Me, and I in the Father" (John x.

38). "He who hath seen me, hath seen the Father. . . .

Believest thou not, Philip, that I am in the Father, and the

Father in Me ? . . . Believe Me that I am in the Father, and
the Father in Me" (xiv. 10, 11). "He who seeth me, seeth

Him who sent Me " (xii. 45). " All Mine are Thine, and Thine

are Mine" (xvii. 10); in this case there is a Christian church,

and when it abides in this saying of the Lord :
" The first of

all the commandments is, Hear, O Israel, The Lord our God is

one Lord ; therefore thou shalt love the Lord thy God from all

thy heart, and from all thy soul, and from all thy mind, and
from all thy strength. This is the first commandment. And
the second is like unto it, Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thy-

self. There is no other commaiulmcnt greater than these " (Mark
xii. 29-31); that the Lord our God is the Lord, see Matt. iv.

7, 10 ; xxii. 41-45 ; Luke i. 16, 17 ; John xx. 28 ; and that

Jehovah in the Old Testament is called the Lord in the New,
4 no. 2921. If also this Divine truth be not received both in

doctrine and in life, that love towards the neighbour, that is,

charity, is the essential of the church, and hence that works of

charity are essential, it necessarily follows that thinking truth

is [the essential] of the church, but not thinking good ; and
thus that the thought of the man of the church may be in

contradiction and opposition together, namely, in thinking evil,

and at the same time thinking truth, and thus by thinking

evil, be with the devil, and by thinking truth, be with the

Lord ; when yet truth and evil never agree together : for " No
one can serve two masters, for either he will hate the one, and

love the other" (Luke xvi. 13). When faith separate establishes

such a tenet, and also confirms it in life, however it speaks of

the fruits of faith, where in that case is the church ?

4767. Verses 31-35. And they took Jose/plis coai, and they

hilled a goat of the she-goats, and di2)2^ed the coat in the blood.

And they sent the coat of various colours, and they brought it to

their father, and said. This have we found : knoio, I pray,

whether this be thy son's coat, or not. And he kneiv it, and said.

It is my son's coat: an evil wild beast hath devoured him:
Joseph being torn to jneces is torn to j^ieces. And Jacob rent his

garments, and put sackcloth upon his loiiis, and onourned for his

son many days. And all his sous rose up, and all his daughters,

to comfort him ; and he refused, to be comforted, and said. For I
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will go doini to the grave unto my son, mourning. And Ids

father ivept for him. And. they took Joseph's coat, signifies

appearances : and they killed a goat of the she-gocds, signifies

external truths from delights : and dipioed the coat in the blood,

signifies that they defiled with falsities from evils : and they

sent the coat of various colours, signifies appearances thus

defiled : and they brought it to their father, signifies comparison

with the goods and truths of the Ancient and Primitive church

:

and said, This have we-found, signifies that it so appears to

them : know, I pray, whether this he thy son's coat, or not

:

signifies whether there be a likeness : and he knew it, signifies

that indeed it was : and he said, It is my son's coat, signifies

that it was the truth of the church : an evil wild least hath

devoured him, signifies that the lusts of evil extinguished [it]

:

Joseph heing torn to p)icces is torn to jneces, signifies that from

falsities he is such that altogether he is not : and Jacob rent his

garments, signifies mourning for truth destroyed : and put sack-

cloth ujwn his loins, signifies mourning for good destroyed : and

he mourned for his son many days, signifies state : and all his

sons rose up, signifies those who are in falsities : a7id cdl his

daughters, signifies those who are in evils : to comfort him,

signifies that they might interpret from the sense of the letter

of the Word : and he refused to be comforted, signifies that he

was not able : and he said. For I ivill go doum to the grave unto

my son, mourning, signifies that the Ancient church would

perish : and his father wept for him, signifies interior mourning.

4768. And they took Joseph's coed : that this signifies appear-

ances, appears from the signification of a coat, in the present

ease a coat of various colours, as denoting the appearances of

truth, see nos. 4677, 4741, 4742. The subject treated of in the

following verses is the exculpation of the crime which they

committed ; in the internal sense, the confirmation of falsity

in opposition to the Divine truths spoken of above, no. 4766,

and this by appearances, which are presented by reasonings

from the sense of the letter of the Word. The confirmations

of falsity by interpretations from the sense of the letter of the

Word, are all appearances, whereby the simple are wont to be

led astray, and falsity to be presented as truth, and truth as

falsity; these appearances arc treated of in the internal sense

of the following verses.

4769, And they killed a goat of the she-goats: that this

signifies external truths from delights, appears from the signi-

fication in the Word of a goat of the she-goats, as denoting

natural truths, that is, truths of the external man, from which

the dcliglits of life are derived ; it also denotes external truths

from delights, of which we shall speak presently. Tlie trtiths

of the external man, from which the delights of life are derived,

are Divine truths such as are those of the literal sense of the
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"Word, from wliicli the doctrinals of a genuine church are

derived ; these are properly signified by a goat, and the delights

thence derived are signified by she-goats ; thus by a goat of the

she-goats, in the genuine sense, are signified they who are in

such truths and the consequent delights. But in the opposite

sense, by a goat of the she-goats, are signified those who are in

external truths, that is, in appearances of truth derived from
the sense of the letter, which agree with the delights of their

life, like those which agree wdth the delights of the body,

which in general are called pleasures, and to tlie delights of

the lower mind (animus), which in general are lionours and
gains. Such persons are signified by the goat of the she-goats,

in the opposite sense. In a word, by the goat of the she-goats,

in this sense, are signified they who are in faith separate from
charity, for these take no other truths from the Word, than

those which agree witli the delights of their life, that is, which
favour the loves of self and of the world ; the rest of the truths

they bring down thereto by interpretations, and hence they
2 present falsities as appearances of truth. That a goat of the

she-goats signifies those who are in faith separate, may appear

from Daniel :
" Behold a goat of the she-goats came from the

west, over the faces of all the earth, and he did not touch the

earth; and this goat had a horn of sight between his eyes. . . .

Out of one of the four horns came forth one horn from a little

one, and it grew exceedingly towards the south, and towards

the rising, and towards the beauty ; for it grew even to the host

of the heavens, and cast down to the earth of the host, and of

the stars, and stamped upon them ; . . . and cast forth truth to

the earth" (viii. 5, 9, 10, 12). The subject treated of in this

passage is the state of the church in general, not only of the

Jewish church, but also of the succeeding cliurch, which is the

Christian church ; for the Word of the Lord is universal. The
goat of the she-goats, in respect to the Jewish church, signifies

those who made light of internal truths, but accepted external

truths so far as they favoured their loves, which were that they

might be the greatest and the most wealthy. Hence they

acknowledge the Christ, or the Messiah, whom they expected,

no otherwise than as a king, who would exalt them above all

nations and people in the universal world, and would subject

these nations and people to them as the vilest slaves ; and this

was the source of their love to Him. What love towards the

neighbour is, they were altogether ignorant, unless it was con-

junction tln'ough a participation of the aforesaid honour, and
3 through gain. But the goat of the she-goats, in respect to the

Christian church, signifies those who are in external truths

from delights, that is, who are in faith separate ; for these also

have no concern for internal truths, and if they teach them, it

is only that they may thence acquire reputation, that they may
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be raised to honours, and acquire gain, these being the delights

which are in their hearts whilst truths are in their mouths

;

and, moreover, by sinister interpretations they drag in those

[truths] which are of genuine faith, to favour their loves.

Hence it is evident what is signified in the internal sense by
the above words in Daniel, namely, by the goat of the she-

goats, those who are in faith separate : the goat coming from the

west, denotes that it was from evil : that the west denotes evil,

see no. 3708 : his coming over the faces of the whole earth, and

not touching the earth, denotes that he came over the whole

church ; for by the earth, in the Word, nothing else is meant
than the land where the church is, thus the church, see nos.

566, 662, 1068, 1262, 1413, 1607, 1733, 1850, 2117, 2118,

2928, 3355, 4447, 4452 : tlie horns which he had, denote

powers from falsity, no. 2832 : the horn of sight, or of aspect,

between the eyes, denotes power from reasoning concerning

the truths of faith, as may appear from what was shewn con-

cerning the eye, nos. 4403-4421, 4523-4534: the one horn

which grew towards the south, the rising, and the beauty,

denotes power from faith separate even towards those things

which are of the state of the light of heaven, and of the state

of good and truth : that the south denotes a state of light, see

no. 3708 : that the rising or the east denotes a state of good,

nos. 1250, 3249, 3708 : that beauty {dccus) denotes a state of

truth, is manifest from the Word throughout : its growing even

to the host of the heavens, and casting down to the earth of

the host, and of the stars, and stamping upon them, denotes

that it so treated the Knowledges of good and truth : that

the host of the heavens and the stars, denote tlie Knowledges

of good and truth, see no. 4697. Hence it is known what is

meant by casting forth truth to the earth, namely, the casting

forth of faith itself, which in itself is charity ; for faith has

respect to charity, liecause it proceeds from charity : what in

the Ancient church was called truth, in the New church

is called faith, no. 4690. The like is signified by the goat in

Ezekiel :
" Behold, I judge between cattle and cattle, between

the rams and behveen the goats. Is it a small thing to you that

ye eat up the good pasture, and the remainder of your pastures

ye trample down with your feet ? Ye drink the sediment of

the waters, the remainder ye disturb with your feet. . . . With
your horns ye strike all the infirm, until ye have scattered

them abroad" (xxxiv. 17, 18, 21). In this passage, also, 'by

goats are signified those M'ho are in faith separate, that is, who
set doctrine above life, and at length are careless about life

;

when yet the life constitutes the man, and not the doctrine

separate, and the life remains after death, but not the doctrine,

except so far as it partakes of the life : of tliese it is said, that

they eat up the good pasture, and tramjjlc down with their feet
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the remainder of the pastures, tliat they drink the sediment of

the waters, and disturb the rest with their feet, also that with

their horns they strike the infirm, until they have dispersed

5 them. Erom the above passages, it is now evident who are they

that are meant by the goats and who by the sheep, spoken

of by the Lord in Matthew :
" Before Him shall be gathered

together all the nations ; and He shall separate them from each

other, as a shepherd separateth the sheep from the goats ; and

He shall set the sheep on the riglit hand, but th.e goats on the

left" etc. (xxv. 32, 33). That the sheep are they who are in

charity and thence in the truths of faith, and that the goats

are they who are in no charity although in the truths of faith,

that is, who are in faith separate, is clear from each of the

6 things there described. Who they are, and of what quality,

who are in faith separate, and are meant by the goats, may
appear from the two following passages. In Matthew :

" Every

tree lohich heareth not good fruit shall he heicn doivn, and cast

into the fire. Wherefore hy their frnits ye shall know them.

Not every one that saith unto Me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into

the kingdom of the heavens ; hut he who doeth the will of My
Father Who is in the heavens. Many will say unto Me in that

day, Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied through Thy name ? and
hy Thy name east out demmis ? and in Thy oiame done many
powers ? but then will I confess unto them, I never knew you

:

depart from Me, ye workers of iniquity" (vii. 19-23) ; and in

Luke :
" Then shall ye begin to stand without, and to knock at

the door, saying. Lord, Lord, open unto us ; but He shall answer,

and say unto you, / kiiow ye not tvhence ye are. Then shall ye

begin to say. We have eaten and drunk hefore Thee, and Thou
hast taught in our streets. But He shall say, I say unto you,

/ knoio ye not vjhenee ye are : depart from me, all ye workers

of iniquity" (xiii. 25-27). Tliese are they who are in faith

separate, and are called goats. But what goats signify m a

good sense, as when they were used in sacrifices, and are men-
tioned in the prophets throughout, by the Divine mercy of the

Lord, will be shewn elsewhere.

4770. And dipped the coat in the hlood: that this signifies

that they defiled with falsities from evils, appears from the

signification of dipping in blood, as denoting defiling with

falsities, for blood in the opposite sense denotes truth falsified,

no. 4735. As it was the blood of a goat of the she-goats, by
which are signified external truths from delights, such as

appertain to those who are in faith separate, it is clear that

they are falsities from evils, as is also manifest from the sequel,

where Jacob says, " An evil wild beast hath devoured him

;

Joseph being torn to pieces is torn to pieces ; " for by those

words is signified that the lusts of evil extinguished, and
thereby that by falsities he has become such as not to be
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.'it all. That there are three origins of falsity, namely, the
doctrine of the church, the fallacies of the senses, and the life

of lusts, and that the falsity from this last origin is the worst,

see no. 4729.

4771. And they sent the coat of xarious colours: tliat this

signifies appearances thus defiled, appears from the signification

of the coat of various colours, as denoting appearances, see nos.

4677, 4741, 4742, 4768 ; that they were defiled, is meant by the
coat being dipped in blood, no. 4770.

4772. And they hrought it to theirfather : that this signifies

comparison with the goods and truths of the Ancient and
Primitive church, appears from the representation of Jacob,

who here is the father, as denoting the Ancient church, see nos.

4680, 4700; and also the Primitive church, that is, the Chris-

tian church in its beginning, of which we shall speak presently

;

bringing such a coat thereto, in the internal sense, denotes
instituting a comparison of falsified goods and truths with the

goods and truths of the genuine church. The reason why by
Jacob is here represented not only the Ancient church, but also

the Primitive, that is, the Christian in its beginning, is, that

they are altogether the same as to internal things, and only
differ as to externals. The externals of the Ancient church
were all representative of the Lord and of the celestial and
spiritual things of His Kingdom, that is, of love and charity,

and faith thence, consequently of such things as are of the

Christian church : hence it is, that when the externals which
were of the Ancient church, and also of the Jewish, are unfolded

and as it were unswathed, the Christian church appears ; this

was also signified by the circumstance of the vail in the temple
being rent asunder (Matt, xxvii. 51 ; Mark xv. 38 ; Luke xxiii.

45). Hence it is that by Jacob the father is represented not

only the Ancient church, but also the Primitive Christian

church.

4773. And said unto him, This have ice found: that this

signifies that it so appears to them, is manifest from the series

of the things treated of in the internal sense, for they did not

say that it was Joseph's coat, but that they found it, referring

to the father to acknowledge whether it was his son's coat or

not : hence it follows that by those words is signified, that it so

appears to them.

4774. Know, I pray, whether this he thy son's coat, or not

:

that this signifies whether there be a likeness, appears from the

signification of knowing whether it be, as denoting whether it

be like. These things have reference to those which precede,

and they follow from them, namely, that a comparison was
instituted of falsified goods and truths with the genuine goods

and truths of the church, which is signified by their bringing the

coat dipped in blood to their father, no. 4772 ; hence in this
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passage, by " know, I pray, whether this be thy son's coat," is

signified that he should compare wliether it was like, or whether

there was a likeness.

4775. And he hietu it : that this signifies that indeed it was
;—and said, It is my son's coat ; that this signifies that it

is the truth of the church, appears from the signification of a

coat, as denoting the truth of the church, see no. 4G77, but as

it was defiled, it was indeed acknowledged that it was, but not

like the truth of the Ancient and Primitive church ; hence it is

said that indeed it was.

4776. An evil icild least hatli devoured him : that this

signifies that the lusts of evil extinguished, appears from the

signification of an evil wild beast, as denoting a lie from the life

of lusts, see no. 4729, consequently denoting lusts ; and from

the signification of devouring, as denoting extinguishing, because

it is predicated of the truth of the church. The veriest truth

of the church is, that love to the Lord and love towards the

neighbour are the primaries (see Mark xii. 29-31) ; this truth

is extinguished by lusts, for they who are in the life of lusts

cannot be in the life of love and charity, because they are

altogether opposite. The life of lusts consists in loving one-

self only, and not the neighbour except from oneself, or for the

sake of oneself ; hence they [who are in that life] extinguish

charity in themselves, and they who extinguish charity also

extinguish love to the Lord, since there is no other medium of

loving the Lord, than charity, for the Lord is in charity ; the

affection of charity is the heavenly affection itself, which is

from the Lord alone. Hence it may appear manifest that the

lusts of evil extinguish the veriest truth of the church ; and
when this is extinguished, a medium is devised which is called

saving, namely, faith, and when this is separated from charity,

truths themselves are defiled ; for it is then no longer known
what charity is, nor even what the neighbour is, consequently

neither what the internal of man is, and not even what heaven

is ; for the internal of man, and heaven in man, is charity, that

is, good-will to another, to society, to one's country, to the church,

to the Lord's kingdom, and thereby to the Lord Himself. Hence
it may be concluded what will be the quality of the truths of

the church, when those things which are essential are not

known, and when the lusts contrary to them have rule ; when
the life of lusts speaks concerning those truths, are not they

defiled to such a degree that they can no longer be known ? That
2 no one can be saved unless he has lived in the good of charity,

and has thereby imbued its affections, which consist in willing

well to others and doing good to them from such good-will;

also that no one can ever receive the truths of faith, namely,

imbibe and appropriate them to himself, unless he is in the life

of charity, has been made manifest to me from those who are in
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heaven, with whom it has been given me to speak. All therein

are forms of charity, in beauty and goodness according to

the quality of their charity; their delight, satisfaction, and
happiness arise from this, that they can do good to others from
good-will. The man who has not lived in charity, cannot
possibly know that heaven and its joy consist in good-will, and
in doing good from good-will ; because his heaven consists in

bearing good-will to himself, and in doing good to others from
this good-will; this, however, is hell. For heaven is distin-

guished from hell in this, that heaven, as was said, consists in

doing good from good-will, and hell consists in doing evil

from ill-will. They who are in love towards the neighbour, do
good from good-will ; but they who are in the love of self, do
evil from ill-will, because they love no one but themselves, and
others only so far as they see themselves in them, and them in

themselves ; they also hold these in hatred, which manifests
itself as soon as they recede and are not of their party and
interests : the case herein is like that of robbers, who love each
otlier whilst they are in consociation, but still are desirous in

heart to murder each other if they may be gainers thereby.

From these considerations it may appear, that heaven is love 3

towards the neighbour, and that hell is the love of self. They
who are in love towards the neighbour, are capable of receiving

all the truths of faith, and of imbibing them and appropriating
them to themselves ; for in love towards the neighbour there is

the all of faith, because heaven and the Lord are in it. But
they who are in the love of self can never receive the truths of

faith, because hell is in that love : nor can they otherwise
receive the truths of faith than for the sake of self-honour and
gain, thus they cannot imbibe them and appropriate them to

themselves. But the things which they imbibe and appropriate
to themselves arc negative of truth ; for in heart they do not
even believe that there is a hell or a heaven, neither that there
is a life after death ; hence they do not believe anything that is

said concerning hell, heaven, and the life after death, thus
nothing at all of what is said concerning faith and charity from
the Word and doctrine. When they are in worship they
appear to themselves to believe, but this is because it lias been
implanted from infancy to put on that state on such occasions

;

but as soon as they are out of worship, they are also out of that

state, and in this case wdien they think inwardly in tliemselves,

they believe nothing at all, and also according to the life of their

loves they devise such things as are favourable thereto, which
they call truths, and which they confirm from tlie literal sense
of the Word, when yet they are falsities ; such are all they who
in life and doctrine are in faith separate. It must, moreover, be 4

known that all things are in the loves, for the loves constitute

the life, consequently the Lord's life inflows only into the
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loves. Such, therefore, as the loves are, such are the lives,

because such are the receptions of life ; love towards the neigh-

bour receives tlie life of lieaven, and the love of self receives the

life of hell ; thus iu love towards the neighbour there is tlie all

of heaven, and in the love of self the all of hell. That all

tilings are in the loves, may be illustrated from many things in

nature. The animals, both those which move on the earth, and
those which fly in the air, and swim in the waters, are all

impelled according to their loves, and into their loves inflow

all things that conduce to their life, namely, to food, habitation,

and procreation ; hence every kind knows its own food, its own
dwelling-places, and whatever is of their conjugial [principle],

such as consociating, building nests, laying eggs, educating the

1 young. The bees also know how to build their cells, to suck
honey out of flowers, to fill their honeycombs therewith, and to

provide against the winter, yea, to practise some form of govern-

ment under a governor, besides other wonderful things. All

these things are affected by influx into their loves, the forms of

their affections only are what vary the effects of life ; all the

above things are in their loves. What then would there not be

in heavenly love, provided man were in it ? Would there not

be the all of wisdom and intelligence which is in heaven ?

Hence also it is, that they who have lived in charity, and no
others, are received into heaven, and that by virtue of charity

they are in the potency of receiving and imbibing all truths,

that is, all the things of faith. But the contrary comes to pass

with those who are in faith separate, that is, in some truths and
not in charity ; their loves, which are the loves of self and of

the world, receive such things as are in agreement with them,

but contrary to truths, and are such as exist in the hells.

4777. Joseph being torn to pieces is torn to pieces : that this

signifies, that from falsities he is such that altogether he is not,

appears from the signification of being torn to pieces, as denoting

being dissipated by falsities ; or what is the same thing, from
falsities being such as altogether not to be ; falsities from evils

or from lusts are here meant, see no. 4770 ; see also what was
said just above, no. 4776.

4778. A7id Jacob rent his garments : that this signifies mourn-
ing for truth destroyed, appears from the signification of rending

the garments, as being a representative of mourning for truth

destroyed, see above, no. 4763.

4779. A7id put sackcloth upon Ms loins : that this signifies

mourning for good destroyed, appears from the signification of

putting sackcloth upon the loins, as being a representative of

mourning for good destroyed. For the loins signify conjugial

love, and hence all celestial and spiritual love, see nos. 3021,

3294, 4277, 4280, 4575, and this from correspondence ; for as

all the organs, members, and viscera of the human body corre-
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spond to the Grand Man, as has been shown at the close of the
chapters, so the loins correspond to those in the Grand Man,
or heaven, who have been in gennine conjugial love ; and as

conjugial love is the fundamental of all loves, therefore by the
loins in general is signified all celestial and spiritual love

;

hence came this ritual of putting sackcloth on the loins when
they mourned over good destroyed : for all good is of love.

That they put sackcloth on the loins when they testified that 2

mourning, may appear from the historicals and propheticals of

the Word ; as in Amos :
" I will turn your feasts into mournim/,

and all your songs into a lament ; thus I 'will cause sackcloth to

come tip v/pon all loins, and baldness upon every head ; and I

Avill make it as the mounmig of an only-begotten, and the last

things thereof as a bitter day" (viii. 10); where causing sack-

cloth to come up upon all loins, denotes mourning over destroyed
goods ; all loins denote all the goods of love. In Jonah :

" The
men {ciri) of Nineveh believed in God, and therefore proclaimed
a fast, and piit on sackcloth, from the (jrcatest even to the least.

And when the w^ord came unto the king of Nineveh, he arose

irom his throne, and laid aside his robe from upon him, and p)ut

on sackcloth, and sat on ashes, and proclaimed that man {homo)
and beast should be covered luith sackcloth " (iii. 5, 6, 8) ; mani-
festly as being a sign representative of mourning over the evil

for which Nineveh was to perish, thus over destroyed good. In 3

Ezekiel :
" They shall utter a cry over thee with their voice,

and shall cry bitterly, and shall cause dust to go up upon their

heads ; they shall roll themselves in ashes, they shall bring
baldness on themselves for thee, and shall gird 07i sackcloth

"

(xxvii. 30, 31), speaking of Tyre, each thing described is repre-

sentative of mourning for falsities and evils, thus for destroyed
truths and goods : uttering a cry, and crying bitterly, denotes
lamentation over falsity or destroyed truth, see no. 2240 : causing
dust to go up upon the head, denotes being damned on account
of evil, no. 278 : rolling themselves in ashes, denotes being
damned on account of falsity : bringing baldness on themselves,

denotes mourning because the natural man had no truth, no.

.')301 : girding on sackcloth, denotes mourning because he had no
good. In like manner in Jeremiah :

" dangliter of my ])eople,

gird thee with sackcloth, and roll thyself in ashes ; make to thyself

tlie mourning of an oidy-begotten, the wailing of bitternesses
;

for the waster shall come suddenly upon us " (vi. 26) ; and in

another place in the same prophet :
" They shall sit on the

earth, the elders of the daughter of Zion shall be silent : they
shall cause dust to go up u})on their head, they sliall gird t/ioii-

sclres tcith sacJccloth: the virgins of Jerusalem shall make their

head go down to the earth" (Lam. ii. 10). In these passages

similar representatives are described according to the kinds of

good and truth which were destroyed, as above. In Isaiah : 4

VOL. VI. z
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" The prophecy conceniiiiL!; Moah. . . . He shall p;o up to Lajith

ami JJibon, into the lieights, to weep : Moah shall wail over

Nebo, and over Medeba : on all his heads shall be baldness,

every beard shaven. In his streets they have girded on sackcloth,

upon his house-tops, and in his streets, every one shall howl,

going down into weeping" (xv. 1-3). Moab denotes those who
adulterate goods, no. 24(38 : the mourning over the adulteration

signified by Moab, is descril)ed by such things as correspond

to evil of that kind ; wherefore it is expressed in nearly the

same manner in Jeremiah :
" Every head shall be bald, and

every beard shaven : upon all the hands shall be cuttings, and
iqjon the loins sackcloth. Upon all the house-tops of Moah, and

5 in the streets thereof, wholly mourning " (xlviii. 37, 38). When
king Hezekiah heard the blasphemies whicli Rabshakeh spoke

against Jerusalem, " he rent his garments, and covered himself

with sackcloth " (Isa. xxxvii. 1 ; 2 Kings xix. 1), because he

spoke against Jehovah, the king, and Jerusalem, hence came
mourning : that he spoke against the truth, is signified by
rending the garments, no. 4763 : and against good, by his

covering himself with sackcloth : for in the Word, where truth

is treated of, good also is treated of, on account of the heavenly

marriage of good and truth, and of truth and good, in every

single thing contained therein ; as also in David :
" Thou hast

turned my mourning into dancing ; thou hast opened my sack-

cloth, and girded me with joy " (Ps. xxx. 12 [11]), where dancing

is predicated of truths, and joy of goods ; as also elsewhere

in the Word, thus opening sackcloth, denotes taking away
6 mourning over destroyed good. In the second book of Samuel

:

" David said to Joab, and to all the people that were with him,

Rend your garments, and gird you with sackcloth, and mourn
before Abner" (iii. 31); because an outrage was committed
against truth and good, therefore David commanded that they

should rend their garments and gird themselves with sackcloth.

In like manner, because Ahab had acted against what is fair

and just, in the spiritual sense against truth and good, when he
heard the words of Elijah that he should be cut oft', " he rent

his garments, and put sackcloth ujjon his flesh, and fasted, and
7 lay in sackcloth, and w^ent slowly" (1 Kings xxi. 27). That
sackcloth is predicated of destroyed good, may also appear in

the Apocalypse :
" When he opened the sixtli seal, lo ! there

was a great earthquake, and the sun hecame black as sackcloth,

and all the moon became as blood " (vi. 12), where the earth-

quake denotes a change of the state of the church as to good
and truth, no. 3355 : the sun denotes the good of love, nos.

1529, 1530, 2441, 2495, 4060, 4300, 4696 ; wherefore sackcloth

is predicated of it, when destroyed : the moon denotes the truth

of faith, nos. 1529, 1530, 2120, 2495, 4060, of which blood is

predicated, because blood is truth falsified and profaned, no.
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4735. As putting on sackcloth and rolling in ashes represented i

mourning over evils and i'alsities, it also represented humilia-

tion, and likewise repentance ; for the first of humiliation on
man's part is to acknowledge that of himself he is nothing

l)ut evil and falsity ; and in like manner of repentance, which
is only effected by humiliation, and this by confession of the

heart that of himself he is such. That putting on sackclotli

was a representative of humiliation, see 1 Kings xxi. 27-29

;

and of repentance, see Matt. xi. 21 ; Luke x. 13 ; but that it

was nothing more than a representative, thus only an external

thing appertaining to the body, and not an internal thing

appei taining to the heart, is evident from Isaiah :
" Is it that

he bow down his head as a bulrush, and lie in sackcloth and
ashes? wilt thou call this a fast, and an acceptable day to

Jehovah ? Is not this the fast which I choose ? to open the

bonds of wickedness, to break bread to the hungry ? " etc. (Iviii.

5-7).

4780. And he mourned over his son many days: that this

signifies the state of mourning for destroyed good and truth,

appears from the representation of Joseph, who is here the son,

as denoting the Divine truth, specifically those things spoken

of above, no. 4776 ; and from the signification of days, as

denoting state, see nos. 23, 487, 488, 493, 893, 2788, 3785 ; in

the present case a state of great mourning, because it is said,

many days.

4781. And cdl his sons rose up: that this signifies those who
are in falsities, appears from the signification of sons, as denot-

ing truths, and in the opposite sense falsities, or those who are

in truths or falsities, see nos. 489, 491, 533, 1147, 2G23, 2803,

2813, 3373, 3704; in the present case those who are in falsities,

because by the sons of Jacob or the brethren of Joseph are

represented those who are in faith separate, thus who have

extinguished the Divine truth, and hence are in falsities, as

was shown above.

4782. And all his daughters: that this signifies those who
are in evils, appears from the signification of daughters, as

denoting goods, and in the opposite sense evils, or those who
are in goods or evils, see nos. 489-491, 568, 2362, 3024, 3963.

4783. To comfort him: that this signifies that tliey might

interpret from the sense of the letter of the Word, appears

from the signification of comforting, as denoting appeasing rest-

lessness of mind by hope concerning anything, see no. 3610 ; in

the present case restlessness or mourning over destroyed good

and truth, and as this mourning can only be appeased by inter-

X)retations from the Word, tlierefore, as the sons and daughters

of Jacob are here treated of, by whom are signified those who
are in falsities and evils, nos. 4781, 4782, by comforting are

signified interpretations made from the sense of the letter.
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For the sense of tlie letter has general principles, which are

as vessels, which may be filled with truths, and also with

falsities, and thereby be explained in favor of either; and

as tliey are general principles, they are respectively obscure,

and have no light from any other source than from the internal

sense : for the internal sense is in the light of heaven, because

it is the Word for the angels ; but the sense of the letter is in

the light of the world, because it is the Word for men, before

they come into the light of heaven from the Lord, from which

they then have illustration. Hence it is evident, that the

sense of the letter is serviceable for the simple, to initiate

2 them into the internal sense. That the Word, from the sense

of the letter, may be explained to favor by interpretations, is

manifest from this consideration, that all doctrinals whatsoever,

even such as are heretical, are thence confirmed ; as, for

example, the dogma concerning faith separate, by these words

of the Lord :
" CJod so loved the world, that He gave His only-

begotten Son ; that whosoever belicveth in Him, should not perish,

hut have eternal life " (John iii. 16) ; from wliich words, and
also from other passages, they conclude that it is faith alone

without w^orks whereby eternal life is attained ; and when they

have persuaded themselves of this, they no longer attend to

what the Lord so often spoke respecting love to Himself, and

respecting charity and works, nos. 1017, 2373, 3934 ; thus

neither to what is said in John :
" As many as received, to

them gave He Power to become the sons of God, to them that

helicve in His name ; who were born not of bloods, nor of the ivill

of the flesh, nor of the loill of man (vir), but of God" (i. 12, 13).

If they are told that no one can believe in the Lord, except he

who is in charity, they instantly have recourse to interpreta-

tions such as these, that the law has been repealed, that they

were born in sins, and thus that they cannot do good of them-

selves, and that they who do, must needs claim merit to them-

selves thence ; and they also confirm these things from the sense

of the letter of the Word, as from what is said in the parable

of the Pharisee and tlie publican (Luke xviii. 10-14), and from

3 other passages : when yet the case is altogether otherwise. They
who are in faith separate, cannot also believe otherwise than

that every one may be admitted into heaven through grace,

howsoever he may have lived ; thus that not life but faith

remains with man after death. They also confirm this from

tlie sense of the letter of the Word ; when yet it is manifest

from the spiritual sense itself of the Word, that the Lord hath

mercy towards every one; thus if heaven were from mercy or

grace, without respect to the life, that every one would be

saved. The reason why they who are in faith separate believe

thus, is, because they do not at all know wliat heaven is,

and this because they do not know what charity is ; if they
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knew how much peace, joy, and happiness ihcre is in clmrity,

they would know what heaven is ; but this is entirely hidden
from them. Tliey who are in faith separate, cannot believe 4

otherwise than that they will rise again with the body, and not
until tlie day of judgment, which they likewise confirm from
many passages of the Word, explained according to the sense
of the letter ; tliiiiking nothing in such case of what the Lord
said of Dives and Lazarus (Luke xvi. 22-31), and of what He
said to the robber :

" Verily, I say unto thee, To-day shalt

tliou be with Me in paradise " (Luke xxiii. 43), and of what
He said in many other places. The reason why they who are

in faith separate believe thus, is, that if they were told that the
body is not to rise again, they would altogether deny a resurrec-

tion ; for they neither know nor apprehend what the internal

man is, inasmuch as no one can know what the internal man is,

and his life after death, unless he be in charity ; for charity is

of the internal man. They who are in faith separate, cannot 5

believe otherwise than that the works of charity consist solely

in giving to the poor and helping the miserable, which also

they confirm from the sense of the letter of the Word ; when
yet the works of charity consist in doing that which is just

and fair, each in his own office, from the love of what is just

and fair, and of good and truth. They who are in faith 6

separate, see nothing in the Word but what confirms their own
dogmas ; for they have no interior intuition, inasmuch as they
who are not in the affection of charity, are only in external

light, or in lower intuition ; from which no one can view higher

things, for they appear to him as darkness. Hence it is, that

they see falsities as truths, and truths as falsities, and thereby

destroy the good pasture, and defile the pure waters of the

sacred fountain, or Word, by interpretations from the sense of

the letter ; according to these words in Ezekiel :
" Is it a

small thing to you that ye eat up the good pasture, and
the remainder of your pastures ye trample down with your
feet ? Ye drink the sediment of the waters, ye disturb the

remainder with your feet ; . . . with your horns ye strike all

the infirm, until ye have scattered them abroad " (xxxiv.

18, 21).

4784. And he refused to be comforted : that this signifies that

he could not, appears from what has now been said.

4785. And he said, For I will go down into the grave unto mj/

son, onourning : that this signifies that tlie Ancient church

would perish, appears from the representation of Jacob, wlio

says this of himself, as denoting the Ancient cluircli, see above,

nos. 4680, 4700, 4772 ; from the representation of Joseph, who
is here my son, as denoting the Divine spiritual, or the Divine

truth, of which we have spoken above; and from the significa-

tion of going down into the grave, mourning, as denoting dying,
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and when predicated of the church, and also of tlie Divine

truth, as denoting perishing.

478G. And hisfather urpt for him : that this signifies interior

mourning, appears from the signification of weeping, as denot-

ing the ultimate of grief and sadness, thus interior mourning.
Among the external things by which internals were repre-

sented, in the Ancient churches was also wailing and weeping
over the dead; whereby was signified interior mourning,

although it was not interior ; as it is written of the Egyptians

who journeyed with Joseph to bury Jacob: "When they came
to the threshing-floor of Atad, which is in the passage of

Jordan, the]/ vxiiled there a great and grievous v:ailing : and
he made a mourning for his father seven days. And the inhabi-

tant of the land, the Caananite, saw the mourning in the

threshing-floor of Atad, and they said. This is a grievous

mourning to the Egyptians" (Gen. 1. 10, 11); and of David
over Abner :

" They buried Abner in Hebron : and the king
lifted up his voice, and tuejJt at the grave of Abner ; and all the

people wept " (2 Sam. iii. 32).

4787. Verse 36. Ajid the Midianites sold him unto Egypt to

Potiphar, Pharaoh's chamhcrlain, p)rince of the body-guards. The
Midianites sold him unto Egypt, signifies that those who are in

some truth of simple good, consulted scientifics : to Potiphar,

PharaoKs chamberlain, signifies the interiors of scientifics

:

prince of the body-guards, signifies those things which are

primary for interpretation.

4788. And the Midianites sold him unto Egypt: that tliis

signifies that those who are in some truth of simj)le good,

consulted scientifics, appears from the representation of the

Midianites, as denoting those who are in the truth of simple

good, see nos. 3242, 4756 ; from the signification of Egypt, as

denoting scientifics, see nos. 1164, 1165, 1186, 1462, 2588,

4749 ; from the signification of selling, as denoting alienating,

see nos. 4752, 4758 ; and from the representation of Joseph, as

denoting Divine truth : when this is said to be sold or alienated

by those who are in the truth of simple good to scientifics,

which are Egypt, it denotes that they consulted scientifics

;

for they who are in the truth of simple good, suffer themselves

to be very much led away by the fallacies of tlie senses, thus
' by scientifics, which are from those fallacies. It was said

above (verse 28), that Joseph was drawn out of tlie pit by the

Midianites, but that he was sold to the Ishmaelites ; hence it

might seem that he could not be sold by any others in Egypt
than by tlie Ishmaelites ; but the reason why he was not sold

by the Ishmaelites, but by the Midianites, is, because by the

Ishmaelites are represented those who are in simple good,

no. 4747, and by the Midianites those who are in the truth of

that good. Joseph, or Divine truth, could not be sold by those
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who are in good, but by those who are in truth ; for tliey who
are in good know from good what Divine trutli is, but not so

they who are in truth. The men of the church are distin-

guished into two kinds, those who are in good, and those who
are in truth ; tliose who are in good are called celestial, but

those who are in truth are called spiritual. There is much
difference between the former and the latter ; they who are in

good are in the aftection of doing good for the sake of good,

and this without recompense being made them ; their recom-

pense is that they are allowed to do good, for thence they

perceive joy ; but they who are in truth are not in tlie affec-

tion of doing good for the sake of good, but because it is

so commanded; and they generally think of recompense,

finding joy thence, and also from boastfulness. Hence it is

evident, that they who do good from good, do it from an
internal affection ; but they who do good from truth, do it

from some external aftection. Hence tlie difference is evident,

that the former are internal men, but the latter external. They,

therefore, who are internal men cannot sell, that is, alienate

the Divine truth represented by Joseph, because they apper-

ceive truth from good ; hence they are not led away by the

fallacies of the senses, consequently neither by scientitics.

But they who are external men, can sell or alienate, because

they do not perceive truth from good, but know it only from

doctrine and from masters ; when they consult scientifics, they

suffer themselves to be easily led away by fallacies, for they

have no dictate within. Hence then it is, that Joseph was
not sold by the Ishmaelites, but by the Midianites.

4789. To Poti2')har, Pharaolis chamberlain : that this signifies

the interiors of scientifics, appears from the signification of a

chamberlain, as denoting interior things, of which we shall

speak presently ; and from the representation of Pharaoh, as

denoting scientifics ; for by Egypt are signified the sciences in

general, as was shewn in nos. 1164, 1165, 1186, 1462 ; in like

manner by Pharaoh, for that which is signified in the Word by
a land or a nation, is also signified by the king thereof, he
being the head of the nation. The interiors of scientifics are

signified by Pharaoh's chamberlain, because chamberlains were

from among the more interior or personal attendants of tlie

king, being tlie more interior stewards and higher governors

;

as is also evident from the signification of that word in the

original language.

4790. Prince of the hody-guards : that this signifies those

things which are primary for interpretation, appears from the

signification of a prince, as denoting wdiat is primary, see

nos. 1482, 2089. The prince of the body-guards liere denotes

things primary for interpretation, Ijecause the subject treated

of is Divine trutli, which was sold by tliose who were in the
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truth of simple good, by their cousulting seientifics, whence
come wandering and alienation from Divine truth, and hence
interpretations from the sense of tlie letter of the Word,
no. 4783 ; by body-guards, also, are signified those thmgs
which minister.

A CONTINUATION CONCERNING CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE GRAND
MAN ; HERE CONCERNING THE CORRESPONDENCE OF THE TASTE,

OF THE TONGUE, AND ALSO OF THE FACE, THEREWITH.

4791. The tongue affords entrance to the lunr/s and also to the

stomach, thus it represents a sort of eourt-yard to sinritiial, and
to celestial things ; to spiritual things because it ministers to the

lungs and thence to th^ speech, and to celestial things because it

oninisters to the storaaeh, which sup)plies the blood and the heart

with aliments ; that the lungs correspond to spiritual things, and
the heart to celestial things, see 7ios. 3635, 3883-3896 ; where/ore

the tongue in general corresponds to the affection of truth, or to

those in the Grand Man wlio are in the affection of tridh, and
afterwards in the affection of good from truth. They, therefore,

who love the Word of the Lord, and thence desire the Knoivledgcs

of truth and good, belong to that province ; but ivith this differ-

ence, that some belong to the tongue itself, some to the larynx and
the wind-pipe, some to the throat, some to the gitms, and some to

the lips, for there is not the smallest thing in man, icith ivhich

2 the7'e is not correspondence. That they who are in the affection

of truth, belong to the above p7wince, understood in a wide sense,

has been often given me to eoyperience ; and this by manifest

influx \of spirits'l, at one time into the tongue, and at another

time into the lips, when it was also given me to speak with them ;

and it was observed, that some correspond, to the interiors of the

tongue and of the lips, and others to the exteriors. The operation

of those who receive only exterior truths with affection, but not

interior, and yet do not reject the latter, was felt by cm influx, not

into the interiors of the tongue, but into the exteriors.

4792. As food and nourishment correspond to spiritual food
and nourishment, the taste corresponds to the perception and the

affection thereof Spiritual food is science, intelligence, and
vnsdom ; for by these things spirits and angels live, and are also

nourished, and they desire and long for them, as men who are

liimgry desire and long for food ; hence the appetite corresponds

to that desire. And, what is wonderful, by virtue of that food
they also grow tip to maturity ; for infants who depart this life,

ap2Jear in the other life no otherw'ise than as infants, and they

are also infants as to U7ulerstanding ; but in p)roportion as they
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[/row in intelligence and unsdom, the)/ rrppear not as infants, hnt

as advanced in age, and cd Icngtli as adults. I have spokc7i,

with some who died infants, and. they aiypeai^ed to me as yoidhs,

because they were then intelligent. Hence it is evident what
spiritual food and nourishment is.

4793. Inasmuch as the taste corresijonds to perception and to

the ajfection of hnoioing, of understanding, and of growing tuise,

and the life of man is in that affection, therefore it is not 'permitted

to any spirit or angel to inflotv into mans taste ; for this woidd be

to injtotv into the life ivhich is proper to him. They are, neverthe-

less, wandering spirits of the infernal crew more pernicious than

others, who, in consequence of having been habituated in the life

of the body to enter into man's affections with a view to his hurt,

o'ctain thai lust also in the other life, and by every method study

to enter into the taste ivith man ; when they have entered into

it, they p)ossess his interiors, namely, the life of his thought.•<

and affections, for, as was said, they correspiond, and things

which correspond act as a one. Very many at this day are

possessed by those S2nrits,for there are at this day interior obses-

sions, but not, as formerly, exterior ones. Interior obsessions are 2

effected by such spirits, and their quality may appear by attend-

ing to the thoughts and cffections, especially to the interior in-

tentions, which they are afraid to manifest, and which are in

such a degree of insanity ivith some, that unless they vjere

restrained by external bonds, such as honour, gain, reputation,

the fear of [the loss of] life, and the fear of the laiv, they wotdd
rush headlong into murder and rapine ')nore than the obsessed.

What and of what qucdity are those sp)irits who obsess the

interiors of such men, see no. 1983. That I might know how 3

this case is, it was permitted them to attempt to enter into my
taste, ivhich they also strove with the greatest exertion to effect

;

and it was then told me, that if they penetrated quite into the

taste, they would also piossess the interiors, because the taste

depends on those interiors by correspondence ; but this was per-

mitted only to the end. that I inight knovj how the ease is with

the correspondence of the taste, for they ivere instantly driven

away thence. Those pernicious spirits attemp)t more especially to 4

loosen all internal bonds, which are the affections of good and
truth, of what is just and fair, the fear of the Divine law, and
the shame of hurting society and ones country: tvhen these

internal bonds are loosened, man is obsessed by such spirits.

When they cannot thus introduce themselves into the interiors

by obstinate striving, they attempt it by magical arts, of ivhich

there are many in the other life altogether unknown in the world ;

by these arts they pervert scientifics with man, and only apply

those which fcvvor fdtliy lusts. Such obsessions cannot be avoided,

unless man be in the affection of good, and thence in faith in the

Lord. It was sheivn also how they were driven aivay, namely, 5
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\chcn they thought they ivere penetrating towards the interiors of

the head and brain, they were conveyed off by the cxcrementitioiLS

ways therein, and thence towards the externals of the skin ; and
it loas seen that they were afterwards cast into a ditch abound-

ing with loose filth. I have been informed that such spirits

correspond to the filthy pustides in the epidermis, where lodges

the disease called psora or the itch, thus that they correspond to

that disease.

4794. A spirit, or a man after death, has all the sensations

which he had whilst he lived in the world, namely, sight,

hearing, smell, and touch, but not taste, instead of ivhieh he has

something analogous adjoined to the smell. The reason why he

has not taste, is, lest he should enter into the taste of man, and
therehy possess his interiors; also lest that sense should turn him
axoay from the desire of knowing and of growing tvise, thus from
spiritual appetite.

4795. From these considerations also it may apijcar, why the

tongue is assigned to the double office of administering to speech,

and of administering to nourishment ; for so far as it adminis-

ters to nourishment, it corresponds to the affection of knoiv-

ing, understanding, and relishing [or being ivise as to'] truths,

toherefore also wisdom (sapientia) or being luise (sapere) is so

called from relish (sapor) ; and so far as it administers to

sjjeech, it corresponds to the affection of thinking and pirodueing

truths.

4796. When the angels piresent themselves visibly, all their

interior affections appear clearly from the face, and shine forth

thence, so that the face is their external form and representative

image. To have any other face than that which is of their ow>n

affections, is not granted in heaven ; they who feign any other

face, are cast out from the society. Hence it is evident, that the

face corresponds to cdl the interiors in general, both to the affec-

tions and to the thoughts thereof, or to the things which are of the

loill and to those which are of the understanding in man. Hence
also in the Word, by the face andfaces are signified the affections ;

and by the Lord's elevating His faces upon any one, is signified,

that He pities him from the Divine affection, which is of
love.

4797. The changes of the state of the affections appear also to

the life in the faces of the angels ; v:hen they are in their own
society, they are then in their ow7i face, but when they come into

another society, their faces are changed according to the affections

of the good and truth of that society ; yet still the genuine face

is as a plane, which is known in tliose changes. I have seen the

successive variations according to the affections of the societies

toith which they communicated ; for every angel is in some
province of the Grand Man, and thereby generally and ividely

communicates ivith cdl wlw are in the sctme province, cdthough he
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is in a part of fJiat jn'ovince, to which he 2'>'i'02Jerly corrrspowh.

I have seen that they varied their faces hj the changes from one

limit of an affection to the other ; hut it was observed that the

same face in general was retained, so that the ruling affection

always shone forth with its variations ; thus the faces of the ivhole

(ffection in its extension ivere sheivn. And what is more wonder-

fid, the changes of the affections from infancy even to adtdt age

were also sheivn hy variations of the face ; and it ivas given me to

knoiu in this latter age how much of infancy it had retained, and
that this infancy tvas its very human [clement] itself; for ivith

an infant there is innocence in the external form, and innocence

is the very human itself, for love and charity from the Lord
inflow into innocence, as into a plane. When man is being

regenerated and becoming wise, the innocence of infancy, which

%vas external, becomes internal; hence it is that genuine luisdom

divells in no other sacred abode than in innocence, see nos. 2305,

2306, 3183, 3994 ; also that no one can enter into heaven, unless

he has somewhat of innocence, according to the Lord's %vords,

" Except ye become as infants, ye shall not enter into the kingdom

of the heavens'' (Matt, xviii. 3 ; Mark x. 15).

4798. Evil spirits also may be known from their faces, for all

their lusts or evil effections are inscribed on their faces ; and it

may also be knoivn from their faces with what hells they com-

municate ; for there are very many hells, all distinct according

to the genera and species of the lusts of evil. In general, tvhen

they appear by the light of heaven, their faces are almost without

life, being ghastly like those of dead bodies, in some cases black,

and in some monstrous; for they arc the forms of hatred, cruelty,

deceit, and hypocrisy; but in their oion lumen among themselves,

they appear otherwisefrom phantasy.

4799. There were spirits attendant upon me from another orb

{of which orb %ve shall spec(k elsewhere'), whose faces were different

from the faces of the men of our globe, being prominent, especially

about the lipis, and moreover being free. I sp)oke vjith them about

their manner of living, and the state of conversation among them;

they said that they spoke among each other chiefly by variations

of the face, especially about the lips, and that they expressed

affections by the parts of the face about the eyes, so that their

companions coidd thence plainly comprehend both lohat they

thought and what they willed. This also they endeavoured

to sheio me by an influx into my lips, through the various

foldings and windings thereabouts ; but I could not receive

the variations, because my lips had not been initiated thereinto

from infancy; nevertheless I could apperceive ivhat they spoke

by the eonmmnication of their thought. But that speech in

general may be exp)ressed by the li])s, apjiears evident to me from
the manifold series of muscidar fibres folded together amongst
each other, which are in the lips, and in ivhich, if they were
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unfolded, and thereby acted clearly and freely, iiiifjht he

2Jrescnted many variations cdtogether unknown to those, with
2 tvhoni those muscular fibres lie com2Jressed. Such speech jirevails

among tlie above spirits, because they are incapable of sinvula-

tion, or of thinking one thing and showing another by the face;

for they live among each other in such sincerity, that they

hide nothing at all from their companions, but they instantly

know tuhat they are thinking and loilling, their qucdity, and
likeiaise 'what they have done ; for with those who are in sincerity,

the acts whicli they have done a.re in the conscience; hence at first

sight they may be discriminated by others as to their interior

3 countenances or minds {animus). They shelved me that they do

not force the face, but let it forth freely, otherwise than with tlwse

vjho from youth have been accustomed to simulation, in speaking

and acting differently from what they think and tuill ; the face

of these latter is contracted, so as to be prepared to vary itself as

cunning suggests ; ivhatsoever a man wishes to hide, contracts his

face, which from being contracted is dilated, when a'nything

4 resembling sincerity is deceitfully brought forth. Whilst I was
reading in the Word of the New Testament concerning the Lord,

the above spirits ivere present, and also some Christians, and it

was perceived that the latter cherished imoardly in themselves

scandals against the Lord, and cdso that they wished tacitly to

conimttnieate them. The former, who were from another orb,

wondered that they 'were such ; but it was given me to tell them,

that in the world they were not such in mouth, but in heart ; and
that there were also some who p)reach the Lord, notwithstanding

their being such, arid on such occasions they move the common
people to sighs and even to tears from the zeal of feigned piety,

but they do not in the least communicate tahcct is of their hea7't.

At this they were amazed, to think that such a disagreement of
the interiors and exteriors, or of the thought and speech, can

possibly exist, saying, that they themselves are altogether ignorant

of such a disagreement, and that it is imp)0ssible for them to

capress anything with the mouth and face but tvhat is according

to the affections of the heart ; and that if it were otherwise, they

should burst asiouler and perish.

4800. Very few can believe that there are societies of sjnrits

and angels, to which every single thing in man corresponds ; also

that the more societies there are, and the more in a society, so

much the better and stronger is the correspondence, for in an
unanimous imdtitude there is strength. That L might knoiv this

to be the case, it ivassheivn how they act and inflow into the face, the

muscles of tlw forehead, of the cheeks, and of the chin and throat

;

it was given to those who belonged to that province, to flow in,

and on this occasion, according to their influx, each single thing

was varied. Some of them also spoke with me, but they did not

know that they were assigned to the province of the face, for it is
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concealed from spirits to what province they are assigned, hut not

from, angels.

4801. A certain one spoTce with me, vSho, whilst he lived in the

vjorld, had knoivn more of the exterior truths offaith than others ;

lut still had not led a life conformaUe to the precepts of faith;

for he had loved himself only, and had despised others in com-
parison with himself, (aid had hclieved that he shoidd he among
the first in heaven ; hut in consequence of heing such, he could not

conceive any other opinion concerning heaven, than as of a worldly

kingdom. When he found in the other life, that heaven was
altogether different, and that they were the chief, who had not

preferred themselves to others, especially who had hclieved them-

selves not worthy of mercy, and thus that if estimated hy merit

they were the last, he vjas exceedingly indignant, and rejected

those things luhich had hee7i the things of his faith in the life of
the hocly. He continually attempted to offer violence to those who
were of the province of the tongue. It was given me also to he

very sensihle of his attempt for many weeks, and hence also to

know who they are, and of what quality, who correspond to the

tongue, and who they are loho are op)poscd to them.

4802. There are also such spirits, who in some measure admit
the light of heaven, and receive the truths of faith, and still are

evil, so that they have some perception of tnUh; they likevnse

eagerly receive truths, but not for the end that they may live

according to them, hut that they may glory thence in appearing

more intelligent and sharp-sigldcd than others: for the intel-

lectual of man is such, that it can receive truths, hut still truths

are not appropriated to any hut those who live according to them :

uidess man's intellectual was such, he could not he reformed.

Those loho have heen such in the world, namely, that they have -

understood truths, and yet have lived the life of evil, are also

such in the other life ; hut there they ahuse their faculty of under-

standing truths to acquire dominion ; for they know in that life,

that hy truths tJiey have communication ivith some societies of
heaven, consequently that they can he toith the evil, and prevail

;

for, in the other life, truths are attended with power : hut hecause

the life of evil aj)pertains to them, they are in hell. I have ;

spoken with two who Imd heen such in the life of the hocly, who
were surprised that they toere in hell, when yet they p)ersuasively

hclieved the truths of faith ; hut they were told, that the light in

them, whereby they understand trutlis, becomes a light like that of
winter in the world, in which light objects appear in their beauty,

and with their colors, as in the light of summer, but still all

things are torpid in it, and nothing of pleasantness and gladness

exists ; and that as the end of understanding truths had been for
the sake of glorying, and consequently for the sake of themselves,

therefore when the sphere of their ends excdts itself toivards the

inte7'ior heavens to the angels there, hy whom alone ends are
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perceived, it cannot he endured, hut is rejected, and hence it is

4 that they are in hell. It was told them further, that such for-
merly above all others were called serpents of the tree of knowledge

;

heeause when they reason from the life, they speak against truths.

And, moreover, that they are like a woman icho is heautiful in

the face, and yet smells horribly, who, therefore, is rejected from
all societies wheresoever she comes; such cdso in the other life,

when they come to angelic societies, actually stink, of ichich they

themselves are likewise sensible, ivhcn they cqjproach those societies.

Hence also it may apiiear what faith is without the life of

faith.

4803. It is worthy of relation (ivhich is cdtogether unknown in

the 'world), that the states of good spirits and of angels are con-

tinually being changed and perfected, and that thus they are

raised into the interiors of the p)rovince in ivhich they are, and
so into nobler functions: for in heaven there is a continual

purification, and, so to speak, new creation; nevertheless, it is

impossible for any angel hy any means to arrive at absolute

perfection to eternity; the Lord alone is perfect, in Sim and
from Him is cdl perfection. They who correspond to the mouth,

are continucdly desirotis of speaking, for in speaking they find

tlie highest degree of pleasure ; when they are perfected, they are

reduced to this, that they do not speak anything but what is

profitable to their companions, to the common good, to heaven, and
to the Lord ; the delight of so speaking is increased with them in

the degree that the desire of regarding themselves in their speech,

and of seeking ivisdom- from their p)roiyrium, perishes.

4804. There are very many societies in the other life, ivhich

are ccdled societies offriendship, being constituted of those tvho in

the life of the body have preferred the delight of conversation to

every other delight, and tvho have loved those with whom they

have conversed, not caring at all whether they ivere good or evil,

if only they were entertaining ; thus they had 7iot been friends

cither to good or truth. They who have been such in the life of
the body, are also such in the other life, tohere they unite together

with a view only to the entertainment of converscdion. Many
such societies have been with me, but at a distance ; they were

chiefly seen a little to the right above the head; it was given

me to observe that they ivere present by a torpor and dulness, and
hy privation of the delight in ivhich I was, for the presence of
such societies induces those effects ; for wheresoever they come, they

take away delight from others, and, ivhat is wondeiful, appro-

p)riate it to themselves, for they turn away the spirits who are

with others, and turn them toicards themselves, whereby they

transfer another's delight to themselves; and as hence they are

troublesome and hurtful to those who are in good, they are ^yre-

vented by the Lord from coming near heavenly societies. Hence

it was given me to know how much hurt friendship occasions to
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man as to spiritual life, if the person, and not good, is regarded

;

every one may indeed he friendly to another, hit still he ought to

he most friendly to good.

4805. There are also societies of interior friendshij), ichich do
not take away another's external delight and derive it to them-
selves, hut take away his internal delight or hlessediiess arising

from the affection of spiritual things; they are in front to the

right, fust ahovc the loiver earth, and some of them somewhat
ahove. I have occasionally spoken ivith those who are heneath,

and on such occasions they who were ahove inflowcd in general.

TJiey were such in the life of the hody, that they loved from the

heart those who vjere within their common consociation, and
mutually emhraced them in brotherhood. They helieved that they

themselves alone were alive and in the light, and that they tvho

ivere outside of their society were respectively not alive and not in

the light; and as they were such, they also thought that the

Lord's heaven consisted solely of those few. But it was given to
'

tell them, that the Lord's heaven is immense, and that it consists

of every people aiid language, and that all who have heen in the

good of love and of faith are therein ; and it was shewn that in

heaven there are those who have relation to all the provinces of
the hody as to its exteriors and interiors ; hut that if they aspired

further than to those things rvhich correspond to their life, they

could not have heaven; especially if they damned others who
were outside of their society : and that in such case their society

is a society of interior friendship), and is such, as was said, that

they deprive others of the hlessedness of spiritucd affection ivhcn

they approach them ; for they regard them as not the elect, and
as not alive ; this thought communicated induces sadness, which,

according to the law of order i7i the other life, returns to them.

4806. 21ie suhject of correspondence with the Grand Man will

he continued at the close of the following chapter.

GENESIS.
CHAPTER THE THIETY-EIGHTH.

4807. As a preface to the preceding chapter (nos. 466 1-

4664), an explanation was begun of what the Lord spoke in
Matthew xxv. 31 to the end, concerning the judgment upon the
good and the evil, who are tliere called the sheep and the goats.

Tlie internal sense of those words has not yet been explained,
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but it will now be explained before this and some of the

following chapters : whence it will appear manifest, that by
the last judgment is not there meant the last time of the world,

and that the dead shall then first rise again, and be gathered

together before the Lord and judged ; but that it means the last

time of every one who passes out of this world into the other

life, for then is his judgment ; this is the judgment which is

meant. But that this is the case, does not appear from the

sense of the letter, but from the internal sense ; the reason why
the Lord so spoke, is, because He spoke by representatives and
significatives, as elsewhere throughout the Word of the Old
and New Testaments ; for to speak by representatives and
significatives is to speak at one and the same time before the

world and before heaven, or before men and before angels; such
is the Divine speech, as being universal, and hence it is proper

to the Word. Wherefore those who are in the world, and are

concerned only about worldly things, have no other conception

of what the Lord here spoke concerning the last judgment, than
that all are to rise again at one and the same time, and that the

Lord will then sit upon the throne of glory, and address those

who are gathered together according to tlie words there written.

But those who are concerned about heavenly things, know
that the time of every one's resurrection is when he dies ; and
that the Lord's words in the above passage involve that every

one will be judged according to his life, thus that every one
carries his judgment with him, because he carries his life.

4808. That this is involved in the internal sense of those

words, will appear manifest from the explanation of each accord-

ing to that sense ; but at present we will only explain the con-

tents of verses 31-33, namely : When the Son of Man shall come

in His gloryi and all the holy angels with Him, then shall He sit

'apon the throne of His glory : and before Him shall he gathered

together all the nations ; and He shall separate them from each

other, as a shepherd separatcth the sheep from the goats ; and He
shcdl set the sheep on His right hand, and the goats on the left.

4809. When the Son of Man shall eome m His glory, signifies

when the Divine truth shall appear in its light : which is the

case with every man when he dies, for then he comes into the

light of heaven, in which he can perceive what is true and good,

and hence what is his quality. In the internal sense of the

Word, the Son of Man is the J^ord as to Divine truth, tlms the

Divine truth from the Lord: glory is the intelligence and wisdom
thence derived, which appears as light, and before the angels as

the brightness of light ; this brightness of light, wherein is

wisdom and intelligence from the Divine truth from the Lord,

is that which in the Word is called glory ; that the Son of Man,
in the internal sense, is the Divine truth, see nos. 2159, 2803,

2813, 3704, And all the holy angels with Him, signifies the
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angelic heaven ; the holy angels are the truths which are from
the Lord's Divine good ; for by angels, in the Word, are not

meant angels, but those things which are from the Lord, see nos.

1925, 4085 ; for the angels are recipients of the life of truth pro-

ceeding from the Lord's Divine good ; and so far as they receive,

so far they are angels ; hence it is evident that angels are those

truths. As the subject here treated of is the state of every one
after death, and the judgment of every one according to his life,

therefore it is said that all the holy angels shall be with Him, and
thereby is signified that judgment is through heaven ; for all the

influx of Divine truth is made through heaven, as immediate
influx cannot be received by any one. The7i shall He sit upoji the 3

throne of His glory, signifies judgment, for a throne is predicated

of the Lord's kingship, which is the Divine truth, nos. 1728,

2015, 3009, 3670 ; from and according to which judgment is.

And before Him shall he gathered together all the nations, signifies 4

that the goods and evils of all shall be made manifest ; for by
nations in the internal sense of the Word are signified goods, and
in the opposite sense evils, nos. 1259, 1260, 1416, 2588, 4574

;

thus that goods and evils shall appear in the Divine light, that

is, in the light from the Divine truth, is signified by all the

nations being gathered together before Him. And He shall 5

separate thevi from each other, as a shepherd separateth the sheep

from the goats, signifies the separation of good from evil ; for the

sheep are they who are in good, and the goats they who are in

evil
;
properly those who are in charity and thence in faith are

called sheep, and tliose who are in faith and not in charity are

called goats, both the latter and the former are here treated of;

that the sheep are they who are in charity and thence in faith,

see nos. 2088, 4169 ; and that the goats are they who are in

faith and not in charity, no. 4769. And He shall set the sheep 6

on His right hand, and the goats on the left, signifies separation

according to truths from good, and falsities from evil ; they
who are in truths from good, also actually appear in the other

life to the right; and they who are in falsities from evil, to the

left. Hence, being set on the right hand and on the left

denotes being arranged according to life.

4810. Erom these considerations it is manifest what these

words of the Lord involve, and tliat they are not to be under-

stood according to the letter, that the Lord at some last time is

to come in glory, and all the holy angels with Him, and to

sit upon a throne of glory, and to judge all the nations gathered

together before Him ; but that every one will be judged accord-

ing to his life, when he passes out of life in the world into life

eternal.

VOL. VI. 2 A
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CHAPTER XXXVIII.

1. And it came to pass in this time, and Judah went down
from his brethren, and turned aside to a man (vir), an Adulla-

mite, and his name was Cliirah.

2. And Judah saw there the daughter of a man (vir), a

Canaanite, and her name was Shuah; and he took her, and
went in unto her.

3. And she conceived, and bare a sou; and he called his

name Er.

4. And she conceived again, and bare a son ; and she called

his name Ouan.

5. And she added yet, and bare a son ; and she called his

name Shelah ; and he was in Khezib when she bare him.

G. And Judah took a woman {mulicr) for Er his first-born,

and her name was Tamar.

7. And Er, Judah's first-born, was evil in the eyes of Jeho-
vah ; and Jehovah caused him to die.

8. And Judah said unto Onan, Come in unto thy brother's

wife, and perform the duty of a husband's brother unto her, and
raise up seed to thy brother.

9. And Onan knew that the seed was not for himself: and
it came to pass, when he came in unto his brother's wife, and
he destroyed to the earth, that he might not give seed to his

brother.

10. And the thing which he did was evil in the eyes of

Jehovah ; and He caused him also to die.

11. And Judah said unto Tamar his daughter-in-law, Remain
a wddow in thy father's house, until Shelah my son is grown up

;

for he said, Lest peradventure he die also, as his brethren.

And Tamar went and remained in her father's house.

12. And the days were multiplied, and the daughter of Shuah,
Judah's wife, died; and Judah was comforted, and went up
unto the shearers of his flock, he and his companion Cliirah the

Adullamite, to Timnath.
13. And it was told Tamar, saying, Behold, thy father-in-law

goeth up to Timnath to shear his flock.

14. And slie removed the garments of her widowhood from
upon lier, and covered herself with a veil, and covered herself,

and sat in the irmer door of t]ie fountains, which is on tlie way
to Timnath ; for she saw that Shelah was grown up, and she

was not given unto him for a woman {inidicr).

15. And Judah saw her, and thought her to be a harlot, be-

cause she had covered her faces.

16. And he turned aside unto her to the way, and said,

Grant, I pray thee, that I may come in unto thee ; for he knew
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not that she was his daughter-in-law. And she said, What dost

thou give me, that thou niayest come in unto me ?

17. And he said, I will send a kid of the she-goats from
the flock. And she said, If thou wdlt give a j^ledge till thou
send.

18. And he said, What pledge shall I give thee ? And she

said, Thy signet, thy pannicle, and thy staff which is in thy
hand : and he gave them to her, and came in unto her : and she

conceived by him.

19. And she arose, and went, and removed her veil from
upon her, and put on the garments of her widowhood.

20. And Judah sent the kid of the she-goats in the hand of

his companion the Adullamite, to take the pledge from the hand
of the woman ; and he found her not.

21. And he asked the men (viri) of that place, saying, Where
is that whore in the fountains by the way ? And they said,

There was no whore there.

22. And he returned to Judah, and said, I have not found
her ; and also the men of the place said. There was no whore
there.

23. And Judah said, Let her take to herself, peradventure
we shall become a contempt : behold ! I have sent this kid, and
thou hast not found her.

24. And it came to pass, about three months after, and it

was told Judah, saying, Tamar tliy daugliter-in-law hath com-
mitted whoredom ; and, behold ! also, she is with child by
whoredoms. And Judah said. Bring her forth, and let her be
burnt.

25. She was brought forth, and she sent to her father-in-

law, saying, By the man (vir) whose these are, I am with child
;

and she said, Acknowledge, I pray thee, whose are this signet,

and pannicle, and staff.

26. And Judah acknowledged, and said, She is more just

than I ; because I gave her not to Shelah my son : and he added
no more to know her.

27. And it came to pass in the time, when she brought forth,

and lo ! twins were in her womb.
28. And it came to pass, in her bringing forth, and one put

forth his hand ; and the midwife took and bound double-dyed
scarlet upon his hand, saying, This came forth first.

29. And it came to pass, as he drew back his hand, and
behold, his brother came forth ; and she said, Wliy hast thou
broken a breach over thee ? and she called his name Pliarez,

30. And afterwards came forth his brother, upon whose hand
was the double-dyed scarlet ; and she called his name Zerach.
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THE CONTENTS.

4811. In the internal sense in this chapter the Jewish

church and the genuine church are treated of ; the Jewish

church is described by Judah, and the genuine church by
Taraar.

4812. The sons of Tamar signify the two essentials of the

church, namely, faith and love ; Pharez, faith, and Zerach, love.

Their birth represents that love is actually the first-born of the

church, and faitli only apparently.

THE INTEENAL SENSE.

4813. Verses 1-5. And it came to pass in this time, and
Judah went down from his brethren, and turned aside to a man
(vir) an Adidlamite, and his name was Chirah. And Judah
saw there the daughter of a man (vir), a Canaanite, and her

name 2vas Shuah ; and he took her, and went in unto her. Aiid

she conceived, and hare a son ; and he called his name Er. And
she conceived again, and hare a son; and she called his name
Onan. And she added yet, and hare a son, and she called his

nanu Shelah : and he was in Khezih when she hare him. And
it came to pass in this time, signifies the state of the things

which follow : that Judah tvent doivnfrom his brethren, signifies

the posterity of Jacob, specifically the tribe of Judah, which
was separated from the rest : and turned aside to a onan (vir),

an Adidlamite, signifies to falsity : ayid his name was Chirah,

signifies his quality : and Jiidah saiv there the daughter of a
man (vir), a Canaanite, signifies the affection of evil from the

falsity of evil : and her name was Shuah, signifies its quality

:

and he took her and ivent in unto her, signifies that the tribe of

Judah conjoined itself to them : and she conceived, and hare a

son, signifies that hence was the falsity of the church : and he

called his name Er, signifies its quality : and she conceived

again, and bare a son, signifies evil : and she called his name
Onan, signifies its quality : and she added yet, and bare a son,

signifies idolatry : and she called his name Shelah, signifies its

quality : and he teas in Khczib when she hare him, signifies

state.

4814. Audit came to pass in this time: that this signifies

the state of the things wliich follow, appears from the signifi-

cation of time, as denoting state, see nos. 2625, 2788, 2837,

3254, 3356, 3404, 3938 ; that it denotes the state of the things

which follow, is signified by its being said, " It came to pass in
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this time," for what was done is related in what follows ; the

things also which follow in a series, flow from those which go
before; for the subject treated of in the preceding chapter was,

that the sons of Jacob sold Joseph, and that Judali persuaded
them to do it, of whom it is thus written in that chapter

:

" Judah said unto his brethren, What gain is it that we slay

our brother, and cover his blood ? Come, and let us sell him to

the Ishmaelites" (Gen. xxxvii. 26, 27), whereby was signified,

that they alienated the Divine truth, especially Judah, by whom
is here signified in the proximate sense the tribe of Judah, and
in general the depraved in the church who are against all

good whatsoever, see nos. 4750, 4751. This is referred to by its

being said in this time : for now the subject treated of is

Judah, and his sons from the Canaanitish woman, and afterwards

from Tamar his daughter-in-law ; and by those things, in the

internal sense, the tribe of Judah is described with respect to

the things of the church instituted among that tribe. That 2

by time is signified state, and that hence by " it came to pass

in this time," is signified the state of the things which follow,

must necessarily appear strange ; because it cannot be compre-
hended how the notion of time can be changed into the notion

of state, or, when time is read in the Word, that something
relating to state is to be understood thereby. But let it be

known, that the thoughts of the angels do not draw anything

from time or space, because they are in heaven ; for when they

left the world, they left also the notion of time and space, and
put on notions of state, namely, of the state of good and truth

;

wherefore when man reads the Word, and thence thinks of

time and the things which are of time, the angels with him do

not perceive anything of time, but instead thereof those things

which are of state ; they also correspond. Neither indeed has

man any perception of time in interior thought, but in exterior
;

as may appear manifest from the state of man, when his

exterior thought is laid asleep, that is, when he sleeps ; and
also from much other experience. But it must be known, that 3

in general there are two states, a state of good and a state of

truth ; the former state is called the state of esse, but the latter

the state of existere ; for esse is of good, and the existere thence

is of truth ; space corresponds to the state of esse, and time to

the state of existere ; hence it may appear manifest, that when
man reads this expression, " And it came to pass in this time,"

the angels with him cannot in any wise perceive the words as

man does. The case is similar in other instances ; for whatso-

ever is written in the Word is of such a nature, that it is

changed into the corresponding sense with the angels ;
which

sense does not at all appear in the sense of the letter, for what
is worldly, which is of the sense of the letter, is changed into

the spiritual which is of the internal sense.
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4815. That Judali went dovm from Ms brethren: that this

signifies the posterity of Jacob, specifically the tribe of Judah,
which was separated from the rest, appears from tire represen-

tation of Judah, as denoting in the universal sense the posterity

of Jacob, and in the special sense the tribe which was called

the tribe of Judah ; and from the signification of going down
from the brethren, as denoting being separated from the rest

of the tribes, in the present case declining into a worse state

than they ; for going down involves casting down to evil, as

going up involves elevation to good, see nos. 3084, 4539. The
reason is, as has been observed above, that the land of Canaan
represented the Lord's kingdom, and Jerusalem and Zion in

that land represented the inmost of that kingdom ; but the

things which were outside the borders of that land, repre-

sented those things which are outside the Lord's kingdom,
namely, falsity and evil : therefore, going from Zion and
Jerusalem towards the borders, was called going down ; but

going from the borders to Jerusalem and Zion, was called

going up : hence it is, that going up involves elevation to truth

and good, and going down involves casting down to falsity and
evil. As the subject here treated of is the falsity and evil, to

which the tribe of Judah cast itself down, therefore it is said

that Judah went down, and further that he turned aside to a

man, an Adullamite ; by turning aside, is signified to falsity,

2 and afterwards to evil. That the tribe of Judah was separated

from the rest of the tribes, is a known thing ; the reason was,

that that tribe might represent the Lord's celestial kingdom,

.
but the rest of the tribes His spiritual kingdom ; therefore also,

in the representative sense, Judah is the celestial man, and in

the universal sense the Lord's celestial kingdom, see nos. 3654,

3881 ; and the rest of the tribes together were called Israelites,

for in the representative sense, Israel is the spiritual man, and
in the universal sense the Lord's spiritual kingdom, uos. 3654,

3 4286. That the tribe of Judah declined into a worse state

than the rest, is specifically signified by these words, " and
Judah went down from his brethren, and turned aside." That

the tribe of Judah declined into a worse state than the rest, is

evident from several passages in the Word, especially in the

prophets ; as in Jeremiah :
" Her i^'^'t^fidious sister Judah saw,

when for all the methods whereby hacksliding Israel committed
adultery, I put her away, and gave her a bill of her divorce-

ment
;
yet her sister iKrJidums Judo.h was not afraid for herself,

but went away and committed whoredom also ; so that the

land was profaned by the voice of her whoredom : she com-

mitted adultery with stone and wood. Yet in all these things

2')erfidious Judah hath not returned unto ]\Ie ; . . . hachsliding

Israel hath justified her sold more than perfidious Judah " (iii.

7-11). And in Ezekiel: "Her sister indeed saw, yet s/te cor-
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TwpUd her love more than she, and her lohoredoms above the

whoredoms of her sister" (xxiii. 11 to the end), speaking of

Jerusalem and Samaria, or of the tribes of Judah and of Israel

;

and in several other passages also. In the internal sense that 4

tribe is described as 1;o how it fell into falsity, and thence into

evil, and at length into what is merely idolatrous. This indeed
is described in the internal sense before that tribe was sepa-

rated from the rest, and before it became such ; but that which
is contained in the internal sense is Divine, and to the Divine
future things are present. See what was predicated concern-
ing that nation, Deu.t. xxxi. 16-21 ; xxxii. 15-43.

4816. And turned aside to a man {vir), an Adtdlamite : that

this signifies to falsity, appears from the signification of turning

aside, as denoting going away into perversity, for turning aside,

like going down, is predicated of the departure from good to

evil, and from truth to falsity ; and from the signification of a

man {vir), as denoting one who is intelligent, and in the ab-

stract sense truth, because the genuine intellectual is from
truths, see nos. 265, 749, 1007, 3134, 3309, but in the opposite

sense denoting one who is not intelligent, consequently falsity

;

this falsity is represented by an Adullamite, for Adullam was
in the border of the inheritance of Judah (Joshua xv. 35), and
hence is signified truth from good, as also in Micali :

" Yet
will I bring an heir to thee, inhabitant of Mareshah : even
to Adidlam shall come the glory of Israel" (i. 15) ; but whereas
most expressions in the Word have also an opposite sense, so

likewise has Adullam, and it signifies the falsity which is from
evil. The reason why most expressions in the Word have
also an opposite sense, is, that before the land of Canaan was
made an inheritance for the sons of Jacob, it was possessed by
the nations, by whom were signified falsities and evils ; and
also afterwards when the sons of Jacob took a contrary course

;

for lands put on the representation of the nations and peoples

who inhabit them, according to their quality.

4817. And his name tvas Chirah : that this signifies his

quality, aj^pears from the signification of a name, and calling a

name, as denoting quality, see nos. 144, 145, 1754, 1896, 2009,

2724, 3006, 3421. The quality of the falsity spoken of above
is what is signified ; for in the Word, by names, both of places

and of persons, are signified states and things, see nos. 1224,

1264, 1876, 1888, 1946, 2643, 3422, 4298, 4442.

4818. And Judah saiv there the daughter of a 7nan (vir), a
Canaanite : that this signifies the affection of evil from the

falsity of evil, appears from the signification of a daughter, as

denoting the affection of good, see no. 2362, and in the opposite

sense the affection of evil, no. 3024 ; from the signification of

a man (vir), as denoting one who is intelligent, and in the

abstract sense, truth, but in the opposite sense denoting one
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Avho is not intelligent, and falsity, see just above, no. 481G
;

and from the signification of a Canaanite, as denoting evil, see

nos. 1573, 157-4. Hence it is evident, that by the daughter of

a man (wV), a Canaanite, is signified the evil which is from the
2 falsity of evil ; the nature of which will be shewn below. We
will here first sj)eak of the origins of the tribe of Judah, for

they are treated of in this chapter : there are three origins of

that tribe or of the Jewish nation, one is from Shelah the son
of Judah by the Canaanitish wife, another is from Pharez, and
a third from Zerach, tlie sons of Judah by Tamar his daughter-

in-law ; that all the Jewish nation was from these three sons

of Judah, is evident from the list of the sons and grandsons of

Jacob wdio came with him into Egypt (Gen, xlvi. 12) ; also from
their classification according to their families, spoken of in

Moses :
" The sons of Judah were according to their families

;

to Shelah, tlie family of tlie Shelanites; to Pharez, the family

of the Pharzites ; to Zerach, the family of the Zarchites" (Numb.
xxvi. 20 ; 1 Chron. iv. 21). Hence it is evident what was the

origin of that nation, namely, that a third part was from the

Canaanitish mother, and two-thirds from the daughter-in-law,

consequently all from an illegitimate bed, for marriages with
tlie daughters of the Canaanites were severally prohibited, as

may appear from Gen. xxiv. 3; Exod. xxxiv. 16; Deut. vii. 3;
1 Kings xi. 2 ; Ezra ix. and x. ; and lying with a daughter-in-

law was a capital crime, as is evident from these words in

Moses :
" If a man (vir) lie with his daughter-in-laiv, both of

them being slain shall be slain : they liave wrought con-

fusion, their bloods shall be upon them" (Levit. xx. 12).

Judah's referring this deed with his daughter-in-law to the law
concerning the Inisband's brother (in which a statute is made
respecting the brother, but in nowise respecting the father, as

is evident from verse 26 of this chapter), involves that the sons

of Tamar should be acknowledged for the sons of Er the first-

born, who was born of the Canaanitish mother, and was evil in

the eyes of Jehovah, and on that account was made to die

(verse 7) ; for they who were the first-born by the brother-in-

law, were not his by whom they were conceived, but his whose
seed they raised up, as is evident from Deut. xxv. 5, 6, and also

from verses 8 and 9 of this chapter. Moreover, they who were
born of Tamar were born of whoredom ; for Judah supposed,

when he entered in unto her, that she was a whore (verses 15,

16, 21) ; hence it is evident whence and what the origin of the

Jewish nation was, and that they spoke from a lie when they
said : " We were not born of whoredom " (Jolin viii. 41).

3 What this origin involves and represents, is evident from what
follows, namely, that their interiors were similar, or had a like

origin : Judah's marrying a Canaanitcss, involves an origin

from the evil which is from the falsity of evil, for this is
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signified in the internal sense by the daughter of a man (vir),

a Canaanite : his lying with his daughter-in-law involves and
represents damnation from falsified truth from evil, for whore-
dom in the Word throughout signifies the falsification of truth,

see no. 3708. Evil from the falsity of evil, is evil of the life

from a false doctrinal, which has been hatched from the evil of

the love of self, that is, from those who are in that evil, and
confirmed by the sense of the letter of the Word ; such is the

origin of tlie evil with the Jewish nation, and such is the origin

of evil with some in the Christian world, especially with those

who in the Word are understood by Babylon. This evil is

such, that it shuts up every way to the internal man, insomuch
that there cannot be anything of conscience formed therein

;

for the evil which a man does from a false doctrinal, he believes

to be good because he believes it is true, and thus he does it

from lawfulness, freedom, and delight ; hence heaven is so

closed to liim, tliat it cannot be opened. The quality of this 4

evil may be explained by an example. With those who, from
the evil of the love of self, believe that they are the only

nation which Jehovah hath chosen, and that all the rest in the

world are respectively servants, and so vile that they may be
slain at pleasure, and be cruelly treated, and likewise when
they confirm this from the sense of the letter of the Word, as

the Jewish nation believed, and as at this day also the Baby-
lonish nation believes ; in this case whatsoever evil from this

false doctrinal and the rest of the doctrinals which are built on
this as a foundation, is done by them, is evil from the falsity

of evil, and destroys the internal man, and precludes the

possibility of any conscience being formed therein : for these

are they, who are spoken of in the Word, and are said to be in

bloods, inasmuch as they are in fierce rage against the whole
human race who do not adore their articles of faith, and
thereby themselves, and do not offer their gifts upon their

altars. To take also another example : with those who, from 5

the evil of the love of self and of the world, believe that any
one shall be the Lord's vicar on earth, and that he has the

Power of opening and shutting heaven, thus of bearing rule

over the minds and consciences of all, and who confirm this

falsity from the sense of the letter of the Word,—in this case,

whatsoever evil they do thence, is an evil from the falsity of

evil, which in like manner destroys the internal man with
those who from that evil claim tliat Power to themselves, and
so bear rule : and it destroys to such a degree, that they no
longer know what the internal man is, nor that any one has

conscience ; consequently they no longer believe that there is

any life after death, nor that there is a hell, nor a heaven,

howsoever they speak of those .things. This evil, as to 6

its quality, cannot be distinguished from other evils by
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men in the world, but in the other life it is known by
the angels as in clear day ; for in that life evils and falsities

appear such as they are, and whence they are, as to their

differences, which are innumerable; the hells also are distinct

according to the genera and species of those evils and falsities.

Of these innumerable [difterences] man scarcely knows any-
thing, he only believes that evil is, but he does not know what
is its quality ; and this for this single reason alone, that he
does not know what good is; and he does not know what good
is, because he does not know what charity is ; if he had known
the good of charity, he would also have known its opposites, or

evils, with their chtferences.

4819. And her name ivas Shuah : that this signifies quality,

appears from the signification of a name, as denoting quality,

see above, no. 4817 ; in the present case the quality of evil

from the falsity of evil, see also above, no. 4818.

4820. And he took her, and ivent in unto her: that this

signifies that the tribe of Judah conjoined itself with evils from
the falsities of evil, appears from the signification of taking her,

namely, for a woman, and of coming or entering in unto her,

as denoting being conjoined, of which we have spoken occasion-

ally above ; for, in the internal sense, marriages represent the

conjunction of good and truth, because they are thence derived

(nos. 2727-2759), but in the opposite sense the conjunction of

evil and falsity ; in the present case the conjunction of

the tribe of Judah therewith, for it is spoken of Judah, by
whom the tribe named from him is signified, as may be seen

above, no. 4815. It is not here said that he took her for a

wife, but only that he took her, and came in unto her, because

the copulation was illegitimate (no. 4818), and also because it

was thus tacitly declared that it was not marriage, but whore-

dom ; thus that the sons born of her were also born of whore-

dom ; neither is the conjunction of evil with falsity anything

else. Her being afterwards called his wife, in these words,
" and the days were multiplied, and the daughter of Shuah the

wife of Judah died " (verse 12), will be noted below.

4821. And nhe co7iceived, and hare a son : that this signifies,

that hence came the falsity of the church, appears from the

signification of conceiving and bearing, as denoting acknow-
ledging in faith and act, see nos. 3905, 3915, 3919; and from
tlie signification of a son, as denoting the truth of the church,

but in the opposite sense the falsity, see nos. 489, 491, 533,

1147, 2623, 3373, 4257 ; hence by her conceiving and bearing

a son, is here signified, that the church among the tribe of

Judah acknowledged falsity in faith and act. The reason why
by this son is signified the falsity of the church, is, that

he was tlie first-born, and by the first-born in the Ancient

churches was signified the truth of faith, nos. 352, 3325, thus
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in the opposite sense the falsity, as also the first-born of men
and of beasts in Egypt, no. 3325. That it is not truth which

is signified, but falsity, is evident from what presently follows,

for it is said, " Er, Judah's first-born, was evil in the eyes of

Jehovah ; and Jehovah caused him to die " (verse 7) ; the

name of this son Er also involves this quality, as the name of

the second son Onan involves his quality likewise, namely,

that it was iniquitous or evil.

4822. And he called Jiis name Er : that this signifies its

quality, appears from the signification of calling a name, as

denoting quality, see nos. 144, 145, 1754, 1896, 2009, 2724,

3006, 3421, namely, the quality of the falsity of the church,

spoken of just above, no. 4821. It is said the quality of the

falsity, because falsities differ from each other, as also do

truths ; insomuch that it is scarcely possible to enumerate their

genera, and every genus of falsity has its own quality, whereby

it is distinguished from every other. General falsities are

those which prevail with the depraved in every church, and

this falsity is varied with every one in the church according to

his life ; the falsity which prevailed in the Jewish church, and

which is here treated of, was the falsity from the evil of the

love of self, and thence of the love of the world, see no. 4818.

4823. And, she conceived again, and hare a son : that this

signifies evil, appears from the signification of a son, as

denoting truth, and also good, see no. 264, thus in the opposite

sense falsity, and also evil, but evil which is from falsity ;
this

evil in its essence is falsity, because it is thence derived ; for

he who does evil from a false doctrinal, does falsity, but as it

is in act, it is called evil. That by the first-born is signified

falsity, and by this latter [son], evil, is evident from this con-

sideration, that it is related of this latter son, that he did evil

in act, namely, that " he destroyed seed to the earth, that he

might not give seed to his brother ; and the tiling ivhich he did

VMS evil in the eyes of Jehovah ; and he caused him also to die"

(verses 9 and 10); that this evil was from falsity, is also

evident in the same passage ; moreover, in the Ancient

churches, by the second-born was signified the truth of faith

in act, in this case therefore the falsity in act, that is, evil.

That evil is signified by this son, may also appear from this

consideration, that the first-born Er was named by the father

or Judah, but this son Onan by the mother the daughter of

Shuah, as may be seen in the original language ; for in the

Word, by a man {vir) is signified falsity, and by a woman the

evil thereof, see nos, 915, 2517, 4510; by the daughter of

Shuah is signified evil, see nos. 4818, 4819 ;
wherefore, as Er

was named by the father, by him is signified falsity, and as

Onan was named by the mother, by him is signified evil ; for

the former was, as it were, the son of the father, but the latter
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the son of the mother. In the Word, frequent mention is

made of man (vii-) and wife, and also of husband and wife

;

when mention is made of man and wife, by man is signified

truth, and by wife good; and in the opposite sense by man
falsity, and by wife evil ; but when mention is made of

husband and wife, by liusband is signified good, and by wife

truth ; and in the opposite sense by Imsband evil, and by wife

falsity. The reason for this arcanum is this : in the celestial

church, the husband was in good, and the wife in the truth of

that good ; but in the spiritual church, the man (vir) is in

truth, and the wife in the good of that truth ; and they also

actually are and were so, for tlie interiors with man (homo)

imderwent this change. Hence it is, that wheresoever celestial

good and consequent celestial truth are treated of in the AVord,

mention is made of husband and wife ; but where spiritual good
and consequent spiritual truth are treated of, mention is made
of man (vir) and wife, or rather man and woman ; from this

circumstance, as also from the expressions themselves, it is

known what good and what truth are treated of in the Word,
; in its internal sense. This also is the reason why it has been
said throughout this work, that marriages represent the con-

junction of good and truth, and of truth and good ; conjugial

love also derives its origin from that conjunction, among
the celestial from the conjunction of good with truth, and
among the spiritual from the conjunction of truth with good

;

marriages also actually correspond to those conjunctions.

From these considerations it is evident what is involved in

this circumstance, that the father named the first, and the

mother the second, and also the third, as is plain from the

original tongue, namely, the father named the first, because by
liim was signified falsity ; and the mother named the second,

because by him was signified evil.

4824 And she called his name Onan : that this signified the

quality of the evil spoken of above, no. 4823, appears from
the signification of calling a name, as denoting quality, see no.

4822. Onan signifies and involves the quality of that evil.

4825. A7id she added yet, and hare a son: that this signifies

the idolatrous (ir7o^o^a;!rzcu?ft), appears from the signification of a

son in this case, as denoting the idolatrous, for they who were
born before signified falsity and evil, nos. 4821, 4823 ; hence it

follows that the third denotes the idolatrous, for falsity and evil

each produces it, and is in it. This son was the only survivor

of the three that were born to Judah by the Canaanitess, and
from him came a third part of the Jewish nation, which, accord-

ing to what is here meant in the internal sense, derived its

origin from the idolatrous. That this nation was most prone
to idolatry, is manifest from the historicals and propheticals of

the AVord, according to the sense of the letter ; that it was con-
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tinually idolatrous, is evident from the internal sense. For the
idolatrous consists not only in worshiping idols, graven images,

and other gods, but also in worshiping external things without
internal ; in this respect that nation has been continually

idolatrous ; for they adored external things alone, and altogether

removed internal things, not being even willing to have any
knowledge of the latter. They had indeed holy things among
them, as the tent of the assembly with the ark, the propitiatory

therein, the tables on which were the loaves, the candlestick,

and incenses : and outside the tent, the altar, on which were
offered burnt-offerings and sacrifices, which were all called holy,

and the inmost of the tent the holy of holies, and likewise the

sanctuary; there were also among them the garments of Aaron
and of their higli priests, wliich were called the garments of

holiness, for tliere was the ephod with the breastplate, in which
was the Urim and Thummim, with many things besides.

Nevertheless, those things were not holy in themselves, but
because they represented holy things, namely, the Divine
celestial and spiritual things of the Lord's kingdom, and the
Lord Himself; still less were they holy from the people among
whom they were, for that people was not at all affected by the

internal things which were represented, but only by the exter-

nal ; and to be affected only by external things is idolatrous,

for it is to worship wood and stone, and also the gold and silver

with which they are covered, from a phantasy that they are

holy in themselves ; such was that nation, and such also it is

at this day. Nevertheless, among such there might be a

representative of a church, because that which is representa-

tive does not regard the person, but the thing, see nos. 665,

1097, 3670, 4208, 4281, 4288 ; hence also the worship did not

make them blessed and happy in the other life, but only pro-

sperous in the world so long as they persisted in the representa-

tives, and did not turn aside to the idols of the nations, and
thereby become openly idolaters, for tlien nothing of the church
could any longer be represented among that nation. These now
are the things which are meant by the idolatrous, signified by
the third son of Judah by the Canaanitess. This idolatrous

had derived its origin with that nation from their internal

idolatrous ; for they were in the love of self and of the world
al)ove all other nations, see nos. 4459, 4750 ; and they who are

in the love of self and of the world, are in internal idolatry, for

they worship themselves and the world, and perform holy duties

for the sake of self-adoration and of self-gain, that is, with a
view to self as an end ; not with a view to the Lord's church
and kingdom as an end, thus not with a view to the Lord.

4826. And she called his name Shelah : that this signifies

quality, appears from tlie signification of calling a name, as

denoting quality, concerning which see above, where the first
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two sons of Judah, Er and Onan, are treated of, nos. 4822,

4824. The quality of the idolatrous is what is signified by Shelah

;

for there are several idolatrous, there is the external and the

internal, and each in general is the worship of falsity and evil.

4827. And he was in Khezib when she hare him .*. that this

signifies state, appears from the signification of Khezib, as denot-

ing a state, namely, of the idolatrous signified by Shelah, in

which the Jewisli nation was ; and from the signification of

bearing, as denoting being conjoined in act, see nos. 3905, 3915,

3919 ; and as the conjunction was with the evil which is in

the idolatrous, it is said that she called his name Shelah, as is

evident from the original language ; for by her, namely, the

daughter of Shuah, is signified evil which is from the falsity of

evil, nos. 4818, 4819.

4828. Verses 6-10. And Judah took a woman for Er his

first-born, and her name was Tamar. And Er, Judah's first-

horn, was evil in the eyes of Jehovah ; and Jehovah caused him
to die. And Judah said unto Onan, Gome in unto thy brother's

ujife, and 'perform the duty of a husband's brother unto her, and
raise up seed to thy brother. And Onan knew that the seed was
not for himself: and it came to ijass, when he came in unto his

brother's loife, and he destroyed to the earth, that he might not give

seed to his brother. And the thing which he did ivas evil in the

eyes of Jehovah ; and He caused him also to die. And Judah
took a wo7nan, signifies a church for his posterity : for Er his

first-born, signifies the falsity of faith : and her name was Tamar,

signifies the quality of the church, that it was a church repre-

sentative of spiritual and celestial things : and Er, Judah's

first-born, ivas evil in the eyes of Jehovah, signifies that he was

in the falsity of evil : and Jehovah caused him to die, signifies

that there was no representative of the church : and Judah
said unto Onan, signifies to preserve a representative of the

church : come in unto thy brother's wife, and perform the duty of a

husband's brother unto her, signifies that he should continue it

:

and raise iip seed to thy brother, signifies lest the church should

perish : and Onan kncuj that the seed was nx)t for himself, signi-

fies aversion and hatred : aiid it came to pass, when he came in

unto his brother's loife, and he destroyed to the earth, signifies

what is contrary to conjugial love : that he might not give seed

to his brother, signifies that thereby there might be no continua-

tion : and the thing which he did, was evil in the eyes of Jehovah,

signifies that it was contrary to Divine order : and He caused

him also to die, signifies that there was again no representative of

the church.

4829. And Judah took a ivoman: that this signifies a church

for his posterity, appears from the representation of Tamar,

who is here the woman, as denoting the church treated of in

what follows. That it was for the posterity of Judah, is signi-
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fied by his taking her for Er his first-born, that thence he might
have descendants.

4830. Fo7' Er his first-born : that this signifies the falsity of

faith, appears from the representation of Er, as denoting falsity,

see nos. 4821, 4822 ; and from the signification of the first-born,

as denoting faith, see nos. 352, 3325, 4821.

4831. And her name was Tamar : that this signifies the

quality of the church, that it was a church representative of

spiritual and celestial things, appears from the signification of

a name, as denoting quality, see nos. 144, 145, 1754, 1896, 2009,

2724, 300G, 3421, in the present case the quality of the church,

because by Tamar in this chapter is represented the church, and
indeed a church representative of spiritual and celestial things,

which was to be instituted among the posterity of Judah ; that

by Tamar this church is represented, is evident from what fol-

lows. The subject treated of in this chapter throughout in the

internal sense is the Jewish church, that it should become
representative of the spiritual and celestial things of the Lord's

kingdom, hke the Ancient church, and this not only in the

external form, but also in the internal ; for a church is not a
church from externals, that is, from rituals, but from internals,

for these latter are essential, the former only formal. But the

posterity of Jacob was such, that they were not willing to

receive internal things ; therefore among them the Ancient
church could not be raised up, but only a representative of

that church, nos. 4307, 4444, 4500 : the internal of the church
here is Tamar ; and the external, Judah with his three sons by
the Canaanitish woman.

4832. And Er, Judah'sfirst-born, %vas evil in tlie eyes ofJehovah:

that this signifies that he was in the falsity of evil, appears

from the representation of Er, and the signification of the first-

born, as denoting the falsity of faith, see just above, no. 4830
;

that this falsity was the falsity of evil, is evident from what was
said above, no, 4818 ; but with this son such a falsity of evil,

that not even a representative of the church could be instituted

among any posterity from him, wherefore it is said that he was
evil in the eyes of Jehovah, and Jehovah caused him to die. The
falsity of evil, that is, false doctrine {doctrinalc) from evil of life,

prevailed among that whole nation from its first origin, especially

from Judah ; but with one son of Judah otherwise than with

another, and it was foreseen which might be serviceable, and that

neither that which was with Er the first-born, nor that which
was with Onan the second-born, could be serviceable, but that

which was with Shelah; wherefore the former two were destroyed,

and the latter preserved. Tliat the falsity of evil was among
that whole nation from its first origin, is described manifestly in

Moses in these words :
" He hath corrwpted to himself, not his

sons ; the spot is theirs : they are a perverse and crooked genera-
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Hon. When Jeliovah saw, and He contemned tliroiigh indicjna-

tion His sons and His daughters ; and He said, I will hide My
faces from them, I will see what their posterity will he ; for they

are a generation of 'perversities, sous in whom is no faithfulness.

I will add evils upon them ; I will consume my arrows in

them. They are exhausted with hunger, and consumed with

hurning fever, and with bitter destruction. A nation destroyed

hy counsels, and there is no understanding in them. Their

Tine is of the vine of Sodom, and of the fields of Amorah ; their

<jra2)es are grapes of gall, clusters of bitternesses to them : their wine

is the poison of dragons, and the cruel gall of asps. Is not it

stored up with Me, sealed in My treasures ? The day of their

destruction is near, and the things which shall befall them
liasten on " (Ueut. xxxii. 5, 19, 20, 23, 24, 28, 132-35). By these

words, in the internal sense, is described the falsity of evil in

which that nation was, and that it was inrooted in them.

4833. A7id Jehovah caused him to die : that this signifies, that

there would be no representative of the church, appears from

the signification of dying, as denoting ceasing to be such, see

no. 494, also denoting the end of the representation, nos. 3253,

3259, 327G. In the present case, therefore, it denotes that

there would be no representative of the church among any
posterity from him, according to what was said just above,

no. 4832.

4834. And Judah said unto Onan: that this signifies to

preserve a representative of the church, appears from the things

which follow, for these latter regard the former ; for he said,

that he should perform the duty of a husband's brother for his

deceased brother ; by which was represented the preservation

and continuation of the church, of which we shall now proceed

to speak.

4835. Go in unto thy brothers ivife, and perform the duty of a

husband's brother unto her: that this signifies that he should

continue the representative of the church, appears from the

signification of going or entering in to the wife of a brother,

and performing the duty of a husband's brother unto her, as

denoting preserving and continuing that which is of the church.

The commandment in the Mosaic law, that if any one died

childless, his brother should take the widow to wife, and raise

up seed to his brother, and that tlie first-born should be called

by the name of the deceased brother, but the rest of the sons

should be his,—this was called the duty of the husband's brother

{leviratus). This statute was not anything new in the Jewish

church, but it was in use before, as appears from the following

considerations ; that the case was the same with many statutes

whicli were commanded to the Israelites by Moses, as that they

should not take wives of the daughters of the Canaanites, and

that they should marry each within his own family (Gen. xxiv.
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3, 4; xxviii. 1, 2). From these and many other cases it is

evident that there had been a church before, in which such
things had been instituted, as were afterwards promulgated and
enjoined to the sons of Jacob. That altars and sacrifices also

had been in use from Ancient time, is evident from Genesis
viii. 20, 21 ; xxii. 3, 7, 8, 13 ; hence it is plain that the Jewish
clnirch was not any new church, but that it was a resuscitation

of the Ancient church which had perished. What the law of 2

the duty of the brother-in-law had been, is evident from
Moses :

" If brethren dwell together, and one of them die, and
have no son, the wife of the deceased shall not marry abroad to

a strange man : her husliand's brother shall enter in unto her,

and take her to himself to wife, and thus shall perform the

duty of a husband's brotlier unto her. Then it shall be, that

the first-born whom she shall bear, shall stand upon the name
of his deceased brother, that his name be not blotted out from
Israel. But if the man (vir) shall not be w^illing to marry his

brother's wife, his brother's wife shall go up to the gate unto
the elders, and say, My husband's brother refuses to raise up
unto his brother a name in Israel, he will not perform to me
the duty of a husband's brother. Then the elders of his city

shall call him, and speak unto him : and if he shall stand and
say, I like not to take her; his brother's wife shall draw near

unto him in the eyes of the elders, and shall draw his shoe

from off his foot, and shall spit in his face, and shall answer
and say, Thus shall it be done unto the man (rir) who doth not

build up the house of his brother. Whence his name shall be
called in Israel, The house of him that is stripped of his shoe

"

(Deut. XXV. 5-10). He who does not know what the duty of 3

the husband's Ijrother represents, cannot believe otherwise than
that it was only for the sake of preserving a name, and thence

of the inheritance; but the preservation of a name and of

inheritance was not of such consequence that on that account

the brother should contract marriage with the sister-in-law.

But the law was enjoined, in order that by it the preservation and
continuation of the church miglit be represented ; for marriage
represented the marriage of good and truth, that is, the heavenly
marriage, consequently also the church. Eor the church is a

church by virtue of the marriage of good and truth, and when
the church is in this marriage, it makes one with heaven,

which is the heavenly marriage itself. And as marriage has
this representation, therefore sons and daughters represented

and also signified truths and goods ; wherefore, to he childless

signified a deprivation of good and truth, thus that there was
no longer any representative of the church in that house, con-

sequently that it was outside the communion. Morenvcr, a

brother represented consanguineous good, to which the truth

represented by the w'de, the widow, might be conjoined ; for

VOL. VI. 2 B
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truth, in order that it may be truth wliich has life and produces

fruit, and thereby continues that which is of the church, cannot

be conjoined with any other than its own and consanguineous

good. This is perceived in heaven by the duty of the liusband's

4 brother. Tlie brother's wife drawing the shoe from oil" his foot,

and spitting in his face, in case he refused to perform the duty
of a husband's brother, signified, that he was as one without

external and internal good and truth, who would destroy the

things of the church, for the shoe denotes the external, no.

1748, and the face the internal, nos. 1999, 2434, 3527, 40G6,

479G. Hence it is evident, that by the duty of the husband's

Ijrother was represented the preservation and continuation of

the church. But when the representatives of internal things

ceased by the coming of the Lord, the above law was abolished
;

the case herein is like that of the soul or spirit of man and his

body ; the soul or spirit of a man is his internal, and the body
is the external ; or what is the same thing, the soul or spirit is

the very effigy of the man, but the body is its representative

image ; when the man rises again, the representative image, or

his external, which is the body, is put off', for then he is in the

internal or in the very effigy itself. The case herein is also like

that of a person who is in darkness, and who thence sees the

things which are of the light ; or, what is the same thing, like

that of a person who is in the light of the world, and from that

light sees the things which are of the light of heaven; for the

light of the world, respectively to the light of heaven, is like

darkness. In darkness, or in the light of the world, the things

which are of the light of heaven do not appear such as they are

in themselves, but as in a representative image, like the mind
of man in his face ; wherefore, when the light of heaven appears

in its clearness, the darkness or representative images are

dissipated ; this was effected by the Lord's coming.

4835^. And raise np seed to thy hrothcr : that this signifies

lest the church should perish, appears from the signification of

seed, as denoting truth from good, or the faith of charity, see

nos. 1025, 1447, 1610, 1940, 2848, 3310, 3373, 3671 ; the like

also is signified by the first-born, who was to stand upon the

name of the deceased brotlier, nos. 352, 307, 2435, 3325, 3494.

Raising up that seed to a brother, is continuing that which is of

the church, according to what was said just above, no. 4834,

thus lest the church should perish.

4836. u4nd Onan knew that the seed ivas not for himself: that

this signifies aversion and hatred, appears from the representa-

tion of Onan, as denoting evil, see nos. 4823, 4824; and
whereas not giving seed to the brother, or performing the duty
of a husband's brother, denotes not willing the good and truth

of the church and its continuation (no. 4834), hence by the

above words is signified aversion and hatred ; for evil is
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nothing else than aversion and hatred against the good and
truth of the church.

4837. And it cavic to pass, when he came in unto his brother's

wife, and he destroyed to the earth : that this signifies what is

contrary to conjugial love [, appears from wliat follows]. By Er,

Judah's first-born, is described the falsity of evil, in which the
Jewish nation was at first ; and by Onan, the second-born, the
evil from the falsity of evil, in which that nation was after-

wards ; and by Shelah the third son, the idolatrous thence, in

which they were afterwards continually ; see no. 4826. Evil
from the falsity of evil is described by that which Onan did,

namely, that he was not willing to give seed to his brother, but
destroyed to the earth ; this signifies what is contrary to con-

jugial love, because by the conjugial principle in the internal

sense is meant that which is of the church ; for the church is

the marriage of good and truth, to which marriage evil from the
falsity of evil is altogether contrary ; that is to say, they who
are in such evil are contrary to that marriage. Tliat this

nation had no conjugial principle, whether it be understood in

a spiritual or a natural sense, is manifest from this considera-

tion, that they were permitted to marry more wives than one

;

for where the conjugial principle as understood in a spiritual

sense exists, that is, where tlie good and truth of the church,

consequently where the church is, this is in nowise permitted

;

for the genuine conjugial principle cannot be given except
among those with whom the church or kingdom of the Lord is,

and among these only between two, see nos. 1907, 2740, 3246.

Marriage between two, who are in genuine conjugial love, cor-

responds to the heavenly marriage, that is, to the conjunction of

good and truth ; the husband corresponding to good and the

wife to the truth of that good ; also when they are in genuine
conjugial love, they are in that marriage. Wherefore where the

church is, it is never permitted to marry more wives than one

;

but as there was not a church among the posterity of Jacob,

but only a representative of a church, or the external of a

churcli without its internal (nos. 4311, 4500), therefore it was
permitted among them. Moreover, tlie marriage of one husband
with several wives would present in heaven an idea or image as

if one good might be conjoined with several truths which do not

agree among each other, and thus that there would be no good

;

for good becomes none from non-concordant truths, inasmuch
as it has its quality from truths and their agreement among
themselves. It would also i)resent an image as if the church ;

were not one, but several, and these distinct among each other

according to the truths of faith, or doctrinals ; when yet it is

one when good is the essential therein, and it is qualified and
as it were modified by truths : the church is an image of

heaven, for it is the Lord's kingdom in the earths. Heaven is
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distinguished into many general societies, and into lesser

societies subordinate thereto ; but still they are one through

good, the truths of faith being there according to the good with
which they agree, for they look to good, and are from it. If

heaven were distinguished according to the truths of faith, and
not according to good, there would be no heaven, for there

would be no unanimity, inasmuch as they could not have from
the Lord one [principle] of life or one soul ; this is given only

in good, that is, in love to the Lord, and in love towards the

neighbor ; for love conjoins all, and when the love of good and
of truth is in every individual, tliere is a general principle

which is from the Lord, thus the Lord, Who conjoins all. The
love of good and truth is what is called love towards the

neighbor, for the neighbor is he who is in good and thence in

truth, and in the abstract sense the good itself and its truth.

From these considerations it may appear, why marriage within

the church must be between one husband and one wife ; and
why it was permitted to the descendants of Jacob to marry
several wives ; and that this was on account of there being no
church among them, and consequently a representative of a

church could not be established among them by marriages,

because they were in what is contrary to conjugial love.

4838. That he might not give seed to his brother: that this

signifies, that thus there might be no continuation, appears

from the signification of giving seed to a brother, or of perform-

ing the duty of the husband's brother, as denoting continuing

that which is of the church, see no. 4834 ; hence by not giving

seed to his brother, is signified that thus there would be no
continuation.

4839. Aoid the thing which he did uris evil in the eyes of
Jehovah : that this signifies that it was contrary to Divine order,

appears from the signification of evil in the eyes of Jehovah, or

of evil against Him, as denoting what is contrary to the order

which is from Him. This also appears from the deed, and
from the statute concerning the duty of a husband's brother,

namely, that the brother's wife should draw the shoe from off

liis foot, and should spit in his face, and that his name should

be called in Israel, the house of him that is stripped of his shoe

(Deut. XXV. 8-10) ; whereby was signified, that he was without

external and internal good; and they who are without good,

and in evil, are contrary to Divine order. All evil which
springs or flows forth from evil interiorly, that is, from the

intention or end of evil, such as was this of Onan, is contrary

to Divine order, but that which does not spring or flow forth

from evil interiorly, that is, from the intention or end of evil,

sometimes appears as evil, but still is not evil, if the end be not

evil ; for the end qualifies every act, inasmuch as the life of

man is in the end, for what he loves and thence thinks, he has
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for an end ; the life of his soul is nothing else. That evil is

contrary to Divine order, and good according thereto, may be

known to every one ; for Divine order is the Lord Himself in

heaven, as the Divine good and truth from Him constitute

order, insomuch that they are order ; the Divine good being its

essential, and the Divine truth its formal. When the Divine

order is represented in form, it appears as a man ; for the Lord,

from Whom it is, is the Only Man, see nos. 49, 288, 477, 565,

1871, 1894, 3638, 3639 ; and so far as angels, spirits, and men
have from Him, that is, so far as they are in good and hence in

trutli, thus so far as they are in His Divine order, so far they

are men. Hence it is, that the universal heaven represents one

man, which is called the CJrand Man, and that all things in

general and particular which are in man correspond thereto, as

has been shown at the close of the chapters : hence also it is,

that all the angels in heaven appear in the human form ; and,

on the other hand, the evil spirits who are in hell appear indeed

among themselves from phantasy as men, but in the light of

heaven as monsters, more direful and horrible according to the

evil in which they are (no. 4533), and this because evil itself is

contrary to order, thus contrary to the human form ; for, as

was said, Divine order, when represented in a form, appears as a

man.
4840. And He caused him also to die : that this signifies that

there was also no representative of the church, appears from

what was shewn above, no. 4833, where like words occur.

4841. Verse 11. And Judah said unto Tamar his daughter-

in-law, Remain a widoiv in thy father's house, until Shelah my
son is grown up : for he said, Lest peradventure he die also, as

his brethren. And Tamar went and remained in her fathers

house. And Judah said, signifies in general the posterity of

Jacob, specifically that which was from Judah : to Tamar his

daughter-in-law, signifies the church representative of spiritual

and celestial things, which is called a daughter-in-law from

truth : Bcinain a ividoiv in thy father's house, signifies alienation

from himself : until Shelah my son is groivn up, signifies until

the time : for lie said, signifies thought : lest peradventure he die

also, as his brethren, signifies fear lest he should perish : [and

Tamar ivent,] and remained in herfather's house, signifies aliena-

tion from himself.

4842. And Judah said : that this signifies in general the

posterity of Jacob, speciticully that wliich was from Judah,

appears from the signification of Judah, in the proximate sense,

as denoting the nation which was from Jacob, and specifically

the nation which Jacob had from Judah, as was also shown
above, no. 4815. In the Word indeed a distinction is made
between Judah and Israel, and in the historical sense by Judah
is meant the tribe of Judah, and by Israel the ten tribes which
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were separated from that tribe ; but in the internal or spiritual

sense, by Juclah is represented the celestial or good of the

church, and by Israel the spiritual or truth of the church ; but

in the opposite sense, by Judah, the evil of the church, and by
Israel the falsity of the church, wheresoever they prevailed,

whether among the Jews or among the Israelites. For the in-

ternal or spiritual sense of the Word is universal, and does not

distinguish the trilies like the external or historical sense ; hence
it is that by Judah in the proximate sense is signified all the

nation which was from Jacob, and specifically that portion

which Jacob had from Judah.
4843. To Tamar his davfjhtcr-in-laio: that this signifies the

church representative of spiritual and celestial things, which is

called a daughter-in-law from truth, appears from the repre-

sentation of Tamar, as denoting the church representative of

spiritual and celestial things, concerning which see above, no.

4831 ; and from the signification of a daughter-in-law, as

denoting the spiritual or truth of the church. The reason

why a daughter-in-law lias this signification in the internal

sense, is, because all things whicli are of marriage, and all who
were derived from marriage, represented such things as are of

the heavenly marriage, see above, no. 4837, consequently

which are of good and truth, for these are of the heavenly

marriage ; hence it is that in the Word a husband signifies good,

and a wife truth, also that sons and daughters signify the goods

and truths thence derived ; hence also a daughter-in-law, as

being the wife of a son as a new husband, signifies the truth

of the church conjoined with good ; and so forth. But these

significations have a difference respectively to those who are of

the celestial church, and to those who are of the spiritual

church ; for in the spiritual church the husband is called man
(vir) and signifies truth, and the wife woman and signifies

good, see above, no. 4823. That by a daughter-in-law, in the

internal sense of the Word, is signified the truth of the church
adjoined to its good, consequently in the opposite sense the

falsity of the church adjoined to its evil, may also appear from
the passages of the Word where it is mentioned ; as in Hosca

:

" They sacrifice upon the heads of the mountains, and burn

incense upon the hills, under the oak, the poplar, and the

strong oak, because the shade thereof is good ; therefore your

daughters commit whoredom, and your . daughters - in - lavj

commit adultery. Shall I not visit upon your daughters

because they commit whoredom, and upon your daughters-in-

law, because they commit adultery ?" (iv. 13, 14). The subject

there treated of is the worship of evil and falsity, the former

is signified by sacrificing on the heads of the mountains, and
the latter by burning incense on the hills ; the life of evil is

signified by the daughters committing whoredom ; and the
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doctrine of falsity from which is the life of evil, by the

daughters-in-law committing adultery; that adulteries and
whoredoms in the Word signify the adulterations of good and
the falsifications of truth, see nos. 2466, 2729, 3399 ; in the

above passage, therefore, daughters-in-law denote the affections

of falsity. In Micah :
" The great one speaks the perversity

of his soul ; and lie warps it aside. Their good one is as a

thorn; the right one as a bramble bush. . . . The son dis-

honourctk thefather, the daughter riseth lip against her mother, the

daughter-in-law against her mother-in-laiv ; a mans (vir) enemies

are the men of his house" (vii. 3, 4, 6). The subject here treated

of is the falsity from evil, in which the church is in the last time
when it is vastated, in the proximate sense, in which the

Jewish church was : the daughter rising up against the mother,

signifies that the affection of evil rose up against the truth

:

and the daughter-in-law against the mother-in-law, that the

affection of falsity rose up against good. Inasmuch as the

case is similar with the man who is in temptations (for in

these there is a combat of evil against truth, and of falsity

against good, spiritual temptations being nothing else than
vastations of the falsity and evil in man), therefore temptations

or spiritual combats are described by the Lord in nearly the

like words in Matthew :
" Jesus said. Think not that I am

come to send peace upon the earth ; I came not to send peace, but

a sword, for I came to set a man at variance against his father,

ami the daughter against her mother, and the daughter-in-law

against her mother-in-law: and a man's foes shall he they of his

own household" (x. 34—36). These words, like those of the

prophet just above quoted, signified tlie vastation of the

church ; but here they signify the temptations of those who
are of the church, because, as was said, temptations are nothing

else than vastations, or removals of evil and falsity ; where-

fore also, both temptations and vastations are signified and
described by inundations of waters and by floods, see nos. 705,

739, 756, 907 : here, therefore, the daughter against the

mother denotes also the affection of evil against truth, and the

daughter-in-law aganist the mother-in-law denotes the affection

of felsity against good ; and as evils and falsities, with the

man who is in temptation, are within, or his own, they are

called " they of his own household " (domestici) : therefore it is

said, " A man's foes shall be they of his own household."

That temptations are thus described in the above passage, is

evident from this consideration, that it is said that He came not

to send peace upon earth, but a sword ; for by a sword is signi-

fied truth combating, and in the opposite sense falsity com-
bating, nos. 2799, 4499 ; when yet He came to give peace (John
xiv. 27 ; xvi. 33). That they are temptations which are so

described, is evident from Matt. x. 38 : " Whosoever taketh
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not up his cross, and followeth after Me, is not worthy of Me."
5 In like manner in Luke :

" Tliink ye that I am come to give

peace on the earth. I tell you, Nay ; but division : for hence-

forth there shall be five in one house divided, three against

two, and two against three. The father shall be divided

against the son, and the son against the father ; the mother
against the daughter, and the daughter against the mother

;

the viothcr-in-law against her daughter-in-la^v, and the daughter-

in-laiv against her mother-in-law" (xii. 51-53). From these

considerations it is also e\ddent, that by father, mother, son,

daughter, daughter-in-law, mother-in-law, are signified such

things as are from the heavenly marriage, namely, goods and
truths in their order ; and also the opposite ; as likewise in

Mark :
" Jesus said, There is no man who forsaketh house, or

brethren, or sisters, or father, or mother, or wife, or children, or

fields, for My sake, and the gospel's, but he shall receive

hundredfolds in this time, houses, and brethren, and sisters,

and mothers, and children, and fields, with persecutions, and

in the age to come eternal life " (\. 29, 30). He who does not

know the internal sense of the Word, will believe that by
house, brethren, sisters, father, mother, wife, children, fields,

such are signified literally : but they are such things as are in

man, being proper to him, which he is to forsake, and in their

stead to receive the spiritual and celestial things which are

of the Lord, and this through temptations, which are there

meant by persecutions :—every one may see, that if he forsakes

a mother, he is not to receive mothers, in like manner neither

brethren, nor sisters.

4844 Bemain a widow at thy fathers house: that this

signifies alienation from himself, may appear from this con-

sideration, that hereby he wished that she should depart, and

no more return to himself; he said indeed, that she should

remain there until Shelah his son was grown up, nevertheless

he thought that she should not be given to Shelah his son, for

he said within himself. Lest peradventure he die also, as his

brethren ; and the fact also proved it, as is evident from verse 14,

" Taniar saw that Shelah was grown up, and she was not given

unto him for a woman." Hence now it follows, that by the

above words is signified, that he alienated her from himself

;

that is, in the internal sense, the church representative of

spiritual and celestial things, which is represented by Tamar,

nos. 4811, 4831, from the Jewish church, represented by
Judah ; for they could not agree together, because Judaism
was only a representative of a church, but not a represen-

tative church, nos. 430V, 4500, for it acknowledged the external

2 but not the internal. A widow also signifies the truth of the

church without its good, because in the representative sense a

wife signifies truth, and a husband good, nos. 4823, 4843

;
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wherefore a wife without a husband is the truth of the cliurch

without its good, by wliom, when it is said that she should

remain in the house of her father, is signified that the truth of

the cliurch would be alienated, and also that it would not be

received in liis house; neither could the Jewish nation receive

it, because they were not in good, l)ut in evil. Frequent men- 3

tion is made of a widow in the Word, and he who does not

know the internal sense, cannot believe otherwise than that by
a widow is signified a widow ; but by a widow, in the internal

sense, the truth of the church without good is there signified,

that is, they who are in truth without good, and yet desire to

be in good, consequently who love to be led by good; the

husband is the good which should lead ; such in the Ancient

church were understood in the good sense by widows, whether

they were women or men (viri). For the Ancient church

distinguished the neighbor, towards M'hom they were to

exercise charity, into several classes ; some they called poor,

others miserable and afflicted, others bound and in prison,

others blind and lame, others sojourners, orphans, and widows,

and according to their qualities they dispensed works of

charity ; their doctrinals taught them these things ; that church

did not know any other doctrinals. Wherefore they who lived

at that time, both taught and wrote according to their doctrinals;

consequently when they spoke of widows, they meant no other

than such as were in truth without good, and still desired to

be led by good. Hence also it is evident, that the doctrinals 4

of the Ancient church taught those things which were of

charity and the neighbor, and their Knowledges and scientifics

were for the purpose of knowing what external things signified,

for the church was representative of spiritual and celestial

things : therefore the spiritual and celestial things, which were

represented and signified, were what they learnt by doctrinals

and sciences. But these doctrinals and scientifics are at this

day altogether obliterated, and indeed to such a degree, that it

is not known that they ever existed ; for in their place the

doctrinals of faith succeeded, which, if they be widowed and

separated from the doctrinals of charity, teach almost nothing.

For the doctrinals of charity teach what good is, and the doc-

trinals of faith what truth is, and teaching truth without good

is walking like one who is blind, for good is what teaches and

leads, and truth is what is taught and led. Between those two

doctrinals the difference is as great as between light and dark-

ness ; unless the darkness be illustrated by the light, that is,

unless truth be illustrated by good, or faith by charity, there

is nothing but darkness. Hence it is, that no one knows from

intuition, consequently neither from perception, whether truth

be truth, but only from doctrine imbibed in childhood and

confirmed in adult age ; hence also it is, that churches disagree
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so much, and one calls that true wliich niiotlier calls false, and
5 they in nowise agree together. That by widows, in a good

sense, are signified they who are in truth without good, but

who still are desirous to be led by good, may appear from the

passages in the Word where widows are mentioned ; as in

David: "Jehovah who executeth judgment for the oppressed,

who giveth bread to the liinxijry ; Jehovah who looseth the

hound; Jehovah who openeth the blind ; Jehovah who raiseth

np them that are lowed down ; Jehovah who loveth the just

;

Jehovah who guardeth the sojourners, supportetli the father-

less and the laidoiv" (Psalm cxlvi. 7-9). The subject here

treated of in tlie internal sense is those who are instructed by
the Lord in truths, and are led to good ; but some of these are

called oppressed, others hungry, others ])ound, blind, bowed
down, sojourners, fatherless, widows, according to their quality

;

but no one can know their quality, except from the internal

sense : the doctrinals of the Ancient church taught that quality.

In this, as in several other passages, the sojourner, the father-

less, and the widow are named jointly, because by the sojourner

are signified those who are willing to be instructed in the

truths of faith, see nos. 1463, 4444 ; by the fatherless, those

who are in good without truth, and are desirous through truth

to be led to good ; and by the widow, those who are in truth

without good, and are desirous through good to be led to truth

;

those three are named jointly in this and in other passages

in the Word, because in the internal sense they constitute one

class ; for by them together are signified those who are willing

6 to be instructed and led to good and truth. Again :
" The

Father of the fatherless, and Judge of the widows, God in the

habitation of His holiness " (Psalm Ixviii. 6 [5]) ; where the

fatherless denote those who like infants are in the good of

innocence, but not as yet in truth, whose father is said to be

the Lord, because as a Father He leads them by truth into

good, namely, into the good of life or of wisdom ; widows
denote those who as adults are in truth but not yet in good,

whose judge is said to be the Lord, because He leads them, by
good into truth, namely, into the truth of intelligence; for by
a judge is signified a leader. Good without truth, which is the

fatlierless, becomes the good of wisdom by the doctrine of

truth ; and truth without good, which is the widow, becomes

7 the truth of intelligence by the life of good. In Isaiah :
" Woe

unto them who ordain statutes of iniquity to turn aside the

poor from judgment, and to snatch away into judgment the

miserable of my people, that the vndoios may be their spoil, and

that they may plunder the fatherless" (x. 1, 2); where by the

poor, the miserable, the widows, and the fatherless, none are

signified but they who are spiritually such ; and whereas in the

Jewish church, as in tlie Ancient, all things were represen-
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tative, so also was doing good to tlie fatherless and the widows
;

for then charity towards tliose who in a spiritual sense were

such, was represented in heaven. In Jeremiah :
" Do judg- 8

ment and justice, and rescue the spoiled out of the hand of

the oppressor: and defraud not the sojourner, the fathcricss, and

the u-idoto, neither do violence, neither shed innocent blood in

this place " (xxii. 3), where also by the sojourner, the father-

less, and the widow, are signified those who are spiritually

such ; for in the spiritual world or heaven it is not known who
is a sojourner, who fatherless, and who a widow, for they who
had l)een such in the natural world are not such in that world

;

therefore when these words are read by man, they are per-

ceived by the angels according to their spiritual or internal

sense. In like manner in Ezekiel: "Behold, the princes of 9

Israel, every one according to his arm, have been in thee,

that they might shed blood. In thee have they slighted the

father and the mother ; in thee have they dealt by oppression

with the sojourner, in thee have they defrauded the fatherless

and the ividoio " (xxii. 6, 7). Also in Malachi :
" I will come

near to you into judgment; and I will be a swift witness

against the sorcerers, and against false swearers, and against

the oppressors of the hire of the hireling, the widow, and the

fatherless, and those who turn aside the sojourner; nor fear

Me" (iii. 5). In like manner in Moses: "Thou shalt not

distress the sojourner, nor oppress him : . . . thou shalt not

atHict any vndoiv, or orphan. If afflicting thou afiiictest

him, and if crying he crieth unto Me, hearing I will

hear his cry: and My anger shall be hot, and I will slay

you with the sword, that your wives may heeome widov's,

and your sons orjjhans" (Exodus xxii. 20-23 [21-24]).

This, like all the rest of the precepts, judgments, and statutes lo

in the Jewish church, was representative ; and also in that

church they were held in externals so to do, and by such things

to represent the internal things of charity, although they had

nothing of charity, or did not perform them from internal

affection. The internal was, from affection to instruct tliose

who were in ignorance, in truths, and to lead them by truths

to good ; and to lead those who were in knowledge, by good to

truths ; whereby they would have done good in the spiritual

sense to the sojourner, the fatherless, and the widow. In order

that the external might still remain for the sake of representation,

it was among the curses pronounced on Mount Ebal, "to turn

aside the judgment of the sojourner, the orphan, and the undow
"

(Deut. xxvii.'l9); turning aside their judgment, denotes doim;-

the contrary, that is, leading to falsity and evil by instruction

and life. As depriving others of goods and truths, and appro-

priating those things to oneself for the sake of self-honor and

gain, was also among the curses, therefore the Lord said :
" Woe
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unto you, scribes and Pharisees, for yc devour tvidows' houses,

and this under the cover of making Icjug prayers : therefore ye
shall receive more abundant judgment" (Matt, xxiii. 14 ; Luke
XX. 47) ; devouring widows' houses, denotes depriving those of

11 truths who desire truths, and teacliing falsities. In like manner
it was representative, that what was left in the fiehls, oliveyards,

and vineyards, should be for the sujourncr, the fatherless, and
the widoio (Deut. xxiv. 19-22); also that when they had made
an end of tithing the tenths of their increase in the third year,

they should give to the sojourner, the fatherless, and the widow,

that they might eat in their gates, and be satisfied (Deut. xxvi.

12, 13). Since it is the Lord alone who instructs, and leads to

truth and good, it is said in Jeremiah, " Leave thy orjohans, I

will make alive, and the ividou's shall trust in Me" (xlix. 11).

And in ]\Ioses, "Jehovah doeth the judgment of the orphan and
widotv, and loveth the sojourner, in giving him bread and
a garment" (Deut. x. 18). Bread denotes the good of love, nos.

2165, 2177, 3478, 3735, 381.3, 4211, 4217, 4735; a garment
12 denotes the truth of faith, nos. 4545, 4763. The circumstances

related of Elijah, how, during the famine, occasioned by want
of rain in the land, he was sent to Zarephath, to a ividovj, and
asked of her a small cake, which she w^as to make and give to him
in the first place, and to herself and son in the next place, and
how then the barrel of meal belonging to her was not consumed,
and the cruse of oil did not fail (1 Kings xvii. 1-16), were
representative, like all the rest which are related of him, and
in general which are related in the Word ;—the famine, which
was in the land in consequence of the want of rain, represented

the vastation of truth in the church, nos. 1460, 3364 ; the

widow in Zarephath, represented those outside the church who
desire truth ; the cake which she was to make for him in the

first place, represented the good of love to the Lord, no. 2177,

v/hom out of her penury she loved above herself and her son
;

the barrel of meal signifies truth from good, no. 2177 : and the

cruse of oil, charity and love, nos. 886, 3728, 4582 ; Elijah

represents the Word, by which such things are done, no, 2762.

13 This also, in the internal sense, is understood by the Lord's

words in Luke :
" No prophet is accepted in his own country.

In the truth I say unto you, numi/ widoivs were in Israel in the

days of Elias, when the heaven was shut up for three years and
six months, whilst a great famine was over. all the land, yet

unto none of them was Elias sent, save unto Sarepta of Sidon,

unto a woman a widow " (iv. 24-26), that is, to those outside

the church who desire trutli ; but the widows who were
within the vastated church, to whom Elijah was not sent, are

they who are not in truth, because not in good ; for where good
is not, there neither is truth, and howsoever in such case it

may appear in the external form as truth, yet it is as a
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sliell without a kernel. They who are in such truth, and also

they who are in falsity, are signified by widows in the opposite

sense ; as in Isaiah :
" Jehovah will cut off from Israel head and 14

tail, branch and rush, in one day. The old and the honored
in faces is the head ; and the prophet, the teacher of a lie, is

the tail. . . . Therefore the Lord shall have no gladness in

their young men, and will not pity their fatherUfis and v:idoirs"

(ix, 13, 14, 16 [14, 15, 17]). In Jeremiah: " I will winnow
them with a winnowing fan in the gates of the land ; I will

bereave them, I will destroy my people, they have not turned
from their ways. Their widows are increased unto me above
the sand of the seas : I will bring upon them, upon the young
mother, a waster at noon-day. . . . She who hath borne
seven languislieth ; she hath breathed out her soul, her sun
is gone down whilst it is yet day" (xv. 7-9). Again : "Our
inheritance is turned away to strangers, our houses to aliens.

We are become or'phans and have no father, our mothers
are as undows" (Lament, v. 2, 3). As by widows were signified 15

those who are not in truth, because not in good, therefore it

was disgraceful for churches, even such as were in falsities

from evil, to be called widows ; as in John :
" She hath said

in her heart, I sit a queen, and am not a vidow, and I shall

not see wailing. Therefore in one day shall her plagues
come, death, and wailing, and famine ; and she shall be
burned with fire " (Apoc. xviii. 7, 8), speaking of Babylon : in

like manner it is written of the same in Isaiah :
" Hear

this, thou delicate one, sitting securely, saying in her heart, I,

and there is none besides as I ; / shall not sit a vjidoiv, neither

shall I know bereavement: but these two evils shall come
to thee in a moment in one day, heirarement and tcidoivhood"

(xlvii. 8, 9.) From these considerations, it may now appear 16

what is meant by a widow, in the internal sense of the
Word ; and since a widow represented and thence signified the
truth of the church without its good (because a wife denotes
truth, and a husband, good), therefore in the Ancient churches,

where all things in general and particular represented, the priests

were forbidden to marry a widow who was not the widow of a

priest ; as it is written in Moses :
" The high priest shall take

a wife in her virginity. A vndow, or one that is divorced, or

corrupt, or a harlot, these shall he not take ; but he shall take

a virgin of his own people to wife" (Lev. xxi. 13-15); and
where the new temple and the new priesthood is treated of

in Ezekiel, it is written :
" The priests, the Levites, shall not

take to themselves for wives a imdow, or one that is divorced
;

but virgins of the seed of the house of Israel : nevertheless a

widow who hath been the widow of a i^ncst they may take
"

(xliv. 22) ; for the virgins, whom they were to marry, repre-

sented and thence signified the affection of truth
; a widow,
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likewise, of a pviest, represented the aflection of truth from

good, fur in the representative sense a priest denotes the good

of the church. Therefore also it was allowed the tvidoivs of a

p'icst, who had no offspring, to eat of the oblations or holy

17 things (Lev. xxii. 12, 13). That this is the signification of a

widow, was known from their doctrinals to those who were of

the Ancient church, for their doctrinals were the doctrinals of

love and charity, which contained innumerable things that at

this day are altogether obliterated ; from those doctrinals they

knew what charity they were to exercise, or what was their

duty towards the neighbor called widows, or fatherless, or

sojourners, and so forth. Their Knowledges of truth and their

scientifics consisted in knowing {cognosccrc) and knowing {scire)

what the rituals of their church represented and signified ; and

tliey who were learned among them, knew what the things in

the Earth and in the world represented, for they knew that

universal nature was a theatre representative of the heavenly

kingdom, see nos. 2758, 2989, 2999, 3483. Such things ele-

vated their minds to celestial things, and their doctrinals led

them to life. But after the church had turned away from

charity to faith, especially after it had separated faith from

charity, and made the former saving wdthout the latter and its

works, minds could then no longer be elevated by Knowledges

to celestial things, nor by doctrinals be led to life ; insomuch

that at length scarcely anyone believes that there is any life

after death, and scarcely any one knows what the celestial is

:

that there is any spiritual sense of the Word, which does

not appear in the letter, cannot even be believed, so much are

minds closed.

4845. Until S/tclah my son is groini uj) : that tliis signifies

until the time, appears from the signification of growing up, as

denoting being of that age, thus until the time ; and from the

representation of Shelah the son, as denoting the idolatrous,

see above, nos. 4825, 4826, thus the Jewish religion, which was

respectively idolatrous, no. 4825. Hence by the above words,
" Until Shelah my son is grown up," is signified until the time

that the Jewish religion can receive internal things, or the

sj)iritual and celestial things of the representative church,

which is Tamar, nos. 4829, 4831, 4843.

4846. For he said : that this signifies thought, appears from

the signification of saying, in the historicals of the Word, as

denoting perceiving, and also thinking, see nos. 1791, 1815,

1819, 1822, 1898, 1919, 2080, 3395: here, therefore, by he

s;dd, is signified that he said in himself, or thought, that Tamar
should not be given to Shelah his son for a woman ; in the

internnl sense, tliat the internals of the representative church

should be alienated, no. 4844.

4847. Lest peradventare he die also, as his hrcthren: that this
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signifies fear lest it sliould perish, namely, the representative of

a church which was among the posterity descended from Jacob,

and specifically which Jacob had from Judah, appears from the

signification of lest peradventure he die, as denoting fear lest

it should perish. In regard to this circumstance, that the

representative of a church, which was among the posterity

descended from Jacob, would perish, if the internal things of a

genuine representative church were adjoined thereto, the case

is thus :—a representative churcli, such as had existed among the

Ancients, was to have been instituted among the posterity

descended from Jacob ; but that nation was such, that they
were willing only to worship and adore external things, and to

know nothing at all of internal things ; for they were immersed
in the lusts of the love of self and of the world, and thence

in falsities. They believed more than the Gentiles that there

were several gods, but that Jehovah was greater than them,
because He could do greater miracles ; wherefore as soon

as miracles ceased, and also when they were become of

little account by reason of their being frequent and familiar,

they instantly turned themselves to other gods, as may
appear manifest from the historicals and propheticals of

the Word. Such being the quality of that nation, it was 2

impossible for such a representative church as had existed

among the Ancients, to be instituted among them, but only

a representative of a church ; and it w^as provided by the Lord,

that somev.'hat of communication with heaven might be effected

thereby ; for a representative may be given among the evil,

because it does not regard the person, but the thing. Hence it is

evident, that worship respectively to them was merely idolatrous

(no. 4825), although the representatives contained holy Divine
things in themselves. With such idolatrous worship the in-

ternal could not be conjoined ; for if anything internal had been
adjoined, that is, if they had acknowledged internal things,

they would have profaned holy things, for if a holy internal

be conjoined with an idolatrous external, it becomes profane

:

hence it is that internal things were not discovered to that

nation, and that if they had been discovered, it would have
perished. That the Jewish nation could not receive and 3

acknowledge internal things, howsoever they might have been
revealed to them, is evident from what is observable of them
at this day ; for at this day they know internal things, inas-

much as they live among Christians, but still they reject and
scoff at them; many likewise of those who have been con-

verted, do the same at heart. From these considerations it is

manifest, that a church representative of spiritual and celestial

things was not instituted among that nation, but only a

representative of a cliurcli, that is, an external without an
internal, which in itself is idolatrous. Erom these considera-
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tidiis also it may be seen how erroneously those Christians

think, who believe that in the end of the church the Jewish
nation will be converted, and chosen in preference to the
Christians ; and still more those who believe that at that time
the Messiah or the Lord will appear to them, and by a great

prophet and great miracles will l)ring them back into the land
of Canaan: l)ut into these errors they fall, who in the pro-

pheticals of the Word by Judah, Israel, and the land of Canaan,
understand them to be meant literally, consequently who
believe only the literal sense, and are unconcerned about any
internal sense.

4848. And [Tamar n-cnt and'] remained in her fathers house:

that this signifies alienation from himself, ap])ears from the

signification of remaining a widow in a father's house, as

denoting alienation, see above, no. 4844.

4849. Verses 12-14. And the days were midtijMed, and the

daughter of Shuah, JiidaKs wife, died; and Judah was com-

forted, and tvent up unto the shearers of his fioch, he and his

companion Chirah the AduUamite, to Timnath. And it was
told Tamar, saying, Behold, thy father-in-law gocth up to

Timnath to shear his floclc. And she removed the garments of
her widowhood from upon her, and covered herself with a veil,

and covered herself, and sat in the inner door of the fountains,

which is on the way to Timnath ; for she saw that Shelah was
grown up, and she urns not given unto him for a woman. And
the days were nmltijdied, signifies a change of state : and the

daughter of Shuah died, signifies [as to evil from falsity : the

wife of Judah, signifies] the religiosity among the nation

descended from Jacob, specifically from Judah : and Judah was
comforted, signifies rest : and went up unto the shearers of his

floclc, signifies somewhat of elevation to consult for the church :

he and his comjxtnion Chirah the Adidlamitc, signifies that still

he was in falsity : to Timnath, signifies state : and it was told

Tamar, saying, signifies somewhat of communication with the

church [representative] of spiritual and celestial things: hehold,

thy father-in-laiv goeth up to Timnath to shear his flock, signifies

that the Jewish church was willing to consult for itself : and
she removed the garments of her widowhood from iip)on her,

signifies a simulation of the tnith which is from good: and,

covered, herself with, a veil, signifies tnith obscured : and covered

herself, signifies thus not acknowledged : and sat in the inner

door of the fountains, luhich is on the wxty to Timnath, signifies

the intermediate to the truths of the church and to falsities

:

for she saio that Shelah was grown up, and she was not given

unto him for a woman, signifies a clear view that she could not

otherwise be conjoined with the religiosity in which the

posterity descended from Jacob was, specifically the posterity

from Judah.
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4850. And the days were midtipHed: that this signifies a

change of state, appears from the signification of the days being

multiplied, as denoting states being changed; for in the internal

sense, a day or a time denotes a state, see nos. 23, 487, 488, 893,

2788, 3462, 3785 ; and being multiplied, when predicated of

days or times, denotes being changed. That a change of state

is signified, is evident also from what follows. Mention is

made of being multiplied, because it involves a change of

state as to truths, for being multiplied is predicated of truths,

see nos. 43, 55, 913, 983, 2846, 2847. As such frequent

mention is made of state, and also of change of state, and as

few know what is meant thereby, it shall be stated what it is.

Neither time and process of time, nor yet space and extension

of space can be predicated of the interiors of man, namely, his

affections and consequent thoughts, because they are not in

time, nor in place (although it appears before the senses in the

world that they are), but in the interiors which correspond to

time and place ; these corresponding things cannot be called by
any other name than stat&s, because there is no other term whereby
that correspondence may be expressed. The state of the interiors

is said to be changed, wlien the mind {mc7is) or lower mind
(animus) is changed as to its affections and consequent thoughts,

as from sadness to gladness, and again from gladness to sadness,

from impiety to piety or devotion, and so forth. These changes
are called changes of state, and are predicated of the affections,

and of the thoughts also, so far as they are governed by the

affections ; but the changes of the state of the thoughts are in

those of the affections as particulars are in generals, and they
are respectively variations.

4851. And the daughter of Shuah died : that this signifies as

to evil from falsity, appears from the signification of dying, as

denoting ceasing to be such, see no. 494 ; and from the significa-

tion of the daughter of Shuah, as denoting evil from falsity, see

above, nos. 4818, 4819 ; here therefore by the daughter of Shuah
dying after multiplied or many days, is signified a change of

state as to evil from falsity, that it was not such as it had been
heretofore.

4852. The wife of Judah : that this signifies the religiosity

among the nation descended from Jacob, specifically from Judah,
appears from the signification of a wife, as denoting the church,

see nos. 252, 253, 409, 749, 770, but here it denotes a religiosity,

because the subject treated of is the Jewish nation, among which
there was not a church, but only the external of a church sepa-

rate from the internal, nos. 4281, 4288, 4289, 4311,4433,4500,
4680, 4825, 4844, 4847 ; this cannot be called anything but a

religiosity, for they were capable of being in a holy external,

and altogether without a holy internal, see no. 4293 ; and from
the representation of Judah, as denoting the nation descended

VOL. VI. 2
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from Jacob, and specifically that descended from Judah, see

al)0ve, nos. 4815, 4842.

4853. And he went up unto the shearers of his flock : that tliis

signifies somewhat of elevation to consult for the church,

appears from the signification of going up, as denoting being

elevated, namely, from what is exterior to what is interior, see

nos. 3084, 4539 ; from the signification of a shearer, as denoting

use, no. 4110, thus willing or consulting for use ; and from the

signification of a flock, as denoting the church, see nos. 343,

3767, 37G8, 3772.

4854. He and his companion Chirah the Adullamite : that

this signifies that still he was in falsity, appears from the repre-

sentation of Chirah the Adullamite, as denoting falsity, see

above, nos. 4816, 4817 ; when therefore he is said to be his

companion, thereby is signified that falsity was adjoined to him,

or that he was still in falsity.

4855. To Timnafh: that this signifies the state in which he
was of consulting for the church, is evident from the Book of

Judges, where it is said of Samson that " he went down to Tim-
nath, and took there a woman of the daughters of the Philistines

"

(xiv. 1-4, 7) ; where by Timnath in like manner is signified a

state of consulting for the church ; the woman, whom he took

from the daughters of the Philistines, in the representative

sense is truth from what is not good, thus truth obscured, which
is here also now represented by Tamar ; for the Philistines are

they who are in the doctrinals of faith, and not in a life accord-

ing thereto, nos. 1197, 1198, 3412, 3413; moreover, Timnath
is named among the places of inheritance for the tribe of

Dan (Josh. xix. 43). All names of places in the Word signify

things and states, see nos. 1224, 1264, 1888, 3422, 4298, 4442.

4856. And it was told Tamar, saying: that this signifies

somewhat of communication with the church representative of

spiritual and celestial things, appears from the signification of

being told, as denoting apperception, no. 3608, thus communi-
cation ; in the present case somewhat of connnunication ; and
from the representation of Tamar, as denoting a church repre-

sentative of spiritual and celestial things, see nos. 4829, 4831.

Mention is made of communication with this church, when the

state was changed, and at the same time there was somewhat
of elevation to consult for the church, see above, nos. 4850,
4853.

4857. Behold, thy father- in-law goeth up) to Timnath to shear

his floch : that this signifies that the -lewish cluirch was willing

to consult for itself, appears from the representation of Judah,
as denoting the cliurcli established among the nation descended
from Jacob, specifically among Judah (see nos. 4815, 4842, 4852),
who is here called the father-in-law, because there was some-
what of communication with the church representative of spi-
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ritual and celestial things, which is here the daughter-in-law

;

from the significance of going up, as denoting somewhat of

elevation, see just above, no. 4853 ; and from the signification

of shearing the flock, as denoting consulting for the church, see

above, no. 4853 ; the state of consulting for the church is Tim-
nath, no. 4855. That this is the internal sense contained in 2

these words, cannot possibly appear from the letter ; for in

reading them, the mind thinks of Judah, of Timnath, and of

shearing the flock, but not of spiritual things, whicli are sepa-

rate from person, place, and worldly use ; nevertheless, the

angels, because they are in spiritual things, have no other per-

ception from the above words than that which has been de-

scribed ; for when the literal sense passes into the spiritual, such
things as relate to person, place, and the w^orld, perish, and are

succeeded by those which relate to the church, its state, and use
performed therein. It indeed appears incredible that this should 3

be the case ; but this is because so long as man lives in the

world, he thinks from the natural and worldly things which are

thereiu, and not from spiritual and celestial tilings ; and they
who are immersed in corporeal and terrestrial things do not know
that there is anything spiritual and celestial, and still less that

spiritual and celestial are distinct from worldly and natural

things ; when yet they are distinct, as the spirit of man is dis-

tinct from his body ; neither do they know that the spiritual

sense lives in the literal sense, as the spirit of man in his body,
and also that the spiritual sense in like manner survives when
the literal sense perishes, whence the internal sense may be
called the soul of the Word.

4858. A7id she removed the garments of her ividowhood from
upon her : that this signifies a simulation of the truth which is

from good, appears from the signification of a widow, as denot-
ing those who are in truth without good, and still desire to be
led by good, see no. 4844 ; the garments with which widows
were clad, represented such truth, because garments signify

truths, nos. 2576, 4545, 4763 ; hence, removing those garments,

denotes putting off the representation of a widow, that is,

of truth without good ; and, because she covered herself

with a veil, it denotes simulating the truth which is from
good.

4859. And covered hersc/f loith a veil: that this signifies

truth obscured, appears from the signification of concealing

herself, or her face, with a veil, as denoting hiding, and thereby

obscuring the truth which she pretended was from good, as

just above, no. 4858 ; and this for the sake of conjunction with
Judah. For when brides first came to the bridegroom, they
covered themselves with a veil, as it is written of Eebecca,

when she came to Isaac (Gen. xxiv. 65), by which were signi-

fied the appearances of truth, see no. 3207 ; for a wife signifies
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truth, and a husband good ; and whereas truth does not appear

such as it is, until it is conjoined to its good, tlierefore, for the

sake of representing that circumstance, brides on first seeing

the husband covered themselves with a veil. Tamar acted in

like manner on the present occasion, for she considered Judah's

son Shelah as her husband, but as she was not given to him,

she considered his father in his place as the person who should

perform the duty of a husband's brother, therefore she covered

herself with a veil as a bride, but not as a whore ; although

Judah believed the latter, because whores at that time were

wont to cover their faces in like manner, as is evident from
verse 15. The reason why Judah believed her to be such,

was, that the Jewish nation, which is here signified by Judah,

regarded the internal truths of the representative church no
otherwise than as a whore ; wherefore also Judah was conjoined

with her as with a whore, but not so Tamar with him. As in-

ternal truths could not possibly appear otherwise to that nation,

therefore here, by her covering herself with a veil, is signified

truth obscured. And that the truth of the church is obscured

to them, is represented also at this day by their covering them-
2 selves with veils in their synagogues. The like was also repre-

sented by Moses, when the skin of his faces shone, wlien he

came down from Mount Sinai, that he covered himself with a

veil as often as he spoke with the people (Exod. xxxiv. 29 to

the end). Moses represented the Word, which is called the

law, see the Preface to Genesis xviii., wherefore sometimes it is

said the law and the prophets, as Matt. v. 17 ; xi. 13 ; xxii. 34,

38 [36, 40] ; and sometimes Moses and the prophets, as Luke
xvi. 29, 31 ; xxiv. 27, 44 : by the shining of the skin of his

faces was represented the internal of the Word, for the face is

the internal, nos. 358, 1999, 2434, 3527, 4066, 4796, 4797, for

that, as being spiritual, is in the light of heaven : his veiling his

face as often as he spoke with the people, represented that

internal truth was covered to them, and so obscured that they

could not endure anything of light thence.

4860. And covered herself: that this signifies thus it was not

acknowledged, appears from the signification of covering, as

denoting hiding, thus not being acknowledged ; see what was
said just above, no. 4859.

4861. And sat in the inner door of the fountains, which is on

the way to Tinmath : that this signifies the intermediate to the

truths of the church and to falsities, appears from the significa-

tion of fountains, as denoting the truths of the church wdiich

are from the Word ; for a fountain, in the universal sense, is

the Word, see nos. 2702, 3096, 3424 ; in the inner door thereof,

denotes in the entrance to those truths ; and whereas the ex-

ternal truths, which are of the sense of the letter of the Word,
afford an entrance, they are the inner door; which truths,
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unless they be illustrated by internal truths, that is, by those

which are of the internal sense, present falsities with those who
are in evil ; wherefore, by the inner door of the fountains, is

here signified the intermediate to the truths of the church and
to falsities. On the way to Timnath, denotes to the use of

the church, for Timnath is a state of consulting for the church,

nos. 4855, 4857.

4862. For she saw that Shelah was groivn up, and she was
not given unto him for a woman : that this signifies a clear

view that she could not otherwise be conjoined with the

religiosity in which the posterity descended from Jacob was,

specifically the posterity from Judah, appears from the signi-

fication of seeing, as denoting a clear view, see nos. 2150, 2325,

3764, 3863, 44U3-4421 ; the reason why it denotes a clear

view that she could not otherwise be conjoined with the

religiosity in which the posterity descended from Jacob,

specifically the posterity from Judah, was, is, that by Judah
that posterity is signified, see nos. 4815, 4842, 4852, con-

sequently the religiosity among them, to which she was
conjoined, because she could not be conjoined with Shelah.

By Shelah is also represented the idolatrous, nos. 4825, 4826,

4845, with which the truth of the representative church, which
is Tamar, could not be conjoined.

4863. Verses 15-18. And Judah saw her, and thought her to

he a harlot; because she had covered her faces. And he turned

aside unto her to the way, and said, Grant, I pray thee, that I
may come in unto thee: for he knew not that she was his

daughter-in-law. And she said. What dost thou give me, that

thou mayest come in unto me ? And he said, I will send a
hid of the she-goats from the flock. And she said, If thou wilt

give me a pledge till thou send. And he said. What pledge shall

I give thee ? And she said. Thy signet, thy p)a.niiicle, and thy

stajf which is in thy hand; and he gave them to her, and came
in unto her : and she conceived by him. And Judah saw her,

signifies how the religiosity of the Jewish nation at that time

considered the internals of the representative cliurch : and he

thought her to he a harlot, signifies no otlierwise than as falsity

:

because she had covered her faces, signifies that interior things

were hidden from them : and he turned aside unto her to the

way, signifies that he applied himself because he was such

:

and he said. Grant, I pray thee, that I may come in unto thee,

signifies the lust of conjunction : for he kiiew not that she was
his daughter-in-law, signifies that he did not apperceive it to be

the truth of the representative church : and site said. What
dost thou give me, that thou mayest come in unto me .? signifies a

reciprocal of conjunction with a condition : and he said, I will

send a kid of the she-goats from the flock, signifies a pledge of

conjunction : a^id she said, If thou tvilt give me a pledge till
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thou send, signifies a reciprocal if there is certainty : and he said.

What pledge shall I give thee ? signifies that it was certain : and
she said, Thy signet, signifies a token of consent : thy panniele,

signifies by truth : and thy staff lohich is in thy hand, signifies

by its power : and he gave them to her, signifies thus it was
certain: and came in iinto Ae?', signifies conjunction : and she

conceived hy him, signifies thereby reception.

4864. A7id Jiidah satv her: that this signifies, how the

rehgiosity of the Jewish nation at tliat time considered tlie

internals of the representative church, appears from the signi-

fication of seeing, as denoting apperceiving and understanding,

see nos. 2150, 2325, 2807, 3764, 3863, tlius considering; from
the representation of Tamar, who in this case is her, as denot-

ing a cliurch representative of spiritual and celestial things, see

nos. 4829, 4831, in the present case tlie internal of that church,

because it is the subject treated of, how it was considered and
received by the religiosity of the Jewish nation : and from the

representation of Judah, as denoting specifically tlie Jewish
nation, see nos. 4815, 4842, consequently the religiosity of that

nation ; for where mention is made of a nation in the Word, in

the internal sense is meant what relates to the church thereof;

for the internal sense is not at all concerned about the dates

and historical accounts of any nation, but only about its quality

as to those things which are of the church. Hence it is evident

that by Judah seeing her, is signified the manner in which the

religiosity of the Jewish church at that time considered the

internals of the representative church.

4865. And he thought her to he a harlot : that this signifies

that they considered it no otherwise than as falsity, appears

from the signification of a harlot, as denoting falsity, see nos.

2466, 2729, 3399, thus that the Jewish nation from their

religiosity considers the internal of the church no otherwise

than as falsity. A harlot denotes falsity, because a marriage

represents the heavenly marriage which is that of good and
truth, the husband denotes good, and the wife truth, and hence
sons denote truths, and daughters goods, and son-in-law and
daughter-in-law, father-in-law and mother-in-law, with the

several affinities according to their degrees, represent those

things which are of the heavenly marriage ; therefore as

adulteries and harlotries are opposite, they signify evil and
falsity. They are opposite in reality, for they who spend their

lives in adultery and harlotry, have no concern at all about

good and truth ; the reason is, that genuine conjugial love

descends from the heavenly marriage, that is, from the marriage

of good and truth : but adulteries and harlotries from the con-

junction of evil and falsity, which is from hell, see nos. 2727-
2 2759. That the Jewish nation considered, and also at this day
considers the internal things of the church no otherwise than
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as falsities, is what is signified by Judah's thinking Tamar his

daughter-in-law no otherwise than a harlot, and by liis conjoin-

ing himself with her as with a harlot ; by the origin of that

nation being such, is represented whence their religiosity

originated, and what its quality was. That this nation con-

siders the internal of the church as a whore, or as falsity, is

very evident ; as for example, if any one should tell them that

the internal of the church is that the Messiah, who is predicated

in the propheticals of the Word, and whom therefore they
expect, is the Lord, this they altogether reject as false. If any
one should tell them, that the internal of the church is tluit

the JNIessiah's kingdom is not worldly and temporal, but
heavenly and eternal, this also they pronounce to be false. If

any one should tell them, that the rituals of their church
represented the Messiah and His heavenly kingdom, they do
not know what this means. If any one should tell them, that 2

the internal of the church is the good of charity and the truth

of faith, in doctrine and life together, they regard this no other-

wise than as false ; in like manner in all other cases
;
yea, at

the bare suggestion that the church has an internal, they smile

stupidly. The reason is, that they are solely in externals, and
indeed in the lowest of externals, namely, the love of earthly

things ; for above all others they are in avarice, which is

altogether earthly. Such persons cannot possibly think other-

wise of the interior things of the church, for they are more
remote from heavenly light than the rest, and thus more
immersed in thick darkness.

4866. Because she had covered Iter faces: that this signifies

that interior things were hidden from them, appears from the

representation of Tamar, as denoting the representative church,

see nos. 4829, 4831 : from the signification of covering, as

denoting being hidden, and from the signification of faces, as

denoting internal things, see nos. 358, 1999, 2434, 3527, 3573,

4066, 4326, 4796-4799" Hence it is evident, that by covering

her faces, is signified that the interior things of the church were
hidden from them ; see above, nos. 4859, 4865.

4867. And he turned aside unto her to the way: that this

signifies that he applied himself because he was such, appears

from the signification of a way, as denoting truth, see nos. 627,

2333, 3123, 3142, 3477, thus in the opposite sense falsity ; in

the present case falsity, because he accounted her as a harlot,

by whom falsity is signified, see above, no. 4865 ; on this

account also it is said that he turned aside to the way, for

turning aside is predicated of falsity, see nos. 4815, 4816.

4868. And he said, Grant, I fray thee, that I may come in

unto thee : that this signifies the lust of conjunction, appears

from the signification of coming or entering in to any one, as

denoting being conjoined, see no. 4820 ; that it denotes lust,
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such as tliat of conjunction with a harlot, in tlie internal

sense, with falsity, is evident. That the Jewish nation, which
is here signiiied by Judah (nos. 4815, 4842, 4864), considered

the internal truth of the representative church no otherwise
than as falsity, and at tliis day so considers it, see above, no.

4865 : the subject now treated of in this passage is, that still

this nation conjoined itself with it, yet not as with a wife, but
as with a harlot, that is, not as with truth but as with falsity

;

lust is predicated of conjunction with falsity, as of conjunction
2 with a harlot. All they conjoin themselves with internal truth

as with a harlot, who believe only tlie external, that is, the

literal sense of the Word, and entirely reject all its internal

or spiritual sense ; but principally they, who apply the external

or literal sense of the Word to favour the lusts of the love of self

and of the world, or the lusts of domination and gain ; they who
do this, cannot possibly view internal truth in any other manner
than as above described, and if they conjoin themselves with it,

they do it from lust, like that of conjunction with a harlot. This

is done especially by those who are of the Jewish nation, and
also by those who in the Word are meant by Babylon ; but not
by those wdio indeed believe in simplicity the literal sense of

the Word, and yet live according to those things which are of

the internal sense, namely, in love and charity, and thence in

faith, for these are of the internal sense of the Word ; neither

by those who teach these from the literal sense ; for the in-

ternal and external senses agree in these two precepts, that

every one ought to love the Lord above all things, and his

3 neighbor as himself. That the Jewish nation regards internal

truth as a harlot, and if it conjoins itself therewith, that it does

so from lust as of conjunction with a harlot, may be illustrated

by the following examples. If they are told that the Word is

holy, yea, even most holy, also that every tittle therein is holy,

they acknowledge it, and conjoin themselves, but from such a

lust as above described ; for they believe it to be holy in the

letter, and not that what is holy flows in through it with those

who are in the affection of good and of truth whilst they read

4 it. Again, if they are told that several who are named in the

Word, are to be venerated as saints, as Abraham, Isaac, Jacob,

Moses, Aaron, David, they acknowdedge it and conjoin them-
selves, but from a like lust ; for they believe that those persons
were chosen in preference to others, and are thence holy, and
on this account are to be worshiped as deities ; when yet their

holiness is from no other source than this, that they repre-

sented the Lord, and a representative holiness does not at all

«ffect the person; and moreover, the life of every one without
5 distinction remains with him after death. Again, if they are

told that the ark, which they liad in their possession, tlie temple,

the altar of burnt-offering, the altar of incense, the bread upon
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the table, the candlestick with the lights, the perpetual fire, the

sacrifices, the perfumes, the oil, also the garments of Aaron,
especially the breastplate on which was the Urim and Thummim,
were holy, they acknowledge it and conjoin themselves, but
from tlie lust above described ; for they believe those things to

have been holy in themselves, thus that the wood, the stone,

the gold, the silver, the bread, the fire, were holy, and this

interiorly, because Jehovah was in them, or that the holiness of

Jehovah applied to them was actually in them. This is their

internal truth, which yet is respectively falsity ; for what is

holy is only in good and truth, which is from the Lord in love

to Him and in charity towards the neighbour, and thence in

faith ; consequently in none but in living subjects, that is, in

men who receive those principles from the Lord. Again, if ^

they are told that the Christian church is one with the church
which was instituted among them, but that it is internal, where-

as this latter M'as external, so that when the church instituted

among them is stripped of its externals, and made naked, the

Christian church appears, this they do not acknowledge any
otherwise than as a whore, that is, as falsity ; nevertheless,

many of them, who are converted from Judaism to Christianity,

conjoin themselves with that truth, but also from the lust

above described. Such things in the "Word are frequently called

whoredoms. Those who are signified in the \Yord by Babylon
think in like manner of the internal truths of the church ; but

as they know internal things, and acknowledge them in child-

hood, yet deny them in adult age, they are described in the

Word by filthy adulteries and criminal copulations ; for they

are profanations.

4869. For he hnciv not that she was his daughter-in-law:

that this signifies that he did not perceive it to be the truth of

the representative church, appears from the signification of a

daughter-in-law, as denoting the truth of the church adjoined

to its good, see no. 4843. The truth of the representative

church is signified, because by Tamar, who in this case is the

daughter-in-law, is represented a church representative of

spiritual and celestial things, nos, 4829, 4831 ; on this subject

see what was shown above, nos. 4865, 4866, 4868.

4870. And she said, What dost thou give me, that thou mayest

come in unto me ? that this signifies a reciprocal of conjunction

with a condition, appears from the signification of coming in

unto rae, as denoting conjunction, see nos. 4820, 4SG8 ; that it

is a reciprocal with a condition, is evident witliout explanation.

4871. And he said, I will send a kid of the she-goats from the

floch: that this signifies a pledge of conjunction, appears from
the signification of a kid of the she-goats, as denoting the inno-

cence of the external or natural man, see no. 3519 ; and inas-

much as it is innocence, it is a pledge of conjugial love, or a
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pledge of conjunction, for genuine conjugial love is innocence,

see no. 2736. Hence it was a received custom among the

ancients, when they went in anew to their wives, to send

before a kid of the she-goats ; as is also manifest from what is

related of Samson, in the book of J udges :
" It came to pass

after days, in tlie days of wheat harvest, that Scnnson visited his

wife with a kid of the she-goats ; for he said, I will enter in unto

my wife into the chamber " (xv. 1) ; in like manner in the

present case, but as the promised kid of the she-goats was not

to be accepted, Tamar required a pledge. It is said a pledge

of conjunction, not a conjugial pledge, because on the part of

Judah it was such conjunction as has place with a harlot.

4872. And she said, If thou loilt (jive me a pledge till thou

send: that this signifies a reciprocal if there is certainty,

appears from what Tamar said above, " What dost thou give

me, that thou mayest come in unto me ? " as signifying a

reciprocal of conjunction with a condition, no, 4870, in the

present case a reciprocal if there be certainty, because a

pledge was ibr the sake of certainty, that the promise might

be granted.

4873. And he said, JJ^liat pledge shall I give thee? that this

signifies that it was certain, appears from the signification of a

pledge, as denoting thence certainty, see no. 4872 ; that it is

certain, is evident also from what now follows, that the pledge

was given.

4874. And she said. Thy signet : that this signifies a token

of consent, appears from the signification of a signet, as denot-

ing a token of consent. The reason of this signification is, that

in ancient times decrees were confirmed by a signet (or seal)

;

wherefore by the signet, the confirmation itself is properly

signified, and testification that it was so. Tamar's asking

for his signet, pannicle, and staff, as a pledge that the kid of

the she-goats would be sent, which afterwards she did not

accept, involves an arcanum which cannot possibly be known
without the internal sense ; there is an arcanum, because the

kids of the she-goats signified the genuine conjugial principle,

consequently the internal (for everything genuine is at the

same time internal), which was not on the part of Judah, where-

fore neither did she accept the kid of the she-goats, as is

evident fi^om what follows ; but instead thereof she assumed an

external, with which the internal of the church, signified by
Tamar, might l)e conjoined ; the external of the church is sig-

nified by the signet, the pannicle, and the staff; by the signet,

the consent itself ; by the pannicle, external truth ; and by the

staff, the power of that truth ; those things also are pledges of

2 the conjunction of the external or natural man. The conjunc-

tion of internal truth with the external, or with the religiosity

of the Jewish nation, is represented by the conjunction of
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Tamar with Jiidali, as of the daughter-in-law with the father-

in-law under the pretext of the duty of the husband's brother

;

and the conjunction of the religiosity of the Jewish nation witli

the internal of the church, is represented by the conjunction of

Judah with Tamar as with a harlot. The conjunctions also

are altogether alike ; but their quality cannot be so well

explained to the apprehension ; it appears manifestly before

angels and good spirits, for it is exhibited to them in the

light of heaven, in which the arcana of the Word appear

e\ddent as in clear day ; it is otherwise in the light of the

world with man ; we will only say a few words on the subject.

The representatives which were instituted among the posterity

of Jacob, w^ere not exactly similar to those which were in the

Ancient church ; they were for the most part similar to those

which prevailed in the church instituted by Eber, which was
called the Hebrew church : in this were several new kinds of

worship, such as burnt-ofterings and sacrifices, which were un-

known in the Ancient church, besides others ; the internal of

the church was not so conjoined with these representatives, as

with the representatives of the Ancient church : but how the

internal of the church was conjoined with the representatives

among the Jewish nation, and how the latter were in their turn

conjoined with the internal of the church, is described in the

internal sense by the conjunction of Tamar with Judah, as a

daughter-in-law with a father-in-law, under the pretext of the

duty of a husband's brother, and by the conjunction of Judah
with Tamar as with a harlot. Concerning the Hebrew church,

see nos. 1238, 1241, 1.327, 1343, 3031, 4516, 4517 ; and that the

sacrifices in this church were not in the Ancient church, nos.

923, 1128, 1343, 2180, 2818.

4875. Thij 2Mnnicle : that this signifies by truth, namely, a

token of consent, appears from the signification of a pannicle,*

as denoting truth. A pannicle denotes truth, because it is

amongst the things which have relation to garments ; and by
garments in general are signified truths, for as garments clothe

the flesh, so truths clothe good, nos. 297, 2132, 2576, 4545,

4763 ; therefore among the ancients, everything with wliich

they were clad signified some special and particular truth
;

hence the coat signified one truth, the cloak another, the

outermost garment (ior/a) another, the coverings of the head

also, as the cap and turban, another; the coverings of the

thighs and feet likewise, as breeches and hose, another, and so

forth ; but the pannicle signified outermost or lowest truth

;

it was made of threads twisted together, by which are signified

the determinations of such truth. The pannicle also signifies

* The term pannicle literally signifies a small piece of cloth, a]iplic(I of old in

the -way of dress, but whose specific application and use arc at this day unknown.

[Tk.]
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such truth in this passage in jNIoses :
" Every open vessel, upon

which tliere is not a pannidc for a covering, it is unclean
"

(Numb. xix. 15) ; whereby was signified, that nothing should be

indeterminate, ibr whatsoever is indeterminate is open ; there are

also outermost truths, to which interior truths are determined,

and in which they terminate.

4876. And thy staff which is in thy hand : that this signifies

by the power of that truth, appears from the signification of a

staff, as denoting powei', of which we shall speak presently
;

and from the signification of the hand, as also denoting power,
see nos. 878, 3091, 3387, 35G3. It is said, " Which is in thy
hand," because the power of that truth, namely, the lowest, is

signified, such as appertained to the reUgiosity of the Jewish
nation, which is here denoted by Judah. That power is

predicated of truth, see nos. 3091, 3563. Frequent mention
is made in tlie Word of a staff', and it is wonderful that

scarcely any one at this day knows that anything in the spi-

ritual world ^^^as represented by it : as where ]\Ioses was ordered,

as often as miracles were wrought, to lift up his staff', whereby
also they were wrought. This was known even among the

Gentiles, as may appear from their fables, in which staffs

are ascribed to magicians. The reason why a staff signifies

power is, that it is a support, for it supports the hand and
arm, and thereby the whole body ; wherefore a staff' assumes
the signification of that part which it proximately supports,

namely, of the hand and arm, by both of which in the Word is

signified the power of truth ; that the hand and arm also corre-

spond thereto in the Grand Man, will be seen at the end of the
2 chapters. That power was represented by a staff', is evident, as

was said, from what was related of Moses, namely, " that he was
ordered to take a staff, with which he was to do miracles ; and
that he took the staff of God in his hand" (Exod. iv. 17, 20).

The waters in Egypt being smitten with the staff',
" became blood

"

(vii. 15-20); on stretching out the staff over the rivers, frogs

were produced (viii. 1-11 [5-15]); the dust being smitten hy

the staff, lice were made (viii. 12-15 [16-19]); tJie staff hcinrj

stretched out toivards heaven, there was hail (ix. 23) ; tliat the

staff heinrj stretched out over the earth, locusts were produced
(x. 3-20) ; as the hand is the principal, by wliich is signified

power, and a staff' is the instrumental, therefore also miracles

were wrought when the hand loas stretched out (x. 12, 13) ; when
the hand was lifted up toivards heaven, there was thick darkness
over the land of Egypt (x. 21, 22) ; and on stretchinfj out the hand
over the Ked sea, the sea became dry by an east wind ; and again

on stretching out the hand, the waters returned (xiv. 21, 26, 27).

3 Moreover, when the rock of Horeb was smitten hy a staff, the

waters flowed forth (Exod. xvii. 5, 6 ; Numb. xx. 7-11). When
Joshua fought against Anialek : " jMoses said unto Joshua,
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Choose out men (viri) for ns, and go forth, fight with Amalek : to-

morrow I will stand on the head of the hill, and the staff of God
shall he in my hand, . . . And it came to pass, when Moses
lifted up his hand, Israel prevailed ; and when lie let down his

hand, Amalek prevailed" (Exod. xvii. 9, 11). From these pas-

sages it is very evident that the staff, as the hand, represented

power; and in the supreme sense, the Divine omnipotence of

the Lord : and hence also it is evident, that at that time repre-

sentatives constituted the externals of the church, and that the

internals, which are spiritual and celestial things such as are in

heaven, corresponded thereto, and that hence was their efficacy
;

from this consideration it is also evident how insane they
are, M'ho believe that there was any power in the staff, or in the

hand of Moses, by transfusion. That a staff denotes power in 4

the spiritual sense, is also evident from several passages in the

prophets ; as in Isaiah :
" Behold, the Lord Jehovah Zebaoth

removeth from Jerusalem . . . the staff and the stay, the whole

staff of bread, and the whole staff of water" (iii. 1), where the

staff of bread denotes support and power from the good
of love ; the staff of water, support and power from the truth of

faith. That bread is the good of love, see nos. 276, 680, 2165,

2177, 3464, 3478, 3735, 3813, 4211, 4217, 4735; and that

water is the truth of faith, nos. 28, 680, 739, 2702, 3058, 3424.

The staff of bread is mentioned in like manner in Ezekiel iv.

16; V. 16; xiv. 13; Psalm cv. 16. Again, in Isaiah: " The 5

Lord Jehovih Zebaoth said, my people, the inhabitant of

Zion, be not afraid of Asshur, vjho will smite thee with a rod, and
lift a staff upon thcc in the way of Egypt. . . . Jehovah shall

stir up against him a scourge, according to the slaughter of

Midian in the rock of Oreb ; and his staff shall he upon the sea,

which he will lift up in the way of Egypt" (x. 24, 26); where
a staff denotes power from reasoning and science, such as is the

power of those who reason from scientifics against the truths

of faith, and pervert them or make light of them ; these things

are signified by the rod with which Asshur will smite, and
by the staff which he will lift up in the way of Egypt.
That Asshur denotes reasoning, see no. 1186 ; and Egypt,
science, nos. 1164, 1165, 1186, 1462. In like manner in 6

Zechariah :
" The pride of Asshur shall be cast down, and the

staff of ^f/ypt shall depart" (x. 11). In Isaiah: "Thou hast

trusted on the staff of a hruised reed, on Egypt; whereon, when
any one leaneth, it entereth into his hand, and pierceth it

through" (xxxvi. 6). Egypt denotes scientifics, as above:
power from them in spiritual things is the staff of a bruised

reed : the hand which it enters and pierces, is power from the

Word. Again :
" Jehovah hath broken the staff of the wicked,

the rod of those that have dominion " (xiv. 5). A staff and a

rod manifestly denote power. In Jeremiah :
" Grieve ye, all 7
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ye circuits of Moab, and say, How is the staff of strength

broken, the staff of 'beauty {decus)" (xlviii. 17), where the staff of

strength denotes power from good, and the staff of beauty,
8 power from truth. In Hosea :

" JVIy people ask their wood,
and t\\Q. staff' thereof Q,w'swQXQ.\\\ them; for the spirit of whore-
dom hath secUiced them" (iv. 12). Asking wood, denotes

consulting evils: the staff answering, denotes that falsity is

thence, which has power from the evil wliich they confirm

:

the spirit of whoredom denotes the life of falsity from evil.

In David :
" Yea, when I walk in the valley of shade, I will

fear no evil to myself, for Thou art with me ; Thy rod and Thy
staff, they comfort me" (Psalm xxiii. 4); Thy rod and Thy
staff denote the Divine truth and good, to wliich belongs power.

Again :
" The staff' of wickedness shall not fall upon the lot of

9 the just" (cxxv. 3). Again: "Thou shalt shatter them with a
rod of iron ; as the vessels of a potter thou shalt disperse them "

(ii. 9). A rod of iron denotes the power of spiritual truth in

natural, for all natural truth, in which there is spiritual truth,

has power : iron denotes natural truth, see nos. 425, 426. In
like manner in the Apocalypse :

" To him who overcometh, and
keepeth my works unto the end, will I give Power over the

nations, that he may feed them with a rod of iron; as the

vessels of a potter they shall be shattered " (ii. 26, 27 ; see also

1° xii. 5 ; xix. 15). Inasmuch as a staff represented the power of

truth, that is, the power of good through truth, therefore kings

had sceptres, formed like short staffs ; for by kings the Lord is

represented as to truth: the kingship itself denotes the Divine
truth, nos. 1672, 1728, 2015, 2069, 3670, 4581 : the sceptre

denotes the power belonging to them, not by dignity, but
by the truth which ought to rule, nor any other truth than

that which is from good, thus principally the Divine truth

;

and with Christians, the Lord, from \yhom is all Divine truth.

4877. And he f/ave them to her : that this signifies that thus

it was certain, appears from the signification of the pledge

which Tamar requested, and which was given to her, as denot-

ing what is certain, see nos. 4872, 4873.

4878. And came in unto her : that this signifies conjunction,

appears from the signification of coming or entering in unto
any one, as denoting conjunction, see also above, nos. 4820,

4868, 4870.

4879. And she conceived hy him : that this signifies reception

thereby, appears from the signification of conceiving, as denot-

ing reception, see nos. 3860, 3868, 3919 ; but what the quality

of the reception was, see no. 4874.

4880. Verses 19-23. And she arose, and ivent, and removed

her veil from upon her, and 'put on the garments of her widow-
hood. And Judah sent the kid of the she-goats in the hand of
his companion the Adullamite, to take the pledgefrom the hand of
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the ivoman ; and he found her not. Ami he aslccd the men of that

ylace, saying. Where is that whore in the fountains hy the loay ?

And tluy said, There was no whore there. And he returned to

Jiulah, and said, I have not found her ; and also the men of the

place said, There was no ivhore there. And Judah said, Let her

take to herself, ijcradvcnture we shall hecome a contempt: behold,

I have scat this bid, and thou hast not found her. And she

arose, signifies elevation : and went, signifies life : and removed

her veil from upon her, signifies that the obscurity [was dis-

sipated] : and put on the garments of her widowhood, signifies

intelligence ; and Judah sent the kid of the she-goats, signifies a

conjugial pledge : in the hand of his companion the Adtdlamite,

signifies by falsity : to take the pledge from the hand of the

woman, signifies in the place of external pledges : and. he found
her not, signifies because there was no conjugial [principle] on
his part : and he asked the men of that place, saying, signifies

that truths were consulted : Where is that whore, signifies

whether it was falsity : in the fountains hj the way, signifies

that it appeared as truth : and they said, signifies perception

from truths : Theix was no whore there, signifies that it was not

falsity : and he returned to Judah, signifies reflection : and he

said, I have not found her, signifies that this cannot be dis-

covered by falsity : and also the men of the place said. There

was no whore there, signifies perception from truths that it was
not falsity : and Judah said. Let her take to herself, signifies

that it was indifferent to him : 'peradventure we shall hecome a

contempt, signifies although it was a disgrace : hcliold, L have

sent this kid, signifies that it was enough that there is a pledge :

and thou hast not found her, signifies if there be not a conjugial

[principle].

4881. And she arose: tliat this signifies elevation, appears

from the signification of arisintr, as involvino- some elevation,

see nos. 2401, 2785, 2912, 2927, 3171, 4103 ; the elevation

signified by arising, is in the spiritual sense from an obscure

state into a clearer, as from a state of ignorance into a state of

intelligence, for thereby man is elevated from a state of the

light of the world, into a state of the light of heaven.

4882. And went: that this signifies life, appears from the

signification of "oinf:^, as denotinsj livincr, see nos. 3335, 3690.

That in the internal sense going denotes living, appears indeed

very remote or abstracted from the ideas of thought in whicli

man is, because man is in space and in time, and has formed

therefrom the ideas of his thought, as an idea of going, of pro-

gressing, of journeying, of sojourning, and of moving : as these

things exist in space, and also in time, and lience space and

time are joined to the ideas concerning them, it is diificult for

man to conceive, that by them are signified states of life. But
when the idea concerning those things is laid aside or put off,
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tliere results tlie spiritual thing which is signified ; for in the

spiritual world or in heaven nothing of space and time enters

the ideas, but instead thereof the things which are of the state

of life, see nos. 1274, 1382, 2625, 2788, 2837, 3356, 3404, 3827,

4814. It appears indeed to spirits and angels, that they also

progress and move from place to place, exactly, indeed, as it

a})pears to men ; but still they are changes of the state of tlie

life which produce that appearance ; as it appears to them,

e(|ually as to men, tliat they live from themselves, when yet

they do not live from themselves, but from the Divine of the

Lord, from Whom is the all of life. These appearances, with

the angels, are called real, because they appear as they really

are. I have occasionally spoken with spirits concerning these

appearances ; and they who are not in good, consequently

neither in truth, are unwilling to hear that it is an appearance

that they live from themselves, for they desire to live from

themselves. But it was shewn them by living experience, that

they do not live from themselves, and that progressions from

place to place are changes and progressions of the state of life

;

and they were likewise told, that it may suffice them to know
no otherwise than that they have life from themselves, and that

they could not have more, if it was in them of themselves ; but

that still it is better to know how the case is, because then they

are in the truth, and if they are in the truth, they are also in

the light of heaven, for the light of heaven is the very truth

itself from the Divine of the Lord ; thus also neither would
they claim to themselves good, neither would evil thereby

adhere to them ; the angels are in that truth, not by knowledge
only, but also by perception. That times and spaces in the

spiritual world are states of life, and that the all of life is from

the Lord, may appear from the following experience. Every
spirit and angel sees the good to the right, and the evil to the

left, and tiiis to whatsoever cpiarter he turns himself ; if he looks

towards the east, the good and the evil so appear to him, in like

manner if he looks to the west, and also if to the south or the

north. This is the case with every spirit and angel ; so that

were two looking, the one towards the east, and the other

towards the west, still to each the good appear on the right, and

the evil on the left ; in like manner it appears to those who are

remote from those who are seen, although they were to the back

of them. Hence it may be concluded of a certainty, tliat the all

of life is from the Lord, or that the Lord is in the life of every

one; for the Lord appears there as a sun, and on His right are

the good or the sheep, and on His left are the evil or the goats

;

hence the case is similar with every one, because the Lord is the

all of life. This cannot appear otherwise than as a paradox to

man, because, so long as he is in the world, he has ideas from

Worldly things, consequently from space and time; whereas in
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tlie spiritual world, as was said above, the ideas are not from
space and time, but from the state of the affections and thoughts

thence. This is also the reason why spaces and times in the

Word signify states.

4883. And removed her veil from V20on her : that tliis signifies

that the obscurity was dissipated, appears from the signification

of covering herself with a veil, as denoting oljscuring the truth,

see above, no. 4859 ; hence removing the veil, denotes dissipating

that obscurity,

4884. And put on the garments of her vAdowhood : that this

signifies intelligence, appears from the signification of a widow,

as denoting one who is in truth without good, but who still

desires to be led by good, see above, no. 4844 ; and from the

signification of garments, as denoting truths, see nos. 297, 2576,

4545, 4763. These things, taken together, signify intelligence,

because nothing but truths constitute intelligence, for they who
are in truths from good, are in intelligence ; the intellectual mind
is in the light of heaven, by means of truths from good, and the

light of heaven is intelligence, because it is the Divine truth

from the Divine good. A further reason why putting on the

garments of widowhood here signifies intelligence, is, that a

widow in the genuine sense denotes one who is in truth, and
desires to be led by good into the truth of intelligence, as was
also shewn above, no. 4844, thus into intelligence. We will

briefly explain how this is, in order that it may be known. The
truth with man is not the truth of intelligence, until it is led by
good, and when it is led by good, it then first becomes the truth

of intelligence ; for truth has not life from itself, but from good,

and this, when man lives according to truth, for then it infuses

itself into man's will, and from his will into his actions, thus

into the whole man :—the truth, which man only knows or

apprehends, remains outside of his will, thus outside of his

life, for the will of man is his life ; but when man wills tlie

truth, it is then in the threshold of his life ; and when from
willing he comes to do it, the truth in such case is in the

whole man ; and when he frequently does it, it then not only

recui'S from habit, but also from affection, and therel)y from
freedom. Let any one who pleases consider whether anything
can give character to man, except that which he does from his

will ; what he only thinks, and does not do, and still more what
he thinks and is not willing to do, is no otherwise than outside

of the man, and is dispersed like chaff by the least wind : it is

also so dispersed in the other life ; hence it may be known what
faith is without works. From these considerations now it is

evident what the truth of intelligence is, namely, that it is truth

from good : truth is predicated of the understanding, and good
of the will, or, what is the same thing, truth is of doctrine and
good is of life.

VOL. VI. 2 D
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4885. And Juclah acnt the hid of the she-f/oats : that this

sigiiities a conjugial pledge, appears from the signification of a

kid of the she-goats, as denoting a pledge of conjugial love, or a

pledge of conjunction, see above, no. 4871.

488G. In the hand of his companion the Adidlamite : that this

signifies l)y falsity, appears from the representation of Cliirah

the AdulUimite, who was the companion of Judah, as denoting

falsity, see nos. 4817, 4854.

4887. To receive the idedyc from the hand of the woman: that

this signifies in the place of external pledges, appears from the

signification of the signet, the pannicle, and the staff, which
were the pledge, as being pledges of the conjunction of the

external or natural man, thus external pledges, no. 4874.

4888. And he found her not : that this signifies because there

was not a conjugial [principle] on the part of Judah, [appears

from what has been already said,] for he entered in to her, not

as to a wife, but as to a harlot ; wherefore neither was Tamar
willing to receive a kid of the she-goats, by which was signified

a conjugial pledge, no. 4885 ; nor indeed was there a genuine

conjugial [principle] on the part of Tamar, for she was as a

daughter-in-law with a father-in-law under pretext of the duty
of the husband's brother ; these things are signified by his not

finding her.

4889. And lie ashed the men of that 2)^(ice [, saying'] : that his

signifies that truths were consulted, appears from the significa-

tion of asking, as denoting consulting ; and from the significa-

tion of men (riri), as denoting truths, see nos. 265, 749, 1007,

3134, 3309 ; the men of the place are truths as to the state of

that thing, for place denotes state, nos. 2625, 2837, 3356, 3387.

4890. Where is tliat ivhore : that this signifies whether it was
falsity, appears from the signification of a whore or harlot, as

denoting falsity, see no. 4865.

4891. In the fountains hy the vay t that this signifies that

it appeared as truth, appears from the signification of fountains,

as denoting the truths of the church, see nos. 2702, 3096, 3424,

4861 ; it is said by the way, because a way is predicated of

truth, and in the opposite sense of falsity, nos. 627, 2333, 3123,

3142 ; and whereas it is asked, " where is that whore in the

fountains ])y the way?" thereby is signified whether it was
falsity which appeared as truth.

4892. And they said: tliat this signifies perception from
truths, appears fi'oni the signification of saying, in the historicals

of the Word, as denoting perceiving, see nos. 1791, 1815, 1819,

1822, 1898, 1919, 2080, 2619, 2862, 3509. The reason why it

is perception from truths, is, tliat they were the men (viri) of

tlie place who said ; the men of tlie phice denote truths, see just

above, no. 4889.

4893. T/tox teas no ichore there: that this signifies that it was
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not falsity, appears from the signification of a \vliore or harlot,

as denoting falsity, as above, no. 4890. What these things,

which have been hitherto explained as to the signification of

the expressions, involve in the series, may in some sort appear

from what was said above, nos. 4865, 4868, 4874 ; and, more-
over, they are such as cannot be apprehended, nnless the quality

of the conjunction between the internal and the external truth

of the Jewish church be known, both on the part of the internal

truth represented by Tamar, and on the part of the external

represented by Judah. As these are among things unknown, if

they were further explained, they would fall into shade, thus

into no idea of the understanding ; for the understanding, which
is the sight of the internal man, has its light and its shade

:

those things fall into its shade, which do not coincide with the

things of which it before liad some notion ; nevertheless each of

these things in the series, with innumerable others which
cannot even be comprehended by man, enter clearly into the

light of the understanding of the angels; hence it is evident

what is the quality and quantity of angelic intelligence re-

spectively [to that of men].

4894. And lie returned to Judah: that this signifies reflec-

tion, may appear from this consideration, that by the Adulla-

mite the companion of Judah, is signified falsity, see nos. 4817,

4854, 4886 ; and when falsity is said to return and relate

what had happened, as is here said of the companion of Judah,

nothing else is signified than a recalling to mind, and reflection

how the case is.

4895. And said, I have not found her: that this signifies,

that this cannot be discovered by falsity, appears from the

signification of not having found, as denoting not having dis-

covered, and as the Adullamite says this, by whom is signified

falsity, as above, no. 4894, it follows, that by his saying, " I have
not found her," is signified that falsity could not discover it, or

that this cannot be discovered by falsity.

4896. And also the men of the jilace said, There loas no whore

there: that this signifies a perception from truths that it was
not falsity, appears from what was said just above, nos. 4892,

4893, where similar words occur.

4897. And Judah said, Tjet her take to herself: that this

signifies that it was indifferent to him, may appear from the

affection in these words, as denoting indignation and thence

indifference.

4898. Peradventure ice shall become a contempt : that this

signifies although it was a disgrace, appears from the significa-

tion of becoming a contempt, as denoting disgrace.

4899. Behold, I have sent this kid: that this signifies tliat it

was sulficient that there is a |)ledge, appears from the significa-

tion of a kid of the she-goats, as denoting a pledge of conjugial
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love or of conjunction, see no. 4871 ; in the present case only a

pledge, because the kid was not accepted, because, as was said

above, there was not a conjugial [principle] ; and as this was
the reason, therefore by the expression, " Thou hast not found

her," is signified if there be not a conjugial [principle] ; this

also flows from indifference, concerning whicli see no. 4897.

It is needless to explain those things further, for the reason

spoken of above, in no. 4898, namely, that they would fall into

the shade of the understanding, and the things which fall into

that shade, fall also into disbelief; as that there must be a

conjugial [principle] in order that there may be a church,

namely, the (ionjugial [principle] between truth and good ; also

that there must be an internal in the external, and that without

those two there is nothing of a church ; the subjects here

treated of in the internal sense are these [principles], and their

quality in the Jewish church, namely, that respectively to

that nation there was nothing internal in the external, but

respectively to the statutes and laws themselves abstractedly

- from the nation, there was. Who at this day believes any other,

than that the church was with the Jewish nation, yea, that this

nation was chosen and loved above all others, and this chiefly

because so many and so great miracles were wrought among
them, and because so many prophets were sent to them, and
also because they had the Word among them ? AVhen yet

that nation in itself had nothing of the cliurch, for it was not

in any charity, being altogetlier ignorant what genuine charity

is. It was also void of faith in the Lord. It knew that He was
to come, but supposed that it was to raise them above all in the

universe ; and because this was not done, it altogether rejected

Him, being unwilling to know anything concerning His
heavenly kingdom. These things, which are the internals of the

church, that nation did not even acknowledge in doctrine,

still less in life. From these considerations alone it may
be concluded, that there was nothing of the church in that

3 nation. It is one thing for the church to be among a nation,

and another thing for the church to be in a nation ; as for

example ; the Christian church is among those who have the

Word, and who from doctrine preach the Lord, but still there is

nothing of the church in them, unless they are in the marriage

of good and truth, that is, unless they are in charity towards the

neighbor, and thence in faith ; thus unless the internals of the

church are in the externals. The church is not in those, who
are only in externals separate from internals ; neither is it in

those, who are in faith separate from charity ; nor in those,

who acknowledge the Lord from doctrine, but not in life ; hence

it is evident, that it is one thing for the churcli to be among a

4 nation, and another thing for it to be in a nation. The subject

treated of in the internal sense in this chapter is the church
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amoiifr, and in, the Jewish nation ; the quality of the cluirch

among that nation, is described by the conjunction of Tamar
with Judah, under pretext of the duty of the husband's brother,

and the quahty of the church in that nation, is described by the

conjunction of Judah with Taniar as with a harlot ; but to

explain those things more specifically is needless, for the reason

spoken of above, inasmuch as they would fall, as was said, into

tlie shade of the understanding. That the shade of the under-

standing is in these things, may be manifest from this considera-

tion, that at this day scarcely any one knows what the internal

of the church is ; or that charity towards the neighbor consists

in willing, and from willing in acting, and hence that faith con-

sists in perceiving : when this is unknown, and still more when
it is denied (as it is by those who make faith saving without the

works of charity), into what a shade must not those things fall,

which are here said in the internal sense concerning the con-

junction of the internal with the external of the church among,
and in, the Jewish nation. They who do not know that charity

is the internal, and thus the essential of the church, stand at

the most remote distance from the first step towards under-

standing such things, and consequently from the innumerable

and ineffable things which are in heaven, where the things

which are of love to the Lord and of love towards the neighbor

are the all of life, consequently the all of wisdom and of

intelligence,

4900, Verses 24-20. And it came to 2mss, dboid three months

after, and it tvas told Judah, saying, Tamar thy daiujhter-in-lavj

hath committed whoredom ; and behold I also, she is with child

hy whoredoms. And Judah said, Bring her forth, and let her he

hurnt. She was hrought fortli, and she sent to her father-in-law,

saying, By the man ivhose these are, I ain with child : and she

said. Acknowledge, I pray thee, ivhose are this signet, and pan-
nicle, aoid staff. Ami Judah ackiioiuledged, and said. She is

more just than I ; because I gave her not to Shelah my son : and
he added no more to know her. And it came to 2mss, about three

months after, signifies a new state : that it tvas told Judah, sig-

nifies communication : saying, Tamar thy daughter-in-law hath

committed w/iorcrZo?;?,. signifies perception at that time that it is

false that any conjugial [principle] intervenes : and behold

!

also, she is with child by whoredoms, signifies, and that hence

anything can be produced : a7id Judah said, signifies sentence

from the religiosity in which the Jewish nation was : Bring her

forth, and let her he burnt, signifies that it ought to be extir-

pated : she was brought forth, signifies it was nearly effected

:

and she sent to her fcither-in-laio, signifies insinuation : saying,

By the man whose these are, I am with child, signifies that such

[a principle] was in their religiosity : and she said, Ackninvledge,

I pray thee, whose are this signet, and imnnicle, and staff, signi-
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fies that it might be known from the pledges : and Jndah
acknov'ledgcd, signifies tliat being his, he atlirmed : and he said,

She is more just than I, signifies tliat there was no conjunction

of the external with the internal, but of tlie internal with the

external : hccausc I gave her not to Shclah my son, signifies be-

cause the external was such : and he added no more to knoiv

her, signifies that there was no more any conjunction.

4901. And it came to iiass, ahout three months after : that this

signifies a new state, appears from the signification of three, as

denoting what is complete, and hence the last and the first, or

the end and the beginning, together, see nos. 1825, 2788, 4495;
and from the signification of a month, as denoting a state, see

no. 3814. For all times in the internal sense signify states, as

an hour, a day, a week, a month, a year, an age ; and times of

times, as mid-day, evening, night, morning, which are times of

the day ; and summer, autumn, winter, spring, which are times

of the year ; and also times of age, as infancy and childhood,

youth, adult age, old age, all which with several others signify

2 states : what is meant by states, see no. 4850. The reason why
times signify states, is, that times are not given in the other

life ; the progression of the life of spirits and angels appears

indeed as in time, but they have no thought from times, as men
in the world have, but from states of the life, and this without
notion of times : a further reason is, that the progressions of

their life are not distinguished into ages, for in that world they
do not grow old, and because there are no days nor years there,

inasmuch as the sun there, which is the Lord, is always rising

and never sets ; hence no notion of time enters their thoughts,

but a notion of state and of its progressions ; notions are taken
3 from those things which are and exist before the senses. These
things must needs appear as paradoxical : but the reason of

their so appearing, is, that man, in every single idea of his

thought, has something adjoined from time and space ; hence
his memory and recollection, and hence also his lower thought,

the ideas of which are called material ; l)ut that memory, out of

which come such ideas, is quiescent in the other life ; they who
are in that life are in the interior memory, and in the ideas of

its thought, and thought from this latter memory lias not times

and spaces adjoined to it, but instead thereof states and their

progressions ; hence also it is that they correspond, and in con-

sequence of such correspondence that times in the Word signify

states. IMan lias an exterior memory, wliich is proper to him
in the body, and also an interior memory, wliich is proper to

4 his spirit, see nos. 2469-2494. The reason why " about three

months after," signifies a new state, is, that by months, into

which also times in the world are distinguished, is signified

state, and by three is signified the last and the first, or the end
and the beginning, together, as was said above ; as in the
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spiritual world there is a continual progression of states from
one into another, consequently in the last or end of every state

there is a first or beginning, hence continuity, therefore by the

expression, " about three months after," is signified a new state.

The case is similar in the church, which is the spiritual world
or the Lord's kingdom on Earth : the last of the church with one
nation is always tlie first of the church with another. As the

last is thus continued into the first, it is occasionally said of

the Lord, that He is the Last and the First, as in Isaiah xli. 4
;

xliv. 6 ; Apoc. xxi. 6 ; xxii. 13 ; whereby in the respective sense

is signified what is perpetual, and in the supreme sense what
is eternal.

4902. That it was told Judah : that this signifies communi-
cation, appears from the signification of being told, as denoting

communication, see above, no. 4856.

4903. Saying, Tamar thy daughter-in-law hath committed

whoredom : that this signifies perception at that time that it is

false that any conjugial [principle] intervenes, appears from the

signification of saying, in the historicals of the "Word, as

denoting perception, see above, no. 4892 ; from the signification

of committing whoredom, as denoting falsity, see nos. 2460,

2729, 3399, 4865 ; from the representation of Tamar, as

denoting the internal of the representative church, see also

above, no. 4864 ; and from the signification of a daughter-in-

law, as denoting the truth of the church, see nos. 4843, 4869.

Hence, by the above words, " saying, Tamar thy daughter-in-

law hath committed whoredom," is signified perception at that

time that it is false that any conjugial [principle] intervenes.

How these things are in the series, see above, nos. 4864-4866
;

namely, that the Jewish nation from their religiosity perceived

the internal of the church no otherwise than as a whore, and
its preaching, and life according thereto, as whoredom ; for they

who are in the external alone without the internal, consider the

internal of the church no otherwise, since they call that false

which is true, and that true wluch is false ; the reason is, that

no one can see whether a thing be false or true from the

external alone, but from the internal ; there must be internal

sight to judge of those things which are of external sight, and
the internal sight, in order to do so, must be altogether in the

light of heaven ; and it is not in the liglit of heaven, unless it

is in faith in tlie Lord, and from tliat faith reads the Word.
That the Jewish nation was in the external without the ^

internal, and therefore believed truth to be falsity, and con-

trariwise, is evident from their doctrinal tenet, that it was
allowable to hate an enemy ; and also from their life, for they

hated all who were not of their religiosity, yea, they believed

they were doing wliat was well-plcasin'4 to Jeliovah, and were
serving Him, when they treated the nations with barbarity and
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cruelty, by exposing their bodies, when they were slain, to be

devoured by wild beasts and birds, by cutting them alive with

saws, lacerating them with harrows and axes of iron, and
making them pass through the brick-kiln (2 Sam. xii. 31) ;

yea,

it was also in accordance with their doctrinals, to treat a com-
]):niion nearly in a like manner, who for any cause was a

declared enemy. Hence it may appear plainly enough, that

there was nothing internal in their religiosity ; if any one had
said to them then, that such things were against the internal of

the church, they would have replied that this was false. That
they were merely in externals, and altogether ignorant of what
the internal is, and led a life contrary to the internal, is also

evident from what the Lord teaches in Matthew v. 21-48.

4904. Behold ! also, she is with child hy whoredoms : that

hereby is signified, and that hence anything can be produced,

appears from the signification of bearing in the womb, or being

witli child, as denoting producing something ; for by the seed is

signified the truth of faitii, and by conception its reception
;

hence by bearing in the womb, or being with child, is signified

producing ; and from the signification of whoredom, as denoting

the falsity from their religiosity, as above, no. 4903 ; hence it is

evident, that by these words, " saying, Tamar thy daughter-in-

law hath committed whoredom ; behold, also, she is with child

by whoredoms," is signified perception that it is false that any
conjugial [principle] intervenes, and that hence anything can be

produced. Being produced, when predicated of the church, has

reference to the good which is produced, by truth, and it is

produced when truth passes through the understanding into

the will, and from the will into act. Eor the seed, as was said

above, is the truth of faith, and conception is reception, and
reception is effected when the truth wliich is of the understand-

ing passes into the good which is of the will, or when the truth

which is of faith passes into the good which is of charity

;

when it is in the will, it is in its womb, and then is first

produced ; and when man in act is in good, that is, when he
produces good from the will, thus from delight and freedom, in

this case it goes forth from the womb or is born ; which is also

meant by being reborn or regenerated. Hence it is evident

what is signified in the spiritual sense by being with child ; but

in the present case the contrary is signified, namely, that

nothing of good could be produced, for the nation here treated

of was not in any truth, because it was not in any internal of

2 the church, but in falsity. Being reborn or regenerated, that

is, being made an internal man, was a tiling altogether unknown
to that nation, consequently it seemed to them like a whore

;

as may appear from Nicodemus, who was a ruler of the Jews
(John iii. 1-13), for he said, " How can a man be born when he
is old ? Can he enter a second time into his mother's womb ?

"
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(verse 4). It is a known thing that the Lord opened the

internals of His kingdom and church, but still those internals

had been known to the Ancients, as that man should be reborn

in order to enter into life ; and that in such case lie should put

off the old man, that is, the loves of self and of the world with

their concupiscences, and should put on the new, that is, love

towards the neighbor and to God ; also that heaven was in the

regenerate man, with many things besides which are internal.

These things had been known to those who were of the Ancient
church, but they were led to them l)y externals, which were
representative ; but as such things were altogether lost among
the Jewish nation, therefore the Lord taught them

;
yet He

abolished the representatives, because the greatest part of them
had respect to Himself, for the image must vanish when the

effigy itself appears. He established therefore a new church,

which was not to be led, like the former, by representatives to

internals, but which was to know them without representatives
;

and in the place thereof He commanded only some external

things, namely. Baptism and the Holy Supper ; Baptism as a

means whereby regeneration might be had in remembrance,
and the Holy Slipper as a means whereby remembrance might
be had of the Lord and of His love towards the universal

human race, and of the reciprocal love of man to Him. These

things are said in order that it may be known that the internals

of the church, which the Lord taught, were known to the

Ancients ; but that among the Jewish nation they were
altogether lost, insomuch that they were regarded no otherwise

than as falsities.

4905. And Judah said: that this signifies sentence from the

religiosity in which the Jewish nation was, appears from the

representation of Judah, as denoting the religiosity of the

Jewish nation, see no. 4864 ; that sentence therefrom is denoted,

is evident from what now follows.

4906. Bring lier forth, and let her he lurnt : that this signi-

fies that the internal of the church, represented by Tamar,
ought to be extirpated, appears from the signification of bring-

ing her forth and burning, as denoting extirpating; bringing

forth is predicated of the truth, and burning of the good, which
were to be extirpated. That burning is predicated of the

extirpation of good, is manifest from many passages in the

Word : the reason is, that iire and flame, in the spiritual

sense, is good, and hence heat is the affection of good ; but in

the opposite sense, fire and flame is evil, and hence heat is the

affection of evil, see nos. 1297, 1861, 2446
;
good also is

actually spiritual fire, whence comes the spiritual heat which
vivifies, and evil is the fire and hence the heat which consumes.

That the good of love is spiritual fire, and the affection of that

good is sjjiritual heat, may be very nuinifest to him who attends
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and reflects; for if he reflects whence man has vital fire and
heat, he will find that it is from love, for as soon as love ceases,

man grows cold, and the more he is in love, so much the

warmer he grows ; unless man's vital principle was from this

origin, he could not in anywise have had life; but the spiritual

lire or heat, which constitutes life, becomes a burning and con-

suming fire with the evil, for with them it is turned into such

a fire. With animals void of reason, spiritual heat also flows

in and constitutes life, but a life according to the reception in

their organical forms, hence their sciences and affections are

connate, as in the case of bees and the rest.

4907. She ivas brought forth : that this signifies that this extir-

pation was nearly effected, may appear from the signification of

being brought forth and burned, as denoting being extirpated,

see just above, no. 4906, here, therefore, being brought forth to

be burned, denotes that extirpation was nearly eff'ected.

4908. A7id she sent to her father-in-law : that this signifies

insinuation, namely, that she was with child by him, appears

from the series, whence this sense results.

4909. Saying, By the man whose these are, I am with child:

that this signifies that such [a principle] was in their religiosity,

appears from the representation of Judah, who here is the man,
as denoting the religiosity of the Jewish nation, see nos. 4864,

4905 ; and from the signification of bearing in the womb, or

being with child, as denoting being produced, see no. 4904, but

in the present case denoting being in, for what is produced, is

in, namely, that which is conceived. This product is the first

effect, which as being efficient is called a cause, from which
comes further effect, see above, no. 4904. What was in their

religiosity, may appear from what was said above, no. 4899,

and also from what follows.

4910. And she said, Acknovdedge, I pray thee, whose are this

signet, and panniclc, and staff : that this signifies that it might
be known from the pledges, appears from the signification of the

signet, the pannicle, and the staff', as denoting pledges of the con-

junction of the external or natural man, see nos. 4874, 4887.

4911. And Judah acknowledged: that this signifies that

being his, he affirmed, appears from the signification of acknow-
ledging, as denoting affirming, and this because from the

pledges he acknowledged that it was his own. Here is de-

scribed the genius of this nation, which is such, that although

they reject the internal of the church as false, yet when it is

insinuated into them that it is theirs, they accept and affirm it.

They who are in the filth of loves, that is, in avarice, and at

the same time in the love of self, as this nation is, cannot

possibly elevate the mind's view and see truth from any other

source than from self; wherefore when it is attriljuted to them,

they affirm it :—as for example ; if they are told, that the Word
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in itself is Divine, and contains the arcana of heaven, and also

such arcana as can only be comprehended by the angels, this

truth they affirm, inasmuch as they make the Word their own,

because it was for them, among them, and in the letter treats of

them ; but if the arcana or spiritual truths themselves be dis-

covered to them, they reject them. If they are told, that the 2

rituals of their church were all holy in themselves, this truth

they affirm, because they make those rituals their own: but if

it be said, that those holy things were in the rituals apart from

them, this they deny. Again, if they are told, that the Jewish

church was celestial, and the Israelitish church spiritual, and

if it be explained to them what is meant Ijy the celestial and
the spiritual, this also they would aftirin ; but if they were to

be told, that those churches are called celestial and spiritual

because each single thing therein represented celestial and
spiritual things, and that representatives regard the thing, and

not the person, they deny it. Again, if they are told, that in

the staff of Moses there was power from Jehovah, thus Divine

power, this they affirm and call true ; but if they are told, that

the power was not in the staff, but only in the Divine com-

mand, they deny it and call it false. Again, if they are told, 3

that the brazen serpent set up by Moses healed those who were

bitten by serpents, and thus that it was miraculous, they aftirm

it ; but if they are told, that it was not healing and miraculous

in itself, but from the Lord who was represented, they deny it

and call it false ; compare what is related and said of the ser-

pent in Numb. xxi. 7-9; 2 Kings xviii. 4; John iii. 14, 15.

In like manner in other instances. Such are the things signi-

fied by Judah's acknowledging, and which, on the part of the

nation signified by him, were conjoined with the internal of

the church, represented by Tamar ; and as they were such,

Judah did not enter in to her as a husband's brother to a wife,

but as a whoremonger to a harlot.

4912. And he said, She is more just than I : that this signified

that there was no conjunction of the external with the internal,

but of the internal with the external, appears from what was
said above, no. 4899, concerning the church among the Jewish

nation, and in that nation ; namely, that among that nation

there was the church, that is, the internal was conjoined with

the external ; but in that nation tliere was no churcli, tliat is,

the external was not conjoined with the internal ; for in order

that the church may be in a nation, there must be a reciprocal.

4913. Because I gave her not to Sliclah my son: that this

signifies, because the external was such, may appear from what
has been above exjdained, namely, that Tamar could not be

given to Shelah, Judah's son, because thereby tliere would have

been conjunction as of a wife with a liusband according to the

law concerning the duty of a husband's brother ; and yet the
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religiosity of the Jewish nation wliieh was to be represented,

was not sucli, but resembled the conjunction of a father-in-law

with a daughter-in-hiw as witli a harlot.

4914. And he added no more to Icnow licr : that this signifies

that there was no more any conjunction, appears from the

signification of knowing, as denoting being conjoined ; and from
the signification of adding no more, as denoting no more,

consequently that there was no more any conjunction with the

internal of tlie church ; for by Tamar is represented the internal

of the churcli. On tliat account also Judali had no more sons.

4915. Verses 27-30. And it came to pass in the time when
she hrought forth, and lo ! twins were in her womh. And it came
to pass, in her hringing forth, and one, put forth his hand; and
the niidwife took and bound douhle-dyecl scarlet upon Ms hand,

saying. This came forth first. And it came to pass, as he drew
hack his hand, and, hchold, his hrothcr came forth; and she said.

Why hast thou hroken a breach over thee? and she called his

name Pharez. And cftcrwards came forth his brother, upon
whose luind was the double-dyed scarlet ; and she called his name
Zerach. It came to pass in the time, signifies a following state

:

when she brought forth, signifies acknowledgment on the part of

internal truth : and lo ! twins ivere in her wonib, signifies both

[princijiles] of the church : and it came to j!?«ss in her bringing

forth, signifies production: and one put forth his ha.nd, signifies

power: and the midwife took, sigwifie,?) the natural: and bound
double-dyed scarlet upon his hand, signifies that she marked it

;

double-dyed scarlet denotes good: saying. This came forth first,

signifies that it had priority : and it came to p)a'SS, as he dreiv

back his hand, signifies that he hid his power: and, behold, his

brother came forth, signifies the truth of good : and she said.

Why hast thou broken a breach over thee ? signifies the separa-

tion thereof from good apparently : and she called his name
Pharez, signifies quality: and afterwards came forth Ms brother,

signifies good actually prior : upon whose hand ivas the double-

dyed scarlet, signifies acknowledgment that it is good : and she

called his name Zerach, signifies quality.

4916. And it came to pass in the time: that this signifies a

following state, appears from the signification of time, as

denoting state, see nos. 1274, 1382, 2625, 2788, 2837, 3254,

3356, 3827, 4882, 4901 ; that by its coming to pass in time is

denoted a following state, is evident, because what came to

pass now follows, see also no. 4814.

4917. When she brought fortli : that this signifies acknowledg-
ment on the part of internal truth, appears from the significa-

tion of bringing forth, as denoting acknowledging in faith and
act, see nos. 3905, 3915, 3919; and from the representation of

Tamar, who is here she, as denoting the internal of the repre-

sentative church, consequently internal truth.
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4918. And lo ! tirins were in her womh : that this signifies

both [principles] of the church, appears from the signification

of twins, as denoting both, namely, good and truth, see no.

3299 ; and from the signification of the womb, as denoting
where good and truth lie conceived, consequently where that

is which is of the church. In the genuine sense, the womb
signifies the inmost of conjugial love in which is innocence,

because it corresponds to that love in the Grand Man; and
as conjugial love derives its origin from the love of good and
of truth, which is of the heavenly marriage, and this marriage
is heaven itself, or the Lord's kingdom, and as the Lord's

kingdom in the earths is the church, therefore by the womb is

also signified the church ; for the church is where the marriage
of good and truth is. Hence, opening the womb, denotes doctrines

of churches thence derived (no. 3856), and also the faculty of

receiving the truths and goods which are of the church (no.

3967) ; and coming forth from the womb, denotes being re-born

or regenerated (no. 4904), that is, being made a church, for he
who is re-born or regenerated is made a church. Inasmuch as

by coming forth from the womb is signified re-birtb, and hence
the chnrch, therefore the Lord in the Word is called He Who
formeth from the womb, He Who bringeth forth from the

womb ; and they who are regenerated and made a church, are

said to be carried from the womb, as in Isaiah :
" Thns saitli

Jehovah thy maker. He Who formeth thee from the womh, He
helpeth thee " (xliv. 2). Again :

" Thus saith Jeliovah, thy
redeemer, and He Who formed thee from the womh " (xliv. 24).

Again: "Jehovah saith, Who formed me from the loomh to he

His servant, to bring back Jacob unto Him, and Israel may be
gathered to Him " (xlix. 5). In David :

" Jehovah, Who hrought

me forth from the womh " (Psalm xxii. 10, 11 [9, 10]). In Isaiah

:

" Hearken unto me, house of Jacob, and all the remains of

the house of Israel .... carried from the womh {uterus), and
borne from the womb {vulva) (xlvi. 3). In David :

" The wicked
are estranged /rem the womh, and they go astray from the helly

by the words of a lie " (Psalm Iviii. 4 [3]) ; where being
estranged from the womb is beincr estranued from the erood

of the church, and going astray from the belly, from truth. In
Hosea :

" The pangs of a woman in travail shall come upon
him : he is an unwise son, because in the time he doth not stand

in the loomh of sons" (xiii. 13); not standing in the womb of

sons, denotes not being in the good of the truth which is of

the church. Again :
" Their glory shall fly away like a bird,

from the hirth, from the helly, and /ro??i conception" (ix. 11),

denoting that the truth of the church will altogether perish :

from the l)irth, that which is born : from the belly, that which
has been carried in the womb : from conception, that which has

sprung forth [or has been called into being]. In Isaiah :
" I
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knew tliat acting treacherously thou wouldestact treacherously
;

and thou wast called a transgressor from tJic womh " (xlviii. 8),

denoting that he was such from the first of the church. In the

Apocalypse: "A great sign was seen in heaven; a woman
encompassed with the sun, and the moon under her feet, and
upon her head a crown of twelve stars ; but hearing in the helly,

she cried, being in travail, and was pained to bring forth " (xii.

1, 2). The woman denotes the church, nos. 252, 253, 255 : the

sun with which she was encompassed, denotes the good of love,

nos. 30-38, 1529, 1530, 2441, 2495, 40G0, 4G9G : the moon
which was under her feet denotes the trutli of faith, nos. 30-

38, 1529, 1530, 2120, 2495, 4696 : stars denote the Knowledges
of good and truth, nos. 2495, 2849, 4697 : the reason why there

were twelve stars, is, tliat twelve are all, thus all the things of

faith, nos. 577, 2089, 2129, 2130, 3272, 3858, 3913 : hearing in

the belly, denotes the truth of the church conceived : being in

travail and being pained to bring forth, denotes that it was
received with difiiculty.

4919. And it came to pass in her bringing forth: that this

signifies production, appears from the signification of bringing

forth, as denoting acknowledging in faith and act, see nos.

3905, 3915, 3919 ; and as that which is acknowledged in faith

and act is produced, therefore hy bringing forth is signified

production, namely, of good and truth, whicli are of the church.

4920. And one lyut forth his hand : that this signifies power,

appears from the signification of the hand, as denoting power,

see nos. 878, 3387.

4921. And the midwife took : that this signifies the natural,

appears from the signification of a midwife, as denoting the

natural, see no. 4588 ; how this is, will appear from what
follows. That in the spiritual world a midwife has another

signification than that which it has in the natural world, may
he manifest from this consideration, that none of the things

relating to births, consequently relating to the office of a mid-
wife, are in the former world ; whence it is evident that when
man is reading these words, the angels who are with him, per-

ceive something else instead of a midwife, and indeed some-
thing spiritual ; consequently as the angels keep their ideas in

those things wdiich relate to spiritual birth, therefore by a

midwife they have a perception of what assists and receives

that birtli ; that this is the natural, was shewn above, no.

4588.

4922. And loundu'pon his hand douUc-d]icd scarlet : that this

signifies that she marked the power, and that double-dyed

scarlet denotes good, appears from the signification of binding

upon the hand, as denoting marking power, for the hand is

power, see no. 4920 ; and from the signification of douhle-dyed,

as denoting good, and indeed spiritual good : double - dyed
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denotes spiritual good, because it is of a scarlet color, which,

in the other life, when it appears, signifies spiritual good, tliat

is, the good of charity towards the neighbor. For all the

colors that are visible in the other life signify something of

good and truth, inasmuch as they exist from the light of heaven,

which in itself is wisdom and intelligence from the Lord's Divine:

hence the variegations or modifications of that light are the varie-

gations and, so to speak, modifications of wisdom and intelligence,

consequently of good and truth : that the light which is in heaven

is from the Divine wisdom and intelligence of the Lord, Who
there appears as the sun, see nos. 1053, 1521-1533, 1619

-1632, 2776, 3138, 3167, 3190, 3195, 3222, 3223, 3225,

3337, 3339, 3340, 3485, 3636, 3643, 3862, 3993, 4180, 4214,

4302, 4405, 4408, 4413, 4415, 4523-4533. . That colors are

hence derived, and that they are the variegations and modifica-

tions of that light, consequently of intelligence and wisdom, see

nos. 1042, 1043, 1053, 1624, 3993, 4530, 4677, 4742. That 2

double-dyed scarlet denotes spiritual good, is evident from the

passages in the Word where it is mentioned ; as in Jeremiah :

" If then thou art wasted, what wilt thou do ? If thou dothest

thyself with double-dyed scarlet, and adornest thyself with an
ornament of gold, ... in vain shalt thou render thyself beauti-

ful ; the lovers will abhor thee " (iv. 30), speaking of Judah.

Clothing thyself with double-dyed scarlet, denotes spiritual

good : adorning with an ornament of gold, denotes celestial

good. In the Second Book of Samuel :
" David lamented over

Saul, and over Jonathan ; and inscribed to teacli the sons of

Judah the bow. ... Ye daughters of Israel, weep over Saul,

who clothed you with douUe-dyed scarlet, with delights, and set

an ornament of gold upon your garment" (i. 17, 18, 24); where
teaching the bow is teaching the doctrine of love and charity,

for this is signified by a bow : clothing with double-dyed

scarlet, denotes spiritual good, as before ; and setting an orna-

ment of gold upon the garment, denotes celestial good. As 3

this was the signification of double-dyed scarlet, it was com-
manded to be laid on the curtains of the tabernacle, on the

vail, on the hanging for the inner door of the tent, on the

hanging for the gate of the court, on the table of faces, when
they journeyed, on Aaron's garments of holiness, as the ephod,

the breast-plate of judgment, and on the skirts of the robe of

the ephod ; as directed in the following passages :
" Thou shalt

make for the tabernacle ten curtains, fine twined linen, and
purple, and crimson, and douhlc-dyed scarlet" (Exod. xxvi. 1).

" Thou shalt make a vail of purple, and crimson, and double-

dyed scarlet, and fine twined linen" (xxvi. 31). "Thou shalt

make a hanging for the inner door of the tent, of purple, and
crimson, and doublr-dyrd scarlet, and fine twined linen" (xxvi.

36). "Eor the gate of the court thou shalt make a hanging 4
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of purple, and crimson, and (InuUe-di/ed scarlet, and fine twined
linen, the work of the embroiderer" (xxvii. 16). "When the
camp journeys, . . . they shall spread over the table of faces a
cloth of douUc-dyed smWc^, and shall cover with a covering of

badger's skin " (Numb. iv. 8). " Tliou slialt make an ephod of

gold, of purple, and of crimson, and of douhlc-dijcd ficnrld, fine

twined linen, the work of the artificer. And in like manner
upon the girdle" (Exod. xxviii. 5, 6, 8). "Thou shalt make a
breast-plate of judgment, of the work of the artificer, as the

work of the ephod, of gold, purple, and crimson, and douhle-

dijcd scarlet, and fine twined linen" (xxviii. 15). "Upon the

skirts of the robe of the ephod, pomegranates of purple, and of

5 crimson, and of doiihle-di/ed scarlet " (xxviii. o'S). Inasmuch as

the tent of assemlily with the ark represented heaven, therefore

the above colors were commanded, which signified in their

order celestial and spiritual things in heaven, namely, purple
and crimson signified celestial goods and truths : double-dyed
scarlet and fine twined linen, spiritual goods and trutlis. Every
one who believes the Word to be holy, may know tliat every-

tliing therein has some signification ; and he wdio believes the

Word to be holy, because it was sent down by the Lord through
heaven, may know that the celestial and spiritual things which
are of His kingdom are signified. In like manner it was com-
manded, that in the cleansings of the leprosy, " cedar wood,
scarlet, and hyssop should be applied " (Levit. xiv. 4, 6, 52)

;

and that upon the burning of the red heifer, from which was
to come the water of separation, should be put " cedar wood,

6 and hyssop, and douhlc-dued crimson " (Numb. xix. 6). The
profanation of good and truth is also described by similar

expressions in the Apocalypse :
" I saw a woman sitting upon

a scarlet beast, full of names of blasphemy ; and it had
seven heads and ten horns. And the woman was clothed in

crimson and scarlet, and gilded with gold, and precious stones,

and pearls, having a goldenxup in her hand full of the abomi-
nations and uncleanness of whoredoms " (xvii. 3, 4). And
afterwards :

" Alas, alas, that great city, which was clothed in

fine linen, and crimson, and scarlet, gilded with gold, and pre-

cious stones, and pearls" (xviii. IG); speaking of Babylon, by
which is signified the profanation of good, nos. 1182, 1283,

1295, 1304-1308, 1321, 1322, 1320, in the above passages, the

profanation of good and truth, which is Babylonish : in the

prophets of the Old Testament, Babylon denotes the profana-

7 tion of good, and Chaldea the profanation of truth. In the

opposite sense, scarlet signifies tlie evil which is opposed to

spiritual good ; as in Isaiah :
" Though your sins be as scarlet,

tliey shall be as white as snow ; thougli they be red like

crimson, they shall be as wool" (i. 18). The reason why
scarlet signiiies that evil, is, that blood, from its redness also,
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signifies in tlie genuine sense spiritual gootl, or charity towards

the neighbor, but in the opposite sense violence offered to

charity.

4923. Saying, this came forth first : that this signifies that

it had priority, appears from the signification of coming
forth first, or being the first-born, as denoting priority and
superiority, see no. 3325. The subject treated of here and in

the remainder of this chapter is concerning birthright. He who
is not acquainted with the internal sense of the Word, may
conjecture that birthright only is treated of, consequently

the prerogatives which the first-born would obtain accord-

ing to the laws ; but he who knows anything about the

internal sense, may see evidently enough that something more
suljlime also lies concealed and treasured up here, both from

the fact itself, that one of the children stretched out the

hand and drew it back again, and that then the other came
forth, and from the consideration that hence they were named,
and that the midwife bound the double-dyed scarlet upon the

hand of the former; and further, from circumstances nearly

similar respecting Esau and Jacob, in that they struggled

together in the womb, and when Esau came forth first, that

Jacob held his heel (Gen. xxv. 22-24, 26) ; moreover, also from
the two sons of Joseph, that when Jacob blessed them, he

placed the right hand on the younger, and the left on the elder

(Gen. xlviii. 13, 14, 17-19). The Jews and some of the Chris- •

tians indeed believe that in these, and also in the rest of the

passages of the Word, there is some sense or meaning stored up
which they call mystical, and this because from infancy they

have been impressed with holy ideas of the Word ; but when it

is inquired what that mystical meaning is, they do not know
;

if they are told that that mystical sense in the Word, because it

is Divine, must necessarily be such as to be with the angels in

heaven, and that there can be no other mystical sense in the

Word, for if there were any other, it would be either fabulous,

or magical, or idolatrous ; and further, that this mystical sense,

which is with the angels in heaven, is nothing else than tlie

spiritual and celestial, and treats solely of the Lord, His
kingdom, and the church, consequently of good and truth ; and
that if they knew wdiat good and truth is, or what love and
faith is, they miglit also know that mystical sense;—when this

is told them, scarcely any one believes it
;
yea, such is the

ignorance prevailing at this day among those who are of the

church, that what is related concerning the celestial and
spiritual is scarcely comprehensil)le. But be it so; neverthe-

less, since by the Divine mercy of the Lord it has been granted

me to be at the same time in heaven as a spirit, and on earth

as a man, and hence to speak witli tlie angels, and this now
continually for many years, I cannot do otherwise than open

VOL. vr. 2 E
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those things wiiich are called the uiystical things of tlie "Word,

that is, its interiors, which are the spiritual and celestial things

oi" the Lord's kingdom. But what is involved in the internal

sense in the things here related concerning the two sous ot"

Tamar, will be shown in what now follows.

4924. Audit came to 'pass, as lie drew hack his hand: that

this signifies that he concealed his power, appears from the

signification of the hand, as denoting power, see nos. 878, oo87,

4920, concealing which is signified by drawing back.

4925. And, bcJiold, his brother came forth: that this signifies

the truth of good, appears from the signification of a brother,

as denoting what is consanguineous from good, see nos. 3815,

42G7, thus the truth of good ; the truth of good is that truth

which is from good, or that faith which is from charity. The
subject here treated of in the internal sense is the birthright with

those who are re-born (jr regenerated by the Lord, consequently

the birthright in the church. It was a matter of dispute from

the Most Ancient times which is the first-born, whether the

good wliich is of charity, or the truth which is of faith ; and as

during the process of man's being re-born and becoming a

church, good does not appear, but conceals itself in the interior

man, and only manifests itself in a certain affection, which does

not fall manifestly into the sense of the external or natural

man, until he is re-born, whereas truth manifests itself, for this

enters through the senses, and deposits itself in the memory of

the external or natural man, therefore many have fallen into

the error of supposing that truth is the first-born, and at length

also into the error that truth is the essential of the church, and so

essential, that truth, which is called faith, is able to save with-
2 out the good which is of charity. From this one error many
others have been derived, which have infected not only doctrine

but life ; as that man may be saved, howsoever he lives, if he

Imt have faith ; that even the most wicked are received into

heaven, if only at the last hour of death they make a confession

of such things as are of faith ; that every one is in a capacity of

being received into heaven through grace, whatsoever his life

has been ; and as they are in this doctrine, at length they do

not know what charity is, nor are they concerned about it ; and
finally, they do not believe that tliere is such a thing as charity,

consequently that there is neither a heaven nor a hell. The
reason is, that faith without charity, or truth without good,

teaches nothing, and the more it recedes from good, the more
it infatuates a man ; for it is good, into and through which the

Lord fiows in, and gives intelligence and wisdom, consequently

superior intuition and also perception whether it be so or not.

3 From these considerations it may be manifest how the case is

with tlie l)irthright, namely, tliat it belongs to good actually,

and to trutli opparently. This now is what is here described in
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I
the internal sense by the birth of the two sons of Taniar ; lor

by the double-dyed scarlet, which the midwife bound upon the

hand, is signified good, as was shewn, no. 4922 : by coming

forth first, is signified priority, no. 4923 : by drawing back the

liand, is signified that good concealed its power, as has been

shewn just above : by his brother coming forth, is signified

truth : by breakhig a breach over thee, is signified the separation

of truth from good apparently : by his brother afterwards com-
ing forth, is signified that good was actually prior: and by

upon whose hand was the double-dyed scarlet, is signified

acknowledgment that it is good ; for good is not acknowledged

to be prior until man is re-born, for then man acts from good,

and from it regards truth and its quality. These are the things -^

which are contained in the internal sense, which teaches how the

case is with good and truth in the man who is being born anew,

namely, that good is in the first place actually, but truth

apparently ; and that good does not appear to be in the first

place whilst man is being regenerated, but manifestly when he

is regenerated. But to explain these things further is unneces-

sary, since they have been explained above, see nos. 3324,

3325, 3494, 3539, 3548, 3556, 3563, 3570, 3576, 3603, 3701,

4243, 4244, 4247, 4337. And that from Ancient times it has

been a matter of controversy, whether the birthright belongs

to good or truth, to charity or faith, see no. 2435. As in the ;

supreme sense the Lord is the first-born, and hence love to

Him and charity towards the neighbor, therefore in the repre-

sentative church a law was enacted that the first-born should

be Jehovah's ; concerning which it is thus written in Moses :

" Sanctify unto Me every Jirst-lorn, whatsoever openctli the womh
among the sons of Israel, in man and in beast : they shall 1)6

Mine " (Exod. xiii. 2). " Thou shalt cause to pass over to

Jehovah «// tliatopcncth the tvomh, and every oj^ening ofthcfcetus

of a least which thou hast ; the males shall be Jehovah's

"

(xiii. 12). ''All that openeth the womh shall be Mine; there-

fore as to all thy cattle, thou shalt give the male, that opcneth

[the womb of] the ox and of the cattle" (xxxiv. 19). " Every

-

fliing that openeth the mwih in all flesh, which they bring unto

Jehovah, of men and of beasts, it shall be thine : nevertheless,

redeeming thou shall redeem every frst-hor7i of man " (Numb,
xviii. 15). " Behold, I have taken the Levites out of the midst

of the sons of Israel, in the place of every first-horn, that

openeth the womh among the sons of Israel, that they may
be Levites to Me" (iii. 12). As tlie first-born is that which'

openeth tlie womb, therefore where the first-born is mentioned,

it is always called the opening of the womb, denoting that it is

good which is signified : that it is good, is evident from each of

the things in the internal sense, especially from wliat is related

concerning the sons of Tamar, that Zerach by his hand opened
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the womb, Ly wliom is repvesonted good, as is manifest also

from the double-dyed scarlet upon his hand, see no. 4922 ; the

womb also, of which opening is predicated, is where good and
truth are, consequently the church, see no. 4918 ; opening

7 which, denotes giving power that truth may be born. As the

Lord alone is the First-l)orn, being Good Itself, and from His
good is all truth, therefore also in order that Jacob, who was
not the first-born, might represent Him, he was permitted to

buy the birthright from Esau his brother ; and because this

was not sufficient, he was named Israel, that by that name he

might re})resent the good of truth ; for in the representative

sense Israel is the good which is procured by truth, nos. 3654,

428G, 4598.

492G. And she said, Why hast thou hrohcn a breach over thee ?

that this signifies the separation thereof from good apparently,

appears from the signification of a breach, as denoting the

breaking and perversion of truth by separation from good, of

which we shall speak presently ; breaking a breach here

evidently denotes plucking away the double-dyed scarlet from

the hand, thus separating good, for by the double-dyed scarlet

is signified good, no, 4922 ; that it was apparently, follows

from this consideration, that it so appeared to the midwife, for

it was not he who had the scarlet, but his brother, who repre-

sented truth ; on this subject, see what was shewn just above,

no. 4925, namely, that good is actually the first-born, but truth

apparently. This may be further illustrated from the uses and
members in the human body ; it appears as if the members and
organs are prior, and that their uses are after, for they are

first presented to the eye, and are also known, before the uses

;

nevertheless, the use is prior to the members and organs, since

these latter are from uses, and thus formed according to uses

;

yea, use itself forms them and adapts them to itself: unless

this was the case, all things in general and particular in man
would never conspire so unanimously to a one. The case is

similar with good and truth ; it appears as if truth was prior,

whereas good is prior, for good forms truths, and adapts

them to itself ; wherefore, truths considered in themselves are

only goods formed, or forms of good ; truths also respectively

to good are as the viscera and fibres in the body respectively

2 to uses, good also viewed in itself is nothing but use. That a

breach signifies a breaking into and perversion of truth, by
separation from good, is evident also from other passages in the

Word, as in David :
" Our garners are full, yielding supply

from food to food ; our flocks are thousands and ten thousands

in our streets ; our oxen are laden ; there is not a hreaeh " (Psalm

cxliv. 13, 14), speaking of the Ancient church, such as it was
in its youth ; food, with wliich the garner was full, denotes

spiritual food, that is, truth and good, flocks and oxen denote
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internal and external goods ; there is not a breach, denotes

that truth is not broken or broken through by separation from

good. In Amos :
" I will raise up the tent of David which is 3

fallen to pieces, and / will hcdye up their breaches^ and will

restore the ruins thereof; I will build according to the days of

eternity" (ix. 11), speaking of the church which is in good:

the tent of David fallen to pieces, denotes the good of love and
charity from the Lord : that a tent denotes that good, see nos.

414, 1102, 2145, 2152, 3312, 4128, 4391, 4599, and that David
is the Lord, no. 1888 : hedging up breaches, denotes amending
falsities, which have entered by the separation of truth from

good : building according to the days of eternity, denotes

according to the state of the church in Ancient times : this

state and time is called in the Word the day of eternity, the

day of an age, and also of generation and generation. In 4

Isaiah :
" He builds of thee the wastes of an age, the founda-

tions of generation and generation ; and he shall be called. The
repairer of the hrcach for thee, The restorer of paths to dwell

in" (Iviii. 12); speaking of the church where charity and life is

the essential : repairing the breach, denotes also amending the

falsities which have crept in by the separation of good from
truth, every falsity being from this source : restoring paths to

dwell in, denotes the truths which are of good, for paths or

ways are truths, nos. 027, 2333, and dwelling is predicated of

good, nos. 22G8, 2451, 2712, 3013. Again: "Ye have seen 5

the hreaches of the city of David, that they are vei^y many ; and
ye have gathered together the waters of the lower fishpond

"

(xxii. 9), The breaches of the city of David, denote falsities of

doctrine : the waters of the lower fishpond, denote the traditions

^^llereby they made infractions into the truths which are in the

AVord, see Matt. xv. 1-6; Mark vii. 1-13. In Ezekiel: ''Ye

have 7iot gone up into the hreaches, neitlier have ye hedged the

liedge for the house of Israel, that ye miglit stand in the war in

the day of Jehovah " (xiii. 5). Again :
" I sought from them a

man {vir) to hedge up the hedge, and to stand in the breach

before Me for the land, that I might not destroy it ; but I found

none " (xxii. 30) ; standing in the breach denotes defending

and taking heed lest falsities break in. In David :
" Jehovah

said, that He would have destroyed the people, had not Moses,

His chosen, stood before Him in the hrcach " (Psalm cvi. 23)

;

Avhere standing in the breach denotes also taking heed lest

i'alsitics break in ; Moses is the Word, see preface to tlie

eighteenth chapter of Genesis, and no. 4859. In Amos :
6

" They shall draw out your posterity with fish-hooks. Ye shall

go forth through the breaches, ewery one from his country; and
ye shall cast down the palace " (iv. 2, 3). Going forth through

the breaches, denotes through falsities from reasonings ; the

palace is the Word, consequently the truth of doctrine which
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is from good. And as by breaches is signified the falsity which
exists through the separation of good from truth, the same
thing also in the representative sense is signified by strengthen-

ing and repairing the breaches of the house of Jehovah (2 Kings

xii. 6-9, lo [5-8, 12] ; xxii. 5). In the second book of Sanniel

:

" It grieved David, that Jeliovah liad hroJccn a Ireach in Uzzah :

whence he called that place rcrcz-Vzzali " (vi. 8), speaking of

Uzzah, who died because he touched the ark ; by the ark was
represented heaven, in the supreme sense the Lord, consequently

the Divine good ; but by Uzzah was represented that which

ministers, thus truth, for this ministers to good ; the above

separation is signified by the breacli in Uzzali.

4927. Ajid sJie called Ms name Pharez: that this signified the

quality of the separation of truth from good apparently, appears

from the signification of calling a name, as denoting quality,

see nos. 144, 145, 1754, 1896, 2009, 2724, 3006, 3421 ; the

quality itself is I'harez, which in the original language denotes

a breach.

4928. And afterimrds came forth his Irofher : that tliis

signifies good actually prior, appears from the representation

of Zerach, who in this case is the brother, as denoting good

;

for he it was who opened the womb, thus who was the first-

born, and upon whose hand was the double-dyed scarlet ; that

it is good, see no. 4925. By " his brother afterwards came
forth," is signified that good is actually prior; because while

man is being regenerated, good does not appear, for it conceals

itself in his interior man, and only flows in into truth througli

the affection according to the degrees of the conjunction of truth

wdth itself; when therefore truth is conjoined to good, as is the

case when man is regenerated, good manifests itself, for man
then acts from good, and regards truth as being from good, for

he is then more studious of life than of doctrine.

4929. Upon lohosc liand urxs the douhle-di/ed scarlet : that this

signifies acknowledgment tliat it is good, appears from this

consideration, that he was now acknowledged from the double-

dyed scarlet upon the hand, thus that it was good which

opened the womb, or was tlie first-born. By tlie midwile

binding the double-dyed scarlet upon the hand, is signified that

she marked who was the first-born, hence acknowledgment is

here signified.

4930. And she ccdled his name Zerach : that this signifies

([uality, appears from the signification of calling a name, as

denoting (piality, see above, no. 4027. The quality signified

by Zerach, is tlie quality of what has been hitherto treated of

in the internal sense, namely, that good is the first-born

actually, and truth apparently. The quality itself contains

innumerable things, which cannot be seen in the light of the

world, but in the light of heaven, thus before the angels ; if a
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man were to see the quality of one thing as it appears before

the augels, he would be amazed, and would confess that he

could never have believed it, and that respectively his know-
ledge was next to nothing. In the original language Zerach
signifies the rising, and is attributed to the sun and to the

first appearance of its liglit ; lience Zerach was so named,
because the case is similar with good in the man who is being

regenerated ; for it first arises and gives light, by which the

things in the natural man are illustrated, so that they may be

seen and acknowledged, and finally believed ; unless there was
light from good within in man, he could not in any wise see

truths to acknowledgment and faith, but only either as things

to be called true for the sake of the common people, or as

falsities.

A CONTINUATION CONCERNING CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE

GRAND MAN ; HERE CONCERNING THE CORRESPONDENCE OP

THE HANDS, ARMS, FEET, AND LOINS, THEREWITH.

4931. It has heoi shewn before, that the universal heaven

resemhles one man, with all of his organs, members, and viscera ;

and this because heaven 7'esembles the Lord ; for the Lord is tlie

all in all of heaven, insomuch that heaven, in the proper sense,

is the Divine good and Divine truth, which are from the Lord.

Hence it is, that heaven is distinguished into as many provinces,

as there are viscera, organs, and members in man, vnth which
also there is correspondence ; unless there was such a coi^re-

spondence of man ivith heaven, and through heaven loith the Lord,

man would not subsist even a single moment. All those things

are Jcept in connection by influx. But all the above 'provinces ^

have reference to two kingdoms, namely, to the celcsticd kingdom,

and to the spiritual hingdom ; the former is the kingdom of the

heart in the Grand Man; and the latter is the Jcingdom of
the lungs in that Man; in like manner as in man, the heart

reigns and the lungs reign in all the parts in general and par-
ticular of his body. Those two kingdoms are ivondcrfully conjoined

together ; this conjunction is also represented in the conjunction of
the heart and lungs in man, and in the conjunction of their

operations in each of the members and viscera. Wlien man is an 3

embryo, or yet in the loomb, he is in the kingdom of the heart

;

hut when he has issued forth from the womb, he at the same time

comes into the kingdotn of the lungs ; and if he suffers himself to

be brought by the truths of faith into the good of lore, he returns

from the kingdom of the lungs into the kingdom of the heart, in

the Grand Man, for thereby he again comes into the womb and is
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re-horn. Then also those two kingdoms are conjoined in him,
hut in an inverted order : for heretofore the kingdom of the heart

in Jiim was under the government of the lungs, that is, the truth

tf faith heretofore had dominion ivith him ; hut afterwards the

good of charity lias the dominion. That the heart corresponds to

the good of love, and the lunqs to the truth of faith, sec nos. 3635,
:j883-3896.

4932. Those in the Grand Man who corresporul to the liands

and arms, and also to the shoulders, are they who are in ^wiccr

hy the truth of faith from good ; for tlicy who are in this truth,

are in the Lord's power, as they attribute all power to Him,
and none to themselves; and the more they attribute none to

tlicmsclces (not with the mouth, hut with the heart), so much tJie

greater p)Ower are they in ; hence tJie angels are called p)0wcrs

{potentioi) and Poioers {intestates).

4933. The reason why the hands, arms, ami shoulders cor-

respond to poiver in the Grand Man, is, thcd the strength and
powers of the whole body and of all its viscera have reference

to them ; for the body exercises its strength and p)ouicrs through
the arms and hands. Hence also it is that in the Word hy liands,

arms, and shoulders, are signified powers ; tlmt this is signified

hy the liands, see nos. 878, 3387 ; tlmt it is signified hy the

arms, is evident from many passages, as from tJie following :—
" Be thou an arm every morning " (Isaiah xxxiii. 2). " IVic Lord
Jchovih comcth in might, and His arm shall have dominion for
Him" (xl. 10). "He worketh it by the arm of His strength"
(xliv. 12). "Mine arms shalljudge the peoples "

(li. 5). " Put on
strength, arm of Jehovah " (li. 9). " Hooked around, ami there

was none to help ; therefore ]\Iine own arm brought salvation U7iio

Me " (Ixiii. 5). " Cursed be he ivho trustefh in mari, and makcth
flesh his arm " (Jeremiah xvii. 5). " / have made the earth,

man, and beast, by My great power {virtus), arid by '^iy stretched-

out arm" (xxvii. 5; xxxii. 17). " The horn of Moab is cut off,

and his arm is broken " (xlviii. 25). " / break the arms of tlie

king of Egypt; hut I unll strengthen the arms of the king of
JMiylon" (Ezekiel xxx. 22, 24, 25). ''Jehovah, break Thou the

arm of the wicked" (Psalm x. 15). " According to the greatness

o/Thine arm, reserve the children of dccdh" (Ixxix. 11). " Brought
out of Egypt by a mighty hand and a stretched-out arm " (Deut.
vii. 19 ; xi. 2, 3 ; xxvi. 8 ; Jeremiah xxxii. 21 ; Psalm cxxxvi.

12). From these piassages also it may he manifest, that by the

right hand ioi the Word is signified s\ipcrior power, and by sitting

(III the right hand of Jehovah is signified omnipotence (Matt.

xxvi. Q>'i, G4 ; Mark xiv. Gl, 02 ; xvi. 19 ; Luke xxii. G9).

4934. Tlicrc has been seen hy me a naked arm,, bent forward

,

which had with it such great force, and at the same time such
great terror, that I not only was struck with horror, hut seemed as

if I might be bruised into an atom, even as to inmost [principlesi

;
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it was irresistible. This arm has hccn twice seen ht/ mr, and
henee it was given me to Jcnow, that arms signify strength, and
hands power. A heat luas also felt exhaling from that arm.

4935. This naked arm is presented to the sight i'n various

2)ositions, and according to the position it strikes terror, aiul in,

the position ahove described, incredible terror, for it appears as

if it icere able in an instant to break to pieces the bones and
marroivs. They who have not been timid in the life of the body,

are nevertheless in the other life smitten with the greatest terror

by that arm.

4936. Occasionally, spirits have appeared, who had staffs,

and it was said that they were magicians ; they are infront to the

right along way, immersed deeply in caverns ; they who have been

more mischievous magicians, are there immersed at a greater

depth. They seem to themselves to have staffs, cdso by phantasies

they form several kinds of staffs, and believe that by them they

can do miracles ; for they suppose energy to be in the staff, and
this, because staffs are for the support of the rigltt hand and arm,

which by correspondence are strength and piower. Hence it was
evident to me, why the Ancients attributed staffs to magicians ; for
the old Gentiles had it from' the representative Ancient church, in

which staffs, as well as hands, signified power, sec no. 4876. And
in consequence of this signification, Moses was cornmanded, when
miracles were wrought, to stretch out the staff or hand. (Exod.

iv. 17, 20; viii. 1-11, 12-18; ix. 23; x. 3-21
; xiv. 21, 26,

27; xvii. 5, 6, 11, 12 ; Numbers xx. 7-11).

4937. Infernal spirits also sometimes exhibit a shoulder from
phantasy ; the effect of which is that the forces are struck back, and
cannot pass over; but this is only for those who are in such

pjhantasy, for they know that the shoulder corresponds to all

power in the spiritual world. By the shoidder in the Word also,

is signified all povjer ; as is evident from these passages :
" Thou

hast broken the yoke of his burden, and the staft' of liis slioulder
"

(Isaiah ix. 3 [4]).
" Ye thrust ivith side and with shoulder, and

smite with your horns" (Ezekiel xxxiv. 21). " Thoic shcdt rend

for him every shoulder" (xxix. 7). ''That tJicy may serve

Jehovah with one shoulder" (Zephaniah iii. 9). " Unto us a
child is born, . . . and the principality shall be upon His
shoulder " (Isaiah ix. 5 [6]).

" / icill give the key of the house of
David upon His shoulder" (xxii. 22).

4938. They in the Grand Man, v)ho correspond to the feet, the

soles of the feet, and the heels, are such as are natural ; loherefore

by feet in the Word are signified natural tilings, nos. 2162, 3147,

3761, 3986, 4280 ; by the soles of the feet, lower natural things

;

and by the heels, the lowest naturcd things. For in the Grand
Man celestial things constitute the head, spiritucd things the body,

and natural tilings the feet ; they also follow in this order;

celestial things likeivise, which arc the supreme, are terminated in
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spiritual things, vltidi arc the middle, and spiritual things in

natural, which arc the last.

4939. Once, ivhcn I was elevated into heaven, it appeared to

me as if I %vas there, as to the head, and beneath as to the bod//,

hut still lower cts to the feet ; and hence it vms 2^crceivcd how the

higher and lower things in man correspond to those which are in

the Grand Man, ami how the one flows in into the other, namely,

hoiv the celestial, ivhich is the good of love and the first of order,

infloics into the spiritual v:hich is truth thence, and is the second

of order, and finally into the naturcd , which is the third of order

;

hence it is manifest, that natural things are like the feet, upon

v:hich the higher things stand and are supported. In nature also,

the things of the spiritual loorld and ofheaven are terminated; hence

it is that universal nature is a theatre representative of the Lord's

kingdom, and that each single thing of nature represents, see

nos. 2758, 3483 ; and that nature subsistsfvm infiux according to

the above order, and that without such infiux if could not subsist

even a single moment.

4940. On another occasion, when, being encompassed ivith an

angelic column, I was let down into the lower places (loca infeii-

orum), it was given me to perceive sensibly that they ivho ivere in

the loujcr earth (terra inferiorum), corresponded to the feet, and to

the soles of the feet ; those p)laccs also are beneath the feet and the

soles of the feet. I likeivisc spoke with those who were tliere ; they

are such as have been in nattiral delight, and not in spiritual.

Concerning the lower earth (terra inferior), see no. 4728.

4941. Iji those places cdso are tluy who have ascribed all things

to nature, and but little to the Divine. I spoke there unth them,

and ivhen the conversation was concerning the Divine Providence,

they attrihuted all things to nature; nevertheless when they who

have led a good moral life, have been detained therefor some time,

they successively put ofi' those principles, and put on tlie iirinciples

of triith.

4942. Whilst I v:as there, I heard [a noise] cdso in one

chamber, as if there were some on the other side of the wall, wJw
were desirous to break in, at which they within were afi'riglded,

believing that they were robbers ; and it was said, that the spirits

there are kept in such fear, in order that they may be deterred

from evils, because to some fear is a means of amendment.

4943. In the loiver earth beneath the feet and soles of the feet,

are also they ivho have p)laced merit in good deeds and works

;

many of them appear to themselves to cut wood ; the p)lace where

they are is rather cold, and they seem to themselves to acquire heat

by their labour ; loith these cdso I discoursed, and it was given me
to ask them, whether they ivished to come forth from that place?

They said., that as yet they had not merited it by their labour

;

but when that state has been passed through, they are conveyed,

away from thence. These also are natural, because ivishing to
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merit salvation i-i not spiritual ; and vwrcovcr they lircfer them-

selves to others, some of them even despise others. In the other

life, if they do not receive a joy superior to that of others, they are

indignant against the Lord; wherefore ivhen they cut luood, it

sometimes eqjpears as if someivhat of the Lord was render the wood,

and this from indignation. But as they have led a pious life,

and have acted thus from ignorance, in which there vxis someivhat

of innocence, angels are occasionally sent to them, cmd console them

;

there likeivise cqjjjears to theon at times from the left above as it

v:ere a sheeny, at the sight of which they also receive consolcdion.

4944. They who come from the Christian ivorld, and have led

a good moral life, and have had somewhat of charity toivards the

neighbor, hut have Imd little concern about spiritnal things, are

for the most part sent into the j^laces beneath the feet and the soles

of the feet, v:here they are hept until they put off the natural

things in which they have been, and are imbued with spiritual

and celestial things as far as they are able, according to their

life ; ivhen this is effected, they are elevated thence to heavenly

societies ; I have seen them at times emerging, and was witness

to their gladness at coming into heavenly light.

4945. In what situation the places beneath the feet are, it has

not as yet been give7i me to know : they are very many, and 7nost

distinct among each other ; in general they arc called the lou'cr

earth (terra inferioruin).

494G. There are some ivho in the life of the body have hern

imbued vAth the p)ersuasion that man ought not to concern him-

self ahoiit the things lohich are of the internal man, consequentl

y

about sjm'itual things, but solely about those which are of the

external man, or natural things, because interior things disturb

the delights of their life, and mahe it undelightful. They acted

into the left knee, and a little above the knee on the fore part, and
also into the sole of the right foot. I have spoken icith them in

their place of abode ; they said, that in the life of the body they

had been of opinion that only external things were alive, and that

they did not understand what the internal was, eonsequcntlii that

they knew natural things, bat did not knovj what the spiritual was

;

hit it was given me to tell them, that thereby they shut out from
themselves innumerable things ivhich might haveflowed infrom the

spiritucd world, if they had achiowlcdged interior things, and thus

had admitted them into the ideas of their thought. And it was

further given me to tell them, that in every idea of thought there

are innumerable things, luhich do not appear before man, especi-

ally a natural man, except as one simple thing ; when yet there

arc indefinite things flowing in from the spiritual world, lohich

cause higher intuition in the spiritual man, whereby he can see and,

also perceive whether a thing be true or not. And as they doubted

concerning this, it was shown them by living eo:ixrirncc ; one idea

was represented to them, u:hich they saw as one simple idea, con-
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fiequently as an obscure ijoint {such a thing is easily represented

in the light of heaven) ; when that idea was laid open, and at

the same time their interior sight opened, there was then mani-
fested as it were a vnivcrse leading to the Lord, and they were

told that so it is in every idea of good and truth, namely, that it

is an image of the whole Iwaven, because it is from the Lord,

Who is the all of heaven, or the very essential which is called

heaven.

4947. Beneath the soles of the feet are also they, who in the

life of the body have lived for the sake of the world and its

luxuries, delighted with such things as are of the world, and rvho

have loved to live in splendour, but only from external ciipidity

or that of the body, not from internal or that of the mind
(mens)

; for they have not becii i^t'oud in disposition (animus),

in preferring themselves to others, cdthough advanced to dignities ;

thus in so living they had acted from the body ; wherefore such

have not rejected the doctrincds of the church, still less have they

confirmed themselves against them ; in their heart tltry have said

concerning them, that it is so, because they ivho stiuhj the Word
hiow it to be so. With sonic of this character, the interiors are

open towards heaven, into which interiors are successively insemi-

nated heavenly things, namely, justice, probity, piety, charity,

mercy ; and they are afterwards elevated into heaven.

4948. But they who in the life of the body have thought and
studied nothingfrom their interior, except what is of self and the

vorld, have closed everyway or every influx from heaven to them-

selves, for the love of self and of the world is the oj^posite to

heavenly love. Of these, they loho have lived at the same time in

pleasicres, or in a delicate life conjoined with interior cunning,

are under the sole of the right foot, but at a considerable depth

there, thus benecdh the loiver earth (terra inferiorum), ichere the

hell of such is: in their houses there is nothing but filth, they

seem also to themselves to carry filth, for filth corresponds to such

life ; the stench of different kinds of filth is sensibly smelt there

according to the genera and species of their life. Many who in

the world have been among the more celebrated, have their cd)odes

there.

4949. There are many who have abodes under the soles of
the feet, with ivhom I have occasionally spoken; I saw some of
them attempting to ascend, and it was also given me to feel their

attempt, and this even to the knees ; but they.fell back again:

in this manner it is rejvescnted to the sense, when any are

desirous of rising from their own abodes to those which are higher ;

as in the case of these, who were desirous of rising to the abodes of
those who are in the jvovince of the knees and thighs. I was told,

that such are they who have desinsed others in comparison vnth

themselves; wherefore cdso they ivish to emerge, and. not only

through the foot into the thigh, bid also if they were able, above
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the head ; yet still they fall hack again. Tliey arc in a certain

kind of stupidity
, for such arrogance extinguishes and suffocates

the light of heaven, and consequently intelligence ; vjherefore the

si^here which ciicompasses them appears as gross dregs.

4950. Beneath the left foot, a little to the left, are such as have

attributed all things to nature, yet still have confessed a Being

of the universe from whom come all the things of nature; hut

exploration was made wlieiher they lelieved in any Being of the

universe, or supreme Deity, as having created all things, hut it

was perceived from their thought communicated to me, that what
they believed in ivas as something inanimate, in ivhieh there was
iwthing of life ; v)hcrehy it might he evident, that they did not

acknowledge the Creator of the universe, hut nature; they said

also that they coidd not have an idea of a living Deity.

4951. Beneath the heel, somewhat further hehind, is a hell

at a great depth; the intermediate space apj^ears as empty ; in

this hell are the most malicious, they clandestinely explore minds
(animi) with a view to hurt, and lay snares with a view to

destroy; this had been the delight of their life. I frequently

observed them. They pour out the poison of their malice to those

who are in the world of spirits, and stir them up by various

deceits ; they are interiorly malicious ; they appear as it were in

cloaks, and sometimes otherwise. They are often punished, and
are then let down to a greater depth, and are veiled as it were

with a cloud, which is the spiherc of mcilice exhaling from them

;

out of that depth at times a tumult is heard as of a genercd

carnage. They can induce others to tveep, and can also strike

terror ; they have become imbued with this hahit in the life of
the body, in consequence of being with the sick and simple for
the sake of obtaining ivealth, whom they have constrained to

weep, and thereby have moved to pity; and if they hcvvc not

obtained their ends in tins way, they have proceeded to strike

terror. There are very many such, who in this manner have
plundered many houses for the benefit of monasteries. Some were
also observed in a middle distance, but these appear to themselves

to sit as in a chamber, and to considt ; they are also malicious,

but not in the above degree.

4952. Some of those who are ncdural, have said that they know
not what they should believe, because a lot awaits every one

according to his life, and also according to his thoughts from con-

firmed principles ; but reply was made them, that it was sufficient

for them if they believed that there is a God who governs all things,

and that there is a life after death; and especially if they livcd^

not as a ivild beast, but as a man, namely, in love to God, and
in charity towards the neighbor, thus in truth and in good, hut

not contrary thereto. But they said that they did so live ; hut

reply was again made, that in externals they appeared to do so,

ichen nevertheless, had not the laics opposed them, they would have
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inmdcd every one's life and irropertij with more fiiri/ than v:ild

leasts. They again saiel that they did not know v:hett charity

towards the neiyhhor wa^, nor what the internal was; hut reply

vxis made them, that they could not hnow those things, hecaaise the

love of self and of the world, and external tilings, had occupied

all things of their thought and of their luill.

4953. The sulject will be continued at the close of the folloioing

chapter.
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